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Abstract
Manufacturing companies do not exist in isolation. In this paper we contribute to the
understanding of supply network disruptions by relating structural complexity to network
robustness and resilience. We first simulate a manufacturing network based on the suspension part
supply chain of a major European automotive producer. We then subject the network to failures by
disrupting production on different firms that are embedded within this network. We find that as
embeddedness characteristics of disrupted firms vary, so do the network’s ability to withstand
disruption and recover. Beyond demonstrating how structural embeddedness effects network
resilience, we also illustrate which embeddedness measures matter the most. Our work contributes
to our understanding of how topological properties relate to supply network resilience, and thus
constitutes an important step towards generating better risk mitigation strategies in supply chains
today.
Introduction
Manufacturing and supply chains can fail, and when they do, the implications are often
catastrophic. In the aftermath of the March 2011 Japanese earthquake, damage at a few key
suppliers in the Tohoku area caused the highly interconnected auto industry to shut down. Not only
Japanese producers, but also European and North American manufacturers had to halt production
soon after their inventories from Japanese suppliers dried up. This resulted in an estimated loss of
one-third of the daily global automotive production, translating into 5 million vehicles worldwide,
out of the 72 million planned for 2011. Shortly after, Honda UK had to halve its production, and
Toyota UK announced plans to cut back on shifts. Goldman Sachs estimated that the shutdowns
cost automakers $200 million a day (Kurtenbach 2011).
Complex interdependencies that cause this domino effect are a matter of significant concern for
many industries, but their dynamics and potential impact are currently unpredictable (Linton and
Choi 2011). Interdependent manufacturing networks emerge as companies procure parts from one
another, and invest in each other. Such local interactions result in a macro system of
interdependencies, but individual companies have no visibility over this extended network and how
it impacts them (Choi et al 2001). This lack of knowledge resulted in the long-standing assumption
that the emergent structure is linear, and chain-like (Fig. 1 a). Virtually all analytical and simulation
models that investigate the effect of interdependencies are built on such assumptions (New 2004).
However, these linear systems do not represent reality, because the boundaries of manufacturing are
now large-scale and global, as management methods such as just-in-time and sophisticated ICT
tools resulted in increased efficiency and mass outsourcing, creating a complex structure with loops,
hubs, and various patterns that create consistent systemic effects (Fig. 1 b). As the first empirical
study of its kind, we recently discovered that there is a 23% chance that global automotive suppliers
do not only supply to top tier clients, but also to one another, significantly impacting a variety of
system wide and local properties such as robustness and resilience (Brintrup et al 2011).
Heterogeneous structures means that firms are embedded in the network differently, hence their
levels of network dependence varies and so do the network’s dependence on them. Yet there is
paucity of research that studies the relationship between embeddedness and system resilience,
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which form the topic of our investigation in this paper.
In what follows, we briefly examine related literature (Section 2), present how network structural
embeddedness can be measured in a supply network context (Section 3), present details of our
methodological approach (Section 4), before summarising and discussing the results of our analysis
(Sections 5 and 6).

Figure 1. (a) A linear supply chain (b) a complex supply chain with lateral connections
Brief overview of literature
The issue of resilience and risk management within supply networks has become a significant
research topic in recent years – stimulated not least by catastrophic events such as the March 2011
Japanese earthquake, and the Thailand floods in July 2011.
While some research reviews the practical strategies adopted by individual firms (Brindley 2004;
Craighead et al 2007; Zsidisin and Ritchie 2008; Christopher et al 2011), other researchers
developed analytical and simulation based models to examine risk exposure (for example, Tomlin
2006; Chaturvedi and Martínez-de-Albéniz 2011). However, most of this work focuses on dyadic
relationships between suppliers and clients.
Many researchers have stressed the importance of considering supply chain ideas from a network
perspective (for example, Easton and Axelsonn 1992; De Toni and Nassimbeni 1995; Olsen and
Ellram 1997; Lazzarini et al 2001; Lamming 2000; Harland et al 2004). However, progress has
been constrained by a lack of analytical tools to describe and interpret network structures. The last
decade has seen the emergence of a toolbox of techniques under network science for understanding
the characteristics of complex networks (Watts 2003; Newman 2010). Network scientists stressed
the importance of structure in system robustness and resilience (Barabasi	
   and	
   Albert	
   2000). While
Choi et al (2001, 2002, 2009) and Borgatti and Li (2009) have pioneered the application of these
ideas to supply networks, this new analysis perspective is still in its infancy.
We find three related empirical studies on supply networks, comprising Choi et al (2001)’s
efforts to map part of the Honda, Acura, Daimler Chrysler, which consisted of 70 members; Lomi
and Pattison (2006)’s analysis of 106 automotive firms in southern Italy; and Keqiang et al (2008)’s
examination of the Guangzhou automotive industry, consisting of 84 firms. However, despite these
efforts, the relationship between robustness and resilience, and network structure remained
unexplored in the context of supply networks.
The primary contribution of this paper is to relate the notion of structure in supply chains and to
supply chain robustness and resilience. We will do so by generating an empirically based model of
an automotive suspension material flow network and measure the structural embeddedness patterns
of firms in this network. Following this, we simulate disruptions on the network by systematically
halting production on each firm, and observing the relationship between the impact on system
output and structural embeddedness.
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Measuring network structural embeddedness
The supply network under investigation here consists of an inherent material flow logic carried
out by multiple actors along various pathways, with the goal of producing a final consumer-facing
product at the focal firm. Hence, a firm does not only depend on its immediate suppliers, but
indirectly, to the suppliers of its suppliers, all the way to the bottom of the chain. If a supplier’s
supplier fails or underperforms, subsequent firms might be impacted, even if they do not depend on
that supplier, because the effort devoted to remedy the failure will render it likely that focus is
shifted from operations on which other clients are dependent. Similarly, an underperforming client
may mean that not only the supplier is impacted, but also the suppliers’ relations suffer from
resulting operational dependencies. Such chains of dependency imply that the decision that every
individual firm takes on the number of relationships it sustains might indirectly impact firms in its
extended network.
Quantifying the extent of dependencies in a network is nontrivial. Four metrics emerge from
literature: degree centrality, closeness centrality, betweenness centrality, and product market share
centrality.
The degree-centrality C!   of the node 𝑖 in a non-directional network is defined as:
C! i =

x!" =
!

x!"
!

where x!" is the binary variable equal to 1 if there is a link between n! and n! and equal to 0
otherwise. Bringing the network view to the operational context of a supply chain, Kim and Choi
(2011) differentiate between supplier and client links, noting that the direct number of supplier links
a firm has (in-degree centrality) is relational to the firm’s operational load, making them
instrumental in carrying out the architectural or technical changes in products that flow across. On
the other hand, the number of direct clients (out-degree centrality) is related to the firm’s load in
demand integration and resource allocation. The operational load and demand integration
perspective put forward by Kim and Choi (2011) brings on the need to develop an understanding of
directionality when considering positioning in the supply network. Therefore the centrality measure
is modified as:
C!,!"# i =

x!" ,

C!,!" i =   

!

x!"
!

where x!" is equal to 1 if there is an outgoing link between n! and n! and equal to 0 otherwise;
and  x!" is equal to 1 if there is an incoming link from n! to n! and equal to 0 otherwise .
Closeness centrality measures how close a node is to all the other nodes in the network beyond
the ones to which it is directly connected. The metric is frequently used in identifying which node
can reach to others faster and consequently relates to a node’s power and influence in the network
(Freeman 1979). Kim and Choi (2011) illustrate that this metric would capture a supply firm’s
autonomy as the closer the firm is to other firms, the more information will be visible to it, which
should translate into operational benefits. In the context of operational dependencies, closeness of a
node to others can be used to capture the speed with which a firm is impacted from the inadequacies
of its supplying firms, and disseminates it. This is because firms that are close to every other firm in
the network are more likely to be among the first impacted by the performance of other firms and
also more likely to impact others.
𝐶!,!"# 𝑖 =
!
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where 𝐶!,!"# refers to out-closeness centrality and 𝐶!,!" to in-closeness centrality. The closenesscentrality 𝐶! of node 𝑖 is defined as the sum of the reciprocal distances to   

!
!!"

  or from

!
!!"

all the

other nodes, considering the shortest paths.
Betweenness centrality in the study of networks examines the number of times a node sits on
the shortest paths that link any two nodes on the network. Kim and Choi (2011) note this metric’s
relevance to supply chains as: “Firms with high betweenness act as a hub or pivot that transmits
materials along the supply chains, and betweenness centrality relates to the extent to which a firm
potentially affects the downstream firms’ daily operations (e.g., lead time) and eventually the
performance (e.g., final product quality) of the whole network.” The betweenness centrality 𝐶!   of
node 𝑖 is:
𝐶! 𝑖 =
!!!

𝑔!" (𝑛! )
𝑔!"

where 𝑔!" is the total number of shortest paths linking the two nodes 𝑗 and 𝑘, and 𝑔!" (𝑖) is the
number of those shortest paths that contain 𝑖.
When it comes to investigating robustness, supply networks should not only be examined by
their abstract structure but also by the distribution of production on their structure (Brintrup et al
2011), who defined a “Product market share” M as:

1

M (i) =

1
M max

( Pi ! $α +α
*∑# 1 & - , 0 ≤ M (i) ≤ 1
* p #" d p &% ,
)

where 𝑃! is the total number of product categories offered by supplier i, 𝑑! is the number of
instances product p is supplied in the network, Mmax is the maximum product market share found in
the network, multiplied to normalize the measure, and α is a constant. To illustrate the meaning of
the measure, consider the case of a firm making a single unique product. If the firm that produces a
unique product in the network is disrupted, it is very likely that the entire supply chain will be
disrupted. In this case, the sum in the brackets would equal 1, which is maximal. In general, both
the production of more products and the rarity of each product contribute to increasing M(i).
Parameter α allows us to control how we weigh these two factors against each other. When α is 1,
the number of products a firm has and the rarity of them carry equal importance, and as α becomes
larger the firms offering unique products will dominate this measure. After experimentation with a
range of values, we decided to take a value of 2 for α as this value is conservative enough to take
both variables into account, without the rarity of product offering dominating the analysis or
eliminating the importance of firms producing multiple products.
Given the several relevant measures that can characterize how a supplier is embedded in the
network, experimentation with structures that present a variability of these measures could indicate
their significance in the context of resilience. Next we present the empirical context in which we
examine the relationship between the above measures and resilience.
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Research Methodology
Data
Our empirical context is the production of suspension parts in the automotive industry
because this choice allows us to use primary network data from a single database managed by an
independent agency, making data collection convenient and the dataset comprehensive (Marklines
Automotive Information Platform1). We searched for supply base of an OEM in this database, and
also worked with the OEM, who cross-validated our network map to be representative of how it
procures suspension parts. Our construction includes the OEM’s three main suspension assemblers,
and their secondary and tertiary suppliers along with product categories offered by each firm.
It should be noted that the firms within the dataset define themselves as automotive
manufacturers. While their clients might or might not be members of the automotive industry, the
data is primarily automotive focused, and therefore does not include raw materials supply.
Furthermore, product categories are generic categories drawn by the datasource, rather than
focussed on specific models. As such, the analysis should be taken as suggestive rather than
definitive, as we essentially consider the production capabilities of two firms the same if they
declare that they produce the same type of product.
Figure 2 shows the overall network structure. Firms are represented by nodes and supply
relationships among firms are represented by directional links. The network consists of 83
suppliers, 18 suspension components, and 148 relationships. Three main suspension assemblers are
illustrated at the centre. These act as hubs that procure suspension components. Observation of the
degree distribution shows that the network topology is non random but hub-based, in that most
nodes have a small number of connections, and a small number of nodes connect to a large number
of other nodes. This is important, as the resulting embeddedness measures are non-uniform across
the network, making the analysis more insightful.

Figure 2. Network map: Three assemblers are depicted in the centre of the network in red colour.
Modelling and Analysis	
  
In the literature, the terms resilience and robustness are not used consistently. Here, we
adopt a distinction, which defines robustness as a system’s ability to withstand a one-off shock, and
resilience to refer to a system’s ability to adapt and recover from a problem. A further measure of
resilience could include examining system stability after recovery is attempted. In this paper we
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examine the relationship between a firm’s structural embeddedness and that firm’s contribution to
system robustness and resilience. Hence structure is kept constant, while the network is disrupted by
failing individual firms for a given time period.
In order to do so, Discrete Event Simulation is used. An empirically based model is created
where each firm supplies a given component or set of components to its clients, and assemblers
create the suspension assembly. Production variables are uniform throughput the network: the
amount produced per component and the time it takes to produce each component are the same, and
delivery time is instantaneous. This is unrealistic, however at the same time necessary to easily
isolate the effects of topology on output variables. The production model is pull-based, in which
the focal assemblers generate periodic, constant numbers of orders and trigger the flow of materials.
The model is allowed to run for a set number of iterations for warm up in a time period 𝑡! , which
allows us to observe undisrupted mean throughput (𝜇!! ). We then select and disrupt a firm for a
given period of time 𝑡! , during which the firm does not produce the set of products it normally
supplies. At time period 𝑡! the firm resumes production. During each run of the experiment only
one firm is disrupted and time intervals are the same for each run. Batch orders and bills of
materials are not considered for ease of experimentation, and it is assumed that at least one instance
of each products category should exist to produce the assembly. We examine robustness by
observing the difference between mean system throughput between 𝑡! and 𝑡! , i.e. 𝜇!! . The
production is then left to run for a period of time 𝑡! , which is equivalent to the initial warm up
period. This allows us to observe variance in mean throughput after recovery as a proxy to
resilience (𝑉𝑎𝑟!! ). All time periods are decided after experimentation with the model and
differences in output variables between separate experimental runs under the same conditions are
observed to be negligible.
Following experimentation with each firm’s failure, we carry out statistical analysis to
identify those firm embeddedness characteristics that cause most disruption to the network and
those that cause the most volatility.
Results
Table 1. Pearson correlation between network variables
	
  
C!,!"# 	
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0.98
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𝐶! 	
  

1
0.36
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Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation between network variables. It appears that many
variables are highly correlated. 𝐶! is correlated with C!,!" and 𝐶!,!" , which themselves are
correlated, whereas 𝐶!,!"#   is correlated with C!,!"# . This is expected because the more number of
connections a node has, the closer it will be to every other node in the network by definition.
Similarly, the more connections a node has, the more of an intermediary role that node will have, as
it essentially acts as a bridge connecting material flow. The issue with high correlation is that in our
subsequent regression analysis, including highly correlated variables in the same model would give
rise to multi-collinearity, making the significance of individual variables uninterpretable. After
creating a base model in which all embeddedness measures are examined (Base Model in Table 2),
we refrain from using correlated variables in subsequent models. Variable inflation factors (VIF)
have been calculated to examine multi-collinearity in each model, where a value over 10 is
considered to be multi-collinear according to Cohen et al (2003).
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Table 2 shows results. In both base models for µμ!! and Var!! the VIF is high. After
experimenting with combinations of all embeddedness measures, two measures were observed to
affect both robustness and resilience significantly, without being correlated to one another. These
are 𝐶!,!"# and M (see Model 1.2). As these values increase the mean system throughput decreases,
and variance in throughput after recovery increases. Firms that have high out-closeness centrality
are those that are pivotal in distributing incoming material to all other nodes in the direction of
outgoing flow. This means that system robustness and resilience are strongly linked to the
vulnerability of firms that are most close to clients in the network. It also highlights that it is not
only the number of clients a firm has that matters, but also “total closeness”, which includes the
number of clients of a firm’s clients, and their clients, all the way to the focal firm. In addition to
this structural ingredient, the distribution of production over the network matters. Firms that
produce rare products and have a large number of products in their portfolio are the ones that
disrupt the network most. Interestingly M and Centrality measures are not highly correlated in our
data in this case. We experimented with a further model (see Model 1.3) to study the effect of both
properties taken together and included an interaction term (𝐶!,!"# ∗ 𝑀). It appears that when both
values increase, the output starts to decrease significantly, due to the combination effect. The model
can be interpreted as the following: throughput starts to decrease if M increases only if 𝐶!,!"# is
greater than 38.48/104.49=0.37. Similarly, throughput decreases when 𝐶!,!"#   increases only if M is
greater than 25.35/104.5=0.25. A similar effect takes place in the case of 𝑉𝑎𝑟!! .  This is interesting
because it is shown that the combination effect is more than the effect of individual variables. Note
that the VIF of models that include the combination effect are slightly higher than the limit of 10,
but this is expected and does not make the model uninterpretable in combination based models
(Cohen et al 2003).
Table 2. GLS Regression results
𝜇! !
C!,!"#
C!,!"
𝐶!,!"#
𝐶!,!"
𝐶!
M
𝐶!,!"# ∗ 𝑀	
  
Maximum VIF
F-statistic
Number
of
observations

Base Model
4.35
83.52
-5.65**
-78.43
-1.83
-68.17***

Model 1.2

2628.01
3.52E-11

Model 1.3

-8.62**

25.35***

-47.08***
10.07

38.48***
-104.49***
11.07

2.41E-12

4.56E-20

Base Model
-0.5
-30.77
0.28
31.17
1.46
3.04***

𝑉𝑎𝑟!!

Model 2.2

Model 2.3

-0.08

-‐2.60***

3.34***

2782.29

8.01

-‐3.02***
7.77***
11.00	
  

8.53E-11

21.07E-12

4.66E-‐13	
  

80
p < 0.10; * p< 0.05; ** p < 0.01;*** p < 0.001

Discussion and conclusions
While there have been many studies on resilience and robustness in supply chains, there is a
paucity of research concerning these properties from a structural perspective. Those few which do
exist raise the question of complex network effects, namely it appears that many types of lateral
dependencies may exist in a supply chain, but their extent and impact is unknown. Empirical studies
to address these questions have been largely absent from literature. To address these issues we
explored the phenomenon of structural robustness and resilience in supply chains using a model
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based on data from a major automotive producer and examined how the embeddedness patterns of
various firms in this network can be related to the amount of disruption they can cause if they fail.
After reviewing literature from network science and supply networks, a number of measures were
extracted, and a production model was created to simulate failures of firms. A regression analysis
was then carried out to relate embeddedness measures to robustness and resilience, proxied by mean
difference in throughput after disruption and variance after recovery.
The first lesson from this work is that structure matters when it comes to system resilience.
Latest research points us in the same direction, urging supply chain researchers to investigate lateral
relations in supply networks (Choi and Wu 2009, Borgatti and Li 2009). Of course this does not
mean models of flow, risk and uncertainty relating to simple hierarchical structures are redundant,
but it means that they need to be extended to consider multiplicative and cascading effects resulting
from embodiment in a complex network.
The second lesson is that embeddedness measures need some thought before translation in a
supply network context. Some measures might be more important than others, and new measures
may need to be developed to capture additional properties. For instance this paper showed that firms
that are closer to others in the direction of outgoing flow disrupt the network most, which is not
surprising when put in the context of material flow. In addition, the rarity and size of production
portfolios are important. Of course, context would also be important to characterize other types of
supply networks where links represent contractual relationships rather than material flow presented
in this paper. In addition, the detailing of these models need to be carefully considered - detailed
production data might make risk analysis more accurate but, also more challenging. For instance
product volume and production and delivery scheduling could be variables that can significantly
enhance or cripple resilience, however the inherent heterogeneity of such variables will necessitate
a leap in complexity modeling.
Establishing a complex network view on supply chains is challenging as this type of
analysis often needs large-scale data, which can be hard to collect due to confidentiality reasons and
lack of traceability. However this analysis shows that visibility can be important and effort needs to
be devoted in understanding the governing patterns in the system (Choi et al 2001).
We see two main avenues for further research. The first is a need to gain a deeper
understanding of the relationship between system resilience and network structure. Additional
disruption scenarios such as geographical disruptions and logistic issues could further our
understanding. Comparative studies between different industries would be valuable to examine the
generalizability of findings. Secondly, dynamic changes in the network such as alternative sourcing
could be considered. Longitudinal observation of empirical networks help us understand patterns of
recovery, and observe how supply networks behave when subjected to different types of
disruptions.
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ABSTRACT
Resilience is a key requirement for a modern agricultural organisation. Climatic
variation can both severely influence the growing cycle for different products and can
also affect retailer order volumes as consumers vary their buying habits significantly
in the face of unseasonal temperatures. For the grower, who can often plant crops up
to 6-9 months in advance, this can place extreme pressures on the supply chain,
requiring him to accelerate/decelerate crop development or source crops from
alternative sources. This paper focuses on the assessment of resilience capabilities of
a an agricultural organisation focusing on one product. A prototype tool for assessing
the operational resilience of an industrial organisation developed at Cambridge is
adapted for this purpose. Potential disruptions to steady operations are analysed and
the ability of the organisation to manage in the face of these disruptions is assessed.
1. Introduction
A recurring theme in the manufacturing industry over the past two decades has been
resilience. The Oxford English Dictionary defines resilience as 'the capacity to
recover quickly from disruptions'. This report considers resilience not only as the
capacity to recover, but also the ability to continue to achieve operational goals in the
presence of disruptions. Research has been conducted into assessing the
responsiveness of manufacturing operations 1, which has been gradually developed
into a framework which can be used to audit a manufacturing process, providing an
overview of the disruptions it faces, the impacts these cause and the capabilities the
business has to respond. This framework has been applied to a number of
manufacturing and service operations (e.g. See Matson and McFarlane, 2001, Thorne,
2010). However it has not been applied in agriculture nor in fact in any instances
where the operations are so widely distributed and tightly dependent on
environmental conditions.
Resilience is key requirement for a modern agricultural organisation. Climatic
variation can both severely influence the growing cycle for different products and can
also affect retailer order volumes as consumers vary their buying habits significantly
in the face of unseasonal temperatures. For the grower, who can often plant crops up
to 6-9 months in advance, this can place extreme pressures on the supply chain,
requiring him to accelerate/decelerate crop development or source crops from
alternative sources.
This paper focuses on the assessment of resilience capabilities of an agricultural
organisation, G's Growers, based in Cambridgeshire in the UK. Potential disruptions
to steady operations are analysed and the ability of the organisation to manage in the

face of these disruptions is assessed. The specific aims of the paper [and the work
reported] have been:
1. To propose a framework for auditing the resilience of agricultural processes,
by adapting an existing framework for assessing manufacturing disruption
management capabilities; and
2. To implement this framework in case study focusing on the iceberg lettuce
supply chain at G's Growers.
2.

Approach To Assessing Resilience Via Disruption Analysis

2.1

Overview

The approach taken to developing an agricultural resilience audit has been to adapt an
existing approach developed over 10 years for assessing response capabilities of
manufacturing production operations (Matson and McFarlane, 1999). Each step of
the existing tool was reviewed with key differences between manufacturing and
agricultural operations in mind and a revised audit then formed the basis for the case
study reported in this paper.
2.2

The Cambridge Disruption Management Assessment Framework

The existing framework for auditing operational resilience was developed more than
ten years ago at the Institute for Manufacturing at the University of Cambridge
(Matson & McFarlane, 2001). The framework comprises a series of analysis tools
applied in sequence to a specific manufacturing operation that examine the goals,
disruptions and responses to disruptions that most affect it. An outline of the
framework is given in Figure 1.
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Operational Resilience Audit

The six steps of the resilience audit are as follows:
1. Operations: This is the initial step in the auditing process. This requires the
auditor(s) to become familiar with the operations of the company and process that is
being assessed. Along with products and processes, information systems, buffers and
decision processes should be investigated.
2. Operational Goals: In order to audit the process and analyse impacts of
disruptions, it is key to establish the operational goals of the business. This will have
an impact on how the severity of disruptions is analysed.
3. Disruption/Scenario Analysis: Firstly a set of disruptions must be identified,
along with their effects on the key KPIs of the business (linked to operational goals).
After this, future scenarios can be considered: impacts that employees consider a
threat on the horizon.
4. Impact Analysis: This information is collected using a qualitative approach which
considers the effect of disruptions on delivery, cost and quality of a product.
Disruptions should be analysed in terms of the level of disruption they cause, along
with their frequency and duration. This information is collected through the use of
workshops.
5. Response Capability: The ability to respond should be considered as a sum of the
abilities to:
- Recognise and communicate the issue;
- Make a decision effectively;
- Provide buffer capabilities or absorption mechanism and
- Adapt production/operate in an altered state.
6. Improvement Areas: Through consideration of both the impact analysis and the
resilience capability work, areas can be identified as recommendations for
improvement for the audited process/ operation.
Through this chain of tools a picture can be developed of the key disruptions that
affect an operation and the capabilities that are in place to deal with them. The
process leads to a prioritised improvement plan – essentially a structured approach to
improving resilience.
2.3

Adaptations To The Audit For Agriculture Study

In the preliminary meetings at G's Growers as well as throughout the case study it
became apparent that there were some issues of difference between the G's Growers
operations and typical production operations audited in the past:
• Variable External Environment: weather directly affects production operations
and customer order volumes.
• Non Steady State Operations: Significant variations between all products over
time and space.
• Dispersed operations: The operations occur over several counties so there is
little overall visibility on a daily basis.

•
•
•

Strategic and tactical disruption issues: Long term issues such as land
availability affect operations as much as short term issues.
Limited opportunities to adjust processes: Once commenced the planting
process can only be influenced in a minor way by external control.
Cycle time >>> Order lead time: Orders arrive on a daily basis while the
planting lead time is 4-9 months depending on the season.

The effect of these factors on the nature of disruption management and hence the way
the audit might need to be executed is:
• Disruptions and the prevention of their impact is a daily challenge for an
agricultural company.
• Many potential disruptions are averted before their impact is felt
• There are some potential disruptions which occur very infrequently but if they
occur they can be disastrous.
• Some disruptions are relevant to cycle time while others relevant to order lead
time.
Some of these factors needed to be simply taken into account within the existing
framework – for example dealing with potential disruptions alongside actual
disruptions. Others required some adaption to the framework itself – e.g. the
consideration of both tactical / operational and strategic disruptions and assessing the
corresponding capabilities for dealing with them


Figure 2

Audit Adapted for Assessing Agricultural Resilience

The next section details the G's Growers case study using this adapted audit.
3.

Agricultural Resilience Case Study

3.1

Introduction To Iceberg Lettuce Supply Chain

Through its marketing agent, G's Fresh, G's Growers is responsible for the growth and
selling of 104 different products, supplied to major grocery retailers, wholesale
distributors (e.g. markets) and food processors. The company is set up using a cooperative business model, with a core number of growers based in the Fens, along
with other growing members in other parts of the UK and Spain. Through the
application of such a business model, the farmers are able to take advantage of

economies of scale through the pooling of resources and also the combination of
central administrative functions. G's is the largest UK salad vegetable supplier, and
aims for year round supply. In order to do this, members of the co-operative in Spain
grow iceberg and other crops during the winter, ensuring supply when the climate in
the UK is not suitable for growing such crops. Other co-operative members based in
the UK are responsible for summer supply to UK customers from May-October.
The process for growing lettuce can be split into three broad categories: Harvesting &
Packing ) 1. Pre-field: processes which take place before the crop is in the ground (in
greenhouses) 2. In-field: processes that occur in the field in which the crop is being
grown 3. Post-harvest: processes that occur once the mature crop has been harvested
in field. The three phases and the steps within each are illustrated in the different
shadings in Figure 3.

Figure 3
3.2

Iceberg Lettuce Production Process

Conducting The Resilience Audit on the Iceberg Lettuce Operations

The audit of the iceberg lettuce production process was carried following the process
outlined in Figure 2. Because of the very tight time scales allocated to the case study
and very limited availability of key personnel for workshops the study was
compressed somewhat and where possible the input of a few key experts was used to
prepare workshop material so that each activity could be completed in 2-3 hours.
In the following sections some of key outputs are given along with comments on how
the analysis took place. (It is intended that the study be written up more fully in a
future paper.)
3.3

Disruption Analysis and Classification

Disruptions were initially captured through interviews with staff. Disruptions were
captured at different points of the process chain and were then classified by the nature
of the disturbance. Three categories were initially used:
1. Variation - disturbances to do with variations in product quality, processes etc.

2. Interruptions - disturbance that causes a temporary shortage in supply.
3. Disasters - disturbance that fundamentally threatens the process' ability to function.
However, the classification system of the disruptions was changed during the process.
This was with a view to the response capability work: it appeared to be more logical
to classify the disruptions by the area of the operation they effected. The areas of the
operation were split into the following categories:
1. Supply (of materials/processes to G's Growers)
2. Processes - Further split into 2.1 pre-field, 2.2 in-field and 2.3 post harvest
3. Demand (from customers)
This revised classification was adopted for two main reasons. Firstly, it was felt that
there would be the possibility that response capability approaches, which would be
discussed later on in the process, would be easily transferable within these three
groups. Secondly, the stakeholders for each of these groups were distinct from one
another and often located in separate geographical locations. Figure 4 outlines the
main disruptions identified in each of these areas.
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Key Sources of Disruption (and Resilience Challenges)


3.4

Disruption Impact Analysis

The impact on the business of each of the disruptions identified in Figure 4 was
simply addressed by combining a severity assessment with a frequency estimate.
In order to assess the severity of the disruptions, a list of effects was drawn up. Each
effect was then scored with a severity relative to the other effects. This was carried
out on a scale of 1-5, with 5 being the most severe. During the workshop, employees
would be asked to determine which effects were relevant to which disruptions, and
this would then be recorded. However, it became clear that there was some double
scoring due to the list of effects. Certain effects were intrinsically linked to each
other, and hence appeared in tandem. This was rectified through consultation with the
employees at G's.

In order to assess frequency of disruption, a scale of 1-5 was developed. This was
scored using the following categories tailored to the case study:
1. Occurs less than once per season
2. Occurs once per season
3. Occurs two to three times per season
4. Occurs once a month
5. Occurs every one or two weeks
The information for each of the disruptions was then captured and analysed. The
effects of each of the disruptions could be grouped into three categories: 1. Delivery
2. Cost 3. Quality The severity of the disruption on each of these dimensions of
impact was the combination of all of the effects in that dimension. Additionally
disruptions were split at this point into operational/tactical or strategic disruptions as
discussed earlier. The details of the impact analysis are withheld here but those
disruptions identified as most critical as a result of the analysis are given in Figure 5.

Figure 5

Critical Disruptions for Iceberg Lettuce Operations


3.5

Resilience Capabilities

The approach for assessing the resilience capabilities was based on the existing
framework with the information being collected through the use of an interactive
workshop. The existing framework suggests that resilience capability depends on four
abilities within an organisation: recognition, decision-making, absorption/buffering,
and adaptability. Recognition refers to the ability to quickly identify an issue and to
make this information available. Decision-making is the ability to quickly determine
the most effective resilience to minimise the disruption. Absorption or buffering
ability is the capacity to mitigate the impact of the disruption through the use of
buffers or other absorption mechanisms. Finally, the adaptability is the capability to
alter the state of the operation to a different mode, thereby reducing the impact of the
disruption. The final two dimensions of resilience capability were deemed quite
technical and whilst typical of the language found in a factory, are not standard
concepts in agriculture. To simplify, they were combined into the term 'Action'. This
would be used to capture the mechanism(s) that the company used to deal with
disruption.

Figure 6 illustrates the capability analysis results for the operational disruptions.
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3.6

Relative Resilience Capabilities

Prioritising Resilience Improvements

The final step of the resilience analysis involved the combination of the impact and
resilience capabilities. A generic form of the resulting chart is given in Figure 7.
Clearly those issues of most interest are those in the top left corner of the chart.

Figure 7

Impact v Capability Chart.

The chart resulting from the analysis of the Strategic disruptions is given in Figure 8
where the issue of land availability is indicated as being a key issue and is in fact well
known to G's Growers as an ongoing challenge.

Figure 8

Impact v Capability Chart for Strategic Disruptions

4

Conclusions and Future Work

4.1

Conclusions

4.2

•

Applicability of Operational Resilience Audit to Agricultural Operations: The
existing framework worked relatively well, with only a few changes required
to the overall structure. The main changes related to how each stage of the
process should be carried out in an agricultural business. The overall structure
has been changed to reflect the need for agricultural businesses to take a longterm view of disruptions, as well as a short-term operational view. This is due
to the inherent inability to affect the productive base of the organisation,
which is intrinsically linked to the availability and quality of land and
irrigation systems.

•

Resilience Of G's Growers Iceberg Lettuce Operations: The study showed
that because of the nature of their operation – one of continual threat of
disruption - G's Growers demonstrated a remarkably high level of resilience in
the face of many tactical challenges. At a strategic level – on a year by year
basis there are issues that could be addressed in greater detail such as land
availability.

•

Differences Between Manufacturing and Agricultural Resilience Challenges:
the specific differences in the case of the particular study were highlighted in
Section 2. In general the very high level of disruptions from the external
environment, the lack of visibility due to dispersement of operations and the
significant mismatch between cycle time and order lead time are quite
fundamental issues which might be expected to apply quite generally.
Future Work

This paper reports on a single agricultural case study of an adapted audit and as such
any conlusions drawn must be qualified. Further testing and some streamlining of the
auditing process needs to be carried out before the process can be deemed to be a
reliable approach to assessing agricultural resilience.
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Abstract
Volatile and unpredictable market conditions bear considerable supply chain (SC) risks, such
as excess cost or lost sales due to e.g., customer delivery problems or quality impairments.
Accordingly, under such conditions, resilience – i.e., a firm’s capability to adequately handle
unforeseen disturbances and still retain or recapture a competitive state of business – is an
important source of business success. This paper aims to identify individual and
organizational capabilities in global supply networks that may typically influence a
company’s resilience. As resilience is a rather new concept, several fragmented research
traces will be inspected in order to develop a substantial conceptualization of supply chain
resilience and to systematize links to neighboring fields like risk management or SC-agility.
Keywords risk management, supply chain network, resilience, resilient capabilities.
1. Introduction
Over the past ten decades, for most companies the economic conditions have changed
immensely for most companies: stable patterns have turned into volatile and unpredictable
demands. Often, supply chain operations are distributed over huge geographical distances and
involve heterogeneous SC-partners. Hence, a company’s processes such as labor and human
knowledge, material supply, technical equipment and financial resources are also exposed to
considerable uncertainties and risks. Interdependencies between companies have grown
together remarkably through supply network density density, product and service variety, and
operational complexity.
With growing volatility and uncertainty, the ability to act in a flexible manner and manage
risks has gained more importance. Research fields like risk management (Manuele 2005;
Blackhurst et al. 2008) has gained importance among researchers and practitioners. In most
cases the explicit or implicit objective was to “mitigate” occurring risks (Kunreuther 2006;
Kaplan and Mikes 2012) in order to return to the previous and (again) stable operating status.
Triggered through growing risks and increased amounts of supply chain disruptions, these
developments were further extended towards questions like robustness and resilience: being
able to act in a flexible way and to adapt to changes could either mean to return to a previous
and stable equilibrium state after being affected by supply chain disturbances or attain a new
equilibrium point that might require changed capabilities compared to the previous operating
state. For example resilience has been defined (Fiksel 2003) as the ability to survive, adapt
and grow in the face of turbulent change. Here, concepts like efficiency, flexibility and
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adaptability are explicitly assumed to belong to a complex bundle of capabilities that
constitute resilience. Multiple examples (Hofmann 2006) have shown the immense potential
impact of small disruptions (financial risks, company risks) as well as severe natural disasters
on companies and even whole supply chain sectors. Hence, the need for resilience is noncontroversial (Pettit 2008). However, many questions are still left open, as resilience is a
rather new topic especially in a SCM-context. This paper aims to identify individual and
organizational capabilities in supply chains based on existing literature that may typically
influence a company’s resilience and help or hinder companies in returning to a previous
stable (and economically successful) equilibrium state or to attain a new equilibrium point.
The identified capabilities function as comparison basis for finding an interview series that is
currently being executed based on Grounded Theory Methodology (Manuj and Pohlen 2012).
Finally, based on the result of the structured literature review being the content of this paper
and the findings within the interviews the authors are confident to identify a set of individual
and organizational capabilities that enable or hinder companies to become resilient.
The structure of the paper is as follows: initially a structured literature review (Denyer and
Tranfield 2003) was conducted regarding resilience and related issues. Subsequently, the
findings are (were?) contrasted to previous findings to identify individual and organizational
capabilities in supply chains influencing a company’s resilience. The final conclusion
compiles questions with particular relevance for further research related to SC-resilience.
2. Research Methodology
For the systematic identification of literature the authors followed the guideline provided by
Tranfield (2003) to give an overview of the definition of “risk” and “resilience” since 1960
and potential individual and organizational capabilities in the field of supply chain.
The review consists of 5 stages:
Stage 1 - “planning of the review”
Stage 2 - “conducting the review”
Stage 3 - “quality assessment”
Stage 4 - “data extraction and monitoring”
Stage 5 - “data synthesis”
Stage 1 - Planning the review
The first step was to verify the need for systematic research to identify individual and
organizational capabilities to make organizations more resilient. This includes the scoping of
the literature in the field of “risk capabilities” and “resilient capabilities” for supply chains.
Risk management is well defined and used as a common tool with a high impact on resources
in a company’s business (Manuj und Mentzer 2008; Kaplan und Mikes 2012; Hertz und
Thomas 1983; Eccles et al. 2001) Furthermore it takes into account that risk management
shows limitations as “Risk management is non-intuitive; it runs counter to many individual
and organizational biases. Rules and compliance can mitigate some critical risks but not all
of them. Further we tend to be overconfident about the accuracy of our forecasts and risk
assessments and far too narrow-minded in our assessment of the range of outcomes that may
occur” (Kaplan und Mikes 2012), managing those unforeseen disruptions is complex.
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Similarities and differences between the constructs “supply chain risk” and “supply chain
resilience” have been analyzed and beyond that individual and organizational capabilities
identified (being the basis for further in-depth research) which companies may need to face
challenges in business nowadays. However risk management lacks in its ability to assess the
complexities of supply chains, evaluate the “intricate interdependencies of threats and
prepare a firm for the unknowns of the future” (Hertz and Thomas 1983). It further shows
“disadvantages concerning costs and capacities, and needs systematic strategies so that a
company that wants to use the technique defines its relevance exactly” (Carter 1972).
Knowing the fact that risk management is a complex method for a company’s daily business,
requiring high capacity and management effort, resilience has become more and more
important for company managers. Therefore we took into account that risk management is
part (a management tool) of resilience and focus on resilience capabilities in our further
research work.
Stage 2 – Conducting the review
In stage 2 research board members were defined. The board members were three professors
from two faculties (one in Austria and one in the US), senior researchers and doctoral students
who were already working in the field of flexibility and resilience. Those experts were
supported by practitioners that deal with “Risk management” and “Resilient ideas/startups”.
Furthermore several keywords such as “risk”, “resil”, “capabilities”, and “supply” were
defined for the literature review. The search in the Ebsco database was conducted by using the
keyword “resilience”. In the Science Direct database, the search was done in the “expert
search” option using “risk” AND “resil” AND “capabilities”, with no diversification in title or
abstract. The complete search was conducted in all the databases: “Emerald”, “Ebsco” and
“Science direct”. The literature review showed (see Table 1) that there are many implications
from other research fields on resilience (e.g., public fields, community resilience, psychology
or nature catastrophes (Stewart et al. 2009), but less in the field of supply chain resilience
capabilities with EBSCO and Science Direct being the preferred sources to identify literature
based on resilience.
Keywords

Risk & Resilience & Supply

Risk & Resilience & Capabilities

searched with:

Database
EBSCO
Emerald Science Direct
1 *risk*+*resil*+*supply*
92*
2
24'
2 *risk*+*resil*+*supply* in Abstract
42*
0
24'
3 *risk*+*resil*+*supply* in Title
2*
0
24'
1 *risk*+*resil*+ *capabilities*
34*
0
19'
2 *risk*+*resil*+ *capabilities* in Abstract
23*
0
19'
3 *risk*+*resil*+ *capabilities* in Title
0
0
19'

Table 1: Extraction of literature research
The publications identified based on this search methodology functioned as the basis for the
following quality assessment attempting to identify those papers which meet all criteria.
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Stage 3 Quality Assessment
For this research, the table (based on Brown, 2007) below was used to preselect the potential
literature in this research. Only “studies that meet all the inclusion criteria” (Tranfield, 2003)
are included in the review process mentioned in the reference section.
Elements

Literature Review

Level
0 - Not applicable

1 - Low
literature review is
this study does not meet inadequate, no meeting
criteria
research criteria

this study does not meet different theories; basic
research criteria
concepts not clear
no underlying theory;
this study does not meet generalizations not
usefull for further study
Theoretical robustness research criteria
no important
this study does not meet contribution, no
advantage shown
research criteria
Contribution
Theoretical clarity

Strength of the paper

2 - Medium

3 - High

basics included, issues of
the topic discussed
author explains others, but
no significant theoretical
growth
author links on others,
new concepts still not
significant

deep and borad knowlede
of relevant literature

clear defined theory

knowlede about theory,
creates new theories
the author makes new
contributions to existing
builds upon other theories knowlede, fills gap
the author presents a good
picture of the theory,
shows limitations and
many generalizations, no the author mentions
comes up with new
others, does not
this study does not meet advantage shown, no
contribute new concepts theoretical input
theoretical backround
research criteria

Table 2: Quality assessment table adapted from Brown, 2007
Stage 4 Data extraction and monitoring
The monitoring and extraction of relevant data was done in an excel worksheet to collect the
definitions and capabilities of resilience and to have the possibility to easily restructure and
update the table when new findings (e.g. new capabilities) in added papers were identified. In
this stage further literature that was identified when examining the selected papers in-depth
was added.
By taking a look at the publishing timeline of resilience related topics, it can be shown that
the field of “resilience in supply chains” is quite new (see Table 3).

Table 3: Publications since 1960
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The research of (Pettit et al. 2010) contributed to defined capabilities of resilience in a
company (defined in a case study research) and how to measure the “zone of balanced
resilience” (Pettit et al. 2010).
Furthermore (Sheffi 2007) describes how companies act and design strategies and processes
for resiliency:
“Resilient companies communicate obsessively, keeping all managers aware of strategic
goals, tactical factors, and the day-by-day, even minute-by-minute, pulse of the business.”
Up to this point, resilience has been well structured from a demand perspective as seen in a
framework of (Pettit 2008). However, there is limited research concerning capabilities needed
to further understand resilience in practice as well as possible different types of resiliency
capabilities depending on different types of industries or different strategic alignments.
The growing complexity of supply chains and the issue for managers which “struggle to find
appropriate ways to tackle supply chain risk management” (Peck 2005) in an arguable
manner is growing. “Long term dedication” and a “continual process” (Manuj and Mentzer
2008) have been two major descriptions in literature to face and manage risks nowadays.
However, addressing risks is still one of the major problems for companies not knowing what
will happen in the future. “Risks are all those things that keep you away from the perfect path
and perfect outcomes and (you) have to be able to translate (risks) into dollars somehow”
(Manuj and Mentzer 2008). Therefore supply chain resilience came up a as “proactive
method that can complement and enhance traditional risk management and business
continuity planning” (Pettit 2008) for companies facing risk and disruptions. Supply chain
resilience deals with multiple types of risks at multiple stages of the risk management process.
To support management strategies and save costs for further detailed analysis, resilience has
become one of the major topics to help practitioners making decisions in the face of adversity
(Stewart et al. 2009). Resilience helps to operationalize disaster management plans and/or
business continuity and to take action within a given context (Stewart et al. 2009).
Environmental catastrophes such as storms or water flooded areas require a proactive
decrease a proactive decrease in disaster planning and management to secure survival.
Discussions of the challenges and complexities of disaster management frequently allude to
community resilience as an important ingredient (Norris et al. 2007).
“Resilience determines the ability of systems to absorb changes, and stability is the capacity
of systems to return to an equilibrium state after a temporary disturbance” (Ponomarov and
Holcomb 2009). Furthermore, Sheffi (2007) defined resilience as the “ability of a material to
return to its former shape after a deformation” and resilient organizations are able to “bounce
back” to its pre-disruption level of manufacturing, providing service for customers, or any
other relevant performance metric. The literature was summarized to identify details of the
required capabilities for a company’s resiliency.
The literature review indicates that resilience is no replacement for risk management, which is
still used as the traditional tool in a company’s daily business. Furthermore resilience is more
a proactive method which needs individual capabilities to develop and adjust for company
use.
For the further understanding of resilience in supply chains, the author came up with the
following definition:
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“Resilience is a concept which helps companies to proactively absorb changes and withstand
disruptions by using traditional tools while developing their individual and organizational
capabilities to survive and grow in volatile markets”
Stage 5 Data synthesis
There are many different resilience capabilities mentioned in literature, but those capabilities
lack in consistent glossary and scope. Due to this, it is not possible to simply list them to give
practical advice and further case study use. As defined by (Blackhurst et al. 2011), there are
“enhancers” and “reducers” for resilience in the supply chain, which affects resources or
“flow units” in the company process. However, due to individual company requirements and
the defined environment, capabilities may have different characteristics (e.g. the automotive
industry requires a lot of flexibility, whereas the steel industry focuses on changing
commodity markets). According to these requirements, companies need to define their
required capabilities and adjust the maximum possible grade. Company strategies are the
“ground floor” for decisions and goals, the directory to develop individual and organizational
resilience capabilities.
Therefore the authors clustered and structured capabilities extracted from theoretical and
empirical sources, into:
• Enabler of resilience, which determines the adjustment of capabilities and the maximum
possible degree of resiliency.
• Strategy of resilience, which builds the “ground floor” for company goals and capability
decision making.
• Target of resilience, to survive and become robust and sustainable.
• Capability of resilience that has to be adjusted to reach the goal under a given enabler
and strategy.
Enabler of resilience
The aim of the research was not to identify the enabler of resilience, but during the data
synthesis the authors defined certain capabilities mentioned in literature as enablers due to
their characteristics. In the following, three enablers have been identified which strongly
influence the resiliency of a company:
•

Organization

•

Financial strength

•

Complexity

The organization belongs to one of the major influences and is a formable enabler for growth
in resilience. There are, on the one hand, “organizational learning processes to evaluate the
lessons from incidents and recommend corrective actions” (Stewart et al. 2009) but also
required “human resource structures, policies, skills, and culture” (Pettit et al. 2010) for
companies to develop. However, not only the processes, learning enablers and structures play
a major role for resilient skills, there is an approach for resiliency which “can be understood
as differentiable from, but complementary to, risk analysis, with important implications for
the adaptive management of complex, coupled engineering systems” (Park and Seager 2013).
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This implies that strategies and management procedures in organizational structure need to
manage complex environments and adapt to changes when challenges occur. Pettit (2008)
underlines this in his dissertation work by saying that “managing supply chain resilience is a
proactive method that can complement and enhance traditional risk management and
business continuity planning”. The organizational structure also appears in managing
community disasters where “discussions of the challenges and complexities of disaster
management frequently allude to community resilience as an important ingredient” (Norris et
al. 2007). To gain an enhanced resilient supply chain and indeed make it possible, companies
need to create a “risk management culture in the organization” (Christopher and Peck 2004).
Finally ending up with all useful capabilities for a resilient organization, it “is not only
“hardened” to withstand disruptions of all kinds, but is also more competitive on a day-today basis. Furthermore, resilient enterprises can consider disruptions to be opportunities
rather than problems” (Sheffi 2007).
Financial strength is mentioned by (Pettit et al. 2010) saying that it is the “capacity to absorb
fluctuations in cash flow”. Pettit implies that companies need to have, for example, insurance
as well as financial reserves and liquidity for resilient capability needs.
Complexity is described within the company network as “development and understanding of
the intricate systems in which they participate” (Fiksel 2003). Furthermore, complexity is
mentioned in process level and lean management methods by “streamlining the flow of
supply, and eliminating less profitable product and portfolio complexity” (Hofman and
Aronow 2012) for more resilient processes.
Strategy of resilience
As mentioned above, the data synthesis findings not only came up with capabilities for a
company’s resilience, but also two strategies of resilience were identified due to their
characteristics
•

Market position

•

Security

The market position is defined as the “status of a company or its products in specific markets”
(Pettit et al. 2010). The authors mention product differentiation, customer loyalty and brand
equity as some of the major resilience influences.
Security has become more important since the world trade center attack, as well as the
internet/ cyber security observations (in press since 2013). (Pettit et al. 2010) mention security
as the “Defense against deliberate intrusion or attack”.
Targets of resilience
In the following three targets of resilience were identified, which describe the outcome of a
company gaining resilient skills due to their characteristics:
•

Robustness

•

Sustainability

•

Survivability
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O'Rourke (2007) defines robustness as “the inherent strength or resistance in a system to
withstand external demands without degradation or loss of functionality.” However, Fiksel
(2003) states that “robustness will be achieved through resilience rather than resistance
which” leads to the conclusion that resilience is rather a function to gain robust skills and
strength in a system, but not withstand any external demand. (Azevedo et al.2012) also
mentions that “strategies used to achieve a robust SC also contributes to resilience”. Aven
(2011) underlined this with the statement that “Resilience is related to the concept of
robustness”. For the function of robustness, the authors often relate to community resilience
whereas, for example, virus attacks are one of the major issues (Aven 2011)
Sustainability is mentioned by Fiksel, (2003) stating that a "resilience perspective has
important implications for companies that wish to become more sustainable”. In further
research (company case study’s) we would like to gain more information about the function
of sustainability.
Survivability is the heart for companies to withstand disruptions nowadays. Pettit et al. (2010)
mention that the “concept of supply chain resilience can fill these gaps and supplement
existing risk management programs, thus enabling a supply chain to survive unforeseen
disruptions and create competitive advantage“ However, to achieve the function of survival
the “early detection of a disruption” (Sheffi 2007) is one of the major elements.
Capabilities of resilience
Some of the analyzed publications are based on empirical findings (e.g. Pettit et al. 2013;
O'Rourke 2007; Sheffi 2007; Sheffi et al. 2005, ) but most are based on theoretical findings
(Aven 2011, Azevedo et al 2012, Carvallo and Azevedo 2012, Christopher and Peck 2004,
Fiksel 2003, Gilbert 2012; Hofman and Aronow 2012, Norris et al. 2007, Park and Seager
2013, Pettit 2008, Pettit et al. 2010, Pickett 2006, Ponomarov and Holcomb 2009, Stewart et
al. 2009;). The following table 2 gives an overview of the identified main sections:
• Enabler of resilience
• Strategy of resilience
• Target of resilience
• Capability of resilience
Each stated main section includes different perspectives and descriptions of authors which
have been allocated and clustered. In the following paragraphs the capabilities are identified
and clustered into 6 main capabilities for resiliency:
•

Changeability

•

Innovativeness

•

Flexibility

•

Efficient collaboration

•

Visibility

•

Sensing
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Year

2011 2012

2012

Carvalho
Capabilities of resilience Author Aven Azevedo et.al.
Changeability
Innovativeness
x
Flexibility
x
Efficient collaboration
Visibility
Sensing
Year

2011 2012

2012

2004

2003 2012

2012

2007

2007

2013

2008 2010 2006 2009

2007 2005

2009

Christopher
Norris et.
Ponomarov
Sheffi; Stewart
Fiksel Gilbert Hofmann al.
O'Rourke Park;Seager Pettit Pettit Picket ;Holocomb Sheffi Rice et. al.
; Peck
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
2004

2003 2012

2012

2007

2007

2013

2008 2010 2006 2009

2007 2005

2009

Carvalho Christopher
Norris et.
Ponomarov
Sheffi; Stewart
Fiksel Gilbert Hofmann al.
O'Rourke Park;Seager Pettit Pettit Picket ;Holocomb Sheffi Rice et. al.
; Peck
Author Aven Azevedo et.al.
Target of resilience
Robustness
Sustainability
Survivability
Enabler of resilience
Organization
Financial strength
Complexity
Strategy of resilience
Market position
Security

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

Table 2: Overview of defined major sections of resilience
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x

x

Changeability
Changeability in the context of this paper is the ability to quickly align processes (on an
individual and organizational level) in the direction of an expected outcome. This subsumes
that there are several levels within a company which have to be analyzed.
Given this definition, capabilities mentioned in the literature such as:
•

Agility

•

Changeability

•

Adaptability

•

Innovativeness (short term)

•

Responsiveness

are briefly described in the following and subsumed into the capability of “changeability” for
further research.
Agility

Changeability

Adaptability

Innovativeness

Agility is defined by Christopher and Peck (2004) as “being able to react quickly
to unpredictable events and is clearly a distinct advantage in an uncertain
environment”. Ponomarov and Holcomb (2009) state that ”resilient processes
are flexible and agile and are able to change quickly”. O'Rourke (2007)
specifies it as “Rapidity: the speed with which disruption can be overcome and
safety, services, and financial stability restored” and leads to practical input for
company conversion.
Changeability has been identified in different statements and at different
company levels. Gilbert (2010) mentioned that there are: “Two routes to
resilience: Furthermore Ponomarov and Holcomb (2009) mention the process
view for resilience and stated that: “resilient processes are flexible and agile and
are able to change quickly. Pettit (2008) points out the importance of the
capability of changeability in a way that, as he states, “a resilient supply chain
has the capacity to overcome disruptions and continually transform itself to meet
the changing needs and expectations of its customers, shareholders and other
stakeholders”.
Adaptability should be a very important capability for the success of a company.
Hofman and Aronow (2012) stated that “companies that move fastest into global
markets with innovative products - coupled with supply chains that are customerdriven, adaptable to change and resilient to disruption - will be the winners.” To
adapt to changes and develop innovative products Gilbert (2010) calls it
"transformation A”, companies should reposition the core business, adapting its
current business model to the altered marketplace” for more resilient strategies.
Ponomarov and Holcomb (2009) state that „a resilient supply chain must be
adaptable, as the desired state in many cases is different from the original one"
(there was an extra space here) and imply the courage to change the way of
doing daily business and logistics.
Innovativeness is stated in two different ways:
• long term understanding for continuous processes. (= due to the
definition of a single resiliency capability)
• short term application to bounce back into a steady process level. (=
given the definition of changeability, subsumed under this capability)
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Responsiveness

In the short term application companies not only need to have continuous
innovation and renewal they also need to have “the ability to recover from the
disturbance” (Carvalho et al. 2012) for resiliency.
Responsiveness is the “ability to recover from the disturbance and is related to
the development of responsiveness capabilities” (Carvalho et al. 2012).
However, (Stewart et al. 2009) further mention “responsive infrastructures that
facilitate efficiency in recovery” implementing resilient structures.

Innovativeness (long term)
Innovativeness in this context describes the long term strategy of the company to develop, for
example, new processes and products to survive continuously in volatile markets. Based on
this definition the capabilities of:
•

Innovativeness

•

Redundancy

are described in the following and subsumed into the capability of “Innovativeness” for
further research.
Innovativeness related to resilience is stated as "companies that wish to ensure their long-term
resilience must reach beyond their own boundaries and develop an understanding of the
intricate systems in which they participate, and strive for continuous innovation and renewal"
(Fiksel 2003) and is an important capability for companies to ensure resiliency.
Redundancy allows the company to think of “alternate options, choices, and substitutions
under stress” (O'Rourke 2007). The option to recover from disturbances “is related to the
development of responsiveness capabilities through redundancy and flexibility” (Carvalho et
al. 2012). In 2005 Sheffi and Rice pointed out the achievement of resilience in companies by
either “creating redundancy or increasing flexibility” (Sheffi et al. 2005). Sheffi (2007)
confirms that there are two ways to build resiliency “through redundancy and through
flexibility”.
Flexibility
Flexibility in this context points out that processes need to be able to change quickly.
Furthermore, it takes into account that if disruptions occur, companies need to react and
change strategies and processes, as necessary for the situation, to satisfy customer needs.
Based on this definition, the capabilities of:
•

Flexibility

•

Capacity

•

Resourcefulness

are described in the following and subsumed into the capability of “flexibility” for further
research.
Flexibility seems to be an important capability stated by many authors. Ponomarov and
Holcomb (2009) talk about resilient processes in a way that they " are flexible and agile and
are able to change quickly” whereas Pettit et al. (2013) specifies “Flexibility in Sourcing” as
the “ability to quickly change inputs or the mode of receiving inputs” as well as the “supplier
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contract flexibility” as the capability to use “multiple sources’ flexibility in order fulfillment”
or the “ability to quickly change outputs or the mode of delivering outputs”. Hofman and
Aronow (2012) also relate flexibility on the supplier side and speak about “increasing longterm alternative sources of raw materials and logistics capabilities”. However, they further
mention that the capability of “designing products that allow more flexibility in supply and
manufacturing” is also one of the required resilience capabilities for company success. Being
successful underlines that companies need to have the “ability to recover from the
disturbance” (Carvalho et al. 2012) but this “is related to the development of responsive
capabilities through redundancy and flexibility” (Carvalho 2012). Sheffi (2007) stated that
“Enterprises can build resiliency in two ways— through redundancy and through flexibility”.
This implies the importance of flexibility required for a company’s development of resilient
strategies.
Capacity is defined by Pettit et al. (2010) as the “availability of assets to enable sustained
production levels” The level of production is again mentioned by Hofman and Aronow
(2012) defining that the ”expanding outsourced manufacturing capacity” is one of the
capabilities needed to gain resiliency.
Resourcefulness is mainly described in the field of incoming materials as “increasing longterm alternative sources of raw materials” (Hofman and Aronow 2012) and very precisely
hints at “not advocating a return to the days of buffering every stage in the supply chain with
safety stock or excess capacity. We do suggest that the strategic and selective use of ‘slack’
may be fundamental to supply chain resilience” (Christopher and Peck 2004) as well as
dealing well with” logistics capabilities, and expanding outsourced manufacturing capacity
(Hofman and Aronow 2012). It further leads to the “capacity to mobilize needed resources
and services in emergencies” (O'Rourke 2007) and the capability to “manage the complexity
of anticipated incidents” (Stewart et al. 2009).
Efficient collaboration
Efficient collaboration in this context describes the importance of communication within a
company and externally for fast operating systems and processes.
Based on this definition, the capabilities of:
•

Efficiency

•

Collaboration

are described in the following and subsumed into the capability of “efficient collaboration”
for further research.
Efficiency is defined by Pettit et al. (2010) as the “capability to produce outputs with
minimum resource requirements“, but is not further used by any other relevant paper review.
Collaboration within a company or between companies might be necessary to share risks and
to be able to forecast in a proper manner. Pettit et al. (2010) calls it the”Ability to work
effectively with other entities for mutual benefit”.
Visibility
Visibility in this context describes the necessity of transparent structures and processes to
identify needs and disruptions quick and implement changes in a possible manner. Visibility
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as defined by Pettit et al. (2010), is described as the “knowledge of the status of operating
assets and the environment”, but is not mentioned by any other author in the extracted
literature. Sheffi (2007) further mentions that “Resilient companies communicate obsessively,
keeping all managers aware of strategic goals, tactical factors, and the day-by-day, even
minute-by-minute, pulse of the business. Dell employees, for example, have continuous access
to product manufacturing and shipment information, as well as to the company’s overall
status.”
Sensing
Sensing in this context is described as the skill of being delicate in managing good forecasts
and realizing processes.
Based on this definition, the capabilities of:
•

Sensing

•

Anticipation

are described in the following and subsumed into the capability of “sensing” for further
research.
Sensing has been mentioned by Park and Seager (2013) as an outcome of a process: “Instead,
resilience is better understood as the outcome of a recursive process that includes: sensing,
anticipation, learning, and adaptation. In this approach, resilience analysis can be
understood as differentiable from, but complementary to, risk analysis, with important
implications for the adaptive management of complex, coupled engineering systems.”
Anticipation is defined as the “ability to discern potential future events or situations” (Pettit et
al. 2010) whereas Park and Seager (2013) mention a combination of capabilities being
responsible for resiliency in companies:”
The data synthesis identified useful capabilities for further research (Grounded Theory and
Case Research) and beyond that the authors noticed that there are basically four groups (listed
below) used to understand resiliency:
Enabler of resilience

•

adjustment of capabilities and the maximum possible degree of
resiliency.

Strategy of resilience

•

build the “ground floor” for company goals and capability of
decision making.

Target of resilience

•
•

survive to become robust and sustainable.

•
•

ability to react quickly to unpredictable events.
the speed with which disruption can be overcome and safety,
services, and financial stability restored
adapt to changes and develop innovative products.

Capability of resilience
Changeability

Innovativeness

•
•
•

has to be adjusted to reach the goal under a given enabler and
strategy.

be able to bounce back into a steady organization and process.
develop and understand the intricate systems in which they
participate, and strive for continuous innovation and renewal
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Flexibility

•

Efficient collaboration

•
•
•

Visibility

•
•
•
•
•

Sensing

be able to react to changes quickly, change structures and
processes in case an event occurs
ability to quickly change inputs or the mode of receiving inputs
be able to communicate internally and externally for fast
operation.
capability to produce outputs with minimum resource
requirements
ability to work effectively with other entities for mutual benefit
the necessity of transparent structures
knowledge of the status of operating assets and the
environment
the skill of being very delicate with forecasts and changings
ability to discern potential future events or situations

Conclusion
The contribution of this research was to select quality literature to give an overview of all
individual and organisational capabilities influencing a company’s supply chain resilience.
During this research it was possible to understand the concept of supply chain resilience and
gain a framework for further practical application. Besides resilience capabilities, it seems to
be important to understand the surrounding circumstances as enabler, strategy and target of
resilience, to be able to set up a general framework as well as an individual company solution.
Furthermore, the capabilities have been analyzed and structured with their valuable criteria:
•

Agility

•

Changeability

•

Adaptability

•

Innovativeness (short term)

•

Responsiveness

The literature research provided the basics for further empirical research to understand
resilience in supply chains from a company’s perspective. Further case study research
grounded theory is used to practically validate the identified resilience capabilities for further
use.
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Implications of Climate Change on Global Supply Chains
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This paper explores implications of climate change on global supply chains. Scientific findings predict
that human induced climate change and global warming will bring about large scale environmental
changes such as sea-level rise, flooding, extreme weather events, and heat waves with potential
catastrophic consequences to industries and society. At the same time multinational organisations are
becoming increasingly lean and geographically fragmented. Current management and adaptation
strategies have largely excluded drastic changes in the natural environment from their approaches and
communication with the scientific community has been limited. This paper argues that effects of climate
change and a greater prevalence of extreme events needs to be included into supply chain design. The
approach adopted involves a comprehensive literature review, expert judgements from climate experts
and a case investigation with selected representatives from food and beverage industry. By integrating
climate forecast provided by the scientific community into supply chain configuration theory, a
conceptual framework is proposed for systematically identify and manage key sources of climatic risks in
the supply chain. With a better understanding of the risks from climate change, organisations can develop
resources and capabilities to avoid collapse, minimize discontinuities or even advance comparative
advantage. The paper presents existing understanding on climate change, extreme weather events and
risks in global supply chains.
Key words: Extreme weather, Climate Change, Food supply chain, supply chain risk
1 Introduction
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) confirmed in 2007 that the planet´s climate is
warming (Solomon et al. 2007). The effect of these changes – which are related to anthropogenic
activities emitting greenhouse gases – are changes in ecosystems, distribution of water resources, and
patterns of extreme weather events with subsequent damage to human health, infrastructure, and
livelihoods (Parry et al. 2007). While many organisations have taken steps to reduce emissions, much
fewer businesses are considering the physical risks from climate change in their structural planning
(Sussman & Freed 2008). Instead, modern supply chains are becoming increasingly lean with less room
for slack as managers try to run their operation with less human and physical capital (Linnenluecke &
Griffiths 2010). As supply chains become globalised, they also become increasingly fragmented and
geographically dispersed with less end-to-end visibility (Christopher & Lee 2004). There has also been a
trend of increased collaboration among firms to compete as extended enterprises against other integrated
supply chains (Spekman & Davis 2004). Accordingly, risk has become associated with the
interdependence among supply chain partners.
In their assessment from 2012, the World Economic Forum lists extreme weather events as the second
most significant supply chain disruption trigger after natural disasters. The rationale for this achievement
can be attributed to events such as the impact of the Thailand floods in 2012 that damaged more than
10,000 factories predominantly in the high tech and automotive industries resulting in insurance claims in
the excess of US$20 billion (Fogarty & Balwin 2012). In the same year, a prolonged drought hit the
Midwestern United States which resulted in record low water levels on the Mississippi river, forcing
transport company Cargill Inc. to operate its barges at 13 per cent below normal capacity (Plume 2012).
The cost from the drought to Texas farmers have been US$2.1 billion in livestock losses and US$3.1
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billion in crop losses (Reuters 2011). The exact impact from extreme weather events on supply chains
remains a field of limited research (T. J. Wilbanks et al. 2007). Specifically, there is a search for literature
that bridges scientific discoveries with management theory in order to understand how organisational
spatial planning can be used to assess the impact from climate change to minimise uncertainty in strategy
development (Linnenluecke et al. 2012). Furthermore, any advance to identify risks in supply networks
needs to take a holistic approach, not overlooking essential logistic, market and human aspects
(e.g.,Christopher & Peck, 2004; Manuj & Mentzer, 2008; McManus, Seville, Vargo, & Brunsdon, 2008).
Climate change represents a new and somewhat daunting challenge for businesses. The issue is
exacerbated by the uncertainty in projections of the distribution in temperature, precipitation and
droughts (Sussman & Freed 2008). This paper will approach these issues from a supply chain
configuration perspective. Critical steps in supply chain network design will serve to assess the
implications of climate change on various operations.
2 Theoretical background
2.1 Supply chain configuration
The concept of supply chain configuration was considered at an early stage within strategic management
as a method to align company objectives, capture market shares or take control of strategic resources
(Kotter 1995; Mintzberg et al. 1998). Traditionally, configuration was viewed as a series of fixed stages,
resulting from a firm´s strategy (Chandler 1962). Under this definition, the configuration would only
experience periodical transformation as a response to consolidation and outsourcing of non-core
operations (Porter 1985; Mintzberg et al. 1998). Example of such operations can be information services,
logistics, or design activities (Tang 2006). Firms may also, for example, design their supply chain in
order to take advantage of operational synergies and therefore plan their network to enhance individual
capabilities by merging operations (Kandwalla 1970); to manage imbalances between supply and demand
(Mason-Jones et al. 2000); or to manage uncertainty of the supply of input resources (Lee 2002).
Various frameworks are developed to determine the scope of a supply chain network (Min & Zhou
2002). One method is to look at the decision levels. This approach splits configuration into a strategic,
tactical, and operational level (Stevens 1989; Chopra & Meindl 2001). In contrast, Cooper et al. (1997)
suggest that network management is concerned with three closely connected elements. These are the
supply chain structure, business processes, and process links. In contrast, Tang (2006), argues that supply
chain network configuration is predominantly considered with the selection process of possible suppliers,
manufacturing plants, delivery services and storage facilities. In their definition from 2008, Srai and
Gregory emphasise on the network structure, process flow, interrelationship/governance and the value
structure of the product.
Network Structure: According Lambert et al. (1998) the supply chain network structure involves the

analysis of supply chain partnerships, structural dimensions, and supply chain links. Partnership
analysis involves identifying the members of the supply chain that either directly or indirectly
interact with the focal company (Lambert et al. 1998). Primary members are those that perform a job
targeted towards a particular client whereas supporting members provide products or services used
by the primary members (i.e. third party logistics supplier)(Lambert et al. 1998; Min & Zhou 2002).
Partner analysis is useful in order to set the boundaries of the network.Supply chain structural
dimensions refer to the tier shape and composition (Srai and Gregory, 2008). Typically, three
dimensions are considered when describing and analysing supply chain structure. These are
horizontal complexity, vertical complexity, and location of the focal company in the horizontal plane
(Lambert et al., 1998). Horizontal complexity refers to the number of tiers while the vertical
complexity describes the number of members within each tier. Sometimes it is also useful to consider
the spatial complexity within a tier (Gardner & Cooper 2003). Strategic decisions such as moving
from single sourcing to multiple-sourcing, or the engagement in frontward or backward integration,
will change the appearance of the supply chain (Min & Zhou 2002).In their analysis of the structural
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dimensions of the supply chain, Lambert, Cooper and Pagh (1998) describe the three types of
business links featured in the network based on the level of criticality to the focal company. These
are managed process links, monitored process links and non-managed process links. Managed links
are the most critical to the focal company, and where the focal company is actively involved.
Monitored links are less critical and non-managed links are links where the focal company is not
actively involved. In addition, there are non-member links which are links in other supply chains
connected to the focal company. Decisions made in non-member links may have implications for the
configuration, performance and resource allocation of the focal company (Lambert et al.. 1998). This
way of categorising links provide managers with a method of limiting their analysis by focusing on
the relationships most critical to the operation (Min & Zhou 2002).
Process Flow: The process flow describes “the material flow between and within operational

manufacturing units and refers to all value adding and none-value adding activities” (Srai & Gregory
2008, p.394). Davenport (1993) describes a business process as “a structured and measured set of
activities designed to produce a specific output for a particular customer or market.” The definition
puts emphasis on the coordination of activities in time and space, start and end, input resources and
way of action. Other definitions emphasise the value to the consumer that stems from the
transformation of inputs (Hammer & Champy 1993). Activities performed and coordinated within an
organisation will foster their own unique supply chain relationships. These activities should also be
considered as decisions made internally by one member will impact on the performance of other
members (Håkansson & Snehota 1995).
Value Network: The value structure may refer to the composition of the product or service, its

constituents, sub-assembly and replenishment modes (Srai & Gregory 2008). In the traditional value
chain, value is added as the product travel from upstream partners to the end consumer. In a value
network, value is co-created from the combination of members in the network (Peppard & Rylander
2006). Thus, a value network looks at how value is created and influenced in supply chain
relationships (Holm et al. 1999). Other work looks at how the value can be created based on
positioning options for firms in supply relationships (Huemer 2006). Finally, in their value chain
architecture model, Holweg and Helo (2013) introduce risk management, buffering, and point of
customisation as important elements in value creation.
Risk in Supply Chain Network: There is plenty of literature on supply chain risk management and to

make a comprehensive review is beyond the scope of this paper. There are however a few papers that
list risks that are of particular relevance to supply chain network design. The risks below are from
Min and Zhou (2002) and was produced to highlight risks important to supply chain design
modeling. These risks have also been addressed in other significant papers. Risks include:
• Quality failure; quality failure upstream can have devastating consequences due to the interdependence (Min & Zhou 2002).
• Risk of information failure; disruption to information flow may give rise to a bullwhip effect
which can lead to imbalances of supply and demand (Kleindorfer & Saad 2005).
• Capacity constrains; Constraints can arise in supply, storage, inventory capacity, and product
and information flows (Spekman & Davis 2004; Chopra & Sodhi 2004).
• Service compliance; these constraints are associated with vulnerability to inbound and
outbound logistics (Svensson 2000).
• Vertical structure; the vertical structure (i.e. the number of members in a tier) has to be fit to
handle upstream demand (Min & Zhou 2002).
These risks are specifically relevant when considering supply chain integration and inter-firm
relations. Nevertheless, there is still a search for literature that address the implications of climate
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change from a network perspective. Linnenluecke et al. (2011) suggest that firms should consider the
prevailing climatic conditions in any given location of their supply network. They also propose that
firms make a cost benefit analysis before considering upgrading or moving parts of their operation
elsewhere. Christopher and Peck (2004) suggest that supply chain network engineering should
commence with an inventory analysis over the potential risks in the network together with a critical
path analysis in order to advance supply chain knowledge. Other work challenge the lean concept
with less slack in their supply chains (Bodin & Wiman 2007; Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010).
2.2 Climate Change

There is broad consensus that climate change will present new challenges to businesses in terms of
possible regulations for greenhouse gas emissions, changing attitudes, and evolving markets
(e.g.,Cogan 2006; Mills et al. 2006). In addition, the physical effects of climate change - shifts in
temperature and precipitation patterns, the prevalence of weather extremes, changes in sea level - can
impact on operational procedures, physical and human assets, and access to resources (Schneider et
al. 2007). In addition, managing unexpected changes in the eternal environment is often considered
one of the most difficult tasks facing organisations (e.g.,Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010). A warmer
climate is expected to bring about large scale changes in natural and managed ecological systems and
therefore also in socio-economic structures (Folke et al. 2002). In addition to global warming, the
scientific community are also concerned with the growing trend in extreme weather events which are
projected to increase in intensity, frequency and duration (Goodess, 2013; Stephenson, 2004).
Climate change is expected to impact on the distribution of fresh water resources, global
biogeochemical cycles, agricultural output, and ice sheets (Scheffer et al. 2001) which in turn will
have impact on human health, infrastructure, buildings, energy production and distribution,
transportation, supply and demand, and industrial processes (Sussman & Freed 2008).
Extreme Weather Events:Evidence suggest that climate change will increase the frequency and

intensity of droughts, heat waves, heavy rainfall and tropical storms (Trenberth et al., 2007). Extreme
weather events are complicated phenomena that usually involves a meteorological variable (or a
combination of variables) exceeding a local threshold(s) (Schneider et al. 2007). Recent extremes
such as the Thailand floods (2011), the European heat wave (2003), the winter storm Kyrill (2007)
and the droughts in the American Midwest (2011) have caused extensive damage to industries and
society (UNISDR 2013; Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010). Even though individual events cannot be
directly associated to climate change (France et al. 2007), it is possible to gather data on natural
disasters and events that overthrow social response capabilities (Dow & Downing 2007). Records
from the International Disaster Database (CRED) show that the number of severe windstorms and
floods has not only increased since the 1960´s but also become greater in magnitude, more persistent,
and affect a greater number of people. For the most part, projections indicate that the rate of
occurrence and magnitude of weather extremes will increase.Mid-latitude continental interiors is
expected to experience more frequent and more persistent temperature extremes (Ipcc 2007).
Evidence also support an increase and a northward migration in tropical cyclone activity, and more
extensive and longer droughts in the tropics and sub-tropics (see Appendix B) (Ipcc 2007; Webster et
al. 2005). For example, in the United States, overall precipitation has increased by 5 to 10 percent
over the last decade and is released in fewer more intense events. In Europe, seasonal heat waves is
expected to become more common, and by 2030 Australia is projected to experience 10 to 50 percent
more days over 35 ˚C (Dow & Downing 2007).
Types of extreme events and definitions:According to the IPCC (2007), a weather extreme is “an

event that is rare at a particular place and time of the year.” Weather events become extreme when a
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meteorological variable exceed some kind of fixed threshold value or taking a maximum value
(Goodess 2013; Stephenson 2008). Weather extremes are commonly attributed to one of three
aspects: frequency, intensity or duration (e.g.,Linnenluecke et al. 2012). Since what is considered
rare will change from one place to another, most indices are determined by using thresholds based on
underlying probability distributions (e.g., the 95th or the 98th percentiles) for some kind of
meteorological variable. For the most part, scientific literature will mention four types of extremes
(Goodess 2013). These are:
• Extreme temperatures such as prolonged heat waves and heat spells including droughts
• Heavy precipitation which may lead to floods and mass movements (wet)
• River floods and peak discharges to due to intense warming and rapid snowmelt
• Extra tropical cyclones which are associated with high wind speeds. These are also known as
hurricanes and typhoons depending on location
The IPCC (2012), also includes sea level rise in their list of extremes. They project that global mean
sea levels could rise by 0.18-0.59m over the 21th century. However, this could also fall under the
category of climate extremes (long term). Weather extremes are complex phenomena and much
remains to be understood about their onset, distribution and development. In addition, historical data
on extremes is insufficient and many regions are poorly covered, these are also the regions that
would benefit the most from such forecasts (Goodess 2013).
Impacts of Extreme Events: Given the change in development of extremes, the demand for

information services has been increasing (WMO 2009). Information about extremes are important
because many practical problems require the knowledge of extremes - the infrastructure associated
with water and energy supply, transport of goods and services - which are sensitive to meteorological
variables (WMO 2009). In addition, much infrastructure (i.e. urban drainage, flood risk structures,
water supply systems, ventilation and cooling) is often designed under the assumption that climate is
a static phenomenon (e.g.,Wilby 2007; Meyer et al. 2005). With extreme events becoming more
regular and more persistent, certain areas may no longer be viable for agricultural activities such as
wine production (Jones et al. 2005), or fit for industrial activity (e.g., land that become flooded from
rising sea levels) (Linnenluecke & Griffiths 2010). Extreme weather events have the power to create
significant disruption to the organisational environment. The economic losses from Cyclone Larry
(2006) in Australia were estimated to US$ 1.3 billion which was equivalent to 0.17% of National
GDP. More than 30 percent of the losses was attributed to damage of sugar and banana production
(Linnenluecke et al. 2012). For smaller nations the economic consequences of such events can be
devastating. When Hurricane Mitch hit Honduras, losses were estimated at 7 percent of GDP (T. J.
Wilbanks et al. 2007). These events result in significant economic setbacks and may set in motion a
downward spiral in economic development (Linnenluecke et al. 2012).
Following the monsoon rains and the tropical storm Nock-Ten in 2011, more than 1000 automotive
and electronics manufacturing factories were flooded in Thailand (Haraguchi & Lall 2012).
Companies suffered direct losses to plant and inventories and indirectly by damaged ports, roads and
railways or by power shortages (UNISDR 2013). Production for Toyota and Honda fell by 84
percent (compared to 2010) with associated losses of US$1.25 and US$1.4 billion respectively. In
addition, Thailand supplies 43 percent of the world’s hard disk drivers and the shortage resulted in
sudden increase of global prices in hard disk drivers (Okazumi et al. 2012). According to the WMO
(2009), weather extremes accounts for almost 90 percent of all natural disasters. Nonetheless, it
should be noted that not all industries will lose on climate induced extreme weather. Crop yields may
increase in certain areas due to longer growth periods (for example in Russia) (Stern 2007). Extreme
weather will also increase the demand for certain products and services (i.e. construction sector in
the aftermath of an extreme) (Sussman & Freed 2008; Metcalf & Jenkins 2005).
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Industry	
  
	
  
Energy	
  

Agriculture	
  

Manufacturing	
  

Construction	
  

Insurance	
  

Tourism	
  
Mining	
  

Potential	
  risks	
  from	
  extreme	
  weather	
  events	
  

Selected	
  reference	
  

Reduced	
  hydropower	
  potential	
  due	
  to	
  loss	
  of	
  melt	
  water	
  

(Parry	
  et	
  al.,	
  2007)	
  

Increased	
  demand	
  for	
  cooling	
  can	
  result	
  in	
  system	
  stresses	
  
during	
  prolonged	
  heat	
  waves	
  
Destruction	
  to	
  property	
  and	
  transmission	
  systems	
  from	
  
storm	
  events	
  
Uncertainty	
  over	
  supply	
  of	
  cooling	
  water	
  for	
  power	
  plants	
  
Damage	
  to	
  crop	
  from	
  insect	
  outbreaks,	
  pathogens	
  and	
  
invasive	
  species	
  associated	
  with	
  prolonged	
  heat	
  waves	
  
Increased	
  danger	
  to	
  wildfires	
  during	
  drought	
  
Reduced	
  water	
  supply	
  for	
  irrigation	
  during	
  drought	
  
Conflict	
  over	
  water	
  resources	
  during	
  prolonged	
  drought	
  
Disruption	
  to	
  commercial	
  channels	
  from	
  extremes	
  may	
  
interrupt	
  the	
  flow	
  of	
  raw	
  materials	
  
Inadequate	
  training	
  or	
  equipment	
  to	
  maintain	
  operations	
  in	
  
excessively	
  wet	
  or	
  dry	
  conditions	
  
Quality	
  of	
  issues	
  over	
  grains,	
  seeds,	
  and	
  prewashed	
  products	
  
Land	
  resources	
  may	
  be	
  permanently	
  or	
  temporarily	
  
unavailable	
  due	
  to	
  storm	
  surge,	
  sea	
  level	
  rise	
  of	
  flood	
  
Increase	
  risk	
  of	
  heat	
  morbidity	
  of	
  work	
  force	
  
Risk	
  to	
  animal	
  welfare	
  and	
  productivity	
  during	
  prolonged	
  
heat	
  waves	
  	
  
Risk	
  to	
  product	
  and	
  inventory	
  from	
  overheating	
  
Damage	
  to	
  plant	
  and	
  premises	
  from	
  storms,	
  heavy	
  
precipitation	
  and	
  flooding	
  resulting	
  in	
  subsidence	
  failure	
  
Reduced	
  performance	
  of	
  machinery	
  due	
  to	
  overheating	
  
Inadequate	
  drainage	
  systems	
  to	
  cope	
  with	
  heavy	
  
precipitation	
  
Excessive	
  heat	
  on	
  construction	
  sites	
  will	
  impact	
  on	
  processes	
  
and	
  work	
  force	
  
Extreme	
  events	
  may	
  change	
  regulations	
  and	
  design	
  
standards	
  
Increased	
  need	
  for	
  catastrophe	
  models	
  
Increased	
  commercial	
  risks	
  associated	
  with	
  climate	
  sensitive	
  
products	
  such	
  as	
  agriculture	
  
Increased	
  risk	
  to	
  human	
  health	
  from	
  storms,	
  prolonged	
  heat,	
  
flooding,	
  and	
  vector	
  borne	
  diseases	
  
Change	
  in	
  demand	
  for	
  tourism	
  	
  
Disruption	
  to	
  operation	
  from	
  flooding	
  of	
  shaft	
  

(Cardell	
  et	
  al.	
  2008)	
  
(Cardell	
  et	
  al.	
  2008)	
  
(Cardell	
  et	
  al.	
  2008)	
  
(Diaz	
  &	
  Markgraf	
  1992)	
  
(Parry	
  et	
  al.	
  2007)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Howard	
  1997)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Parry	
  et	
  al.	
  2007)	
  
(Menne	
  2005)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Ekstrom	
  et	
  al.	
  2005)	
  
	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Wilby	
  2007)	
  
(Menne	
  2005)	
  
(Kirshen	
  et	
  al.	
  2006)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Metcalf	
  &	
  Jenkinson	
  2005)	
  
(Menne	
  &	
  Bertollini	
  2000)	
  
(Hamilton	
  et	
  al.	
  2005)	
  
(Cheong	
  et	
  al.	
  2011)	
  

Expected changes in climate induced weather extremes suggest that many firms need to develop a
more systematic approach to better recognise the potential risks associated with their organisational
structure. The frequency and intensity of weather extremes are likely to lie outside organisational
experience and coping capacity (Linnenluecke et al. 2012). While the literature on organisational
resilience is extensive it deals for the most part with long term gradual change in the external
environment (Meyer et al. 2005), and coping strategies are usually accounted for in organisational
crisis management (Preble 1997). Other literature on resilience focus on how organisations can
withstand disturbances but does not explicitly consider extreme weather events (Linnenluecke et al.
2012).
The research on supply chain configuration has for the most part been concerned about the level of
integration, inter-firm relationships, management of risk, and ways of analysing product value.
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However, these tools do also present a way of analysing the distribution and potential impact of
climate related risks in the organisational network. There is still much left to understand about the
development of extreme weather events and the typology in literature is fragmented. Extremes are
inherently complex and there is no consistent way of classifying extreme events (e.g., Goodess 2013;
Stephenson 2008; Linnenluecke et al. 2012). In addition, there is little or no guidance on where to
find appropriate information about weather extremes (e.g., Linnenluecke et al. 2012). As such there
is a search for literature that provides direction on ways to assess the implications from climate
change on supply chain network structures.
3 Investigative Framework

With the ambition to address this gap, this study develops a conceptual framework focusing on the
interaction between weather extremes and supply chain network configuration. The following
questions will help direct the study: What are the type of weather extremes, their characteristics and
projections in relation to climate change? How might extreme weather events affect supply chain
networks?

The investigative framework behind the research question can be observed above .Configuration
variables to be included in the study are network structure, process flow and value structure, all
familiar from the literature review. The risks associated with climate change are represented by the
threat from extremes. The paper will investigate the various types of extremes, how extremes are
defined, the challenges with these definitions, and where the information about these can be found.
This section has described climate change and highlighted the rationale for industries to pay attention
to the development in extreme weather events. A change in the systematic nature of extremes will
challenge prevailing organisational and industrial strategies, and while extreme weather events are
associated with significant risks there are also opportunities for some industries to benefit from the
trend. The operations management literature on climate change is limited and does not adequately
encompass the challenges to industry associated with extreme events and there is a need for
systematically examine the implications of these events to various industries.
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4 Approach

Research approach includes a series of case studies in climate changes studies institutes and three
global food manufacturers. Analysis of Case study on climate change are presented in appendix. A
case study is recommended when the researcher has limited knowledge of a contemporary
phenomenon as it allows him or her to study complex relationships in their natural environment thus
producing a high level of contextual information (Yin 1994). A case study is also recommended
when the boundaries of the phenomenon and context cannot be perfectly established. Given the
nature of this study, a case study approach was considered appropriate. This study takes a
predominantly exploratory approach. It is recommended to establish appropriate boundaries prior to
any supply network research (Cooper et al. 1997; Srai & Gregory 2008). For this analysis, the
boundaries of the network is case dependent and determined by the critical processes and the level of
influence from any particular network node rather than level of ownership (Srai & Gregory 2008).
Consequently, the boundaries of this research were set to capture the relevant influence from weather
extremes rather than according to the level of ownership.
	
  
Organisation

Contact

Organisational capabilities/Expertise

World Meteorological

Director Christian Brondin

Atmosphere and ocean modelling

Organisation

Water resources
Weather warning service

British Antarctic

Prof. John Turner

Arctic and Antarctic Research

Survey

Dr. Gareth Marshall

High latitude Surveys

Dr. John King

Long term observations

Munich Re

Dr. Jain Eicher

Exposure and impact analysis

Swedish

Mr Weine Josefsson

Regional climate modelling

Meteorological and

Northern Europe

Hydrological Institute

Government services
Adaptation services

East Anglia University

Dr. Clare Goodess

Mediterranean climate modelling
Impact models
Damage to physical structures

National University of

Ass Prof. Omar Cardona

Colombia

Socio-economic implications
Caribbean and South America
Disaster management

4CMR

Dr. Aideen Foley

Climate modelling
Policy innovations
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Company

Product

Area Served

Vegetable

Salad and

United Kingdom and

Producer

vegetable products

Europe

Person

Market Position

Responsibility

by turnover

Supply Chain

Number 1
producer in the
United Kingdom

Brewery

Beer, cider, soft

Northern Europe

Supply Chain

Top 3 in Sweden

Worldwide

Supply Chain

Number 7 in the

drinks, juice,
water, wine, spirits
and coffee.
Dairy Producer

Cheese, butter and
milk products

world

Supporting data for the cases was gathered from literature, relevant databases, and scientific journals
prior to any meeting with the informants. The second part of the study presented and analysed the
data. Data was collected in three stages. To begin with, information on climate change and weather
extreme was collected. The second stage involved gathering information on supply chain
configuration. In the final stage, information from the scientific community and the industrialists
were brought together to explore the risks in the supply chain networks. The sources of information
used in the study include documentation, archival records, interviews and participant observation.
The format for the interviews were open-ended questions as suggested by Yin (1994). Open-ended
questions expand the sources of information and depth of information and enable individuals to
obtain data that may not have emerged from a survey (Oke & Gopalakrishnan 2009). Missing
information was added through email correspondence. For triangulation purposes, the questions to
the scientific community were the same yet flexible enough for the scientist to put emphasis on his or
hers area of expertise. Scientific interviews were conducted until a point of saturation was reached
and no new information was forthcoming (Eisenhardt 1989; Glaser & Strauss 1967). All documents
emerging from the interviews were verified by the informants to build validity to the extent it was
possible (Yin 1994).
The outcome of the scientific interviews and the desk research was introduced to the case companies.
With the scenarios in front of them, the participants were encouraged to think about the possible
issues related to current configuration. A number of different databases recommended by scientists
(see next section) were used to show climatic projections and risk assessments for the area where the
industry was located. A list of possible risks based on the literature was occasionally used as
assistance. Participants were also asked to judge impact on the operation using a 1 to 5 scale (low
impact to high impact) based on the weather data presented to them.
5 Case Studies
5.1 Case Study 1 : Salad and Vegetables
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Company description: The organisation is a cooperative growing salad and vegetables. It is the
biggest producer in the UK. There are 22 growers in the United Kingdom and 3 in Spain sharing
4,771 ha of crops and 1,942 ha of crops respectively. In 2012, sales were £260M and £60M in the
UK and Europe respectively. Lettuce product was selected for the study. Information below is based
on a discussion with the company Planning Manager.
5.1.1 Supply chain configuration analysis

Network structure: The focal point of the analysis will be the UK consolidation centre. Lettuce is
sourced from 8 growers, 6 in the UK and 2 in Spain. These are located in East Anglia, East Coast
and South Coast in the UK and in the Murcia region in Spain. When the climate is not fit for
harvesting in the UK the company will turn to its Spanish producer. There are three crops cycles in a
year. After harvesting, the product is brought to a cooling and storage facility by tractor located no
more than 30 minutes away from the fields. The majority of the product goes from cooling to
customer via the UK consolidation (1 to 5 hours). The combined capacity of the consolidation centre
is 62 million heads. Any gap in production will be covered by purchasing from a Californian
producer. The company uses lorries to transport the product.

Process flow: The company harvest to order. Seeds are propagated while the land is prepared. Seeds are
planted and cultivated under careful management. Water and pesticides are applied and weeds are removed.
The company applies field harvesting which means that the product is harvested and packaged in the field
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before dispatch to customer or consolidation centre. Cultivation and harvesting is labour intensive and each
harvesting station may carry up to 14 staff members. The process flow is shown graphically in .

Value structure: The value structure reflects the costs associated with each activity including associated
taxes. Since land is relatively expensive and cultivation and harvesting requires much time and resources,
much value is stored in these dimensions. Distribution can also be costly since the product must be transported
from Spain during one crop cycle. Marketing (admin) is a small activity by comparison and the packaging
material is relatively inexpensive.

5.1.2 Risk analysis
Maps from UK Met Office were used to assess risk from drought whereas DesInventar was used to assess
risks from floods and storms. The results below are a combination of risks familiar from the literature and
risks identified as a result of the mapping exercise.
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Risk

Domain

Probability

Impact

Extreme
Drought

Reduced water availability due
to long term drought

Raw
material

2

4

Drought

Conflict over water resources

Raw
material

1

4

Heat wave

Responsiveness to sudden
change in demand

Markets

3

2

Heavy
precipitation

Disruption to outbound logistics
due to snow load

Transport

3

2

Drought

New investments necessary to
maintain water supply

Plant

5

1

Heat wave

Seasonal labour loss due to less
satisfactory working conditions

People

4

5

Heavy
precipitation

Damage to product from heavy
rain and hail leading to
subsidence failure
Catastrophic loss of product
from single extreme event

Raw
material

5

3

Raw
material

5

4

Production in water stressed
areas faced with stringent
regulations for water use
Disruption to distribution due to
port closure

Plant

4

2

Transport

3

1

Heavy
precipitation
Drought
Storm

Risks to Network: The operation is weather sensitive and drought is a problem for the Spanish production.
The company has made considerable investment in water supply which makes the operation relatively
protected in the short term (<6 months). However, longer more chronic events of dry weather, which are
included in the projections for the Mediterranean region, will have an impact on production. Moreover, water
management is a politically sensitive topic in Spain and future regulations of water use may put the operation
at risk. The product has also experienced disruption due to heavy snow load while in transit over the Pyrenees.
Lettuce from Spain has lower water content than the UK product and is therefore more durable but any delay
in transit will impact on quality.
In the UK, seasonal heavy rain and droughts are of concern. Heavy rain will impact on the central growers
whereas drought will be an issue for the grower in the south which is also the largest (26 million heads or 38
percent of UK production). On the demand side, the company finds it hard to respond to sudden changes
associated with hot summer days when consumption goes up. Since it takes the product more than 14 hours
from harvesting to dispatch the operation usually fall short under these circumstances. The company has
considered expanding its operation northwards due to more favourable growing conditions but will at the
same time face more risk from heavy rain.
Risks to Processes: Presently, there is no equipment to manage harvesting in extremely wet conditions
without damaging the product. In contrast, prolonged heat waves in the summer will make staff working in the
fields more at risk from heat morbidity. This is considered a major risk and will have profound impact on
business. The company has already been forced to shorten rotations in the fields during harvesting due to
extreme temperatures. In the long term, the company may therefore experience a shortage of labour as the
working conditions become undesirable. The chart below show the normalised accumulated risk for the
various business functions. The shape of the chart is characteristic for a climate sensitive operation that is
relatively labour intensive.
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Risks to value: The biggest risks are associated with growing and harvesting. These reflect the investments
made in supporting infrastructure (e.g., water supply), equipment, and labour. While these add to the costs in
the short term it will make the company more resilient towards extreme events in the long term. Land is a
relatively small contributor but fundamental for the operation and will indirectly add to the costs in growing
and harvesting if poorly selected. For this reason the company must weigh their expansion plans towards any
risks the might face.

5.2 Case study 2: strawberry yoghurt manufacturer
Company description: Based in Scandinavia, the cooperative is the largest producer in the region and
seventh in the world in terms of revenue. The cooperative has members in Sweden, Denmark, United
Kingdom, Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg. In 2011, the Swedish operation accounted for 20.4 percent of
Arla´s total revenue and the 3,900 Swedish farmers represented 48 percent of total ownership. The number of
employees in Sweden is about 3,500. A strawberry yoghurt product was selected for the case. Information
below is based on discussions with the Quality and Environmental Manager and by a representative from the
National Food Administration.

5.2.1 Supply chain configuration analysis
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Network structure: The focal point of the supply network is the dairy plant located in Linköping, south of
Stockholm. The plant receives milk from about 340 farms located within 6 hours of the plant, each capable of
producing 630 tonnes of milk a year. Milk is collected by tank trucks with a capacity of 15,000 litres.
Strawberry concentrate, sugar and starch are delivered from various locations in Europe, China and Morocco.
Wild strawberries are supplied from south Sweden. The finished product then goes to customers via four
cooling and distribution centres located in north, west, central and east.

Process flow: Animals are milked twice a day and the milk is stored in a cooling tank. Maximum temperature
during storage at the farm is 4˚C for no longer than 48 hours. Milk is collected by cooling truck and kept cool
during transit (maximum 8˚C) and is then transferred to another cooling tank at the plant where it is kept at a
temperature of 6 to 9˚C. Trucks do not have an active cooling system and must take no longer than 12 hours to
reach the plant. At the plant the milk is heated to 95˚C for 10 min and then treated with bacteria in 40˚C
during 12 hours. A strawberry mix and a consistency (Pectin) are added while the product is cooled. After
cooling, the product is packed and stored in another cooling plant at 6˚C for no longer than 24 hours before
dispatch.
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Value structure: Most of the value is located in the milk. This reflects the costs associated with the cows,
farmers, equipment and land. Lorries run almost constantly which reduces cost per unit. The process at the
plant is energy intensive and much value can be attributed to this stage. Finally, since the company perform a
significant amount of marketing and research themselves, a substantial part of the value is associated with
these activities.
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5.2.2 Risk analysis
Risk to extremes was assessed using metadata from SMHI. These maps show detailed information about the
projected distribution of droughts, heavy precipitation and wind storms.
Extreme

Risk

Domain

Probability

Impact

Drought

Reduced productivity due to high temperature and
poor forage quality

Raw
material

3

4

Strom

Physical damage to animals from storms and heavy
precipitation leading to slope instability

Raw
material

1

4

Extreme
temperature

Some areas may no longer be optimal for grazing
due to changing conditions

Raw
material

1

3

Drought

Increase in the global price of animal feed such as
by-products from soya beans will add to the
overall costs of production
Increase incidence of pathogens (Alfa Toxin) in
animal feed silos due to warming and precipitation

Plant

2

1

Raw
material

1

5

Heavy
precipitation
Extreme
temperature

Loss of delivery due to heavy snow load

Transport

3

1

Damage to product when in transit between retail
and households due to excessive temperature

Transport

5

1

Extreme
temperature

Increase prevalence of pathogens (Bacillus cereus)
due to inadequate cooling during offloading

Transport

2

3

Extreme
temperature
Extreme
temperature
Extreme
temperature

No directions for the placement of cooling tanks at
farm level
Damage to product during transport due inadequate
cooling
Staff at risk from heat morbidity due to a shift in
cooling from process environment to product
environment
Drop in productivity of animals due to seasonal
warming

Plant

1

1

Transport

1

2

People

2

2

Raw
material

3

3

Shortage of drivers with adequate training

People

2

5

Loss of farmers due to decrease appeal of the
profession
Not being able to respond to sudden demand for
product

People

3

5

Markets

1

1

Heavy
precipitation

Extreme
temperature
Extreme
temperature
Drought
Extreme
temperature

Risks to network: Risks to the network model are for the most part concentrated to the milk farms. Milk
farms are located in southern Sweden which is projected to face more droughts. This will impact on forage
quality and therefore on animal productivity. Some areas may therefore be less optimal for grazing. In
addition there has been an incidence of Alfa toxin in animal feed and Arla is concerned how prolonged heat
waves will affect the spread of toxin-producing bacteria. The manager had no information regarding the
supply of wild strawberries but these are likely to be at risk if droughts are to become larger in scale and
longer in duration. There has been some loss of product due to heavy snow load but the impact on overall
business is low. Since the product is heat sensitive, the company has expressed some concern for a drop in
demand during extremely hot weather.
Risks to processes: The vast majority of risks are associated with the cooling chain. At farm level the risks
are associated with the cooling tanks and the seasonal productivity of the animals. The technical specifications
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for the cooling tanks at farm level state that these can endure a maximum temperature of 32˚C which puts
them at risk from prolonged heat waves. In addition, there are no specifications on how these tanks should be
placed. Optimal production temperature for cows is -12˚C and there is usually no cooling in Swedish farms
which forces production down during the summer. With more prolonged heat waves, Arla foresee a more
substantial decline in seasonal production. The production environment is also sensitive to heat and during the
hot summer days of 2010, cooling was shut down in a sister plant in favour of milk production which
impacted on staff working conditions. There are a number of risks to the cooling chain linked to the transport.
Tank trucks that run between farm and plant do not possess an active cooling system which put the product at
risk while in transit if there is a delay. Arla may also experience a shortage of drivers with the adequate
training to manage milk in hot weather during summer holidays. Substantial risk of recontamination has been
identified during offloading at retail docking stations when there is congestion (Bacillus cereus may grow if
milk is exposed to 15 to 25˚C for four hours). Finally, there is substantial risk while in transit from retailer to
households, especially during hot summer days when groceries are left in hot cars. In the long term, the
company is concerned with the poor appeal of the farming profession. The above discussion is represented
graphically below and reflects the concerns associated with the cooing chain.
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Risks to value: Most of the value is concentrated to the milk product and the process. In this value structure
milk represents land, cows and other inputs. There is thus a substantial risk for value destruction at this end
from droughts and prolonged heat waves. Accordingly there is some correlation of risk and value. On the
other hand, the cooling chain is distributed across all functions and these risks are not well represented by the
value structure. For example, distribution holds relatively little value to the consumer but an essential step in
business operation and holds substantial risk. A case of recontamination, for example, can have devastating
effects on reputation. Should this occur further upstream, i.e. in the process environment, then the impact will
be more severe as this is likely to include a whole product line rather than just an individual delivery.
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5.3 Case Study 3: Brewery Company
The brewery is one of the three largest in Sweden. It currently employs about 1,000 people and total revenue
in 2011 was about £300M. The company has four breweries in total. Apart from beer the brewery also
produces bottled water and soft drinks. Common lager was chosen for the study. Information was provided by
the Corporate Social Responsibility Manager with the occasional support of a Process Manager.
5.3.1 Supply chain configuration analysis
Network structure: The focal points are the breweries located near Stockholm (east-central) and
Grängesberg (central). There are an unknown number of farms that supply barley to a grain processor in
Halmstad (South Sweden). 95 percent of this barley comes from Swedish farmers; the remaining 5 percent
comes from Germany. Yeast and hops are supplied in small quantities (yeast will be grown by the brewery
itself). The brewery can process 240M litres of beer annually if necessary without interfering with other
production. The central brewery and the east-central brewery produce 100M litres and 70M litres of beer
respectively. From a distribution centre the product is distributed to retailers (~25%), the Swedish Alcohol and
Retailing Monopoly (~30%), restaurants (~15%) and other exports (~30%). A lorry carrying canned beer can
transport 15,000 litres.

Process flow: The company produces to forecast. The first step is milling of the malted barley arriving from
the processor. Hot water is added in the mashing process before lautering. The hops are added during boiling.
The product is filtered quickly before it is cooled in preparation for fermentation. During fermentation the
yeast will multiply 3 to 5 times. This may take up to two weeks. The product is then held for 14 days to refine
the flavour. The product will be filtered once more before packaging and dispatch. This product is using
aluminium as packaging material.
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Value structure: 70 percent of the product value is associated with packaging and distribution. The reason for
this value concentration is the aluminium. Distribution is also a costly activity compared to processing.
Malting of barley involves steeping (barley is soaked with water), germination and kilning (drying). These
processes are captured in milling and are reflected by the considerable value in this activity. The value of
other processes is linked with the amount of energy required. Lautering, whirl pooling and carbonization has a
combined value of less than 1 percent.
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5.3.2 Risk analysis
Risks were assessed using SMHI metadata and data from the UK Met Office. The format for the analysis is
the same as above.

Extreme
Heavy precipitation
Drought
Drought
Extreme temperature
Extreme temperature
Extreme temperature
Extreme temperature
Heavy precipitation
Heavy precipitation
Heavy precipitation
Heavy precipitation
Drought
Storm

Risk
Global rise in the price of metals
such as aluminium due to rise in
global market prices
Fluctuating cost of malt as a
resultl of global shortage due to
catastrophic event such as drought
Fluctuating quality of barley and
prewashed products
Changes in seasonal demand for
products
Sudden change in regulations for
energy use in process
environment and transports.
Sudden change in regulations for
energy use in processes
environment and transports
Sudden change in regulations for
energy use in processes
environment and transports
Public scrutiny in media due to
discharge of cans into the
environment from flooding event.
Discharge of contaminants and
waste water from flooding event
Poor water quality due to
agricultural discharge will add to
costs of purification
Catastrophic loss of product from
single extreme event
Production in water stressed areas
faced with stringent regulations
for water use
Disruption to distribution due to
port closure

Domain
Raw
materials

Probability
2

Impact
4

Raw
materials

3

4

Raw
materials
Markets

3

4

2

2

Plant

2

2

Plant

2

2

Transport

2

2

Plant

2

3

Plant

2

3

Plant

2

3

Raw
materials
Plant

3

1

3

4

Transport

3

1

Risks to network: The company is concerned over an increase in the global price of aluminium which is set
by the world market and may come in short supply during an extreme event. The quality and supply of barley
is at risk from climate change in two ways. Firstly, extreme weather such as drought will directly impact on
the supply and quality of grains. Secondly, with population increase, the land available for agricultural
production will become scarce. Beer consumption is usually associated with warm weather. Thus an increase
in temperature may benefit the company whilst seasonal heavy precipitation may have the opposite effect. The
brewery is less concerned with these effects and foresees a relatively stable demand.
Risks to processes: The production process is energy and water intensive. There is some concern that climate
change induced extreme weather will spur a sudden change in regulations for energy use in processes and
transports. This will directly affect the cost of production. In the long run, regulations may benefit the
company since most of the materials are sourced locally. The company is also somewhat concerned about
poor water quality as a result of agricultural discharge as a consequence of heavy precipitation and there may
be a future need to enhance purification processes.
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Heavy precipitation and floods may also impact on the brewery itself and result in discharge of contaminants
into the environment. On the consumer end, flooding may imply that more cans end up in the environment.
Poor waste management in both processes and consumer use may thus give rise to stricter consumption
regulations. There have been occasional disruptions to transport from heavy snow load but these are of low
concern as the community is well prepared to deal with such circumstances. Accordingly, most risks are
associated to processes and raw material and waste which can be observed by the chart below.
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Risks to value: The majority of the value is stored in the packaging material and in the distribution.
Accordingly, an increase in world prices of aluminium and more stringent regulations for transport would be
transmitted to consumers through these channels. Consumers may also be affected though an increase in
energy prices and a shortage of barely which would add to the costs of production.

6 Discussion and conclusion:
6.1 Extreme weather events
The case studies reveal that supply chain networks potentially face a variety of risks from climate induced
extreme weather. Extreme events are events that occupy the tails in probability distributions for
meteorological or climatological variables. Prolonged heat waves, heavy precipitation, severe wind storms and
floods are examples of extreme events. The severity of an extreme event will largely depend on organisational
exposure and vulnerability. Since climate change will impact on the underlying conditions responsible for
extremes, organisations are advised to make an inventory of potential risks to their supply network. In doing
so, organisations should take a holistic approach to the value chain, whilst not overlooking essential
supporting services or underestimating the threat from chronic extremes which may have serious socioeconomic implications and thus affect the company indirectly.
The case study results demonstrate how supply chain configuration theory can be applied to analyse the risks
from the climate change induced extreme conditions. Practitioners can observe with meaningful clarity the
effects to their supply chain architecture and operational sequence. More detailed analysis is required to
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understand the impact to specific locations and processes but some preliminary findings are worth
emphasising. The table below summarises the findings.
Level of

Vegetable producer

Dairy producer

Brewery

analysis
Network
structure

Process
flow

Value
structure

Reduced water
availability among
Mediterranean
growers
Possible conflict over
water sources
Crops may no longer
be viable in new
conditions
Changes in regional
patterns of production
in the UK
Responsiveness to
sudden demand
Damage to UK
product from singe
precipitation extreme
Seasonal labour loss
due to undesirable
working conditions
Inadequate training or
equipment to manage
product in new
conditions
Increased prevalence
of heat morbidity
Disruption to
transport due to heavy
snow load

Value loss during
growing
Value loss during
harvesting

Changes in locations
optimal for grazing
Increase in global
prices of animal feed
Increased prevalence
of pests and pathogens
Physical damage to
animals from storms
Shortage of farmers in
the long run

Global price increase in
raw materials leading
increased capital costs
Changes in regional
patterns of production
Fluctuating quality of
barley
Increase in cost of
barley supplier leading
to higher prices of
inputs
Changes in seasonal
demand

Damage to product
from excessive
temperature while in
transit
Increased cooling to
maintain performance
in process
environment
Decreased comfort of
internal environment
Los of delivery due to
heavy snow load
Shortage of drivers
that can manage
product
Value loss to dairy
product
Value loss in cooling
chain

Discharge of
contaminated water
from production
Reduced water quality
due to discharge from
agricultural land
Disruption to transport
from heavy snow load
Sudden change in
regulations for water
and energy use

Value loss in packaging
material
Value loss from energy
and water purification

6.2 Supply chain implications
Regional patterns of production: Climate change induced extreme weather will change regional patterns of
optimal production. Prolonged droughts and water scarcity will make certain rain fed crops unfit for
cultivation (i.e. parts of the Mediterranean). As might be expected, there seems to be some correlation
between the degree of spatial and horizontal complexity and exposure as demonstrated by the lettuce case.
Nevertheless, with more localised production, the organisation becomes vulnerable to regional extremes. The
impact of climate change will not evenly spread geographically and many organisations may want to revise
their long term expansion plans with new climatic information. The lettuce case demonstrates that
organisations exposed areas may gain competitive advantage by investing in appropriate supporting
infrastructure (i.e. water reservoirs and irrigation systems) rather than reconfiguring their supply chain.
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Transport and distribution: Transport and distribution are critical elements for most organisations. For
agricultural producers, risks are associated with the cooling chain and many producers may be forced to make
additional investments in cooling facilities (including the transport and management of livestock). This may
imply the establishment of new business links with third party service companies, the elimination of process
steps, or a change in product packaging material (i.e. a new type of milk cartoon). Organisations may also
have to consider alternative transport routes due to seasonal precipitation events or make new investments in
their vehicle fleet.
Processes: With changing conditions, staff and equipment may no longer be adequate to manage the product.
This is particularly true for climate sensitive crops with a longer cultivation period such as the lettuce product
which has a fixed harvesting period. Certain process steps may require considerable investments or a change
in procedures to enhance performance. The process environment, including staff, will be affected by climate
change in a number ways. Storage and inventory may be exposed to overheating or excess humidity. The case
studies demonstrated to some extent that products with short shelf life are more sensitive to weather extremes
(i.e. lettuce and yoghurt). For some processes, certain machinery might be heat sensitive and will experience
reduced performance during prolonged heat. The workforce is perhaps the most important component of
production and will be at risk from heat stress and heat stroke which in turn will result in lower performance.
Both the vegetable producer and the dairy producer have experienced health related issues. Heat stress also
impacts on livestock that tend to produce less during warm conditions. This implies that management of heat
may become a critical organisational capability. The process environment is also sensitive to heavy
precipitation and flooding which may impact on organisational waste management and result in discharge of
contaminants.
Inputs to production: Input resources such as energy, water supply, packaging material or fresh produce may
become short in supply or of poor quality. These links may not be managed directly by the company and
prices of essential inputs may be set by the world market (see brewery case).
Market demand: Climate induced extreme weather will also affect the demand for certain goods and services
and many organisations may find it hard to respond to sudden changes in consumer preferences. Companies
that are familiar with such issues may therefore have to reconfigure their supply chain to manage such
changes (e.g., more cooled storage facilities closer to customers). Extreme weather will also impact on
product characteristics. Organisations that have considered weather extremes in their product design may find
themselves in a superior position. The vegetable producer, for example, has noted that their Spanish product,
due to lower water content, manages heat better than its UK counterpart. Thus, extreme weather events give
organisations the opportunity to develop new products. This implies that organisations should develop a closer
relationship with their consumers to find out how extreme weather will affect their business model.
Regulations: Finally, climate change induced extreme events could also motivate the implementation of rules
and regulations to manage waste, water and energy which may impact on the design of industrial processes.
The above list is by no means exhaustive but does provide an illustration of potential risks. The below
framework provides a more general approach for businesses to assess the risks from climate induced extreme
weather to their supply network.

6.3 Risk assessment framework
The framework takes a supply chain configuration approach and suggests that practitioners start with
identifying critical nodes in their supply chain network. Information on climate risks for critical nodes can be
assessed using the recommended data sources. Exposure is then determined by the portfolio of assets located
in the environment under consideration. A list of potential risks can be assembled by conducting a sequential
assessment of all the processes involved. Critical process steps can be considered based on their value
structure. The informant then has to decide whether to act or do nothing. Possible actions can be to change
procedures, invest in new assets or supporting infrastructure, or change location.
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The approach is expected to improve supply chain end-to-end visibility and help foster a better understanding
of the climate risks associated with each step of the operation. Likewise, the approach may also help the
practitioner to identify leverage points and market opportunities.
6.4 Key findings
Extreme weather events are complex phenomena and many organisations should be concerned about their
development. Evidence suggests that climate change will increase the intensity, frequency, duration and
spatial distribution of extreme events. Chronic extremes are sustained periods of climate variability. These
events are less abrupt but may have significant socio-economic implications and therefore impact on
organisations indirectly.
This study has shown that climate change induced weather events – prolonged drought, extreme temperatures,
severe wind storms, and floods – will impact on supply chains at all levels.

•
•

•

At the network level, extreme events may change patterns of optimal production, disrupt
transports, impact on the supply of inputs to production, and modify consumer preferences.
At the process level extreme temperatures may inflict on the health of workers, the
performance of certain machinery, and inventory. Floods have the power to severely damage
production facilities, including the management of waste.
If not carefully monitored, extreme events have the potential to alter the value structure of the
product by increasing the cost of production.

By taking a supply chain network configuration approach, organisations are provided with a systematic way
of identifying not only risks, but also possible opportunities that emerge with climate change. Climate change
has a direct effect on supply chains via the effects of extreme weather events and should be an integral
component of supply chain network design. Not all organisations will have to consider climate information in
the short term but all should be aware of the potential future threats from climate change. Those most at risk
are organisations with supply chains facing substantial capital investments, those industries where climate is a
critical element of production such as agriculture, and those that rely heavily on transport.
Climatic risks will not be uniformly distributed and will depend on the incidence of extreme weather events
such as extreme temperatures, heavy precipitation or severe wind storms. The risk towards these extremes has
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to be assessed against critical supply chain nodes where core processes, supply of raw materials, markets, or
other functions of the network are located. Assessing the risks to climate change involves taking a holistic
approach to organisational activities including processes, value network, public services, and the competitive
environment. The method developed in this paper suggests that businesses start with taking a high level
approach. This type of screening will identify the most important risks to the supply chain network and signify
whether further analysis is needed. The approach will place climate related risks and uncertainties within the
same framework as other long term plans concerning the supply chain network. As a result of the analysis,
organisations may decide to make new investments, change procedures or pull out of a location.
The research has been exploratory in nature and future research should arguably try and incorporate a greater
variety of industries and perform a more detailed analysis of critical process steps. The study suffered from
the fact that only a limited number of industrial representatives could take part in the study and future work
should try and involve staff from multiple departments (i.e. finance and HR). The analysis would benefit from
case studies with companies represented in tropical countries, regions of lower economic development, and
with different configuration arrangements. It would also be interesting to try and quantify the impact by
running a simulation in collaboration with representatives from the scientific community who would be able
to provide more detailed knowledge about the effects from extremes locally.
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Appendix
1 Extreme Weather Typology

Extreme events
Heavy precipitation
Heavy snow load
Heat waves
Cold spells
Drought
Wind storms
Floods
Fog
Ice concentrations
Sea level rise (Storm
surge)
Landslides (wet)
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2 Extreme Weather Definitions
Definitions
Rarity (i.e. long
return period)
Catastrophic (low
probability high
impact)
Exceed fixed
thresholds
(Intensity/frequency
/duration)
Exceed thresholds
using underlying
statistical
distributions
Potential of severe
losses
Distribution (space
scale)
Chronic extremes

WMO

BAS

Munich Re

SMHI

ü

ü

ü

EA

NUC

4CMR

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

3 Challenges in data analysis
Challenges in analysis

WMO

Lack of statistics on rare events
Grid-data coverage and quality
Definition do not reflect impact
severity of impact
Definitions geographically
dependent
Correct use of reference period
Impact of climate change on
reference period
Limited understanding of
sequence of extremes
Limited understanding of
compound events
Impact of chronic non-extremes
Cost of impact have to be
adjusted

ü
ü
ü
ü

BAS

Munich
Re

SMHI

EA

ü
ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

NUC
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ü
ü
ü
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4 Industrial functions at risk
Industrial functions at risk

WMO

BAS

Munich
Re

Distribution of water resources

Rain-fed agriculture
Commerce corridors
Logistics and distribution
Public services and lifelines
Tourism

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

NUC

ü

ü

4CMR

ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

Process environments
Wider socio-economic
implications
Human health
Market demand

EA

ü
ü

Design features

Long term investment strategies

SMHI

ü
ü
ü

ü

5 Extreme weather database

Database
Epidemiology Research
Centre
IPCC SREX

Area
Worldwide

Recommended by

Worldwide

DesInventar
Munch Re NatCatSERVICE
World Bank Data Portal
UK Climate Projections
UKCIP
UK Met Office
SPC NOAA
Prudence
SMHI Metadata
5C Centre

Worldwide
Worldwide
Worldwide
Regional
National
Worldwide
National
Regional
National
Regional

WMO, BAS, SMHI, Munich Re, EA,
NUC
NUC
Munich Re
EA
EA
EA
BAS
Munich Re, EA
4CMR
SMHI
EA

WMO
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we extend our research on how variation in random demand patterns influences
supply chain performance by investigating structural demand patterns, such as those common
in the computer industry. Structural demand patterns pose additional challenges to managing
supply chain inventories and costs, and the strategies that are optimal for managing random
demand variation are not the same as those for managing structural demand patterns. In
addition, optimal strategies for companies performing aggregate planning for structural
demand are often different than those for suppliers. Buying companies may choose one
optimal strategy, suppliers another, and yet that set of strategies is very likely to not be the
globally optimal strategy.
Key words: demand variation, supply chain costs, optimization, computational model,
capacity constraints
INTRODUCTION
Demand variation has been studied in many contexts in the past, including studies on
coordination and collaboration to improve visibility of demand throughout the supply chain.
But there has been little research on exactly how this coordination can generate optimal
demand management strategies between buyers and suppliers under conditions of capacity
constraints when the demand patterns have a structure that is not based on random deviations
from a mean or trend line.
Structural demand occurs in industries such as the computer industry, where distinct weekly,
monthly and quarterly patterns emerge and persist due to deeply ingrained buying patterns
driven by influential customers. Influential customers have learned, for example, that waiting
to buy until late in a quarter allows them more negotiating leverage since computer
1
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companies are eager to book orders prior to the end of a month or quarter to enable them to
report higher sales at the end of regular reporting periods. These buying patterns create lumpy
demand at the end of each month and even more lumpy demand at the end of each quarter,
where more than thirty five percent of quarterly sales may be booked in the last week of the
quarter.
Accommodating structural demand can be expensive. Attempting to level demand and reduce
sales discounts at the end of the month or quarter, which is common in retail merchandizing
to better utilize supply chain capacity and lower production costs, can backfire on computer
original equipment manufacturers ("OEMs"). The margins on high volume servers, for
example, are much higher than retail merchandizing, so OEMs that attempt to level demand
and reduce sales incentives may quickly lose sales to competitors who continue to allow the
discounts as a normal part of the sales cycle. Where order quantities for a given request for
proposal may be for a thousand servers that sell for several thousand dollars each, buyers
have considerable purchasing leverage and competition is significant even when a smaller
number of OEMs participate in the market. In addition, buyers also have the luxury of
deferring sales for a period of time to improve their negotiating position, so OEMs are
reluctant to unilaterally impose demand smoothing practices on large business and
governmental customers. To provide a perspective on the scale of the problem, revenue for
high volume server product lines can approach or exceed a billion dollars per year. Small
changes in percentage of profitability can result in profit changes of millions or tens of
millions of dollars.
In this study we investigate the effects of structural demand on firm performance by
comparing profitability of optimal aggregate planning strategies for structural demand and
random demand. We start by studying cases of demand that have random variation from a
mean value and then examine cases of structural demand that have the same levels of random
variation. We initially investigate cases of zero variation, then increase the levels of variation
though our experimental design. Three types of aggregate production plans are included in
the experimental design, including random aggregate plans for producing to a mean demand
level, as well as front loaded and back loaded aggregate plans for accommodating structural
demand requirements. To represent realistic scenarios we add two levels of safety stock.
To evaluate firm performance, we evaluate profitability for optimal solutions for T0, for T1
and for the supply chain consisting of the combined profitability of T0 and T1. We seek to
answer the research question: "what is the optimal strategy for maximizing supply chain
profitability for firms that experience structural demand?"
This study extends our prior work to continue building a foundation of the building blocks of
supply chain design. Recently we investigated the effects of low and high demand variation
on supply chain costs and identified the challenge of managing nonlinear relationships due to
interactions between the underlying costs (Burns and Tseng, 2012), the development of a
"next generation" end to end supply chain performance measurement and prediction system
(Burns, Tseng and Berkowitz, 2010), and the relationship between different archetypes of
value chain design and resilience (Burns and Melnyk, 2009). In addition, near the end of the
paper we preview preliminary results on developing a more comprehensive framework for
understanding supply chain risk from a study funded by NASA.
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BACKGROUND
From prior literature we identified that firms analyze patterns of demand and use this
information to influence supply chain design to remain competitive (Fisher, 1997). Fine
(1998) argued that the archetype of the supply chain, whether modular or integrated, affects
how the supply chain performs and that firms choose one archetype or the other due to the
benefits accruing a firm from employing a particular archetype.
Most of the prior research has been on more traditional demand patterns – based on random
variations around a mean demand value or accommodating seasonality for forecasting
demand. However, there is very little research on structural demand patterns. Firms in some
industries may experience one or two seasonal periods in demand, yet demand in the
industrial and governmental segments for servers produced in the computer industry is
comprised of weekly, monthly and quarterly cycles that persist in their demand patterns. We
define structural demand (SD) as periodic and persistent demand changes that occur with
regularity within a given year. Thus while seasonal demand is a simple example of structural
demand, the computer industry is a more interesting and challenging case.
In addition, variations in demand are often managed with safety stocks to ensure reduction in
stock outs to customers. Safety stock are expensive to maintain but are important to aid in
decreasing stock outs to enhance customer service and profitability. The retail value of
assembled items and computer components in the computer industry decreases quickly over
time, thus the recurring costs and increased rate of obsolescence push managers to keep
safety stocks to a minimum.
From a customer perspective, a common optimal strategy is to receive components just prior
to the production date. From a supplier perspective, a common optimal strategy is to produce
and ship as early as possible to maximize earlier cash flow and allow later available capacity
to support additional orders. From a supply chain perspective, collaboration is necessary to
find a globally optimal solution to help reduce costs to end customers. In the next section we
discuss the methods employed in this study to accommodate these challenges and answer the
research question.
METHODOLOGY
We use a mixed integer linear programming model (MILP) to determine optimal solutions for
T0, for T1, and for the overall supply chain under conditions of deterministic demand. We
then use the validated computational model to evaluate firm performance when incorporating
weekly variation in demand. Using the computational model, we run a statistically significant
number of runs per scenario from the experimental design to evaluate differences in firm
performance across each of the cells of the experimental design.
We can show that in cases of zero demand variation (known, or deterministic, demand) there
exists an optimal supply chain solution, and we can provide a method to identify the value of
the optimal solution to an OEM. But when random variations affect demand based on a mean
(Figure 1) or on a structural demand pattern (Figure 2), safety stock is needed to buffer the
demand variation. Firms can choose to employ different aggregate planning approaches
which in turn yield differing results.
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Figure 1 - Random demand pattern (annual)
centered around a mean value

Figure 2 - Structural demand pattern (annual)
common in some computer industry segments

We start with an MILP model to determine optimal T0 and T1 aggregate planning strategies
under known demand conditions. Once random variation enters the picture, the assumptions
of the MILP model, such as known demand, are no longer valid. To accommodate random
deviations in known demand patterns, we start with the optimal aggregate planning schedules
from the MILP model and use these as inputs to the computational model to add or subtract
random deviations from the optimal solutions. Computational models are a more appropriate
method to investigate how random variation affects firm performance.
After discussing the deterministic demand case as a baseline that was determined from the
MILP model, we proceed to outline the elements of the experimental design for the
computational model, including demand patterns, weekly demand variation, aggregate
production planning, and safety stock.
Deterministic demand
We begin by employing an MILP model to determine optimal solutions for aggregate
production planning using known, or deterministic, demand from an OEM at Tier 0 (T0) in
the supply chain and for an immediate supplier of a key component at Tier 1 (T1) for the
OEM. In the case of deterministic demand, we derived a mathematical proof demonstrating
that while there are multiple optimal solutions for aggregate planning for T0 and for T1, there
exists at least one global solution that optimizes costs for both T0 and T1.
The lower complexity case of deterministic demand lends insight into how to develop
contract incentives to coordinate aggregate planning across the supply chain and aid in
determining what the value is to the firms when achieving the optimal solution. This insight
places an upper limit on the value of incentives offered to T1 to improve coordination by
identifying the specific cost savings available to T0.
Demand pattern
In the more realistic case of random demand variation, either varying about a mean value or
varying week by week in the case of structural demand patterns, we can also glean insights
into how to combine the insights of an optimal solution with managing localized weekly
demand variation through the use of minimal safety stocks. As noted, to accommodate this
inquiry we employ a computational model that calculates the mean or structural demand
value by week and adds random variation in demand to each week according to the
experimental design.
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Weekly demand variation
Examining the effects of weekly demand variation, as measured by coefficient of variation
(c.v.), allows investigation of how sensitive firm profitability is to increasing weekly demand
variation. Zero weekly demand variation is the deterministic case. In addition to the zero
variation case, we examine weekly demand variation at c.v. = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 (five, ten
and fifteen percent) levels.
Aggregate production planning
Three aggregate production plans are investigated: random, front load, and back load. If
capacity was not limited, T0 would simply request that T1 pursue a pure chase strategy,
producing small or large quantities just as they are needed. But tooling and lead times in the
computer industry are significant, and capacity is expensive, so suppliers do not invest in
significant excess capacity.
The optimal aggregate production plan for demand planning for random demand is to plan to
the mean demand for each period and use safety stock to accommodate weekly variation.
Front loaded production plans are optimal for a Tier 1 supplier that can ship early,
maximizing early cash flow and allowing later available capacity to be available for
additional orders that may arise. This is one of the optimal solutions for T1 when T0 pays for
shipping and storage of finished goods, but it clearly is not optimal to T0 for cost reasons due
to inventory arriving earlier than required for T0 production.
Back loaded production plans are equivalent to a chase strategy, where T1 produces
immediately prior to T0 requiring the product. Under deterministic demand, back loaded is
the optimal solution for T0. Incorporating demand variation requires the use of safety stock
inventory to accommodate the variation. This creates a trade-off from the T0 perspective:
firms can schedule deliveries from T1 at the last minute and require T1 to carry safety stock,
which in the end is priced into the product for T0, or build a little early at T1 and reserve
some later capacity while holding lower safety stock inventories at T1. Under demand
variation, back load is one of the optimal solutions that is most advantageous to T0 but it
presents a risk to T1 (and T0) should machine failures or transportation difficulties arise,
since it increases the risk of non-delivery due to temporary disruptions or to a weekly
increase in demand beyond what the safety stocks can support.
In this study, gross margin is defined as revenue minus sourced component cost. For this
study, the price for the T1 critical component (e.g. a processor chip or system board)
comprises 33% of the total sourced component cost for T0, which is equivalent to 15% of T0
revenue per unit. The T1 aggregate production plans used in this study correspond to T0
optimal, T1 optimal, and random variation optimal aggregate plans as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 - T1 Aggregate Production Plans – for each quarter

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3
Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11
Week 12
Week 13

T0 Opt
T1 AggPln
Backload
1,950
7,050
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000
11,000

T1 Opt
T1 AggPln
T1 AggPln
FrontLoad
Random
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
11,000
10,000
9,000
10,000
0
10,000

Safety stock
Safety stock in the computer industry is viewed similarly to a perishable item, not because it
degrades in quality but because each week that a component sits in inventory its value
decreases due to the high pace of obsolescence of computer components. Due to the high cost
and obsolescence risks, managers work diligently to keep safety stocks to a minimum.
Experimental design
We execute a 48-factoral design, comprised of two demand patterns, four levels of weekly
variation, three types of T1 aggregate production plans, and two levels of safety stock (Table
2). As noted the two types of demand patterns are random and structural. We use four levels
of weekly variation from the normal average demand for a given week (whether random or
structural): 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15%. The aggregate production schedules employed for T1
include random demand, a front loaded schedule, and a back loaded schedule. The safety
stock levels include five days and ten days of safety stock. We set capacity at 110% of
average demand, since the research client contracts for 10% reserve capacity per quarter.
Since capacity for electronic circuits and technologies are very expensive, underutilized
capacity is quickly sold or bid away in the high clockspeed environment of computer
technologies.
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Table 2 - Experimental design factors

Weekly demand
T1 Aggregate
Safety stock
variation
production plan
0%
produce to quarterly
5 days
5%
random
mean
10 days
10%
15%
5 days
0%
front load (FL)*
10 days
5%
structural
10%
5 days
back load (BL) *
15%
10 days
Parameters (actual data disguised due to confidentiality): annual demand = 520,000 units;
capacity = 110% of mean quarterly demand; T0 gross profit percent = 70%, back orders
allowed
Demand pattern

* These are two of the optimal T1 aggregate production plan strategies, one if which is also globally optimal for
the supply chain as determined by subsequent analysis. The other T1 optimal strategies are mixed strategies,
none of which is globally optimal.

The results of this study shown in the next section are presented in the form of profitability
levels of T0, T1 and global supply chain profitability. For T1, the for choice of aggregate
plan results in changes to inventory carrying costs but not for T0, since for T0 demand is met
on time by T1 via each of the available optimal schedules for T1. For T0 optimal strategies,
T1 meets the demand on time but the time that T1 ships may vary depending on the choice of
aggregate plan by T1. For the globally optimal supply chain strategy, an optimal solution
must be optimal for T0 and T1 and must also be globally optimal. Most of the potential
optimal solutions for T0 and T1 are not jointly optimal for the supply chain.
When the differences in inventory carrying costs are placed in the context of overall
profitability for T0 and T1, the changes are small relative to the revenue to T0 from the
assembled unit, but represent a larger portion of the cost incurred by T1. Similarly the
differences in inventory carrying cost for T0 are small relative to the selling price of servers
to end customers. But for a market where a given product line of T0 may comprise more than
a billion dollars in sales, a one percent change translates to a change of ten million dollars or
more for input costs from T1, and a one-tenth percent change at T0 is greater than a million
dollars. Correspondingly, these million-dollar-plus per product line improvements across a
range of products sourced from a given critical supplier constitute significant savings from
which to devise contractual incentives to capture these potential savings from critical
suppliers.
DISCUSSION
This study focuses on one key component from a Tier 1 supplier to a Tier 0 OEM. The results
demonstrate that for even one component of one product line there can be savings of millions
of dollars. A discussion of the demand patterns and the no-variation versus variation cases
follows.
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No demand variation case
In an optimal case of just in time production with known demand, with no demand variation,
and with just in time delivery there would be no safety stock required. T0 would earn 70%
gross profit using the parameters set in this example, and the maximum global supply chain
profits in this example would be 81.5%. While this "perfect case" does not exist in reality, it
does provide an upper bound for what is achievable under the more realistic cases of demand
variation.
Demand variation case
Results for T0 and T1 with demand variation are shown in Figure 3 as a percent of unit
profitability for T0 and T1 sales price, respectively. Results for supply chain (SC)
profitability in Figure 3 include the sum of T0 and T1 profitability by unit and are shown as a
percent of T0 sell price. Figure 3 shows results from the computational model where Front
Loaded (FL), Back Loaded (BL) and Random (RAN) demand variation aggregate plans were
used. We tested demand variation using coefficients of variation ("c.v.") = 0%, 5%, 10% and
15%. The results for the varying levels of c.v. were similar across these lower levels of
random demand variation, which was not the case in our prior study that evaluated higher
levels of demand variation based on random demand patterns (Burns et al., 2012).
Figure 3 - Results for T0, T1 and supply chain profitability

Random demand overall
Random w/ 5 days SS
Random w/ 10 days SS
Front Load (FL) overall
FL w/ 5 days SS
FL w/ 10 days SS
Back Load (BL) overall
BL w/ 5 days SS
BL w/ 10 days SS

Avg T0 unit profit% Avg T1 unit profit% Avg SC unit profit%
69.64%
68.72%
79.95%
69.81%
69.10%
80.18%
69.47%
68.35%
79.72%
69.41%
66.11%
79.33%
69.30%
66.11%
79.22%
69.52%
66.11%
79.43%
69.41%
66.24%
79.35%
69.30%
66.23%
79.24%
69.52%
66.24%
79.45%

Note: SS = safety stock

Random demand
For the random demand case, the lower levels of safety stock inventory are more profitable
for T0, T1 and SC. This result was expected but provides a contrast from which to understand
results for the structural demand case. This is a result of a pooling of the variation that cannot
be effectively applied in the structural demand case. In the structural demand case, the peak
demand week arises at the end of each quarter, and shortages resulting from insufficient
safety stock are problematic for sustaining high customer service levels. While infrequent
backorders are allowed, persistent backorders will cause customers to switch suppliers, which
can be very costly to an OEM.
Structural demand – FL and BL
The FL strategy for T0 suggests that T0 is more profitable using 10 days of safety stock, and
the FL strategy is equally profitable with the BL strategy. For T1 while using an FL strategy,
either safety stock level is equally profitable, but the BL strategy for T1 is more profitable
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than the FL strategy, and the ten days of safety stock is more slightly more profitable for the
T1 BL strategy. For global supply chain (SC) profitability, the five days of safety stock is less
profitable than the ten days of safety stock.
Insights
This suggests that firms may improve profitability by reducing safety stock for demand that
follows random variation about a mean value and by maintaining somewhat larger safety
stocks for demand that follows a structural demand pattern. But the interesting question for a
real company is when this switches; at some point there is a threshold by which the better
strategy for a demand pattern with a lower degree of structure switches to being more
profitable, and lower safety stock inventory is less profitable than employing higher safety
stock inventory. Rather than firms having to individually compute this threshold to improve
profitability in their supply chains, which is difficult at best, this insight helps identify a
future area to extend this research.
Risks
For the global supply chain with structural demand, the BL strategy was slightly more
profitable overall than the FL strategy, but again that strategy comes with the risk of no
reserve capacity if demand peaks unexpectedly at the end of a quarter. For random demand,
five days of safety stock strategy is slightly more profitable than the ten days of safety stock
strategy, indicating that five days of safety stock inventory was sufficient and more profitable
while handling the demand variation. If backorders are not allowed, the cost of stockouts can
significantly affect the optimal strategies and change the profit structure. This is an additional
area of future research.
CONCLUSION
The goal of this study is to provide insights into how to improve supply chain performance
when firms experience structural demand patterns. Structural demands induce additional
capacity utilization and cost challenges to firms while they work to balance the cost of
capacity against the structure embedded in some demand patterns. One insight from the study
is that the choice of aggregate planning method by suppliers can affect focal firm and supply
chain performance, providing opportunities to value financial waste in the supply chain by
using contractual mechanisms to incentivize suppliers to reduce global supply chain costs.
Another is that the structural demand case with variation is more difficult to manage due to
the challenges of capacity limits and the choices available for aggregate planning strategies.
We observed in the MILP model results that in the random demand variation case the optimal
strategy for T0 and T1 is to produce to the mean demand per period and carry safety stock.
This optimal strategy is not necessarily true for the structural demand case, where there are
multiple optimal strategies available to T0 and T1 for structural demand variation.
For T1, the choice of optimal strategy matters. While an FL strategy provides more
flexibility in having available capacity near the end of the quarter, it is a higher cost strategy
due to the inventory carrying costs. The BL strategy is more profitable in general, but
provides no reserve capacity from which to handle upswings in demand.
Yet only one of these combined strategies is optimal for the global supply chain, and it is not
obvious without analysis what the optimal strategy is unless the firms collaborate on
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inventory costs and generate the appropriate analysis. As noted, the presence of shortage
penalties would complicate this situation considerably, and is an area for future research.
Why does this matter to the OEM?
While the aggregate profit effects are small relative to T0 overall revenue for the server
product line in this study, these results identify millions of dollars of potential savings from
one product line that T0 can extract from the supply chain by reducing waste in its aggregate
planning process in coordination with T1, and the millions of dollars of savings are much
larger as a percentage of T1 revenue. This provides an important opportunity for T0 to
improve SC governance and profitability by devising contract incentives to share some of this
potential profit improvement with T1 as a contractual incentive to reduce excess inventory
costs.
As a starting point, the lower complexity case of deterministic demand lends insight into how
to develop contract incentives to coordinate aggregate planning across the supply chain and
what the value to the firm is from achieving the optimal solution. This insight places an upper
limit on the value of incentives offered to T1 to improve coordination by identifying the
specific cost savings available to T0. And these are using optimal T1 and T0 strategies, which
are not currently being used by the OEM, thus in practice the real savings are higher than
presented here.
More importantly, this study focuses only on one key component for one tier one supplier. If
this approach is implemented across the OEM supply chain, the potential profit improvement
is an order of magnitude higher.
Future research
There are several opportunities for future research to extend this work. Understanding cases
of demand variation between the extremes of random demand varying about a mean and the
magnitude of structural demand variation in this study would shed insight into when the
differing choices of optimal aggregate planning strategies for T0 and T1 cause a switch in the
globally optimum supply chain strategy. Understanding how stockout costs affect the choice
of aggregate planning strategies is also important, since for many products backorders are not
a viable market option.
This study is part of a stream of research by the authors. This research stream includes other
active studies in supply chain management, including a NASA-funded study on developing a
more comprehensive supply chain risk framework that we will preview at the symposium.
______________________________
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Abstract
Identification of risk is a key concern for supply chains because of globalization and increasing
complexity of supply chain networks. Highly interlinked networks imply that risk can occur from
numerous sources. Hence, it is necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of risk to
identify and manage it effectively. Consequently, this paper aims to contribute to the knowledge
about supply chain risk by presenting a 360 degree view on supply chain risk identification.
Therefore, an extensive review of literature is carried out to recognize challenges of identifying
supply chain risk and to find gaps in identification methodologies. Based on the findings, first, a
conceptual view of risk and uncertainty is presented and distinction between supply chain and
operational risk is drawn. Second, application of scenario planning is illustrated for identifying
supply chain risks. Finally, a conceptual framework is presented to reconcile among proactive
risk management, reactive risk management and resilience.
Keywords: Risk Identification, Supply Chain Risk, Review
Introduction:
Over the years, the fire incident at the Philips microchip plant in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in
2000 that simultaneously affected both Nokia and Ericsson, has appeared in the extant literature
of supply chain risk management (SCRM) in different forms. While some researchers
problematize this case as the inherent capability difference between Nokia and Ericsson (Sheffi
& Rice, 2005; Mukherjee 2008), others cite this case as an argument for proactively managing
risks (Chopra & Sodhi, 2004; Norrman & Jansson, 2004). Ironically, this case in literature has
rarely been problematized as being an example of identification error. To emphasize this point
further, a part of the case extracted from the very first article (Latour 2001) written about this
case is presented here: “Within days, Nokia officials in Finland already had their first inkling that
something was amiss. Order numbers weren't adding up, company officials say. On Monday,
March 20, Tapio Markki, Nokia's chief component-purchasing manager, found out why. In a
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phone call to his office at Nokia headquarters in the city of Espoo, a Philips account
representative informed him of the fire, saying the company had lost "some wafers" but the plant
would be back to normal in a week, according to Mr. Markki. Philips officials say they were
passing along the best information they had at the time, as quickly as possible. Within hours of
getting the bad news, Messrs. Korhonen and Markki assembled their team of supply engineers,
chip designers and top managers in China, Finland and the U.S. to attack the problem.
Meanwhile, across the Gulf of Bothnia in Stockholm, top Ericsson officials still hadn't realized
what they were up against. Like Nokia, Ericsson officials first heard of the fire three days after it
occurred. But that communication was "one technician talking to another," according to Roland
Klein, head of investor relations for the company. "There were a few bits and pieces, but nothing
formal." "The fire was not perceived as a major catastrophe," says Pia Gideon, a spokeswoman
for the company.”
Two big cell phone giants, same incident but different reactions; Nokia identified the risk and
reacted quickly; Ericsson failed to identify the risk, hence, took no step. Result: Ericsson reported
a loss of 2.34 billion dollars in the cellular phone division (Latour 2001) and ceased making
cellular phones under its individual brand (Chopra & Sodhi 2004). The above case exemplifies
how failure to identify risk can cost billions and eventually may result in loss of business. It also
emphasizes importance of identifying risks before it gets “too late to recover”. Hence, no wonder
that risk identification is considered as a critical step for managing supply chain risk (Wu et al.,
2006; Neiger et al., 2009; Rao & Goldsby, 2009; Kern et al., 2012). Despite immense importance
of risk identification, several researchers noted lack of research in supply chain risk identification
(Neiger et al. , 2009; Sodhi et al., 2012; Bandaly et al., 2012; Kayis & Karningsih, 2012). Hence,
the primary purpose of this paper is to address this gap by developing a comprehensive
understanding on supply chain risk identification. Accordingly, research questions of this paper
are:
RQ1: What makes identification of risks difficult in supply chains?
RQ2: What are the existing tools/methods/frameworks for identifying supply chain risks?
RQ3: What are the current debates related to supply chain risk identification?
However, the contributions of this paper not only come from answering the above questions, but
also come from the frameworks developed based on the findings. It is anticipated that these
frameworks will provide an in-depth understanding of supply chain risk and its identification in
theory and practice.
Method for Literature Search:
To develop a thorough understanding on risk identification, a secondary analysis of published
peer-reviewed articles and grey literatures was undertaken. The reason for including grey
literatures is that it contains recent problems, concerns and thoughts of industry people. Because
supply chain risk management is an applied field of research it also makes sense to build
understanding based on practitioners’ cases. The search for published peer reviewed articles is
performed on Web of Knowledge, Compendex and INSPEC. The references of the resultant
articles from initial searches are explored again to find more articles on risk identification. The
search for grey literature was mainly done using Google’s advance search mechanism. After
going through hundreds of articles only 72 articles including book sections, newspaper articles,
whitepapers, and standards are kept for further analysis. These articles were read and analysed
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extensively to search answers for the above research questions and to develop the corresponding
frameworks.
Analysis and Findings:
In this section, findings from the analysis are presented in line with the research questions.
RQ1: Researchers and practitioners stated several issues that make supply chain risk
identification difficult. One category of these issues relates to understanding of supply chain
risks. The other category relates to inherent characteristics of supply chains. In the first category,
two factors are found to be problematic. Firstly, the interchangeable use of risk and uncertainty in
the prevalent literature of SCRM. As a result, confusion arises in theory and practice in
comprehending whether supply chains should deal with uncertainty or risks. Attempts have been
made by economics researchers to distinguish these seemingly inseparable concepts (Knight
1921). The main distinction drawn is that risk has known probability distribution and uncertainty
has unknown probability distribution (Klimov & Merkuryev, 2008; Sodhi & Tang, 2012).
However, such distinction is problematic especially for supply chain risk because probability
distribution is often unavailable in practice (Manuj & Mentzer, 2008; Tang & Musa, 2011; Aven,
2012). Hence, a gap in research can be noted as lack of widely acceptable distinction between
risk and uncertainty within supply chain context. Secondly, in SCRM literature, operational risks
are categorized under supply chain risks (Basu et al., 2008; Manuj & Mentzer, 2008; Knemeyer
et al., 2009; Sodhi et al., 2012); whereas in Operational Risk Management (ORM) literature,
supply chain risk is categorized under operational risks (Adhitya et al., 2009, Silvestri et al.
2009). Such categorization is also problematic because these risks are fundamentally different;
therefore, require different tools, techniques, capabilities and resources to manage. The evidence
of these two risks being different and hence, require different techniques to manage is highlighted
in the existing literature as “the success in choosing the mitigation strategies will depend a lot on
understanding the difference between Supply Chain and Operational Risks” (Deloitte Insights
2013, VanderBok et al. 2007) and “companies are essentially fighting new war with old
strategies”(Mitroff & Alpaslan, 2003). However, an effort to create distinctions between these
two risks is still missing in the existing literature of SCRM.
In the second category, practitioners and researchers mentioned several inherent factors of supply
chains that make identification of risks difficult. These factors are listed in Table 1. From Table
1, it is evident that supply chain identification cannot be successful, if, carried out in isolation
inside the boundary of an organization. It requires significant collaboration from other supply
chain members.
Table 1: Factor that makes risk identification difficult
Factors
Explanation
Reference
Companies only claim to have visibilities up to second Deloitte Survey (2013);
Visibility
tier suppliers. Often risks arising at suppliers’ Kersten et al. (2011);
premises are impossible to detect.
VanderBok
et
al.
(2007)
It is often hard to detect interconnectedness and Manikandan et al.,
Complexity
interdependency of supply chain risk due to the (2011) Canbolat et al.,
complexity in supply chain networks.
(2008);
Insights
Globalization Customers and suppliers are part of different Deloitte
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Factors

Explanation
economic and societal environments which increases
the potential sources of risk making it even more
difficult to identify.
Collaboration Detection of risk requires a high degree of
collaboration among supply chain partners which may
not exists due to technological differences or lack of
trust.
The ability to monitor supply chain events and
Monitoring
patterns as they happen is not always possible.
Deloitte’s press release (2012) reveals that 75% of
global executives admit having no monitoring
mechanism.

Reference
(2013)

Deloitte Survey (2013)

Deloitte Press Release,
(2012); Vilko, (2012)

RQ2: Researchers have adopted different methodologies for identification of supply chain risk.
These methodologies can be divided into four categories: simple listing/checklist, taxonomy
based approach, scenario planning and process mapping (Singhal et al. 2011). In listing method,
brainstorming exercises are carried out in order to generate a comprehensive list of known risks
(Adhitya et al., 2009; Singhal et al. 2011). Taxonomy based approaches provide structured
frameworks to elicit and organize risk identification activities related to various business
functions. Classifying risk according to material, information and economic flows are examples
of taxonomy based risk identification (Singhal et al., 2011; Cagliano et al., 2012). In a scenerio
planning appraoch, risk profiles are developed by pinpointing fundamental risk factors and
developing scenrios based on their effects on supply chain performance (Singhal et al., 2011).
The process mapping method is performed by mapping key processes of supply chain operations
and then recognizing risks that affect these processes. A comparison among these methods is
illustrated in Table 2 to provide further insights on these methods. To compare these methods
their ability to capture different componenets/attributes/dimentions of risks are analyzed. The
components of risk as explained in the AS/NZS 4360:2004 are as follows:
“A risk is associated with:
(a) A source of risk – the thing which has the intrinsic potential to harm e.g. competitors,
government etc.
(b) An event or incident – something that occurs such that the source of risk has the impact
concerned e.g. competitors expand into or leave the market area, new or revised regulations etc.
(c) A consequence, outcome or impact on a range of stakeholders and assets e.g. environmental
damage, loss or increase of markets/profits, regulations etc.
(d) A cause (what and why: usually a string of direct and underlying causes) for the presence of
the event e.g. design, human interventions, predictions or failure to predict competitors’ activity
etc.
(e) Controls and their level of effectiveness e.g. detection systems, policies, security, training,
market research and surveillance of market.
(f) When (frequency or time) where (location) could the risks occur.”
In order to make the list of components complete another attribute “Target” proposed by Silvestri
et al., (2009) is added to the above list. Target as described by Silvestri et al., (2009) are people,
process, equipment and environment that need to be safe guarded from the risk sources.
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Other than the above risk attributes, several researchers noted other attributes of these methods
that are relevant to draw a comparison. For instances, flexibility of using a method (Adhitya et
al., 2009), ability of a method to diagnose the interconnectedness among various risks events
(Adhitya et al., 2009; White, 1995) and ability of a method to predict risk before it occurs (White
1995, Dani & Ranganathan 2008) are few examples of other dimensions considered by
researchers. The comparisons among different risk identification methods based on the
aforementioned dimensions are depicted in Table 2.
Table 2: Different Risk Identification Methods in Supply Chain

Usability Dimensions

Attributes

Flexibility

X

Taxonomy

Reference
FMEA/
FMECA

HAZOP

Others
Adhitya et al.
2009

X

Predictability of
Risk

X

Adhitya et al.
2009, White
1995
White 1995,
Dani &
Ranganathan
2008
Adhitya et al.
2009, White
1995
Adhitya et al.
2009, White
1995

X

X

X

Cause (Where and
what)

X

X

X

X

Consequence

X

X

X

X

Adhitya et al.
2009

X

X

X

X

Adhitya et al.
2009

X

X

X

X

Risk Event

X

Process Mapping

X

Complexity
Handling

Source

Risk Dimensions

Listing

Scenario
Planning

X

When (Time)

X

Where (Location)

X

What (Target)

X

Adhitya et al.
2009
X

X

X

Chopra and
Sodhi 2004
Silvestri et al.,
2009

Table 2 highlights that listing and taxonomy based methods are very flexible to use but can not
handle complexitiy or interconnectedness among supply chain risks nor can these methods
recognize cause and effect of risks (Adhitya et al., 2009). On the other hand, process mapping
performs fairly well in recognizing most dimensions, however, it still falls short in predicting risk
or capturing time and target dimensions of risks (White, 1995). From the table, scenrio planning
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seems to be the most promising of all the approaches. This finding matches a similar finding by
Singhal et al., (2011) that claims scenario planning method is the most accepted method in the
literature.
Table 3 illustrates the extent of applications of these methods by researchers and allows several
conclutions to be drawn. Fifty percent of the researchers used taxonomy and listing based
methods while other fifty percent used different types of process mapping appraoches to identify
supply chain risks. Among process mapping appraoches, FMEA is the most proposed method for
identifying supply chain risks. Scenerio planning is the least proposed method among all which is
surprising considering its abilities to capture different dimentions of supply chain risk.
Table 3: Methods for Identifying Supply Chain Risks
Sl

Authors

Year

Method for identifying risk
Listing

Taxonomy

1

Hallikas et al.

2002

2
3

Christopher et al.
Harland et al.

2003
2003

4

Mitroff & Murat

2003

5
6

Chopra & Sodhi
Norrman & Jansson

2004
2004

7

Svensson

2004

1

8
9

Sinha et al.
Kleindorfer & Saad

2004
2005

1

10

Cucchiella & Gastaldi

2006

1

11

2006

1

12

Wu et al.
Bogataj & Bogataj

2007

1

13

Canbolat et al.

2007

14
15

Faisal et al.
Li & Hong

2007
2007

16

Blackhurst et al.

2008

17

Dani & Ranganathan

2008

18
19

Pavlou & Manthou
Adhitya et al.

2008
2009

20

Neiger et al.

2009

21
22

Oehmen et al.
Tuncel & Alpan

2009
2010

23

Kersten et al.

2011

24

Lin & Zhou

2011

25

Manikandan et al.

2011

26

Tummala & Schoenherr

2011

27

Cagliano et al.

2012

Scenario
Planning

Process Mapping
FMEA/
FMECA

HAZOP

Others

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Sl

Authors

Year

Method for identifying risk
Listing

28

Griffis & Whipple, 2012

2012

29

Kayis & Karningsih

2012

30

Lee & Hong

2012

31

Lockamy & McCormack

2012

32

Vilko et al.

Taxonomy

Scenario
Planning

Process Mapping
FMEA/
FMECA

Others

1
1
1
1

2012
Total

HAZOP

1
10

6

1

7

1

7

RQ3: Table 4 depicts key debates related to supply chain risk identification in present day SCRM
literature. The disputes are basically among three concepts: managing risks either proactively or
reactively or by building resilience. Theoretically, there should not be any debate among these
concepts because these are various ways of managing risks in supply chain. However, the
presence of the debates highlighted in Table 4 suggests the need to reconcile among these
concepts.
Table 4: Current Debates Relating to Risk Identification
SL Points
1 Proactive identification of risks
is important in order to manage
them effectively.

2

3.

Identifying and monitoring risks
are important because the earlier
the risks are visible, the more
options there are to manage
them.
Risks can strike quickly and
without a trail and may not
always give a chance to react;
therefore, setting up monitoring
mechanisms can help to detect
the risks early.

Counter Points
Building resilience is important
because it is impossible to
identify all risks. Resilience
will enable supply chains to
react and recover from the
disruptions quickly.
It is impossible to plan for
something
which
never
occurred before. The important
thing is to handle risk reactively
i.e. when it materializes.
Big risks give ample signals
when they arrive. Therefore,
detecting it as soon as it occurs
and reacting to it quickly is key
for supply chains.

References
Sodhi & Tang, 2012;
Vilkio 2012; Deloitte
Debates 2013

Deloitte Debates
2012; Mitroff &
Alpaslan, (2003)

Deloitte Debates,
2012; Dani &
Ranganathan, (2008);

To summarize, the key findings from the above discussions are:
(a) There is a need to distinguish between concepts such as risk and uncertainty, supply chain
risk and operational risk within supply chain context.
(b) There are some inherent factors of supply chain risk such as visibility, collaboration etc.
that creates barriers for identification of supply chain risks.
(c) Identification methods except scenario planning approach are fairly limited in their
abilities to capture the entire set of risk attributes for supply chain risks.
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(d) A framework is required to reconcile among these concepts such as proactive risk
management, reactive risk management and resilience.
Addressing the gaps:
Based on the aforementioned findings, following things are presented in this paper:
(a) A conceptual view of risk and uncertainty
(b) Operational risk versus supply chain risks
(c) Illustration of scenario planning as a method for capturing risk attributes
(d) A conceptual framework to reconcile proactive and reactive risk management and
resilience
(a) A conceptual view of Risk and Uncertainty:
Historically, risk has been represented using two dimensional constructs: probability of
occurrences of an event and severity of consequences from the event (Hallikas et al, 2002;
Knemeyer et al., 2009; Thun & Hoenig, 2009). Consequently, risk is distinguished with
uncertainty in terms of known and unknown probability distributions (Klimov & Merkuryev,
2008; Sodhi & Tang, 2012). Such distinction between risk and uncertainty are limiting for
two reasons:
(1) Risk is not necessarily a two dimensional construct and as illustrated before, risk has
multiple attributes
(2) Probability of distributions may not readily available in practice especially for supply
chain risks
To overcome these limitations a conceptual view of risk and uncertainty is presented in
Figure 1 using a known-unknown continuum of risk and consequence type.

Figure 1: Conceptual View of Risk and Uncertainty
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As knowledge increases the uncertainty of an event decreases, the extent of that reduction
depends on how much is known about different attributes of risk such as source, event,
consequence, when and where it can occur and what (target) it can affect. All this
information/knowledge can be gathered if risk types or consequence types are known. However,
the same is not possible for unknown risk or consequence types. For instance, before 9/11, hardly
any researchers mentioned terrorism as a supply chain risk; after 9/11, terrorism is considered as
one of the key risks for supply chains (Cohen & Kunreuther, 2007; Knemeyer et al. 2009;
Cagliano et al. 2012). Similarly, types of consequence from supply chain risk such as the
“political risk” can be unknown until the risk occurred and the consequence experienced.
However, unknown risk types and unknown consequence types do not necessarily mean these
events and consequences have never occurred before. It may also be the case that a particular
supply chain is unaware because it never experienced such incidents in the past.
The conceptual framework discussed above has certain advantages over the current way of
distinguishing between risks and uncertainty in terms of probability distributions. This view is
more practical and appropriate for supply chain risk because probability distribution among the
types and categories of risk varies a lot and as mentioned above is not readily available in
practice. It emphasizes the fact that knowledge about risk and consequence types and the
associated attributes will reduce the uncertainty and will help supply chains to manage risk
successfully.
(b) Operational risk versus supply chain risk:
Different definitions of supply chain and operational risk that exist within the field of SCRM and
ORM are presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Definitions of Operational and Supply Chain Risk
Operational Risk
Supply Chain Risk
The risk of loss, resulting from inadequate or Risk in the supply chain centres around the
failed internal processes, people and systems, or disruption of “flows” between organisations.
from external events (Basel Committee, 2001).
These flows relate to information, materials,
products and money (Jüttner, 2005)
Operational risk can be defined as the risk of Risk in a global supply chain context is
loss caused by deficiencies in information defined as the “distribution of performance
systems, business processes or internal controls outcomes of interest expressed in terms of
as a result of either internal or external events losses, probability, speed of event, speed of
(Karow 2002)
losses, the time for detection of the events,
and frequency (Manuj & Mentzer, 2008)
The interaction between an uncertain event and An event that adversely affects supply chain
internal
organisation’s
processes
and/or operations and hence its desired performance
resources, influencing the core capabilities, measures, such as chain-wide service levels
quantifiable with a value variation over a time and responsiveness, as well as
horizon (Silvestri et al. 2009)
cost.(Schoenherr et al. 2008)
It is evident from Table 5 that the definitions of operational risk focus predominantly on internal
processes and systems of one organization. On the contrary, supply chain risks by definition
focus more on the flows between several organizations. The implication of this difference of
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concentration between supply chain risk and operational risk is huge because in most cases for
supply chain risks, one single organization no longer controls or owns the risk (VanderBok et al.
2007). To further illustrate this point, Figure 2 is presented showing an organization’s ecosystem.
Any stakeholders listed in Figure 2 can be a source of operational risks. However, for supply
chains, the situation is more complicated because all chain members can have their own
ecosystem with their own organizational, economic, societal stakeholders and environment. This
implies that supply chain risks can arise from supply chain’s very own ecosystem consisting of
ecosystems of all the supply chain members as portrayed in Figure 3. To further differentiate
between these two risks, a conceptual difference between supply chain and operational risk
attributes are presented in Table 6.
All these differences between supply chain and operational risk signify that these two
fundamentally different risk types should not be categorized under one another.

Figure 2: Stakeholders of Organization (Source: Values in Action for Global Responsibility)
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Figure 3: Members of supply chain creating supply chain’s ecosystem
Table 6: Differences between Operational and Supply Chain Risks
Risk Attributes
People (Source)
Process (Source)
Environment (Source)
Consequence
Risk Event
Why (Cause)
What (Cause)
When
Where
What (Target)
Control

Operational Risk
Supplier
Cross functional
Organization’s environment
Loss of customers
Machine breakdown
Own operator’s failure
Organization’s bankruptcy
Mostly predictable
Often inside organization
Organization’s ecosystem
Within organization’s control

Supply Chain Risk
Suppliers’ supplier
Cross organizational
Suppliers’ environment
Out of business (Ericsson case)
Supplier delay
Suppliers’ operator failure
Distributors’ bankruptcy
Mostly unpredictable
Often outside organization
Supply Chain’s Ecosystem
Outside Organization’s control

(c) Illustration of scenario planning as a method for capturing various risk attributes
Because the scenario planning approach is found to have an edge over other methods of
identifying risk, an illustration of this approach is presented in Table 7. A comprehensive
description of this approach can be found in the article by Dani & Ranganathan, (2008). The case
description used to generate scenarios is taken from Brown et al.’s (2011) report on the
Earthquake and Tsunami that struck Japan on March 2011. Three different scenarios based on
this risk event were generated. Scenario 1 describes the disaster site; scenario 2 describes the
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effect on the automobile industry; and, scenario 3 describes effect on the Lexus Brand. Several
things can be noted from Table 7. First, the “when” row reveals that the consequences occurred
are infrequent which is very common for supply chain risks. Second, severities of consequences
are different for different scenarios i.e. severity of a nuclear accident is different than that of
reduced power capacity or loss of top position by Lexus in the US market. Third, the location of
scenario 3 exemplifies how far reaching supply chain disruptions can be. Finally, scenarios 2 and
3 illustrate presence of no formal control to prevent such events. If Japanese automobile industry
could predict these scenarios before, they could develop alternate power sources for their
production to continue at the normal level. Again, if Lexus had production plants in locations
other than Japan, they might not lose the top position in the US Market. Therefore, depending on
the industry in concern such scenarios can help to gain important insights about risks and its
associated consequence. The scenario planning for Japan earthquake is done here retrospectively,
i.e. scenarios are generated after the event, and therefore, consequences are already known.
Companies can use similar techniques to generate scenarios from past events in order to predict
and plan for future risk events and their associated consequences.
(d) A conceptual framework to reconcile proactive and reactive risk management and
resilience
Many empirical studies (Finch, 2004; Dani & Ranganathan, 2008; Blackhurst et al., 2008; CIO
Journal 2012) have noted that practitioners are reluctant to identify and manage risks that have
never been experienced by them. On top of that, while some researchers are pushing towards
adopting a proactive approach (Blackhurst et al., 2008; Ganguly & Guin, 2011), some others
(Berg et al. 2008; Dani & Ranganathan, 2008; Braunscheidel & Suresh, 2009; CIO Journal,
2013) are arguing that there needs to be a balance between proactive and reactive measures for
Table 7: Scenarios for Japan Earthquake and Tsunami 2011
Risk
Attributes
Risk Event

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Earthquake and Tsunami

Source
Consequence

Nature
Accident in Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant

Why (Cause)

Shut down of the power
reactor

Earthquake and
Tsunami
Nature
Power shortages causing
reduced production
capacity
Accident in Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant

Earthquake and
Tsunami
Nature
Losing Top Position
among luxury cars in
US
Power shortages
causing reduced
production capacity
Accident in Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant

What (Cause) Design to shut down
automatically in case of
emergency
In 140 years
When
Japan
Where
What
(Target)

People, processes,
physical assets,
environment in Japan

Earth Quake and
Tsunami
In 60 years
Automotive industries
of Japan
Production process of
automobile industries in
Japan

In 10 Years
US
Lexus Market in US
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Risk
Attributes
Control

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

3 layers of safety control

None available

None Available

Figure 4: Framework for reconciliation between proactive risk management, reactive risk
management and resiliency
managing risks. Another group of researchers suggest that it is more important to be resilient i.e.
to build internal capabilities such as flexibility, visibility, collaboration and control (Jüttner et al.
2003; Christopher & Peck, 2005; Sheffi & Rice, 2005; Jüttner & Maklan, 2011) in order to fight
risk effectively and minimize its negative impact. To demonstrate that these concepts can work
together a conceptual framework is presented in Figure 4 using the known-unknown continuum
of risk and consequence type.
In quadrant I, risks and consequences types are known, therefore, risk management strategies
should consist of both proactive and reactive measures. Proactive measures include risk
identification, risk assessment, risk treatment and reactive measures include response planning,
coningency planning and business continuity planning. The concept of building capabilities or
being resilient will come into play when there are atleast one unknown: either unknown risk
event type (quadrant IV) or unknown cosequence type (quadrant II). For instance, for risks that
belong to quadrant II, capacities can be built to track and monitor supply chain events as they
happen so that detection can be made as soon as any risk materializes. Building such capacities
will also enhable supply chains to react quickly which is required if a supply chain decides to
handle risks reactively. For risks that belongs to quadrant IV, where risk event type is known but
consequece type is unknown gaining resilience by safeguarding the target or through flexibility
is important. Because similar consequences can be caused by many risk events, proactively acting
for the known risks and consequences types, can help to safeguard against the unknown
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consequence types. Quardant III is like a black box where neither risk nor consequence types are
known. The reason for this absence of knowledge can be that a particular supply chain has never
experienced a risk event or consequence type and so the event is not recognized as a risk.
However, no matter what the reasons for this unawareness are, being resilient through internal
capacity building will help for such risks because the core idea of resilience is to prepare for the
unknown.
Implications:
The implication of this research is of two folds: theoretical and practical. The first theoretical
implication is documenting the factors that inhibit supply chain risk identification. These factors
suggest that identification of risks depends on a comprehensive understanding of supply chain
risk as well as on factors that are inherent to supply chains. It also explains why one size does not
fit all when it comes to managing supply chain risk because these inherent factors are different
for each supply chain. The second contribution is to enhance understanding of supply chain risk
by differentiating risk from uncertainty and supply chain risk from operational risk. It has been
illustrated that to reduce uncertainty about a risk and a consequence type, it is important to gain
more knowledge by capturing information about various attributes of risk. The third contribution
is to list and compare current identification tools/methods/frameworks and highlight the need for
approaches that can capture the entire set of attributes of supply chain risks. Therefore, future
research should be directed for developing methods that enable supply chains to gain more
insights on risks. The fourth contribution is illustrating how scenario planning can be used to
identify risks from past events. The final theoretical contribution is to create the reconciliation
among proactive risk management, reactive risk management and resilience through a conceptual
framework. The framework depicts how these concepts complement each other and hence should
be used in combination to manage different supply chain risks effectively.
There are also a significant number of practical implications of this research. First, managers
need to understand that risk identification cannot be done in isolation because the success of
identification of the supply chain risks depends a lot on the information provided by other supply
chain members. Therefore, risk managers need to work closely with suppliers as well as other
collaborators such as financial institutions and logistics providers to successfully carry out
identification tasks. Second, using the comparisons among different identification methods as a
basis, managers can now decide on the most suitable method of risk identification for their
specific supply chains. Third, managers are now equipped with the framework for mixing and
matching proactive risk measures, reactive risks measures and resilience for managing risks
efficiently. Despite these contributions, this paper is not devoid of limitations. One of the
limitations of this paper is that the conceptual frameworks developed here depend heavily on the
published works by researchers and practitioners. Therefore, future works need to be directed
towards the empirical testing of the concepts presented here.
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Abstract
Many studies have hinted the role of supply chain capabilities on green logistics management. Yet,
little has been done to empirically examine the relationship. The aim of this study is thus to explore
whether possessing certain supply chain capabilities enables the implementation of green logistics
practices. We conducted our study by using an online survey instrument that was administered to a
random sample of 600 firms in the automotive industry. Our findings validate the positive association
between supply chain capabilities and the implementation of green logistics practices. A significant
implication of our study may be that organizations seeking competitive advantages through green
logistics strategies may need to consider and develop appropriate supply chain capabilities for the
successful implementation of green logistics practices.
Keywords: Supply chain capabilities, Green logistics, Capabilities, Resource-based view, Relational view

1. Introduction
Due to the increasing pressure on reducing negative environmental impacts associated with
transportation and distribution in logistics, many firms have shifted their attention onto adopting a
green logistics management strategy. Previous research has indicated that green logistics can
significantly improve environmental performances and lead to competitive positions for a firm (Wu
and Dunn, 1995; McKinnon et al., 2010). However, according to the resource based view, the
successful adoption of competitive strategies may require the strategic development and deployment of
organizational capabilities. In particular, some research has argued that deciding on green strategies,
firms should examine their existing resources and capabilities and select those practices that fit with
their existing resources and capabilities (Christmann, 2000).
However, little has been done to empirically explore the relationship between capabilities and the
implementation of green strategies (Bowen et al., 2001).The purpose of our analysis is thus to fill this
research gap by exploring whether certain supply chain capabilities are positively associated with green
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logistics implementation . In order to achieve our study objective, we applied an online survey
instrument that was administered to a random sample of 600 firms in the automotive industry. We start
by introducing our theoretical backgrounds and hypotheses in Section 2. Section 3 details our research
method. The study results and discussion are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes our study and
research limitations.
2. Theoretical background and hypotheses
2.1 Supply chain capabilities
The Resource-Based View (RBV) argues that sustained competitive advantages can be achieved by
firms possessing valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable, and not substitutable resources and capabilities
(Barney, 1991; Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Peteraf, 1993). Olavarrieta and Ellinger (1997) defined
capabilities as ‘complex bundles of individual skills, assets and accumulated knowledge exercised
through organizational processes that enable firms to co-ordinate activities and make use of their
resources’. Capabilities’ are firm-specific, which cannot easily be transferred from one organization to
another, and they can enrich the productivity of a firm’s resources (Makadok, 2001). A firm can build
and develop strategic new resources and capabilities providing competitive advantages. However,
capabilities are path dependent, causally ambiguous and socially complex (Barney, 1991).
An important extension of the RBV is the Relational View (RV), which looks at the specific
network of relationships in which a firm is embedded. Of particular importance, the RV argues that a
firm’s critical resources may extend beyond firm boundaries and may be embedded in interorganizational routines and processes (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Unique competitive advantages may be
achieved as a result of the synergistic combinations of complementary resources and capabilities across
firm boundaries (Madhok and Tallman, 1998; Takeishi, 2001). Such resources and capabilities are even
more difficult to replicate by competitors because of their idiosyncrasy (Gold et al., 2010). The RV is
of particular relevance to supply chain management, which offers a clear theoretic lens to understand
the collaboration and coordination mechanisms among supply chain partners from a network
perspective (Dyer, 1996; Skjøtt-Larsen, 1999; Chen and Paulraj, 2004). Organizations may regard
supply chains as chances to access and acquire complementary resources from other members in the
network. For instance, Rungtusanatham et al. (2003) posited that supply chain linkages can be a
resource that provides operational performance benefits to a firm, and that supply chain linkages can
also be a capability that firms can use to acquire resources that, in turn, generates benefits to the firm’s
internal operations. By consolidating the views from the literature and the industry, we have identified
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five generic supply chain capabilities that are of particular relevance to our study. Likewise, these
capabilities are path-dependent, casually ambiguous and socially complex (Barney, 1991).
2.1.1 Liaison between SCM and other functions
Liaison between SCM and other business functions provides an essential ingredient for successful
SCM (Lambert and Cooper, 2000). For instance, Ellinger (2000) stated that collaboration between
departments can ensure delivery of high quality services to customers, which involves the ability to
work seamlessly across the ‘silos that have characterized organizational structures’. However, a
collaborative relationship among different functions is somehow difficult to achieve, because it often
involves such issues as interpersonal interactions, company culture and trust (Holland et al., 2000).
Therefore, having a collaborative relationship between SCM and other functions is considered be a
supply chain capability.
2.1.2 Collaboration and partnership with supply chain members
According to the RV, a partnership mechanism increase economic benefits through more extensive
knowledge sharing and lower transaction cost as compared to arms-length relationships (Dyer and
Singh, 1998). Likewise, Chen et al. (2004) claimed that committed and collaborative partnerships built
upon a longer term orientation, more cooperative information sharing, joint efforts on problem solving,
and open communications are associated with superior performance and sustained competitive
advantages. Vachon and Klassen (2006) further posited that partnership with suppliers and customers
for green project is a capability for effective integration of internal and external know-how and
technologies. Thus, this capability generates resource that is difficult to imitate leading in turn to better
environmental performance.
2.1.3 Excellent skills/knowledge of SCM personnel
Skills/knowledge involve the ability to effectively manage tasks, search useful information,
manipulate IT systems, and form good work relationships, etc. (Briscoe et al., 2001). The
skills/knowldge may indeed be difficult to pass on because of the variations in human intelligences,
especially if ‘intelligence is decomposed into aptitudes for solving differentiated tasks’ (Kogut and
Zander, 1992). Thus, excellent skills/knowledge of SCM personnel can be a fundamental part of supply
chain capabilities. Organizations that possess this valuable capability may also find it easier to
implement green strategies.
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2.1.4 Supply chain flexibility
A key dimension of supply chain performance is flexibility (Vickery et al., 1999). Lau (1996)
defined strategic flexibility as ‘a firm’s ability to respond to uncertainties by adjusting its objectives’.
Teece and Pisano (1994) characterized firms that have honed such capability as ‘high flex’. The benefit
of supply chain flexibility lies in the ability to facilitate the implementation of meaningful
organizational strategies that satisfy customer demands and improve overall firm performance (Duclos
et al., 2003). Thus, supply chain flexibility is also considered an important supply chain capability.
2.1.5 IT/IS support
The reliable and effective IT/IS support can be a critical source of supply chain capabilities (Rai et
al., 2006), whereby information is readily, continuously and rapidly useable, accessible and shared
across the entire supply chain (Daugherty et al., 1995). As discussed by Barney (1991), developing this
capability requires successful interweaving IT/IS into the workings of existing business process and
practices, and may need the complex interaction with complementary human resources and business
resources (Ross et al., 1996). Once the IT/IS support for supply chain capability is effectively
developed, competitive advantage can be expected. For instance, Wu et al. (2006) found that through
embedding IT in a firm’s supply chain process, IT can facilitate the development of supply chain
capabilities which ultimately impact firm performance.
2.2 Green logistics
Green logistics may include forward logistics (inbound and outbound logistics)(Emmett and Sood,
2010) and reverse logistics that deals with recovery, reuse, and recycle (Carter and Ellram, 1998). We
separately discuss their respective relationship with supply chain capabilities as follows,
2.2.1 Forward logistics
The major environmental concerns associated with forward logistics may center around the impact
of transportation and warehousing activities on the environment (Emmett and Sood, 2010). For
instance, McKinnon and Woodburn (1998) studied the cause of traffic growth and its impact on the
environment by analyzing the complex interaction between four factors: strategic planning of logistics
systems, choice of supplier and distributors, scheduling of product flow, and the management of
transport resources. To implement green initiatives in the forward flow, we posit that internal
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collaborations with careful planning and efficient information sharing among functional departments
are fundamentally critical. For instance, with accurate information on demand from sales department,
the logistics team can make better material planning and ordering to improve the freight consolidation
and cross-docking activities. Second, a broader integration and cooperation with supply network
partners may also facilitate green practices in forward logistics. Third, the increasing environmental
requirements on logistics activities may lead to the need for a corresponding rise on the level of skills
and knowledge among logistics personnel. Finally, we also suppose that readily available and accurate
information enabled by effective IT/IS support may also facilitate the forward green logistics
realization. Thus, we propose the following hypotheses:
H1a. The level of ‘liaison between SCM and other functions’ of a firm is positively related to
its implementation of forward green logistics.
H1b. The level of ‘collaboration and partnership with supply chain members’ of a firm is
positively related to its implementation of forward green logistics.
H1c. The level of ‘excellent skills/knowledge of SCM personnel’ of a firm is positively related
to its implementation of forward green logistics.
H1d. The level of ‘reliable and effective IT/IS support’ of a firm is positively related to its
implementation of forward green logistics.
2.2.2 Reverse logistics
Reverse logistics (RL) refers to the process whereby firms can become “greener” via recycling,
reusing and reducing the amount of material usage (Carter and Ellram, 1998). In order to construct an
efficient reverse system, organizations must coordinate their RL activities effectively with
transportation modes, transportation services, load, networks and resources (Dowlatshahi, 2000). In
addition, the reverse distribution planning, associated inventory control and production planning are
extremely complex (Daugherty et al., 2005). Thus, we posit that effective and efficient internal
coordination among departments may facilitate the implementation of RL activities. Second, as
Srivastava and Srivastava (2006) argued, the coalitions and link with RL partners should be
strengthened and expanded in managing effective product returns. Thus, a collaborative and
partnership with supply chain members may also be significantly correlated with the successful
implementation of RL. Third, the skills/knowledge of SCM personal may too largely impact on the
success of RL. Klassen and McLaughlin (1993), for example, argued that the technical skills and
capabilities of the research group may affect the development of alternative process for reuse/recycling
programs. Finally, supply chain flexibility may also facilitate the implementation of RL. For instance,
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Vickery et al. (1999) claimed that supply chain flexibility could enable the firm to rapidly reconfigure
its supply network structure and introduce new products that are more environmental friendly. Hence,
we propose the following hypothesis:
H2a. The level of ‘liaison between SCM and other functions’ of a firm is positively related to
its implementation of RL.
H2b. The level of ‘collaboration and partnership with supply chain members’ of a firm is
positively related to its implementation of RL.
H2c. The level of ‘excellent skills/knowledge of SCM personnel’ of a firm is positively related
to its implementation of RL.
H2d. The level of ‘supply chain flexibility’ of a firm is positively related to its implementation
of RL.
2.3 Environmental proactivity
A proactive corporate environmental stance is often exemplified by going beyond basic compliance
with laws and environmental regulations (Aragón-Correa and Sharma, 2003). When firms advocate a
more proactive role, they are more likely to deploy their supply chain capabilities to implement green
logistics to minimize negative environmental impacts (Klassen and McLaughlin, 1993). For
environmental proactivity (EP), we propose the following hypotheses,
H3. The positive associations between (a)‘liaison between SCM and other functions’,
(b)‘collaboration and partnership with supply chain members’, (c)‘excellent
skills/knowledge of SCM personnel’, and (d)‘reliable and effective IT/IS support’ and
forward green logistics are stronger in firms with higher EP
H4. The positive associations between (a)‘liaison between SCM and other functions’,
(b)‘collaboration and partnership with supply chain members’, (c)‘excellent
skills/knowledge of SCM personnel’, and (d)‘supply chain flexibility’ and RL are stronger
in firms with higher EP
3. Methodology
3.1 Questionnaire development
Following (Creswell, 2009), the questionnaire was developed with a 4-step approach. First, we
conducted interviews with academia and industrial managers in the areas of supply chain and logistics
management. Then, we developed a draft questionnaire with a pool of measurement items by
consolidating the findings from the literatures and the interviews. Third, the draft questionnaire was
pre-tested with 5 academics and 6 managers in relevant fields to evaluate clarity, utility and relevancy.
The questionnaire was refined based on the feedback received. Fourth, we conducted a pilot test with
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randomly selected 20 supply chain and logistics managers in the automotive industry. The
questionnaire was further revised according to the comments.
3.2 Sample and data collection
We administered our survey to a random sample of 600 firms in the automotive industry. After
three-round emailing, we received 122 usable questionnaires for this study (an effective response rate
of 20.3%). Non-response bias can be a concern in online survey (Grandcolas et al., 2003). To assess
this problem, we compared the early responses to those late ones (Armstrong and Overton, 1977).
Results of t-tests revealed that the respondents do not differ significantly (p < .05), leading us to
conclude that non-response bias was not a major concern in this study.
3.3 Construction of Measures
The measurement was developed following the procedures as suggested by Gerbing and Anderson
(1988) and DeVellis (2003). When possible, previously validated measurements were relied upon to
improve the reliability and validity of the measures (detailed items and their literature base are
available upon request). As large firms normally have more resources than smaller ones, they may be
more likely to implement green practices. Thus firm size was introduced as a control variable in the
analysis. To test the existence of the common method variance, Harman’s single-factor test was
performed (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986). The factor analysis of all items revealed 8 factors with
eigenvalues greater than 1.0 that accounted for 78.2% of the total variance. The first factor only
accounted for 34.7% of the variance (see Appendix).
3.4 Data analysis
To test our hypothesis, we applied moderated hierarchical regression analysis. We centered our
independent variables according to Aiken and West (1991). Multicollinearity was tested using the
variance inflation factor (VIF). No significant VIF was found in all models (VIF<3) (Cohen and
Cohen, 1975).
Table 1 Descriptive statistics
Mean

s.d.

1. Size

4.100

2.095

1

1

2

2. Liaison

4.063

0.638

-.013

3.Collaboration

3.824

0.818

.122

.532**

4.Skills/Knowledge
5.Flexibility
6. IT/IS support

3.885
3.913
3.459

0.666
0.753
0.965

.164
.096
-.024

.410**
.337**
.374**

3

4

5

.548**
.424**
.439**

.445**
.532**

.408**

6

7

8

7

7. Forward logistics

3.453

1.077

.247**

.421**

.259**

.330**

.260**

.298**

8. Reverse logistics

3.202

1.289

.099

.322**

.238**

.343**

.310**

.292**

.573**

**

**

**

**

.349**

9. EP

4.165

0.746

.231

*

.424

.429

.426

.163

.294

.213*

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

4. Results and discussion
The descriptive statistics results are shown in Table 1. Table 2 exhibits the regression results. It is
obvious that firm size is significantly positively associated with forward green logistics. However, no
significant relationship is presented between firm size and RL. For forward logistics, H1a is supported
by the results. Thus, firms may need to cultivate a strong internal collaboration between departments in
order to successfully implement forward green logistics practices. However, H1b, H1c, and H1d are
not supported by the results. For RL, H2a, H2c, and H2d are supported while H2b is not supported by
the results. Thus, when firms adopting RL practices, they may need to enhance their internal
collaboration, improve the skills/knowledge level among logistics staffs by extensive knowledge
learning and sharing, and strive to increase their supply chain flexibility in managing reverse flows.
Turning to the moderating effects, H3a-H3c and H4 are not supported by the data. Only a modest
relationship is found between the interaction term of IT/IS×EP and forward logistics (β = .305, p < .1,

ΔF-stat = 1.247). Thus, H3d is partially supported. We may cautiously argue that IT/IS support has a
greater effect on forward green logistics implantation in those firms with higher EP.
Table 2 Regression results
Green logistics

Variables entered
Forward logistics
Intercept

Reverse logistics

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

2.931***

2.926***

2.973***

2.969***

Control variables
Firm size

Intercept

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

2.953***

3.051***

3.065***

3..028***

.061

.037

.033

.035

Control variables
.127**

.128**

.117**

.126**

Main effects

Firm size
Main effects

Liaison

.636***

.584***

.577***

Liaison

.443*

.426*

.458*

Collaboration

-.127

-.151

-.134

Collaboration

-.111

-.120

-.122

Skills/knowledge

.178

.141

.133

Skills/knowledge

.401*

.386

.402

IT/IS

.165

.160

.103

Flexibility

.288

.295

.300

.172

.160

.053

.045

Moderator
EP

Moderator

Interaction effects

EP
Interaction effects

Liaison × EP

-.253

Liaison × EP

-.369

Collaboration × EP

-.217

Collaboration × EP

.206

Skills/knowledge × EP

.055

Skills/knowledge × EP

.239

IT/IS × EP

.305
.316
.031
1.247

Flexibility × EP

R2
.061
.275
.285
ΔR2
.061
.214
.010
ΔF-stat
7.829**
8.574*** 1.584
Main table contains unstandardized coefficients; n = 122
p ≤ .10; *p ≤.05; ** p ≤ .01; *** p ≤ .001

.010
.010
1.180

.183
.173
6.131***

.183
.001
0.091

.017
.205
.022
.752
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5. Conclusion and limitations
In this study, we explore whether there is a positive relationship between certain supply chain
capabilities and green logistics implementation. Our results validate the positive association and reveal
that for respective forward and reverse logistics, specific supply chain capabilities may be required.
Therefore, a significant practical implication of our study may be that firms seeking competitive
advantages through green logistics strategies may need to consider and develop appropriate supply
chain capabilities for its successful implementation. Our study has limitations too. First, we used a
cross-section survey design which cannot adequately address the casual relationship between supply
chain capabilities and green logistics implementations. Besides, our sample size is relatively small
which may affect our finding’s generalizability.
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APPENDIX: Factor Analysis and Reliability
Rotated Component Matrixa
Factor 1

Factor 2
Collaboration
(α = .900)

EP2

EP
(α= .929)
.884

EP1

.864

EP5

.859

EP4

.814

EP3

.787

EP6

.743

Survey
items

CO3

.844

CO4

.838

CO2

.778

CO1

.699

Factor 3
Forward
logistics
(α= .893)

FL1

.836

FL2

.835

FL4

.819

FL3

.587

Factor 4
Reverse
logistics
(α= .878)

Factor 5
IT/IS
support
(α= .919)

Factor 6
Skills/
knowledge
(α = .843)

Factor 7

Factor 8

Flexibility
(α = .849)

Liaison
(α= .843)

.468

RL2

.880

RL1

.877

RL3

.763

IT1

.883

IT2

.839

IT3

.814

SK1

.784

SK4

.743

SK2

.701

SK3

.641

FE2

.843

FE1

.842

FE3

.763

LA2

.800

LA1

.777

LA3
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 7 iterations.
*Detailed measurement items and their literature base are available upon request

.748
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Abstract
This paper suggests a framework for the investigation of how emerging market food firms
adapt supply networks in the context of internationalisation to advanced markets. The
framework draws on internalisation and institutional theories, and builds on the previous work
on supply network adaptation in the context of internationalisation form advanced markets to
emerging markets." By operationalizing the proposed framework, the paper suggests an
approach for collecting data and drawing conclusions on the nature and patterns of supply
network adaptation. The framework and a data collection approach are tested by the means of
a pilot case study on an integrated Indian food company. The results suggest the relevance of
the research approach. Further research is suggested in the form of a multiple case study.
Keywords: supply networks, adaptation, internationalization, emerging market multinational
enterprises, food industry
Introduction
Developing countries play an increasing and relatively more resilient role in the world trade
(WTO, 2011). Officially however, there are only five developing or transition economy based
multinational enterprises (MNE) on the list of the hundred largest non-financial MNEs ranked
by foreign assets (UNCTAD, 2012). Despite the modest presence in the list of the largest
companies, many less prominent firms from emerging markets are internationalising to the so
called advanced markets for example in Western Europe and North America. The
phenomenon itself is not new, as many emerging markets of the past have matured to an
advanced state, such as Japan and South Korea, which have given rise to some of the most
successful companies in the world. However, the current expansion of emerging market (EM)
firms has been suggested to be different, for example as the EM firms are latecomers to
internationalisation (Banalieva and Sarathy, 2010). While research on the topic has been done
with varying intensity since the 1970s (Wells, 2009), studies that address industry and firm
level issues (Wells, 2009), such as will be suggested in the following, remain relevant from
both the international business and operations management research point of view.
We specify our research question as follows: How do emerging market food firms adapt their
supply networks in the context of internationalisation to advanced markets? The research
question concerns a situation where a food company from an EM internationalizes to an
advanced market (AM) and exerts control over the supply network in the new context. A
specific case in this domain may involve any operations or supply network activities in the
1"
"

advanced host market, such as establishment of manufacturing facilities through foreign direct
investment (FDI), contract manufacturing, local supply or distribution, or simply exports to
the AM. As prior research has confirmed, high performing companies (re)design operations
strategies to fit with their environments (Swamidass and Newell, 1987; Ward et al., 1995),
and it is therefore paramount for internationalising firms to be able to adapt their supply
network configurations for a better interaction with particular host market contexts (Liao et
al., 2011; Lorentz and Ghauri, 2010; Nassimbeni and Sartor, 2007; Jiang, 2002). Supply
network adaptation has been linked to superior performance (Lee, 2004), however, it does not
come without costs. The manner of adaptation, for example reactive or proactive, may
significantly affect the level of costs involved and the difficulty of implementation.
The food industry has been chosen as the context of this research due to increasing
globalisation of the food supply network (Roth et al., 2008), and due to its characteristics that
may simultaneously limit the range of global value chain dispersion (Kittipanya-ngam et al.,
2011), implying transfer of entire networks in some subsectors. Furthermore, country market
specific institutions influence and regulate the industry (Trienekens and Zuurbier, 2008).
These characteristics create a fertile ground for the investigation of supply network adaptation
in the context of internationalisation. Srai (2013) also suggests that internationalisation
patterns from value chain perspective are influenced by industry.
A framework for analysing supply network adaptation in the internationalisation
context
Review of relevant research
Literature that explicitly addresses operations and supply chain adaptation in the
internationalisation context is relatively scarce. Whereas contributions from the South-North
perspective are non-existing, some work has been done in the North-South –domain. Liao et
al. (2011) have investigated supply chain adaptations in the context of establishing foreign
owned automotive manufacturing operations in China. Their case study describes the
continuous adjustment of the supply management approach, as required by dynamic market
fluctuations and evolving government restrictions and regulation. The study emphasises the
challenge of balancing compliance with local regulation for local participation and sourcing,
and initial scarcity in high quality local supply capacity.
A more general application of the North-South –perspective has been presented by Lorentz et
al. (2013). Their research suggests a model for the analysis of the impact of market
characteristics on supply networks, with a path from the market characteristics construct
(including geography, resources and institutions) to supply network adjustments
(configuration dimensions according to Srai and Gregory, 2008), and on to supply network
performance implications (dimensions according to Gunasekaran et al., 2001). The case study
drew on data from various emerging markets, and focused on discovering firm level events,
which were driven by the perceived need to adapt. The events were operationalized as
investment or divestment decisions, change projects, changes in priorities, policies, processes
etc. that related to the supply network adjustment dimensions. Using the terminology of the
internalisation theory (Rugman, 1981), the study of Lorentz et al. (2013) examined the fit of
supply network configurations and capabilities (being the actual FSAs or their enablers) with
the CSAs in emerging markets, and what kind of adjustments or adaptation were needed.
The key findings of Lorentz et al. (2013) suggest that institutions, and primary and supportive
actors may often be considered as potential constraints for fit between market and capabilities,
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and that these appear to have a dominant role in determining the adjustment of supply
network’s structural attributes, such as distribution channel length, outsourcing, vertical
integration etc. Furthermore, a supply network adjustment categorisation was proposed,
suggesting that foreign firms in emerging markets may require supply network related
adjustments in terms of (1) network strategy and position, (2) changes to firm boundaries, (3)
changes to product mobility, and (4) changes to geographical configuration.
According to Lorentz et al. (2013) the adaptation may go through a life cycle of initial home
country convergent practice as firms attempt to roll out AM established practices in a EM
context (down-market case; Lessard and Lucea, 2009), later divergent strategies that adapt to
emerging market contexts, and finally more convergence as contexts develop. The general
phenomenon of dynamics in adaptation may be observed in various settings (North-South,
South-North); however, the final phase of home market practice convergence could be nonexisting in the South-North context, as this represents the up-market case where EM firms
could typically learn and enhance capability platforms as a result of internationalisation to
AM and then roll out the new capability platforms in other markets, emerging or advanced
(Lessard and Lucea, 2009). The RBV also recognises the life-cycle patterns and dynamics in
organisational capabilities over time (Amit and Schoemaker; 1993; Helfat and Peteraf, 2003).
The optimal timing of the convergent-divergent-convergent pattern, described by Lorentz et
al. (2013), and the exploitation-enhancement-exploitation pattern described by Lessard and
Lucea (2009), requires dynamic capabilities from the firm, i.e. “ability to integrate, build, and
reconfigure internal and external competences to address rapidly changing environments.”
(Teece et al., 1997).
Adaptation is essentially structural change, which, according to the institutional theory, is
mainly driven by isomorphism, i.e. a “process that forces one unit in a population to resemble
other units that face the same set of environmental conditions” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983,
149). The suggested isomorphic mechanisms for change, i.e. coercive, mimetic and
normative, provide a useful tool for the analysis of SN configuration adaptation in the context
of internationalisation (Davis et al., 2000). Both home and host market exert influence for
isomorphism through the SN context and the knowledge base of the managers (primarily EM
or AM background) involved in designing the SN configuration. In the internationalisation
context, the relative strength of these influences is interesting to consider.
Research framework
Drawing on the insights from extant research on South-North internationalisation and supply
network adaptation in the North-South context, we suggest a general framework for analysing
supply network adaptation in the internationalisation context, where the level of development
between home and host countries is significantly different (Ramamurti, 2009), i.e. the
framework can be applied to both the North-South and South-North directions (Figure 1). The
framework expands the work of Lorentz et al. (2013), by combining its key elements with the
capability platform development model of Lessard and Lucea (2009), and by linking it to the
institutional theory of isomorphic change (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983), and is built on the
assumption that supply network configuration determines the respective back-end capabilities
(Srai and Gregory, 2008), which in turn support and enable the possible front-end FSA of the
firm (Rugman, 1981) through supply network performance (Gunasekaran et al., 2001).
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According to Figure 1, home and host market characteristics in terms of the geography,
resources and institutions (GRI) dimensions and various actor networks (Lorentz et al., 2013),
as well as the international logistics pipeline represent the frameworks that influence
managers’ experience based assumptions (Davis et al., 2000) for designing SN configurations,
and also directly the formation of supply network configurations and capability platforms for
internationalisation (Srai and Gregory, 2008; 2005; Lessard and Lucea, 2009), mainly through
isomorphic mechanisms (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). These mechanisms drive
configurations to be similar, compatible or fitting either with home or host market, or the
international logistics pipeline characteristics. These characteristics may be seen as (1)
opportunities, which allow the focal firm's supply network position and performance to
improve, and (2) constraints, which create supply network problems, and unless addressed,
have negative implications on supply network performance and capabilities. In time, certain
characteristics of the market may evolve, presenting themselves at one time as constraints,
and as time passes, as opportunities. These drivers can be located in primary (upstream and
downstream) or supporting networks of actors (the operational context), and could also be of
one of the three strategic contextual dimensions of GRI. The SN configuration and capability
platforms may be examined in terms of how well it fits or interacts with the respective host
market characteristics and the utilised international logistics pipeline (e.g. in the case of
exports). Essentially, we may ask whether the capability-influencing supply network
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configuration is relevant for the new context and whether it can be transferred successfully
across borders (Lessard and Lucea, 2009).
If the relevance and transferability of the supply network configuration and capability
platform is met, no supply network adaptation is needed, as the necessary level of fit is
achieved and the capability platform supports the FSA. In the opposite case, supply network
configuration adaptation takes place through any of the four dimensions identified by Srai and
Gregory (2008; see also Srai and Alinaghian, 2013): supply network structure, flow of
material and information between and within key unit operations, relationship governance and
coordination, and product architecture. These four dimensions provide the framework for the
analysis of adaptation in supply network configurations.
It should be noted that several factors may influence SN configuration relevance or
transferability, and ultimately, adaptation. From an EM firm’s perspective, entry mode, i.e.
the decision to enter an AM market for example via exports or through a corporate acquisition
of manufacturing (compare with the manufacturing internationalisation concept of Wang and
Shi, 2013) may have an impact on the process for achieving SN configuration fit and
relevance, as for example in the latter case, an existing AM firm with a new EM owner may
continue operations without changes (immediate relevance), with later integration and
capability transfer to other plants of the network, whereas the case of market entry through
export may involve significant amount of learning, through experiencing the export
procedures and local requirements for service and quality. As Lessard and Lucea (2009)
suggest, the M&A entry mode may lead to configuration and capability enhancement, and
further on to exploitation in other markets and the global network, as here the motivation for
internationalisation may be wholly or partly related to strategic asset seeking (cf. Klossek et
al., 2012; Wang and Shi, 2013). Furthermore, in the case of a new product, designed for an
AM from the outset may impact the initial fit and relevance, with possible isomorphic
mechanisms influenced primarily either by home or the host market context. In summary,
factors such as mode of entry or internationalisation and phase in the product’s life cycle may
influence whether and how adaptation ultimately takes place.
Further, while delivery performance has been identified as a key contributor to overall firm
performance (Fawcett et al., 1997), it is desirable in this context to differentiate changes in a
variety of supply network key performance indicators that result from configuration
adaptation and the resultant changes in capabilities, namely in terms of sourcing,
manufacturing, delivering, planning and customer service (Gunasekaran et al., 2001). Positive
performance implications signal an improved fit of configurations and resultant capabilities
with the characteristics of host market and the international logistics pipeline, and better backend support of the FSA. In contrast to these practical implications, the adaptation may from
theoretical perspective conform to the three mechanisms of isomorphic change (DiMaggio
and Powell, 1983), and/or the convergent-divergent-convergent –adaptation pattern (Lorentz
et al., 2013) and/or the exploitation-enhancement-exploitation –adaptation pattern (Lessard
and Lucea, 2009). The latter may be detected especially in the cases where the driving
motivation for internationalisation is of the strategic asset -seeking kind.
Proposition development: EM firms’ food supply network adaptation in AMs
In this section, we develop propositions on how EM food supply network configurations are
adapted South-North (up-market) context. We focus on the differences between archetypal
food supply chains and agrifood systems found in AM and EM context, and consider the
implications to home market based configurations and capability platforms (top part of Figure
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1). After contrasting the AM and EM food supply networks, we cover the possible adaptation
implications in terms of each of the dimension of the supply network configuration construct
(Srai and Gregory, 2008; Figure 1), from the EM firm point of view.
Characteristics of AM food supply networks
Food supply networks involve many actors in the vertically arranged tiers, who may
potentially extend their reach and by-pass tiers. Supply network structures observed in
practice depend on food product characteristics (e.g. value added foods and commodity foods)
and actors’ market power (Roth et al., 2008).
In AMs, food supply networks are usually characterised by consolidated distribution (Roth et
al., 2008), i.e. large, and even international retail firms serving the consumer (Dobson et al.,
2003; Brookes, 1995), but simultaneously by the emergence of new alternative systems of
food provision that may emphasise local sources and quality (Watts et al., 2005; Renting et
al., 2003). Prominent retail firms in the supply network imply high bargaining power, means
to develop efficient logistics systems and the ability to project significant investments into
technologies that support streamlined information and material flows (Dobson et al., 2003;
Kelepouris et al., 2007). In order to plan the execution of supply and replenishment in the face
of typically uncertain demand coupled with perishability and shelf-life limitations of many
food products, retailer driven food supply networks in AM seek to collaborate and coordinate
in order to improve performance (Duffy and Fearne, 2004). In practice, vendor management
inventory solutions, joint planning arrangements such as the CPFR, or novel ways of
contracting may be implemented in the food supply network (Holweg et al., 2005; Ahumada
and Villalobos, 2009). Accordingly, participation in the retailers’ supply networks in AMs
also requires investments and organisational adaptation from the supplying actors (Waller et
al., 1999), i.e. the making of relationship specific investments, if for example the CPFR
arrangement is of advanced type with high levels of information exchange (Skjoett-Larsen et
al., 2003). Indeed, Matopolulos et al. (2007) show the importance of such basic antecedents
as trust, power, dependence, and risk/reward sharing in establishing and maintaining
collaborative supply chain relationships in the food sector.
Furthermore, the ultimately AM consumer driven trend to implement both private and public
standards for food safety and quality in the supply network has increased the costs of
certification, and is increasing the pressure on manufacturers’ and other actors’ profits
(Trienekens and Zuurbier, 2008). What may have initially lead to higher producer prices, as a
result of higher perceived quality, tend to become conventional and an order qualifying factor
for retailers (Réviron and Chappuis, 2005). Roth et al. (2008) also suggest that the
consolidation of the retail sector leads to increase in the commoditisation of the food industry
in general.
The requirement for traceability and quality assurance in AMs extends all the way from fork
to farm, involving the entire food system at the upstream side as well. Traceability requires
both organisational and technical resources from the involved firms (Engelseth, 2009), and is
especially relevant for value added food products which have characteristics, or content and
process attributes, that are important and difficult to observe for the consumer, such as of
organic farming or the employed processing techniques (i.e. credence attributes; Roth et al.,
2008). Close relationships, with trust and transparency, have traditionally facilitated
traceability and assurance of quality. However, Buhr (2003) suggests traceability enabling
information systems are often required, as an alternative to product labeling, repeat
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purchasing, and certification, and that these lead to tighter vertical relationships and more
hierarchical governance structures.
In addition to traceability, drivers for closer vertical coordination in the AM agro-industrial
systems include the aims to reduce transaction costs, to reduce risk, to enhance the ability to
innovate and to differentiate, to enable a more efficient exchange of information and
organisational structures, and to improve market positions (Ziggers and Trienekens, 1999; see
also Hobbs and Young, 2000). Partnership arrangements imply that the capability to manage
external assets is more important for food supply network actors than asset ownership, and
that market exit and entry barriers become higher (Ziggers and Trienekens, 1999).
In terms of food manufacturing processes, state of the art technologies and process designs
may be associated with the general AM environment, at least in the case of leading firms and
the competition that the EM firms would have to face as they internationalise. According to
Mahalik and Nambiar (2010) significant level of automation is applied in the two main stages
of the food production process, namely processing and packaging. In the latter, sustainability
requirements drive the proliferation of environmentally friendly materials, and technological
advancement enables the use of smart packaging, new protective materials and sensors. At the
manufacturing system side, robotics and automation, fieldbus technologies, in-line inspection
methods and anti-microbial coating of handling equipment are available for leading food
processors (Mahalik and Nambiar, 2010) who strive to maintain competitiveness and market
positions. Advanced operations management concepts, such as lean principles (i.e. reduction
of waste, improvement of quality and service; Taylor, 2005) mass customisation (van Hoek,
1997), theory of constraints (Spencer (2000), and supply chain management (van der Vorst et
al., 1998) can, and have been applied in the AM food industry context. In order to deal with
demand uncertainty, advanced planning concepts have been developed specifically for, and
implemented in the food industry (Christou and Ponis, 2008). However, the nature of the
industry, i.e. the need for excess capacity and low profit margins, often deter implementation
of leading practices (Mahalik and Nambiar, 2010).
Functional food supply chains require careful control of material logistics in the entire
pipeline, due to the possibly perishable nature of the transported products. The institutional
environment in AMs facilitates the development of relevant and competitive service
industries with adequate and specialised capacity for food transportation. As a result,
outsourcing of business functions outside the core competence of the firm, comprising often
sets or individual logistics activities, may take place. Wilding and Juriado (2004) found that
outsourcing in the European consumer good industry is heavily service driven (in contrast to
cost alone) and focused on the traditional logistics function, such as transport and freight
forwarding; however, AM based leading companies outsource also order processing,
invoicing and logistics information systems (Solakivi et al., 2011). The generally transport
focused behaviour is probably explained by the food processing industry specific results of
Hsiao et al. (2010), which suggest that positive outsourcing related performance outcomes are
elusive, and that service performance improved markedly only in the context of high demand
complexity and outsourced distribution network management. Interestingly, consumer good
firms point out soft issues, such as cultural incompatibility and poor communication, as
drivers of failure in outsourcing performance and partnership (Wilding and Juriado, 2004).
In summary, AM food supply networks demonstrate high level of competition, sensitive
consumers, consolidated distribution channels, shorter or more direct supply chains,
prevalence for partnerships along with a full range of other governance forms (Williamson,
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1973), outsourcing of non-core functions and activities, both formal and informal institutions
(North, 1990) that facilitate operations planning, quality and safety of products in the food
supply network, and use of state-of-the-art production technologies and processes. From the
point of view of suppliers, these imply powerful customers and often low profit margins,
relationship specific investments in technologies, processes and organisations, investments
into achieving compliance with institutions and new technologies, and emphasis of
relationship management over asset management, i.e. capabilities in managing external
resources. Furthermore, the AM food supply networks operate in the context of appropriate
transport and communication infrastructure, capable support actors, such as logistics service
providers (LSP), and stable institutions.
Characteristics of EM food supply networks
In contrast to AM, the EM food supply networks can be characterised by definition to be
more evolving and in a stage of development that precedes the stages typically observed in
AMs. EMs and the international logistics pipelines leading to AMs may have deficiencies in
infrastructure, capacity and capabilities of LSPs, as well as in the quality and stability of
institutions regulating the supply chain (e.g. Arvis et al., 2012). Ordinary logistics challenges,
such as related to maintaining the cold chain in the food logistics context, can be compounded
by resource limitations in EMs (Salin and Nayga, 2003). EM firms’ production technologies
and process designs may be less than optimal, or more manual due to the potential labour cost
related CSA, as these take into account the typically higher level of uncertainty with
additional safety inventory (Prasad et al., 2005; Gulyani, 2001; Handfield and Withers, 1993).
In addition, all these factors may be in a state of change. Indeed, much of the literature on
agri-food systems or supply chains in developing countries and emerging markets, observes
some particular changes in the network, related to for example economic transition (Gorton et
al., 2006) or globalisation in general (Reardon et al., 2003), and the respective effects and
wider implications of these changes.
For example, as food sourcing extends from developed markets to developing countries and
EMs, the requirements for quality and safety lead to the predominant use of large-scale and
efficient producers and farms in the EMs (Barrett et al., 1999) spurring their growth. In the
same vein, as quality focused modern retail formats, such as the supermarket, permeate the
EMs (Coe and Hess, 2005; Kaynak and Cavusgil, 1982), traditional small scale farmers find it
difficult and costly (additional processing phases may have to added) to participate in these
new supply chains with large order volumes, specialised wholesalers and strict standards
(Boselie et al., 2003; Weatherspoon and Reardon, 2003), requiring trust based relationship,
risk management and supplier cooperation as facilitators (Blandon et al., 2009). Coe and Hess
(2005) suggests that the retailer internationalisation induced restructuring in EM food supply
networks can be characterised as involving centralisation of procurement, logistics upgrading,
supply network shortening with new intermediaries, use of quasi-formal contracts, and the
development of private standards. The consequent supply network “shakeout” favours large
suppliers, leading to polarisation of the supply base. Cadilhon et al. (2006) suggest that while
capability upgrading across the system takes place, as supermarkets gain market share, policy
makers should support traditional supply chains, in order to meet demand of all the various
consumer segments.
Therefore, due to the internationalisation and domestic emergence of retailing and the
heterogeneous consumer base (Mergenthaler et al., 2009), distribution and supply chains in
EMs will continue to demonstrate a range of alternative network structures (Humphrey, 2007;
Kaynak and Cavusgil, 1982), from traditional, fragmented and multitier channels ending in
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wholesale markets and small shops, to more consolidated and shorter channels with large and
international retailers at the end (Lorentz et al., 2007). This variety will extend to farming as
well, with large and small farms coexisting. Major EM food manufacturers typically may
have to deal with both the detail and dynamic complexity of being involved in these networks
(cf. Bozarth et al., 2009).
One of the distinguishing features of the new supermarket led supply chains in EMs, with
such profound impact on the food supply network structure through exclusion and inclusions
of actors and the potential upgrading of local industrial clusters (Humphrey and Scmitz, 2002;
Dolan and Humphrey, 2000), is the requirement for quality, safety and sustainability standard
compliance, along with other more operations related performance requirements such as cost,
delivery and product variety (Dolan and Humphrey, 2000). Having been in the hands of the
state in the command economies now undergoing transition and liberalisation, the vertical
coordination for quality and safety was disrupted and private institutions have gradually
emerged to fill in the void (Swinnen and Maertens, 2007). In addition to the diversity and
evolution of standards (Henson and Humphrey, 2010; Henson et al., 2005), their existence
alone may serve as considerable barriers for typical EM firms attempting to export and enter
AMs, with economic effects manifested in both the macro and micro levels in the home
market (Henson et al., 2005). Small firms have been shown to be able to cope with varying
compliance requirements to some degree; however, organisational learning, responsive supply
chains and control systems that are multi-tiered and involve incentives and penalties, are
required to achieve this, a feat that draws to significant degree on support from policy makers
(Henson et al., 2005). However, food safety standards may also be seen as catalysts for
capacity upgrading, market positioning and supply chain coordination for the most capable
EM firms (Henson and Jaffee, 2008; Muradian and Pelupessy, 2005). According to
Humphreys and Schmitz (2002), food exports from EMs to AMs are often governed through
quasi-hierarchies, i.e. AM buyers set the parameters for product designs and processes in
order to manage the risk of noncompliance. This facilitates production upgrading, but not
movement towards more value-adding activities, as strategic intent (dynamic capabilities) and
substantial investments are required in the latter.
In summary, EM food supply networks demonstrate heterogeneous consumer segments and
channels from distribution point of view, heterogeneous supply base, full range of relationship
governance forms with predominance of quasi-hierarchies in the modern and export supply
networks, less opportunities for outsourcing of non-core functions and activities, emerging
but not yet predominant use of formal and informal institutions that facilitate quality and
safety of products in some segments of the food supply network, and relatively more manual
and less technologically advanced production processes. From the point of view of suppliers,
significant entry barriers to the new or export supply chains exist, requiring compliance and
voluntary upgrading related investments into technologies and processes designs, or in other
words, adaptation. In short, change, complexity (detail and dynamic) and deficiencies in
various capacities and capabilities characterise the EM food supply network.
Propositions on EM firms’ adaptation of food supply network configurations in AMs
How do the differences in AM and EM characteristics and food supply networks translate into
configuration adaptation among the EM firms who internationalise into AMs? Drawing on the
supply network configuration construct and its four dimensions defined by Srai and Gregory
(2008), we propose some typical adaptations in terms of the configuration and its capability
implications.
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The structure related dimension of the supply network configuration construct is defined for
example through the following concepts: network tier structure and shape, composition,
ownership, levels of vertical and horizontal integration, location, geographic dispersion and
configuration of the value chain, complexity etc. (Srai and Gregory, 2008, 394; see also Srai
and Alinaghian, 2013). The previous elaborations on the characteristics of these two
archetypal markets and the respective food supply networks suggest that EM firms would
have to, on average, employ shorter supply chains and direct engagement with powerful
retailers, or in other words, there are fewer echelons in the supply chain. As AMs are typically
characterised by stable institutions that enable exchange of complex goods and services, and
by the availability specialised service capacity, the internationalising EM firms may be able to
outsource to a greater extent the activities that have been preferred to have been kept in-house
at the home market due to uncertainty and governance problems. This may imply a greater
role for the purchasing function in the firm, which should develop capabilities for managing
external resources, or for purchasing of services, including defining the service, contracting
for service delivery, and measuring service performance. The mode of internationalisation
determines the extent to which greater levels of outsourcing is implemented in the value
chain. Furthermore, the product value chain may be geographically reconfigured for
competitiveness, depending for example on the interaction of the nature of food product value
chain steps (e.g. labour intensity and feasibility for automation), and home or host CSAs (e.g.
labour costs, available technologies), making export supply networks to other EMs and AMs
different. The powerful retailers may also seek to transfer slices of the value chain to the
supplier, through a push for the implementation of VMI or in-store replenishment (Waller et
al., 1999), potentially resulting in threats to equitable collaborative relationships (Corsten and
Kumar, 2005). We state the following proposition:
P1: In the context of internationalising to AMs, EM food firms’ adaptation of supply network
configuration is characterised by (a) more direct customer relationships, with retail key
accounts managing secondary distribution entirely, (b) greater extent of outsourcing and
external resource management, and (c) reconfiguration and extension of the product value
chain, for the purposes of exploiting CSAs and achieving improved delivery performance.
The dimension related to the flow of material and information between and within key unit
operations is defined through the following concepts: value and non-value adding activities,
process steps, optimum sequence, levels of flexibility, process infrastructure and enabling IT
systems, replenishment models, decoupling point (Srai and Gregory, 2008, 394; Srai and
Alinaghian, 2013). The benefit of drawing on the CSA of low labour costs may be lost in
some modes of internationalisation, and EM food manufacturers may have to, on average,
adapt the supply network configuration by employing higher levels of process automation, as
well as by changing process designs accordingly. Requirements for advanced packaging
materials may also imply adaptations to process technology and step sequence. These may
also have to be changed in order to comply with the specifications imposed by the powerful
retail customers, and driven by regulatory standards and voluntary practices in the AM based
industry (e.g. Roth et al., 2008). Consequently, capabilities in food processing technology and
quality and risk management may have to be developed. Powerful retailer key accounts also
demand efficient and effective logistics processes for replenishment (Dobson et al., 2003). In
the case of exports, the potentially long international logistics pipeline implies longer lead
times and uncertainties, requiring the examination of processes and inventory policies, and
development of capabilities in managing international logistics. We state the following
proposition:
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P2: In the context of internationalising to AMs, EM food firms’ adaptation of supply network
configuration is characterised by (a) greater extent of process automation and advanced
technology implementation, (b) seeking of process compliance with standards and
performance targets, and (c) changes in process design for replenishment, order fulfilment and
international logistics.
The dimension related to supply network configuration adaptation in terms of role, interrelationships, and governance between key network partners is defined through the following
concepts: the nature of interactions or transactions, coordination, partner roles, governance
and trust (Srai and Gregory, 2008, 394; Srai and Alinaghian, 2013). With direct engagement
with powerful AM retailers, the EM food manufacturers may on average have to adapt from
market transactions and supplier driven networks to quasi-hierarchical and retailer dominated
relationships, where systemic power is projected on the supply network (Brookes, 1995),
oriented towards ensuring product quality, safety and process compliance. Whereas
transactional relationships may dominate for example in contract manufacturing of
commodity products, in some cases relationships may resemble more balanced partnerships,
oriented towards coordination and capability development of the EM supplier itself (valueadded products with credence attributes).
Indeed, Corsten and Kumar (2005) show that small suppliers, and perhaps EM suppliers as
well, can upgrade their capabilities by entering into collaborative relationships with leading
retailers. Relevant capability requirements then include cross-cultural competence,
comprising personal attributes and skills, as well as cultural knowledge (Johnson et al., 2006),
developed across multiple functions in order to enable broad-based and supply chain
management oriented relationships (i.e. diamond vs. bowtie relationships; McAfee et al.,
2002). To this effect, customer relationship management capabilities are also needed for
managing multiple key relationships in the network, and in order to enable upgrading through
learning. Specifically, these may include such second order constructs as relationship
infrastructure capability, relationship learning capability, and relationship behavioural
capability (Jarratt, 2004).
Direct key account relationships with powerful retailers may require perhaps a focused effort
to improve logistics service and order fulfilment cycle performance in general. The AM
supply networks may also require a greater extent of coordination and integration for
balancing supply and demand, locating inventory in the supply chain, as well as for achieving
traceability and compliance for credence attributes (Roth et al., 2008), exceeding the level
experienced by EM firms at the home market. This implies a need for capabilities that enable
participation in the inter-organisational efforts to increase visibility and compliance, and to
balance supply and demand by developing the organisation, processes and systems for sales
and operations planning (S&OP) or vendor managed inventory (VMI; Richey et al., 2008).We
state the following proposition:
P3: In the context of internationalising to AMs, EM food firms’ adaptation of supply network
configuration is characterised by (a) retailer driven quasi-hierarchical and long-term contract
based relationships, with call-off arrangements, as well as (b) greater extent of coordination
for efficient logistics, supply-demand balancing and compliance for product credence
attributes, implying a range of inter-firm relationship types from broad-based to transactional.
The dimension related to the adaptation in terms of value-structure or architecture (Ulrich,
1995) of the product or service is defined through the following concepts: product
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composition and structure (including components, sub-assembly, platforms, modularity),
SKUs, products as spares, and through-life support and services (Srai and Gregory, 2008,
394; Srai and Alinaghian, 2013). The challenges of the international logistics pipeline may in
some cases lead to adaptation of the architecture of the product for greater mobility
(Kittipanya-ngam et al., 2011), in order to arrange for most economical transport that
simultaneously supports other goals as well, such as quality and delivery performance in
general (e.g. packaging, attribute change). Retailers may also benefit from the proliferation of
suppliers’ product variants (also with shorter life-cycles, and extensions to service
components such as for product merchandising), which are aimed at catering for promotions
and attractive product offerings in competitive consumer markets (Ailawadi, 2001). All these
require advanced supply chain management capabilities from the supplier, in order to take
into consideration the characteristics of the international logistics pipeline from product
architecture point of view, to implement additional process steps for product enhancement
and service provision, as well as to manage many and even key account specific product
variants and introductions. We state the following proposition:
P4: In the context of internationalising to AMs, EM food firms’ adaptation of supply network
configuration is characterised by (a) general and key account specific extension of product
variants and offerings, (b) shortening of product lifecycles, and (c) changes in product and
packaging attributes for greater mobility.
In summary, we propose that the internationalisation of EM food firms to AM markets entails
significant levels of supply network configuration adaptation, driven mainly by the AM
retailers’ ability to project systemic power in the supply network and by institutions aimed at
matching supply with demand and ensuring quality, safety and sustainability. The
configuration adaptation is characterised in a broad terms by shifts towards increasingly
network-like way of operation (management of key accounts, partnerships, outsourcing),
upgrading of process technologies and management, and extension and changes of product
architecture for value and mobility. In terms of capability requirements, these adaptations
imply development of such areas as management of relationships and external resources,
advanced supply chain concepts for demand-supply planning and complexity management,
quality and risk management, as well as product design. Generally, EM firms have been
conditioned in their home market context to develop dynamic capabilities, and so the
propensity for adaptation may be higher in comparison to AM firms.
The propositions presented here reflect the EM firms’ general internationalisation
motivations, geared often towards upgrading or enhancement of capabilities (e.g. CuervoCazurra, 2013). Supply network configuration adaptation and the resulting capabilities may
be similar in nature, regardless of whether this is the actual underlying motivation for market
entry, as in most cases this is hardly the underlying motivation. The nature of adaptation is
also suggested to depend on the mode of internationalisation, as exports and a greenfield
investment to a processing facility clearly imply different outcomes. Although the
propositions presented here are quite general in nature, they reflect the current knowledge
base on the topic of this research, combined from an interdisciplinary body of literature, and,
importantly, they facilitate the subsequent analysis and discussion of empirical data.
Illustrative case study of an EM firm’s supply network adaptation in terms of AM
business
Research approach
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This research is exploratory in nature and draws on the case study method where a
contemporary phenomenon is investigated within its real-life context, through a "how" based
inquiry (Yin, 2003). However, in order to focus the data collection effort, a literature-based
model with relevant constructs, and food industry specific propositions have been derived.
These relate to the a priori constructs in inductive case study approach, as suggested by
Eisenhardt (1989).
The target of the research, i.e. evolving SNs, being a complex phenomenon, implies
challenges for research design. As such, the case study strategy is described as being well
equipped in handling dynamics and change processes embedded in research contexts
(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). However, Halinen and Törnroos (2005) pointed out four
problems for conducting case study research on inter-organisational networks: problem of
network boundaries, problem of complexity, problem of time and problem of case
comparisons. These issues are briefly addressed in the context of this research.
The boundaries between the firm, networks and its environments have been described as very
much diffuse (e.g. Anderson et al., 1994). Networks may span across several tiers and
industries, and therefore, for the purposes of analysis, the horizon of the research target
should be limited. Instead of attempting a holistic investigation across the whole SN, the focal
actor and product perspective is taken, incorporating intra-firm considerations, as well as the
firm’s upstream and downstream relationships from focal actor’s perspective (Halinen and
Törnroos, 2005). The food product has been chosen as the unit of analysis. Data collection is
mostly retrospective, in contrast to longitudinal studies where empirical intervention takes
place over time. In the eventual multiple case study research, cross-case comparison will be
attempted, for the purposes of descriptive theory generation (Yin, 2003), such as SN
adaptation typologies (Christensen, 2006). However, in this particular paper, we limit data
collection for a single case, in order to test the research approach and instrument. The network
boundary-setting and focus of the research on products, reduces complexity and facilitates
comparison, in contrast to a situation where holistically described networks serve as the unit
of analysis.
Data collection and analysis
The data collection process for the research starts from the identification of data collection
targets (companies), and proceeds to identify relevant cases (products) to be analysed. A
purposive sampling of cases for maximum variation will be attempted during the planned
research process, i.e. we purposefully select cases with a wide range of variation in terms of
the dimensions of interest and therefore plan for documenting both unique and common
variations that emerge in different conditions (Patton, 1990). This will also enable us to
identify common patterns that appear across cases. However, this particular paper only
illustrates the planned research process and instrument through as single case study, suggested
to represent a typical case.
For the eventual larger data set, cases (products) may be drawn from food manufacturing
companies that originate from emerging markets, defined broadly as the BRIC countries or
any developing countries, which internationalise to AMs. Cases may range from
internationalisation modes such as establishment of manufacturing facilities through foreign
direct investment (FDI), contract manufacturing in EM for AM market, or exports to the AM.
We seek to incorporate a wide range of food subsectors, different kinds of food products (e.g.
value added foods and commodity foods; Roth et al., 2008), products designed originally for
both EM (established) and AM (new), as well as firms of different size and degrees of market
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position (e.g. both large multinationals, if any, as well as niche player SMEs) in to the
eventual multiple case study data set.
The instrument for data collection (interview guideline) is presented in Appendix A. The data
collection starts with inquiries about the nature of the product, competitive strategy and the
involved managers’ background (questions 1-4). The remainder of the questions are arranged
so that each of the SN configuration dimensions (Srai and Gregory, 2008) is addressed in
turn. The literature-based propositions aid in limiting and focusing the scope of data
collection effort to the most likely areas of SN configuration adaptation (see focus areas per
dimension in Appendix A). Each of the focus areas, or subpropositions (a through c) is
covered by first inquiring the respondent for host market configuration characteristics, then
for any changes in this area during the internationalisation process or differences to the home
market, respective drivers, the process for possible adaptation, and finally, the performance
and capability implications of the possible adaptation, if any (questions 6 through 18). In
practice, many of the questions may be covered relatively fast as no adaptation may have
taken place. The interview guideline is also flexible in the sense that it can take into account
situations such as where a product has been originally designed for the EM and now exported
or produced in an AM, or a situation where the product has been originally designed for the
AM in contract manufacturing situation for example. The matrix in Appendix A, populated
with interview questions, is used also in the presentation of condensed data in a data display
format, allowing within and cross-case analyses (Miles and Huberman, 1994), and a degree of
transparency.
The research may require data on both market and SN configuration characteristics in two
geographically separate locations. The ideal respondent has knowledge of both locations and
SNs, having for example managed the SN for home market, and now being responsible also
for exports, or only for foreign production as an expatriate manager. However, a manager
may lack knowledge of the home market, but has been involved, or has knowledge of, about
the entire internationalisation process of the product, therefore being able to describe changes
in configuration during the internationalisation process. However, several respondents may
also have to be interviewed in order to draw a full picture of the case.
For
this
paper, we present the results from a single case, with data collection based on interviews,
intensive 18-month participation in the internationalisation and adaptation process, as well as
company documents (internal and public, such as the website).
Case study background and results
The pilot case is about preserved and packed gherkins (pickles), processed and marketed by
an Indian multinational company in preserved vegetable business, with an annual turnover of
150 million USD (see also condensed case description in the data display in Appendix B).
The company is a subsidiary of a diversified Indian business conglomerate, with approximate
parent total turnover of 4 billion USD. During the 1990s, the growth of the case company was
driven by increasing international sales and internal manufacturing competence, whereas
corporate acquisitions during late 1990s and throughout the 2000s for key account business
and manufacturing capacity solidified its international business throughout Europe, Far East
and the North America, with business units and legacy operations footprint in Belgium,
Holland, Hungary, Turkey, and India. The initial legacy footprint was designed so that
Eastern European supply served European markets, and Indian supply served the US,
Canadian and the Far East markets. Until recently, there has been no “home market” for
packed and preserved gherkins in India; however, with urbanisation and proliferation of
modern retailing and fast-food catering, a domestic supply chain is being developed as well.
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The case describes the evolving international SN configuration for gherkins mainly grown in
Southern India, during the internationalisation process of the product and the company in
general.
The entire product range of the company is based on such items as gherkins (case product),
relish, pickled onions, cherries, jalapeno peppers, paprika, capers, and sweet corn. The
company operates mainly a contract manufacturing “seed-to-shelf” model, by identifying and
developing the most appropriate seed varieties, growing in wholly-owned farms or
contracting crops by specifications to a network comprising tens of thousands of farmers,
processing and packaging the produce in in-house and partners’ international facilities, and
delivering the packed and labelled products to major Western retailers’ shelves, with high
service and quality requirements. The consistent and scalable execution of the supply chain
can be attributed to the success of the company, however the rapid internationalisation
process with several M&As, has implied challenges for maintaining execution capability.
The gherkins are a commodity product, with competitiveness based on low cost harvesting in
India and consistent quality aligned with specifications. Retail packs (glass jars, cans, PET
packages) are offered in sixteen different sizes, with several larger packaging sizes for food
service and industrial purposes in barrels and cans. Powerful retail key accounts seek to
impose customer specific variants in terms of packaging, adding to the supply chain
complexity in terms of variants. There is also high level of variation in terms of key account
behaviour. For example, UK based retailers may demand high volume commitments with
short notice call-offs, French retailers may demand VMI arrangements while German
discounters insist on predetermined delivery cycles, whereas, Eastern European wholesale and
retail customers prefer to make opportunistic, low-margin, but from volume perspective quite
significant consignment orders, implying high risk in terms of sales revenue. Generally,
harmonisation of the international supply network configuration was difficult due to the
heterogeneous demands of the powerful retailers, who enforce contracts with heavy penalties.
At the supply side in India, the company had built its success on effective crop management
within the network of contract farmers, with high level of expertise embodied in key
individuals. With the increase in the scale of business, and the general urbanisation trends in
India, with large scale agricultural production moving further away from urban centres as a
result, the relatively close physical proximity and sufficiency of the existing operational
infrastructure required for effective cooperation between the supply base of farmers and the
company experts, was lost, with detrimental effects on the crop management capability (e.g.
seed and fertilizer specification, picking scheduling, crop yield and actual take-off
estimation). In some cases, for example, crops grown with the company’s seeds were sold to
competitors. Additionally, the expansion of the company, poor management and resultant
personnel turnover, further diluted this key capability of managing the supply of seasonal,
perishable, and highly specified products. It is evident that as a result of international
expansion of sales and diminished supply management capability, a disconnect had formed
between the front and the back ends of operations. Inexperienced sales staff was illiterate of
the constraints of supply, and offered service and new product commitments that were
essentially unmanageable at the supply side.
With this disconnect due to rapid growth, and the supply network complexity, resulting from
a combination of internationally dispersed supply and production base (extra capacity due to
legacy operations), seasonality (two per year) and perishability of supply (preserving produce
in liquid prior to processing for longer periods would limit use in certain markets), difficulty
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in estimating crop yields, and a variety of order and contract types (with proliferation of
general and key account specific product variant SKUs among the international customers),
the operational matching of demand and supply became a challenging task. Consequently, a
need for improved sales and operations planning (S&OP) capability was identified. Initially,
an enterprise resource planning (ERP) module was imposed on the existing S&OP process,
with failed implementation and no improvement in supply-demand matching. A renewed
effort for improvement involved a more profound change approach. First, as growth through
international M&As often implies management structures based on subsidiary and country
representation, a new structure was implemented with functional representation at the board
level and better alignment for coordinating the supply chain. The legacy operations footprint
was redesigned, with several facility closures, and a new S&OP process, with an appropriate
global organisation of some thirty specialists under a director of supply chain and a new
supporting information system. The project for better alignment of international supply and
demand lasted some eighteen months.
With the expansion of the international business and delivery contracts to major Western
retailers, the expiry date and quality requirements, for example in terms of the tolerance for
glass fragments in jars, became increasingly stringent for imports from India, seemingly
exceeding the requirements for local supply for example in the case of the US market. In
order to comply with these requirements, the company invested in new production
technologies, such as automated processing machines and inline x-ray contaminant inspection
equipment, as well as introduced new production control practices (at three sites in India).
The cost of upgrading of processing capability cost several million USD and lasted three
years, with doubts remaining whether the new capability level is sustainable. As a result of
this, and the S&OP process redesign, several facilities in Hungary and India were also closed,
and the company qualified for the requirements of the international market.
One of the key design decisions in terms of the international supply chain for gherkins was
the location of processing and packing activities in the supply chain. The default alternative
consisted of processing the produce in India and the other supply locations, transport in larger
barrels to packing facilities located close to market, where final sales packaging and labelling
took place. An intermediate design alternative suggested labelling in Belgium and sales
packaging in Hungary, in order to avoid transit damage and achieve favourable country-oforigin status. The goal was, however, to finalise the main bulk of the product volume in terms
of key account specific packaging and labelling already in India, in order to save on costs and
to maintain quality, as less re-handling and re-packaging would take place in the later phases
of the supply chain. Such early product customisation relied, however, on well-functioning
S&OP process, and sales packaging that would withstand the strains of the international
logistics pipeline. Initial design for the goal state resulted in quality problems in the form of
damaged goods and sales packaging. As the outcome of a 15-month reconfiguration project,
packaging and the underlying process were redesigned, with jar caps upgraded and transport
packaging made sturdier, allowing the sales packaging and labelling activities to be finalised
in India and the other supply markets, such as Hungary (covering for shortages in India), with
a capability to meet quality and service requirements of the key account customers through
the international logistics pipeline.
In conclusion, the board of the company initially comprised of country unit managers,
combining international and local management perspectives. Supply network reconfiguration
was predominantly in a reactive fire-fighting mode for several years during the
internationalisation process, after which a change management project was initiated with
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brought-in external expertise. The overall result of the SN reconfiguration and adaptation,
achieved through several projects, can be summarised as facility closures, lower fixed costs
and better capacity utilisation, enhanced processes, as well as improved customer service.
Discussion of the pilot case
The case demonstrates a first attempt to utilise the proposed framework (Figure 1) and data
collection instrument (Appendix A). The case product from India does not initially have a
home market, however, as the company rapidly internationalises through M&As in order to
acquire important customers and to acquire near-shore and back-up supply and production
bases, the opportunity to optimise global operations imply replacement of local existing
supply chains (e.g. in the US or Eastern Europe) with an international, mainly exports from
India –based gherkin supply chain. The initial configuration is therefore mainly influenced by
legacy and local experience based assumptions about home market, or in some cases, the host
market without the international logistics pipeline. This M&A entry mode, and the initial
regional supply network configuration, did not fit well with motivations to build on the home
market CSA of low-cost harvesting and the FSA of crop management competence in India,
making the initial, or M&A resultant SN configuration irrelevant for competing successfully
in the business (Figure 1).
Therefore adaptation is needed, and as the case demonstrates, the SN configuration construct,
and its operationalization through propositions that guide data collection, capture the
adaptations quite well. In the case, we observe adaptation in all the SN construct’s
dimensions, as is discussed in the following (see also data display in Appendix B).
Supply network structure was adapted mainly in terms of the location of activities, in order to
do as much as possible of the work involved at low cost in India, and therefore fully
exploiting the CSA. However, in order for this to take place in a manner that enabled
matching demand with supply, and within the requirements of the powerful retail customers, a
way of coordinating key processes and reducing complexity had to be implemented in the
form of redesigned S&OP process. Furthermore, the coordination was often extended outside
the firm, as structures such as the VMI and different contracts were in some cases required.
Therefore we see adaptation in both within unit processes and flows, as well as relationship
governance. A further example of process adaptation was the effort to bring processing in line
with the quality and safety requirements and standards, with compliance oriented investments
into automation, inspection technology and new practices. Finally, adaptation in terms of
product architecture was demonstrated in the form of product variants, often customer
specific, as well as in the redesign of product and packaging characteristics for the demands
of the international logistics pipeline.
In terms of matching the SN configurations to any of the adaptation patterns (Figure 1), we
suggest the following (see also data display in Appendix B). Mimetic isomorphic mechanism
for the initial configurations may have been in play through managers experience base and
often perceived industry best practices (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Davis et al., 2000).
However, the role of powerful retailers, and enforced regulation for imports, comes out much
clearer in the case. It appeared that these coercive mechanisms, initiated by both downstream
and regulator stakeholders (institutions), forced the case company to adapt the SN
configuration, in order to comply with quality and safety standards. The initial reactive mode
in reconfiguring the supply network is a tell-tale sign of attempts to operate home market
convergent configurations initially, however, with divergence kicking in as the host market
and logistics pipeline requirements make the initial configuration unsustainable (divergence is
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the main form of adaptation). Interestingly, the adaptation in terms of processes spans both
home and host markets, whereas, in a typical AM to EM case, home market processes, being
in a competitive situation benchmarked and efficient, would perhaps not be so saliently
affected, as was the case in the pilot investigation.
Based on our single observation, the cycle pattern suggested by Lorentz et al. (2013)
specifically for the AM to EM context, may not be completed to convergence in the EM to
AM context. Furthermore, aligned with the pattern suggested by Lessard and Lucea (2009),
the case company tried to exploit its CSA based FSA, however, it had to enhance its
capabilities, and is now in the position to exploit the reconfigured SN and the resulting FSA
(now relying on the CSA of India, but newly developed capabilities such as the enhanced
S&OP) in both the AM and the EM markets, as well as in the emerging home market fastfood and supermarket supply chains. As the cross-case data display shows (Appendix C),
most of the supply network adaptation is of the enhancement type, concerned with the areas
of company processes and flows, and most saliently driven by institutions and downstream
actors (retailers).
Conclusions
This paper has suggested a framework for the investigation of how emerging market food
firms adapt their supply networks in the context of internationalisation to advanced markets,
and contrasting this with the opposite case in terms of the direction of internationalisation.
The framework draws on the theories of internalisation and organisational change due to
isomorphic mechanisms, and builds on the previous work by Lorentz et al. (2013).
By operationalizing the framework, the paper suggests a process and tools for collecting and
analysing data and drawing conclusions on the nature and patterns of SN adaptation in the
EM to AM context. The framework and the data collection and analysis tools were tested by
the means of a pilot case study on an integrated Indian food company, with a global
operations footprint and sales. The results of the case study suggest the relevance of the
research approach and the tools, as SN configuration adaptation was observed in all the major
dimensions of the key construct (Srai and Gregory, 2008), and relevant results drawn from the
case.
Further research should employ a multiple case study approach by collecting a dataset with
cases from a variety of emerging markets, preferably including the BRICs, as well as on a
variety of food products, including commodities and differentiated products, as well as
perishable and non-perishable. An international research team is proposed as the appropriate
organisation for the data collection, with local knowledge of each market, and with a case
study protocol guiding case selection and the employed field practices. The larger data set
would allow the identification of adaptation patterns and a degree of increased
generalizability. The results would contribute to the internationalisation theory from supply
chain management and operations perspectives, as well as inform theoretical and practical
knowledge on international supply network design and planning strategic responses to
international competition.
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Appendix A

Data display for within-case analyses, with interview guideline incorporated

The aim of the interview: to understand the evolution of the product’s supply chain during the internationalization process and product life-cycle.
SN config.
dimensions

Cases
Product A;
Firm A
1. Motives
and process
of internationalisation?

#
2. Was the
product
originally
designed for
EM or AM?
3. Please
describe
market
positioning
of the
product, e.g.
commodity
or
differentiated
4. What are
the order
winning
factors for
the product?
5. Please,
briefly
describe your
background,
as well as of
those
involved in
designing the
international
supply chain
in the past.

Network structure

Processes and flows

Relationship governance

Tier
structure
(breadth and
length)

Firm
boundaries
(in house vs.
outsourcing)

Value chain
configuration
(location)

Processing
technology
(manual,
automation)

Standard
compliance
(quality,
safety,
sustainable)

Replenishment
mode (location
of DCP)

Order
fulfilment and
logistics
process (incl.
S&OP)

Relationship
types
(contracts,
partnerships,
trust), and
breadth.

6. a) Please
describe the
participants
in the
product’s
host market
supply chain.

7. a) Please
describe the
major supply
chain
activities
that have
been
outsourced
to third
parties in the
product’s
host market
supply
chain.

8. a) Please
describe the
product’s
supply chain
phases by
location,
typical for the
host market.

9. a) Please
describe the
key
processing
technologies
in use in the
product’s
host market
supply
chain.

10. a) Please
describe the
requirements
for standard
compliance in
the product’s
host market
supply chain.

11. a) Please
describe the
predominant
replenishment
mode (MTO,
MTS etc.) used
in the
product’s host
market supply
chain.

12. a) Please
describe the
key features
and
requirements
for product’s
order
fulfilment and
logistics
processes for
the host
market.

13. a) Please
describe the
nature of
business
relationships
and the
interfaces
(bowtie vs.
diamond)
between the
key external
actors in the
product’s
host market
supply chain.

(e.g. tiers,
middlemen,
exclusivity)

Any
significant
investments
?

(e.g.
availability,
timeliness,
inventory
holding)

Areas of
coordination
(Integ.
S&OP, VMI,
logistics,
product
attributes)
14. a) Please
describe the
main areas
of
cooperation
and
information
exchange
with the key
external
actors in the
product’s
host market
supply
chain.

Product architecture
Product
variants and
offering
(service
component)

Product lifecycle (incl.
innovation
churn)

Product
mobility
(valuedensity,
packaging)

Other
area(s) of
adaptation

15. a) Please
describe
number of
product
variants and
nature of
product/service
offering in the
host market
supply chain.

16. a) Please
describe the
variant lifecycle and
rate of
introductions
in the
product’s
host market
supply
chain.

17. a)
Please
describe the
nature of
key
product/
packaging
attributes
e.g. for
transport in
the
product’s
host market
supply
chain.

18. a) Any
other areas
with supply
chain
changes or
with
difference
to home
market
during the
product’s
internationa
lisation
process?

Service
components?
Any key
account
specificity?

6.-17. b) What CHANGES, if any, have occurred in this respect during the product’s internationalisation process?
WHY? (drivers)

6.-17. c) If no change has taken place, how is the situation DIFFERENT in the HOME market for the same or similar product?
WHY? (drivers)

6.-17. d), or 18. b) HOW did the change or difference come about? (timeline and process, cost and resource deployment)

6.-17. e), or 18. c) What were the IMPLICATIONS of the changes or differences in terms of PERFORMANCE (customer service and satisfaction, delivery, manufacturing, sourcing, planning)
and supply chain CAPABILITY (in terms of the order winning factors)?
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Appendix B

Data display for within-case analyses, with pilot case data incorporated

SN config.
dimensions

Cases
Exported gherkins
from India to
Europe & North
America;
Firm A
1. Motive and
process: international
sales growth and
capacity through
M&A

Network structure

Processes and flows

Tier structure
(breadth and
length)

Firm
boundaries
(in house vs.
outsourcing)

Value chain
configuration
(location)

Processing
technology
(manual,
automation)

6. a) 1000s of
contract
farmers !
focal firm
processing !
focal firm
and partners
packaging !
large retailer
key accounts

7. a) na

8. a) Product
harvested,
processed, packed
and labelled in
India, key back-up
locations in
Eastern Europe,
delivery to
Western Europe,
North America
and Far East.

9. a) Automated
processing and
packaging, inline x-ray
inspection

Standard
compliance
(quality,
safety,
sustainable)
10. a) Meets
stringent
quality
requirements
from retail
key accounts
and in terms
of import
regulations,
e.g. by using
in-line x-ray
inspection

Replenish
ment mode
(location
of DCP)

Order fulfilment
and logistics
process (incl.
S&OP)

11. a)
MTS.

9. b) Legacy
equipment,
manual process
in India.
Upgrade due to
compliance
pressure.
Improved
production
processes
implemented.
(I&DS!
COERCIVE,
DIVERGENT,
ENHANCE)

10. b)
Quality
compliance
had to be
improved
(e.g. % of
glass shards
in jars) !
inspection
technology
and practice
upgrade (see
9. b)

11. b) na

12. a) Meets
tight delivery
windows,
appropriate
S&OP process
in place that
matches
demand and
supply of
multiple SKUs
and in terms of
several supply
and demand
locations.
12. b) Planning
complexity
required
replenishment
from nearby,
change required
the support
from a
redesigned
S&OP, with
appropriate IS
and
organisation.
(R&DS!
ENHANCE)

6. b) na

7. b) na

6. d) na

7. d) na

8. b) As a result of
M&As: part of
harvesting, and
most packaging
and labelling done
in host market.
Several legacy
processing
facilities. Change
towards all valueadded in India,
with back-up
locations in
Europe ! facility
closures.
(R!ENHANCE)
8. d) 18 month
project

9. d) cost
several million
USD, during
three years,

10. d) see 9.
d)

11. d) na

6. e) na

7. e) na

8. e) Reduced
fixed costs,
improved capacity
utilisation,
delivery and
customer service.

9. e) Improved
processing
performance,
doubts whether
sustainable.

10. e)
Improved
delivery
performance
and customer
satisfaction,
OQF

11. e) na

#
2. Product originally
designed for EM
3. Market position:
commodity
4. OWF: low cost
5. Backgrounds,
international
chairman of BoD,
local country unit
managers,
international
independent
consultant brought in
the later phase of
reconfig.

Relationship governance

Product architecture

Relationship types
(contracts,
partnerships,
trust), and
breadth.
13. a) Several
types of contracts
in Europe: e.g.
high volume
commitments with
two-week calloffs, consignment
orders.

Areas of
coordination
(Integ. S&OP,
VMI, logistics,
product attributes)
14. a) VMI,
discussion of
product attributes,
predetermined
delivery cycles to
retail key
accounts, close
crop management
cooperation with
farmers

Product
variants and
offering
(service
component)
15. a) Several
SKU variants
due to
packaging
size, key
account
specific
variants.

Product
life-cycle
(incl.
innovation
churn)
16. a) na

Product
mobility (valuedensity,
packaging)

13. b) na

14. b) Towards
more coordination
with retailers, crop
management
competence
diluted during
growth !
improved (DS!
COERCIVE,
ENHANCE;
US!
ENHANCE)

15. b) na

16. b) na

12. d) 18 month
project

13. d) na

14. d) na

15. d) na

16. d) na

17. b)
Packaging did
not meet the
demands of
international
logistics !
quality
problems!
sturdier
material and
rust-proof caps,
key account
specific
changes
(G!COERCIV
E, ENHANCE)
17. d) 15 month
project

12. e) Improved
delivery
performance,
ability to draw
on the CSA of
India (main
supply location
at low cost).
OWF

13. e) na

14. e) deliver and
supply
performance
improved, OQF

15. e) na

16. e) na

17. a)
Packaging
meets the
demands of the
export logistics
pipeline and
customers.

17. e) improved
delivery
performance,
OQF

Notes: OQF=order qualifying factor, OWF=order winning factor; DCP=decoupling point, S&OP=sales and operation planning, VMI=vendor managed inventory;
In cells X b), the following symbols indicate the drivers for adaptation (see Figure1): G=geography (e.g. long distance), R=resources (e.g. low-cost labour and transport infrastructure), I=institutions (import
regulations), DS=downstream actor (e.g. retailer), US=upstream actor (e.g. farmer), Sup=supporting actor (e.g. logistics service provider). CAPITAL letters indicate authors’ matches to adaptation patterns (Figure 1).
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Appendix C
Adaptation
type

Tier structure

Data display for cross-case analysis, with pilot case data incorporated
Network structure
Firm
VC
boundaries
configuration

Process.
technology

Processes and flows
Standard
Replenish.
compliance
mode

Order fulfil.
& logistics

Relationship governance
Relationship
Areas of
types
coordination

Product
variants

Geography

Resources

Enh: 1

Institutions

Product architecture
PLC
Product
mobility
Coer: 1
Enh: 1

Enh: 1

Coer: 1
Div: 1
Enh: 1

Coer: 1
Div: 1
Enh: 1

Upstream

Enh: 1

Downstream

Coer: 1
Div: 1
Enh: 1

Coer: 1
Div: 1
Enh: 1

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Enh: 1

Coer: 1
Enh: 1

Supportive

TOTAL

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

Mim:
Coer:

TOTAL

Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
Mim:
Coer:
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Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:

Norm:
Div:
Conv:
Exp:
Enh:
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Abstract
International Operations Management (IOM) focuses on multinationals from
advanced countries mainly. In doing so, IOM leaves aside important issues which
are relevant components of its backbone. In the case of emerging multinationals
from emerging countries (EMECs), these have had to rapidly evolve their
manufacturing systems, from national, stand-alone factories, to global, corporate
networks of factories. However, the approaches developed by IOM theories have
limited resources to address the challenges faced by firms initiating their
internationalization processes. In this article, a multi-level, network-based
analytical framework is devised, having the EMEC’s network of subsidiaries as
focal concern. This framework was developed for case study approach in a
comparative analysis of Brazilian and Chinese multinationals; it illustrated by
using cases available in the business management literature.
Keywords
Internationalization, international operations management, emerging country
multinationals, manufacturing networks.

1 INTRODUCTION
As latecomers in international markets, emerging firms from emerging countries (EMEC)
have had to rapidly change their manufacturing system concepts, from a focus on national,
stand-alone factories towards a global, corporate network of factories. This opens the
possibility of new research streams looking at international manufacturing network systems in
terms of structural architecture, dynamic mechanisms, and related strategic capabilities and
processes (Shi and Gregory, 1998).
The expansion of EMECs was unpredicted, because they have been usually seen as mature
and vertically integrated firms which grew in home markets protected from international
competition (Ramamurti, 2009).Thus, they would not possess the advanced technological and
managerial competences needed to create ownership advantages to explore abroad (Li and
Rugman, 2007). Nonetheless, they are expanding internationally and their Production
competences play a key role in that process (Fleury and Fleury, 2011).
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The way in which international operations are managed is still poorly understood in the cases
of developed country multinationals: “despite the importance attached to it by both academics
and practitioners, the field of International Operations Management (IOM) is still at a
relatively early stage of theory development” (Vereecke and van Dierdonck, 2002). More
recently, some IOM branches became hot issues: global value chain management,
international sourcing and procurement, supply chain management (Holweg et al., 2011;
Contractor et al., 2010). However, a more integrative approach to IOM is still missing (Shi
and Gregory, 2003). That gap is still bigger when it comes to EMECs (Grossler, Laugen,
Arkader and Fleury, 2013).
Internationalization studies on EMECs, from an IOM perspective, have specific
characteristics because:
1) EMECs go abroad with the support of Firm-Specific Advantages (FSAs) different from
FSAs displayed by advanced country multinationals (Zeng and Williamson, 2008;
Ramamurti, 2009; Fleury, Fleury and Borini, 2010); in particular, EMECs rely on Production
as their key competence for internationalization (Fleury and Fleury, 2011), while advanced
country multinationals internationalize based on Product and Marketing competences mainly;
2) EMECs’ internationalization process is fast-paced, which is crucial for their catch-up
strategies (Mathews, 2006);
3) EMECs’ internal networks of subsidiaries are critical for accelerating their learning
process, a condition for the increase of their overall competitiveness (Williamson et al., 2013).
Therefore, it is expected that the management of international operations by EMECs display
specific features. The key questions to be addressed in studies about EMECs’
internationalization are: How do EMECs conduct IOM? Are they developing new IOM
models? What contributions the studies on EMECs’ internationalization may bring to IOM
theory?
However, prior to the development of theory, it is necessary to establish appropriate analytical
frameworks. There are multiple dimensions to be addressed in studies on EMECs’ IOM. First,
the internationalization of emerging country firms is influenced by institutional factors, a
reason for Peng et al. (2008) to suggest the application of the tripod approach, a combination
of the resource-based approach, the industry-analysis approach and the institution-based
approach. Second, internationalization may occur under the influence of Global Production
Networks (GPN), meaning that the decision to go abroad depends on the role the EMEC
performs in global networks led by advanced country firms. Third, the fact that EMECs are
infant multinationals means that the existing frameworks, developed for mature
multinationals dealing with legacy networks may not be adequate for approaching the
phenomenon.
In this paper, a framework for the study of EMECs’ IOM is developed, seeking to incorporate
the specifics aforementioned. To achieve that aim, the overall structure of the framework is
built based on both the IOM and the International Business literature. Next, a review of
analytical frameworks already published on international manufacturing and engineering
networks, leads to the identification of three basic approaches to be used in the structuring of
the new framework. In the following section, the multi-level framework, the key constructs
and variables are presented. Then, the analytical model is built, by incorporating previous
insights present in the literature. Some illustrative examples follow, extracted from the
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business management literature, and the article concludes with the next steps for the
conduction of the upcoming fieldwork.
2 BUILDING THE INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK
Three perspectives currently rule the analyses of IOM within multinational companies: 1) the
multinational as a network of competences; 2) the multinational as a network of subsidiaries;
and 3) the multinational as part of GPNs. A schematic representation of the multinational,
composed by three networks is shown in Fig. 1:
Level 1: Each subsidiary of the multinational organizes its own networks, bundling internal
competences and external resources: this level can be approached by frameworks that analyze
the relationship between the subsidiary’s various internal sites (production plants, R&D
centers, distribution centers, etc.) and its external trading partners (3rd party contractors,
suppliers, logistics providers, distributors, clients, etc.), either within the subsidiary’s host
country or in other (neighboring) countries. A common analytical framework for it is the
Supply Chain Management (Shafer and Meredith, 1998).
Level 2: It is the focus of this research; it refers to the internal (intra-firm) network of parent
company (headquarters) and affiliate companies (subsidiaries): this level can be approached
by frameworks that analyze the relationship between the multinational’s parent company and
its affiliates (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1998; Rugman and Verbeke, 2001), as well as the roles of
the affiliates (Rugman, Verbeke, Yuan, 2010) and the ones that concentrate on specific
functions (Shi and Gregory, 1998; Zhang and Gregory, 2011);
Level 3: The multinational is part of a GPN: this level can be approached by the CompetenceBased Positioning Framework (Gereffi, Humphrey and Sturgeon, 2005; Fleury and Fleury,
2007).

Clients

MNEn

Level 3
The multinational as part of
Global Production Networks
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MNE3
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Clients

HQ

Firm1

Firm1

Sn

S1
S2

Mfg

Clients

Adm

gg
Eng

Firm2

RESEARCH FOCUS

Firm2

Subsidiary

Level 2
The multinational as a
network of subsidiaries

Mkt
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Fig. 1 – A multinational company’s industrial and internal organization: three levels of networks. The authors.

2.1

The analytical framework and its key elements

For the building of the framework, three partial theoretical approaches were considered: GMN
- Global Manufacturing Networks (Fleet and Shi, 2005), GEN - Global Engineering Networks
(Zhang, Gregory and Shi, 2008), and CbPF - Competence-based Positioning Framework
(Fleury and Fleury, 2007).
The key elements for the analysis of networks, common to all three theoretical approaches
above mentioned, are: (a) Design and Structure, (b) Governance and Coordination and (c)
Processes and Infrastructure, (Table 1).
Element

Design and
structure

Governance
and
coordination

Processes
and
infrastructure

2.2

Tab. 1 – Key elements for network-based operations
Global Manufacturing
Global Engineering Networks
Networks (Shi and Gregory,
(Zhang and Gregory, 2011)
1998)
Level 2
Level 2
Consider individual plant’s Critical
aspects
include:
characteristics and the degree of geographic
dispersion,
geographic dispersion
resources
and
roles
of
engineering
centers,
and
rationales for network structure
design
Include
horizontal/vertical Include the authority structure
coordination,
dynamic and the performance measures
capability building and network
evolution
Include
operational
mechanisms, dynamic response
mechanisms,
PLM
and
knowledge transfer processes

Describe flows of information
and materials among network
members, e.g. NPD, safety
management, procurement, etc.

Competence Positioning
(Fleury and Fleury, 2007)
Level 3
Assume that the position
of each firm within the
global production network
is related to its competence
profile
Governance is exerted by
the firm which possesses
the
most
strategic
competences
and
capabilities for the GPN’s
performance
The flows within the
network are organized
according
to
the
governance pattern

Consolidation of the three approaches

Figure 2 displays the consolidation of the three approaches (GMN, GEN, CbPF). First, the
activities which companies perform to accomplish its operational objectives were identified:
Idea Generation and Selection; Product Development; Sourcing; Production; Delivery;
Services and Support; Disposal and Recycle; Support Activities.
Second the concepts which deal with the networking dimension were added to the scheme:
Structure, Governance and Coordination, Processes and Infrastructure, Capabilities, and
External Relationships. Context (mission, drivers, and barriers), a key element influencing
Level 3, was considered influential in strategic decisions, and thus transversal to all other
features mentioned.
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Fig. 2 – Integration of the elements of GEN (dark blue), GMN (light blue) and CbPF (brown). The authors.
2.3

Making the framework operational: constructs and variables

Finally, Figure 3 presents the consolidated, integrative framework, depicting the networks in
three levels, and having the multinational firm at the very core of the analysis. It is
noteworthy that the unit of analysis in the research is the network of subsidiaries (level 2), and
not a specific subsidiary or one of its sites (level 1). As previously mentioned, the institutional
environment must be taken into account as a source of drivers and barriers for the decisions
concerning the mission and the shape of the firm’s network of subsidiaries.

The
MNE

BARRIERS
DRIVERS

STRATEGIC
CONTEXT
Level 3
Global Production
Networks

MISSION

Network
Configuration

INTRA-FIRM
Dispersion

Processes
Governance

Level 2
Multinational firm’s
Network
RESEARCH
FOCUS

Network
Capabilities

SUBSIDIARY
Role

Competences

External
Relationships

Level 1
Operational
Network

Fig. 3 – Consolidated framework with networks in three levels. The authors.
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Defining the concepts - Level 3: strategic context - Global Production Networks
The analysis of manufacturing and engineering networks created by EMECs must consider
the firm’s mission and vision, as well as the main drivers and barriers. The GEN approach
(Zhang and Gregory, 2011) has the following concepts:
a. Mission – Three key missions can be assigned to a firm’s internal network:
- Efficiency-oriented – Adoption of mechanisms such as economies of scale/scope,
international operations synergies, leveraging expertise or precious resources on a global
scale, sharing and reuse of existing solutions;
- Innovation-oriented – Adoption of mechanisms such as customer intimacy, technology
leadership, and market/technology-driven innovation, learning across disciplines or
organizations, leaving room for creativity or diversity;
- Flexibility-oriented – Adoption of mechanisms such as flexible working approaches, mobile
engineering resources, reconfigurable network structures, and local responsiveness.
b. Drivers – The driving forces for the networks, like dispersed and interrelated engineering
operations, increasing changes and uncertainties, and increasingly capable ICT.
c. Barriers – Obstacles for global operations, like communication difficulties, economic and
organizational barriers, and social and psychological barriers.
Defining the concepts - Level 2: intra-firm network
Network configuration
International manufacturing networks are classified according to the degree of plant
dispersion and coordination conditions (Shi and Gregory, 1998). Seven configurations were
identified, separated in four groups:
a. Regional Focus Networks – Low geographical dispersion and regional focus:
• Regional Uncoordinated Manufacturing Configuration
b. Global Export Networks – Low geographical dispersion and global orientation:
• Home Exporting Manufacturing Configuration
• Regional Exporting Manufacturing Configuration
c. Multidomestic Autonomy Networks – High geographical dispersion, strong autonomy in
operations and weak coordination:
• Multidomestic Manufacturing Configuration
• Glocalised Manufacturing Configuration
d. Global Coordination Networks – High geographical dispersion with high global orientation
and coordination:
• Global-Integrated Manufacturing Configuration
• Global-Coordinated Manufacturing Configuration
Network dispersion
The term expresses the degree of geographical concentration of a multinational’s subsidiaries
(Zhang and Gregory, 2011). For example, an intra-firm network concentrated in one
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economic bloc is rather different from other whose subsidiaries are scattered around the
world.
Network governance and coordination
The concept of governance refers to the mechanisms to steer and control the network,
including authority structures, performance measurement and coordination mechanisms
(Zhang and Gregory, 2011).
Network processes and infrastructure
Based on Zhang and Gregory (2011), the cross-border flows (processes) that occur within the
network might be:
• Product Flows (materials, components and products)
• Information Flows
• Knowledge Flows
The processes of Information and Knowledge are supported by
• Collaboration and Interaction Tools and Mechanisms
•
Network capabilities
Network configuration can be evaluated in terms of the capabilities it brings to firm (Fleet and
Shi, 2005; Srai and Gregory, 2008). The capabilities used to evaluate configuration are:
a. Cost Efficiency
b. Customer Responsiveness
c. Resource Accessibility
d. Agility
e. Learning
f. Risk Management
g. Manufacturing Mobility
Defining the concepts - Level 1: subsidiary's operational network
Roles and Location
Depending on the profile of competences developed by the subsidiary and considering the
taxonomy proposed (Ferdows, 1997), subsidiaries might be classified according to a more
general role:
- Access to Low-Cost Production - Acting as Offshore or Source
- Access to Skills and Knowledge - Acting as Outpost or Lead
- Proximity to Market - Acting as Server or Contributor
Competences
Merging the Strategic Competences (Fleury and Fleury, 2007) to the concepts of
Configuration and Support Activities (Fleet and Shi, 2005), the list of the competences
developed at subsidiary level is as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning - Competence to identify, elaborate, implement and manage competitive
strategies.
Organization - Competence to design, implement and improve management systems.
Technology - Competence to add value to products and processes
Production - Competence to produce goods and services
Plant Configuration – competence for layout and equipment
Commercial - Competence to trade and deliver products and services
HR Management - Competence to attract, contract, develop and reward people
Finance - Competence to prospect, negotiate, invest and manage financial resources
Customer Relationship - Competence to develop and manage market and customer
relationships
Supply Chain Management - Competence to define supply policies, develop and
manage suppliers.

Market, Customer and Other Relationships
Customers are active players in the overall dynamics of the industry (Porter, 1985). Zhang
and Gregory (2011) extend this importance of external relationships, referring to the
interaction with other external partners, including suppliers, customers, users and
collaborators.
3. THE INITIAL ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
From the previous discussion, it is now possible to elaborate a framework for the three layers
of networks. The analysis and classification of the EMECs should begin with the strategic
context, where firms are initially classified according to the type of industry they belong to, as
well as according to the competitive strategy prevalent in each type of industry (Porter, 1985;
Treacy and Wiersiema, 1995).
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Tab. 2 – Framework for analysis and classification of EMECs. The authors.
Level 3 – Multinational company as a member of Global Production Networks
Industry
analysis

Position in GPN

Manufacturing excellence (*)

Innovative products (*)

Customer orientation (*)

Cost leadership (**)

Differentiation (**)

Focused strategy (**)

Efficiency-oriented (***)

Innovation-oriented (***)

Flexibility-oriented (***)

Leader

Leader

Leader

Follower

Follower

Follower

Level 2 – Multinational company’s network of subsidiaries
Network
configuration

GloballyCoordinated
Manufacturing

Follows GPN’s
leader

Globallyintegrated
manufacturing

Follows GPN’s
leader

Multidomestic
Autonomy
Networks

Follows GPN
leadership

Network
dispersion

Moderate

Follows
leader

Low;
concentrated

Low;
concentrated

High

High

Network
governance

HQ

GPN

GPN leader

HQ

Network crossborder
processes

Operations planning, Procurement,
New production processes

New
Product
knowledge transfer

Network
capabilities

Cost-efficiency

Rapid
and
coordinated
scale-up;

Customerorientation;
flexibilityoriented

GPN leader
Development,

Customerorientation;
flexibilityoriented

Subsidiary

GPN leader

Sales and Distribution planning

Customerorientation;
flexibilityoriented

Customerorientation;
flexibilityoriented

Level 3 – Subsidiary’s operational network
Role

Server
contributor

Location

or

Source

Contributor

Source

Contributor

Source

Low-cost sites

Low-cost sites

Regionally
distributed

Regionally
distributed

Close to clients

Close to leader

Key
competences

Production

Production,
Customer
Relationship

Production

Production

Marketing,
Production,
Product
development

Production

External
relationships

Weak

Moderate

Very weak

Moderate

Strong

Moderate

(*) According to Treacy and Wiersiema (1995)

R&D

(***) According to Shi and Gregory (1998)

(**) According to Porter (1985)

A distinction between firms that lead global production networks and firms which are
followers in GPNs is made because that has a great influence in regards to the autonomy in
terms of planning and implementing networks. In the first case, the firm has the power to
make its own decisions whereas, in the second case, their network design and operations are
influenced by the decisions made by the leader.
4 AN ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION OF THE FRAMEWORK
For illustrative purposes, five cases available in business management literature were
examined through the “lenses” provided by the framework. They were four Chinese MNEs
and one Brazilian MNE. Although the cases did not provide thorough description of the
activities performed by those companies in terms of IOM, they were good enough for
illustrating how the framework would work when applied in an EMEC’s international
operations management. The cases are:
- A Chinese autoparts producer with manufacturing and/or R&D facilities in 6 countries;
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- A Chinese telecom equipment producer with manufacturing and/or R&D facilities in 17
countries;
- A Chinese home appliances producer with manufacturing and/or R&D facilities in 18
countries;
- A Chinese cosmestics producer with manufacturing and/or R&D facilities in 2 countries;
- A Brazilian cosmetics producer with manufacturing and/or R&D facilities in 6 countries.
A summary of the cases is on Table 3.
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Networks

Components

Chinese EMEC 1

Chinese EMEC 2

Level 3

Industry analysis and
competence-based
positioning in the industry’s
GPN

- Autoparts industry, with OEMs and aftermarket parts

- Home appliances industry, with
increasing competition from emerging
countries

(strategic)
GPN

- Demand for lower prices by the
carmakers caused a consolidation in the
industry via mergers and acquisitions
“forward” the chain
- Prevalent strategy: cost leadership
- ChEMEC 1 is a follower as a Developer
and Manufacturer

Chinese EMEC 3

- Supply and production are verticalized,
and the focus is on sales and distribution
- Demand from new consumers requires
more frugal approaches to product
innovation

- Telecom equipment industry

- Cosmetics industry

- Demand for cutting edge
technologies forces companies
to invest heavily in R&D

- Global
market

Prevalent
differentiation

strategy:

- ChEMEC 3 is a leader as a
Developer, Manufacturer

- Prevalent strategy: differentiation
- ChEMEC 2 is a follower as a Developer,
Manufacturer and Service Provider

- Global
market

brands

rule

the

- Worries about sustainability
and local cultures mobilize the
consumers

- Worries about sustainability
and local cultures mobilize the
consumers

Prevalent
differentiation

Prevalent
differentiation

strategy:

strategy:

- ChEMEC 4 is a follower as a
Developer, Manufacturer and
Service Provider

- BrEMEC 1 is a follower as a
Developer, Manufacturer and
Service Provider

- Efficiency-oriented

- Innovation-oriented

- Innovation-oriented

- Innovation-oriented

- Innovation-oriented

Drivers

Increasing global consolidation

- Growing competition in home country
forces to go global

New sources of growth in the
global marketplace

- The heritage of Chinese
traditional medicine and its link
to natural products

- The appeal of the Amazon
forest
and
its
link
to
biodiversity
and
natural
products

The fierce competition of incumbent
multinationals

Legal restrictions in other
countries, in terms of sensitive
technologies

The fierce competition of
incumbent multinationals and
its rapid consolidation

The fierce competition of
incumbent multinationals and
its rapid consolidation

Regional focus

Regional focus

Barriers

The fierce competition
multinationals

of

incumbent

Network Configuration

Globally coordinated manufacturing

Home exporting manufacturing

Globally
manufacturing

Network Dispersion

Scattered: 20 factories around China, US,
Canada, Mexico, and Europe

Scattered: 8 industrial parks in China
(including 18 design centers), 1 in North
America, 2 Middle East, and 13 other
factories spread around the world

Scattered: offices, plants and
R&D facilities in 17 countries

Concentrated in 2 countries,
although there is a vast sales
and distribution network

Concentrated in 2 countries,
although there is a vast sales
and distribution network

Network Governance

Centralized in Chinese
horizontal coordination

Centralized in Chinese
vertical coordination

Centralized in Chinese HQ,
strong vertical coordination

Centralized in the Chinese HQ

Centralized in the Brazilian
HQ

Network Processes

Strong procurement process

Strong R&D and quality management
processes

Strong product development

Strong distribution process

Strong distribution
with direct sales

Network Capabilities

Cost efficiency

Learning

Agility, Responsiveness

Responsiveness

Responsiveness

Roles and location

Proximity to automakers: subsidiaries are
Servers or Contributors

Subsidiaries are Source or Outpost

Outposts, close to universities
and industrial regions

Lead plants

Lead plants

Competences and
capabilities

Strong in production
(innovation)

Strong in production and technology
(innovation)

Strong
in
(innovation)

Supply chain management

Supply chain management

External relationships

Strong relationship with the customers
(automakers)

Relationship
centers)

Relationship with collaborators
(R&D centers and customers)

Relationship with collaborators
(R&D centers)

Relationship with collaborators
(R&D centers)

(operational)
subsidiaries

the

-

(intra-firm)

Level 1

rule

Mission

-

the MNE

brands

Brazilian EMEC 1
- Cosmetics industry

-

- Consolidation in the industry creates
opportunities for acquisitions and learning

Level 2

Chinese EMEC 4

and

HQ;

strong

technology

with

HQ;

collaborators
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5 PLANNING THE FIELDWORK
As previously mentioned, the key questions to be addressed in studies about EMECs’
internationalization are: How do EMECs conduct IOM? Are they developing new IOM models? What
contributions the studies on EMECs’ internationalization may bring to IOM theory? The framework
just presented will be applied in seeking answers to those questions.
The field of research will involve Brazilian multinationals operating in China, and Chinese
multinationals operating in Brazil. The multi-level analytical framework was developed for multiple
case studies, with information being gathered at both the headquarters and subsidiaries.
Once the framework and the research instruments are tested and refined, cases will be conducted by
analyzing level 3 first (GPN), then level 1 (subsidiary’s operational network), while level 2 (intra-firm
network), in which IOM concepts and variables are really ingrained, will be the last to be tackled.
•Step 1 – strategy analysis: level 3 network - GPN
Internal drivers and mission; external drivers and barriers
•Step 2 – subsidiary analysis: level 1 network
Its purpose and role in the intra-firm network; Competence assessment; Gap analysis
•Step 3 – intra-firm (MNE’s headquarters and subsidiaries) analysis: level 2 network
MNE’s network capabilities (configuration and governance)
•Step 4 – alignment analysis for the three networks
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article presented a piece of an on-going research project aiming at a better understanding of
international operations management in emerging country multinationals. That project focuses on
Brazilian multinationals operating in China, and Chinese multinationals operating in Brazil.
The problem addressed in the article led to the development of an analytical framework capable of
describing adequately the complex array of factors influencing the phenomenon: International
Operations Management. It seems plausible to admit that its application may help in the advancement
of research and theory making, as well as help managers to create innovative ways to design
international operations.
A number of challenges remain, especially the refinement of the variables and indicators, the
prioritization of their causal relationships and the research instruments.
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Abstract
Despite the rise of emerging economies multinational enterprises (EMNEs) and their rapid
internationalisation, we still know very liettle about the impact of their overseas foreign direct
investment (OFDI) on host economies. The extant literature is dominated by discussion of the impact
of developed countries multinational enterprises (DMNEs). Using a recent acquisition in the UK by a
Chinese firm as case study and integrating the literature on subsidiary evolution, knowledge transfer
and global value chains (GVC), this paper studies the impact of EMNEs on their newly acquired
subsidiaries in developed countries particularly regarding the latter’s capability upgrading. The
findings demonstrate that the Chinese parent firm helped its newly-acquired subsidiary in product,
process, functional and intersectoral upgrading. This seemingly counter-intuitive outcome is ascribed
to the parent firm’s strategy：upgrading of the subsidiary in developed countries was supported by
the parent EMNEs precisely because of the latters’ asset-seeking acquisition motive. The paper is the
first study of upgrading in a hierachical governance structure with EMNEs as lead firms.
Key words: EMNEs, upgrading, international acquisition
1. Introduction:

Scholars have traditionally regarded multinationals as an invention of Western economies. But with
the rapid development of a multi-polar world, they are no longer exclusive to the West (Mathews,
2002; Ramamurti, 2009). In fact, rapidly growing emerging market economies such as the BRIC
(Brazil, Russia, India and China) countries are now producing home-grown MNEs at a phenomenal
rate (Accenture, 2007; Boston Consulting Group, 2011).

The rise of the EMNEs has been accompanied by an unparalleled increase in outward foreign direct
investment (OFDI) from emerging economies, which has risen rapidly from insignificant levels to
reach a total value of $350 billion by 2008 (UNCTAD, 2009). EMNEs from the BRIC countries have
been in the vanguard of this development (Gammeltoft et al 2010), led by China in particular, whose
OFDI has become increasingly important to the global economy since 2001, following the
announcement of the Chinese government’s ‘go global’ policy and the resultant official
encouragement given to Chinese businesses to internationalise (Alon et al, 2011). The value of
1

Chinese FDI outflows reached a new high of $68.1 billion in 2010 (an increase of nearly 22% on the
previous year’s figure), taking China to the 5th place amongst all global economies in terms of OFDI
flows (MOFCOM, 2010). Over 13,000 Chinese firms were engaged in OFDI by the end of 2010,
resulting in the creation of approximately 16,000 foreign subsidiaries, located across 178 countries in
all five continents of the world (MOFCOM, 2011). A substantial part of this OFDI is now being
committed to developed countries and regions such as the United States and the European Union,
motivated by the search for strategic assets as well as by the search for markets (Buckley et al, 2007;
Voss, 2011).

Taken together, the rise of the EMNEs and their increasing contribution to global OFDI flows have
left many questions unanswered. There has been intensive debate, for example, on what drives the
rise of EMNEs and their surging OFDI activities (Dunning, 2006; Mathews, 2006; Luo and Tung,
2007; Ramamurti, 2009; Rugman, 2009; Hennart, 2012). In addition, we know little about the impact
of these EMNEs’ OFDI on businesses in their host countries (Clegg and Voss, 2012) and this is the
gap this paper endeavours to fill in.

In particular, by examining a case of Chinese firm’s acquisition in the UK, the paper explores
whether the acquisition has led to capability upgrading in the acquired firm. This is an interesting
question because EMNEs are widely perceived as lacking ownership advantages and therefore it is
difficult to imagine they have knowledge for businesses in developed countries to learn resulting in
capability upgrading. On the other hand, there are recent studies suggesting that EMNEs do have
ownership advantages and unique innovative capabilities (Ernst, 2008; He and Fallon, 2013; Yin and
Williamson, 2011) and this opens the door for capability upgrading in their investing countries. In
addition, the extant literature is dominated by discussions of the impact of developed countries
MNEs on developing countries. According to our best knowledge, this is the first detailed study to
examine the impact of EMNEs in developed countries.

The paper aims to integrate three strands of literature, i.e. global value chains (GVCs), subsidiary
evolution and knowledge transfer. Insights from the GVC literature help to reveal areas where
capability upgrading takes place whilst the other two strands of literature provide insights on why
that happens in a hierarchical governance structure. Our theoretical contribution therefore lies with
its integration of the above three literature.

2. Literature review

There has been, unfortunately, very little research on the impact of EMNEs’ OFDI on businesses in
host countries. There are three relevant strands of literature dealing with impact of multinational
2

enterprises’ (MNEs) overseas expansion on local businesses in host countries, all of which were
dominated by discussion in the context of DMNE’s internationalisation either in other developed
countries or developing countries. Nevertheless, they do shed light on how the impact of EMNEs’
OFDI on businesses in host countries could be understood.

The first strand is the subsidiary evolution literature. This literature was initially concerned with how
foreign subsidiaries evolve as a result of head-office assignment. In particular, subsidiaries were
perceived as knowledge inferior to their parents firms and therefore regarded only as receivers of
knowledge (Michailova and Mustaffa, 2012). Later the focus shifts to the influence of subsidiaries’
autonomous behaviour and local environment (Ambos et al., 2010; Birkinshaw and Hood, 1998;
Collinson and Wang, 2012), recognising that subsidiaries could also be sources of knowledge
(Michailova and Mustaffa, 2012). Despite its many insights and the recent surge of EMNEs’
internationalisation, this strand of literature is still yet to study the evolution of EMNEs’ overseas
subsidiaries.

The second strand is the knowledge transfer literature which takes on knowledge flow more directly.
This literature goes beyond the headquarter-subsidiary relationship to also include relationship
between DMNEs and their business partners in host countries. Recognising that knowledge flow is a
eminent feature of MNCs’ internationalisation, this strand of literature studies knowledge exchange
with local clusters, knowledge transfers between parent and subsidiaries and transfers between
subsidiaries (Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1990; Mudambi and Navarra, 2004; Simona and Giroud, 2011).
However and similar to the subsidiary evolution literature, this strand of literature was also
dominated by the discussion of DMNEs. In addition, studies of knowledge transfer in the context of
international acquisition are still rare. In particular, urgent research is needed in light of the rising
international acquisitions by EMNEs (Birkinshaw et al., 2010).

Although the above two strands of literature address what and how knowledge transfer between
parent firms and subsidiaries and how subsidiaries’ roles evolve over time, they do not tackle the
issue as to the impact of MNEs’ internationalisation on upgrading of firms in their host countries.
This is taken on by the global value chain (GVC) literature.

The GVC literature recognises globalisation of economic activities and ties the concept of valueadded chain directly to the globalisation of industries (Morrison et al., 2008). It emphasises the key
role played by lead firms from developed countries in coordinating or governing globally dispersed
and organisationally fragmented production and distribution networks (ibid). Its primary concern is
how global production and distribution systems are organised and governed which dictates what,
how, when and how much is to be produced (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002).

3

Many empirical studies have applied the GVC approach and pointed to the importance of MNEs
from developed countries for firms in developing countries to continuously improve their products
and processes and shift ‘from low-value to relatively high-value activities in global production
networks’ (Gereffi, 2005: 171). The argument lies with the learning opportunities for local producers
who are inserted into the global value chain via MNEs which are assumed to possess superior
technologies and knowledge (Gereffi, 1999; Marin and Giuliani, 2011). This could lead to different
types of upgrading: product upgrading where firms move into more sophisticated product lines
increasing unit values, process upgrading so that firms produce more efficiently by re-organising the
production system or introducing superior technologies, functional upgrading in which firms move
up new functional areas in the value chain such as design or marketing to increase the overall skill
content of activities, inter-sectoral upgrading which represents a horizontal move into new sectors
with firms moving into new productive activities applying existing competences (Humphrey and
Schmitz, 2002; Giuliani et al., 2005).

The essence of the GVC literature is based on the idea that upgrading and knowledge transfer are
constrained by governance structure. The upgrading prospects depend on the governance structure of
the value chains. It proposes four different governance structures that represent a continuum from
loose to very tight relationships between global lead firms and local suppliers: arm’s-length market
relations, networks, quasi hierarchy and hierarchy (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002). It further argues
that different governance structures offer different upgrading opportunities: quasi-hierarchical chain
offers favourable conditions for fast process and product upgrading but hinders functional upgrading;
market-based relationships do not foster fast product and process upgrading but opens more room for
functional upgrading; networks offer ideal upgrading conditions but are the least likely for
developing country producers (ibid).

Empirical studies of the GVC literature, however, are also dominated by upgrading in developing
countries and the role played by DMNEs as lead firms. Despite the rise of EMNEs, the literature is
still yet to study them as global lead firms and the opportunities of upgrading they might bring to
firms in their investing countries. In addition, within the literature the unit of analysis ranges from
clusters to industries and nations but ‘individual firms is never the central focus … although all [the
studies] implicitly incorporate this dimension into the analysis’ (Morrison et al., 2008). Moreover,
although the literature proposes four different governance structures, the hierarchy structure, i.e. the
relationship between headquarters and subsidiaries, has never been studied in detail.

Therefore the GVC literature does not offer many clues on upgrading in hierarchical value chains.
On the other hand, the subsidiary evolution and knowledge transfer literature indicate that within the
broad hierarchical structure there are different control and coordination mechanisms (Ghoshal and
Nohria, 1989; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991). This suggests there are actually different governance
structures under the single umbrella of hierarchy. Therefore treating hierarchy as a single unifying
governance structure could be misleading. In addition, it is further pointed out that what control
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mechanism is realised to a large extent relies on parent firms’ strategies and the mandates assigned to
subsidiaries (Ambos and Schlegelmilch, 2007). It is argued that the acquisition motives of the parent
firm determine the relationship of the parent and its subsidiaries. In particular, if the motive of
acquisition is asset-seeking, the acquired subsidiaries are likely to see their competence –creating
efforts to be reinforced and they are expected to develop new products, technologies, practices and
skills to the MNE network (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005; Yang et al., 2008).

In this paper insights from these three strands of literature are integrated to investigate upgrading of
EMNEs’ foreign subsidiaries but also to offer a tentative explanation linking EMNEs’ strategies with
the upgrading outcomes. The unit of analysis of this paper is therefore firms and in particular
EMNEs and their acquired subsidiaries in developed countries.

The selection of EMNEs and their acquired subsidiaries as subjects of study is novel in the GVC,
subsidiary evolution and knowledge transfer literature. The extant literature is based on the
assumption that MNEs as lead firms have superior technologies and know-how to be learned by
firms in developing countries. However, it is widely perceived that Chinese MNEs and, indeed
EMNEs in general, do not have firm-specific advantages in terms of innovative capabilities and
organisational and management skills (Dunning et al., 2008; Rugman, 2008). Many scholars argue
that EMNEs suffer from ownership disadvantages associated with their latecomer status (Mathews,
2006; Luo and Tung, 2007). It is therefore a big question as to whether their investment in developed
countries is associated with knowledge transfer to and upgrading in local businesses in the host
countries.

Because of its exploratory nature, the study will employ a case study approach and investigate a
recent acquisition in the UK by a Chinese firm. Data is collected from secondary sources that
consisted of information on relevant company websites and reports in both English and Chinese
media. The intention is not to provide a comprehensive picture but to offer a tentative answer to the
above question.

3. Times Electric’s acquisition of Dynex
In spite of its relatively small volume, Chinese investment in Europe has been surging over recent
years from a mere 189 million USD in 2005 to 6 billion USD in 2010 (MOFCOM, 2011). Chinese
OFDI is highly concentrated within the EU with the UK and Germany being the top two major
destinations. A recent study demonstrates a few interesting features of Chinese investment in EU
including increasing participation of Chinese private enterprises as investors, a variety of entry
modes, and diversifying range of industries in which they invest (Clegg and Voss, 2012).
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In 2011, the UK received XX of Chinese investment, making China the third largest investor. Over
the last few years there has seen a number of acquisitions in different industries including Shanghai
Automotive Industry Corporation’s (SAIC) take-over of MG Rover in the engineering industry,
Bright Food’s acquisition of a majority stake in the cereal maker Weetabix and the Chinese property
developer Dalian Wandai’s purchase of British yacht maker Sunseeker International.

In many of these cases, the acquired British firms were internationally well-known and held
renowned brands. They tend to be medium-sized enterprises while their Chinese parent companies
were considerably larger. Many of the acquired British firms had a long tradition and proud history
and they were technology leaders in their sub-sectors.
This is also the case for the company we are studying. The origin of Dynex began in 1956 in Lincoln
of the UK as AEI Semiconductors that manufactured some of the first silicon based semiconductor
components in the world. Subsequent mergers and acquisitions have seen the business operating
under the names of Marconi Electronic Devices, GEC Plessey Semiconductors and Mitel
Semiconductors. Over the years the business has become one of the world’s leading suppliers of
specialist, high power semiconductor products. It designs and manufactures high power bipolar
discrete semiconductors, power modules, including insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), and
high power electronic assemblies. Its products are widely used in power electronic applications
including electric power generation, transmission and distribution, marine and rail traction drives,
aircraft, electric vehicles, industrial automation and controls. In 2000, Dynex Power Inc., a small,
publicly quoted Canadian company, formed Dynex Semiconductor Ltd to purchase the assets of
Mitel Semiconductors and transferred all operations in Canada to Lincoln. However, this did not
bring financial strength to the company. The company has seen its sales revenue fluctuating over the
years and it has accumulated a significant level of debt. It was not able to fund the necessary capital
expenditure programme to increase its capacity and efficiency. A few years later, its Canadian owner
wanted to sell the company.

The opportunity was grasped by Zhuzhou CSR Times Electric Co. Ltd (hereafter Times Electric)
which acquired 75% of stake in Dynex in October 2008. Times Electric is based in the Hunan
Province of China. It is mainly engaged in the research, development, manufacture and sales of
locomotive train power converters, control systems and other train-borne electrical systems, as well
as the development, manufacturing and sales of urban railway train electrical systems. In addition, it
is also engaged in the design, manufacturing and sales of electric components including power
semiconductor devices for the railway industry, urban transit and non-railway purposes. Times
Electric is listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange and majority owned by the CSR Group, the
second largest railway equipment in China and one of the largest in the world. CSR Group is quoted
in Shanghai and Hong Kong but is itself majority owned by the Chinese State–owned Asset
Supervision and Administrative Commission.
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4. Analysis and results
The acquisition by Times Electric in 2008 gives Dynex much improved access to the Chinese market
which is less affected by the current economic problems. Mainly because of this, Dynex is still
thriving whilst many other businesses are struggling. The number of employees at Dynex has grown
from fewer than 250 in 2008 to 315 in 2013.

One of the most significant impacts is financial stability the parent company brought to Dynex. With
financial support from Times Electric, Dynex built a 12 million pounds new R&D centre to focus on
developing IGBT technology. Dynex's R&D team also increased from 12 in 2008 to about 40 in
2012. Times Electric also helped Dynex to secure finance and build two new IGBT fabrication lines
with £12 million investment, upgrading its production facilities. In addition, the parent company
helped to acquire the freehold of land and buildings used by Dynex in Lincoln, giving it greater
flexibility for future development of the operational facilities and reducing long term overhead costs.

All these have proved to be transformational for Dynex in the last few years. Its sales revenue has
grown from $30.2 million in 2007 to $39.6 million in 2012 with particularly strong growth in its
IGBT product group despite the wider unfavourable economic environment. There has been major
change in its revenue by region. Strong demand in China has seen the country’s share of revenue
increased from less than 10% in 2007 to 38% in 2012 whilst the share of Europe dropped from 68%
to 38% in the same period. In a recent interview, Dr. Paul Taylor, President and CEO of Dynex,
commented that Dynex is now able to compete on an equal footing with the world's top
semiconductor makers, including Infineon of Germany, ABB of Switzerland, and Mitsubishi of
Japan (China Daily, 2013).

The following discussion examines whether the take-over has helped Dynex to achieve capability
upgrading. The analysis will draw upon the GVC literature and focus on four areas of industrial
upgrading as indicated by the literature: product upgrading, process upgrading, functional upgrading
and intersectoral upgrading.

4.1 Process upgrading

Since the take-over in 2008, Dynex has been able to upgrade its production facilities with the help of
Times Electric. Dynex installed a new 6-inch bipolar thyristor wafer fabrication line in 2009 which
enabled it to produce high power thyristor products. These products are suitable for use in high
voltage direct current (HVDC) converter valves which are preferred for use in long distance electric
power transmission and for the interconnection of national grid networks. The company later
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designed and built an advanced HVDC thyristor test facility in Lincoln to accelerate the development
of high voltage thyristors used in HVDC electric grid systems and enable development at even
higher voltage ratings (Dynex, 2010; 2011a).

In 2011 Dynex completed a £12 million, 21 month project to install two new 6-inch IGBT wafer
fabrication production lines to upgrade and expand its fabrication facility for silicon chips to be used
in insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) modules. The new IGBT lines replaced its existing
production line, which processed 4-inch diameter silicon. The existing facility was originally set up
over 20 years ago to fabricate CMOS integrated circuits, and more recently the IGBT and fast
recovery silicon chips that Dynex assembles to produce IGBT and diode power modules. The
acquisition by Times Electric opened the door for Dynex to supply IGBT products for the rapidly
expanding Chinese railway market. The company, however, realised that additional capacity and
technology capability would be required to address this new opportunity. The new 6 inch IGBT
wafer fabrication lines enabled it to increase production capacity approximately tenfold. In addition,
the completion of these production lines has enabled large volume chip manufacture for the first time
in the company’s history.

As a result, the newly installed IGBT lines helped the company to achieve more than 2.5 times IGBT
module revenue in 2011 compared to 2010. The power module group achieved revenue of $9.2
million in 2011, a growth of 155% over 2010 (Dynex, 2011a). In 2012, the power module group
continue to grow significantly and become the second largest of Dynex product groups delivering
sales of $15 million, a further increase of 63% over 2011 (Dynex, 2012).

With the completion of the two 6-inch fabrication lines, the company is well positioned to take
advantage of the significant opportunities in China. Indeed, the largest portion of the project output
has been sold to its parent company, Times Electric, who used the IGBT modules in applications
such as railway equipment and high power motor drives. Dynex itself reckons that advances in its
power module assembly and test techniques have led to improved reliability and robustness,
improved manufacturability, and lay down the basis for new products that will incorporate the next
generation of its IGBT and fast recovery diode chips (Dynex, 2011a).

Taking together, the newly installed and modernised 6-inch wafer fabrication production lines for
both the IGBT and Bipolar groups have provided the recently established R&D centre (which will be
discussed in more detail in the section of functional upgrading) with the on-site capability to develop
new leading edge IGBT and bipolar products for manufacture in Dynex in Lincoln and Times
Electric in Zhuzhou. Indeed, new technologies and new semiconductor products from the R&D
centre can now be swiftly assembled in its neighbouring factory (Dynex, 2012).
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Another change resulted from the fact that the company now offers smaller range of power modules
and IGBT die parts as well as bipolar parts (this will be discussed in more detail in the section of
product upgrading). Historically the company produced a very wide range of products with little
ability to forecast which products would be wanted by customers. This meant that materials were
ordered and parts were made in response to firm orders which, however, would lead to increased lead
times. As a result of smaller range of products, the company is now able to offer reduced lead times
by holding higher inventory levels.

4.2 Product upgrading

The current GVC literature refers product upgrading to situations where firms move into more
sophisticated product lines increasing unit values (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002). This has happened
in Dynex since the take-over by Times Electric. The 6-inch bipolar thyristor wafer fabrication line
installed in 2009, for example, has helped the company to increase capacity and extend power rating
of its i2 thyristor products, leading to the release of the larger 125mm 8.5kV HVDC thyristors. The
extension of the i2 range of thyristors continued through 2011 with the development of a 150mm
thyristor. This will be the basic thyristor prior to implementing improved contacting technology and
silicon edge profiling techniques that will lead the company into a new generation of high
performance products. Combined with the new wafer fabrication facility, the improved thyrisitor
technology and new purpose built high voltage test centre, Dynex is well positioned to develop
leading edge thyristor technology for many years to come (Dynex, 2012).

During the second half of 2011, Times Electric transferred production of lower power (and therefore
lower margin) bipolar products from Dynex to the parent company. This enabled Dynex to
concentrate its bipolar business on the production of higher power, higher margin parts in future
(Dynex, 2011a). In the R&D Centre which started operating in October 2010, the development rate
of new products has accelerated. New products, such as the 1500A/3300V and 1600A/1700V IGBT
modules, have been completed and put into application successfully in railway systems (Dynex,
2012).

Significant progress was also achieved in the development of a more advanced high voltage IGBT
and fast recovery diode chip, new products developed from which will offer lower operating energy
losses and increased power capability, rendering them suitable for both railway and electric grid
applications. To accommodate more optimized silicon structures and fabrication processes, Dynex
has redesigned its latest 3300v IGBT modules whose improved technical performance is on a par
with the company’s international competitors’ products. With the support from Times Electric,
Dynex also plans to produce IGBT and diode processes and designs compatible with manufacture
using 8-inch silicon. These will offer increased capacity and the ability to service higher volume
markets such as electric vehicles, wind turbines and solar power systems (Dynex, 2011a).
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The two new 6-inch IGBT wafer fabrication production lines have expanded sales revenue from
power module group products which has significantly changed the balance of sales between Dynex’s
different product groups. Traditionally the sale of bipolar products has been at the core of the
company’s business since 2000, accounting for between 60% and 75% of total revenue whilst the
sale of power modules typically accounted for between 15% and 20% of total revenue. Following the
completion and commissioning of the two new IGBT fabrication lines during the first half of 2011,
the balance of sales has altered with the sale of bipolar products now accounting for 48% of the
company’s revenue in 2012 whilst the sale of power module and IGBT die now accounts for 38% of
total revenue in the same year (Dynex, 2012).

The shift of sales balance towards the power module group does not necessarily mean an increase in
unit values. However, this could still be viewed as a case of product upgrading because it at least
demonstrates that Dynex is able to grasp the opportunity of increasing market demand that the
company was not able to achieve before the acquisition. Indeed, with strong demand for IGBT
modules from China, the trend is likely to continue with power module and IGBT die sales
accounting for the majority of the company’s business in future.

4.3 Functional upgrading

Functional upgrading is where firms move up new functional areas in the value chain such as design
or marketing to increase the overall skill content of activities (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002).
Traditionally this is expected to happen in firms in developing countries where they move from
simple assembly to downstream and upstream functions such as R&D, marketing and logistics.

In the first glimpse, functional upgrading seems impossible for Dynex as the company had a decent
record in R&D and design and already fulfilled the function of marketing. However, the take-over by
Times Electric has also brought changes into how R&D is undertaken in Dynex. A detailed
examination of the company’s annual reports suggests that in the past the company was not able to
consistently maintain strong investment R&D. Indeed, before the take-over the company’s R&D
activities relied to a large extent on collaborative programmes with customers and key academic
research partners or funded by government’s grants. The take-over by Times Electric has seen not
only the establishment of a brand-new R&D centre but also stable growth in R&D expenditure. The
company spent 3.9% of its revenue on R&D in 2009 and this has been significantly increased to
10.6% in 2012 (Dynex, 2011a, 2012).
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The growing expenditure on R&D not only helps to sustain and strengthen research and development
activities but also reflects Times Electric’s ambition to develop Dynex into a world leading industrial
high power semiconductor. Indeed, Dynex has now set its sights on securing a long-term position
amongst the top three semiconductor manufacturers based upon innovation and technical excellence.
The company has taken initiative to develop new engineering skills for the future by encouraging the
R&D team to increase its attendance at key power electronics workshops, seminars and conferences
in Europe to ensure continued professional development of its workforce as well as seeking and
recruiting the best staff from both the UK and China (Dynex, 2012).

Its R&D team has not only developed new sophisticated products such as the 3300v IGBT modules
and prototypes of a 250 mm x 89 mm module but also made significant advances in the fundamental
research for thyristors and IGBT technology for HVDC applications. Research is also undertaken on
new materials for power devices (Dynex, 2012).

Another area of functional upgrading, although counter-intuitive at the first glimpse, is indeed in
marketing. This is reflected in the agreement between Dynex and Times Electric in consolidating and
integrating their sales and distribution channels for power semiconductors. According to the
agreement, Dynex sales office is now responsible for all the power semiconductor products of Dynex
and Times Electric sold in Europe. Outside China, products from both locations will be branded with
the Dynex name (Dynex, 2011a).

4.4 Intersectoral upgrading

Intersectoral upgrading represents a horizontal move into new sectors with firms moving into new
productive activities applying existing competences (Humphrey and Schmitz, 2002). Historically
Dynex’s power modules mainly found their applications in the marine drive sector. It is since it was
acquired by Times Electric that new opportunities in the transport industry took off which has been
reflected in the staggering growth in the last few year for IGBT modules as reported above. In 2011,
the company successfully qualified and demonstrated, through field trials, the suitability of Dynex
high power IGBT modules for use on China national locomotives and urban metro systems. This
opens a massive market for the company to exploit for years to come.

The last two years has also seen the strategic focus of the company’s R&D activity shift to develop
new applications in the low carbon sectors such as railway transportation, renewable energy, smart
grids and electric cars.
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5. Discussion – EMNEs’ asset seeking OFDI and upgrading of their foreign subsidiaries

This paper studies the upgrading of EMNEs’ foreign subsidiaries in developed countries – an area
that is rarely researched despite the surging overseas investment and acquisitions from emerging
economies. Enlightened by the GVC literature, the case study illustrates how a technological
advanced British company upgraded itself after being taken-over by a Chinese MNE. In particular,
because of the support from its parent company, Dynex has been able to move up to and concentrate
on more sophisticated product lines such as higher power bipolar products whilst at the same time
transferring production of lower power bipolar products to its sister subsidiaries. In addition, the
acquisition allows Dynex to access to the expansive Chinese market which was apparent in the
company’s explosive growth of its IGBT power group products. Process upgrading is particularly
evident as seen in the new 6-inch bipolar thyristor wafer fabrication line and 6-inch IGBT wafer
fabrication production lines replacing existing facilities. This not only enabled Dynex to significantly
expand its production capability but also lead to improved reliability and robustness. Functional
upgrading also happened as the company is now able to invest significantly and consistently in R&D
and aims to be amongst the world’s top three semiconductor manufacturers based upon innovation
and technical excellence. Consequently the level and complexity of its R&D has been rising
accordingly. The company is also now fully responsible for sales and distribution of all the products
of itself and its parent company except for the market of China and America. The acquisition has
also seen Dynex moving into new application markets such as renewable energy, smart grids and
electric cars which therefore represents a case of intersectoral upgrading.

The GVC literature is therefore particularly helpful in illustrating capability upgrading of EMNCs’
subsidiaries in developed countries. In addition, the role of lead firm (here refers to the parent
company) is clear. Times Electric wanted to expand and upgrade Dynex’s production capability and
therefore the completion of new 6-inch bipolar thyristor wafer fabrication line and 6-inch IGBT
wafer fabrication production lines. Times Electric also arranged and completed field trials to ensure
Dynex high power IGBT modules’ compliance with required standard so that they can be used on
China national locomotives and urban metro systems. It is also Times Electric’s specification of the
goods to be produced that resulted in the massive expansion of IGBT power modules among other
product groups. In addition, the ambition of Times Electric and its own parent CSR Corporation to
become world-leading firms not only in the railway equipment sector but also in renewable
industries helps to explain their massive investment in Dynex to further enhance the latter’s R&D
roles. Moreover, the fact that Dynex is finding applications of its products in new industries such as
renewable energy and smart grids should be ascribed to its parent company’s superior capability in
‘grafting innovation’ – finding novel uses and applications for existing technologies in additional
industries (He and Fallon, 2013). All these call for more studies of EMNEs as lead firms in global
value chains and global production networks and in particular their innovative capabilities and
strategies in order to understand their impact on host countries. The discussion in the next section
aims to illustrate how an understanding of their strategies can contribute to explain upgrading of their
subsidiaries in developed countries.
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Subsidiary upgrading and parent strategies

The evidence of upgrading in Dynex seems to be counter-intuitive. As discussed before, the extant
GVC literature offers few clues for upgrading in hierarchical governance structure, but the subsidiary
evolution and knowledge transfer literature direct us to pay attention to parent firm’s strategies and
their investment motives. So what indeed is the motive behind Times Electric’s acquisition? To
understand this, we have to switch the time back to a few years prior to the acquisition. Back then,
Times Electrics and its own parent company, CSR Corporation, were already the main suppliers of
China’s railway equipment. However, Times Electric, despite it being the leading player in China
regarding electric traction drives technologies, was not able to design and manufacture its own IGBT
modules and silicon chips – the ‘heart’ of Electric Traction Drives – and had to rely on import. This
constrained not only Times Electric and CSR’s expansion in the railway industry but also their more
recent penetration into the urban transit, wind power and electric vehicle industries as IGBT and its
modules are also widely used in these industries.

In 2007, Times Electric initiated its IGBT R&D project with an ‘acquisition – integration –
innovation’ strategy in order to develop a core competence in IGBT technology. Once it learnt the
then Dynex owner wanted to sell the company, it acted quickly and completed the acquisition in
2008. What they targeted for was Dynex’s technology know-how in IGBT and thyristors. The
strategic asset-seeking motive is clear from, for example, the following comments of President of
Times Electric after the completion of the acquisition:

“We expect Dynex to develop high power technology, R&D capability, and proven reliability and
quality, thus to complement the rapidly growing manufacturing capability and power electric system
know-how of Times Electric” (Dynex, 2008).

Times Electric finds it a winning formula by combining Dynex’s technology capability and its own
manufacturing advantage and system know-how. But it also gives Dynex an ideal platform to apply
their technologies in the expansive market in China and therefore allow it to further improve its
technologies. The last few years have seen Dynex’s role in R&D and developing new products and
technologies further reinforced confirming the prediction of Cantwell and Mudambi (2005) for
competence-creating subsidiaries. New manufacturing facilities have been put into place including
the 6-inch bipolar thyristor wafer fabrication line and 6-inch IGBT wafer fabrication production lines
which enabled Dynex to produce new and better products. Its parent company helped it to move into
and concentrate on more sophisticated product lines such as high power IGBT modules and high
voltage and high power bipolar thyristors as lower power products were transferred to sister
subsidiaries. The level and complexity of Dynex R&D has been rising accordingly. In addition, it is
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indeed Times Electric and its own parent CSR’s ‘diversification based on core competence’ strategy
(CNTV, 2012) and superb capability in grafting innovation (He and Fallon, 2013 ) that connected
Dynex to new markets such as renewable energy, smart grids and electric vehicles and therefore
intersectoral upgrading in Dynex.

In a ceremony to celebrate the completion of Dynex’s new R&D centre, which also became its
parent firm’s R&D centre after integrating with Time Electric’s existing R&D team, Mr. Changhong
Zheng, President of CSR, emphasised that the R&D centre will focus on developing new
technologies and products to expand the high power semiconductor product portfolio of both Dynex
and CSR Times Electric noting that these products are key to a wide range of industries including
rail transportation, electric vehicles, wind power generation, solar power, electric power grids and
high voltage power conversion (Dynex, 2011a). Clearly Times Electric and CSR Corporation want to
maintain and strength Dynex’s role in technological development so that new advanced technologies
could help them to maintain and strengthen their position in the rail equipment market but also
conquer new markets.

Therefore although Times Electric had a strategic asset-seeking motive regarding its acquisition of
Dynex, it does not represent a case of asset-stripping as feared by many in developed countries. Dr.
Paul Taylor admitted in a recent interview:
"Back then, there was a lot of bad press about Chinese acquisitions, including the movement of
manufacturing to China, and technology being taken away," (CNTV, 2012)

In contrast, Times Electric tried hard to help its newly acquired subsidiary to upgrade so that existing
capabilities could be strengthened and new and advanced capabilities be developed in Dynex which,
combined with its existing competences in large-scale manufacturing and system know-how, would
create new advantages for Times Electric and CSR Corporation. Therefore, in the process of
upgrading, knowledge also flow from Times Electric to Dynex regarding, for example, product
quality and standards and new application areas for existing technologies. This confirms the findings
of Yang et al. (2012) in that MNE parents with competence-creating motive transfer significant
knowledge to acquired subsidiaries despite they study developed countries MNEs and subsidiaries in
developing counties while our study is the opposite.

It is probably because of the intention to strengthen and further develop Dynex’s technology
capability that Times Electric deliberately gave it sufficient autonomy after the acquisition. Among
the eight board members after the acquisition, only four were from Times Electrics. The parent
company only occupied two seats in the current five members of board. Times Electric clearly
recognised the importance of cross-cultural management and mutual trust between the British side
and the Chinese side.
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6. Conclusion
Using a recent acquisition in the UK by a Chinese firm as case study, this paper aims to examine the
impact of EMNEs on their newly-acquired subsidiaries in developed countries particularly regarding
the latter’s capability upgrading. The finds are to some extent counter-intuitive: there has been
upgrading in the Chinese firm’s newly-acquired subsidiary in the UK and this is partly because of the
parent company’s asset-seeking or home-base augmenting motive of FDI and therefore the
competence-creating mandate (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005) in its subsidiary.

The paper represents a study of upgrading at the firm-level in the context of hierarchy as governance
structure which is rare in the GVC literature. Interestingly we did not observe parent’s tight control
over its subsidiary as one would expect from the discussion in the GVC literature. Another recent
research on Chinese acquisition in Germany had similar findings (Knoerich, 2012). It remains to be
seen whether this is the pattern of Chinese asset-seeking acquisitions in developed countries. In
addition, upgrading in Dynex – a competence-creating subsidiary - was supported by Times Electric
partly because of its asset-seeking acquisition motive. This suggests parent firm’s strategies and
investment motives may act as a moderator on the impact of GVC on upgrading which needs to be
further researched.

The policy implication of this study is significant. Many developed countries have an ambivalent
attitude towards Chinese investment. On one hand, they are longing for the badly-needed investment.
On the other they have concerns of asset-stripping and transparency of Chinese investment (Clegg
and Voss, 2012). If the findings of this study could be generalised, then developed countries should
at least absolutely welcome asset-seeking or home-base augmenting investment from China and
other developing countries because they help capability upgrading in local businesses in developed
countries in addition to employment and other benefits. Further research is needed to study what can
be done to maximise the resulting technological and economic advantages from developing
countries’ asset-seeking overseas investment.
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Abstract

Environmental scanning seeking information about the organization's environment to identify
the forces driving change should be important for firms preparing their supply chains to
sustainability. Based on previous literature and on an in-depth qualitative research, the
research presents a quantitative survey to characterise French organizations’ sustainable
supply chain scanning (SSCS) practices. Results confirm the existence of SSCS for more than
70% of the respondents, mainly linked to future projects. Scanning organization is informal,
local (specific to departments), individual, and mostly opportunistic. The main themes are
related to laws/regulations and downstream supply chains changes. The monitoring of actors
is very broad. Clients and competitors seem to be particularly scanned, but the analysis shows
a balance between the identified environmental components. Finally, SSCS appear to be
latent with a broad scope of scanning. Cluster analysis does not show off any secant group
attesting a high level of SSCS commitment.
Keywords: Supply chain management, Sustainable development, Environmental scanning, Survey.

1. Introduction
Sustainability today cannot be overlooked by firms under pressures from both legislation and
public opinion (Jayaraman et al., 2007) and its importance in operations and supply chain
management (SCM) keeps on growing. SCM can be considered as a main source of problems
(particularly environmental ones due to greenhouse gas emissions) and as a lever for
sustainable improvement through the re-configuration of supply chains (Fabbe-Costes et al.,
2011a). Sustainable SCM (SSCM) is now a mainstream concern for researchers and
practitioners (Kleindorfer et al., 2005) arguing that sustainability in supply chains can lead to
various strategic benefits: improved corporate reputation (Roberts, 2003), better operational
and financial performance (Rao and Holt, 2005; Carter and Rogers, 2008) and competitive
advantage (Markley and Davis, 2007). Companies have thus developed sustainable initiatives
1

(Zhu et al. 2008) often restricted to one single dimension (Beske et al., 2008; Klassen and
Verecke, 2012) of the so-called triple bottom line (Elkington, 1997). Despite the growing
number of SSCM publications, there remains “numerous opportunities for further advancing
theory, methodology and the managerial relevance of future inquiries” (Carter and Easton,
2011, p. 46) particularly because “there are still fundamental issues researchers need to
address in order to offer managers prescriptive models of how to create sustainable supply
chains” (Pagell and Wu, 2009, p. 37). Authors mainly call for new methods or frameworks to
grasp future trends requiring supply chains’evolutions (Fabbe-Costes et al., 2011b) and for an
extended approach of the firms’ external environment (Zhu et al., 2008; Wolf, 2011) in so far
as a firm cannot be more sustainable than its supply chain (Krause et al., 2009). Firms must
be prepared to consider broad environmental and social issues (Kleindorfer et al., 2005,
Kovács, 2008), to look at “a longer part of the supply chain” (Seuring and Muller, 2008) and
to recognize the main role played by inter-organizational issues (Gold et al., 2010).
Consequently, we assume that environmental scanning (ES) that seeks information about the
organization's environment to identify the forces driving change should be important for firms
preparing their supply chains to sustainability.
Our intent is thus to study SSCS firms’ practices to understand how firms get prepared to face
sustainable issues for their supply chains. In order to study SSCS firms’ practices, we
reviewed (section 2) environmental scanning literature and SSCM literature and identified a
gap: the fields of sustainability, supply chain management and environmental scanning seem
disconnected so far, except for very recent works. Section 3 presents the methodology for the
exploratory quantitative research and section 4 the results. We conclude by research outputs
and avenues for further investigations.

2. Theoretical and empirical background
2.1. Environmental scanning: a research trend lacking renewal
ES is a search information activity, which aim to grasp and anticipate events and relationships
in a firm external environment (Hambrick, 1982; Lesca et al., 2012). ES was born within the
field of strategic management in the late sixties (Etzioni, 1967). Firstly focused on managers’
individual scanning practices (Aguilar, 1967), ES has been studied later as a corporate activity
(Fahey and King, 1977) supported by various organizational systems from the allocation of
human, financial and technological resources within firms’ functional activities to the
implementation of scanning dedicated units (Stubbart, 1982). Typologies of ES (Fahey et al.,
1981) advocated formal approaches as advanced forms of scanning. Empirical studies led to
contrasted results revealing hybrid organizational dispositions (Roussat, 1996) confirming
that there is no ideal structure for scanning (Lenz and Engledow, 1986; Preble et al., 1988),
and that scanning organizational approaches have to adapt to firm’s characteristics (Herring,
1988).
Another main concern in ES is the environmental information to be targeted. ES papers
generally recommend using a scanning scope as broad as possible in so far as “under
conditions of uncertainty, a complete and accurate scanning of the environment is critical”
(Srinivasan et al., 2011 p. 263). Nevertheless, considering the huge amount of information to
be analysed, authors – somewhat contradictorily – suggest to focus scanning operations,
delineating a more restricted scanning scope using check-lists of environmental components
(Jain, 1984; Mendonça et al., 2004; Oreja-Rodriguez and Yanes-Estevez, 2007), including
cognitive dimensions (Slaughter, 1999; Voros 2001, 2003) or prioritizing scanning targets
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thanks for example to experts’ interviews (Calori, 1989) or importance/likehood criteria
(Stoffels, 1982; Aaker, 1983; Bates, 1985). As the whole, empirical studies are focused on the
scanning scope on economic and technological information (Jain, 1984; Subramanian et al.,
1993) and a subtle enlargement of the scanning scope over time. Holmberg and Cummings
(2009, p. 177) note that there is “always a local search problem in firms environmental
scanning” and Xu et al. point out that “executives in high performing companies tend to scan
their environment more broadly than their counterparts in low performing one” (2003,
p. 382).
Over the past 40 years, the ES literature has evolved in different phases (Wong and Hung,
2012) focusing on the systems and tools employed by large firms then studying scanning
practices in different contexts worldwide, but suffers from a lack of evolution: “A review of
the state of the art in environmental scanning does not reveal any major change in its basic
methods since the 1970’s” (Tonn, 2008, p.596). Indeed, our literature review reveals a
surprising gap: up until now, ES has not paid much attention to SCM nor sustainability issues.
ES literature is still firm-focused and hardly mentions inter-organizational dimensions. Even
if sustainability, by essence, mandates firms to look at their future (Tilley and Fuller, 2000;
Kelly et al., 2004), ES literature is really sparse on that topic!
2.2. Towards sustainable supply chain scanning (SSCS)?
Few SCM papers consider ES as a main topic, emphasizing its positive impacts: competitive
advantage (Badri et al., 2000), commercial information acquisition (March and Hevner, 2007;
Kristal et al., 2010), quick response to market trends and disruption risks (Harland et al.,
2003; Braunscheidel and Suresh, 2009) or better identification of suppliers (Choi and Kim,
2008, Koufteros et al., 2012). A few publications mention that ES is or should be important in
the seek for sustainability (Voros, 2001; Schlange, 2006; Adema and Roehl, 2010; Asif et al.,
2011) while some isolated ones refer to the practices of ES for sustainability in various
contexts (Ngamkroeckjoti and Johri, 2000; Jamail and Mirshak, 2007; Will, 2008; Clemens,
2009). In the end, we can conclude that up until now ES, SCM and sustainability are not
really connected in research, and we could not identify any articles exploring the scope or the
organization of SSCS.
Earlier qualitative work (Fabbe-Costes et al., 2011a, b, c) which begins to address this gap,
gave encouraging results about the existence and nature of such activities in French firms and
wrote out guidelines to study SSCS practices that combine 1) how SSCS is organized, 2) what
are the themes and actors monitored1. This paper is based on these guidelines and presents the
results of a quantitative approach launched to study SSCS practices.

3. Methodology
The research was undertaken as a part of a major government-sponsored national research
initiative in France (Predit 4, 2012) and was funded by the French Environment and Energy
Management Agency (ADEME). As one of the goals of the research is to characterise French
organizations’ sustainable supply chain scanning (SSCS) practices, we seek to study actual
managerial practices and perceptions using a survey instrument.

1

Other topics, that are not considered for the present paper, have been studied in the qualitative work.
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3.1 Data
Given the context, the focus of the fieldwork targeted firms and institutions operating on the
French territory. Using professional networks (which list is available upon request), we
sampled a broad range of managers able to answer (i.e. general managers, scanning, logistics
or sustainable activities managers). The questionnaire was designed, pretested, revised, and
online administrated through announces on the networks’ WebPages/newsletters or through emailing campaigns. From May to October 2012, the survey was available online supported by
SurveyMonkey.
399 respondents have accessed the survey and answered the first question. 133 respondents
filled in the whole questionnaire. That high dropout rate, mainly on first and second
questions, yet constitutes a first result. A likely explanation is the high exploratory nature of
the research and the decreasing interest for sustainable development in France attributable to
growing economic difficulties and lower commitment of the government to sustainable
politics. Among the 133 respondents, 22,6% are CEO or logistics/SCM managers. The
assessment of the responsibility and knowledge level about scanning, logistics/SCM and/or
sustainable development revealed that only 5,2% had both low responsibility and low
knowledge level. They were excluded from the analysis to obtain finally 126 exploitable
questionnaires. Among these, 43,7% are involved in transport or logistics activities showing
that managers which core business is logistics are probably more concerned by supply chain
evolutions for sustainable development and/or more interested in developing scanning
activities related to these questions.
3.2 Measures
As the research remains exploratory, we deliberately chose a descriptive and inductive
approach with no hypothesis formulation. We generated the sample items using the results of
the qualitative approach of Fabbe-Costes et al. (2011c). To depict SSCS practices, we
structured the questionnaire (available upon request) around several thematics. We used
multi-items measures for most of the variables. This paper presents the results obtained for
three thematics: the organization of SSCS, the actors and themes monitored. Organization of
SSCS items were measured using five-point Likert scales, usually anchored by “strongly
disagree” and “strongly agree”. Themes monitored and actors monitored items were measured
using five-point importance degree scale.
The objectives were first of all to study each item separately (through mean and dispersion
measures) and then to identify main dimensions characterizing each thematic through
principal component analysis (PCA). Principal component analysis enables us to create
summated scales explaining these thematics in terms of their common underlying dimensions
(Hair et al., 1998). Considering our research objective, we have chosen to keep the most
breadth of information to characterise French organizations’ SSCS practices, without
following a scale purification process. We used both scree-test criterion and percentage of
variance criterion to determinate the number of factors. Promax rotations with Kaiser
normalization were then used to improve results.
Based on PCA results, we finally conducted cluster analysis in order to make scanning
profiles emerge as its “objective is to classify a sample of entities (individuals or objects) into
a small number of mutually exclusive groups based on the similarities among the entities”
(Hair et al., 1998, p. 15). As we are in an exploratory design, we used exploratory hierarchical
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clustering analysis methodology: the number of clusters was specified by dendogram and
Ward’s method (i.e. a hierarchical clustering procedure). Profiling clusters were conducted
with final cluster centers, which enables to describe the clusters.

4. Results
4.1. Organization of SSCS
Table 1 presents the results of the descriptive analysis concerning the organization of SSCS.
Results confirm the existence of scanning practices related to sustainable supply chains for
more than 70% of the respondents, mainly linked to future projects.
Table 1.

Frequencies, means and standard deviations of organization of SSCS
1- SSCS organization
Frequencies

1.7 We initiate SSCS in relation with
projects
1.1 We develop SSCS practices
1.8 SSCS takes place within general or
functional management
1.5 SSCS forms part of some employees’
mission
1.6 SSCS is undertaken by departments for
their own needs
1.2 Each one spontaneously undertakes
SSCS for its own needs
1.11 SSCS information formally circulate
1.3 SSCS is a formalized process
1.9 A SSCS structural entity exists
1.4 SSCS relies upon information systems
1.10 We use information providers to
operate SSCS

I strongly
disagree
16
(12,7%)
17
(13,5%)
25
(19,8%)
26
(20,6%)
19
(15,1%)
17
(13,5%)
46
(36,5%)
45
(35,7%)
63
(50,0%)
52
(41,3%)
58
(46,0%)

16
(12,7%)
16
(12,7%)
16
(12,7%)
19
(15,1%)
22
(17,5%)
26
(20,6%)
20
(15,9%)
31 (24,6)
17
(13,5%)
26
(20,6%)
16
(12,7%)

18
(14,3%)
24
(19,0%)
17
(13,5%)
20
(15,9%)
36
(28,6%)
35
(25,8%)
26
(20,6%)
26
(20,6%)
11
(8,7%)
21
(16,7%)
29
(23,0%)

40
(31,7%)
31
(24,6%)
45
(35,7%)
29
(23%)
37
(29,4%)
40
(31,7%)
25
(19,8%)
16
(12,7%)
16
(12,7%)
18
(14,3%)
14
(11,1%)

Mean

Std
deviation

Std
error

3,51

1,361

,121

3,45

1,389

,124

3,2

1,409

,125

3,17

1,486

,132

3,01

1,21

,108

2,97

1,152

,103

2,45

1,348

,120

2,29

1,253

,112

19 2,29
(15,1%)
2,25
9 (7,1%)

1,544

,138

1,32

,118

2,21

1,323

,118

I strongly
agree
36
(28,6%)
38
(30,1%)
23
(18,3%)
32
(25,4%)
12 (9,5%)
8 (6,3%)
9 (7,1%)
8 (6,3%)

9 (7,1%)

Nota1: Results are presented following decreasing mean
Nota2: In the table, most important results are enhanced in colour.

SSCS organization is informal (items 1.11, 1.3, 1.4), local (specific to departments for their
own business – item 1.8), individual (specific to individuals for their own activities – item
1.6), and thus mostly opportunistic (initiated for specific needs). A large majority of
respondents clearly consider that there is no structural entity in charge with SSCS within their
organization (item 1.9).
PCA (Table 2) structures the organization of SSCS in two dimensions:
- ‘Formal organization’ (component 1) relying mainly on ‘SSCS relies upon
information systems (0.866), ‘SSCS is a formalized process’ (0.823), ‘SSCS
information formally circulate (0.817), ‘we use information providers to operate
SSCS’ (0.790) and lower on ‘a SSCS structural entity exists’ (0.663);
- ‘Opportunistic organization’ (component 2) relying mainly on ‘we initiate SSC
activities in relation with projects’ (0.878), ‘each one spontaneously undertakes SSCS
for its own needs’ (0.807), ‘SSCS is undertaken by departments for their own needs
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(0.744), ‘we develop SSCS practices’ (0.735) and lower on ‘SSCM takes place within
functional or general management’.
Table 2.

Component matrix from organization of SSCS Component Analysis
Components

Items

1

2

1.1 We develop SSCS practices

,735

1.2 Each one spontaneously undertake SSCS for its own needs

,807

1.3 SSCS is a formalized process

,823

1.4 SSCS relies upon information systems

,866

1.5 SSCS forms part of some employees’ mission

,474

,423

1.6 SSCS is undertaken by departments for their own needs

,744

1.7 We initiate SSCS in relation with projects

,878

1.8 SSCS takes place within general or functional management

,685

1.9 A SSCS structural entity exists

,663

1.10 We use information providers to operate SSCS

,790

1.11 SSCS information formally circulate

,817

Nota: As it is correlated on all components, item 1.5 has not been captured by the analysis.

Cluster analysis (Table 3) shows higher representation of the opportunistic dimension of the
organization of SSCS. For the three groups identified, the opportunistic component is higher
that the formal one, confirming the absence of VLD structuration, even for the more
committed respondents.
Table 3.

Final groups centers (means) from organization of SSCS Cluster Analysis
Means by cluster
1

2

3

« opportunistic organization»

3,43

1,77

4,05

« formal organization»

2,14

1,27

3,61

4.2. SSCS scope: themes monitored
Table 4 presents the results of the descriptive analysis concerning the themes monitored in
SSCS. Legislation/rules (item 2.3) is the main theme monitored by all the respondents.
Nevertheless, the other themes proposed appear to be considered as important too. We note a
slight focus on downstream supply chain themes (items 2.1 and 2.5 for example) and specific
attention on ‘strategic movements of external actors’ (item 2.2), and ‘other organizations’
sustainable logistics practices’ (item 2.12). In line with these first results, respondents grant
importance to the ‘opportunities of collaborative logistics practices’ (item 2.14) and to the
‘sustainable logistics business opportunities’ (item 2.4).

6

Table 4.

Frequencies, means and standard deviations of themes monitored

2 – Please indicate if the monitoring of the proposed THEMES is important or not for
the SSCS practices of your organization
Frequencies
Std
error
I strongly
I strongly Mean Std
deviation
disagree
agree
2.3
Legislation/rules
concerning
4
2
13
40
67
4,3
0,949
,085
sustainable development or SSCM
(3,2%)
(1,6%) (10,3%)
(31,7%)
(53,2%)
6
2
20
52
46
2.1 Market evolutions
4,03
1,011
,090
(4,8%)
(1,6%) (15,9%)
(41,3%)
(36,5%)
5
3
27
40
51
4,02
1,039
,093
2.21 Ways to reduce energy consumption
(4%)
(2,4%) (21,4%)
(31,7%)
(40,5%)
2.17
Logistics
organization
and
6
9
13
53
45
3,97
1,088
,097
frameworks
(4,8%)
(7,1%) (10,3%)
(42,1%)
(35,7%)
2.5 Clients’ products and services needs
5
5
22
56
38
concerning sustainable development or
3,93
0,997
,089
(4,0%)
(4,0%) (17,5%)
(44,4%)
(30,2%)
SSCM
4
10
23
43
46
2.24 Waste management
3,93
1,075
,096
(3,2%)
(7,9%) (18,3%)
(34,1%)
(36,5%)
8
11
18
36
53
3,91
1,22
,109
2.29 Safety for supply chains workers
(6,3%)
(8,7%) (14,3%)
(28,6%)
(42,1%)
2.11 Sustainable logistics evaluation
5
3
26
60
32
3,88
0,952
,085
methods (for example carbon footprint)
(4,0%)
(2,4%) (20,6%)
(47,6%)
(25,4%)
2.26 Energy (prices, scarcity, new
5
15
16
44
46
3,88
1,15
,102
energies)
(4,0%) (11,9%) (12,7%)
(34,9%)
(36,5%)
7
10
26
34
49
3,86
1,185
,106
2.30 Occupational health in supply chains
(5,6%)
(7,9%) (20,6%)
(27,0%)
(38,9%)
5
11
25
44
41
3,83
1,101
,098
2.31 Hardness at work in supply chains
(4,0%)
(8,7%) (19,8%)
(34,9%)
(32,5%)
2.14 Opportunities for collaborative
9
10
19
55
33
logistics practices (e.g. pooling of
3,74
1,147
,102
(7,1%)
(7,9%) (15,1%)
(43,7%)
(26,2%)
transport and logistics resources)
6
10
30
54
26
3,67
1,043
,093
2.2 Strategic movements of external actors
(4,8%)
(7,9%) (23,8%)
(42,9%)
(20,6%)
7
12
27
51
29
2.20 Green transport modes
3,66
1,104
,098
(5,6%)
(9,5%) (21,4%)
(40,5%)
(23%)
2.22
Infrastructures
projects
for
9
9
29
49
30
3,65
1,134
,101
sustainable logistics
(7,1%) (715%)
(23%)
(38,9%)
(23,8%)
9
11
25
51
30
3,65
1,148
,102
2.25 Means to reduce pollution
(7,1%)
(8,7%) (19,8%)
(40,5%)
(23,8%)
6
14
30
46
30
3,63
1,107
,099
2.9 Sustainable logistics technologies
(4,8%) (11,1%) (23,8%)
(36,5%)
(23,8%)
2.12 Other organizations’ sustainable
6
8
31
62
19
3,63
0,977
,087
logistics practices
(4,8%)
(6,3%) (24,6%)
(49,2%)
(15,1%)
11
15
20
44
36
2.23 Transport multi-modality
3,63
1,257
,112
(8,7%) (11,9%) (15,9%)
(34,9%)
(28,6%)
2.4
Sustainable
logistics
business
7
8
39
44
28
3,62
1,072
,096
opportunities
(5,6%)
(6,3%) (31,0%)
(34,9%)
(22,2%)
9
9
28
55
25
3,62
1,102
,098
2.13 Sustainable logistics news
(7,1%)
(7,1%) (22,2%)
(43,7%)
(19,8%)
2.7 Consumers’ expectations evolutions
7
9
39
44
27
concerning sustainable development or
3,6
1,075
,096
(5,6%)
(7,1%) (31,0%)
(34,9%)
(21,4%)
sustainable logistics
2.16 Social and environmental risk
9
14
27
51
25
3,55
1,143
,102
management methods
(7,1%) (11,1%) (21,4%)
(40,5%)
(19,8%)
2.6 Voluntary norms and labels
8
10
36
51
21
concerning sustainable development or
3,53
1,063
,095
(6,3%)
(7,9%) (28,6%)
(40,5%)
(16,7%)
sustainable logistics
2.28 Raw materials (prices, scarcity, new
10
18
29
35
34
3,52
1,25
,111
uses)
(7,9%) (14,3%) (23,0%)
(27,8%)
(27,0%)
2.8 Financial assistance for sustainable
7
15
37
41
26
3,51
1,115
,099
logistics
(5,6%) (11,9%) (29,4%)
(32,5%)
(20,6%)
12
20
25
35
34
3,47
1,3
,116
2.15 Reverse logistics practices
(9,5%) (15,9%) (19,8%)
(27,8%)
(27,0%)
2.10 Management practices to select
6
21
31
54
15
3,39
1,043
,093
providers with sustainable criteria
(4,8%) (16,7%) (24,6%)
(42,9%)
(14,1%)
13
25
28
32
28
3,29
1,297
,116
2.19 Urban goods transport
(10,3%) (19,8%) (22,2%)
(25,4%)
(22,2%)
14
25
32
34
21
2.18 Urban mobility
3,18
1,248
,111
(11,1%) (19,8%) (25,4%)
(27,0%)
(16,7%)
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2.27 Biodiversity related to supply chains

17
(13,5%)

29
(23,0%)

37
(29,4%)

34
(27,0%)

9
(7,1%)

2,91

1,153

,103

Nota1: Results are presented following decreasing mean
Nota2: In the table, most important results are enhanced in colour.

Table 5.

Component matrix from themes monitored Component Analysis
Items

2.1 Market evolutions

1
,783

2.2 Strategic movements of external actors

,553

2

Components
3
4

5

6

2.3 Legislation/rules concerning sustainable development or SSCM
2.4 Sustainable logistics business opportunities

,772

2.5 Clients’ products and services needs concerning sustainable development or SSCM

,792

2.6 Voluntary norms and labels concerning sustainable development or sustainable
logistics
2.7 Consumers’ expectations evolutions concerning sustainable development or

,431

sustainable logistics
2.8 Financial assistance for sustainable logistics

,511

2.9 Sustainable logistics technologies

,641

,412
,684

2.10 Management pratices to select providers with sustainable criteria

,846

2.11 Sustainable logistics évaluation methods (for example carbon footprint)
2.12 Other organizations’ sustainable logistics practices

,454

2.13 Sustainable logistics news

,632

,441
,741

2.14 Opportunities for collaborative logistics practices (e.g. pooling of transport and
logistics resources)
2.15 Reverse logistics practices

,432

2.17 Logistics organization and frameworks

,482
,687

2.16 Social and environmental risk management methods
,488

2.18 Urban mobility

,968

2.19 Urban goods transport

,956

2.20 Green transport modes

,732

2.21 Ways to reduce energy consumption
,421

2.22 Infrastructures projects for sustainable logistics

,633

2.23 Transport multi-modality
2.24 Waste management

,450

-,484

2.25 Means to reduce pollution

,404

2.26 Energy (prices, scarcity, new energies)

,745

2.27 Biodiversity related to supply chains

,636
,982

2.28 Raw materials (prices, scarcity, new energies)
2.29 Safety for supply chains workers
2.30 Occupational health in supply chains
2.31 Hardness at work in supply chains

,952
,985
1,013

Nota: As they are correlated on more than one component or are low correlated, items in italics have not been
captured by the analysis.

PCA (Table 5) structures the themes monitored in six dimensions:
- ‘Market trends’ (component 1) relying mainly on ‘client’s products and services
needs’ (0.792), ‘market evolutions’ (0.783), ‘business opportunities’ (0.772) and
lower on ‘sustainable logistics news’ (0.632), ‘external actors strategic movements’
(0.553), ‘logistics organization and frameworks’ (0.488) and ‘consumers’ expectations
evolutions concerning sustainable development or sustainable logistics’ (0.431);
- ‘Work hardness, health and security’ (component 2) relying on ‘hardness at work in
supply chains’ (1.013), ‘occupational health’ (0.985), ‘safety for supply chains
workers’ (0.952) and lower on ‘social and environmental risk management methods’
(0.687);
8

-

‘Raw materials, energy, technologies’ (component 3) relying mainly on ‘raw
materials’ (0.982), ‘energy (prices, scarcity, new uses’ (0.745) and lower on
‘sustainable logistics technologies’ (0.641) and ‘means to reduce pollution’ (0.404);
‘Transport and urban mobility’ (component 4) relying mainly on ‘urban mobility’
(0.968), ‘urban goods transport’ (0.956) ‘green transport modes’ (0.732) and lower on
‘infrastructures projects for sustainable logistics’ (0.421);
‘Benchmark and best practices’ (component 5) relying on ‘sustainable logistics
evaluation methods’ (0.846) and lower on ‘management practices to select providers
with sustainable criteria’ (0.684);
‘Collaborative practices’ (component 6) relying on ‘opportunities for collaborative
logistics practices’ (0.761) and lower on ‘multimodality’ (0.633).

Surprisingly, items 2.3 ‘legislation/rules concerning sustainable development or sustainable
logistics’ (the major theme according to the respondents) and 2.6 ‘voluntary norms and
labels’ do not appear in the dimensions probably because items in relation to those thematics
are not numerous enough.
Cluster analysis (Table 6) shows that the themes monitored do not allow drawing up a
differentiation between groups’ practices. Even if the categories of themes are not prioritized
in the same way, each category of themes appears to be as important as the other. Concerning
the themes approach, the delineation of SSCS scope thus appears to be very broad.
Table 6.

Final groups centers (means) from themes monitored Cluster Analysis
Means by cluster
1
2
« Market trends»

3,97

2,97

« Hardness, health, safety»

4,13

2,84

« Raw materials, energy and technologies»

3,83

2,57

« Urban transport and mobility»

3,76

2,48

« Benchmark and best practices »

3,84

2,87

« Collaborative practices»

4,00

2,75

4.3 SSCS scope: actors monitored
Table 7 presents the result of the descriptive analysis concerning the actors monitored in
SSCS. Firstly we must note that means and consensus degree obtained in the analysis of
actors monitored are lower than means and consensus degree for themes monitoring. Next
research could compare these results through Student’s tests to show off that SSCS targeting
practices mainly rely on themes approach.
Concerning the monitoring of actors, one appears to be dominant: the client (item 3.1). Other
actors (competitors, item 3.3; providers, item 3.5; territorial institutions, item 3.13) and many
others are considered as important to monitor. Here again, the scope definition of SSCS is
very broad. Some other elements (clusters, item 3.17, specific providers, items 3.10, 3.9, 3.6)
are considered as less important probably because they do not directly concern all
respondents.
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Table 7.

Frequencies, means and standard deviations of actors monitored

3- Please indicate if the monitoring of the proposed ACTORS is important or not for the
SSCS practices of your organization
Frequencies
Std
error
I strongly
I strongly Mean Std
deviation
disagree
agree
7
4
14
33
68
3.1 Our direct clients
4,2
1,117
,100
(5,6%)
(3,2%) (11,1%)
(26,2%)
(54,0%)
9
10
31
45
31
3,63
1,151
,102
3.19 Leading sustainable logistics actors
(7,1%)
(7,9%) (24,6%)
(35,7%)
(24,6%)
12
10
22
52
30
3.3 Our competitors
3,62
1,206
,107
(9,5%)
(7,9%) (17,5%)
(41,3%)
(23,8%)
10
12
24
53
27
3,6
1,161
,103
3.14 Certifications’ institutes
(7,9%)
(9,5%) (19,0%)
(42,1%)
(21,4%)
11
14
26
45
30
3.13 Territorial institutions
3,55
1,217
,108
(8,7%)
(11,1%) (20,6%)
(35,7%)
(23,8%)
11
14
27
47
27
3.5 Our providers
3,52
1,198
,107
(8,7%)
(11,1%) (21,4%)
(37,3%)
(21,4%)
14
11
30
44
27
3,47
1,237
,110
3.8 Our logistics service players
(11,1%)
(8,7%) (23,8%)
(34,9%)
(21,4%)
11
16
28
47
24
3,45
1,191
,106
3.4 Our waste management providers
(8,7%)
(12,7%) (22,2%)
(37,3%)
(19,0%)
13
16
29
41
27
3.2 Clients of our clients
3,42
1,248
,111
(10,3%)
(12,7%) (23,0%)
(32,5%)
(21,4%)
3.15 Infrastructures management firms
15
14
30
41
26
3,39
1,265
,113
(ports, airports…)
(11,9%)
(11,1%) (23,8%)
(32,5%)
(20,6%)
3.11 Our other providers (energy, motors,
15
16
29
47
19
3,31
1,223
,109
etc.)
(11,9%)
(12,7%) (23,0%)
(37,3%)
(15,1%)
22
11
26
44
23
3.23 Consumers
3,28
1,342
,120
(17,5%)
(8,7%) (20,6%)
(34,9%)
(18,3%)
17
19
27
44
19
3,23
1,266
,113
3.18 Professional associations and unions
(13,5%)
(15,1%) (21,4%)
(34,9%)
(15,1%)
16
21
35
35
19
3.7 Our industrial subcontractors
3,16
1,242
,111
(12,7%)
(16,7%) (27,8%)
(27,8%)
(15,1%)
20
18
29
40
19
3.24 Citizens
3,16
1,299
,116
(15,9%)
(14,3%) (23,0%)
(31,7%)
(15,1%)
17
19
33
43
14
3.25 Media
3,14
1,211
,108
(13,5%)
(15,1%) (26,2%)
(34,1%)
(11,1%)
3.16 Board of trade and other consular
15
19
45
33
14
3,1
1,155
,103
entities
(11,9%)
(15,1%) (35,7%)
(26,2%)
(11,1%)
26
16
32
30
22
3,05
1,379
,123
3.12 Our shareholders
(20,6%)
(12,7%) (25,4%)
(23,8%)
(17,5%)
18
20
47
27
14
2,99
1,183
,105
3.17 Competitivity poles and clusters
(14,3%)
(15,9%) (37,3%)
(21,4%)
(11,1%)
23
32
29
31
11
3.6 Providers of our providers
2,8
1,246
,111
(18,3%)
(25,4%) (23,0%)
(24,6%)
(8,7%)
20
30
43
28
5
3.20 Associations
2,75
1,095
,098
(15,9%)
(23,8%) (34,1%)
(22,2%)
(4,0%)
27
30
30
29
10
3.22 Labour unions
2,72
1,256
,112
(21,4%)
(23,8%) (23,8%)
(23,0%)
(7,9%)
3.10
Our
engineering
providers
31
23
35
28
9
2,69
1,262
,112
(consultants)
(24,6%)
(18,3%) (27,8%)
(22,2%)
(7,1%)
31
24
35
27
9
2,67
1,257
,112
3.9 Our information systems providers
(24,6%)
(19,0%) (27,8%)
(21,4%)
(7,1%)
29
27
45
19
6
2,57
1,141
,102
3.21 NGOs
(23,0%)
(21,4%) (35,7%)
(15,1%)
(4,8%)

Nota1: Results are presented following decreasing mean.
Nota2: In the table, most important results are enhanced in colour.

PCA (Table 8) structures the actors monitored in five dimensions:
- ‘Providers’ (component 1) relying mainly on ‘our providers’ (0.908), ‘our waste
management providers’ (0.853), ‘providers of our providers’ (0.780), ‘our industrial
subcontractors’ (0.780) and lower on ‘our other providers’ (0.643) and ‘our logistics
service players’ (0.604);
- ‘Associations, unions and NGOs’ (component 2) relying on a huge diversity of
heterogeneous actors ‘NGOs’ (0.932), ‘diverse associations’ (0.807) and lower on ‘our
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-

engineering providers’ (0.696), ‘labour unions’ (0.680), ‘professional associations and
unions’ (0.650), ‘competitivity poles and clusters’ (0.590). We can note that this
component federates network organisations favouring cross-fertilization;
‘Developer contractors’ (component 3) relying on ‘territorial institutions’ (0.833)
and lower on ‘infrastructures management firms’ (0.647);
‘Clients and competitors’ (component 4) relying on ‘our direct clients’ (0.929),
clients of our clients’ (0.769), and ‘our competitors’ (0.736);
‘Civil society’ (component 5) relying on ‘citizens (0.808), ‘consumers’ (0.737) and
lower on ‘media’ (0.620).

Table 8.

Component matrix from actors monitored Component Analysis
Items

Components
1

2

3

4

5

3.1 Our direct clients

,929

3.2 Clients of our clients

,769

3.3 Our competitors

,736

3.4 Our waste management providers

,853

3.5 0ur providers

,908

3.6 Providers of our providers

,780

3.7 Our industrial subcontractors

,780

3.8 Our logistics service players

,604

3.9 Our information systems providers

,405

3.10 Our engineering providers (consultants)

,649
,696

3.11 Our other providers (energy, motors…)

,643

3.12 Our shareholders

,413

,413

3.13 Territorial institutions
3.14 Certifications’ institutes

,833
,557

,679

3.15 Infrastructure management firms (ports, airports)

,647

3.16 Board of trade and other consular entity

,460

3.17 Competitivity poles and clusters

,590

3.18 Professional associations and unions

,650

3.19 Leading sustainable logistics actors

,648

,406

3.20 Diverse associations

,807

3.21 NGOs

,932

3.22 Labour unions

,680

3.23 Consumers

,737

3.24 Citizens

,808

3.25 Media

,620

Nota: As they are correlated on more than one component or are low correlated, items in italics have not
been captured by the analysis.

Cluster analysis (Table 9) reveals the existence of two groups reflecting two intensities of
actors monitoring. For each group, the ‘clients and competitors’ component is the most
important probably traducing a restrictive vision of the supply chain. Like in the previous
section, the monitoring of actors does not allow to differentiate between firms.
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Table 9.

Final groups centers (means) from actors monitored Cluster Analysis
Mean by cluster
1

2

« providers»

3,66

2,30

« associations, unions and NGOs»

3,33

1,86

« development contractors »

3,78

2,59

« clients and competitors»

4,13

2,92

« civil society»

3,79

1,92

4.4 SSCS practices
Finally, an exploratory cluster analysis federating the whole results of SSCS depiction has
been realized (Table 10).
Table 10.

Final groups centers (means) from SSCS practices Cluster Analysis
Components

Clusters
1

2

Organization/ « opportunistic organization»

3,59

2,50

Organization/ « formal organization»

2,78

1,81

Themes/« Market trends»

4,01

3,18

Themes/ « Hardness, health, safety»

4,13

3,20

Themes/ « Raw materials, energy, technologies»

3,83

2,92

Themes/ « Urban transport and mobility»

3,83

2,71

Themes/ « Benchmark and best practices »

3,89

3,04

Themes/ « Collaborative practices»

4,02

3,06

Actors/« Providers»

3,65

2,40

Actors/ «Associations, unions and NGOs»

3,37

1,88

Actors/ « Infrastructure developers »

3,85

2,55

Actors/ « Clients and competitors»

4,11

3,05

The final cluster analysis above shows evidence of two groups of respondents, the second one
being smaller (34,1% of the respondents) than the first one (65,9%). Group 1 federates
respondents which level of SSCS organization and themes/actors monitoring can be
considered as average even if the formalization level of SSCS practices remains low. Group 2
presents SSCS practices even less formalized and showing off a lower monitoring of the
sustainable environment. Cluster analysis does not show off any secant group attesting a high
level of SSCS commitment.
5. Contribution
Our main contribution is to depict SSCS practices related to organization and scanning scope
and provide new insights into how firms scan their environment with sustainable concern for
their supply chains. French companies try to prepare their supply chains to face sustainable
issues, but their SSCS practices are rather emerging. Overall, when it exists, SSCS is
informal, opportunistic and latent. SSCS practices seem to be due to standalone managers’
initiatives developing SSCS related to their own job and missions, on a temporary and adhoc
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basis. SSCS definitively do not appear as a collective, transversal and strategic activity.
Nevertheless, factor analyses identify several components (see section 4) reflecting the SSCS
emergence within French firms.
From a managerial perspective, the broad scanning scope, without clear prioritization
(unsurprisingly pointing up legislation aspects, probably illustrating the reactive dimension of
sustainable logistics), suggests that companies don’t really know how to structure their
scanning and shows off the necessity to develop scanning scope frameworks in order to guide
the delineation of the external elements to be monitored. It perhaps also reveals that most
companies have no clear SSCM strategy. This is of concern if we admit that sustainable
issues call for a long-term vision of future supply chains. Results also prove that SSCM calls
for a systemic understanding of the interdependencies between multiple interrelated factors.
From a theoretical perspective, our research highlights interfaces between environmental
scanning, sustainable development and SCM research areas, disconnected so far. Our
exploratory study of French firms’ SSCS practices does not completely renew ES but
emphasizes the individual dimension of scanning and shows off the need to adopt a broad and
systemic approach of the scanning scope. From a methodological perspective, it is a first step
on measure scales validation on scanning practices in a SSCM context.
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Although detailed empirical work on the structure of industrial supply chains is in its infancy,
there is an extensive literature on the morphology and praxis of criminal and terrorist ‘dark
networks’. There are a surprising number of parallels in the empirical challenges presented by
both domains: networks are rarely static; participants have incentives to withhold information to
outsiders; and, crucially, participants in the networks themselves may be ignorant of the detail of
the web in which they operate. We present a review of recent work on terrorist and criminal
networks and develop a series of comparisons with conventional supply networks, focussing on
questions of information flow, resilience and network epistemology. We emphasise the way in
which the distribution of products, expertise and capabilities characterise the network, illustrating
a simple mathematical procedure for describing actors’ ease of access to such resources.
Keywords: Supply Network Structure, Dark Networks, Supply Chain Mapping.
Introduction
“‘What he’s talking about here isn’t a map, it’s a link chart,’ Matlock
complains, in the tone of a man correcting Dima’s inadequate vocabulary.
‘And I’ll just say this regarding link charts, if you’ll bear with me. I’ve
seen a few link charts in my time. They tend to resemble multicoloured
rolls of barbed wire leading in no direction know to man, in my experience.
Useless, in other words, in my judgement.’”

(Le Carré, “Our Kind of Traitor”, 2010: 154-155).
“I want targets. Do your f****** jobs, bring me people to kill.”

(Boal, “Zero Dark Thirty” 2011: 52).
In this paper we develop a way of thinking about ‘dark networks’ – networks associated with
crime and terrorism – inspired by our work on conventional industrial supply networks. Recent
years have seen an extensive growth in the literature surrounding dark networks. In parallel,
understanding firms’ supply chains has become both a key issue for business research, and a
central issue for corporations. It is widely understood that firms do not compete as atomistic
islands of activity, but in complex webs of other organisations: firms’ fates are tied up with those
of their supply chain partners. Over a twenty-year period, this idea has achieved central
prominence in business: should firms make or buy? Should they form a small number of key and
stable relationships, or should they use the power of the market to adaptively draw on a wide pool
of suppliers? Should they seek to manage the firms several stages down the chain from them?
These questions have prompted a wide range of analyses, including the Nobel Prize winning
microeconomics of Ronald Coase and Oliver Williamson. Academics from a wide range of
disciplines, including Operations Management, Marketing, Management Science, Network
Science, Strategy, Reputation Management, Corporate Social Responsibility and Accounting
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have explored these issues. However, it has been noted by many researchers that progress in the
field has frequently been limited by the lack of robust and detailed accounts of what supply
chains actually look like. For although the evidential base of supply chain management is very
substantial, much of the work describes only fragments of chains, or rests on the analysis of
idealized models which do not reflect empirical reality. The problem is that it is very difficult to
draw convincing maps of supply chains/networks – to plot out who supplies whom.
There are three main reasons why this has been so. First, it is intrinsically difficult to handle the
complexity of the data. Although conceptually supply chains are pretty simple, once one gets into
the messy reality one finds that one may be dealing with a shifting picture in which thousands of
suppliers provide thousands of products. Second, in many cases much of the data is distributed –
no-one person knows what the big picture looks like, and so the map must be assembled from
sometimes fragmentary and inconsistent data. Third, the data is itself sometimes commercially
confidential. Despite these obstacles, recent years have seen the emergence of several studies that
have made progress in these areas: the general issue has been discussed by, among others,
Nassimbeni (2004); Battini et al (2007), Borgatti and Li (2009), Bellamy and Basole (2013).
Specific empirical studies have shown partial supply chain maps, especially in the automotive
industry (Choi and Hong 2002; Choi and Wu 2009; Brintrup et al 2011; Kito et al 2011).
Mapping Dark Networks
The idea of ‘dark network’ analysis is well-established in the literature, especially since the 9/11
attacks and the emergence of Al-Qaeda (Krebs 2002; Raab and Milward 2003; Roberts and
Everton 2011; Perliger and Pedahzur 2011; Miklaucic and Brewer 2013). This new work has
largely built on previous research on organised crime and other terrorist groups (e.g. Sparrow
1991; Baker and Faulkner 1993; McIllwain 1999). It has been boosted by large amounts of
funding stimulated by the ‘War on Terror’, efforts in respect of counter-insurgent activity in Iraq
and Afghanistan: Weinberger (2011) reports an estimate of spending by the US Office of the
Secretary of Defense of $28m in related research and development in 2011 alone. It has also
benefited from developments in network science (especially the development of mapping
software). An extensive discussion of this work is presented in the recent (2012) authoritative
monograph by Sean Everton “Disrupting Dark Networks”. Terrorism is – in Jason Burke’s
(2013) words – “a social activity like any other.”
Within this now extensive body of literature, it is fair to say that there is relatively little which
reflects ideas from supply chain research. Few papers make any connection to the supply
chain/supply network literature, and the dominant mode of analysis has been to consider
undirected networks with the emphasis on ‘connections’ (e.g. Harris-Hogan 2013). This
emphasis on the morphology of the network has led to a variety of tools and approaches based on
understanding the structure of interlinkages between actors. Xu and Chen (2008) make
observations, for example, about path length, clustering coefficients and degree distributions (i.e.
the distribution of links among nodes) of three contrasting networks. Some of this work has
sought to bring general network insights into the operation of these groups, but by far the
dominant research paradigm is the use of the analysis to identify ‘key players’, with the implicit
or explicit purpose that these might be ‘taken out’ to undermine the operation of the network:
Morganthaler and Giles-Summers (2011:1) characterise this thinking as ‘…the logic that by
catching the right hornet, the whole colony dies.’
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This so-called ‘kinetic’ approach to network degradation has led to the development of a wide
variety of measures of centrality in the network. For example, motivated by the limitations of
existing measures, Qi et al (2013) develop a centrality metric based on Laplacian energy. Another
issue is that some of the analytical methods adopted from network theory are computationally
expensive - Michalak et al (2013), for example, focus on the computational efficiency of the
analytic techniques, identifying the key players in a network of 36 members and 125 links in less
than 40 minutes. Ovelgönne et al (2012) examine the problem in which key players in a dark
network may actively seek to reduce their centrality given they are aware that the network is
being monitored and analysed.
This general thrust in the literature – using network morphology to find the key players and then
working out how the network is degraded if they are removed – has an undeniable intuitive
appeal, and presents a host of interesting analytical challenges (Borgatti 2006; Hoyer and De
Jaegher 2010; McBride and Hewitt 2012; Shen et al 2013). Unfortunately, it also has some
profound limitations, and may even be dysfunctional as a general strategy. To understand why, it
is important to understand four limitations of the approach.
The first is that although it is convenient to lump ‘dark networks’ together as a single category,
there may be substantial differences in the character and composition of such networks. Indeed,
for some types of network, the paradigm of the organisation may be inappropriate. Early studies
of criminal groups tended to emphasise the similarity of between them and formal organisations,
including the use of technical jargon (Maurer 1955) and formal roles with titles and
responsibilities (Spergel 1964). In particular, studies of organised crime groups such as the Mafia
focussed on the need to understanding their sometimes rather rigid, hierarchical and stable
network structures. This leads naturally to the idea that dealing with the key players in the
network may significantly erode network capability.
However, in contrast, many terrorist ‘organisations’ have a far more fluid and disorganised
structure, and the application of analysis (and counter-measures) that fails to recognise this has
been criticised as by Sageman (2008) as “muddled thinking and erroneous analysis”. He states:
“All too often, when referring to it as a social movement, experts speak of
the success or failure of al Qaeda’s strategy, tactics, leadership,
membership, recruitment, and division of labour (operators, communicators,
financiers, supporters, logisticians). But these terms apply only to formal
organizations with a coherent command and control structure, not to the
informal groups of wannabes, copycats, or homegrown initiates who
comprise the majority of the social movement.” (31).

He goes on to characterise the ‘nodes’ in the network as “…not members but participants”. The
implication of this is that the structures are likely to be less stable, and actions less predictable:
dismantling a ‘command and control’ structure is impossible, because it does not exist in the first
place (Sageman 2004). Indeed, some writers have gone so far as to make rather sweeping
generalisations to differentiate criminal and terrorist groups (e.g. Morselli et al 2007 assert,
without support, that ‘Terrorist networks lack a core, whereas criminal enterprises
networks…are built outward from a core’), but this is to overstate the distinction, as some have
argued that even formally organised criminal operations have learned from the example of
terrorist groups: Brzezinski (2002) describes international narcotics gangs adopting the ‘Osama
Bin Laden approach to management’ – emphasising remoteness of control, geographic dispersion
and the use of ‘sub-contractors’. The point is that is a wide range of structures and levels of
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formality, and considerable scope for adaptation (Everton and Cunningham 2013; Bright and
Delaney 2013).
The second limitation is that because networks are highly dynamic and adaptable, the effect of
‘taking out’ a node may be very short-lived, as the network rapidly reconfigures in potentially
unpredictable ways (ACC 2011; Bouchard and Amirault 2013). This is a well-understood
problem – for example, described in the fictional account of Baltimore drugs trade in The Wire –
but there are strong political reasons why ‘taking out the bad guys’ remains a fixture in crime
fighting and counter-terrorism. In the fictional adaptation of the hunt for and eventual killing of
Osama Bin Laden, screenwriter Mark Boal has a senior CIA officer demanding that the analysts
bring him ‘people to kill’ – despite the clear evidence at the time that the attempts to ‘decapitate’
the network were having little affect on the Al-Qaeda network. More recently, the efficacy of this
approach in respect of the current US programmes of drone strikes against international targets is
strongly contested (see Cobain 2013). Not only do networks adapt to fill the void, but the process
may generate complex sociological consequences (for example, the creation of ‘martyrs’) that
make the situation worse (Morganthaler and Giles-Summers 2011). Additionally, given the
epistemological difficulties of analysis, and the practical difficulties of execution (perhaps in the
literal sense), it is easy for a node-elimination strategy to go wrong, killing or arresting innocent
parties. Finally, node elimination may be expensive and dangerous.
The third limitation relates to the construction of the network which conventionally posits
‘nodes’ as individuals and the links between them as relationships: this is the approach adopted
by Krebs (2002) in his influential study of the 9/11 attack, and has framed the way the field has
evolved. This approach prioritizes the significance of people, and shifts the focus away from
other material or informational assets which may have importance in understanding the operation
of the networks.
A fourth limitation is one that affects all approaches to apply rigorous analysis to complex human
problems: network approaches can never capture the whole picture of what is known about the
situation. This issue is well-documented in a wide range of fields, and leads to the conclusion that
formal techniques play a role in complementing broader analysis, which might include intuition
and other difficult-to-encode data. In Operations Research, for example, it is well-established that
for many problems what are needed are models which provide insight rather than calculations
which provide rigorous answers (Simon 1990; Hurrion 1986). This particularly applies in
situations in which data is incomplete or partially unreliable, constraints which are particularly
relevant to the case of dark networks.
These arguments do not mean that kinetic approaches to network disruption are always wrong;
but is does mean that in many cases they are impractical. Sageman (2008) comments that if
network hubs are to be targeted, it might be necessary to tackle large numbers of them
simultaneously. In the light of these difficulties, it is sensible to explore other styles of analysis
which might contribute to the understanding of and response to dark networks.
An Alternative Approach
In the light of some of the points raised above, Carley (2006:55) states that ‘…what is needed is a
dynamic network approach where there are multiple interlinked networks: i.e. a metanetwork
linking various entities such as people, resources, knowledge, tasks and so on.’ The approach
presented here departs from the general pattern of earlier work in that the network is defined by
not just the linkages between nodes, but also by the distribution of resources and capabilities
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across these nodes (i.e., in Carley’s terms, a metanetwork). We also focus on directed networks,
with the assumption that in order to achieve its aims, the network exists to transmit resources to a
final actor. The base paradigm which this abstraction represents is that of a cell of actors
supporting the deployment of an Improvised Explosive Device (or IED). Sitting at the ‘top’ of the
network, the ‘bomber’ is analogous to the Original Equipment Manufacturer sitting at the apex of
an industrial supply network – for example (drawing on our prior work), the Toyota Motor
company. Just as Toyota needs to have access to the resources of its supply base, the ‘bomber’
needs to be supplied with a variety of ‘resources’ – which in the IED case might be expertise,
material, equipment, finance, information, or ideological support (Milla et al 2013).
The use of the label ‘resources’ warrants some discussion at this point. Little of the extant dark
network research explicitly addresses this issue; an exception is the work of Bakker et al (2012),
who include technology, finance, weapons, but also more abstract concepts such as physical
space and cyberspace. However, our approach specifically associates resources with nodes on the
network, with the assumption that they can be in some sense ‘transmitted’ via intermediary nodes
to the ‘end’ of the network. Our approach is therefore a ‘directed’ network; nearly all other
analyses use undirected connections. One of the few papers that deploy a directed approach is
Brams et al (2006), but these authors are concerned with the way ‘influence’ is transmitted rather
than other kinds of resources.
We should note that our use of the term ‘network resources’ differs from other potential uses –
for example, Gulati (2007) uses it in respect of corporations as those advantages that “…accrue to
a firm from its ties with key external constituents including – but not limited to – partners,
suppliers and customers, and thus exist outside of a firm’s boundaries” (p.3). This is of course an
important perspective, but beyond the scope of the current discussion.
Development of the model
To illustrate the development of the approach, it is useful to consider the network of nodes shown
in Figure 1[a]. Here each node represents an individual, and the significant interconnections
between them are represented as the arcs, and these are reflected in the adjacency matrix M
(Figure 1[b]). In this directed network, the arcs represent the potential flow of resources towards
the apex of the network (“the bomber”) at node 1. Additionally, each node (apart from node 1) is
associated with some resources A,B,C etc, and these associations are represented in Figure 1[c].
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Figure	
  1:	
  Example	
  Network
The idea of path lengths in a network has been extensively explored and a standard result is that
the total number of paths N in a network Aij of length r	
  between and two vertices i and j is given
by Equation 1 (Newman 2010:137).

[ ]

Nij(r ) = Ar ij ................................................................................(1)
By simple extension it can be shown that the number of paths of length r between node j and
product k on the network can be calculated as:

[ ]

Dkj(r ) = [P]ki Mr ij ......................................................................(2)
In the example shown in Figure 1, for example, the first, second, third and fourth step links
between the nodes and each resource are shown in the ‘access-to-resources’ (ATR) matrices PM,
PMM, PMMM and PMMMM in Figure 2. For example, in PM, Node 1 has immediate (i.e. single
link) access to resources B and D, while Node 4 has immediate (i.e. single link) access to
resources A,B and C. In PMMM, Node 1 has 2 third-order (i.e. three -links) access to resources A,
B and C, which represent the routes 1-2-4-5 and 1-3-4-5. It should be noted that one limitation of
is that the calculation produces curious results if network has two-way relationships between
nodes (as the formula accounts for paths backwards and forwards between nodes); in our model,
such relationships are excluded because they contradict the basic assumption of flow towards the
apex. However, routes which loop around the network (as in the link from node 3 to node 6) are
permitted as being meaningful.
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Figure	
  2:	
  ATR	
  Matrices
The calculation of these matrices enable the generation of a Summary Matrix (Figure 3) which
uses a weighted sum of the access matrices, counting short path lengths as being of greater
significance than longer path lengths. Here we use the arbitrary weights w1 = 1, w2 = 0.5, w3 =
0.25 and w4 =0.1. The use of weights in this way in some ways represents an inverted parallel to
the use of weights in Borgatti and Li’s (2009) discussion of alpha centrality (see also Bonacich
and Lloyd 2001): here we assume that in general it is better (from the point of view of the
network) for resources to be closer to the ‘bomber’ than farther away.
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Figure	
  3:	
  Summary	
  ATR	
  Matrix
For more complex networks it would be appropriate to consider a path length greater than 4, but
here it is convenient to limit the process for the purpose of illustration. The entries in this
Summary Matrix represent an aggregated measure of each node’s ease of access to resources, and
from these numbers we can extract three measures of particular interest (Figure 4). As Node 1 at
the apex of the network is of particular interest, we can use the sum of the column as an
indication of the extent to which it can access the resources across the network. Although the
absolute number is not of itself meaningful, we can use changes to the network to enable an
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analysis of the impact of different interventions in the network: we will label this metric the
Customer-Sum-Access-to-Resources (CS-ATR). Alternatively, we can look at the minimum
number in this first column, which – if the resources A-F to constitute, for example, the necessary
ingredients for a bomb – gives a measure of the ability of the network to fulfil its intended
function: this is labelled Customer-Minimum-Access-to-Resources (CM-ATR). Finally, the
overall sum of the entries in the Summary Matrix gives an aggregate measure of the extent to
which all the nodes have access to the resources. This is of interest in that it provides a proxy for
the extent to which the network can operate flexibly and adaptively. This is labelled NetworkAccess-To-Resources (N-ATR). This measure partially reflects the idea of ‘network health’
developed by Basole and Bellamy (2012), in that it is reasonable to presume that, in general,
networks in which many actors have close connection to many resources will be ‘productive,
agile and resilient’.
The final stage of the approach now considers how potential network interventions might disrupt
or enhance the operation of the network. However, instead of considering the elimination of
nodes (for the reasons discussed above), the manipulations evaluated here are:
•

Removing or adding a resource from a node

•

Removing or adding a link from the network

For each case, the consequence of these changes can be easily assessed for each of the three
metrics, and the results expressed relative to baseline of 100 (Figures 5 and 6). Note that in
Figure 5 certain links cannot be added because this would introduce direct two-way flow between
nodes. These actions can then be translated into ranked lists of potential actions for each metric,
and these are shown in Figure 7.
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Discussion
Although the approach we present here does not presume to displace other approaches to Dark
Network analysis, it does offer a potential complement to existing methods. In particular, it has
the advantage of presenting a simple and open analytical mechanism that can be implemented
without specialist software. In this way it may be easily integrated with other methods. It also
emphasises the significance of resources within the network, which may be especially important
in certain types of dark networks (for example in relation to IEDs). Rather than telling the user
who to ‘kill’, it provides rankings of potential actions against different metrics. In this way, we
suspect it may be an approach that is more amenable to use alongside other types of evaluation
and analysis. It is also simple, thereby losing some of the veneer of sophistication offered by
some other methods.
These aspects are important because of the potential dysfunctional qualities of more technical
analytical tools. In a reflective and thoughtful argument, Erlacher (2013) posits a disconnection
between the sophisticated, holistic analysis espoused by US military in some aspects of its work,
with its limited ability to enact responses which reflect this sophistication. He writes (concerning
the US Military document JP3-60):
“Its bias toward kinetic targeting undoes its progressive thinking in analysis
by linearizing the intervention approach: that is, it would have the U.S.
military attack a target as if the target were a unitary actor, rather than a
system of systems with vulnerabilities distributed throughout the
environment as the manual states.” (14)
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It is possible that conventional dark network analysis – with its emphasis on identifying nodes for
removal – may provide a kind of cultural and conceptual framing which makes a bias to certain
kinds of action inevitable. This general issue has been explored in other settings as a kind of
technological determinism in analysis (Law et al 2011). This problem may be a particular
problem for network theory, in which, according to Berry (2008: 365), “…we forget that we are
using models and think that the world conforms to our network model, or perhaps even worse,
when we attempt to remake the world in terms of our network theories”.
Chattoe and Hamill echo this thought (2005:874) in the context of criminal networks:
“…using formal models that disregard both distinctive ethnographic
knowledge of terrorist ‘culture’ and the working practices and insights of
law enforcement agencies. For this reason, it is unlikely to have any lasting
policy impact.”

In terms of engagement with the results of the analysis, it may be that another advantage of the
method may be that it lends itself to tabular presentation (as in the diagrams here); there is some
evidence that tables of numbers may be more valuable in practical decision support than
traditionally presented node-and-arc diagrams (Beradi 2005; McBride and Caldara 2013). In
particular, the approach leads to the consideration of potential (but as yet not existing) links
between nodes – which is potentially challenging in a conventional graphical network plot (see
Conway 2012).
It is acknowledged that the method described here is presented as a possible approach, and its
efficacy and superiority in practice has yet to be confirmed: Sageman (2008:27) warns that
academics working in this field are good at generating hypotheses, but not at testing them. Horne
and Horgan (2012) emphasise the need for triangulation in research in this field.
Our final observation is that while seeking to provide a framework for supply network analysis
applicable to dark networks, it is possible that this approach may have some application for more
conventional supply networks, which although different in many ways, share the following
features:
•

Data is difficult to obtain;

•

Networks are not static;

•

Understanding the network requires more than the Adjacency Matrix;

•

“Access to Resources” is a key concept; and,

•

Meaningful resilience analysis needs more than node elimination.

Next steps in the development of this approach include the handle bundles of resources, allowing
substitutability between resources, and the handling of simultaneous interventions.
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Abstract
Operationalising good practices and better management of marine resources were
pursued, in a retailer exploratory case, by following a triple bottom line approach to fine
tuning corporate responsibility. Recommendations towards sustainable operations were
made, as regards: developing voluntary self-certification towards eco-labelling based on
third party; using IT, as a transparency promoter and so, as a leverage for traceability,
collaboration and trust across the chain of custody; designing customised policies to
deal with different consumer profiles and so, assuring their loyalty by adjusting
consumer campaigns; educating consumers as seafood demand regulators.
Improvements in Greenpeace evaluation were documented, profit increase was
expected.
Keywords: Sustainability in seafood, Supply Chain Traceability, Social Responsibility

1

Introduction

This study presents an empirical research on how the implementation of good practice
in fish stocks protection might also contribute to corporate sustainability performance
(CSP). The followed view addresses the pursuing of these practices in a retailer, as well
as in the upstream stakeholders in the supply chain. In fact, Non-governmental
Organizations (NGO) have been calling for the maintenance of both an acceptable and
sustainable level of fish stocks (FAO, 2010). Moreover, Governmental Agencies (GA)
and Universities have also investigated excessive fishery as a major threat (Till and
Markus, 2012). As a consequence, this situation demands for innovative practice
towards an environmentally-friendly policy (Laxe, 2010) in the business operations of
the sponsor of the current research, a large hypermarket chain. In this way, the
following research questions arise (vide Figure 1). These questions concern the role of
the retailer within the defined scope.

1

RQi –

Can the retailer influence sourcing and trading sustainable
practices along the supply chain?

RQii – How to make the consumer purchasing behaviour more sensitive
to seafood sustainability?
RQiii – How to organise socially acceptable fish retailing, in order to
improve the sponsors image at the consumers, NGO and GA?

Figure 1.

Research questions

Nevertheless, these operations should also target the creation of competitive advantage
and profitable results. To sum up, the objectives of the research are, as follows: (i) to
understand and explain the purpose of corporate sustainable practices; (ii) to address the
topic positioned within an integrated context by considering its economic,
environmental, and social dimensions; and, (iii) to offer corporate decision makers
reliable guidance towards more sustainable business operations in fish retailing.
A case study strategy is pursued in the retailer, in order to achieve the research
objectives. However, establishing the research context is so important that a descriptive
survey based on a short questionnaire is also applied to the consumers. This mostly
quantitative questionnaire aims at collecting the perceptions of a few representative
consumers as regards a few economic, environmental, and social dimensions of the
context. The surveyed consumers were purposefully chosen among the customers of the
store where the exploratory case study took place. This sample is constrained by the
duration and the location of the study that were set by the hypermarket sponsor.
While the questionnaire sets a rich context for the situation, the case study enables an in
depth understanding of the requirements for sustainable fish retailing. Therefore,
socially acceptable operations suggest the design of a working tool that might enable the
traceability of the supplier’s activity concerning the several fish species. By using a
database implemented in a spreadsheet, reports providing guidance to manager’s action
can be generated as a significant outcome. These reports treat, organise, consolidate and
summarize data collected by observation, interviews and internal document analyses.
External data sources, such as Greenpeace reports, e.g. ship owner’s blacklists, are also
used. A traffic-light system (TLS) (Caddy, 2002) is implemented to classify the fish
capture features, based on the spreadsheet database. The TLS was also used to provide
very clear information to the consumer about how critical is the sustainability status of
each fish species. In this situation, the taxonomy is based on the Greenpeace red list
which informs about the species at risk.
It should also be added that the reported questionnaire is supported on a thorough
literature review in order to improve its construct validity. Moreover, it is validated by a
pilot study. On the other hand, the reliability of the case study is improved by keeping
the gathered documentation in a file, as well as by creating a case protocol (Yin, 1994:
33, 64, 95). At last, only analytic generalization might be possible due to the chosen
design for the research, which mainly addresses the specific situation of the sponsor.
2

The developed Database helps the retailer to control the business procedures of its
replenishment sources. In fact, fisherman and fish owners are under both economic and
social pressure to accomplish the fishery policies of Governmental Agencies, i.e.
avoiding overfishing, illegal fishing and unsustainable fishing methods. The sponsor
and its supply chain are currently pursuing business practices also closely focused on
the environmental and social dimensions, in addition to a stricter orientation towards
profit. Another contribution for the practitioner is the operationalisation of real world
procedures in order to be pursued a corporate performance that is more sustainable
because it is strategically aligned with the other stakeholders, i.e. both final customers
(consumers) and suppliers. Thus, the proposed Database System is expected to
contribute to increase the loyalty of the customers by implementing a fishery policy that
values the sustainability of both ecosystems and sea species, in line with the principles
defended by the Blue Ocean Institute (BOI, 2013). On the other hand, the Traffic Light
is a core system that visually reports and highlights the conclusion of the knowledge
accumulated and treated in the database. The Traffic Light System (TLS) is included
both in the Database and in the labels of the fish that is being sold. Another use of the
TLS promotes a very easy way to make the customers aware of the impact of their
purchasing options in the species at risk and, hopefully, much more responsible.
A few limitations arise from the study, as follows:
 TLS implementations that mainly address fish captured in the sea;
 just using a Greenpeace red list;
 self-certification process;
 consumer lacking information;
 weak involvement of all stakeholders and modest use information technology
provide insufficient supply chain transparency and limited trust;
 no real time, on-time information across supply chain;
 sample of purposefully chosen customers;
 constrained robustness of the pilot-test;
 no partnership with scientific institutions;
 no literal and theoretical replication (Yin, 1994: 45-7).
Limited fish traceability was successfully introduced by the provision of critical
information to the consumers. There is a huge need to develop a CPFR approach and
the consumers did exhibit an unacceptable behaviour pattern. This research proposes the
continuing of the briefing and sensibilisation of the consumers by both eco-labelling
and marking fishes accordingly to the Traffic-Light System, following the Greenpeace
orientations. The pursued approach is aligned with what most of the competition does,
Its usefulness is based on establishing good sourcing, working and trading practices for
a chain of hypermarkets and also on diagnosing the status of the art for businesses that
might be classified as “followers”. It is argued for an innovative contribution as
concerns setting three types of consumer profiles, which might enable the fine tuning of
future consumer campaigns and so, improving customer loyalty and business turnover.
Next sections of this paper are, as follows. In section 2, a literature review is carried out.
In section 3, the results of the exploratory case study are presented and analysed. Then,
discussion and final conclusions will close the report over the research questions and the
objectives.
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2 Literature review
2.1 Status of the art of sustainable fishing
The mismanagement of oceans resources brings serious consequences for life on Earth.
Oceans are approaching the threshold of environmental recovery. Therefore, this is the
right time to change the mindset and to implement its sustainable management.
An increase in scientific research concerning topics, such as acidification (Fenchel,
2011), ocean warming (Lyman et al., 2010), habitat loss (Airoldi et al., 2007), and the
appearance of so called “dead-zones” has driven the shifting of attitudes (Schrope,
2006). So, indifference as regards the marine environment is no longer an option,
particularly when we consider the effects of the overexploitation of fisheries (Shakouri
et al., 2010).
Indeed, a growing global population over 7 billion, has led to an ever-rising demand for
seafood and also to a resulting increase in fishing effort. The latest FAO figures report
that 32% of marine fisheries are overexploited, depleted or recovering from depletion,
having increased from 10% in 1970 (vide figure 1). A further 53% of fisheries are being
exploited at their maximum level and, many of them, without the management measures
in place to prevent over-exploitation (FAO, 2010).

3% Underexploited
12% Able to produce more
then current catches

28% Overexploited
3% Depleted
1% In depletion

recovering
Fully exploited

Figure 2.

Overexploited, depleted or
recovering from depletion

Underexploited or
moderately exploited

The increase in fisheries exploitation since 1970. Source: FAO (2010: 8)

Still according to FAO data, the remaining 32 plus 15 percent of fisheries is not enough
to overcome the excess fishing pressure and it yields less than their maximum potential
production. In summary, the increasing trend in the percentage of overexploited,
depleted and recovering stocks and the decreasing trend in underexploited and
moderately exploited stocks provide a serious cause of concern.

2.2 Economic, social and ecological management of fisheries
Fisheries represent the last major international industry based on the chasing and
gathering of wild animals. It is neither primitive nor innocuous, and fishing remains as
an essential element of food supplies that is vital for the well-being of hundreds of
millions of people (Pauly et al., 2003).
Nowadays, the higher demand levels of fishing are a major threat to the structural and
functional (re)organization of marine ecosystems: direct effects regard the reduction of
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both the temporal and spatial distribution of the target species, habitat damage and a
sharp drop in the average size of captured fishes (Andersen et al., 2008). Indirect ones
concern causing or enhancing changes in the fish community structure or differential
effects on shoal functional groups (Greenstreet et al., 1999). Efforts are currently being
made to understand the wider effects of fishing, to measure them (Pauly et al., 2003)
and to set quotes concerning fish stocks (FAO, 2010; Shakouri et al., 2010), because the
increasing evidence of the collapse of many species.
The collection of such data is often quite expensive and it requires a continuous research
effort with an adequate monitoring system and, expertise that is not always available.
The outcomes of this research must be robust enough to support the management of
fisheries on a sustainable basis and to promote higher sustainable levels of both fish
stocks and catches. Fisheries are core subjects for the balance of fish stocks in marine
ecosystems, and healthy ecosystems are a key element to the continuity of the fisheries
business, like an economic-ecological virtuous circle.
Fisheries also involve more socio-economic objectives, coming from fishing revenue
since they provide employment for millions of people, worldwide, from fisherman to
aquaculture producers and, from traders and intermediaries to wholesalers. This sector
might play a fundamental role in preventing and reducing poverty, in developing
countries (FAO, 2010). However, sustainably managed fish stocks have to rely on just
19% of the total fish stocks (vide Figure 2) to ensure the long term feasibility of all
these livelihoods. In this way, the remaining stock is being recovered.
The progress made by Government Agencies (GA), Universities, Research Centres and
Non-governmental organizations (NGO) is getting results in reducing exploitation rates
and, restoring both overused fish stocks and marine ecosystems (Till and Markus,
2012). The adoption of the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (1995) illustrates
this issue.
Control measures for illegal fishing on the high ocean, where no state has authority, do
exhibit serious drawbacks as regards the law enforcement (EJF, 2012). According to
Greenpeace (2013), the most problematic areas are located around West Africa where
the “pirates” illegally catch tonnes of fish, destroying the economies of nearby
countries. Each year, illegal fishing in the waters of sub-Saharan Africa is estimated in
1.2 billion Euros. Often, culprits are Chinese, Korean and Taiwanese vessels that have
licenses to fish in one zone but, then, exploit another one (Wall Street Journal, 2007).
Most illegal catches are exported to Europe through the Spanish port of Las Palmas.
Fish illegally caught are transhipped at sea onto large refrigerated cargo vessels, where
they are mixed with legal catches before being transported to their final destination port
(EJF, 2012).
With regard to combating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing, reinforced
controls have been developed, such as: (i) the elaboration of an international legallybinding instrument (COM, 2008) on port measures to prevent and eliminate IUU
fishing; this is mainly due to international cooperation, monitoring and control measures
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applied to the whole chain of fishing and related activities; (ii) a governmental
partnership framework that develops a sustainable fisheries policy and responsible
exploitation of fishery resources (FAO, 2010); and, (iii) the search for harmful fishing
methods (e.g. like the bottom-trawl), parallel trading and lack of compliance with
standards relating to minimum size of captured species (Jacquet & Pauly, 2007).
On the other hand, NGO Greenpeace, to prevent illegal fishery outcome from entering
the supply chain, developed and recommends the following two initiatives: (i) the
traceability of fishery products; and, (ii) the use of Greenpeace Blacklists, i.e. lists of
boats that are not authorized to fish or that have already been punished for illegal
fishing activities. All Blacklists concerning fishing vessels and fish transport vessels,
including their owners or operators and companies, where compiled from the Official
International Blacklists. This information is based on the official registries of IUU
fishing that are publicly available and accessible in Greenpeace (2013) webpage.
Developing frameworks for achieving responsible sustainability is imperative to
operationalise knowledge and to enforce good practice across the supply chain, from
fishermen to retailers (FAO, 2010). These frameworks should enable a transition to
sustainable fisheries management in the form of support for fisheries improvement
projects, demand for certified origin of seafood and its traceability up the supply chain.
Private sector should also be fully committed to these actions in order to contribute to a
quick recovery of shoals from extremely low population levels.

2.3 Retailers and Supply Chain Sustainability
In the fish supply chain the captured fish is sent to market through processors,
distributors and retailers before ending up on consumers hands (Figure 3). The effort of
the producer (fishing fleet) is depicted as providing feedback to the ecosystem model by
impacting fish abundance and catches of both target and non-target species (vide also
Thrane et al., 2009). Aquaculture units can also be incorporated as producers or
processors as best suited in individual applications (Christensen et al., 2011). In this
way, the liability to ensure the chain sustainability by an environmentally-friendly
policy (Laxe, 2010) belongs to all the participating parties, in the business operations
across all the supply chain (vide RQi).

Figure 3.

Schematic value chain flows from sea to consumer for a single fish
species. Source: Christensen et al. (2011)
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Environmental pressures constitute driving forces to improve the sustainability of
supply chains (Linnenluecke and Griffiths, 2010; Zhu et al., 2011). Many times,
environmental damages are not acknowledged once that (i) they do not impact market
price formation in early stages of unbalance; (ii) they occur too far away from the
marketplace; and, (iii) product is not yet scarce. Thus, a clear link between supply chain
strength and firm environmental performance becomes explicit (Vachon and Mao,
2008) and supply chains must become integrated by considering both upstream and
downstream stakeholders (RQi). Connolly and Caffrey (2011) suggest the existence of
additional tiers both upstream and downstream not shown in Figure 3 (e.g. Figure 4). In
fact, business processes and management components of the supply chain are closely
inter-related with the depicted structure (Lambert et al., 1998).

Figure 4. Schematic of a generalized supply network. Source: Connolly and Caffrey
(2011)
In this context, due to their strategic position and market influence, retailers play a core
role in driving supply chain environmental sustainability (David-Styles et al., 2012;
Minten et al., 2009). Indeed, retailers are drivers to Fair Trade, offering substantial
contributions for achieving sustainable development (COM, 2002), by the provision of
information, user-friendly tools and spread of sustainable practices (RQii). Retailers
usually avoid risk since they are very sensitive to social or environmental problems of
consumers. Moreover, according to Greenpeace (2008) the high and unpredictable price
of damaging the marine biodiversity has led to a growing social awareness that has been
demanding the sustainability of the fish species being consumed. Thus, retailing has
progressed towards stopping to offer threatened fish species, refusing illegal fishing,
criticizing destructive capture methods and offering more friendly alternatives (RQi).
However, the results of the Greenpeace survey on fish procuring policies adopted by
major retailers, in Portugal, drew strong criticism to all the addressed Portuguese
hypermarkets. In fact, still in 2008, strategies concerning fish procurement were not
made available to the public, or they even were missing, despite their importance in the
retail landscape (Greenpeace, 2008). Finally, according to Caniato et al. (2012) supply
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chain management (SCM) might also help companies to pursue environmental
responsibility. However, few studies have analysed the relevance of SCM in
contributing to environmental sustainability (RQi).

2.4 Robust Management of Fisheries: monitoring, informing and enforcing
Clear standards are helpful to set milestones, agree on end-objectives and promote
responsibilities definition for partners upstream the supply chain. Retailers could apply
several strategies to drive environmental improvement in the fish supply chains, such
as: fish traceability; product certification; environmental criteria for suppliers;
dissemination of better practices across suppliers; promoting captured fish ecolabelling; local sourcing; and, optimization of logistics (Caniato et al., 2012). Secondly,
the market-based approaches of retailers might push and empower customer choice in
sustainable consumption. In turn, this change in the consumer attitude might influence
and be transferred upstream the supply chain to the remaining stakeholders, increasing
the incentive to entail strategies in the demand for sustainable seafood (Vazquez-Rowe
et al., 2012) (RQiii).

2.5 Product certification, eco-labelling and Traffic Light System (TLS)
Eco-labels are seals of approval given to products that are less harmful to the
environment than some similar competitors (vide also OECD 1991 p.12). The principal
objective of eco-labelling is to create a market-based incentive for sustainable
management of fisheries by creating consumer demand for seafood products from wellmanaged stocks. It is possible to distinguish between two subcategories of multiple
attribute labels; one that mainly focuses on the fishing stage, (arrows 1–3, in Figure 5)
and another one that addresses the ‘environmental’ impacts in the whole life cycle of the
products (vide arrows 1–5, in Figure 5) (Thrane et al., 2009; Christensen et al., 2011).

Figure 5. Environmental impacts at different life cycle stages of seafood products.
Source: Thrane et al. (2009)
Type II environmental labels of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
are based on “self-declared” or “self-certified” environmental claims by producers,
importers and retailers on products and services on a voluntary basis (vide also IISD,
2013; EEC, 2013), based on their own product standards. The standards might be based
on sustainability criteria related to specific environmental issues against which a fishery
is to be evaluated.
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Product certification and eco-labelling have important differences as currently applied
in fisheries, while interrelated and serving the same goal. Product certification is
commonly a measure mandated by governments, often mutually agreed upon by
regional fisheries management organizations, in order to ensure that only legally
harvested and reported fish landings can be traded and sold in the domestic or
international markets. Product certification does not necessarily involve a product label
at the retail level (Wessells et al., 2001).
The TLS (Caddy, 2002) was found as a useful visual tool, to operationalise effective
monitoring and reporting, in a rapid and cheap manner. It supports the decision making
process by: (i) describing the pressures affecting the ecosystem; (ii) allowing timely risk
analyses and global assessments concerning fisheries management; (iii) updating
retailers on fisheries capture and trade issues in a sustainable manner; (iv) tracking
progress towards meeting management objectives; and, (v) by clearly communicating
both trends in complex outcomes and management processes, to a non-specialist final
consumer audience.
In summary, there is a growing awareness that retailers have a vital role to play in
promoting more sustainable patterns of consumption. and, in Portugal, 70% of the fish
is sold in hypermarkets (Greenpeace 2008). Moreover, the vast majority of consumers
visit food retail outlets on an almost daily basis (Mintel, 2008, 2010) (RQi). So, food
retailers should design schemes to provide consumers with more and better information
to make decisions when purchasing seafood (RQii). On the other hand, retailers are the
active intermediaries between primary producers, manufacturers and consumers and so,
they can be seen in a singularly and powerful position that drive sustainable
consumption (RQiii).
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3

Case study in a large retailer

The research sponsor is a leading retailer company that owns super and hypermarkets
spread all over Portugal. The company believes that taking measures to preserve the
environment is a distinctive competence that might contribute to the business
sustainable development and so, to Social Responsibility. Therefore, it has been
developing a fish procurement policy to recover from initial competitive disadvantage
by defining both responsible and sustainable trading business practices targeting to stop
selling the species in risk (Greenpeace, 2008b).
Therefore, the sponsor policies have been driven by a long-term approach to risk
management, in which, as many uncertainties and threats as possible might be
controlled. For instance, the sponsor is taking the first steps in this direction by reducing
in 10% fish caught by trawling and committing itself to eliminating illegal fishing by
stop doing business with the Greenpeace blacklisted firms. Conformance with these
criteria was checked every year. This strategy is expected to contribute to both business
sustainability and value creation.
The described pilot-test was carried out in the fishery department of a store chosen by
the sponsor as representative, regarding size, area, localization, population and product
assortment. Investigated products concerned fresh (sea waters and aquaculture), frozen
and dried (cod) fish.

3.1 Data collection
Data were collected from several critical sources, as follows: (i) documents, databases
and the sponsor website were searched for motivations, advantages and goals of the
sponsor fishery policy, in order to find out the previous sustainability strategies of the
company; (ii) the ranking of the sponsor and other retailers was searched from the
Greenpeace website to benchmark the sustainability levels and healthy competition; (iii)
‘Docapesca de Matosinhos’ and ‘Docapesca de Peniche’ were two of the visited
suppliers to trace the sources of the supplied fish; (iv) suppliers blacklists were
downloaded from the Greenpeace website; these were cross-checked with the sponsors
suppliers to eliminate the blacklisted ones; (v) the Whole Foods Market was visited, in
London, in order to understand and assess its decision making system; two portals 1 were
also consulted; (vi) 153 purposefully chosen customers of the sponsor were surveyed;
the applied questionnaire was about seafood purchasing behaviour, ability to identify
the species in extinction risk and environmental protection policies: reactions and
perceptions; the results coming from the PASW Statistics Software were sufficient to
define a very first exploratory consumer profile, which enabled the sponsor to focus its
policies.

3.2 Results analysis
3.2.1 Survey – the consumer perceptions about seafood sustainability
153 sponsor customers selected by convenience sampling were inquired by following a
structured interview. The store, study duration and working shift were chosen by the
sponsor. So, results generalization was compromised. In this exploratory survey despite
1

http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/ and http://www.blueocean.org/
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data being quantitative, the analysis was qualitative, because statistical significance was
not addressed. Therefore, the average values registered in the graphics might only be
interpreted in a qualitative way.
Understanding the consumer perception was an important driver of a future consumer
campaign that was questioned in three ways, as follows: (i) relevance of capture method
and risk species as purchasing criteria; (ii) general consumer behaviour towards
sustainability practice, i.e. prices variations or species offer; and (iii) consumer
behaviour when purchasing popular species.
a) Purchasing criteria
The average importance allocated to each purchasing criteria by respondents in a scale
ranging from 1 (not important) to 4 (very important) was depicted in Figure 6.

4

3,92

3,86

3,7

Degree of importance
(weighted average)

3,24
2,68

3

2,67

2
1
0

Figure 6.

Average importance allocated to each purchasing criteria.

Sustainability criteria – capture method and risk species – showed a relevant qualitative
smaller degree of importance perception when compared with others. However,
respondents still showed high sensitivity, i.e. two thirds of the scale (≈ 2,7 out of 4),
which might mean that any potential consumer campaigns towards sustainability would
have some kind of impact.
b) Sustainability practice and general respondents behaviour

The average agreement allocated to each business practice by respondents in a scale
ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 4 (totally agree) was depicted in Figure 7.
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3,65
3,36

Concordance degree
(weighted average)

3,29
3

2,73
2,21

2

1

0
Decrease Species at risk Do not offer
Offer if
offer of
more costly species at risk aquaculture
species at risk

Figure 7.

Offer if
sustainable
fisheries

Average agreement allocated to each sustainability practice,

One might notice qualitative differences among the average scores allocated to two
groups of practices. Furthermore, many respondents agreed that risk species should not
be sold or, at least, its offer should decrease. However, as many respondents still
thought that if the specie was being captured by sustainable fisheries, it should be made
available, even if it was at risk. Perhaps, some information to the consumer was being
required since the qualitative differences among the average scores were noticeable. A
significant number of respondents argued for risk species becoming more costly. Only
half of the respondents agreed that risk species should come from aquaculture, which
showed a relevant improvement opportunity.
c) Specific respondents behaviour when purchasing popular species
Risk species part of traditional national diet were chosen from a list built by Greenpeace
(2008b) (red, in the species TLS) and the ones regularly purchased were identified
(yes/no). Species risk status was only perceived by 19% of the respondents. Supplying
some information could have motivated respondents to change their consuming
patterns, e.g. holding the desire, abstaining to consume, replacing the risk species,
choosing aquaculture.
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Figure 8.

Fish purchase

Respondent’s knowledge about seafood species at risk being offered and
purchased

Different motivations for high consumption rates were identified since cod fish was
considered a national dish, hake was very popular fish because it could be cooked in
several ways, it was cheap, healthy and recommended by the nutritionists, shrimp has
become popular lately because the income level rose sharply and salmon was consumed
due to a price drop (aquaculture). There were two misunderstandings, as follows: the
species at risk was the oceanic salmon and fresh tuna consumption was only high as a
canned product. To sum up, some difficulties might be anticipated as regards the change
of the consumption patterns of cod, hake, shrimp and tuna in Portugal.
d) Overall analysis of the survey results
Consumers2 appeared to have been buying a relevant amount of seafood without being
aware of the risk status of the species. Figure 9 describes three expected behaviour
types, if consumers were more aware of the sustainability issues concerning the species
(RQii).
Defining a retailer policy according to these three consumer profiles might result into
better matching the consumer purchasing behaviour. Thus, it would be important to
design a more robust survey as regards construct validity. Then, the above identified
consumer profiles could be refined through an in depth socio-demographic
characterisation. This should be followed by a thorough definition of the adequate
variables to assure seafood sustainability, as previously exemplified in the exploratory
survey. Moreover, internal validity should also be taken into consideration by setting
stronger relationships among the variables.

2

It is recognised that this “generalization” from respondent to consumer needs to be checked. From now
on “consumer” will be used to avoid semantics complexity, since that there are expressions like
“consumer campaigns” that should not be replaced.
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(i) Not sensitive

– Definition: consumer not sensitive to the species risk,
after having been informed
Description: if the species availability is reduced,
goes out of the product assortment, or price
increases, this customer is expected to run away to
the competition

(ii) Fully devoted

– Definition: consumer fully devoted to the species
protection, after having been informed
Description: if sustainability is pursued this customer
might exhibit a proactive behaviour; it is expected to
stop consuming or to replace a risk specie either by a
non-risk, or by aquaculture

(iii) Me too

– Definition: consumer that is more and more aware of
the species risk, but only after a continuous
information effort
Description: if species are captured by sustainable
fisheries, this customer might accept to purchase it
and it might be retained by actions targeting the
loyalty improvement

Figure 9.

Definition of consumer profiles

In this way, both better discrimination between the several measured categories and
statistical relevance might enhance the explanatory power. Therefore, the chosen retailer
policies concerning sustainable seafood consumer campaigns would be focused on the
consumer profiles through a credible investigation. These campaigns might also align
the producer with a sustainable integrated policy to the whole supply chain, which
would be driven by the marketplace.

3.2.2 Design of a database to implement a traceability policy
Consumer profiles (ii) and (iii) mentioned the requirement for sustainable fishery, i.e.
capture methods adequateness and/or blacklists ship-owner compliance. Thus, species
threats would decrease, risk species stocks would tend to recover and the others would
be more protected.
In this way, data that were collected, treated and recorded in a database enabled higher
control and an easier access to the organised information concerning the traceability of
both fish capturing and some processing activities, according to Greenpeace
recommendations (Greenpeace International, 2008). The developed database was made
up of the attributes considered in the fields of the model expressed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Database model to implement a traceability policy adopted by the sponsor
TLS of the
Capture
Method

Supplier

…

…

…

Product
…

…

“X1”

SNAPPER

“X2”

HORSE
MACKEREL

“X2”

HAKE

…

…

Scientific
Name

Pagrus
pagrus

Capture
Zone

Fishing
Method

…

…

Boat List
…

Owner

Statement
on
the issue
of quotas

Port List

…

…

…

Rio de
Janeiro

Atlantic
North

Long
lining

CRISTIANO

“Y1”

Catch
Certificate

Trachurus
trachurus
Merluccius
paradoxus

Atlantic
North
Atlantic
North

Purse
seines

CARLOS
APARÍCIO

“Y2”

Trawl

GALATADA

“Y3”

Catch
Certificate
Catch
Certificate

…

…

…

…

…

…

Peniche
Canárias
…

Note: Suppliers, boat and company names have been disguised for confidentiality reasons.

The colour codes used in the table came from treating and categorizing the several
species according to the method of fishing and further implementing a TLS
methodology to accept or reject a supplier. While the red concerned trawling capture,
the green included manual fishing, long lining, hooks on branch lines (snoods), Danish
seines, fishing with creels and buckets. Finally, the yellow classification regarded other
capture methods rather than the mentioned ones and also, multi-method of fishing put
together in the same boat.
While a few suppliers have argued for confidentiality, others reported difficulties due to
their positioning in the supply chain as excuses to deny the required information.
Perhaps some enforcement through a contractual clause as a qualifying criterion would
help to overcome these difficulties towards the green supply chain led by the retailer.

3.2.3 Product certification and eco-labelling for fisheries sustainability
The self-declaration/self-certification of the safety, quality and sustainability of supplied
fish assured the origin from sustainable fisheries in the label, by correctly describing the
species without re-labelling, by stating the capture date and the species risk, by assuring
traceability within the chain of custody and so, that there was no transhipment at sea of
illegally caught fish. Despite, the eco-label only focused on the fishing stage, i.e. in the
target species (vide arrow 1, Figure 5), consumers at the POS3 were directed to purchase
products that had fewer ecological impacts. Thus, eco-labels operationalised a market
based approach that attempted to inﬂuence consumer behaviour towards more
sustainable seafood. On the other hand, the principal objective of product certification
and catch documentation was accomplished, i.e. to prevent, discourage and eliminate
IUU fishing (FAO, 2001) since that only legally harvested and reported fish landings
could be traded.
In summary, the retailer influenced both sourcing by product self-certification and
trading by eco-labelling. It might be argued that sustainable practices along the supply
chain have been implemented by this assignment (RQi).
3

POS – Point of Sales
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3.2.4 Business impact – Greenpeace ranking
Our sponsor has progressed from the fourth position (2008), in the Greenpeace
Supermarket Ranking, to the
second one, in 2010 (Figure 10).
The reported research was
carried out during 2010 and so,
it did also play a relevant role in
the definition of a more
sustainable policy for fish
procurement and trading in the
sponsor, as regards excluding
IUU fishing, seafood traceability
and eco-labelling, preservation
of risk species, SC visibility
improvement.

Figure 10.

Results of the Third Supermarket
Ranking (Greenpeace, 2010)

The position occupied by the
sponsor
hypermarkets
had
resulted
from
the
accomplishment of criteria,
established by Greenpeace, after
the Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries (FAO,
1995) targeting the recover of
the global stock level of seafood
until 2015.

These results suggested that the
retailer had been pursuing a socially acceptable fish retailing policy. It was both clear
and confirmed that its image had improved near the consumers and also by NGOs, like
the Greenpeace (RQiii).

3.3 Results discussion
3.3.1 Sponsor’s positioning at the Greenpeace ranking for Portuguese retailers
Many institutions are working together to develop strategies targeting the consumption
patterns change through the marketplace, in addition to government regulation to
improve fishery production (Iles, 2007). The sponsor improved its positioning at the
Greenpeace qualitative ranking for the Portuguese retailers (Figure 10) by voluntary
coping with its guidance. In fact, supermarkets can be the driving force to push local
fisheries towards sustainability at a faster rate than is currently being pursued by
government (UNEP, 2009).

3.3.2 Product certification and eco-labelling for fisheries sustainability
The used “Red List of Greenpeace” for finding out the species at risk might be
questioned, in the same way that just lists of recommendations, websites and reports are
used to differentiate between sustainable and unsustainable species (Iles, 2007).
Moreover, Christensen et al. (2011) suggest that fishing quotas should be as dynamic, as
shoals behaviour, be periodically revaluated and include both non-target species and the
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ecosystem, as a whole. The eco-labelling carried out in this research, only focused on
the target species (arrow 1, Figure 5) of the “Red List” leaving an improvement margin.
Christensen et al. (2011) illustrate the required holistic approach by considering the
effect of an eventual overfishing of a particular predator in a food web (e.g. Tuna), on
the population of their preys (e.g. Mackerel), and even, the effect of the consequent
population increase of this prey, as a predator itself, over other species (e.g. Mackerel,
on Clam population). They also draw up the economic impact of the ecosystem balance
on job creation (Figure 11). So, stopping overfishing and allowing the stocks to rebuild
would increase their productivity and it would maximize revenues to the industry and
commerce in the long run (Shao, 2009). Thus, the sponsor path could be improved by
keeping track of the flow from production to trade within a broader context (social,
economic and ecological).

Figure 11.

Number of jobs as a function of the effort of the tuna fleet. Source:
Christensen et al. (2011)

The natural progress of “self-declared”/“self-certified” environmental labelling by
producers was towards “environmental labels [...] based on voluntary multi-criteria
product life-cycle assessment of environmental effects with verification through a third
party”4 (Wessells et al., 2001). Thus, the sponsor must soon need to choose a third party
certifier. According to Jacquet and Pauly (2010) the Marine Stewardship Council
(MSC) has become the world’s most established fisheries certifier and is taken more
seriously by scientists than many other organisations. However, they consider that
objections to MSC certifications have been growing (vide also Martin et al., 2012).
Therefore, some scientists, the Greenpeace, the Pew Environment Group, and some
national branches of the World Wide Fund (WWF) have protested over various MSC
procedures or certifications. MSC certification has also been questioned by retailers like
Waitrose (in 2009) and Whole Foods (in 2010) by refusing to deal with certified
fisheries (Jacquet et al., 2010).

4

Type I environmental labels of ISO
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3.3.3 Supply chain, visibility, traceability & IT as promoters of trust and
sustainable views
Marine resources can be better managed when fishers and other resource stakeholders
are more involved in management and co-management (Phillipson, 2002). Focusing on
only species can hide the identity of, and variability among, producers and fisheries
(Iles, 2007). Iles also argues that many internal policies and activities are not transparent
to outsiders. Finally, the MSC advocates a “boat to plate” approach to certification
which implies a requirement for traceability (Jacquet and Pauly, 2010).
It looks unquestionable the call for the involvement of all stakeholders in a shared
holistic view focused on the customer (Figure 12). Moreover, providing visibility
leveraged by information technology was found as significant steps towards trust and
so, to build up a credible approach to sustainability. It was not enough just to accept the
word of the suppliers about their sustainable practices, as an act of pure faith. The
sponsor should make sure that there was evidence and visibility of the upstream
activities supported by periodic random audits, by credible third parties and, also, by
adequate realtime IS/IT solutions, since that paperwork was becoming increasingly
questionable.

Figure 12

Red square: sample of sea fishery for consumption supply chain. Source:
Widyaningrum and Masruroh (2012)

In fact, nowadays, it is possible to track vessels in the ocean (e.g. Vessel Tracking
Globally, EMSA webpage), even in real-time. Thus, if this is not done, reasons might
be, as follows: (i) no financial resources; or, (ii) lack of political will, due to high
economic interests (?); or, (iii) insufficient social/market pressure.
Despite the research sponsor having a very limited size at the international context an
effort should be done to lead its supply chains towards transparency and trust, going
further than designing a database to record the self-reported activity of the fisheries
(vide Table 1). So, information dissemination, labelling and credible means of
signalling are rising in importance, in order to provide feedback to customers and other
stakeholders about the environmental quality, social and economic benefits of both
seafood and the supply chain processes (Karl and Orwat, 1999; de Boer, 2003). Then,
consumers should more easily understand the need to consume more fish from
aquaculture origin and, to be ready to pay more for dearer wild-caught seafood products
(Figure 7) and acting as demand regulators, i.e. accepting self-imposed limits on fish
consumption, stopping purchases of certain species, or stopping to buy sustainably
caught species (Iles, 2007).
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4

Conclusions

This paper addressed the state of the art of fish retailing practices, in order to achieve
better management of marine resources. The research succeeded to understand the
consumer view and to introduce fish traceability to some extent, since neither CPFR
approaches, nor IS/IT solutions are in place.
The research purpose was exploratory and a pilot-store was chosen by the sponsor, as
representative. 153 customers were inquired and selected by convenience sampling
method. Thus, a broad generalization of the results was not possible. The average values
plotted in the graphics were interpreted in a qualitative way. So, statistical significance
was not addressed. Further work to overcome some of the study limitations was
identified, as follows: to make the pilot-test more robust, as regards, an enlarged
duration, choosing the test period in order to include/exclude special seasons or events,
cover other stores or improving critical store procedures. However, before that, the
existing data could be quantitatively analysed by using tools from multivariate statistics,
i.e. factorial analysis and cluster analysis, to make a preliminary confirmation of the
main purchasing criteria and, also, of the consumer profiles that were identified.
The exploratory survey disclosed the potential consumer awareness of purchasing
criteria close to sustainability. In the future, a rigorous statistical survey should be
carried out, to check the absolute level of importance of these criteria for the consumers.
Consumer campaigns could be reinforced and multiplied accordingly. If the criteria,
which concern sustainability, do not show any relevance, then consumers might need to
be educated and to become sensitive to the problem, first of all (RQii).
Moreover, the questionnaire revealed that consumers appeared to be open to some
action regarding species at risk, such as reducing offer, increasing price, or practising
sustainable fishery. Action should be taken to make aquaculture more popular, as it
already happened with species like salmon, sea bream and bass (RQii). Perhaps, this
had occurred in the same way with chicken, but, nowadays, practically everybody are
happy to eat the abundant, half-priced hens coming from the poultry farming industry.
The positive point was that respondents appeared to be prepared to accept a financial
penalty, as regards consuming seafood species at risk, exactly the same way consumers
pay double-price for free range chicken.
Finally, the survey highlighted the consumer availability to purchase species at risk that
were captured by sustainable fishery, which generated what appeared to be a clear
demand on information. Consumers appeared to have no information concerning the
risk status of many popular species that were offered by the sponsor. Two actions were
taken in order to provide more information to the consumer, as follows: (i) a ‘first’
Traffic Light System (TLS), concerning the sustainability of the fisheries, was
supported by a purposefully constructed database based on Greenpeace blacklist; (ii) a
‘second’ TLS was built to classify the species at risk based on the red lists of
Greenpeace. The fishing quota could have been addressed depending on the periodic
dynamics of shoals and it should also have included the non-target species and the
ecosystem, in addition to the target species. Despite the database supported by partner’s
self-evaluation being a current practice in the industry, strong criticism was arising as
regards the transparency of the process in the chain of custody. In fact, the implemented
schemas to operationalise the influence of the retailer on sourcing and trading
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sustainable practices (RQi) were found insufficient. Thus, recommendations were made,
as regards the progress towards eco-labelling based on third party certification, in which
context the role of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) was discussed, as a popular
and credible certifier entity. Finally, a supply chain approach leveraged by information
technology, as a promoter of visibility and so, of trust, was also discussed as a more
sustainable view.
The “boat to plate” MSC approach to certification supported by modern IT systems to
track both vessels and activities across the supply chain, in real-time, was proposed.
This should provide both transparency and evidence of sustainability practices, aiming
at dealing with modern consumer pressure within a CPFR environment. The consumers
should also be educated to acting as demand regulators, to consuming aquaculture fish
rather than wild-caught seafood, to self-imposing consumption limits, to stop buying
risk species and to be prepared to paying more for the wild species. It is argued that
retailers did appear to have a core role as regulators of the supply chain, since they
could act as perfect mergers of the upstream and downstream interests, by orchestrating
both consumer and producer convergent campaigns (RQi). In this way, the retailer role
should go far more beyond than just promoting the progress towards balanced marine
ecosystems based on an effort to stop selling the species in risk or, merely eliminating
the blacklisted fisheries (RQiii).
As regards the economic dimension, one argues that there is a relevant contribution to
the practitioner, i.e. the sponsor. In fact, three types of consumer behaviour were
anticipated, if the level of consumer awareness increased, as follows: not sensitive, fully
devoted and me too. This consumer segmentation needs to be confirmed by designing a
more robust survey, where an in depth socio-demographic characterisation would be
carried out, as well as, a thorough definition of both the adequate variables to assure
seafood sustainability and their relationships. In this way, the retailer might be able to
design more customised policies to deal with different consumer needs, in order to
assure their loyalty by adjusting the consumer campaigns (RQiii). As a consequence, a
positive impact in profitability might be expected, not only directly concerning the
purchasing of seafood, but also in other types of products.
At last, it is argued that the objectives of this research were fully achieved, since that the
current corporate sustainable practices were understood and explained (i), the topic was
addressed after a triple bottom line approach (ii) and there was a relevant contribution to
practice, enabling the fine tuning of business practice (iii), during this exercise of
promoting sustainability in fisheries by discussing the implementation of visibility in
supply chain.
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Abstract
This article is a survey on the use of the concepts of 5Rs as a strategic tool to minimize the
environmental impacts generated by the solid waste resulting from the cutting department of
Manufacturing Fashion Clothing - MFC. The processes run by that manufacture are intense,
involving a network of companies with the goal of producing products of fashion.
Products MFC have specific characteristics provided by the design which gives, by way of
creation a style for the avid consumers of products in diverse forms and different in their
colors, especially with small-batch production and short life cycle, making it the almost
exclusive.
From an environmental standpoint the cutting department within the MFC, has a great
responsibility and strategic positioning that can significantly contribute to minimizing the
impacts of waste generation.
Keywords: Fashion, Clothing, Manufacturing, 5Rs, Textile Waste
1.

Introduction

In the production process of the manufacture of fashion apparel - MFC are several types of
solid waste generated at each stage of the production process. The list have an extensive and
ranges from pieces of cardboard, plastic and Styrofoam used in packaging and protection of
raw materials received to flaps, tissue papers and scrap generated in the steps of cutting and
sewing.
This study presents a part of research on the use of the concepts of 5Rs as a tool to minimize
the negative effects of solid waste generated by the cutting department of MFC. The
processes executed by this manufacturing are intense and involve an extensive network of
companies.
The cutting department within the MFC an important property of the environmental
standpoint due to the generation of tissue fragments in large quantities in handling. Usually
consist of woven yarn waste composition which consists of various types of fibers difficult to
identify, for later use, resulting in problems for its proper use and disposal projects.
According to Fletcher (2011), many raw materials and inputs used in confections are
associated with some form of environmental impact or lack of concern with sustainability
concepts. The effect of using the fiber vary according to the types and scales of the processes.
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Are materials that affect the ecological and social systems and cause various impacts: aquatic
ecotoxicity, chemical pollution, loss of biodiversity, natural resources depletion, human
toxicity, climate change and high production of solid waste.
Given the impact of various environmental problems caused by the forms of the mode of
production and consumption, issues related to the environment have attracted the concern of
citizens around the world in search of solutions. The concepts started with the principles of
the 3Rs. (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle/Repurpose), currently in the public domain, evolved into
the current 5Rs. (Reduce, Reuse, Repurpose, Recycle and Rethink).
The concept of the R's started to be used as tools by some fashion companies aiming to
minimize the disposal of solid waste generated by the cutting department. Leite (2009) states
that at some point the goods are produced from post-consumer. It is necessary, therefore, to
enable controlled media to dispose of these goods in the environment.
This study is justified, on the one hand the social importance of the textile sector in the
economic context, because it is one of the main generators of employment and income in
many countries, especially in Brazil, and secondly, by pollution and waste produced along its
chain. It is a field of study in need of research material and with little adequate bibliography
designed to proposals related to the concepts of sustainability within the Manufacturing
Fashion Clothing - MFC.
1.1.

Research Methodology

The objective of this research is to expand theories, describe and explore situations and not to
enumerate frequencies. There is a needs to be a closer researcher to sources of research
seeking to understand the phenomena from the perspective of the subjects, the participants in
the situation under study. The choice of method rests on the need to shed light (insight) on a
particular subject, describing behaviors or classify facts and variables.
In the present investigation no sources of theoretical methodology of different authors such as
Yin, Godoy and Lakatos, who showed no single theory that presents a set of actions in order
to enable the collection of data and information from a company that participates in empirical
scenario a little studied and documented.
Due to the characteristics of the segment researched this article adds a case study from a
qualitative exploratory study in which questions "how" and "why" were the basis of the
investigation. The observations were made on the spot, with semi-structured interviews in
order to engender features and links theoretical importance.
2.

Economic Importance of the Brazilian Textile Sector

The importance of the textile sector at the global level is remarkable. According to IEMI
(2012), while the global textile production grew 34.2% between 2001 and 2010, international
trade in textiles and clothing increased 82.7%, reaching a total of U.S. $ 648.6 billion, of
which, in year 2011, statistics accuses a record U.S. $ 756.3 billion.
The Brazilian Textile Chain produced in 2011, U.S. $ 67.3 billion, equivalent to 5.6% of the
total value of production in the manufacturing industry, not considered the activities of
mining and construction (IEMI, 2012).
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Table 1 - Comparative data of the Brazilian textile sector. Source: IEMI (2012)
Table 1 shows, in Brazil, the importance of the clothing segment in relation to the numbers
presented in each item analysis - number of companies, employees, production in tons and
values in USD.
It is striking the relevance of the garment manufacturing segment represents 74.67% of the
total number of companies in the sector and 68.69% of the employment of labor. In terms of
value, is natural the outstanding position of garment manufacturing, since it comes to final
products that add value of the weaving and knitting industry.
Brazil produces per year, 170,000 tons of waste from the textile industry it's not properly
utilized by the industry itself, via reverse logistics or in another sector of the economy. More
than 90% of residual tissue are improperly discarded as informs ABIT (2012).
3.

Strategy to Focus on Differentiation

Can highlight the relevance of certain authors, for which, under different perspectives, adopt
various models strategy has been essential to the achievement of business success in MFC.
According to Slack et al (2002), a business strategy and competitive strategy of an
organization is to define its mission and individual goals, focusing on how it intends to
compete in their markets. The strategy should be developed by each business area of the
company, establishing parameters relationship with its customers, markets, competitors and
the organization to which it belongs.
Horte et al (1987) argue that the main function of the production strategy is to conduct
business with the production capabilities to facilitate the choice of competitive strategy over
time. The concept of manufacturing strategy arises from the need to integrate the operational
process of a production unit to the overall decision-making process of the company.
According to Porter (1986), Leadership Differentiation involves the supply of goods or
services with certain unique features in the market. The difference may be situated on brand
image, in design, technology, or services Custom peculiarities and network of suppliers, for
example. Leadership Focus refers to a particular group of consumers, a segment of the
product line or a particular geographic market. In both, comprise up various advantages and
some disadvantages according described by the author.
One of the most valued strategies currently it is the diversification increasingly frequent
market presented by the variety of models and constantly develop new products, a result of
the aspirations of the buyer. Among the fields of competition described by Contador (1996)
are: a) the Product Project, which values the features, functions, performance and appearance
of the product or service, b) Quality Product / Service, which is the result of increasing
awareness of the company and the producer in order to meet the requirements and needs of
the consuming public.
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One of the most valued strategies currently in the market it is the diversification it's
increasingly frequently presented by the variety of models and constantly pression to develop
new products, a result of the aspirations of the buyer. Among the fields of competition
described by Contador (1996) highlight: a) the Product Project, which values the features,
functions, performance and appearance of the product or service, b) Quality Product / Service,
which is the result of increasing awareness of the company and the producer in order to meet
the requirements and needs of the consuming public.
4.
4.1.

Textile Chain and the Fashion
Textile Chain

According to Mendes (2010), the Textile Chain consists of a set of consecutive steps, along
which the various inputs undergo some kind of transformation to the formation of a final
product and its marketing. It is a succession of operations which involves, besides processes,
functionally integrated services adding value to the final product. All businesses suffer greater
or lesser influence of the fashion cycle.
Figure 1 shows the industries and services network that participate in the Textile Chain, and
the lesser or greater degree of interference of fashion movements their interrelationships and
level.

Figure 1 - Network of companies and location of MFC. Source: MENDES (2010)
It is observed in Figure 1 the main axis composed of fiber production, spinning, weaving,
knitting and nonwoven, manufacturing and retail.
The fibers group comprises agriculture (animal, plant), manufacturing industry (mixed fibers
and mineral) and chemical (synthetic fibers).
The wiring in Brazil, supplies raw material to the group weaving, knitting and non-woven.
Supplies also outside the main shaft, industry trims and retail market.
4

The group weaving, knitting and nonwoven maintains relations with almost all other actors in
the chain or through direct delivery, or by two-way (two-headed arrow), as in the case of
dyeing, printing, embroidery and laundry. Are treatments processing and applications made in
the raw material.
4.2.

Fashion

According to Lipovetsky (1989) the fashion system would temporal dynamics itself that
produced modernity. It can be argued that fashion has the temporal dynamics of the consumer
society, as a facet of its logic is ephemeral, and one of its foundations is obsolescence.
Souza (1987) defines fashion as a term more restricted, reserved for periodic changes in dress
styles and other details of personal adornment.
In contemporary societies, fashion is one of the most striking phenomena in the dynamics of
consumption. Even the individual who refuses to join any "fashion", is somehow connected to
it. Fashion is not only related to the act of dressing, relates to a conglomeration of information
that guide behaviors and vary with time. In this context, included topics such as music,
architecture, literature, and other universes that change according to the time. (RECH, 2000).
5.

Fashion Product

According to Kotler (2000), the product is the first and most important element of the
marketing mix of the company and deserves attention for being responsible for the financial
results of the organization, regardless of distribution channel.
Renfrew and Renfrew (2010) add that the development of a product requires research and
investigation to meet the needs of customers and know the best positioning in a competitive
market.
Rech (2002) conceptualizes fashion product as any item or service that combines the
properties of creation (design and fashion trends), quality (conceptual and physical),
wearability, appearance (presentation) and price from the wills and desires of market segment
to which the product is intended.
To Udale and Sorger (2009) the company need to acquire or develop and launch new products
more often, to keep the customer's attention toward the brand. Kotler (2000) contributes to
ponder what new releases define the company's future, as new aftermarket products should be
designed to maintain or increase sales and avoid competition win customers
The fashion garment product for to consumer is very elaborate and is the result of several
phases of research that start in the fashion world trends in new materials (yarns, fabrics, trims
and processing) available and new shapes and volumes imagined by the creators international.
As a result, there is the creation of innovative products in very diverse forms and the high
level of differentiation in textures, colors and prints.
In each season the fashion needs to present wide variety and novelty in their shapes, colors,
materials and textures, enabling brands producing fashion garments reach different audiences.
The goal is to satisfy the desires of the public more bold and innovative, that accompanying
fashion and more conservative than consumes a more measured fashion. Nowadays fashion
can be considered democratic, since it is the protagonist is the consuming public in making
decisions about what should be produced.
The production of the clothing sector is composed of a variety of products types for different
customers The consumer market can be segmented by age, gender, income level, and other
factors The focus is on meeting the needs and expectations of the consumer, so the design of a
product has its beginning and end in the figure of the consumer. (TUTIA, 2008)
5

6.

Manufacturing Fashion Clothing - MFC

The MFC and its service providers are impacted by the fashion cycle constantly suffering
strong influence of national movements and / or international fashion trends represented by
the Bureaux of style and textile design.
The result of the MFC is the large number of products produced in small lots and broadly
distributed. Its life cycle is very short due to the demands of consumers innovative products in
times dwindling.
The product fashion clothing is developed from surveys fashion trend and can be ranked
among commodities and diversified. The commodities products have a lot of products equal,
differentiated only in the colors and patterns (Figure 2), while the diversified products have
diverse forms and volumes unequal among themselves, and may be differentiated by colors
and patterns (Figure 3).

Figure 2 - Commodities. Source: MFI (2005)

Figure 3 - Diversified Products. Source: MFI (2005)
According to Mendes (2010), the tend to commodities products (Figure 2), are distinguished
by having scale production of a large number of pieces only differentiated by the colors and
patterns of the fabric. Already diversified product are present in the mix of product in the
collection (Figure 3), have characteristics of innovation, shapes and little volumes and aim to
meet the fashion trend of a certain period of time (weather station).
The importance of product differentiation is described by fashion Lipovestsky (1989, p.32)
"... is not that the fashion is not known equally true innovations, but they are much rarer than
the succession of small changes of detail. It is the logic of minor changes that characterizes
proper fashion; ... ".
7.

Solid Waste in MFC
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Solid wastes are wastes in solid and semi-solid state resulting from industrial activities,
domestic, hospital, commercial, agricultural, service. According to ABNT NBR 10.004:2004,
are included in this definition the sludge from water treatment systems those generated in
equipment and pollution control facilities.
The National Policy on Solid Waste (PNRS) regulates the collection, treatment and final
destination of urban waste, hazardous and industrial, among others The law establishes
important goals for the sector, such as the closure of landfills by 2014.
The implementation of environmental laws and regulations increasingly restrictive and
creating more competitive markets are demanding that companies MFC are more efficient in
production and environmental terms. The increase in industrial production should be coupled
with a lower consumption of inputs and the generation of pollutants.
Organizations have established procedures to identify the environmental aspects of its
activities, products or services that may be controlled by it, in order to determine those which
have or can have significant impacts on the environment. For each environmental aspect is
associated with at least one environmental impact, which can be defined as any change in the
physico-chemical and / or biological environment due to any form of matter or energy
generated by human activities (BASTIAN and ROCCO, 2009).
Different authors as Bastian and Rocco (2009), Berlin (2009), Rodrigues et al (2006), Santos
(2007), Pires et al (2005) reported the main environmental impacts of the textile sector:
a) Generation of wastewater and color: mainly through the stages of textile finishing
executed in laundries, dry cleaners and stamping industry, changing the look and
textures of yarn, fabrics and products with the aim of adding value.
b) Scent oil Enzimage: with the heating occurs volatilization of oils Enzimage and the
vapors are discharged to the atmosphere and generating strong smell. These oils are
used to lubricate the threads of textile fibers, natural or synthetic in order to increase
the cohesion of the fibers and assist in sliding the wire guides and machinery.
c) Generation of waste: along the textile chain there are several operations that generate
waste from ginning up leftover yarn and woven garments generated in clothing,
varying these tailings as well as characteristic and quantity.
d) Noise and Vibration: various equipment used in the successive steps of the textile
chain can be a potential source of emissions of noise and vibration, which if not
controlled can cause nuisance to the neighborhood of industries.
e) Power consumption: fossil fuel use in the agriculture sector, the machinery used to
heat boilers washing and dyeing in general, the machinery for the production of:
yarns, fabrics, garments and accessories production.
f) Water consumption: water is a key resource that see being operated improperly.
Especially in the use of irrigation in cotton fields, but also in sectors dyeing, finishing
textile.
g) Use of toxic products: besides the use of powerful chemicals in the fields of bleaching,
dyeing and printing, one should consider in particular the use of pesticides and
pesticides in traditional cotton monoculture, causing diseases in farmers and degrading
the soil and groundwater.
For Fletcher (2011) all professionals involved in the development and production of fashion
garments, designer's technical staff, including the cutting department should collaborate with
suggestions to promote waste reduction. The Cutting department is responsible of the study
fitting parts modeling along the width of the fabric, this study aimed at maximizing the use of
the fabric. The next step is the organization of overlapping layers of fabric with the aim of
promoting a single cutting action, the result is a large volume of cut pieces of the same
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product. The main steps of the process of making clothes are described in the flow chart
(Figure 4). In it are described the steps, the main raw materials and the main waste generated.
Presented in the flow, most of the steps generate solid waste to a lesser or greater amount. The
largest solid waste generator is the step-cut.

Figure 4 - Study fitting parts computer modeling Source: Advertising Materials (2010)
The blank refers to the planning of the product created, that is, the reproduction of parts of the
garment in planes that can be represented by paper or computer screen. The shapes of molds
attached to the ergonomics of the human body (trunk, arms, legs, neck), resulting in parts
which must be covered (cut off). As an example of mold parts of a shirt, there are parts of the
front, back, sleeves, cuffs, pockets and collar, which in turn is composed of standing collar,
collar, etc..
The study of fitting parts modeling also aims to reduce the amount of solid waste in
manufacturing. The cutting department is the environment in which there is the largest
volume of solid waste textiles. Other types of waste are generated by other steps in the
production process of MFC, such as effluents from processing industries, laundries and dry
cleaners that at this time, are not the object of study in this article.
At the end of the production process, in addition to the expected products, there is a greater or
lesser amount, the production of solid waste. One of these solutions can be effective to
minimize the negative effects caused by waste are concepts of 5 Rs
8.

Concepts of 5 Rs

According to Fatah (2007) concepts of 5 Rs are: rethink, reduce, reuse, repurpose and recycle.
All concepts, if used properly, result in saving water, energy, time and materials used in the
production of these products or materials.
a) The concept of Reduce: reduce consumption is important for the purpose of restricting
the waste by buying only what you need and the amount required. Buy durable
products or raw materials with long life cycle. It is important to check whether the
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b)

c)

d)
e)

packaging is reusable or returnable. Increasing the amount of product for packing and
reduce as much as possible the packaging material feedstock or product.
The concept of Reuse: It is important to note that the packaging is reusable or
recyclable. It is important to repair and renew materials or objects, do not consume
disposable products or raw materials. Should save materials and objects appropriately
for later use and donate to whom it may concern objects, materials to be reused.
Concept of Repurpose: it is important to use packaging textiles materials and products
that can be used to pack other objects or materials or own trash. It is crucial when
buying products, choose those whose packaging may be intended for other uses. Buy
textiles that can be renewed from dyeing to give a new destination to materials and
objects.
Concept of Recycle: through a new production process waste in the form of materials
or products, can be transformed into a new product or raw material to initiate a new
cycle of production-consumption-disposal.
Concept Rethink: you need to stop to reflect and see the real need for that type of
product or raw material. The durability of the product should also be taken into
account. It is important to know if the raw material is polluting, the fate of the product
after use and if it is possible to reuse after use of the raw material or product. It is
important to know the fate of disposal and what is the origin of the material or
product. All these analyzes and reflections result in a more conscious consumption.

Table 2 - Evolution of Rs Source: Fatá (2007)
According to Fatá (2007) Evolution of Rs is shown in Table 2. Were initially considered only
the first three Rs: Reduce, repurpose / recycle and reuse. Today practicing the 5 Rs but, for
the future, it will be important to the addition of two more Rs: Refuse or fail to consume and
recover everything that can be redeemed in order to reinvent a new way to develop new
products, consuming materials and produce goods and services.
9.

Case Studies

In order to understand the application of 5Rs in MFC, were surveyed three companies, being
a service provider company sewing (GM), a spinning and weaving (ES) and a fashion label
(SL).
The brand new GM develops its products from manufactured products left over in stock. Are
products of fashion garments designed and produced in knitted fabric of the highest quality
for leading international brands.
A partnership was established between Brazilian designer and a manufacturing company of
fashion garments (manufacturing). The brand offers pieces with small defects or excess
production, as well as fabrics and trimmings left over in inventory and waste generated in the
9

production and the stylist will use these materials as inputs for a new creation and production
of fashion garments. The stylist with creativity, and applying fundamentals of fashion trend,
renews the textile developing a new collection. The goal of this project is to develop new
products without purchasing new materials.
ES is a weaving company that produces high quality fabrics, since the year 2004 and made
possible through an alliance with textile companies and the community. The ES produces new
wires from textile waste generated by cutting departments of companies MFC (manufactures).
The ES collects leftover fabrics in clothing and forwards them to small cooperatives that are
responsible for separating waste for color and materials. Once cataloged, the ES submit
materials to grinding, shredding and cleaning and other different processes, all free of any
chemical. Following is the stage of preparation for a new spinning process and production of
woven or knitted.
The SL is a brand of fashion clothing that develops two major collections, and other, small
collections and these depend on the needs of the market. Throughout its existence has always
had as its style, fashion products daring and innovative for a different audience.
During the study of fitting of parts modeling, the designer creates decorative elements for
some new products. These elements can be, for example, small pockets that are developed
from the spaces between the pieces of necklines and armholes, or may be new accessories
such as purses and necessaries, depending on the size of the spans between a mold and other.
The remaining residue is separated into boxes according to the nature of the raw material
fibers. Such wastes are intended for industries that produce materials crumbles and felted or
fillers for pillows and upholstery.
10.

Analysis and Conclusions.

It is noticed that the concepts of 5 Rs were fully utilized in the three companies starting
fashion design, with the goal of creating new products within the characteristics expected by
consumers of fashion.
The result of the GM company is the transformation of solid waste generated by the
production process of MFC and rejection of defective products or does not meet
specifications.
The GM company apply all concepts of 5 Rs The concept for Rethinking is applied to create a
product reusing and repurposing ready products or products of surplus production, scraps of
fabric and trimmings collection. The concept of Reducing arises at the time that the designer
uses parts and materials that are in storage that can be clothes, fabrics and other products
previous collections and trims exceeded. The concept for Recycling occurs with the use of
waste generated by cutting to create new products such as accessories and other visual
elements that modify or complement the decor of the product or fashion clothing.
The ES company applies the concepts to rethink when it receives the waste from cutting
department source other clothing manufacturers to create new yarns and fabrics. The company
recycles wastes and scraps of fabrics. When the ES company creates a new design for the
wires to be used in the design of new tissues and results in reducing the volume of solid
waste, is to applied the concept of Rethink. The company uses fabrics that were not acquired
by the market to create new accessories such as handbags and hats. The scraps of yarns that
were left in production are also recycled to the design of other tissues, handkerchiefs and
scarves for example.
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For the SL company concepts are applied during the study fitting the mold parts, observing
the dimensions of the openings between each mold part. Designers rethink a new decorative
element to the creation of new models such as pockets, ruffles or develop different models of
accessories like bags and necessaries. The rest of the waste is adequately packed in
accordance with the fibers of the raw material, such as cotton, rayon, polyester, polyamide,
etc. Then, the material is brought to the industries that fray fabric to be further processed into
yarns according to the new spinning process, or for the production of upholstery felts and fille
Rs.
It is clear, therefore the design is favoring the concepts of 5 Rs as a way to control the
disposal of solid waste and assuming an important role as one of the essential tools in the
fight against environmental degradation.
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Abstract
This paper argues that the current literature on business ecosystem theories mainly
focuses on established industries from firms’ perspectives, while the detailed
evolutionary process of how the business ecosystem emerged from the very beginning
is absent. Aiming to push the theoretical boundaries further to emerging industries
using exploratory case studies on the emerging Electric Vehicle (EV) sector, this
paper takes a holistic approach and put forward a conceptual framework asserting that:
a Business Ecosystem has four key building blocks including Resources Pool (RP),
Value Networks (VN), Interaction Mechanisms (between RP & VN), and Business
Contexts (BC). This conceptual framework seeks to enrich the understanding of the
evolutionary process as well as the detailed interactions between business ecosystem
players along the ecosystem lifecycle.
Key Words: Emerging Industries, Business Ecosystems, Electric Vehicle Industry
1. Introduction
During the past few decades, business ecosystem theories have emerged that scholars
conducting research within this field are increasingly vocal in the proposition that the
competitiveness and survival of firms are not only determined by their internal
capabilities, but also by the comprehension of their position within their business
ecosystem. From reviewing the literature, it is evident that the study of business
ecosystem has mainly been focusing on established industries from firms’
perspectives, while the detailed dynamic process of how the business ecosystem
emerged from the very beginning is absent. Employing exploratory case studies from
the emerging Electric Vehicle (EV) industry, this paper takes a holistic approach and
put forward a conceptual framework that pushes the theoretical boundaries of
business ecosystem theories to emerging industries’ development. This conceptual
framework seeks to enrich the understanding of the evolutionary process as well as
the detailed interactions between business ecosystem players along the ecosystem
lifecycle.
2. Literature Review
Definition of Business Ecosystem
Moore originally proposed the concept of business ecosystem in 1993. He defined the
term as “An economic community supported by a foundation of interacting
organizations and individuals- the organisms of the business world. This economic
community produces good and services of value to customers, who are themselves
members of the ecosystem. The member organizations also include suppliers, lead
producers, competitors and other stakeholders. Over time, they co-evolve their
capabilities and roles, and tend to align themselves with the directions set by one or
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more central companies.” Figure 1 depicts well the static view of Moore’s business
ecosystem (Moore 1996). In Moore’s view, the term business ecosystem not only
encompasses the core supply chain and extended enterprises but also envelopes other
stakeholders such as industrial associations and the government. More importantly, it
is stressed by the founder of business ecosystem theory that the co-evolution and
interaction among these different level of organisations including firms within the
supply network, extended enterprises and policy makers are critical for their codevelopment.
Since Moore’s proposal of the business ecosystem concept, many scholars have
endeavored to define the term since 1993. Summarising the definitions given to the
term business ecosystem in Table 1, the working definition of the term business
ecosystem is said to be “a community consisting of different levels of
interdependent organisations, who are loosely interconnected and generate coevolution between partners and their business environment”.

Figure 1 Static view of a business ecosystem (Moore 1996)

The loosely interconnected feature is emphasised as a number of papers have stressed
the importance of many “loosely interconnected” members who rely on one another
to survive and acquire mutual advantages within a business ecosystem (Isanti &
Levien 2002, Isanti & Levien 2004b, Peltoniemi & Vuori 2004).”
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Year Author

Business Ecosystem & its Related Defining
Concepts’ Definition
Keywords
& Phrases

Case
Industries

1993

Moore

Business Ecosystem: An economic community
supported by a foundation of interacting
organisations and individuals - the organisms of
the business world. This economic community
produces goods and services of value to
customers, who are themselves members of the
ecosystem. The member organisations also
include suppliers, lead producers, competitors,
and other stakeholders. Over time, they coevolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to
align themselves with the directions set by one
or more central companies.

Interacting
organisations,
co-evolve,
align

2001

Power &
Jerijian

Business Ecosystem: A system of websites
occupying the world wide web, together with
those aspects of the real world with which they
interact. It is a physical community considered
together with the non-living factors of its
environment as a unit

Interact,
community,
environment

2002

Kraemer &
Dedrick

Community,
add value

2003

Manning
& Thorne
Isaniti
Levien

Complex
Grouping,
Mutual
Benefit,
Loosely
connected
networks,
interact,
dependent

Finance, IT
and Retail
Industries

2004

Business Ecology: A broad community of firms
and individual that add value to a technology
standard by supplying complementary assets to
the core products
Ecosystem of Demand: A complex grouping of
companies and customers, suppliers, and
partners that gain mutual benefit from one
another.
Business Ecosystem: A business ecosystem is a
business network, which are formed by large,
loosely connected networks of entities, that
interact with each other in complex ways, and
the health and performance of a firm is
dependent on the health and performance of the
whole

Personal
Computers,
Consumer
Electronics,
Information
and
Communicat
ion,
Biotechnolo
gy,
Retail
and
Automotive
Industries
E-Business,
Aerospace,
Computer
Electronics
and
Chemical
Industries
IT Industry

2004

Peltoniemi
& Vuori

Dynamic
structure,
interconnected

N/A

2005

Quaadgras

Complex,
Multiple firm

2006

Adner

High Tech
Industry
(RFID)
High Tech
Industries

2006

Gueguen et
al

Business Ecosystem: A dynamic structure which
consists of an interconnected population of
organisations. These organisations can be small
firms, large corporations, universities, research
centres, public sector organisations, and other
parties which influence the system.
Business Ecosystem: A set of complex products
and services made by multiple firms in which
no firm is dominant.
Innovation Ecosystem: The collaborative
arrangements through which firms combine
their individual offerings into a coherent,
customer-facing solution. Innovation ecosystem
has become a core element in the growth
strategies of firms in a wide range of industries.
Business Ecosystem: based on the idea that
several companies will collaborate to improve
their offer; importance of leadership, the role of
“keystone organisations”, the principle of coevolution.

&

Collaborative
arrangements

Collaborate,
coevolution,
keystone
organisations

Computer
Electronics,
Apparel,
Biotechnolo
gy,
Retail
and Energy
Industries

Software
Industry
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2006

Adomavici
us et al.

2006

Isaniti &
Richard

Technology Ecosystem: emphasizes the
inherently organic nature of technology
development and innovation that is often absent
in standard forecasting and analytical methods.

innovation

Electronic
Industry

IT Ecosystem: comprises the large number of Depend
on IT Industry
organizations that influence the value of IT each
other,
products or services, which "depend on each mutual
other for their mutual effectiveness and survival. effectiveness,
The list includes microprocessor companies, survival
such as Intel and AMD, other semiconductor
component providers, such as Samsung and
nVidia, computer system providers, such as HP,
Dell, and Apple, software providers, such as
Microsoft, Intuit, and SAP, and system
integrators, such as Accenture and Cap
Gemini. Some firms compete in many different
ecosystem segments, such as IBM, which
provides hardware (e.g., X Series servers),
software (e.g., Websphere), and services (e.g.,
IGS, or IBM Global Services).
2008
Chang & Business Ecosystem: A network of buyers, Network,
E-Learning
Uden
suppliers and makers of related products or environment
Industry
services and their socio-economic environment
that includes institutional and regulatory
framework.
2009
Li
Business Ecosystem: move beyond market Symbiosis,
IT Industry
positioning and industrial structure by having Platform, Cothree major characteristics: symbiosis, platform, Evolution
and co- evolution
2009
Dourmas
Business Ecosystem: A dynamic structure which Interconnected Maritime
&
consists of an interconnected population of ,
Industry
Nikitakos
organizations. These organizations can be small selforganiztion
firms, large corporations, universities, research emergence,
centers, public sector organizations, and other coevolution,
parties which influence the system. In different adaptability,
texts, business ecosystem is defined either competition,
consisting of several organizations or of only cooperation
one organization. In the latter, individual
organization should operate as an ecosystem, in
order to survive. Business ecosystem develops
through selforganization, emergence and coevolution, which help it to acquire adaptability.
In a business ecosystem there is both
competition
and
cooperation
present
simultaneously.
2011
Rong
A business ecosystem is a community consisting Community,
Mobile
of
different
level
of
interdependent Interdependent Computing
organisations, who generates co-evolution , Coevolution, Industry
between
partners
and
their
business environment
environment.
Table 1 Summary of Definitions of Business Ecosystem and its related Concepts

Ecosystem and its Varied Analogies
In the same way as other branches of ecosystem study, business ecosystem has its
roots in biological ecosystem which has the following definition according to the
World Resources Institute (2000): “ecosystems are not just assemblages of species,
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they are systems combined of organic and inorganic matter and natural forces that
interact and change”. As a matter of fact, the notion of biological ecosystem has been
applied widely in a spectrum of research fields, namely industrial ecosystem, social
ecosystem, digital business ecosystem and economics bionomics (Peltoniemi and
Vuori, 2004). While industrial ecosystem as an analogue of the biological ecosystem
is chiefly concerned with environmental conservation that the ultimate aim of such is
to reuse the materials with efficiency (Frosh and Gallopoulos, 1989), the social
ecosystem stresses the vision that “each organisation is a fully participating agent
which both influences and is influenced by the social ecosystem made up of all
related businesses, consumers, and suppliers, as well as economic, cultural and legal
institutions” (Mitleton-Kelly, 2003). Regarding the digital business ecosystem, its
objective is to increase the chance for SMEs within Europe to rival with bigger
organisations by offering a structure in which software made by SMES is able to
behave in a way similar to organisms in an ecosystem (Nachira, 2002). Hence, despite
the term also encompasses the word business, it is not associated much with business
ecosystems. From another perspective, Rothschild (1992) views the economy as an
ecosystem that in his interpretation of economics bionomics, biological organism
defined by its genes and its relationship with its preys and competitors is equivalent to
firm defined by its technology and its relationship to suppliers, customers and
competitors. According to Rothschild, the economy is regarded as an ecosystem with
firms acting as biological organisms while industries serving as species.
The Evolutionary Stages of Business Ecosystems
Dynamically, the life cycle of a business ecosystem includes the phases of birth,
expansion, authorities and renewal (Moore, 1993). In the first stage of birth, firms
work in collaboration to identify new value proposition surrounding a new invention.
Once the business ecosystem reaches its second stage, the market expands with
participants cooperating with each other to increase the level of production while at
the same time trying to get hold of the key market segments in the fierce competition
between suppliers. In the next stage of authorities, the business ecosystem is
consolidated such that the leaders within the ecosystem decide the ways in which
participants are incentivised to collaborate with one another. In the last stage of
renewal, the already matured business ecosystem is vulnerable due to the innovative
ideas arising from the emerging business ecosystem. At this point, the death of the
mature ecosystem may occur if the leaders do not adapt and amalgamate the new
invention into the established ecosystem.
Adapting from Moore, Rong enriched the business ecosystem life cycle concept with
five phases of emerging, diversifying, converging, consolidating and renewing as the
evolutionary pathway of the ecosystem using cases studies from the semi-conductor
industry (Rong, 2011). This is illustrated in Figure 2 along with the demonstration of
the nurturing process in each stage. On top of this, Rong has identified the
constructive elements and configuration patterns along the each phases of the business
ecosystem evolutionary pathway. In particular, the constructive elements consist of
functional role, solution platform, adaptive solution, extended resources, new vision
development, relationship governance, core business process and enabling mechanism
development. The constructive elements are derived on the theoretical basis of the
structure and infrastructure model (Hayes & Wheelwright 1984) that the constructive
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elements play a key part in influencing the configurations of business ecosystems
(Rong 2011).

Figure 2 : Business Ecosystem life cycle and its nurturing process (Rong 2011)

Business Ecosystem Health & Players
Based on Moore’s ecosystem, Isanti and Levien identified four categories of players
which are the keystone player, the niche player, the dominator and the hub landlord
who are participating within the ecosystem, such that the functions and strategies of
these players are pinpointed accordingly (Isanti & Levien 2002, 2004b). Isanti and
Levien contend that the task for the keystone player is to provide a platform allowing
other participants to work and collaborate with one another (Quaadgras 2005). For
niche players, they aim to progress their specialized capabilities in certain spheres so
as to create more value for the business ecosystem. The dominators on the other hand
manipulate the main segments of the network while enjoying the majority share of the
value through vertical or horizontal integration. Concerning the hub landlords, they
seek to obtain the greatest possible benefit they could acquire from the ecosystem
while not managing the system in any straightforward manner.
In addition, three parameters are used in examining the fitness level i.e. the health, of
the business ecosystem, namely the levels of productivity, robustness and niche
creation (Isanti & Levien 2004b). The two scholars assert that productivity is “a
network’s ability to consistently transform technology and other raw materials of
innovation into lower costs and new products.” Robustness refers to the capability of
a business ecosystem when they are “facing and surviving perturbations and
disruptions”, which implies that it is testing whether or not the ecosystem is able to
endure the dynamic shift of its surrounding environment. Regarding niche creation, it
is questioning the level of variation of companies and products within the ecosystem
so as to test its health. For assessing the level of productivity, measures of total factor
productivity, productivity improvement over time and delivery of innovation are used
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while survival rates, persistence of ecosystem structure, predictability and limited
obsolescence are prescribed as the examining factors for robustness. Last but not least,
the aspects of variety and value creation are employed for determining the level of
niche creation as a parameter in understanding the health of business ecosystems.

Definition

Presence

Example
Case Studies

Keystone Player
Actively
improves
the overall health of
the ecosystem and, in
doing so, benefits the
sustained
performance of the
firm
Generally
low
physical presence for
its impact; occupies
relatively few nodes

Dominator
Integrates
vertically or
horizontally
to
manage
and control a
large part of
its network
High physical
presence;
occupies
most nodes

Hub Landlord
Extracts
as
much value as
possible from
its
network
without directly
controlling it

Niche Player
Develops specialised
capabilities
that
differentiate
from
other firms in the
network

Low physical
presence;
occupies very
few nodes

Microsoft
Walmart

AT&T
DEC(Digital
Equipment
Corporation)

Enron
AOL

Very low physical
presence individually,
but constitute the
bulk of ecosystems
where
they
are
allowed to thrive
NVIDIA
IDe(Integrated
Development
Corporation

Table 2 Business Ecosystem Players (Summary based on Isaniti & Levien 2004)

Literature Review Discussion: Research Gap Identification
In summary, it is clear that scholars have successfully explained the reasons for
companies to thrive or to become obsolete using the business ecosystem concept.
Static pictures of business ecosystems have been depicted along with the
identification of the various roles of different players interacting within the business
ecosystem. With regards to the dynamics of business ecosystems, researchers have
distinguished its lifecycle from other lifecycle studies. In fact, business ecosystem
lifecycle broadens the concept of product and industry lifecycle due to its dominant
emphasis on the cross industries perspective and the co-evolution between different
levels of entities of the ecosystem.
However, it is apparent that consensus has not yet been reached among scholars
concerning the definition of business ecosystem, and this field of research is still
developing at an early stage. In particular, two main issues need to be addressed
urgently. Firstly, it is observed that the majority of cases employed in studying
business ecosystems are focused primarily on established industries without insights
concerning the emerging industries. This issue deserves more attention because the
ecosystem concept stresses the interdependence and the co-evolution between players,
which is particularly important concerning the development of emerging industries at
the very beginning. Secondly, researchers have studied the concept from a firm’s
perspective rather than taking a holistic approach, that case studies often concentrate
on a focal firm and how it utilized well its ecosystem resources and performed
outstanding ecosystem strategies. Consequently, the current literature have primarily
focused on the business ecosystem of established industries from firms’ perspectives,
such that the underlying processes and the building blocks required for business
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ecosystems to develop from the very nascent stage is unexplored. That is to say,
snapshots of how firm behaves within its business ecosystem have been taken, but the
detailed evolutionary pathways including the emerging processes at the very nascent
stages are not yet well understood.
3. Research Question & Research Design
From reviewing the literature and the identification of the research gaps discussed in
the previous section, this paper takes a holistic approach in studying the business
ecosystem concept and proposes the following research question: How could a
Business Ecosystem transform from its very nascent stage to an established
industrial value network? This proposal aims to push the current
theoretical boundary from a matured industry focus to the emerging
industry level, seeking to capture the detailed evolutionary
processes, interactions among ecosystem players and the key building
blocks along the transformation pathways of the business ecosystem
development.
In order to answer the research questions proposed, the emerging Electric Vehicle
(EV) industry is selected because unlike any other emerging products, the emergence
of EVs requires heavy infrastructural support and the collaboration between many
players across a spectrum of industries i.e. the establishments of charging points.
These properties of the EV industry provide a fertile ground for researchers to study
business ecosystem concepts, which highlight the importance of the competition and
cooperation between ecosystem players.
Concerning the research method, the exploratory and theory building characters of the
proposed research point toward case study (Yin 2009). In fact, the justification in
selecting case study is related to the complex and embedded nature of the research
topic that a holistic and comprehensive examination is required (Eisenhardt & Martin
2000). In order to understand the transformation process of business ecosystems, it is
essential to gain deep understanding of interactions not only between the core players
of the EV supply chain but also the extended enterprises as well as other supporting
ecosystem players. Furthermore, the method of multiple case studies is chosen rather
than single case study due to the higher level of robustness along with its ability of
generalization (Herriott & Firestone 1983). Moreover, it is important to define the
unit of analysis as it specifies the extent to which data are being collected, and it is
said to be the projects that concentrates on the development of EVs which are being
carried out by the business ecosystems players. These players from all levels of the
ecosystem are engaged in the development of EVs through their involvement in the
EV projects.
4. Exploratory Case Studies
The Chinese Electric Vehicle Industry
In 2009, China overtook the U.S and became the largest automotive market in the
world following the introduction of sales incentive by the central government. This
rapid growing market has attracted all the dominant automakers to gain presence
within the country and it is projected that the demand for vehicles is to expand further
in the long term as car ownership rate is still very low compared with the developed
countries. Accordingly, the Chinese government devotes a great deal of attention to
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the automobile industry and has set the EV sector as one of its main strategic industry
in achieving high economic growth. China initiated research and development
concerning the EV industry at the beginning of this century. Currently, the emerging
EV industry in China is divided into two main domains. At the higher end, traditional
automakers are delivering EVs that aims to replace the internal combustion engines.
Concerning the lower end of the market, the low speed low speed EVs are being
developed indigenously by local people who aim to capture new demand instead of
capturing the demand from replacing the internal combustion engines.
The Low-Speed Electric Vehicle Business Ecosystem
At present, the EV sector in Chinese Shandong province characterises the low speed
EV business ecosystem classically and is at the forefront in the development of these
low speed products. Thriving in its own unique way, the low speed EV industry in
Shandong consists of more than 110 companies of which five in electric motor,
thirteen in traction batteries, five in electric control system, twenty-two in final
assembly with various design houses and component supplying firms, Shandong has
developed its own business ecosystem that low speed EVs are produced by these
small indigenous firms working in collaboration within the ecosystem.
In 2009, it was observed in Shandong province that more than a hundred thousand
EVs are running locally. These micro EVs are typically cheaper at around £3000 with
lower maximum speed at approximately 70 kilometers per hour and shorter distance
per charge of less than 200 kilometers. Besides the factors of the surge in oil price and
environmental concerns, there are several other factors which catalysed the
development of the low speed EV business ecosystem in Shandong (Rong and Shi
2011). Firstly, the natural geographical characteristics of flatland and the sound road
infrastructure lowered the barriers of capability requirement for EVs allowing the low
speed EVs to flourish. Secondly, as the second most populated province but 20th in
size, Shandong is very densely populated with a high degree of urbanization. The
distance between cities and rural areas is short which creates the demand for shorter
distance transportation. Thirdly, the traditional automotive industry in Shandong
developed in the 50s means component suppliers of metal, glass, rubber and motor
already exist. In fact, the supply chain of EV and traditional vehicles share similarities.
When market demand for this low speed EV is present, Shandong is able to establish
its own EV business ecosystem rapidly from resources of the traditional automotive
sector.
Data Collection
Exploratory case studies were carried out through the implementation of semistructured interviews as well as on-site plant visits with firms along the supply chain,
policy makers and industrial players of the low speed EV Industry in Chinese
Shandong Province. An overview of the research activities is shown in Table 3.
OEMs
Geographical
Traction
Electric
EV
Supporting
(Final
Location
Batteries
Motor
Dealer Institutions
Assembly)
Shifeng
Liaocheng
Shifeng
Retailer
Weishan
Incalcu
Realforce
Government
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Jinan

Baoya

Huanguan

Shandong
Univ.

Table 3: Overview of the Exploratory Case Studies
Shifeng
Shifeng was established in 1993, originally producing agricultural wheel trucks, the
firm has expanded rapidly as one of the main tractor suppliers in the country with the
production volume of around 1 million vehicles each year. Situated in Zaozhuang,
Gaotang Village, Shifeng sits on more than 3,000 acres of production site while
recruiting over 30,000 workers. As the market for agricultural vehicles becomes more
saturated, the firm identified the rural market need for daily travel as regular trips
between local areas are made by local people but fast speed is not necessary due to
the short distance involved. A number of other factors causing the manufacturing of
the low speed micro EVs include the fact that rural residents do not possess enough
funds for the usage of petrol, the discomfort of motorbikes a well as the availability of
manufacturing capacity in producing vehicles. Accordingly, Shifeng produces its EV
in two categories, one with the maximum speed of 50 kilometres per hour and
distance per charge of 120 kilometres selling at £2500, and the other one with the
maximum speed of 70 kilometres per hour and distance per charge of 200 kilometres
selling at £3200. Both using lead acid batteries, the charging time is around 8 to 10
hours and can be done conveniently at the backyard of homes using normal electric
plugs. The cost for one kilometre is only 8 pence which makes these EVs quite
popular among the locals. Moreover, because of its robust manufacturing abilities, the
EV supply chain of Shifeng is vertical integrated such that it final assembles and
produces all components including the control system and the car bodies apart from
the battery and motor parts which are outsourced to other firms.
Yet, these EVs do not meet the standards required for obtaining the official license
from the central government hence cannot be produced legally. Having a close
relationship and supported by the local government however, Shifeng was allowed to
sell its micro EVs only within the Gaotang area such that its product cannot be sold or
used in other regions in China. Currently, Shifeng is expecting and following the
policies from the central government eagerly while working in collaboration with the
local government in the commercialization of its low speed micro EVs within the
Gaotang region. Furthermore, the researcher also gained opportunity in visiting and
interviewing the relevant retailer of Shifeng which act as a selling channel in dealing
with the actual EV sales. As the dealer, it is visited by indigenous customers with the
sales volume of 5000 in the year 2010. Due to the current regulation limiting the lowspeed production, Shifeng is communicating with local policy makers that the EV is
labelled as “sightseeing cars” that when the car is sold, the retailer records the
relevant personal details for the buyer and pass it on to the traffic control. At the same
time, insurance policies have also been put in place for these EVs as a result of
cooperation between Shifeng and local insurance organisations. The current warranty
for the micro EVs is three months for the battery and one year for the other parts.
Baoya
Baoya is a private OEM company situated in Jinan, the capital city of Shandong
province. The firm was founded in the beginning of this century, originally supplying
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key components such as motor engines to the traditional automotive sector and started
producing low speed micro EV in 2008. The products of Baoya range from electric
bicycles, electric motorcycle, electric sightseeing EV and electric golf carts to private
EVs. At present, the production capacity is around 3000 vehicles each year. As an
OEM, Baoya is occupied in the final assembly of its product and the design of electric
motors while outsourcing the production of traction batteries, motors and other
components to suppliers. In fact, the firm is a keystone player in the low speed micro
EV business ecosystem, as a central player establishing the industrial alliance of the
EV industry in Shandong, it collaborates closely with many other companies and
organisations. For its electric control system, Baoya is working closely with
Shandong University, while at the same time launching a joint-venture with JiuZhao
to work on the system of power management. Nonetheless, Baoya is facing serious
setbacks due to the absence of license required by the government which means
Baoya cannot sell its product domestically. Accordingly, Baoya is exploring the
foreign market through acquiring the relevant certificate for exporting overseas to
Europe, the South American region and the United States. There is a stable demand
from the overseas market as communities from these countries accept well the
concept of an environmental friendly second car for families. Rather than producing a
prudent design, Baoya produce these low speed micro EVs with a fashionable design
and better technical performance. In fact, the firm exports 80% of the total product
overseas that only 20% is sold domestically to the local government as police patrol
vehicles where registration is not obligatory..
Incalcu Electric Vehicle
Incalcu Electric Vehicle is a subsidiary of the Incalcu Group established in 1992. The
group originally was the OEM manufacturer for the well- known Fenghuang bicycle
brand in the 1960s. Over the years, the firm has expanded its business to many other
areas such as electronics and fitness equipment. The historical pathway of its current
EV product evolves from the ordinary bicycle, to electric bicycle, then to electric
motor bicycles and eventually to the present low speed micro EVs. Located in Jining,
Incalcu produces sightseeing EVs, police patrol EVs, golf carts as well as private EVs
with demand from both market domestically and overseas in countries such as
Finland. For its domestic market, the vehicle runs at the maximum speed of 50
kilometers per hour using lead acid batteries whereas for the foreign market, lithium
ion batteries are employed due to environmental regulations from the overseas
governments with maximum speed at 60 kilometers per hour. Lead acid batteries are
used domestically so as to decrease the cost of production, the EVs sold locally target
mainly consumers with the need of convenient short distance travel such as the
activity of housewives sending their children to schools. In contrast with Shifeng, the
EV supply chain of Incalcu is much less vertically integrated. The firm has good
relationships with many suppliers such that many key components are outsourced,
although final assembly and the production of lead acid batteries are done within the
company. Despite its lack of official license from the central government, Incalcu is
supported by its local government like Shifeng therefore allowing it to sell its EVs
within the local region.
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Realforce
Realforce is firm producing lithium batteries for the EV industry established in 2008.
Located in Weishan in Shandong, the company was ready for production within two
years of the initial set up and began to produce Li-Mn, Li-Fe and Li-Co batteries in
July 2010. These batteries can be consumed in electric bikes, electric motorbikes, EVs
as well as power storage. Currently, Realforce is providing lithium batteries used in
the hybrid EV Prius by Toyota. With more than two thousand personnel, an
investment of £700,000,000 worth was financed by the founder of company who
originally was a coal electricity provider and later shifted the attention to the lithium
battery sector. The key to the success of the company’s transformation is the ability of
the founder of Realforce to identify and recruit a number of highly talented and
competent people into the firm. At present, the general condition concerning traction
batteries within the EV industry also applies to Realforce, the firm admits that it is
facing a number of challenges including the issue of uncertainty regarding
standardisation guidelines supposedly provided by the government. However, the
company is supported strongly by the local government of Weishan such that their
cost of the production site is partly subsidised.
Huanguan
Founded in 2008, Huanguan is a research-based enterprise focusing on the
development of electric motors for EVs as well as the relating control and battery
management systems. Located in Jinan, the core products of the firm are the axial
magnetic field disc motor and the energy regenerative braking power system. Being
extremely research oriented, huanguan devote most of its attention to the designing
and testing of its product outsourcing all manufacturing parts to other firms. The firm
is a classic niche player within the EV business ecosystem. Interestingly, Huanguan is
completely self-funded without government support such that a total of 120,000,000
RMB was invested into the company. It is established based on the accumulated life
income of the founder who was a research engineer within this field. Nevertheless,
Huanguan is closed working with the manufacturing firms of the local EV industry
and its specialised ability in designing more efficient electric motors for the EV
industry is a key to the development of this emerging business ecosystem.
Shandong University
Situated in capital city of Shandong province, the university was established more
than a century ago in 1901. Regarding science and engineering associated
departments, the university is dedicated and keen in developing its R&D abilities.
Two laboratories from the university are currently involved in the development of
EVs. The powertrain system laboratory of the department of engineering implements
and enhances the performance of the EV powertrain system and is working closely
with OEM firms from the EV industry in Shandong. Collaboration with Baoya is
frequent such that the firm has requested assistances in the powertrain system of its
EV products from the laboratory. Whereas for the battery material laboratory from the
department of chemistry, the research centre focuses on the exploration of better
anode material for traction batteries so as to ameliorate the current technological
challenge of the issue of battery power density. The assisting character of the two
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research centres to the EV business ecosystem in Shandong is important in its
development especially when the ecosystem is at the emerging stage.
Shandong Local Government Office: EITC
The Economic and Information Technology Committee (EITC) in Shandong is the
local government office supporting the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology from the central government in China. This local committee works to
stimulate the development of emerging sectors while at the same time providing
guidelines and assistance to the firms within these industries. Recently, the local
government has devoted more efforts to the progression of the EV industry, through
setting relevant policies and subsidising firms that manufacture the key sections of
EVs such as traction batteries and electric motors as well as OEM companies. The
specification of the low speed micro EVs produced locally in Shandong does not meet
the official requirement in order to obtain the license by the central government. As
the central government is attempting to prevent the manufacturing of these EVs, the
local government on the other hand is reluctant to restrict firms as they contribute
sizable amount of tax. Therefore, while the local government is issuing policies
promoting the ordinary EV industry, the regulations concerning low speed micro EV
is ambiguous. This is a major obstacle especially for the development of the EV
business ecosystem in Shandong as most of the firms involved in this industry is
engaged in the manufacturing of low speed EVs. Concerning the infrastructural
support in terms of charging facilities for the EVs of Shandong, the government has
invested hugely that the nationally-owned electricity provider, the state grid, is
working in collaboration with local companies in 17 cities within the province. In
2010, nine large scaled charging stations were built while 500 charging points were
established out of which the largest investment of RMB 20 Million was put in the
charging station in LinYi.
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5. Rethinking the Business Ecosystem Conceptual Framework

Figure 3: Business Ecosystem’s Key Building Blocks:
The Low Speed Electric Vehicles’ Business Ecosystem
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Following these exploratory case studies, this paper argues that it is necessary for
researchers within this field to contemplate an alternative business ecosystem
conceptual research framework, as these preliminary data have demonstrated the
critical role business ecosystems play in the nurturing of emerging industries. From
analysing these data of the emerging EV industry, the new model defining the key
building blocks of a business ecosystem is proposed in Figure 3. This papers argues
that a Business Ecosystem has four key building blocks including Resources Pool
(RP)/Social Network (SN), Value Networks (VN), Interaction Mechanisms
(between RP & VN), and Business Contexts (BC). Differing from the preliminary
working definition of business ecosystem in the literature section, this paper put
forward the following assertion: Business ecosystem involves an interdependent and
interactive relationship between resources pool/social network and value networks,
which are enveloped and affected by their business context.

Figure 4. Key Building Block: Resources Pool/Social Network (SN)
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Figure 5. Key Building Block: Value Network
Concerning the four building blocks, firstly, the building block of SN (or Resources
Pool)1 is depicted in Figure 3A, it shows that ecosystem players and their social ties
are embedded in this resources pool, stressing the importance of the relationship
between players at the nascent emerging stage of industrial development2. Secondly,
VN is demonstrated in Figure 3B, this part of the business ecosystem has already
formed a matured industrial supply chain that the value chain formation process from
SN to VN constitutes the third building block IM (Figure 3C). In fact, the Interaction
Mechanism has two parts, one part is the Evolutionary Processes transforming SN to
VN; the other is the Feedback Loop allowing the matured industrial network to
contribute back to the resources pool. It is necessary to point out here, that one key
difference between RP/SN and VN is that RP/SN initially has no business purpose
and no commercial value creation; but VN is a commercial value creation system.
Last but not least, the ecosystem is enveloped and affected by the fourth building
block (Figure 3D), the Business Context, which includes cultural aspects and
elements such as policies. The case studies have highlighted the importance of this
fourth building block, that the development of key OEMs: Shifeng, Baoya and
Incalcu have been strongly influenced by policies. This implies that even with all the
correct building blocks and interacting mechanisms in place, the coevolution between
players and successful development of emerging industries cannot take place without
the right nurturing context.
1

Social Network and Resources Pool both describes the first building block.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 depict a more clarified picture of the building blocks Social Network
and Value Network respectively, demonstrating the details in comparison to Figure 3, which
provides a macro picture of the business ecosystem conceptual framework.
2
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Business Ecosystem Research: The Next Step
Based on the conceptual framework involving building blocks of RP/SN, VN, IM and
BC, this paper proposes the following three areas of research to be conducted
concerning business ecosystem theories. First, the building block of RP/SN is to be
deconstructed that the detailed interaction between ecosystem players at the very early
stage of the emerging industry development should be better understood. Secondly, it
is crucial to define the stages of the IM’s Evolutionary Process and to map out the
detailed pathways transforming RP/SN to VN. In particular, issues such as the
coevolution and coadaptation between players and business model identifications,
which are embedded within the nurturing process along the IM require heavy
attention and close examination. Thirdly, the capabilities of key ecosystem players
allowing successful transformation from RP/SN to VN along the Evolutionary
Process are to be teased out. The identification of the capability dimensions would not
only shed light on the theoretical aspects of business ecosystem research, but also
providing practical guidance for industrial players along the development pathways of
emerging business ecosystems.
6. Conclusion
To recapitulate, this paper has reviewed the literature on business ecosystem theories
and has argued that the current understanding of the business ecosystem concept is
still narrow that theoretical boundaries need to be pushed to emerging industries. That
is to say, the focus has been primarily on established industries’ business ecosystems
from firms’ perspectives, that the detailed dynamic process of how the business
ecosystem emerged from the very beginning is absent. It is true that researchers have
endeavored to depict a business ecosystem lifecycle, but only stable snapshots at each
stage are put forward lacking details of the evolutionary progress.
Consequently, this paper advocates the rethinking of the business ecosystem
conceptual framework, based on the case studies from the emerging electric vehicle
industry, this paper proposes the following: a Business Ecosystem has four key
building blocks including Social Networks (SN), Value Networks (VN), Interaction
Mechanisms (between SN & VN), and Business Contexts (BC). It is argued that
business ecosystem has an essential function that has been ignored for a long time,
which is the nurturing of emerging industries demonstrated in Figure 3. Finally, the
next steps of business ecosystem research have been put forward according to this
conceptual framework, which aims to not only contribute theoretically, but also
providing practical guidance for industrial players along the development pathways of
emerging business ecosystems.
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ABSTRACT
Offset agreements have become a sine qua non in the international arms trade. Defence
manufacturers face increasingly demanding offset requirements from purchasing countries as
a condition to obtain high-value contracts. Subcontracting, technology transfer, coproduction, and licensed production are among the preferred forms of offset investment
required by purchasing governments. A key objective of these governments is the integration
of local producers into the supply chains of offshore prime contractors, resulting in the
emergence of new patterns in international defence production and trade. This paper explores
the effects of offset on the configuration of the international defence manufacturing system.
The research focuses on examining the impact of offset programmes on defence supply
chains in the exporting and importing countries, identifying the major challenges that prime
contractors and recipient companies face as well as their coping strategies.
Keywords: defence industry, offset programmes, supply chains, international manufacturing.
1. OFFSET: WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT MATTERS
The rising costs of producing modern weapon systems combined with drastic post-Cold War
reductions in Western defence expenditures have caused the emergence of a biased
international defence market controlled by the demand side. Global defence expenditure
dropped from USD 1.51 trillion in 1988 to USD 1.01 trillion in 2001 (SIPRI, 2012),1
resulting in a contracted market and defence production overcapacity. Defence companies
have strived to survive and remain competitive by implementing a series of strategies such as
mergers and acquisitions (M&A), international subcontracting, licensing, and joint ventures
(Sköns and Wulf, 1994). In particular, M&A have shaped the current structure of the
international defence industry: US industry was consolidated into five ‘national champions,’
namely Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Boeing, Raytheon, and General Dynamics;
and, after much political deliberation, Europe followed a similar path, resulting in the
emergence of four large European defence companies, namely BAE Systems, the European
Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS), Finmeccanica, and Thales.
Consequently, the international defence market acquired an oligopoly-oligopsony structure2
that is both atypical and imperfect and to which free market rules do not apply. Under these
market conditions, competition among defence manufacturers is intense and purchasing
governments, being both oligopsonistic customers and regulators, use these asymmetric
conditions to their advantage by requiring offset compensations from foreign defence
contractors as a condition of purchase. Because defence prime contractors are largely reliant
1

Defence expenditure figures are expressed in constant 2010 USD.
The international defence market is an oligopoly because few sellers have the capacity to manufacture
complete weapon platforms. At the same time, it is also an oligopsony because demand is concentrated in few
countries capable of affording such sophisticated systems of systems.
2

1

on export sales to finance rising R&D costs and survive in a fiercely competitive market, they
have no choice but to meet offset demands if they are to maintain and increase market shares.
Defence offset can be broadly defined as a mechanism whereby compensatory transactions
are required by governments as a condition to acquire military products from foreign vendors,
with the objective of maximising on defence expenditure by generating extra economic,
technological, and industrial benefits for domestic producers. Offset as a formal
compensatory trade practice was first implemented by European countries at the end of
World War II to help balance international trade accounts and reduce the high costs that
defence imports represented (Neuman, 1985). Indeed, the general economic objective of an
offset agreement is to “[impose] performance conditions on the seller […] so that the
purchasing government can recoup, or offset, some of its investment” (Udis and Maskus,
1991, p. 152). Thus, offset contracts are usually negotiated at the same time as the primary
procurement contract and result in the supplying company placing work for an agreed value
with companies in the purchasing country, “over and above what it would have bought in the
absence of the offset [requirement]” (Martin and Hartley, 1995, p. 125).
As offset spread to the developing world in the 1970s, it became an instrument of industrial
policy, with governments focusing on achieving technological and industrial development
objectives in both the defence and civil sectors. Concomitantly, offset continued to be
employed by developed countries with the objective of maintaining and enhancing existing
defence production capabilities by requiring offshore vendors to subcontract local companies
for the supply of key components and subsystems. Importing countries possessing systems
integration capabilities also demanded final assembly as offset, thereby compensating local
systems integrators for the potential losses that they incurred when a major contract was
granted to a foreign company.3 Since the end of the Cold War, offset requirements have
increased in all geographical regions regardless of the economic development level of the
recipient states, with both developing and developed countries imposing strict, and often
mandatory and legally binding, offset obligations on foreign vendors. To date, approximately
50 countries have official offset policies, while it is estimated that over 100 countries make
informal ad hoc use of offset in defence acquisitions (Epicos, 2012).
There are three major types of offset: direct, indirect, and semi-direct. Direct offset involves
the participation of local recipient companies in the production of the purchased equipment,
often in the form of subcontracting, technology transfer, and licensed production. In contrast,
indirect offset is discharged in a variety of civil industries and can even encompass
commodity trading, although trends indicate that priority is given to manufacturing activities
in sectors of similar technological intensity as defence production (CTO Data Services,
2012). Finally, semi-direct offset involves the engagement of recipient industry in the
production of defence inputs unrelated to the acquisition that generated the offset obligation.
Regardless of typological classifications, the fact is that offset is restructuring the
international defence production system. This is because in pursuit of the generation and
enhancement of domestic defence production capabilities, purchasing governments
predominantly seek offset obligations to be discharged in the form of purchase orders and
subcontracting,4 leading to the relocation of production activity from the prime contractor’s
country of origin to the importing economy and therefore to the integration of offset recipient
companies into international defence supply chains.
3

This is particularly the case of European countries requiring offset from US companies.
Between 1993 and 2011 purchase and subcontracting respectively accounted for 37.01% and 21.55% of the
value of all offset obligations fulfilled by US companies (US Department of Commerce, 2013).
4
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The demand for and value of offset transactions are increasingly high. The total value of
global offset obligations acquired in 2012 amounted to USD 36 billion and offset demand in
top markets is forecasted to grow at a compound annual rate of 3.5% between 2012 and 2021
(Frost & Sullivan, 2013). Moreover, it is estimated that the total value of global offset
transactions has reached USD 10 billion per year (Epicos, 2012) and the compounded annual
value of offset commitments generated between 2005 and 2016 is expected to amount to half
a trillion USD (Avascent, 2012). The constant increase in the value of offset obligations is
fuelled by unprecedented high levels of defence spending in Asia, as countries in the region
aim at extracting high value-added direct and semi-direct offset investments equivalent to up
to 100% of the primary contract value. To compound this, defence spending data indicate that
the trend is not going away anytime soon, as Western defence companies are becoming
increasingly dependent on export sales. Thus, prime contractors and their domestic
subcontracting base face serious outsourcing and supply chain challenges, as they have to
offshore outsource production and restructure supply chains internationally in order to
comply with offset requirements in a variety of countries possessing very different levels of
technological and industrial capabilities.
The objective of this study is two-fold: (1) to assess the extent to which the international
defence manufacturing system is affected by offset programmes, analysing the dynamics
involved, and (2) to examine the mechanisms whereby offset suppliers and recipients address
offset-derived supply chain challenges. The paper is based on original fieldwork research and
is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the research methodology. Section 3
discusses the major risks and challenges posed by offset. Section 4 examines the impact of
offset on prime contractors and their domestic supply chains. Section 5 elaborates on the
effects of offset on recipient companies and the barriers they face to effectively integrate into
international defence supply chains. Finally, section 5 presents the conclusions.
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Most studies on offset are narrative case studies based on anecdotal accounts containing little,
if any, empirical evidence (see, e.g. Martin, 1996; Brauer and Dunne, 2004). Although a few
empirical studies on offset performance have been conducted (see, e.g. Martin and Hartley,
1995; Matthews, 1996; Balakrishnan and Matthews, 2009), they focus on assessing the
effects on the recipient economy without examining the long-term impact that offset
programmes have on the supplying companies and the international defence production
system at large. To date, there are no previous studies addressing the effects of offset on
international manufacturing practices and supply chains. Hence, the present study constitutes
explorative research and is based on grounded theory, empirically examining the object of
study making use of the case of US companies as suppliers and Spanish companies as
recipients. The US and Spain were selected as suitable case studies because of the extensive
experience that companies the two countries have supplying and receiving offset investments,
respectively. US companies are the world’s leading defence suppliers and consequently
discharge the largest share of global offset obligations,5 while Spain has consistently
implemented a formal offset policy since the 1980s and Madrid has officially acknowledged
that offset has been crucial in developing the domestic defence industry and helping local
defence companies integrate into global supply chains (Spanish Ministry of Defence, 2000).
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The US Bureau of Industry and Security reports that between 1993 and 2011 US firms entered into 830 offset
agreements in 47 countries, with the total sale value amounting to USD 122.67 billion, of which 68.25% was
offset, representing a total offset value of USD 83.73 billion (US Department of Commerce, 2013).
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Empirical data were collected at one single point in time (April – July 2012), but questions
addressing the process of change were incorporated in the interviews, giving the study a
longitudinal dimension. Quantitative data on the effects of offset on the US industrial base
were obtained from reports by the US Department of Commerce, while qualitative data were
gathered through structured and semi-structured interviews with offset representatives of two
major US defence prime contractors, identified in this study as US Company A and US
Company B. Both companies are among the world’s top ten defence producers by the value
of annual defence revenues (SIPRI, 2011). Data on the effects of offset on recipient
companies were collected through surveys and semi-structured interviews with
representatives of ten Spanish offset recipient companies in the three military production
sectors, i.e. aerospace, naval, and land systems. All the interviewees were actively involved
in the management of major offset programmes in the surveyed companies.
The ten sampled companies provide an accurate representation of the Spanish offset
experience at large, not least because six of them are the top national offset recipients, having
received nearly half of all the offset investment that Spanish industry obtained between 1984
and 2011 (ISDEFE, 2012). Table 1 lists the ten companies, ranked by the value of latest
annual revenues.6 The sample includes the national systems integrator in the aerospace sector
(EADS CASA), naval sector (Navantia), and land systems sector (GD Santa Bárbara) as well
as their major local suppliers, including Indra, Spain’s leading company in the electronics
sector. One company in the sample, Electroop, closed operations in 2008. Hence, data on this
company were obtained from former offset project managers. Notably, the subcontracting
base is mainly composed of firms in the electronics sector. This is because modern weapon
platforms are electronics-intensive and therefore the sector supplies critical parts,
components, and subsystems.
Table 1: Surveyed Offset Recipient Companies

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Company
Indra
EADS CASA
Navantia
ITP
GD Santa Bárbara
Amper
Tecnobit
Rymsa
Sainsel
Electroop

Sector
Electronics
Aerospace
Naval
Aerospace
Land Systems
Electronics
Electronics
Electronics
Electronics
Electronics

Revenue
2.688 bn.
2.504 bn.
1.574 bn.
518.5 m.
405 m.
393 m.
56.6 m.
30.5 m.
n/a
n/a

R&D Expenditure
7.20%
0.60%
7.00%
9.54%
1.67%
3.21%
8.1%
n/a
n/a
n/a

Workforce
35,730
7,500
5,500
1,726
2,300
1,900
349
322
40
n/a

Source: Company Annual Reports, 2012. Approximately 40% of Indra’s revenue, EUR
1.075 billion, corresponds to international operations and only 59% of the company’s
workforce is based in Spain.
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Revenue and R&D expenditure are expressed in current EUR and percentage of annual revenue, respectively.
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3. OFFSET SUPPLY CHAIN RISKS AND CHALLENGES
Defence supply chains are characterised by a strong focus on technology, high manufacturing
costs, and long project life-cycles. Vertical integration whereby a single company produced
up to 80% of a military platform has become a thing of the past. Today, as a result of clients
demanding offset, defence supply chains are global, outsourced, and complex. Production is
being distributed across the world and horizontal integration is so widespread that major US
defence contractors only produce 30% of the product, while the remaining 70% is outsourced
(Reuters, 2012). Thus, the international defence manufacturing system is composed of multilayered and multi-faceted supply chains integrated by suppliers from various countries
interconnected through complex production relations. The place that each company occupies
in the production chain depends on its technological and industrial capabilities as well as on
its capacity to generate value-added. In general, however, the prime contractor is at the top of
the supply chain pyramid and is responsible for systems integration and final delivery to the
end customer. First-tier suppliers are located one level below the primes and provide critical
and technologically sophisticated subsystems, e.g., engines and electronics systems. Secondtier suppliers supply specialised but less technologically complex subsystems and
components. In turn, third-tier suppliers supply raw materials such as metals and composites.
Finally, at the bottom of the pyramid, generic suppliers provide basic inputs such as paints,
glass, and wiring (Matthews and Parker, 1999).
Although in theory outsourcing assumes the existence of qualified suppliers possessing the
necessary production capabilities (Murman et al., 2002), offset programmes imply that
companies in the client country are integrated into supply chains to meet offset requirements
regardless of competence. Indeed, it is often the case that, unless the importing and exporting
countries have very similar levels of technological and industrial development, offset
recipient companies do not possess the necessary expertise and capabilities to effectively
absorb offset investment and undertake manufacturing of advanced defence products and
inputs. Thus, offset eliminates barriers to entry for less competitive and less technologically
advanced producers that without government-mandated offset requirements would not have
become part of the supply chain. This in turn results in prime contractors having to provide
recipient companies with specialised training, technology transfer, and constant technical
assistance to turn them into effective suppliers, potentially increasing production costs and
lengthening delivery times. In addition, the implementation of offset programmes leads to
defence supply chains often having to be restructured as soon as offset contracts are fully
served and new obligations are acquired in other countries.
Even though offset might occasionally generate supply chain cost reductions when
competitive suppliers are found in importing countries, such benefit might come at the
expense of diminished efficiency and increased risks. Indeed, the offset-derived
internationalisation of defence supply chains might reduce reliability and be accompanied by
supply interruptions and general malfunction risks. Furthermore, the transferring of orders
from the subcontracting base in the prime contractor’s country of origin to offset recipient
companies results in the former regarding the ordering patterns of primes as volatile and
dangerous, not least because the fulfilment of offset obligations is often argued to lead to the
erosion of domestic defence industrial capabilities and cause substantial losses of highlyskilled jobs in the exporting economy (see, e.g. Wessner, 1998). In effect, a major concern of
the US government and subcontracting base is the fact that offset obligations can force
domestic suppliers to exit the industry, thereby causing the loss of critical competences and
knowledge that are difficult to regain. This in turn decreases the level of defence industrial
5

sovereignty and self-sufficiency, ultimately compromising the capacity for national defence
and generating strategic vulnerabilities (Uttley, 2001). It is for this reason that the US
government has a firm position against offset, officially regarding the practice as
“economically inefficient and market distorting” (US Government, 1990, p. 1).
Supporting this assertion, the US Bureau of Industry and Security claims that offset can be
detrimental to the national economy due to the adverse impact that the outflow of offset
investment has on the national industrial base by “[displacing] work that would otherwise
have been conducted in the United States” (US Department of Commerce, 2013, p. i). From
this perspective, any initial advantages obtained from large export sales might be misleading
due to unforeseen long-term consequences. Furthermore, it is argued that even if prime
contractors occasionally perceive that they are obtaining greater value for money by
relocating production to technologically advanced countries offering lower costs, the fact
remains that US companies might be creating their own future competition by transferring
technology, capabilities, and knowledge to competent foreign producers that did not incur
any initial development costs (US Department of Commerce, 2013). In order to determine to
what extent this and other concerns materialise, the following section looks at the impact of
offset on US companies and the coping mechanisms they implement to tackle adverse effects.
4. OFFSET EFFECTS ON PRIME CONTRACTORS AND THEIR DOMESTIC
SUPPLY CHAINS: EVIDENCE FROM THE US
Official data suggest that at the aggregate level offset is not detrimental to the US defence
industrial base. While it is true that offset results in some domestic suppliers losing work, the
benefits derived from the large export sales that generated the offset obligations have an
overall positive effect on the US defence industry. The US Department of Commerce (2003)
reports that between 2009 and 2011, the fulfilment of offset obligations by US companies
caused the loss of USD 8 billion of what would have been input added by domestic suppliers.
At the same time, however, export contracts secured by prime contractors generated USD 21
billion in added US manufacturing inputs, with the most benefited sector being aircraft
manufacturing accounting for 69.8% of the total. The data indicate a positive net impact on
US industry, with the value of net input manufacturing activity amounting to USD 13 billion
and resulting in the creation or sustainment of 39,925 jobs. Yet, five defence manufacturing
sectors register a net loss: aircraft engine and engine parts manufacturing; search, detection,
and navigation system and instrument manufacturing; other aircraft parts and auxiliary
equipment manufacturing; optical instrument and lens manufacturing; and printed circuit
assembly manufacturing, in that order. Aircraft manufacturing, a prime contractor activity,
accounts for 94.6% of the total net gain, while the losing sectors are the domain of the
subcontracting base, suggesting that offset enables US companies to focus on high-value
added production at the expense of a potential loss of domestic supply chain capabilities.
However, interviews with US Company A and US Company B revealed that prime
contractors have strong incentives to ensure that domestic suppliers remain operational, not
least because the risks associated with relying on foreign companies for the supply of key
components are particularly high. In words of US Company B: “We [prime contractor] have
to protect ourselves. We cannot afford disruptions to the supply chain due to offset […] we
will not shut down the production line if something happens to the foreign supplier and they
are unable to deliver […] we need certainty.” In pursuit of this certainty, US Company B only
uses offset recipient companies as “second-best suppliers,” ensuring that US suppliers also
receive constant orders even if part of their workloads are relocated overseas in order to meet
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offset demands. When offset recipients prove to be cost-efficient and competitive in quality
and delivery schedules, US Company B continues sourcing components from them after the
completion of the offset programme while simultaneously working with its domestic
suppliers, thereby generating supply chain diversification, reducing over-reliance on local
companies, and increasing its capacity to fill any possible delivery gaps. Importantly also,
both US Company A and US Company B expressed the necessity of maintaining robust local
supply chains in order to comply with US government regulations when bidding for domestic
contracts, as the Buy American Act protects local manufacturers and supply chains by
requiring the final product and at least 50% of components to be manufactured in the US
(Luckey, 2009). The industrial and commercial imperatives to maintain local supply chains
operational has led US Company A to go as far as rescuing small and medium domestic
suppliers that were near bankruptcy as a result of workloads being lost to offset.
Both US Company A and US Company B reported that offset obligations are cascaded down
to their major subcontractors. These companies are responsible for fulfilling a percentage of
the total obligation equivalent to the value of their input contribution to the exported
platform. Aware that export sales are crucial for corporate survival, large subcontractors
accept their offset share and comply with delivery requirements. However, while the
managerial expertise of prime contractors and major subcontractors enable them to undertake
due diligence checks on potential offset recipients and select them on a competitive basis,7
smaller suppliers lack the industrial capability and organisational infrastructure to engage in
offset transactions. Therefore, they are left out of the equation for the sake of greater offset
effectiveness and efficiency, not least because offset delivery difficulties are often caused by
the obligor’s lack of familiarity with the extent of industrial capabilities in the recipient
economy, resulting in their failing to select suitable recipient companies (Fieldwork, 2012).
Ultimately, offset contracts are signed between prime contractors and purchasing
governments, and it is therefore contingent upon the former to deliver as agreed and assume
responsibility for the offset performance of its subcontractors.
US Company A acknowledged that when it first started formally delivering offset in the late
1970s, offset was perceived as a burden that caused inefficiencies throughout the supply
chain by forcing the company to replace trusted, qualified, and certified suppliers with
foreign companies of untested and unreliable capabilities that had to be modernised in order
to meet production targets and quality standards and obtain the required certifications.
However, as the importance of offset in defence procurement contracts increased, the
company changed its approach and developed an offset strategy aimed at reconciling its
market expansion needs with the technological and industrial development objectives of
client countries. Yet, of particular concern was the fact that offset recipients could eventually
develop sufficient capabilities that would in turn enable them to undertake the upgrading,
support, and maintenance of the exported platform without having to resort to the original
equipment manufacturers, thereby eliminating the opportunity for US companies to obtain
after-sale contracts. To face this challenge, US Company A ensures that the technological gap
is maintained by limiting offset technology transfers to mature technologies whose
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This is not always possible, as in most countries there are only a few companies capable of undertaking
defence manufacturing. In addition, although most governments allow offset obligors to select recipient
companies, some governments are inflexible and appoint recipients unilaterally.
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acquisition by foreign companies do not compromise competitive advantages8 and by making
heavy investments in R&D, strategies that are also employed by US Company B.
US Company B deliberately tries to maximise on offset by making use of offset proposals as
a key product differentiator in competitive bids and by using strategically planned offset
programmes to increase revenue while establishing a permanent presence in key foreign
markets through sustainable long-term partnerships. US Company B regards offset as a useful
instrument to find competitive suppliers in the importing country, complying with the
requirements of purchasing governments while simultaneously generating economic
efficiencies as part of a long-term commercial strategy. In the process, the company trains
and integrates new suppliers into its global supply chain, thereby improving the likelihood of
being awarded future contracts in the importing country due to its possessing well-established
local production networks. Indeed, US Company B reported that its offset strategy aims at
establishing solid partnerships with recipient industry based on trust and familiarity. To this
end, it constantly monitors offset delivery progress, ensuring strict adherence to proven
management principles and methods. However, US Company B admits that for the sake of
affordability and economic efficiency, offset transactions have to make business sense.
Hence, any follow-up contracts granted to former offset recipients have to be won on a
competitive basis. In addition, if offset obligations are acquired in other importing countries,
workloads might have to be moved to wherever new obligations arise. This is not due to the
performance of offset recipients, but to the very nature of offset that gives the demand side
the power to shape international production relocation patterns.
In general, unlike the US government, neither US Company A nor US Company B regards
offset as an intrinsically negative phenomenon generating adverse effects on the domestic
industrial base. Rather, the two prime contractors reported to have obtained commercial and
economic gains from offset programmes, with the benefits being in turn trickled-down to
their domestic subcontractors. Concomitantly, the two companies have deliberately protected
their local supply chains, as relationships of mutual dependence are maintained between the
two parties. Thus, although prime contractors’ procurement strategies are aligned with offset
obligations, efforts are constantly made to maintain domestic suppliers operational. In this
context, an emerging trend is that prime contractors are increasingly focusing on using offset
to develop strategic industrial relationships with client countries and implementing long-term
offset solutions. Offset planning is therefore taking place at earlier stages of the
manufacturing process. A case in point is General Dynamics, a leading defence prime
contractor that has started “designing for offset” and customising certain products for offset
production in purchasing countries (Henriksson and Hermansson, 2011). However, the extent
to which this and other offset management strategies are effective not only depends on the
prime contractors’ performance, but also on that of the offset recipient companies.
5. BARRIERS AND ENABLERS FOR EFFECTIVE OFFSET PERFORMANCE IN
RECIPIENT COMPANIES: EVIDENCE FROM SPAIN
From 1984 to 2011, 421 offset agreements were negotiated between the Spanish government
and foreign defence contractors, generating a total return of EUR 10.7 billion. Only 36% of
all transactions were technology transfers, the remaining 64% having taken the form of order
placements with local companies (ISDEFE, 2012). Indeed, work allocation has been the
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In addition, all international defence technology transfers, whether they take place through offset or other
commercial mechanisms, have to be approved by the US Department of State and the US Department of
Defence to eliminate the possibility of transferring cutting-edge technologies and reduce strategic risks.
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predominant fulfilling instrument, reflecting the strong interest of the Spanish Ministry of
Defence in creating work for local manufacturers. Official accounts of offset performance
emphasise the role of offset in generating production activity and causing the enhancement of
technological and managerial capabilities. Furthermore, the participation of offset recipient
companies as co-producers and suppliers of components and subsystems that have been
subsequently integrated into both Spanish and foreign platforms is credited with having
increased national exports and consolidated the position of local manufacturers as long-term
suppliers of foreign defence prime contractors (Spanish Ministry of Defence, 2000). This in
turn has led to the permanent integration of local companies into international supply chains
and the acquisition of capabilities and skills that enhance international competitiveness.
In effect, out of the ten surveyed offset recipient companies, only three failed to integrate into
the supply chains of foreign defence prime contractors, while the rest continue exporting
defence components and subsystems to the US and other major markets to which they got
initial access through collaboration with offset obligors. This is a remarkable result, not least
because very few countries have experienced the expected offset outcomes (see, e.g. Mitra,
2009). To be sure, the results obtained by Spanish industry vary from company to company,
but the largest recipient companies report that offset agreements enabled them to enhance
technological and industrial capabilities, with the gains being in turn trickled-down to the
domestic supply base. Smaller companies, however, were largely unable to share the benefits
with third-tier suppliers, as the latter lacked the required certifications to participate in US-led
manufacturing and therefore recipient companies at the second-tier level often had to source
raw materials and parts from US-based companies, demonstrating that some offset work
returned to US suppliers due to the lack of sufficient capability in the recipient industry.
Recipient companies acknowledged that although offset does generate substantial production
activity, not all of it is high value-added. In effect, none of the ten surveyed companies
reported to have received R&D as offset, a fact that is consistent with the prime contractors’
strategy of maintaining knowledge-intensive and high value-added production activities in
their home countries. Notwithstanding, the ten companies stated that participation in offset
production had served as a catalyst for extra corporate investments in R&D that would
unlikely have occurred had the offset programmes not taken place. In addition, seven
companies reported to have transferred offset-derived knowledge, skills, and technologies to
their subcontracting base. The most cited benefits enabling offset recipients to permanently
integrate into international defence supply chains were product and process technology
transfers, harmonisation of management and manufacturing practices with those of foreign
prime contractors, quality control enhancement, and international visibility. Second-tier
suppliers recognised that without the offset obligation their capabilities as defence suppliers
would likely have remained unknown to foreign primes, with one company stating that “we
[second-tier supplier] are very small and would never have been approached by [US
Company B] if there had not been an offset obligation they had to fulfil.”
Permanent integration into international defence supply chains was not easy to achieve and
companies that did become permanent suppliers of foreign prime contractors made
systematic and strategic use of offset to enhance capabilities, develop competitive advantages
in niche sectors, and position themselves in international markets, regarding “offset [as] a
business development mechanism, not a temporary gain.” In contrast, companies that failed
to achieve similar results had a focus on obtaining sufficient workloads to maintain
production plants open and lacked a clear strategy for long-term sustainability. In addition,
the strategy of top performers included substantial financial investments in the acquisition of
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general manufacturing capabilities, the development of production processes, and
productivity and efficiency enhancement to achieve levels comparable to those of US
suppliers. Moreover, successful companies reported that large investments in R&D were
fundamental, not least because, unless export licenses are granted by offset suppliers, the
development of original products is necessary in order to access and maintain a presence in
foreign markets once the offset obligation has been fully discharged.
In this respect, both offset suppliers and recipients recognised that the modernisation and
enhancement of capabilities achieved through offset, when supported with further corporate
investments, were sufficient to compete internationally. Yet, a fundamental pre-requisite for
effective offset performance was the possession of enough technological and industrial assets
to successfully absorb offset in any form. Hence, companies that initially lacked such assets
made the necessary investments to acquire them prior to the commencement of the offset
programme. Once the infrastructure was in place, the focus shifted to securing the transfer of
key technologies needed to fill capability gaps and achieve production targets. Needless to
say, the collaboration and guidance of offset suppliers throughout the process was crucial, not
least because in some instances it was the case that the quality of Spanish-made components
was acceptable until several batches had been produced, requiring the offset fulfiller to send
quality engineers to directly control, supervise, and audit manufacturing processes. Thus, the
collaboration, flexibility, and commitment of offset suppliers are credited with having
accelerated the process of technology absorption and adaptation.
A major challenge that offset recipients faced was the initial lack of familiarity with advanced
manufacturing and management systems employed by offset fulfillers, resulting in multiple
organisational and technical adaptations being required in order to meet product
specifications, quality standards, and delivery deadlines. Small companies also reported that a
big difficulty was the increase in scale, as they were used to short production runs and had no
experience handling large orders for international markets. Furthermore, although local
supply networks existed, it was also necessary for offset recipients to establish new supply
chains that included foreign companies, leading to insufficient indigenisation of the
production process. Yet, first and second-tier recipient companies were indifferent to whether
their suppliers were local or foreign, having no objection to grant contracts to companies in
the offset supplier’s country of origin in order to save time and money in accreditation
processes. In fact, selecting suppliers that were already certified and possessed proved
capabilities was perceived as an added advantage that also helped offset recipients create and
expand business networks in foreign markets. This makes commercial sense and improves
competitiveness, but has an adverse effect on local suppliers that do not get to directly benefit
from the offset programme. Moreover, offshore outsourcing the production of parts needed to
complete offset work ends up reducing the capacity of local industry to achieve higher levels
of self-sufficiency, the principal objective of the Spanish offset policy.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The defence industry produces complex, high-tech, high value-added products of strategic
and national security importance in an imperfect market dominated by government
intervention. In this context, offset has become a critical force shaping the structure of the
international defence manufacturing system by generating a situation of interdependence
between the industries of the importing and exporting countries and causing the
reconfiguration of international supply chains. Indeed, unlike civil markets where companies
tend to structure supply chains based on cost, quality, and efficiency considerations, defence
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manufacturers have to agree to the constant international reconfiguration of supply chains
upon explicit demands from client governments eager to share the economic, technological,
and industrial benefits of defence production. Under these conditions, defence companies that
are able to develop the most offset-adaptable and flexible supply chains, accounting for
unique market and product characteristics and complexities, enhance their market position
and generate additional competitive advantages. It is therefore of paramount importance to
understand the dynamics involved and empirically evaluate the effects of offset on both
supplying and recipient companies in order to design suitable offset management strategies
that deliver effective outcomes taking into consideration the interests of all stakeholders.
This study has presented empirical evidence demonstrating that two of the world’s leading
defence companies have turned a market-distorting mechanism influenced by political
variables into a business tool actively employed to strengthen international competitiveness.
The experience of these companies suggests that contrary to the US government’s official
and dogmatic position, in the long-run offset is not necessarily welfare-diminishing. While it
is true that defence exporting companies would not engage in offset if importing governments
did not require it as a condition of purchase, evidence shows that offset fulfillers do obtain
commercial gains as a result of their participation in offset programmes. These benefits
include the effective use of offset as a product differentiator in competitive bids,
identification of new cost-efficient suppliers in offset recipient countries, supply chain
diversification, establishment of solid partnerships and permanent business networks in large
defence markets, and ability to have domestic manufacturers focus on higher value-added
activities. Furthermore, US prime contractors manage offset in a careful and strategic manner
in order to protect national supply chains and ensure that the fulfilment of offset obligations
does not lead to a loss of national defence production capacity.
On the demand side, evidence gathered from Spanish offset recipients demonstrates that
offset can indeed be effectively employed by manufacturers in the importing country to
develop capabilities and integrate into international defence supply chains. Effective offset
absorption requires less technologically and industrially advanced recipients to go through
long and arduous learning processes. This, however, is not enough. Integration into
international supply chains also requires a series of conditions to be in place prior, during,
and after participation in offset programmes. Above all, serious commitment to long-term
strategies and investments is necessary. Without this, sustainability is unachievable. Offset is
merely a door-opener whose benefits to companies in the importing country end when the
obligation is fully discharged unless recipients make strategic use of offset to enhance critical
capabilities and put in place robust long-term development strategies to compete
internationally on their own merits in the post-offset phase.
In the end, economic rationality prevails and even though offset does influence the structure
and configuration of the international defence manufacturing system, reliance on offset to
maintain a position in international supply chains is unviable. Hence, offset should be
regarded by recipients as an opportunity to obtain initial access to a market with very high
entry barriers, while recognising that in order to succeed and remain integrated into
international defence supply chains, sound strategies, effective performance, and substantial
investments are essential. When offset is employed in this manner and suppliers also adopt a
strategic and collaborative approach to offset management, long-term offset outcomes are
bound to benefit both parties and the international defence manufacturing system as a whole.
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Abstract
The paper seeks to contribute to an understanding of how inter-firm relationships, both material
and social, are critical elements of an effective cluster network where unlike traditional mass
manufacturing clusters, the requirement for novel high value bespoke products requires an
engineer-to-order model integrating latest advances in component and equipment technology and
the integration of prototype design-build-supply-service models.
The study focusses on the dynamic capabilities and the network relationships of a leading actor
within the Norwegian maritime cluster, who represents approximately 40% of the total turnover
of Norwegian shipyards. The research examines the interactions with vendors in particular, and
the proactive role taken to manage the supply chain and increase the value-add of network
partners. The maritime cluster used in this analysis is located off the west coast of Norway,
representing a significant and profitable high value manufacturing network. Usually referred to as
the Møre and Romsdal maritime cluster, the cluster is regarded as the leading innovative
industrial district and production network within the offshore service sector in Norway, with a
dominant global position in the supply of high-value offshore maritime vessels.
Key words: High Value Production, Network, Maritime Industry, Cluster
Introduction
The Industrial Context
Before the shipbuilding industry is elaborated, some market and development characteristics as
background data for the regional shipbuilding industry will be presented.
The global petroleum industry has a complex structure and comprises elements of exploration,
development, production, refining, transporting and marketing petroleum products worldwide.
The overview provides information about recent market developments related to exploration,
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development and production elements of the industry, more specifically, upstream activities
which deploy Offshore Specialized Vessels (hereafter OSV). The global fleet of OSVs consists of
several types of vessels – examples are:
a) PSV– Platform Supply Vessels; b) AHTS – Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessels; c) Seismic
Exploration Vessels; d) Well Intervention Vessels, and e) Construction Vessels.
Oil and gas companies are the main actors that participate in activities related to exploration,
development and production of natural resources offshore. Other actors are seismic exploration,
drilling and subsea entrepreneurs. Suppliers can be divided into those that supply goods and
services, and those who design and build OSVs and are engaged in after-sales services including
spare parts and preventive maintenance for their products.
Another group of actors in this market are ship owner companies (also called ship operators).
Most of them see offshore supply and anchor handling services as their primary business
activities. The global market has gained a significant OSV capacity (tonnage) during a 6-year
period from 2006 to 20121.
The largest Norwegian OSV owner company, Farstad Shipping ASA, is a global actor and is
present at several geographic locations worldwide.

Figure 1.

New-built vessels worldwide, sorted bas per December 20122

China is by far the largest builder of vessels. They build nearly twice as much as USA and nearly
three times as much as Norway. More important though is the fact that the Norway shipbuilding
industry build more advanced vessels and to a significant higher value. China is big on low- end
market product and especially at the carriers of the sea, the PSVs.
In the annual report, 2012, Farstad ASA states that "the maritime industry in Norway still has a
central position in the development of new offshore vessels, and Norwegian shipyards still have a
leading position in the construction of the more advanced offshore vessels". (Farstad ASA (2012)
The maritime industry in Møre and Romsdal, Norway
The Møre & Romsdal Maritime Cluster (hereafter M&R Maritime Cluster) is a part of the
Norwegian maritime industry where emphasis is almost solely on designing and building OSVs.
Møre & Romsdal is a county in the northernmost part of Western Norway.

1
2

Vessels contracted earlier, planned deliveries in 2011/2012
https://www.farstad.com/en/annualreport2012/downloads
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The M&R Maritime Cluster
consists of1:
• 15 ship design and engineering
companies
• 14 shipyards
• 165 equipment suppliers and
construction service providers
• 19 Offshore service shipping
companies / ship owners

Figure 2.

The Geography of the M&R Maritime Cluster

The debate about outsourcing has been running for years, but the debate became more audible
and open after the research projects resulted in ‘The competitive advantage of nations’ (Porter,
1990). In the years to come, many countries, including Norway, carried out national research
projects to investigate their national competitive advantages and subsequently tried to define
industries that were competitive (Reve et al., 1992). The Norwegian project concluded that the
shipbuilding industry, which is Norway’s oldest competence based industry, probably was the
best example of a highly competitive knowledge-based industrial cluster.
M&R is the largest industrial maritime region in Norway (when petro/offshore is excluded)
(Hervik and Jakobsen, 2001). In 2009 the total turnover came close to 50 billion NOK (figure 3).

Figure 3.

Cluster turnover (1987-2012). (MFM, 2012)

The maritime cluster in M&R has evolved over a long period of time, from fishing vessels,
through fjord ferries, to equipping, fitting and exporting technologically advanced vessels, which
need to operate in the severest maritime environments. Whilst some firms have disappeared along
the way and important new firms have been founded, a significant number of companies within
the region have transformed themselves in response to external changes. The corporate
continuity, with many family- owned enterprises was until quite recently complemented by a
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high degree of stability in ownership and management. Therefore, when taken together with a
reasonable spatial concentration of firms, this sector has many of the attributes favouring a wellfunctioning cluster – using the word both as a noun (an agglomeration with a distinctive local
labour market and with a respected image in the market) and a verb (with the connotation of
productive networking relationships).
During the 1980s and 90s much of the disaggregation or disintegration of the shipyards took
place and activities outsourced. These facts partly laid the foundation for a competitive supplier
industry in the region. The disaggregation of the previously integrated shipyards has strengthened
the competitive position of the supplier group as a whole and the companies within the group. We
have seen that the largest maritime industrial cluster in Norway has been successful according to
different by metrics. The growth in value creation (turnover3 ) has been significant (fig.3) and all
sectors in the industry have been profitable (fig.4) even though there are great variations both
between the different sectors in the value chain and between companies within the different
sectors (figure 3-5).
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Proportion of total turnover in the value producing network. (MFM, 2012)
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So far we have used turnover as a unit of measure or illustration of value creation or value added.
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The evolution of the district and companies is not only positive nor linear, which also may be
seen from the figures above. The turnover today is close to five times higher than 15 years ago.
There are many more suppliers today and the suppliers are more independent of the local
shipyards due to increased export. The cluster with its main suppliers has become global.
The products produced are of high value, actually of the highest value. The products are unique
in the way that there is only one copy of the product, it is one-of the kind product on customers
request or engineered to order (ETO). The products are characterised by being complex and
highly innovative. The emergence and the growth of a maritime cluster on the north- west coast
of Norway has been shown.
The paper seeks to understand to what extent inter-firm relationships are critical elements of this
kind of high value manufacturing network and how they function
The value creating network complexity
Within different theoretic perspectives like Supply Chain Management, Operations Management,
and Systems Theory, substantial research regarding value creation network evolution,
complexity, dynamics, methods of analysis, strategy and configuration has been made.
Furthermore, these theories and their approach towards understanding value creation networks as
complex systems differ with respect to core assumptions, predictions and the unit and level of
analysis.
First the concept of value creation network could be defined in the context of manufacturing.
According to Möller et al. (2002) and Rudberg and West (2008), it is important to distinguish
between a “network of organizations” and a “network organization”. The former refers to any group
of organizations that are interconnected with exchange relationships. The latter refers to a single
organization that consists of independent business units or facilities.

Furthermore, Rudberg and Olhager (2003) classify networks in terms of the number of
organizations in the networks and the number of sites per organization. They differ between
supply chains (multi-organization, single-site focus) and intra-firm networks (singleorganizations, multi-site focus). Hence, a value creation network is regarded as a network of
facilities, possibly owned by different organizations, where time, place or shape utility is added to
a good in various stages such that the value for the ultimate customer is increased.
Research on manufacturing networks has its roots in the manufacturing management of the single
factory (Rudberg and Olhager, 2003). In the 1950s and 1960s, most manufacturers emphasized
mass production to minimize unit production cost as the primary operations strategy, with little
product or process flexibility. New product development was slow and relied exclusively on inhouse technology and capacity. Bottleneck operations were cushioned with inventory to maintain
a balanced line flow, resulting in huge investment in work in process (WIP) inventory. Sharing
technology and expertise with customers or suppliers was considered too risky and unacceptable
and little emphasis was placed on cooperative and strategic buyer – supplier partnership (Tan,
2001).
During the late 1980s and 1990s it was impossible for manufacturing to withstand the trend of
globalization, and companies established more and more factories on a wider international basis.
Research on operations management was extended from multi-plant to network issues. In
parallel, the terms Supply Chain Management (SCM) and Michael Porter's Value Chain were
originally introduced in order to describe strategic, inter-organizational issues, to discuss an
alternative organizational form to vertical integration, to identify and describe the relationship a
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company develops with its suppliers and customers, and to address the purchasing and supply
perspective (Chen and Paulraj, 2004; Rudberg and Olhager, 2003 & Shi and Gregory, 1998).
The role of manufacturing companies has changed from supplying domestic markets with
products, via supplying international markets through export, to supply international markets
through local manufacturing. Hence, the research on international issues in manufacturing has
evolved from global sales and marketing into global manufacturing (Rudberg and Olhager,
2003). As a result of the abovementioned changes and new challenges, studies of supply and
manufacturing networks from a complex system perspective began to accelerate in late 1990s and
early 2000.
Porter (2000) defined 'clusters' as geographic concentrations of interconnected companies,
specialized suppliers and service providers, firms in interrelated industries, and associated
institutions (e.g. universities, standard agencies and trade associations) in particular fields that
compete but also cooperate. The main advantages of the concept as we see it, is the systemic
nature of the concept enabling the study of interactions and interdependencies on different levels
of aggregation/detailing level. The concept is far from clear cut and one of the main discussions
is related to whether clusters and clustering are primarily functional or indeed spatial phenomena
(Malmberg and Power, 2003). The cluster concept as defined by Porter (2000) is badly related to
knowledge creation and shared and how the knowledge sharing affects innovation.
When studying globalization, many theories have focused on the changes, relationships and
dynamics of the three dimensions; geography, activities and configuration (Sakuda and Fleury,
2012).
A linear, traditional "chain" perspective was useful for planning certain mechanical aspects of
transactions between buyers and suppliers – however, it failed and still fails to capture the
complexity needed to understand a firm’s strategy or behavior, as both depend on a larger supply
network that the firm is embedded in. (Choi et al., 2001; Pathak et al., 2007). Impact of
continuously changing market landscape and interconnections between multiple suppliers,
manufacturers, assemblers, distributors, and retailers became increasingly significant in industrial
supply/manufacturing networks. Lack of prediction and control challenged both managers and
researchers (Choi et al., 2001; Pathak et al., 2007).
The literature increasingly devotes attention to the study of business networks. However, there
remains a broad range of definitions regarding what constitutes a complex system. A vast amount
of research has been carried out regarding studying, predicting, and controlling ‘‘chaotic’’, nonlinear systems in biology, physical sciences, engineering and similar. The knowledge has
gradually been incorporated in the organizational theory literature where the stream also has
extended to the supply chain management literature (Bozarth et al., 2009).
Normann and Ramirez (1993) supplanted the traditional concept of the linear supply/value chain
by the new notion of value networks, or 'constellations'. The authors generalized that successful
companies should conceive strategy as systematic innovation: the continuous design and redesign
of complex business systems; Wilding (1998) studied dynamic events in supply networks through
what he referred to as “supply chain complexity triangle”; Shi and Gregory (1998) viewed
manufacturing networks as a factory networks with matrix connections, where each node (i.e.
factory) affects the other nodes and hence cannot be managed in isolation; Choi et al. (2001)
conceptualized supply networks as complex adaptive systems (CAS); and, Pathak et al. (2007)
discussed the usefulness of CAS principles in identifying complex phenomena in supply
networks. Among other concept in use that tries to conceptualize the value creation processes and
the network structure, strategic business nets (Møller et al., 2005) and business networks
(Håkanson and Snehota, 2006) could be mentioned.
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Today most people working in this field agree that a supply or a manufacturing network is a
complicated system where value is co-created by combinations, constellations or configurations
of actors in the network (Bozarth et al., 2009; Peppard and Rylander, 2006; Srai and Gregory,
2008). Besides, there are also some general agreement upon the fact that one of the major
challenges for corporate strategists is to develop a network structure and value co-creation
mechanism that can facilitate adaptive, flexible and synchronized behaviors in a dynamic, global
environment (Pathak et al., 2007; Srai and Gregory, 2008). Every scholar in the field is
advocating a better understanding of how value is created in business networks or systems, rather
than merely in business relationships or at the level of single actors (Corsaro et al., 2012).
As we have pointed out earlier, research is still in the early stages of investigating the general
principles that govern the birth, growth and evolution of supply and manufacturing networks with
complex network structure and mechanisms for collaboration and value co-creation (Corsaro et
al.,2012). Today, multiple and complex relations and connections between actors upstream and
downstream are the normal picture for value creation production networks.
The view of value co-creation emphasizes the focus on company core capabilities and
competence complementarities. The fact that different actors have developed different
capabilities and cooperate (and compete) with other value creators are what constitute the
network. The process of value creation is not simple, linear or sequential. The process is complex
involving multiple actors in process oriented and ‘chaotic-like’ processes. Actors’ contribution to
solutions focuses on their core competences and on the cooperation of other network actors, such
as suppliers, partners, allies, and customers (Basole & Rouse, 2008, Ford et al., 1998,
Matthyssens et al.,2009).
High value manufacturing always involves both products and different kind of services, after
services and solutions. The combination of innovative ETO, products and different kinds of
services, system solutions as opposed to product solutions require the coordination of value
creating processes in the many different company systems like ERP (supply, stock, order and
production) systems, maintenance systems, spare parts supply systems, logistic systems, and so
on (Cohen et al., 2006; Davies et al., 2007). It is almost impossible to work with other companies
on arm’s length distance. Strong relationships between the different firms, the firm's position in
the network, and the firm's network horizon arguably enhance the provision of solutions
(Windahl & Lakemond, 2006).
The resource-based view examines how different kinds of capabilities (certain kind of resources
and the way they are used) influence the positioning or the competitive advantage of the firm. In
Barney (1991) there is support for the view that special capabilities are attached to companies
with the best value supply chains, meaning that network capabilities exist at the supply chain
level. Dynamic capabilities are both internal and external (cross organisational). The internal
capabilities lay the foundation for superior performance, but the best organisations also possess
capabilities that cross organisational borders and involve multiple organisations in working
together to create or maintain competitive advantage (Defee and Fugate, 2010). The study of
external capabilities has been scarce. The application of dynamic capabilities to the real world
context of interdependent inter-firm network has not been explored (Alinaghian et al., 2012)
The co-creation of value as discussed call for focal companies to act strategically different on
their suppliers. Few could or should be kept on arm’s length distance. No organisation can create
value in isolation. This meaning that both supplier development and strategic partnering is
becoming increasingly important and that management and development of capabilities in supply
networks are included in core business processes.
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This paper investigates into the extent of close relations in the high value maritime
manufacturing network of M&R in Norway.
In a case study, external dynamic capabilities are explored by studying a significant actor in the
industry and how the focal company involves multiple organisations in working together to
create competitive advantage.
3. Methodology
The study seeks to answer a) the extent and importance of inter-firm-relationships in high value
manufacturing network and b) how a significant actor works or uses dynamic capabilities of the
companies to strategically position the high value manufacturing network.
The first unit of analysis defined in the study is the maritime industry/ network in the county of
Møre and Romsdal on the west coast of Norway. On this level, the unit of analysis holds all the
important actors to the industry system or network as ship owners, ship-yards, suppliers and
consultants/designers.
In the exploratory case study, the largest ship building group in Norway, STX OSV4 is chosen to
explore the company's relationships within the network. The company operates five yards in
Norway in addition to shipbuilding activities in Romania, Vietnam and Brazil. The company
constitute approximately 40% of the total turnover of Norwegian shipyards
First the data from a yearly performed survey on the maritime industry in the Møre and Romsdal
county was explored. The study, which collects data from the maritime industry, goes back to the
beginning of the1990’s and constitute the foundation of the analysis of the Møre and Romsdal
maritime cluster.
Number of
Response rate
Response rate
firms in the
proportion
proportion of
population
firms
turnover
Suppliers of equipment and services
165
33%
74%
Shipowners
19
63%
87%
Shipping consultants/design
15
67%
92%
Shipyards
14
86%
99%
Sum
213
42%
85%
Table 1.

Population and respondents in the survey of maritime companies in Møre and
Romsdal, 2012

The number of companies in the survey represents 42% of all companies and 85% of the total
turnover in the cluster.
The selection of the prime manufacturer as a proxy for a supply network is supported by
Humphrey and Schmitz (2001). Prime manufacturers can provide key insights on supply
networks on both upstream and downstream aspects in the maritime industry.
Both qualitative and quantitative research methods have been used at STX ASA to build the
primary database used in the supplier analysis. In-depth interviews in the form of focus
group/expert group were carried out with strategic and operational level at STX ASA involved.

4

This summer STX OSV was sold to the Italian Fincantieri and is named VARD AS
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The second data set consist of the STX OSV’s supplier/buying data base combined with qualified
assessment and classification of the data, performed by an expert/focus group of four key
personnel from STX OSV. All the supply and all the suppliers were grouped and analysed.
Following the collection of the historical purchase data, these data, were organized both by
supplier and by SFI5 product system, to have a better basis for further analysis. During the
process of organizing the data the focus group met regularly to secure that the data was correctly
re-organized. Further discussions took place within the project team where the researchers were
involved.
These key personnel occupied roles in the company that made them knowledgeable about the
issues regarding the research. Research done by John and Reve (1982) show that significant
correlation exists between information gathered from key informants from both sides in buyersupplier relationships. “…results indicate that key informants from different firms within channel
dyads provided reliable and valid data about the structural form of the relationship
investigated…” (John and Reve, 1982, p. 522).
4.0 Analysis and findings
4.1 The maritime cluster network
In the study we have defined the network along two dimensions the economic transactions and
the espoused importance of relations. The two dimensions can be compared with Argyris and
Schon (1974) concepts of theories in use and theories as espoused which are. We don't always do
what we are saying we are doing. The first dimension is the espoused relations between the actors
when with whom they engage in relations with and the importance of the specific relationship.
The result for the year 2009 is depicted in figure 6.

Figure 6.

Relations between actor in the maritime industry in M&R, average score (the scale
from 1-7 where 1 i= 'no relation' and 7 is 'strong relation')

The survey with this question has been conducted in the years 2001, 2003 and 2006 in addition to
this (2009) and the relationships have both been stronger and weaker due to different elements
like market situations, financial crises, etc. Irrespective of this, the figures show strong and
mutual relationships between all actors. It is said that the innovative capacity and capability is
related to the close relationships between the shipyards and the suppliers and the customers, the
5

SFI is a common code for the flow of information between enterprises within the maritime and offshore industry. In STX OSV,
each product group has a designated SFI-code. This SFI-code is used throughout the system with regards to purchase, installation,
booking, etc. SFI codes have been used to secure easy implementation and understanding of the derived results
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customer relation being the most important (Halse & Bjarnar, 2011) An important proof of how
well the network or the cluster functions is to map the co-creation of value between the actors.
One clear sign of co-creation of value is the extent of financial streams between the actors of the
supposed network. The financial streams between the actors not only symbolize the relations
between the firms, but are actually proof of economic transactions between them.

Figure 7.

The economic interplay between the actors in the maritime industry in M&R, 2011

As can be seen from the figure above, the economic transactions between the actors are
significant. The sales and percentages vary from one year to another due to fluctuations in
production and demand, but is on average quite stable. Yards in the county purchased goods and
services from local suppliers, representing 37 % of the yards ' total purchases and 22 % of the
suppliers' turnover. In 2010, the shipyards' purchases from local suppliers representing 46 % of
total purchases and that correspond to 28% of the local contractor's total sales that year. Previous
analyzes of the industry showed that the yards in the county had a purchase share in excess of 40
% from local suppliers in 2008-2009. From the suppliers' side the supplying to local shipyards
constituted
respectively
27%
and
24
%
in
2008
and
2009.
The supplier firms in M&R, included in this analysis, have a high share of deliveries to the
shipbuilding industry. Overall, the suppliers in the county had an export share of 55 % of their
goods and services in 2011 and a significant proportion of this was directed at foreign shipyards.
Overall, 65 % of the purchases to the shipyards in the county were sourced from Norwegian
suppliers in 2011. An analysis of the effects associated with STX OSV's shipyard operations in
Norway (Oterhals et al, 2011) showed that 66 % of total purchases came from the Norwegian
suppliers and as much as 42 % came from suppliers in their own county.
The economic transactions show how the companies are related and also show the changes in
economic relations over time. But the patterns give no answers to the question why they are
related. Companies specialize both horizontally in products and/or vertically in phases of
production along the chain of value adding activities. The division of labour between specialized
firms may be seen as a source of external economies of both scope and scale (i.e., economies
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external to the firm but internal to the cluster or system of firm), raising their collective
innovative potential (Bellandi, 1989). Even though specialization is a company specific
competence, each firm contributes to the cluster's innovative capacity. By altering the nature and
pattern of interdependency, specialization has implication for interfirm relations (Staber and
Morrison, 1999). Knowledge creation and innovation capability are important parts of the
dynamic capability construct both on the firm and on the cluster level.
Firms are exploring new business models and building strategies which develop and align
internal and inter-organisational dynamic capabilities to external possibilities and threats. The
next part will examine how a leading actor in this high value manufacturing industry develop
knowledge around key strategic challenges for the industry and how they act strategically to
manage value creation and value capture in an increasingly global production network by
involving multiple organisations in a network. The companies' dynamic capabilities are used to
strategically position the network within the global value chain.
4.2 The strategic part of value co-creation
STX OSV is a key player in the Norwegian shipbuilding industry, constituting approximately 40
percent of total turnover from Norwegian shipyards. In 2011, MFM and STX OSV conducted a
study that showed that as much as 66 percent of total purchasing costs were derived from
Norwegian suppliers, and a close cooperation exists between shipbuilding activities and suppliers
(Oterhals, Johannessen & Hervik, 2011).
The MFM database contains more than 200 maritime-related companies. In 2010, 162 of these
companies were classified as suppliers, and the remainder were classified as shipowners, design
companies and shipyards. The supplier group is by far the most comprehensive and diversified. If
15 design companies are added to the supplier group, then this study analyses a total of 177
suppliers. Rarely the companies are totally engaged to one activity or classification only.
Therefore, the activities between the groups are distributed by percentage to obtain a kind of
relative weighting for each category. Every supplier was assessed by the project group.
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Table 2.
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For the purpose of this study, companies including ship equipment supply were found to be most
relevant and interesting and are also, by far the group with highest potential. The remainder of the
analysis will therefore be concentrated on a further classification of the equipment suppliers. The
classification is based on product complexity (PC) and competence intensity (CI).
Each equipment supplier in the database was assigned a low, medium or high score, ranging from
1 to 3, to reflect each of the two attributes, PC and CI. Figure 8 displays this classification and

6
7

Total number of companies related to this category
Relative number of companies within this category
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denomination. Combining these two attributes as the mean of PC+CI results in a classification
illustrated as A, B, C, D and E in figure 8.
Assigning this combined score for (PC,CI) results in a distribution, as illustrated in figure 9.The
figure depicts the relative number of companies and also the total number of occurrences in each
square.

	
  
Figure 8.

	
  Classification

and denomination of equipment suppliers (n=141)

As could be expected there are no product with high product complexity and low firm
competence intensity (lower right corner) and nor is it any company on the upper left corner with
low product complexity and high firm knowledge intensity(C). 20.5% of the companies are
classified as high competence/high product complexity firms (A). The classification is now used
to analyse the profitability between high and low competence/product complexity firms.
4.3 The value capturing firms
This chapter analyses empirical financial data from regional shipbuilding suppliers based on the
classification of suppliers above and empirical financial data on regional maritime suppliers.
Figure 9 displays the pre-tax profit margin for equipment suppliers during 2000–2010. The
average curve describing pre-tax profit margins for all equipment suppliers fluctuated between 4and 6 percent during 2000–2005 and between 5- and 10 percent during 2005–2010.
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Equipment suppliers (n = 116, year 2010) – pre-tax profit margins during (2000–
2010)
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All five categories experienced positive pre-tax profit margins during 2004–2010. Group A’s best
years were 2009 and 2010, with pre-tax profit margins of 11 percent in both years. Group B’s
pre-tax profit margins were volatile during 2000–2010, with a peak in 2009 at 14 percent and 10
percent in 2010. Even though there are differences between the groups of companies over the
year, due to market situations, the high value/high product complexity- proves to have the highest
profit.
Figure 10 shows pre-tax profits per man-year for equipment suppliers during 2000–2010. Group
A have experienced a rapid growth in pre-tax profits per man-year since 2005. In 2010, pre-tax
profits per man-year were as high as NOK 0.45 million, more than four times the amount in
2005.
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Fig 10.

Equipment suppliers (n= 116, year 2010) Pre-tax profit per man-year (2000-2010)

Pre-tax profits per man-year for group B were volatile during 2000–2010. The peak was NOK
0.25 million in 2009 and the trough was NOK 0.19 million in 2010. Pre-tax profits per man-year
for group C declined during the past couple of years, at NOK 0.10 million and NOK 0.17 million
during 2010 and 2008, respectively. Group D had one of its best years in 2010, with pre-tax
profits per man-year of NOK 0.13 million. Pre-tax profits per man-year for group E were volatile
during 2000–2010; the best year was 2008 at NOK 0.18 million and then declined to NOK 0.01
million in 2010. Among the 116 supplier companies in the maritime industry, there is clear
evidence that the firms with high competence intensity and high product complexity is the most
profitable firms both with respect to profit margins and profit margin per man year.
4.4 The building of network as a dynamic capability
Sourcing has become one of the most critical activities of a manufacturing business. In shipbuilding, purchased good and services may constitute as much as 80% of the total cost of a ship.
Not only is the sourcing process and positioning vital for quality and cost of the product but
sourcing decisions affects the strategic positioning and thus the firms' competitive position of the
firms in the network. It is a key strategic activity for achieving an innovative, high quality, great
variety, low-cost and rapidly delivered end product.
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With STX OSV’s stand in the market as a reliable shipbuilder of highly specialised offshore
vessels, the relationships to its vendors are important.
The analysis aimed to map STX OSV's relations to the company's different suppliers for in the
next phase to act strategically different on the different supplier segments. To gain an overview
of different suppliers’ positions on STX OSV, two steps was undertaken.
First, the product groups were separated into different categories based on certain characteristics,
which is discussed further in the next section. Thereafter each separate supplier and its position
with respect to the company were evaluated.
4.4.1 Mapping products
The study built on the framework provided by Kraljic’s purchasing portfolio matrix (Kraljic,
1983). The general idea of Kraljic's model is to minimize ".. supply vulnerability (risk) and make
the most out of potential buying power.."(Kraljic, 1983, p 112).Kraljic’s portfolio matrix
categorises suppliers based on their supply risk and profit impact and the model has become the
dominant approach to what the profession regards as operational professionalism (Gelderman &
Weele, 2002).
There is no simple blueprint for the application of a portfolio analysis. It requires critical thinking
and sophistication of purchasing management (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2003). Case studies
have shown that measuring profit impact and supply risk in real life based on Kraljic’s (1983)
original framework is rather vague and diffuse (Gelderman and Van Weele, 2003). There are no
explicit procedures for how to measure these variables present in Kraljic’s (1983) framework.
Gelderman and Van Weele (2003) identified in a study three different methods used for
weighting the dimensions in the Kraljic portfolio matrix.
In this study a mixture of the weighted factor score method and the consensus method was used.
To evaluate these two dimensions, the following criteria were applied:
Supply risk:
- Product availability (20%)
- Number of potential suppliers (20%)
- Switch costs (20%)
- Consequence of delay (20%)
- Competitive structure (20%)
Table 3.

Profit impact:
- Economic impact (50%)
- Impact on end product quality (50%)

Supply Risk and Profit Impact dimensions

By using the criteria and their respective weights as previously listed, the SFIs were ranked as
follows in Table 4.

SFI
201
270
271
326
331
331

Supply	
  Risk
Profit	
  Impact
Product	
   Nr.	
  of	
  potential	
   Switch	
   Consequence	
   Competitiv Average	
   Economic	
   Impact	
  on	
  e nd	
   Average	
   Matrix	
  
Description
availability
suppliers
cost
of	
  delay
e	
  structure score
impact product	
  quality score
category
Hull	
  material
3
3
2
4
2
2,8
7
1
4
NCI
Coating	
  -‐	
  Outside/Inside
5
5
8
4
7
5,8
8
7
7,5
SI
Coating	
  -‐	
  Pipe/Bottom	
  e tc
4
4
5
5
5
4,6
5
7
6
LI
Pneumatic	
  i nstallation	
  for	
  bulk	
  handling
4
3
3
6
5
4,2
7
6
6,5
LI
Shiphandling	
  cranes
1
2
2
2
2
1,8
7
6
6,5
LI
Offshore	
  cranes
7
7
8
8
5
7
9
9
9
SI

Table 4
8

Outline of ranking procedure 8

SI = Strategic items, LI = Leverage items, BNI = Bottleneck items, NCI = Non-critical items.
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By following this procedure, each product group was assigned a specific score for the two
variables of supply risk and profit impact. Using these data, the results were plotted in a matrix
corresponding to that of figure 17, the actual matrix:

Figure 11.

Kraljic’s matrix STX OSV

Figure 11 illustrates the categorisation of all purchased products and services of STX OSV based
on the level of supply risk and the degree of profit impact.
Summary	
  statistics
Number	
  of	
  SFIs
Total	
  number	
  of	
  suppliers
Suppliers	
  per	
  SFI
Average
Median
For	
  product	
  group
Purchase	
  volume	
  (tNOK)
Share	
  of	
  total	
  purchase	
  (%)

Table 5

Strategic	
  Items
16
50

Leverage	
  Items Bottleneck	
  Items Non-‐critical	
  Items
13
2
21
45
3
52

3,33
3,00

3,46
2,00

1,50
1,50

2,48
2,00

3	
  948	
  335
83,25	
  %

533	
  553
11,25	
  %

10	
  869
0,23	
  %

250	
  253
5,28	
  %

Descriptive statistics of STX OSV purchases

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics of the results. Based on the previous ranking and
categorisation9 and the following statistics derived from such, several key findings were derived.
The key findings using Kraljic’s methodology are as follows:
More than 83 % of purchased value of the SFIs were categorised as strategic items to the
company. 40% of the SFIs are classified as non-critical items, but they make up only 5 % of total
purchases.
In addition to this study done on a product/SFI bases, two corresponding studies was done on
supplier level, one of them being a traditional ABC analysis. Both analyses primarily supported
the findings from Kraljic’s matrix in that suppliers of strategic items are of high strategic
importance.

9

Key findings are also derived using more specific graphs and overviews not presented in this analysis.
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The findings are consistent with them saying that co-creation of value calls for focal companies
to act strategically different on their suppliers and that no organisation can create value in
isolation (Defee and Fugate, 2010). Strategies attached to different categories like strategic
suppliers should be managed through close partnerships, relations or acquisitions; Bottleneck
suppliers through long term contracts, cooperation or other business models; and Leverage Items
through development of creative strategic partnerships and active sourcing (Gelderman and Van
Weele (2005), Caniels & Gelderman ( 2005), De Boer et al. (2001).
In this case study the focal company has shown how they value their vendors. Nearly 85 % of the
product purchased value was classified as strategic and almost 90% of the suppliers of strategic
items were classified as AA suppliers (high value and high importance). The focal company takes
on a leading role in involving multiple players in the co-creation of value process. Few or none of
them should be kept on arm's length distance. On the contrary, supplier development and
strategic partnering is constantly more important in high value manufacturing network. The
development and management of a high value manufacturing network is a network dynamic
capability.
5. Conclusion and implication
In this paper the understanding of inter- firm relationships as critical element of a high value
production network, was pursued. The arena was the maritime cluster of Møre and Romsdal,
Norway. Both through qualitative and quantitative data the relationships were proven significant.
The importance of the relationships between all the different groups of actors as expressed was
strong. The espoused expressions were proven right when we analysed the actual financial
streams between the actors. Almost 40% of the supply was sourced from suppliers within the
county and almost 65% was sourced from Norwegian suppliers. The cluster proved to be a high
value manufacturing network. Innovative, high value products of system character evidently
require a well-functioning network structure to be competitive.
Within an internal sourcing and value chain reconfiguring project we analysed where the value
was captured in the network, and concluded that the companies with highest knowledge intensity
and highest product complexity were the most profitable.
Through a case study of a leading actor in the cluster we got insight into the involvement of
multiple organisations into the co-creation of value process. Assessed according to the two
dimensions, profit impact and supply risk, 83 % of the value of the products were categorized as
strategic items and 90% of the suppliers of strategic items were ranked as AA suppliers. This
means that the company are engaged- or will engage in processes of supplier development and
strategic partnering. This meaning closer network relationships.
High value producing network have proven competitive. It’s a way of co-creating value in a
governance structure outside the market and outside the hierarchy. As seen in many industrial
districts or cluster there are elements that are reinforcing both the cluster and the competitiveness
of the cluster. Network as a process of involving multiple organisations in working together is not
only a necessity in high value producing network. Building bridges and close relationships
between organisation should be seen as a dynamic network capability, - a capability of the
network.
Research on external dynamic capabilities have been scarce but should be offered more research
attention. (Alinaghian et al. 2012). Hopefully this study is a small contribution both to the
understanding of network in high value manufacturing and to the dynamic capabilities of building
network.
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More research should be done on different clusters to compare both extent of relations and kinds
of relations. Further, more research should be done on revealing the strategic partnering and
network building on both sides of the network dyads.
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Abstract
Climate change is regarded as a tropical issue facing by different aspects of human
society, with efforts focus on building, traffic and manufacturing industries. Some
proactive organizations and firms start to transformation while the Low Carbon
Emission Network is still at its infancy. According to several case study, this work
concluded the first step of low carbon emission supply network
transition—measurement of carbon footprint, answering the industrial challenge: how
to measure the carbon emission on supply network level? A process analysis of “point
of entry, participation, procedure, project and process management” is applied and a
practical measurement process is proposed. Supplier engagement and internal
capability building are identified as the key factors. The measurement process tailored
according to the degree of accuracy is consistent to the priority of the aims of carbon
reduction related action, and relevant to the influence strategy mentioned above.
Keywords: carbon footprint measurement, life cycle assessment, performance
measurement, process design

1.Introduction
Significant movement is expected towards sustainable manufacturing industry
development as the environmental, social issues increasingly become factors to be
considered by companies’ strategy makers. Manufacturing sustainability will increase
both opportunities and risks to manufacturing firms. CSR reports of companies
become a must for big brands and the list of companies attending environmentally and
socially concerned improvement is enlarging. Among the issues in sustainability, the
carbon emission is the hottest and discussed heavily. According to BSI (BSI 2008),
GHG emissions frequently arise from supply chain within business, between business,
and between nations. Of the humanity's 50,000 mega-tonnes of annual CO2e
greenhouse gas emissions, around 2,800 mega-tonnes can be assigned to the logistic
and transport activities-the major part of supply chain. It seems possible that
significant emissions reductions could be achieved in the medium term by
implementing change throughout the end-to-end supply chain. Nations and
governments all over the world have established or planned to establish legislations
for carbon emission reduction. Except for the huge pressure from governing body, the

manufacturing firms also face the volatile energy prices and cost for waste
management. Among all the reasons, the most direct one would be the customer
requirement for environmental friendly products for those who are running B2B
(Business to Business) mode. ICT industries are widely affected by this trend as their
clients from Europe and the States directly send out requirements for the carbon
footprint of their products. LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) is the key methodology in
the measuring the product carbon footprint, starting from the original raw material
extraction to after-sales disposal. The auditing of product carbon footprint provides an
opportunity for companies to initially monitor different parts along their supply chain,
including sourcing, inbound logistics, production, outbound logistics, and customer
usage. The auditing process helps the companies to gain the mapping of supply chain
carbon emission performance and identify potentials in decarbonlization of their
operations. This paper tries to identify the key categories and sub-categories along the
value chain in carbon emission reduction potentials, presenting a matrix as the low
carbon emission supply chain framework. A case company in ICT industry is
examined for their carbon footprint measurement process and also the practices in
greening their product’s life cycle performance. The study shows that carbon
footprinting should be first step to start carbon management, and the cooperation
along the supply chain plays a great impact to the total performance of production
carbon emission.
2.Practical and Literature Review
Carbon Footprint and Measurement Standards
As generally recognized that only the measurable get managed, it is well regarded that
a standardized method to measure and report the carbon emission profile becomes a
must (Pandey, 2011, carbon footprint: current methods of estimation; Rebitzer, 2004,
life cycle assessment-part 1: framework, goal and scope definition, inventory analysis
and applications; Laurent, 2010).
Despite wide use, the term carbon footprint seems to have no clear definition
(Wiedmann and Minx, 2008). Based on a review of its use in literature Wiedmann and
Minx (2008) propose the following definition:
"The carbon footprint is a measure of the exclusive total amount of carbon
dioxide emissions that is directly and indirectly caused by an activity or is
accumulated over the life stages of a product."
This definition brings in a lot of argument since researchers argued that all
greenhouse gas emissions should be included which include all greenhouse gas
emissions (Baldo, Marino, Montani, and Ryding, 2009; Iribarren, Hospido, Moreira,
and Feijoo, 2010; Plassmann et al., 2010; Weidema et al., 2008; Wiedmann,2009). In
Kyoto Protocol six greenhouse gas emissions are identified as the main emission
control targets. In our research, we regard the carbon footprint includes the six key
GHG according to Kyoto Protocol, expanding the Wiedmann’s definition. The carbon
footprint concept has been applied to many levels, including products, households,
companies, cities and regions, and countries (Peters, 2010). We define in this study

that the carbon footprint on the product level as CFP (Carbon Footprint of Products)
in our research as defined by ISO(ISO14067 Draft, 2012) and we defined PCF as the
abbreviation of the action of calculating/obtaining the CFP--Product Carbon
Footprinting.
Surprisingly different from Green issues, the discussion of PCF (Product Carbon
Footprinting) is limited in number in the operations and supply chain journals. Both
Jensen (2012) and Sundarakani (2010) concluded that the publications of
modeling/measuring carbon emissions are much fewer in SCM and operation
management compared to Green SCM.
The wording of Carbon Footprinting comes from the 'Ecologcial Footprint' research in
the 1990s (WBCSD, 2010 "Vision 2050, the new agenda for business"; Wackernagel,
2004, ecological footprints and energy). But the methodologies adopted
for performing PCFs originate from the life cycle assessment/analysis (LCA)
literature.
Wiedmann and Minx (2008) specify Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) as the appropriate
method for calculating a carbon footprint. Though recommending that the definition
and method of carbon footprint should be kept separate, Peters (2010) identifies LCA
as the appropriate approach for measuring the carbon footprint of consumer products.
The International Standards Organization (ISO) working group identified a number of
core questions regarding standardization of the quantification of carbon footprints,
and even in the relatively easy class of LCA needed for carbon footprints there is no
easy solution to the identified questions (Finkbeiner, 2009).
The demand for carbon footprint information and the need for further principles and
techniques have lead to a number of international, national, and sectoral initiatives
(Finkbeiner,2009). Plassmann et al. (2010) identified more than thirteen different
methodologies for product carbon footprinting under development in 2009. According
to the degree of specification, Carbon footprint measurement methodologies can be
classified into three different main groups (Baldo et al., 2009):
•

General guidelines, such as ISO standards, that represent the normative
standard references for CO2 calculation.

•

Specific guidelines, such as PAS 2050, that contain ad hoc indication on GHG
calculation and monitoring.

•

Calculation tools that are aimed at calculating CO2

The British Standards Institute's (BSI) Publicly Available Specification (PAS) 2050
represented the first standards for measuring the carbon footprint of products when
released in 2008 (Wiedmann, 2009), as well as some other ongoing standardization
efforts such as the WRI/WBSCD's Greenhouse Gas Protocol Scope 3 standards and
the ISO 14067 standards (Wiedmann, 2009), ILCD Handbook(Jensen 2012), etc.. ISO

14067 is still under development (expected to reveal on 2014) and based on ISO
14040 and ISO 14044, serving PAS2050 as the seed document. So we will not
consider ISO14067 in the following comparison section.
The LCA methodology dates back to the 1970s (Seuring, 2004, Industrial ecology,
life cycle, supply chains: differences and interrelations; Wiedmann,2009, carbon
footprint and input-output analysis-an introduction). Some researchers argue that
carbon footprinting is a subset of LCA because only green house gas are counted in
the carbon footprint (Bala,2010, Simplified tools for global warming potential
evaluation; Sinden, 2009,The contribution of PAS 2050 to the evolution of
international greenhouse gas emission standards; European Commission, 2010, ILCD
handbook; WRI and WBCSD, 2010, the greenhouse gas protocol: product accounting
& reporting standard--GHG protocol; Schmidt H.J., 2009,Carbon accounting and
carbon footprint–more than just diced results?) or even a simplified application of
LCA (SETAC, 2008, Standardisation efforts to measure greenhouse gases and
‘carbon footprinting’ for products).
The Comparision Between PCF Methods
Standards are regarded an important tool for measuring and reducing GHG emissions
from supply chains (Jensen,2012). As we mentioned above there are several standards
exist for the PCF process. Jensen gives out the following critirias to compare
them: the unit of analysis, the type of PCF, the modelling framework, data timeframe,
data sources and the handling of the multifunctional problem. The standards
summarized are ISO14040/ISO14044, PAS2050, ILCD and GHG Protocol Scope 3
standards. The following table shows the results of comparison.
Table 1 Comparisons and Conclusions in Different Standards
Analysis(Category Options
Unit(of(Analysis((in( the(funcional(unit(of(product
the(Standard)
Standard(Type
BottomDup(analysis

Modelling(
Framework

Data(Sources

Timeframe
multifunctional(
process

Explaination(and(key(points
1.Enable(the(comparison(of(different(products
2.it(is(a(natural(step(to(identify(actors(in(supply(chain
1.(Data(usually(collected(from(individual(processes((Peters,2010)
2.Under(some(special(conditions(IOA(type(dataset(could(also(satify(
the(requirement((but(the(standard(leaves(a(gap(here(to(guide(users(
combining(the(processDbased(method(and(IOA
Attributional(or(Consequential 1.(For(Accounting(PurposeDDAttributional(is(preferred
2.For(decision(making(purposeDD(Consequencial(aproach(is(preferred(
using(shortDterm(and(longDterm(marginal(data
3.Combined(approaches(are(required(when(determining(effects(on(
the(economy.(European(Commission,2010,ILCD)
Primary(data(for(processes(
1.(Primary(data(is(preferred(except(the(ISO14040(accepts(legitimate(
owned,(operated,(or(controlled( data
by(focal(company
2.(Data(from(upstream/downstream(supply(chain(actors:(PAS2050DD
accept(secondary(data(from(suppliers;(ILCDDDrequires(primary(data(
from(suppliers(as(well
historial,(factDbased,(measurable( Due(to(the(attributional(
data
economic(allocation,(physical(
very(similar(between(standards
relationship(allocation

As stated in the table, in most sections the standards have similar settings and
suggestions. PAS2050 is the first public available guidelines specialized on GHG

emissions, rather than general environmental footprint assessment standards (such as
ISO14040, ILCD, etc.). And a few pioneering companies have taken the first step on
PCF using/building up PAS2050. Consequentially PAS2050 is more broadly used
among companies globally compared to WRI&WBCSD's Product Standard. So in our
research we focus on the application process of PAS2050 in case companies, and our
analysis is focus on this standard as well. The following section illustrate the inner
relations between CFC (Carbon Footprint of Corporate) and CFP (Carbon Footprint
of Product) and detailed the PAS2050 methodologies.
The Carbon Footprint of Corporate and of Product
CFC (Carbon Footprint of Corporate) and CFP (Carbon Footprint of Products) are
two key activities when firms are tackling the carbon issues. Considering firm as a
input-output system, the semi-product going through the system—the firm—get
manufactured/processed, while the processes involve energy, material and waste
generated, generating GHG emissions. And at the same time outside the key processes,
the supporting activities to these processed within the system also generate carbon
emission as well. If we look at the system within the firm’s boundary, the key
processes within the plant and the supporting processes are both included. But
following the product lines, only the key processes will be counted and the relevent
emission will allocated to the product. So the CCF (Corporate Carbon Footprinting),
such as IPCC/GHG protocol, is targeting the first type of measurement of carbon
emission of the system, and PCF (Product Carbon Footprinting), the life cycle
assessment type method, such as PAS2050, ISO14067, is targeting the second type.
Both of the methods can be de-assemblied to a basic formula, which is the amount of
used Energy/Rourses/Waste multiple the conversion factor (CO2 emission/unit). The
difference between the CCF and PCF is as follow: The CCF covers all the processes
within one corporate, while the PCF covers the key processes along the whole
manufacturing chain of the specific product, and allocate the ERW related carbon
emission to a single product. So the scientific way to do the allocation is also a key
part of PCF.
The PCF, if eliminated some non-important processes, shrinking boundaries and
reducing the up-stream or down-stream relevant stages, could be conducted as
so-called streamlined LCA method. The Input-Output methodology in Economics are
also used to calculate the Carbon Emission, especially suitable for the country,
industry and area level. Some researchers do study in the Economic Input-Output
LCA (EIO-LCA)Analysis of Carbon Emission. Both streamlined LCA and EIO LCA
have the shortfalls in the uncertainty and accuracy of PCF result, but with lower cost
and time invested. So they are also considered as proper or sometimes efficient PCF
methods in different contexts. The next section will detail more on the different LCA
methodologies.

Public Available Specification 2050 (PAS 2050) and Life Cycle Assessment
PAS (Publicly available specification), 2050 which is developed by Carbon Trust,
Department of Environment Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), and British Standard
Institute (BSI) in 2008, is a specification for the assessment of the life cycle
greenhouse gas emissions of goods and services.
PAS 2050 was developed in reply to a broad community and industry need for a
consistent method for measuring the life cycle GHG (Green House Gases) emissions.
It was built based on existing life cycle assessment methods established through
standards BS EN ISO 14040 and BS EN ISO 14044(Carbon Trust, 2008). Many
companies have already joined PAS 2050, including PepsiCo, Boots, Innocent,
Marshalls, Tesco, Cadbury, Halifax, Coca Cola, Kimberly Clark, The Co-operative
Group, Scottish & Newcastle, Coors Brewers, Müller, British Sugar, ABAgri,
Sainsbury’s, Danone, Continental Clothing Company, Colors Fruit, Morphy Richards,
Mey Selections and Aggregate Industries. (Carbon Trust, 2008).In 2011 the PAS 2050
is further revised after practised in some companies. According to Carbon Trust, the
PAS 2050 provides the following benefits:
*For organizations that supply goods and services, the PAS:
-allows internal assessment of the existing life cycle GHG emissions of goods and
services;
-facilitates the evaluation of alternative product configurations, sourcing and
manufacturing methods, raw material choices, and supplier selection on the basis of
the life cycle GHG emissions associated with goods and services;
-provides a benchmark for ongoing programmes aimed at reducing GHG emissions;
-allows for a comparison of goods or services using a common, recognized and
standardized approach to life cycle GHG emissions assessment; and
- supports reporting on corporate responsibility.
* For consumers of goods and services, the PAS:
- provides a common basis for reporting and communicating the results of life cycle
GHG emissions assessments that supports comparison and uniformity of
understanding; and
- provides an opportunity for greater consumer understanding of life cycle GHG
emissions when making purchasing.
PAS 2050 is intended for both product comparisons and communication of this
information,but does not specify requirements for communication. PAS 2050
specifies that LCA shall be used to assess the GHG emissions of products. The
specification distinguishes between business-to-consumer assessments, which employ

a cradle-to-grave approach, and businessto-business assessments that employ a
cradle-to-gate approach. Additionally, it does not include product category-specific
rules, but is intended that these can be developed in accordance with ISO standards
and will be adopted by the standard when available.
Carbon Trust Carbon Reduction Label
The PAS 2050 standard recognizes a wide range of potential uses for the information
on the carbon footprint of products, but does not provide requirements on the use of
the assessments that arise from implementation of the specification (Sinden, 2009). It
does not explicitly support comparative assertions, but recognizes that individual
stakeholders may compare results that are placed in the public domain (Sinden, 2009).
The Carbon Trust offers a labeling service by its subsidiary consultancy firm ‘Carbon
Footprint Expert’ that allows firms to communicate the carbon footprint of their
product, which would allow for comparative assertions. The label was based on the
original carbon footprint methodology developed by the Carbon Trust (Carbon Trust,
2007).
In a 2009 review of product carbon footprint schemes the Carbon Trust Carbon Label
was by far the largest of the twelve operational programs for product carbon
footprints, with 2,000 certified products (Bolwig and Gibbon, 2009). The Carbon
Trust claims more than 5,000 products carry the label and that it is one of the largest
eco-labels in the U.K.(Carbon Trust, 2011).
Life Cycle Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment method is the base of PAS2050, a quantitative process for
evaluating the total environmental impact of a product over its entire life cycle,
referred to as a cradle-to-grave approach. LCA is product focused, with emphasis on
quantifying the environmental impacts (Heijungs, 1996).
LCA, as defined by the ISO, consist of four phases:
1. Goal Definition and Scope.
2. Inventory Analysis.
3. Impact Assessment.
4. Interpretation.
In some instances only phases two and four need to be performed, in which case this
is referred to as a Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) (ISO, 2006a). The goal definition and
scope phase includes identifying the product or function being studied, the reasons for
carrying out the study, defining the system boundary, and identifying the data
requirements. Inventory analysis involves identifying the process involved in the
system, defining the inputs and outputs of each process, and collecting data to

quantify those inputs and outputs. Impact assessment defines impact categories and
used the results of the inventory analysis to calculate indicator results in those
categories. Finally, in the interpretation phase, the results of the inventory analysis
and impact assessment are interpreted in terms of the goal and scope definition; the
results are checked for completeness, sensitivity, and consistency; and conclusions,
limitations, and recommendations are reported (ISO, 2006a).
LCAs generally fall into two categories based on their purpose. An attributional LCA
is focused on looking back on a product and determining what emissions can be
attributed to it. A consequential LCA is focused on the environmental effects of what
will happen due to a decrease or increase demands for goods and services (Ekvall and
Weidema, 2004). The two types of LCAs are suitable for different purposes and
require different types of data. An attributional LCA is appropriate for making
specific environmental claims regarding a product, and typically makes use of average
data for the product. The consequential category is more suited to performing scenario
analysis. It often requires marginal data for the product as it requires making
assumptions about economic factors related to changes in product consumption or
production (Tillman, 2000).
In addition to the types of LCA there are two main LCA methodologies: a
process-based approach and an Economic Input-Output (EIO) approach. In a
process-based methodology all phases of a product are examined and their inputs and
outputs are mapped. This is typically considered the conventional method of LCA,
and is sometimes referred to as the ISO or SETAC method (Lenzen, 2001). The
EIO-LCA approach uses broad economic categories to provide environmental
impacts, but generally only includes the production phase. The two methods can also
be combined to form a hybrid approach (Suh et al., 2004).
The Limitations of Two LCA methodologies and their application scenario
Life Cycle Assessment provides a general framework for measuring the
environmental burden of a product or function. Its general structure allows application
to a wide variety of items, but also allows considerable freedom in implementation.
This freedom makes for difficulty in comparison between any two separate LCAs.
Previous work has highlighted this lack of standardization in some important areas of
Life Cycle Assessment, including defining system boundaries (Tillman, Ekvall,
Baumann, and Rydberg, 1994)(Suh et al., 2004) and allocation methods (Ekvall and
Finnveden, 2001)(Ekvall and Weidema, 2004). This lack of standardization means
that while LCA provides a methodology for measuring a carbon footprint, the results
of two studies may not be comparable.

Process-based LCAs have also been criticized for reasons related to their data
requirements (Hendrickson et al., 1997). The high cost and time of performing
process-based LCAs poses difficulties for products with complex supply chains
spanning many organizations. A survey of LCA practitioners identified data
collection as the most time consuming and costly aspect of performing an LCA
(Cooper and Fava, 2006). Collecting data across organizational boundaries presents
issues with proprietary and confidential information, data accuracy, and a lack of
representative data (Chevalier and Teno, 1996)(Huijbregts et al., 2001).
EIO-LCA provides an approach that requires less detailed process data. This work
builds upon the original EIO work of Wassily Leontief (1986), who developed the
method for economic study. This method makes it possible to describe the output of
one industry sector in terms of the inputs required from other sectors to produce it. By
assuming a linear proportionality, any dollar value of output can then be expressed in
the dollar values of inputs from other sectors required to produce it. The EIO-LCA
model expands on this by adding the environmental burdens linked to industry sectors
(Joshi, 2000). Together this can be used to determine the total environmental burden
of an industrial sector per dollar of sector output.
An EIO approach has several advantages over a process-based LCA. By including all
upstream activity within the economy the data is more complete, and there is no need
to draw system boundaries. The data is generally compiled from publicly available
sources, allowing for greater transparency than process-based LCAs that use
proprietary data. Finally, the EIO approach allows a much cheaper and faster method
of providing results. In cases where only an approximate result is needed an EIO LCA
can provide a very rapid and inexpensive answer (Hendrickson, Horvarth, Joshi, and
Lave, 1998).
The assumptions and methods of EIO analysis do have drawbacks for determining the
environmental burdens of a specific product. Though EIO tables may contain
hundreds of sectors, this still requires significant aggregation of different products and
processes. Some sectors may be too heterogeneous to produce correct results
(Hendrickson et al., 1998). The information in the Input-Output tables only captures
the effects of production and therefore the use and disposal phases are not included
(Joshi, 2000). Many countries lack the sectoral environmental data needed for
analysis, meaning that imports must be assumed to be homogeneous with domestic
products (Suh and Huppes, 2005). Finally, the nature of Input-Output analysis
assumes proportionality between monetary and production flows(Lenzen, 2001). That
is, if a product doubles in cost then the environmental burden doubles as well. Though
necessary for the computational results this may not reflect the reality of the
production process.

In an attempt to build on the strengths of process-based and EIO-LCAs a third method
has emerged, a hybrid of the two (Suh and Huppes, 2005). The hybrid method uses a
detailed processed based methodology for the important foreground processes and an
EIO model to fill in the background processes (de Haes, Heijungs, Suh, and Huppes,
2004). The use of a hybrid method allows the EIO method to be used to inexpensively
provide complete data for the less important parts of the system, while using the more
detailed and specific process data for the most important parts. In order to perform a
hybrid LCA it-is necessary to determine the boundaries between the EIO and
process-based systems. Poorly selecting these system boundaries can introduce
significant error (Suh and Huppes, 2005). Hybrid LCAs may also involve some
double counting, as portions of the process-based LCA may have been included in the
10 data. However, this may still produce more accurate results than a pure
process-based LCA that draws system boundaries and ignores processes which occur
outside of the system (de Haes et al., 2004).

Low carbon footprint supply chain management
Carbon footprint problem is the outstanding and hot topic in green supply chain
management. Carbon emission control reflects the waste control issue in green supply
chain, and it is relatively easy to measure, and straight forward. Solving the carbon
emissions control problem across the supply chain will bring in insight to the other
pollution prevention mechanism in supply chain management. And the industrial
needs for carbon control calls for strong resolution in supply chain level. And
although there already are initial attempts of controlling carbon footprint across
supply chains, a better understanding of the carbon flux in supply chains is critical as
carbon emissions and carbon constraints “can financially affect a company even if
they occur not in the company itself, but within the value chain of the company.”
Despite a lot of research effort in Green Supply Chain Management, the supply chain
and operations management literature is scare with respect to carbon footprint
reduction. Sundarakani discuss how carbon footprint across supply chains can be
measured, and the modelling of the process (Sundarakani et al. 2010). Wu propose a
model that captures the behaviour of power generators with a portfolio of power plant
potions and subject to pollution taxes within the context of supply chain networks for
electric power (K. Wu et al. 2006). Cholette and Venkat calculate the energy and
carbon emissions associated with the transportation links and warehousing activities
in food and beverage supply chains, particularly in wine industry (Cholette & Venkat
2009).
One case study in the research of Sundarakani (Sundarakani et al. 2010) shows that
25% of the carbon emissions come from the supplier, 22% from the logistics, 40%
from the manufacturing plant and 13% from the warehouse/distribution centre. The
manufacturing plant and supplier side emissions are higher in this case because it is
automotive company in which supply chain processes and assembly lines consumes
more energy than other industries. The configuration factors of network design, such

as suppliers, logistics, and distribution contribute a lot to the carbon emissions. This
provides a reason to study carbon emission reduction in supply network level.
Sundarakani tried to model carbon footprints across the supply chain (Sundarakani et
al. 2010). He makes the statement that better understanding to the heat flux in supply
chains is critical which transform the carbon emission control to heat flux analysis. A
model of heat flux through a node is given out. Based on the factors in this model,
numerical analysis employing Eulerian and Lagrangian transport models is produced
to calculate the emissions. This model can be used to calculate the carbon footprint of
each stages across the supply chain, including suppliers, logistics, plant and
warehouse.
However, the calculation can only be established under estimated parameters, and it
has not point out carbon footprint reduction methods.
Sundarakani also gave out system specification in each stages of the supply chain, “At
the supplier stage, the processing of raw material and preparing the semi-finished
parts emits….At the stage of logistics service provider, the levels and types of carbon
emissions depend on the mode of transportation, choice of fuel used, and distance
travelled…at the stage of manufacturer can be measure from direct and indirect
emissions…at the stage of distribution centre (warehouses) depend on the type of
packaging used, trade policy, consumer density, and the level of reuse”(Sundarakani
et al. 2010). This specification also points out the elements affecting carbon footprint
in the supply chain.

Carbon Footprint reduction initiatives
From the preliminary industries practices review the primary conclusion can be draw
that carbon footprint reduction could be primarily achieved by through wider adoption
of available technologies, leveraging new business relationships and developing new
business strategies. The possible opportunities to address carbon emissions across the
product life-cycle may outlined as follow.
• Increasing the efficiency of vehicles in daily operation and switching to
alternative or hybrid fuel technology sources;
• Slowing down the supply chain by easing lead-times and delivery stipulation;
• Switching to low carbon raw material sources through changes in agriculture
sourcing location;
• Optimizing current as-is logistic networks;
• Improving specification of new building and energy consumption in old facilities;
• Packaging elimination, light-weighting and alternative packaging materials;
• Evolving manufacturing process through larger economies of scale in production
and switching to low carbon energy source;
• Switching different freight transport modes;
• Importing reverse logistics and recycling activities;
• Near-shoring is both cost-efficient and carbon-friendly new choice.
It seems there already exists plenty of industrial practices in carbon emission
reduction in various many manufacturing industries through different stage of supply

chain. However, a holistic view or framework to the low carbon supply chain
management is still absent and the evaluation system to this carbon-friendly supply
chain management is also needed.

3.Case Analysis
Ken Platts (1995) has proposed a framework for analysing and comparison between
manufacturing strategy processes formulation. This framework is not only applicable
for strategy process but also performance measurement process (Andy Needly, 1995,
2000, 2002, 2006—process-based performance measurement system design), so in
analysis to company carbon footprinting process this methodology is applied. In this
section, firstly the 4P framework (Point of Entry, Participation, Project Management,
Procedure) of Ken’s model is introduced; then the multiple cases of different
companies are introduced on their carbon footprinting journey, thirdly their PCF
activities are framed in by the Ken’s model.
4P framework introduction
Platts (1994, 1995) develops a four aspects of process--point of entry, participation,
procedure and project management, arguing that a process was not mere procedure--a
set of steps, such as the carbon footprinting project.
“A useful process should specify how an organization might be
attracted to implement the process; who should participate in the process and
how the project of implementing the process should be managed”
--Platts, 1995
This detailed framework is not only useful to identify the effectiveness and efficiency
of process, but also a ‘guideline’ for good process.
Point of Entry
The ‘point of entry’ refers to the starting point of the process being introduced into the
management system or platform and then being conducted. Platts emphasized that it is
necessary for the strategy process to provide a ‘method of entry’ into the company or
business unit and provide a platform to develop the understanding and agreement of
the management group. This method of entry should help to: achieving the
understanding and agreement of the managing group; establishing the commitment
from the managing and operating group; clearly define expectations of what the
process involves (Platts,1994). So the way of starting the process should acquire the
acknowledgement and commitment from senior group with proper expectation.
Participation
Participation is mapping the individuals and groups that involve in the process. It
could include three scopes, the width across different department, depth within the
key responsible department (manufacturing in this context), and involvement from
outside business, such as consultants, etc..
In the width part, different functions within the company are involved in the process.
Platts (1995) believe that other functions have been involved in the strategy process

for two main reasons: first for specific activities, such as finance assessing the costs
and financial benefits of the options; second, for knowledge that can be brought to the
debate and implementation, such as personnel's knowledge of the organization. For
the depth of participating, Garvin (1992-manufacturing strategic planning) argued that
the depth should be emphasized in order to derive credible, implementable strategy
using the best appropriate knowledge in the organization. Participants from outside
the business unit generally arrive without assumptions, and with the experience of the
process, which is the carbon footprinting in this context.Table 5.1 shows the potential
participants categorized by the participation type (Platts, 1995).
Partcipation*Type
Width

Composition
Manufacturing,*Marketing,*Product*
Development,*Finance,*involvement*of*all*
functions

Depth

People*with*balance*of*skills*and*experience,*
or*political*heavyweights

Outside

Corporate*specialists,**consultants*in*
facilitation/project*modes*(arriving*without*
assumptions,*understand*to*process,*
expirienced),***facilitator

Table 2 The potential constituents participating the process
Procedure
Procedure of the process includes threefold according to Platts (1995): the first one is
an audit to the current process, then the second is the formulation of a set of action
plans that designed to close the gaps. The third is to implement the action plans.
During the action plan formulation, business process framework might be helpful, but
in the lca context, most of the action plans are fixed according to the guidelines. Platts
marked that a well defined procedure should progress through through the gathering,
analysing information and indentifying opportunities to improvement, which guides
the action plan. And easy-to-use tools, techniques and a written record of results at
each stage should be included as well.
Project and process management
In Platts's research, two issues in the project management need to be tackled. The first
one is the adequate resources for the process, including three aspects: managing,
supporting and operating groups. The managing group should secured as backing the
process implementation, gaining cooperation across the different functions where the
senior management group providing the point of integration. The supporting group
performs as the ‘expertise’ in the process, embracing the actions of arrangement,
guidance, details-checking. This supporting group most likely would be one
person—facilitator—referenced by some researchers. In the carbon footprinting
context it is most of the situation and the facilitator acts the most importance role of
the process. The operating group comprises the people who are doing the real work:
collecting and analysing the data; assessing the requirements of the business, etc. The

composition of the operating group may change during the process. The second issue
of project management is that a time scale should be set. Platts suggested setting a
tight but achievable timescale.
Table 3 4P model of describing process (Adopted from Platts (1995))
Explaination

Typical-Practices

Point-of-Entry

•"Method"to"achieve"the"understanding"and"agreement"of"the"
managing"group;
•"Method"of"establishing"commitment"from"the"managing"and"
operating"groups;
•"Clearly"defined"expectations"of"aims"of"what"the"process"involves
•"Aims:"obtain"the"agreement"of"the"managers"to"committed"
involvement"in"the"project

•"“Competitive"Profiling”
•"“A"tactical"to"strategic"management"development"
programme”"raised"issues"of"management"style,"team"
membership"and"a"possible"workshop(T"SWEENEY,"1992)"
•"“Responsibility"of"board"to"ensure"that"a"process"to"
make"up"strategy"exists”"(Voss)
•"“New"Product"introduction”"(LeonardRBarton,"1992)

Procedure

•"Well"defined"with"clear"stages"of"information"gathering,"analysing" •"A"short"written"report"of"the"process"at"each"stage
and"opportunities"identified"for"improvement
•"Simple"and"understandable"tools"and"techniques"in"use
•"Written"record"at"each"stage
•"Aims:"well"defined"structure"could"help"operation"managers"to"“see"
the"overall"structure"of"the"methodology"and"appreciate"how"the"
individual"pieces"fitted"together”

Participation

•"Individual"and"group"participation"team
•"Workshop"style"interpretation"meetings"to"collectively"agree"
objectives,"identify"problems"and"develop"improvements,"and"to"
catalyse"involvement
•"A"decision"making"forum"leading"to"action
•"Aims:"generate"group"working"platform"across"functions"team"with"
wide"range"of"opinions"and"close"work"between"personnel

Project-&-ProcessManagement

•"Adequate"resources"including"managing,"supporting"and"operating"
group
•"An"agreed"timescale

•"Workshop
•"Decision"Making"Forum

Adopted-from(Platts,-1995)

Needs to be mentioned, Platts claimed that the process will bring in not only audit to
the current operation, but also the delivery of organizational learning (Platts, 1995).

PCF of Case Companies
Total cases pool is shown in the Table 4.
Table 4 Total Cases Pool

Case%NO. Region%of%firm

Case%Name

Involvement Measurement Improvement

US#Case
1

Dell#US
UK#Case

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

British#Sugar
Credit360
Innocent
Sealed#Air
Shell
Trucost
NISP
CDP#Supply#Chain
China#Mainland#Case

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Baosteel
Carrefour#China
CDP#Investor
CNOOC
Dell#China
Intertek
Lenovo
Shanghai#Auto
Shanghai#GM
Tsingdao#Beer
WWF
ZTE
galanz
Taiwan#Case

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Acer
TSMC
Donghe#Steel
China#Steel
AUO
Benq
Zhonglian#Resource
ESTC
IRIT

Since not every case data is sufficient enough for the PCF part, in this chapter we trim
the cases pool as following Table 5.

Case%NO. Region%of%firm Case%Name
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

Mainland)China
Mainland)China
Mainland)China
Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Mainland)China
Taiwan
USA
UK
Mainland)China
Mainland)China
Taiwan
Mainland)China
Taiwan
UK
UK
Mainland)China

Involvement

Measurement Improvement

Lenovo
Tsingdao)Beer
ZTE
Acer
TSMC
China)Steel
AUO
Benq
Donghe)Steel
galanz
Zhonglian)Resource
Dell)US
British)Sugar
Baosteel
CNOOC
ESTC
WWF
IRIT
Credit360
Trucost
Intertek

Table 5 Cases with PCF process illustrated

4P analysis

In#this#section#

##

Benq#

Lenovo#

Tsingdao#Beer#

Method#of#

*The#CEO#set#up#the#pressure#internally#for#changing#the#

*CEO#of#lenovo#signed#up#company#internal#policy#

*The#CEO#declare#the#carbon#issue#management#

entry#into#

company#to#a#low#carbon#mode.#

on#carbon#issue#

as#one#of#the#top#priorities#of#the#companyJJas#

business#unit#

*a#committee#of#CSR#is#organized#by#the#General#Manager#

*#Requirement#from#Deutsche#Bank#of#their#

'Carbon#Asset'.#

product#carbon#footprint#report#

*#Its#products#are#exported#to#UK#that#is#much#

the#product#
carbon#
footprinting#
processes#from#
case#companies#
are#framed#by#
the#4P#model#
for#comparison#
and#analysis.# ##
Point#of#Entry#

or#platform#

concerned#about#the#PCF#

Participation#

Width#

Marketing,#Product#Quality#Department,#ManufacturingJJcore#

Manufacturing,#Logistics,#Product#Design,#Public#

departments,#Logistics,#Finance,#R&DJJnon#core#departments#

Relationship,#R&D#(Product#Standards#and#

Manufacturing#Management,#Logistics,#purchase#

Legislations)#departments.#

Depth#

A#steering#team#in#Product#Quality#Department.#The#team#

Under#the#R&D#department,#specialists#in#product#

A#team#of#6#people#under#the#Energy#&#Carbon#

members#have#extensive#experience#in#the#product#

environmental#regulations#and#standards#

Devision#of#Manufacturing#Department#is#

environmental#declaration#

Outside#

assigned.#

The#Taiwan#Government#Department#of#Economic#

The#primitive#measurement#is#totally#internal;#the#

Development#set#up#a#consultant#project#to#tutor#companies#

second#one#targeting#China#product#group#Lenovo#

on#product#carbon#footprinting#in#2009.#8#consultants#from#

cooperate#with#the#Energy#Research#Institute#of#

A#Taiwan#Consulting#firmJJESTC#assist#the#PCF#

the#related#Bureau#of#Industry#are#sent#by#the#bureau#as#part#

NRDC.#As#the#pioneering#Chinese#company#coping#

of#the#project.#

with#product#carbon#footprint,#now#Lenovo#
cooperate#with#WRI,#WBCSD,#MIT#PAIA#program#
and#the#CESI#in#China,#setting#up#the#first#
guidelines#of#ICT#product#carbon#footprinting#in#
China# #

Procedure#

Tools#and#

Using#the#ecoJLCA#softwareJSimapro,#and#ecoevent#for#the#

Gabi?# #

Techniques#

source#of#emission#factors.#

*And#from#2012#using#specific#tailored#internal#

The#taiwan#EPA#provided#a#template#for#data#collection#

LCA#software#from#IKE#company.#

Set#up#Benq's#own#data#pool#for#the#continuous#improvement#

Tracking#of#carbon#footprint#of#the#same#product#

#

Process#

*Supervised#by#the#bureau#of#industry#Taiwan,#so#the#process#

#

#

Stages#

is#following#the#PAS2050#guidance.# #

Written#

#

Record#

*The#stages#include:#Product#Identitied;#Mapping#process#and#
allocate#data#collection#task;#Boundary#setting#of#major#
components;#Planning#the#supplier#data#collection;#data#
collection#for#the#logistic#part;#Analysis#to#the#user#phrase#
carbon#emission;#Analysis#to#the#deposal#and#recycle#phrase#
CF.#
*The#main#bulk#of#the#work#comes#from#the#data#collection#
from#suppliers(Benq#owns#very#few#of#manufacturing#part).#
The#stage#of#suppliers#data#collection#include:#1.#The#first#
Supplier#Meeting#for#tutorial;2.#Collecting#data#forms#and#
data#quality#cheking;#3.#The#second#supplier#meeting;#4.#
OnJsite#tutorial#for#specific#suppliers.#

Project#&#

Managing#

*The#General#Manager#will#review#the#project#progress.# #

*Setting#up#CEO(Chief#Environmental#Officer)#

*#CEO#

Process#

Resources#

*CSR#committtee#headed#by#the#GM#

from#2006;#

*The#head#of#the#manufacturing#department#

Management#

*#The#GMs#of#Plants#are#directly#responsible#for#
the#carbon#performance#of#the#plant,#and#it#is#the#
critias#along#with#quality#and#cost,#by#which#they#
were#assessed#

Supporting#

Product#Certification#Team#with#the#Product#quality#control#

Experienced#environmental#engineer#was#in#

*Steered#by#the#manufacturing#management#

Resources#

centre#

charge#of#the#steering#team#from#2009,#titled#as#

department,#which#is#the#core#one#in#Tsingdao#

Head#of#low#carbon#technology#and#PCF# #

Operating#

There#are#project#manager#in#each#product#lines#who#assisted#

Lenovo#has#built#up#its#internal#LCA#analysis#

Resources#

the#process.#

process#and#PCF#supporting#capability.#

Other#business#unit#such#as#logistics#provided#data.#

*#Tutorial#to#over#200#suppliers#

*The#first#product#lasts#for#9#month,#the#second#product#for#6#

6#months#

Timescale#

month,#and#expected#to#be#2J3#months#after#gaining#these#
experience.#
*The#steering#team#set#up#a#schedule#to#progress#the#project#
forward.#

Table#6#Cases#Analysis#in#4P#Model#

#

6#months#

4.Findings
• Supplier Engagement Protocol
PAS2050 does not mentioned the practical protocol of suppliers engagement, the
case data gives out initial framwork:
Communication Meeting of all suppliers! First time data collection!
Communication Meetings of all suppliers (Second)!On-site visit to key suppliers
2-3 times
•

Difference between developed country and developing country
Developing country firms focus on streamlined PCF for dealing with the pressure
from customer in developed country. Firm in developed country prefer to detailed
carbon footprint labeling and get certificated.

•

Difference between the assembly-oriented industry and the process-oriented
industry
The PCF of assembly industry focus on the supplier engagement and education,
quality from supplier’s data is the key issue. For process-oriented industry, data in
production process is the key focus. But basic principles applied to both of two.

•

Aims different and the validation range could be different?
This points seems to be revealed in the new PAS2050:2011 Guideline:
“We have to consider The intended audience for the study. This affects the degree
of accuracy and resolution needed. A footprint analysis to be used to identify
opportunities for reduction can be undertaken efficiently and at a high level
initially, to be built on as needed. For external claims, gaining assurance is best
practice, and a rigorous approach to data collection will need to be demonstrated.”

•

As Tolbert and Zucker (1996) have described a model for the institutionalization
process stages: Innovation->Habitualisation->Objectification->Sedimentation.
The PCF process follows the model as well.

•

The cooperation with a branch institute of external business association could
provide firms opportunities to develop structures for LCA activities and
monitor/compare their own activities against other organization. ---Which means
that business association provides a platform to firms to compare with each other
(Baumann,2000). In our cases business association play in an important role.

•

In order to influential, the use of LCA have been linked to problem that is
generally acknowledged by the company. But the way of proving its usefulness is
quite different in industries. Baumann ( Introduction and organisation of LCA
activities in Industry, 2000) concluded that in Chemistry industry LCA is a means
to improve the poor environmental reputation, while the Electronic industry treat
LCA as a means to prove the environmental advantages of the industry. In our
cases some firms shows the same intentions.

•

Some LCA experts (mainly internally) try to develop strategies to make LCA a
part of the normal activities in the company. This is the Normalization of green
practices.

•

In the sedimentation stage, LCA activities have survived across the generalization
of organizational members since the idea of LCA has been regarded as granted
through the organization. And the organizational structures change emerges, as
from the informal LCA teams in the organization to an official LCA
committtees/groups and appointment of specialist with specific responsability
working towards integrating LCA into general environmental management and
business processes.

•

In the institutionalization theory, the higher the cost of the investment, the higher
of possibility not to lead to abandonment of the LCA practices for the reason to
make out of the initial investment.

•

If the following LCA studies the results are very similar to each other, a much
simplified or IT-supported LCA will be in place, appearing as LCA-based
guidelines and indicators. Especially for the large companies, with diverse product
groups, the LCA will continuously provide new insight.

•

Without the external consultants, the LCA will probably be stopped due to the
limited internal knowledge within the organization.(Jensen,2010)
The standardization process is expected to end with more consistency in the use of
secondary data by providing requirements and advice regarding sources to be
used.

•

As the importance of environmental performance in supply chains increases, it
will affect the practice in supply chains.

•

With high consistency in secondary data, the focal company would have
to prioritize the use of primary data from suppliers to differentiate themselves
from competitors.The challenge would be to make suppliers perform better than
the secondary data sources and substitute these with more competitive primary
data, thereby going beyond compliance with the requirements of the current
standards.

•

Some researcher argued that the current standards are similar and redundant since
the LCA standard already fulfills the purpose of PCF (Weidema,2008
Schmidt,2009), some believes that different standards could co-exist due to the
broader focus in LCA compared to PCF, and a more stringent method based on
current progress should be encouraged (Jensen,2009; Weidema,2008).

•

"An approach for the efficient application of LCA in industry, demonstrated with
a case study on wastewater treatment,was the topic of Gerald Rebitzer's

presentation. He distinguishes between LCA as a research tool (for policy making,
comparative assertions, etc.) and LCA as a management tool (company internal
applications with the goal of improving the firm's products). "
•

"Gottschick has developed a material flow analysis (MFA) model for the
visualization and communication of the aforementioned issues across the process
chain. He concluded that this model could support organizational learning that is
necessary for the required cooperation of the relevant actors involved."

•

"Denis Le Boulch, with his talk on the application of LCA within an international
electricity producer, reported on the LCA activities of ELECTRICITY DE
FRANCE (EDF), an electricity provider based predominantly on nuclear power.
He explained that this form of electricity production shows excellent, results with
regard to the impact category 'climate change' (GWP), the results being reported
via Internet."

5.Conclusions and future work
This research explores a industrial process to map out holistic profile of carbon
footprint of a product and offers a theoretical framework for low carbon emission
GSN. This model provides carbon-concerned insight to the designer of GSN, and it
builds up supply network reconfiguration and optimization potential in terms of low
carbon.
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Abstract
In the interconnected networks that have become the dominant life form in today’s
high-clockspeed industries, companies every now and again suddenly find themselves
completely swamped by a flood of operations problems, that seem to be coming out
of nowhere. Those patterns can be consumer calls and complaints, order cancellations
or even a crisis in the relationship between buyer and supplier. In this paper, it is
argued that such apparently unrelated phenomena have many common characteristics,
and are indeed different manifestations of what we call a business tsunami, in analogy
with the equally rare, sudden and devastating ecological tsunami. Business tsunami
are fundamentally different from the much more common bullwhip effects, but are
not really utterly unpredictable and totally destructive black “swan events” either.
Four real-world examples of four different types of tsunami from 4 different highclockspeed industries are provided: telecom, electronics, aerospace and ICT.
Implications for OM practice and research are discussed.
Keywords: supply networks, high-clockspeed industries, bullwhip effects, black swan effects,
operations strategy

1. Introduction
In 2005, former Dutch telecom incumbent KPN took a bold move to fight the
competition from the cable companies in the new emerging market of Voice-overInternet Protocol (VoIP) services, which competed directly with its own traditional
telephony services over copper wire. Rather than wait for the competition to eat
market share away, it decided to develop and launch its own service. Originally, this
new VoIP service was dimensioned for some 500 new customers per week. However,
at the end of the first day that the product was commercially available, some 10,000
orders were noted in KPN’s order management systems. The new VoIP service
proved to be a great commercial success. This success story continued well into the
summer of 2006, when champagne was served at one senior management meeting to
celebrate the highest monthly number of VoIP sales ever. In retrospect, one can find
towards the end of the minutes of that celebrative meeting some mention of concerns
about technical issues, about a growing backlog of customers, about capacity
constraints, about rising complaints. However, these remained very much outside of

the scope of managerial attention. KPN was busy winning the battle against the cable
companies, and one cannot win a battle without making some casualties.
In the autumn, managerial euphoria continued but at the operational levels of
the company problems grew and grew, still mostly ignored by senior management. At
one point, there was an installed base of some 100,000 customers but also a queue of
an equal number of customers to whom the service had been sold but who could not
yet use it. For quite a few of those, their previous telephony and internet service had
already been disconnected, so customer discomfort was great indeed.
Then, in the winter of 2006-2007, this mounting discontent exploded, right
into senior management’s face and to their total surprise. A series of consumer
programs on national TV was dedicated to the problems with KPN’s VoIP service,
and in these several members of KPN’s top management were grilled by an outraged
studio audience and insisting interviewers. In March 2007, a penitent KPN top
management publicly announced that for the time being it would stop selling the
service altogether, at least until the open issues with the huge backlog of existing
customers had been resolved. Eventually, sales recovered but some estimates put the
amount of avoidable losses in the first year at some 100 million Euros, and the
reputation loss to the once untouchable KPN as both immeasurable and permanent.
Such examples are not at all uncommon in our present-day society. Indeed,
one may argue that they are on the rise. Every five or ten years of so, companies
especially in our innovation-driven industries are confronted with such a life event,
where the build-up of the pressures that are suddenly released with destructive force
has remained unnoticed by management, and where the disruptive effects are of such
a magnitude that it either kills the companies involved or changes them for good. We
call these effects business tsunami effects, in analogy with the equally disruptive rare,
and hard-to-foresee ecological tsunami, where the pressures that are suddenly released
with devastating effects also take a long time to build up, far away from the place of
impact, and mostly unobservable.
We will argue that business tsunami are not manifestations of the well-known
bullwhip effect (Lee et al. 1997): their impact is orders of magnitude greater, their
frequency is much lower, the mechanisms through which they operate are
fundamentally different. At the same time, we will argue that business tsunami are not
some sort of inherently unpredictable black-swan events (Taleb 2007) either: they
occur considerably more frequently than black swans events, they can be foreseen,
their development over time can be monitored by tracking not millions but perhaps a
few hundred early warning signals and their impact can be mitigated greatly by
appropriate organizational designs and policies. If black swans events are 100-1000
year floods, then business tsunami deal with so-called “grey swan events” (Taleb
2007), so resemble perhaps 5-10 year floods. In this analogy, bullwhip effects and
wind waves, that keep rolling on all the time.
Our present-day society, where the high-clockspeed supply network has
become the dominant life form, appears to be spawning new types of business
tsunami continuously. In this paper we present four examples from cases from four
different industries of four different types of business tsunami, all equally unexpected
and disruptive, but all equally well suited for earlier warning and effect mitigation
after appropriate policy redesign. We also argue that the increased prominence of
business tsunami must have implications for the research agenda of operations
management in general, and certainly for the study of supply chain network dynamics
in particular.

2. Ecological tsunami
Frequency
Some 1000 tsunami have been recorded in our history. Not all tsunami are equally
disruptive as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami or the 2011 Japan tsunami. These
happen rarely. But especially if you live in the Pacific “Ring of Fire", which is
geologically one the most active fields of the earth, you will encounter a tsunami
several times in your life. Japan, for instance, is hit by a tsunami at least once a year
(tsunami-alarm-system.com 2013). So, small to medium size tsunami are certainly not
once-in-a-lifetime events, especially if you live in an area that is tsunami-prone.
Underlying mechanisms
An ecological tsunami is caused by a sudden vertical displacement of a huge volume
of water, usually by a dramatic change in the land at the bottom of the sea, that can
travel over water for great distances relatively unnoticed, only to manifest itself with
dramatic effects as it hits the sea shore. The reason that the wave remains mostly
unnoticed at sea is that there the tsunami wave may have an amplitude of some 3
meters at most and a very long wave length of up to 200 km, travelling at some 800
kilometres per hour. A ship in full sea can easily overlook an increase of some three
meters growing in half an hour. However, when the tsunami wave nears the shallow
waters near the coast, a process that is called “wave shoaling” (Wikipedia 2013) will
compress the wave as is visualised in Figure 1. This decreases its speed to less than 80
kilometres per hour and its wavelength to less than 20 kilometres. This in turn makes
its amplitude increase enormously.

Figure 1: Visualisation of amplitude increase as tsunami wave approaches land
(Wikipedia 2013)

As mentioned, a tsunami wave is generated by a sudden vertical displacement of the
sea floor. This is most often caused by an underseas earthquake, which in turn is
generated by the sudden release of pressures between tectonic plates. This is why
some 80% of the tsunami known have occurred in the Pacific region, with its high
degree of seismicity.

Impact
The impact of tsunami can be massive, both immediately and in the longer turn. The
2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami killed some 230,000 people in 14 countries bordering the
Indian Ocean. The 2011 Japan tsunami not only led to some 22,000 deaths but also to
a nuclear and humanitarian crisis and had massive economic impact. In addition, there
is growing evidence that tsunami can have a major geological long-term effect on the
evolution of coastlines. Major tsunami are amongst the most prominent so-called
high-magnitude / low magnitude events that influence the morphological evolution of
many coastlines (Dawson (1994) and Mastronuzzi et al. (2013).
How big the impact of the tsunami waves is once they hit the shore also
greatly depends on the coastal geomorphology. When the waves can move inland
without any resistance from the coast, for instance in a lagoon, the impact is much
greater than when the wave encounters mangroves or even forests. In geology, a
formula has been derived empirically that estimates the maximum flooding distance
for a certain wave length depending on the height of the tsunami wave as it hits the
coast line:
𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝐻𝑇 !.!!
𝑘
𝑛!

Here Xmax is the maximum flooding distance, HT the height of the tsunami wave, k
the so-called tsunami constant of 0.06 and n the so-called Manning number (Manning
1891). Different empirically derived values for this Manning number are listed in
Table 1.
Table 1: Different coastal types an appropriate Manning number for mitigation of tsunami impact

Coastal Types
Lagoon, fluvial plain
Mediterranean vegetation
Farm area
Discontinued dune belts without vegetation
Dune belts
Rocky coasts
Urban area discontinuous
Urban area with concentrated buildings
Mangroves
Forests, pinewoods

Manning
number (100*n)
1-1.5
1.6-2.5
2.6-3.5
3.6-4.0
4.1-4.6
4.7-5.2
5.3-5.8
5.9-6.4
6.5-6.9
>7.5

So far for ecological tsunami and the state of the art in geology in understanding what
causes tsunami and what may mitigate their effects. Now, we move to the business
world. Would we there eventually also be capable of determining a “Manning
number” for business tsunami?

3. Business tsunami
When we compare what we mean by business tsunami with the established notion of
ecological tsunami, then the number of similarities is striking. Both types of tsunami:
• Happen rarely, but in some tsunami-prone environments once-twice every
decade;
• Occur suddenly, apparently out of nothing, and have their origin in some
distant location;
• Are hard to observe before they reach their “impact zone”;
• Result from a sudden release of long-building pressures;
• Have some advance predictability but within longer time horizon;
• Have, once they have occurred, only short advance warning signals;
• Have disruptive effects in their impact zone;
• Can have their effects mitigated or aggravated, depending on the morphology
of the impact zone;
• Can have a major long-term formative impact on the structure of their impact
zone;
• Lead, over time, in environments that are tsunami-prone, to a tsunami mindset,
a mentality that is conducive to watching out for high-impact/low likelihood
events.
An emerging typology of business tsunami
Our present-day society, where the high-clockspeed supply network has become the
dominant life form, appears to be spawning new types of business tsunami
continuously. In this paper we present four examples from cases from four different
industries of four different types of business tsunami, all equally unexpected and
disruptive, but all equally well suited for earlier warning and effect mitigation after
appropriate policy redesign. A brief overview of these four is presented in Table 2.
We have selected these four cases because they are suitable examples of these types
of tsunami and because they are well-documented in the publicly available literature.
Moreover, in three out of four of these types of tsunami cases, one of the authors has
been directly involved as action researcher.

Name
Quality
cascade
tsunami
Demand
bubble
tsunami

Likely candidate
area
IT-enabled service
supply chains
(telecom, banking,
public services)
Machine tools,
production
equipment for
high-tech
electronics

Schedule
pressure
tsunami

Complex New
Product
Development
projects

Relationships
spiral tsunami

Captive buyersupplier
relationships,
outsourcing

Mechanism

Example

While new orders keep coming in,
rework and delays are piling up,
leading to customer discontent
which eventually erupts
Due to capacity constraints with
equipment suppliers and fast-rising
demand from final customers,
customers order ahead and double
with equipment suppliers, until
they find that true demands have
been met
Overoptimistic delivery schedules
lead to an accumulation of quality
issues, which suddenly surface

Telecom, KPN 2006-7
VoIP service
introduction

An initially cost-driven outsourcing
deal leads to asset-sweating
supplier, deteriorating service
quality and increasingly
dissatisfied customer, which
eventually leads to an outburst
Table 2: An emerging typology of business tsunami

Electronics Machine
equipment, CISCO
2001 Dotcom bubble
and Semiconductor
2008 Credit Crisis
Aerospace new aircraft
development: Airbus
A380 2000-2006, also
Boeing Dreamliner, F35
IT Outsourcing in
Telecom, KPN-Atos
Origin outsourcing deal
2001-2003

4. Case 1: Quality Cascade Tsunami in Telecom
Case synopsis
KPN is in the Netherlands the privatised offspring from the former state-owned
national post, telegraph and telephony utility. Back in 2005, it was the leading
telecom service provider in the Netherlands. In its home market is suffered from
strong competition from the cable companies, who originally provided only TV signal
transmission, but had successfully begun to offer broadband Internet access and were
moving to telephony over the Internet, so-called Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)
services. In a bold move, KPN top management decided in May 2005 that it would
attack the cable companies with its own VoIP service, even if this would mean
cannibalizing its own conventional telephony services over copper wire (Computable
2005). Initially, this move was a great commercial success. As explained in the
introduction, the numbers of customers that were interested in this service was much
greater than was anticipated, and also much greater than the company’s internal
service supply chain could handle. Little by little, unobserved by most and certainly
by top management, quality issues accumulated and so did the queue of customers
waiting to have their VoIP service established properly. Figure 2 show the massive
peak in sales in the second half of 2006.

Figure 2: Normalized weekly sales of VoIP service, 2006-2008 (Source: KPN)

Figure 2 also shows the massive drop in sales at the end of Q1 of 2007, after a public
outrage of very dissatisfied customers (TROS RADAR, 2006a and 2006b) in
September-December 2006 had led to a public whipping of KPN on national TV.
In February 2005, KPN top management felt it had no other option than to stop
promoting the service altogether (Tweakers.net 2007), at least until the existing
overfilled pipeline of customers who had bought the service but could not yet benefit
from it had been emptied. As Figure 2 suggests, sales did recover eventually but
conservative estimates put the avoidable costs made to recover from this tsunami at
over 100 million Euro (Computable 2007).
Underlying mechanisms
What led to this tsunami of complaints and public attention and humiliation for KPN,
and, even more importantly, to so much distress and discomfort for tens of thousands
of customers? Figure 3 summarizes our synthesis of a series of workshops with KPN
staff at that time as well as of related studies on service supply chain dynamics
(Akkermans and Vos 2003, Akkermans and Voss 2013). It shows a series of
reinforcing feedback loops, all leading to an ever-increasing pressure on the system.
Our explanation starts with the notion that the inflow to the backlog of work,
which is called work in progress here, is much greater than the outflow. The inflow
comes from the sales of new services, and this is shown in Figure 2. The outflow is
determined by the capability of the service supply chain in dealing with this inflow.
This capability was much lower than the processing capacity required. This led to
higher workloads, and higher workloads inevitably lead to more errors (Oliva and
Sterman 2001). This leads to rework, and that not only further increases the work
backlog (work has to be done twice), but also limits order processing further. One
result of this very high work pressure was unhappy staff (loop R2), and when these
walk out in greater numbers than normal (annual attrition rate in KPN’s call centers at
this time was well over 100%), then this further decreases the order processing
capacity available. Over time, more and more people were hired to do the work that
was really needed, at one time some five times more than was originally expected to
be required (Computable 2007a). But hiring these and training them takes time (loop

B2). In the meanwhile, customers become extremely dissatisfied, fed up and leave
(loop B1) or file complaints. Both require additional capacity to handle. In the end,
the only solution is to drastically reduce the inflow, when the pressure has become to
high, and this is precisely what happened. This case is a real-world example of what
we call a quality cascade tsunami: quality issues cascade down the service supply
chain from order handling to the call center to the complaints department, requiring
capacity to handle them at every stage (Akkermans and Vos 2003).
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Figure 3: Feedback loops describing the vicious cycles that may create a quality cascade
tsunami of major quality issues and a huge backlog of waiting customers

Lessons learned
Ramping up IT enabled service successfully is indeed a complex undertaking, and it
has taken KPN and its competitors several years to learn how to do it well. The key is
not to let the backlog of new customers become too large, as this will trigger a
number of tipping points as shown in Figure 3. That can be done by either not scaling
up sales too fast of by making sure that there is sufficient capacity available to deplete
the backlog Apparently, the company has learned how to do this really well by now,
as Figure 4 suggests, which is the ramp-up of another service from KPN from 2010
onwards. Never has the order backlog here been higher than more than 2 or 3 weeks
leadtime.
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Figure 4: Installed base development of another KPN service, 2010-2013

5. Case 2: Demand Bubble Tsunami in High-tech equipment
Case synopsis
Around the start of the new millennium, it appeared that the economy was in a
permanent state of euphoria. Stock markets reached record heights, the economy kept
growing, life was good. Especially in the high-tech sector, this was the best-ever time
for many. The combined rise of high-speed internet and mobile communication led to
wonderful prospects for all companies active in these innovation-driven industries.
One such company was CISCO, back then the world-leader in the manufacturing of
computer networks equipment. In 1999, 80 percent of the routers connected to the
Internet were Cisco machines. From 1995 onward, CISCO had been growing fast,
both from organic growth and from a series of acquisitions. Throughout this period, it
had kept beating expectations of the financial analysts (NYT 1999, 2000). Briefly, it
was the world's most valuable company. At one point in March 2000, its market
capitalization reached a peak of $560 billion, more than those of General Motors,
Citigroup and Wal-Mart combined. The second quarter of 2000 was its 42
consecutive quarter of revenue growth (NYT 2000) and its stock price reflected this,
as Figure 5 illustrates.

Figure 5: Development over time of the value of CISCO stock, 1995-2012

What could explain this spending spree by CISCO’s customers? ? According
to CISCO’s CEO John Chambers, it was because the world had changed for good:

''Globally, business and government leaders are beginning to dramatically transform
their traditional business models into Internet economy business models. Business
leaders are beginning to get it, and as they get it they begin to bring the applications
up and spend at an accelerated rate.'' (NYT 2000).
Apparently, the “old rules” of the “old economy” no longer applied.
Unfortunately, that has for centuries been the story during a demand bubble (Reinhart
and Rogoff 2011), and this turned out to be the case here as well. In a rush to meet the
challenges from these “Internet economy business models”, all CISCO’s customers
had been ordering equipment aggressively, often ordering ahead and even placing
double orders, in response to anticipated shortages and delivery delays. CISCO itself,
in order to secure timely delivery of these orders, had decided to place fixed orders in
its supply base. But when the economy cooled down, customers found out that they
really didn’t need all these routers they had ordered earlier on, and started to cancel
orders or push them out in the future. As a result, CISCO’s order book declined
rapidly, and it was faced with large amounts of excess stock.
This became apparent to the outside world in February 2001, when, CISCO
announced for the first time in 11 years that it expected revenues to decline (NYT
2001a). The company said that for accounting purposes it would reduce the value of
inventory by $2.5 billion this quarter, including $500 million in partly completed
equipment and $2 billion of raw materials like computer chips (NYT 2001b). The
inflated demand bubble had finally burst. In a conference call in April 2001, Mr.
Chambers put what happened outside of his own responsibility, stating that the
economic challenges confronting the network equipment industry are proof that ''a
100-year flood can happen in your lifetime.'' (NYT 2001c).
Underlying mechanisms
The underlying dynamics of demand-bubbles generated by capacity shortages have
been studied and analysed rigorously with system dynamics modelling by Gonçalves
(Gonçalves 2003). Figure 6 shows the causal loops that describe the mechanism
through which such a demand bubble can be generated based on this work. One
reinforcing loop (loop R1) suffices to create a demand bubble. Customers who notice
that there is a capacity shortage with the OEM, which makes their leadtimes go up,
will start ordering ahead to assure that their supply line is filled adequately. If
leadtimes are doubling, they need twice the order backlog to assure the same shipment
rate, according to Little’s Law (Little 1961). What closes the loop is that, as backlog
increases, leadtime will increase even further, prompting customers to order ahead
even further, thereby increasing backlog even more, etcetera. Of course, the OEM
tries to increase capacity as quickly as possible (loop B1), but equipment supply chain
delays are notoriously long and one simply cannot keep up with a demand bubble.
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Figure 6: Causal loops describing the vicious cycles that may create a
demand bubble tsunami during capacity shortages (based upon Gonçalves 2003)

All this continues until the bubble bursts. In this model, that tipping point occurs
when customer realize that the real demand that they have accumulated over time has
by now been fully met by the shipments from the OEM. Obviously, the OEM’s
backlog is still filled with inflated orders. These inflated orders are then suddenly
cancelled (loop B2), and the new order rate drops to a very low level (loop B3). As a
result, the remaining orders can be fulfilled quickly, which leads to a drop in the
leadtime, and this shorter leadtime then implies a much smaller supply line. All this
can happen in a very short time frame, as it did towards the end of 2000. Many hightech equipment suppliers were left with huge obsolete inventories and substantial
excess capacity. This is how a demand bubble tsunami operates.
Lessons learned
As indicated, the entire high-tech industry, certainly the telecom and electronics
industries, suffered under this tsunami in 2000. Fortunately, most of the sector also
learned from it. After all, this was by no means a 100-Year-Flood outside of
managerial control. Eight years later, in 2008, when the credit crisis hit, the
electronics sector was affected even worse than in 2000. However, electronics
manufacturers, electronics component manufacturers, and even electronics production
equipment manufacturers, bounced back within a year, mainly because everybody had
been keeping much closer track of both underlying demand and inventory positions.
When semiconductor demand peaked again in 2010, Intel CFO Stacy Smith observed
that customers and manufacturers alike were keeping a key eye on supply and
demand: “When we look through the supply chain, what we see are healthy and
appropriate inventory levels relative to how we see demand” (Business Week 2010).

6. Case 3: Schedule Pressure Tsunami in Aerospace
Case synopsis
In the market segment for large wide-body passenger planes, it has long been Airbus
against Boeing. In 2001, Airbus placed a strategic move in this battle of the giants

with the announcement of the development of the A380, which would displace
Boeing’s 747-400 as the world's biggest commercial jetliner. In January 2001, Airbus
announced that it had enough orders to begin the A380's production and that is
planned to fly a prototype in late 2004 (NYT 2001d). But that would prove to be
overly optimistic, to say the least. The root causes were (a) “super-size technical
challenges” (NYT 2006a), (b) an almost equally complicated organizational structure
that had to deliver that design and (c) an over-ambitious overall time schedule.
Looking back on the project in 2006, one Airbus union official observed: "Normally
you need four to five years from the time you announce the launch of a new plane
until delivery (..) Airbus had never built a plane of this complexity before, and yet
managers did not take the precaution of building more flexibility into the delivery
schedule." (NYT 2006a).
In 2004, the issues in design, that can be traced back to a usage of different
Computer Aided Design tools by different parts of Airbus, had led to a situation
where engineers in Hamburg were falling behind schedule and fuselage sections that
were supposed to be shipped "prestuffed" with their electrical cables arrived with half
or less of the required wiring. (NYT 2006). Wiring in the A380 may not have been the
first technical challenge one might think of, but in the end it were humble wiring
problems that proved lethal to the project, which is perhaps not so surprising with
some 300 miles of cable in one plane.
The design issues led to delays but these delays were for a long time ignored:
“Throughout the autumn of 2004, assembly line managers duly reported the problems
at the plane's regular progress review meetings. But no one, at that stage, seemed to
believe they were significant enough to merit a red flag to top management” (NYT
2006a). So, the outside world remained ignorant of the production delays. For this
outside world, the delivery schedule remained unchanged, and airlines continued to
plan their future flight operations based on that delivery schedule.
In 2005 the situation got worse: “The cost overruns and delays to the
superjumbo project were raised at a May 12 meeting of the EADS board convened to
certify the company's financial results for the first quarter, which were due to be
published the following week. Minutes from that meeting show that “several board
members (…) questioned whether the delays were significant enough to merit a
warning to investors. (…) The board held off — another delay in getting material
information to shareholders.” (NYT 2006a). However, one month later company
executives could no longer stay in denial and made their first public admission of
manufacturing troubles in which they announced a six-month delay in the plane's
delivery schedule (NYT 2006b).
The first announcement in 2005 was followed by another delay announcement
in 2006. The impact of this second wave of bad news was massive. Not only did
Airbus’s parent company instantly loss some 7 billion in market value (NYT 2006b),
and did the top officials of both EADS and Airbus step down (NYT 2006c), but after
yet another delay in October (NYT 2006d) customers started to actually cancel orders
(NYT 2006e). In March 2007, EADS, Airbus’s parent company, had to report its firstever loss of 3.3 billion Euro (NYT 2007b), and had to fire some 10,000 employees in
its manufacturing facilities (NYT 2007a).

Underlying mechanisms
What went wrong? Here we borrow from the analysis made by van Oorschot et al.
(2013) of a new product development program in the semiconductor industry that also
faced major delays due to accumulating quality issues. In the semiconductor example,
shortly after the bubble burst and the delays became public, the entire project was
cancelled. This did not happen to the A380, but apart from that, the saga of the Airbus
A380’s development and market introduction looks remarkably similar. Figure 7,
which also appears in Van Oorschot et al. (2013), shows the main feedback loops that
may generate a schedule pressure tsunami.
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Figure 7: Causal loops leading to vicious cycles that may create a schedule pressure
tsunami without project slack and with many quality issues remaining (van Oorschot et
al. 2013)

We start with loop R1, where we note that several of the executives
interviewed about the A380 case have indicated that from the beginning, there was
both an ambitious timing of the various project gates as well as little slack in the
overall plan. As loop R1 shows, it takes time to get over the denial phase and reduce
the slack in the overall project plan. For a long time, delaying the overall project end
date remained the road not taken. What did happen was the process shown in loop B1,
hiring more staff and hoping that they will generate the productivity increases that
were required. In product development “Brooke’s Law” still reigns, which says that
adding engineers to a design project in trouble will delay it only further (AbdelHamid and Madnick 1991). So, at best these capacity increases led to a higher task
completion rate over considerable time.
Meanwhile, the gap in performance keeps growing, which only further
increases schedule problems. One short-term fix to deal with schedule problems is
loop B2, which visualises that one can delay the current project phase without

readjusting the overall schedule. This clearly happened as well. The result was, in the
words of the Airbus manager in charge of the programme late 2006: "We ended up
with a vicious circle where there was apparently no way out," (NYT 2006a). In the
end, there was no slack left and the tsunami of bad news travelled to the world outside
world, with the before-mentioned disastrous effects on customer and investor
confidence and on the financial and employment results for EADS.
Lessons learned
It remains to be seen if the aerospace world, or the world of big complex projects in
general, has really learned from this experience. Both the Boeing 787 and the
Lockheed Martin F-35, the two other major new aircraft development projects of the
previous decade, have seen major quality issues, delays and project overruns. Perhaps,
in the way that it is setting up the programme, it may be that Airbus itself has learned
some lessons of realistic schedule setting with its most recent A350 programme.
Although, this most recent programme again has been delayed with some months so
far, according to Airbus because the "transition phase from design to manufacturing is
a bit longer.”…. (Flightglobal 2010).

7. Case 4: Relationship Spiral Tsunami in Telecom
As in our personal lives, relational issues are quite common in business as well, but
for the biggest part they remain carefully hidden. No party really has much to benefit
from having its fight with a key supplier or customer exposed to the scrutiny and
judgment of the outside world. Nevertheless, relational conflicts in buyer-supplier
relationships are very real and they too can generate a business tsunami. A
relationship spiral tsunami occurs when a buyer and supplier become caught in a socalled relationship spiral (Autry and Golicic 2010) of every-growing distrust,
opportunistic behaviour and poor operational performance on both sides of the
relation.
Case synopsis
The burst of the dotcom bubble in 2001 did not just hurt CISCO and many other hightech equipment makers, it also brought the telecom sector to its knees. The same
company KPN from the quality cascade tsunami case lost 90% of its stock value in
June 2001 (Computable 2001a) and had to fire some 4,800 staff (Computable 2001b).
It faced huge debts and was in dire need of cash. KPN top management decided to
outsource most of its IT activities to the highest bidder. The lucky winner of this
bidding contest was the French-Dutch IT company Atos Origin, that took over the
bulk of KPN’s IT activities between July 2001 and August 2002 (Computable 2002a
and 2002b), together with a 5 year revenue guarantee from KPN. Soon however it
became apparent that Atos was not the lucky winner of this deal, this win also came
with a curse, the co-called “Winner’s Curse” in IT outsourcing (Kern et al. 2001).
Managing KPN’s IT turned out to cost more than anticipated, and the revenues from
this deal turned out to decline much faster than anticipated, due to a further decline of
the telecom business.
In 2002-2003, the relationship between Atos and KPN deteriorated more and
more. Virtually all of these issues remained outside of the public press, but the main
case outline is presented in a conference paper by Akkermans and van Oppen (2006).
In here, one can read the following reasons for this deterioration: The original set-up

of the outsourcing deal was working against improved performance and partnership.
KPN continued to look for cost-cutting opportunities to regain profitability. This led
to lower than expected IT expenditures. This, however, invoked penalties under the
Revenue Guarantees that had been agreed upon for 5 year. To counter these, KPN
occasionally would enter into ill-founded projects with Atos not for competencebased reasons, but mainly financial ones, i.e. only to avoid penalty costs. This
situation was aggravated because at KPN IT in-sourcing capabilities had been outsourced, and supplier relationship management remained under-developed and shaky.
What also turned out to be counter-productive is that the cost-down drive at
KPN was directed at the business units of KPN, whereas the original outsourcing deal
had been a corporate one. As a result, KPN business units felt it was unfair that they
had to solve a problem (revenue guarantees and associated penalties) that was not
caused by them. On the other side, the revenue guarantee inevitably led to
complacency at AO. This business set-up gave Atos the incentive to utilize its current
assets as much as possible and not spend energy on developing major innovative, cost
cutting ideas. Atos was perceived by KPN as to be “leaning against the fence” and not
to be the risk-taking innovative partner that KPN was eagerly looking for on its way
back to business prosperity (Akkermans and van Oppen 2006).
Over the course of 2003, operational quality deteriorated below tolerable
levels, as a result of the poor collaboration between the two companies. There were
dozens of outages in the IT infrastructure, and the complaint percentage of even the
most conventional telephony services was unacceptably high. Customer satisfaction
with KPN management for the services rendered by Atos dropped to around 4 on a
scale of 10. What started as a financial issue had now really begun to hurt the
operational service that KPN’s final customers experienced.
These growing pressures were released on October 29, 2003, when, at the
three-monthly Partner Board Meeting between top management of KPN and Atos,
KPN’s CFO delivered a message to Atos intended to redefine the relationship. This
message was that KPN was very dissatisfied with the way things were going so far,
realised that the manner in which their joint relationship was defined lay at the root of
the current performance and proposed to redefine this relation drastically. The choice
for Atos was clear: either go along with this proposal, or run the risk that KPN would
make its’ dissatisfaction public (Akkermans and van Oppen 2006).
Fortunately, this crisis could be reversed into a productive relation in the
ensuring years, albeit at much lower levels of activity. Also, KPN would insource
large parts of its IT capabilities, such as its data centres, some years later on
(Computable 2007b). However, these reconstruction activities after the relationship
spiral tsunami had hid fall outside of our current scape.
Underlying mechanisms
The relationship spiral tsunami that played out between Atos and KPN resembles
greatly the relationship spiral tsunami between two product divisions from Philips
Electronics, the Semiconductor and the Component division, who went through a
similar relationship roller-coaster in the 1999-2002 period. This case has been
described and analysed in Akkermans et al. (2004), and the summarising causal loop
diagram from that case is reproduced in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Causal loops that generate the vicious cycles that may lead
to a relationship spiral tsunami (Akkermans et al. 2004)

shows four reinforcing feedback loops, R1 to R4. The other kind of feedback
loop, the balancing (B) feedback loop, is goal-seeking: by nature it seeks control,
equilibrium, stability. Reinforcing feedback loops are by nature de-stabilizing. This
means that when the variables in them grow stronger, they will grow stronger still.
When they become smaller, they will become smaller still, all other things considered
even. This diagram has four destabilising loops, one can imagine the outcome.
R1 is the trust-breeds success loop. This loop can generate both a vicious and
a virtuous cycle. In the case of a relationship spiral tsunami, it is the vicious cycle that
becomes active. As parties trust each other less, they will entertain more in
opportunistic behaviour, in game-playing. This will lead to a deterioration of the
quality of decisions made, since these decisions will be based on incorrect and
incomplete information and on biased goals. This will hurt the joint performance
towards end customers and this will lead to a track record of unsuccessful
collaboration. This will hurt trust on both sides even more.
More opportunistic behaviour leads to less information being shared. This
feeds into loop R2. The less transparent a business setting is, the more opportunities
there are for cheating. This is why we call this loop the murky-waters-loop, in
recognition of the saying “fishing in murky waters”. Moreover, with less information
available for decision-makers, their decision-making quality will deteriorate. This is
loop R3. How can this situation be reversed? What was tried successfully in the
Philips case, and what was tried successfully once more in the KPN-Atos case, is the
notion of “Travail”, of bringing all the relevant parties in the same room and develop
jointly a detailed picture of how the relevant operational processes interact. This leads
to better insights but also to a period of intense communication. Intense
communication leads to habituation, and habituation breeds trust (Nooteboom 1996).
Figure 8

Lessons learned
At present, the authors see little evidence their either the companies involved in this
particular case, or companies in general, have learned much from this particular

instance of a relationship spiral tsunami, nor from relationship spiral tsunami in
general. Apparently, this type of business tsunami will be with us for some time still.

8. Discussion
In this paper we have introduced a new phenomenon. But is it really new? Is it not
rather an example of some OM phenomenon we already know? This is a valid
question, and so we will first discuss why business tsunami are indeed fundamentally
different from the better-known phenomena of the bullwhip effect (Lee et al. 2007)
and the black swan event (Taleb 2007).
Business tsunami are different from the bullwhip effect
There are some similarities between a “normal” wind wave and a tsunami wave, but it
is simply not helpful to suggest that a tsunami wave is a special case of a normal sea
wave. Yes, they are both waves that travel to the shore and both are subject to wave
shoaling and yes, people get killed by wind waves as well, but the differences are
large enough to treat them as fundamentally different phenomena. A normal sea wave
at sea is some 100 meters, not 1-200 kilometers. Wind waves occur continuously, in
every part of the world, while tsunami waves occur only every 1-10 years, and in
specific environments only. Wind waves are caused by the wind and gravitational
forces, tsunami waves are caused my underseas earthquakes which are generated by
tectonic plate movements. And so the list could continue.
In a similar fashion, there are similarities between the bullwhip effect and the
business tsunami effect, but it is simply not helpful to suggest that the one is a special
case of the other.
Table 3: Differences between bullwhips, business tsunami and black swans.
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summarizes the main differences between the bullwhip effect and business
tsunami effects. First, there is their magnitude. We associate with the bullwhip effect
Table 3

an amplification factor (Sterman 2000) of say 2, which means that a 10% demand
increase in one echelon leads to a 20% increase in the next echelon upstream.
However, business tsunami typically have an amplification factor of a manifold of the
original value, rather a factor of 10 to 20 if not more. Then there is their structural
impact. Companies are affected by the bullwhip effect, but rarely so that their
businesses change fundamentally. With the business tsunami effect, a structural
change in the way the business is operated is rather the rule than the exception after
the tsunami has hit home.
Next there is frequency. Bullwhip effects occur just about every year, certainly
in cyclical industry with a cycle of some 3-5 years. Bullwhip effects are always
around us. A practicing manager will during her career of some decades most likely
experience several business tsunami, unfortunately often of different kinds and with
such time spans between them that their lessons are hard to make and easily forgotten
(Sengupta et al. 2008).
What causes bullwhip effects in a given industry is well known in most cases.
In some settings it is the cyclicality of the downstream supply chain, in other settings
it is simply the order-up-to effect from ERP systems (c.f. Hopp & Spearman 2000).
So, the number of early warning indicators that management has to monitor is just a
handful “usual suspects”. Business tsunami are caused by what Taleb (2007) calls
“grey swans”. These are not extremely unlikely events, but still fairly unlikely events.
Their likely early warning indicators number hundreds, which is still doable to
monitor, but a lot more work than needed to track the bullwhip effect.
Because of their low frequency and the many possible triggers for them, it is
not so surprising that management rarely is on the lookout for business tsunami.
Indeed, there is a real risk of a Maginot Line syndrome, of generals trying to win the
first war (The Maginot line was an advanced line of defence between France and
Germany, built by the French army after the 1st world war, which the Germans easily
circumvented in WWII by moving their tanks via neighbouring Belgium and Holland
during their “Blitz-Krieg”.)
The underlying mechanisms for the bullwhip effect are well known and have
been described by Lee et al. (2007): demand signalling, order batching, price
fluctuations, shortage gaming. Forrester (1961) saw as a common underlying cause
the delays and feedbacks in decision-making in supply chains, and Akkermans and
Voss (2013) have noted that these four mechanisms operate differently in service
supply chains, as opposed to manufacturing supply chains, but all in all we know what
we are dealing with. In this paper, we suggest a common underlying mechanism for
business tsunami as well: Slowly-building non-observed pressures, suddenly released
at a certain tipping point. However, the bullwhip effect is much, much better
researched with dozens if not hundreds of papers dealing with it. At any rate, it is
clear that the underlying mechanism is very different from the bullwhip effect,
although there are of course also some similarities.
By now, after over 50 years of research and practical experience with it, we
argue that the bullwhip effect is quite foreseeable. For business tsunami, this is much
less the case. There is the much larger set of indicators the watch, there is the limited
set of theory on how tsunami “work”, there is the much longer time horizon between
one tsunami occurrence and the rest, and there is the emerging typology of different
kinds of typology. So, in principle, business tsunami are somewhat foreseeable, but in
practice the vast majority of companies clearly still finds this very difficult to do.
There is still much work to be done, hopefully not the half-century of work that was
needed to make the bullwhip effect a household phenomenon.

A similar distinction can be made for the possibility of mitigating bullwhip
effects versus business tsunami effects. The fact that may industries and companies
are still suffering from the bullwhip effect does not mean that these effects cannot be
mitigated, provided the appropriate measures are taken. Mitigating the effects of
business tsunami will be much more difficult, for all the reasons mentioned above:
their impact is much greater and therefore harder to diminish, their frequency is much
lower and therefore it is more problematic to keep focus. We know much less about
the mechanisms behind business tsunami so it is less clear how they can be best
mitigated. All this is work to be done in the coming years and decades, and this paper
hopes to make a modest first contribution to this work.
Business tsunami are no “Black Swans”
Neither are business tsunami black swan events, in the sense that Taleb (2007) has
defined them. At best, they rank as “grey swan” events: fairly unlikely and fairly rare,
but not extremely so. Again, a comparison with the ecological tsunami may be
illustrative. There have been some mega-tsunami in the past: The extinction of the
dinosaurs has been attributed to the “Chicxulub impactor” (Wikipedia 2013b), a
massive comet/asteroid impact some 66 years ago, somewhere for the coast of
Yucatan, which wiped out some 75% of all life on our planet. Now there is a black
swan event. Or, on a lesser scale, and again leading to a massive tsunami, but
immensely destructive nonetheless, the Santorini eruption of 1610 B.C., which may
have inspired Plato’s story of the destruction of Atlantis and certainly led to a major
tsunami and the formation of the present-day Santorini caldera (Wikipedia 2013c).
These are true black swan events, events that happen not every few years, but
every millennium, and that do not result from gradual tectonic plate movement, but
from a sudden destructive force coming out of nowhere. Their destructiveness is also
of an altogether different scale. The vast majority of the thousand recorded tsunami
are just altogether different beasts.
Table 3 also contrasts business tsunami with black swan events. Business
tsunami happen every 5-10 years, but black swans happen much rarer, perhaps just
every century, let’s say the Great Depression, or WWII. Their impact is also much
more destructive. Black swans events can completely wipe out industries, so their
structural impact is also much greater. They can come from anywhere. This also
means that there is little point in looking out for them, they can’t be on the managerial
dashboard because they cannot be foreseen. What companies can do is be sufficiently
agile to deal with crazy events, to have a “triple-A supply chain” (Lee 2003). This
requires more than process and organisational adjustments, but even cultural
adjustments, perhaps a mindset that more resembles the culture in so-called highreliability organizations (Weick and Sutcliffe 2007).
Implications for practice
Business tsunami are here to stay, so organisations had better learn how to live with
them. What can companies do? A whole range of activities comes to mind, many of
them again in analogy with what communities and countries do to mitigate the effects
of tsunami. Broadly speaking, these can be classified in four categories, ranging from
(1) the initial sensemaking of a tsunami event, to (2) the decision-making on how to
deal with them, (3) the implementation of these decisions and (4) the learning from
the tsunami after the fact. Together, these four categories form a management cycle,
unfortunately often a sluggish cycle, and suitable policies will speed up this cycle.
This cycle and sensible policies to speed it us are visualised in Table 4.

Table 4: Possible business tsunami mitigation policies
Sensemaking:
• Install advance warning systems
(“condition-based maintenance”)
• Look far & wide upstream /
downsteam and below
(avoid the Maginot line
syndrome”
• Develop simulation
models for scenario
Learning
analysis

Decision-making:
• Develop end-to-end coordination processes (Sales
& Operations Planning)
• Move culture from “command and
control” to “connect and collaborate”
Sensemaking
§ Develop relevant theoretical
frameworks on how to act
(“Nothing more practical than a
Decisiongood theory”)
making

Implementation

Learning:
• Learn from near-miss incidents
• Foster a high-reliability culture
mindset (c.f. Japanese tsunami
mindset)
• Keep an open mind (“the mind of
a ten-year old” like Tilly Smith)

Implementation:
• Prevent pressures from building up by timely
response to them
• Increase the resilience of the supply network
(increase its “Manning Number”)
• Increase the agility to recover from major
incidents (“Triple-A Supply chain”)_

In sensemaking, we can learn from the variety of tsunami early warning systems
in ecology (e.g., tsunami-alarm-system.com 2013). Another analogy is with the field
of maintenance and asset management, where the use of sensors to monitor
continuously the current condition of an asset is transforming this field. In general, the
trick is to look far and wide. At KPN, there was just no monitoring of rework at
managerial levels. At Airbus, there was a recurrent practice of disguising and not
communicating delays and quality issues at every managerial layer. A key risk for
managers is that they may be focusing on preventing the last “big thing”, while the
next one is inherently different, a practice we have labeled the “Maginot line
syndrome”.
In decision-making, it is key to have end-to-end coordination structures. In most
cases, this will involve interorganizational decision-making, which often is very
difficult to implement (c.f. Akkermans et al. 2004), but even effective intraorganisational coordination structures such as Sales & Operations Planning are often
difficult to implement. A key role for OM researchers lies in developing good theories
that companies can use to guide their actions. After all, there is nothing as practical as
a good theory. This is where the current paper aspires to make a modest first start.
In implementation, it may be possible with business tsunami (not with
ecological tsunami, unfortunately), to prevent pressures from building up in the first
place. If KPN had paid timely attention to its rework backlog or if it had not ramped
up so aggressively its new service in the first place, there would not have been a
national outrage. If Airbus had not set such overly aggressive delivery schedules in an
effort to outmaneuver Boeing, the A380 might not have been so very much delayed,
since often one “needs to go slow to go fast” in new product ramp-ups (c.f. Mass and
Berkson 1995, van Oorschot et al. 2010). If CISCO had dared to challenge some of
the inflated orders from its demanding customers…. What is certainly possible is to
make the network more resilient for when the tsunami wave arrives. In geography,
this means increasing the Manning number, in OM we should develop something
similar. Notions of supply network resilience (e.g. Christopher and Peck 2004, Sheffi
2005) and Triple-A supply chains (Lee 2003) certainly provide practical starting

points here.
In learning, one is reminded of how the Japanese people reacted to the 2011
tsunami. Japan really has developed a tsunami mindset, which is not surpring after a
history of over 190 recorded tsunami. One is equally reminded of the work by Weick
and Sutcliffe on high-reliability organisations, that have learned to react effectively to
situations of inherent unpredictability and high danger (Weick and Sutcliffe 2007).
Also, one can look at the safety and reliability issue and start for instance with a
systematic analysis of near-miss incidents (e.g. Dekker 2006, Reason 2008). A
general piece of advice seems to be that acting timely is a matter of keeping an open
mind, the example of ten-year old school girl Tilly Smith who saved her family’s life
by her timely response in the 2004 Asian tsunami can serve as a useful reminder here
(Owen 2005).
Implications for research
In a narrow sense, the research implications from here onward appear straightforward.
It seems obvious that we need to conduct:
• Research to identify tsunami and to make a taxonomy (e.g. using historical data,
big data analysis);
• Research to study every type in the taxonomy (e.g. using system dynamics or even
simple analytical models if possible).
• Research on tracking signals that would be good for early warning;
• Research on how to speed up the make sense and decide steps;
• Research on learning from the past (link with organizational learning systems).
In a broader sense, the research implications are much less straightforward, since they
may require OM research to deviate from paths followed in recent years.
• We need to link OM research back to management: business tsunami are not
“just” a supply chain thing, although they clearly have their roots and impact
in operations, in the supply network.
• We need to link OM research back to managerial decision-making and to
strategic management. The issues covered here range from marketing and
financials back to public relations, from safety & reliability to
interorganizational collaboration.
• We need to broaden our research methodologies, as clearly progress will
depend on solid case-based research first, on simulation modelling to
understanding these rare events and then on triangulation of different results
form different research methodologies.
In a sense, these are not completely new thoughts for OM research. On the contrary,
this would imply in some sense going back to our roots. Skinner (1969) observed
back in the nineteen sixties already that operations was missing in the corporate
strategy debate, and his own research brought OM straight back into the boardroom.
Hayes and Wheelwright based their ground-braking research in the seventies and
eighties on a series of carefully designed case studies of what various companies
actually did (Hayes and Wheelwright 1984). In our present day, where Big Data offer
opportunities in revealing tsunami and early warning signals in ways that were never
possible before, this may be a very promising revitalised research strategy indeed.

9. Conclusions

Repeatedly, but infrequently, companies in high-clockspeed supply networks find
themselves completely swamped by business tsunami: a flood of operations problems,
which seem to be coming out of nowhere. Business tsunami occur rarely but most
managers will be struck by them several times during their career, and they may shape
their careers and the fate of the companies they work in. So, business tsunami are
important and they need to be understood better. Business tsunami have some
superficial similarities with the well-known bullwhip effect, but are just as different
from them as on sea a tsunami wave is different from a normal wind-wave.
This paper has presented four different types of business tsunami but there
probably are more, if not today then our present-day network economy may spawn
them in the coming years. At any rate, the challenge for researchers and practitioners
remains the same. We need to regain the strategic dimension of operations
management and find the right indicators to follow to see tensions building up, we
need to find out when and how to react to such tension buildup, we need to build in
resilience in our networks and we need to learn better from our experiences with
earlier business tsunami, greater and smaller. If we don’t, there will continue to be
suffering that could have been prevented.
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Abstract:
The astronomical growth and evolution of platforms such as Linked In, Facebook and Twitter reflect
the success of Web 2.0 technologies; more importantly it illustrates how businesses and consumers
will expect to interact with and use digital media in the future, for all sorts of reasons, including
driving innovation. The KNOWNET project (An FP7 Marie Curie funded project) examines the
potential of current social networking technology via an immersive 3D medium, to support sustained
knowledge sharing and generation across a multi-level supply chain in the insurance market.
The aims and objectives of KNOWNET are to develop, build and test an interactive Supplier social
network (SSN) framework, designed to support innovation and leaning where both explicit and tacit
knowledge and experience of suppliers and their employees can be shared. The SSN will consist of a
set of web based tools, applications and exercises supporting the formation of communities of
inquiry and promoting learning through social interaction. Given that the idea of web based
interactive SSN’s is relatively novel, and a comparatively unexplored area in the field of SCM, the
project seeks to measure participants attitudes and behaviours surrounding the concept of virtual
supplier communities. It will explore the creation and sustainability of personal relationships,
commitment and trust between parties, for the exchange of knowledge. Additionally, we seek to
assess the value of social media tools to enhance supply chain knowledge collaborations and
learning, and the use of SNA techniques to map and measure the relationships and flows of
information/knowledge between individuals and groups within the various supply chains, and gain
insight into the roles they play within the network.
The concept of collaborative networking is particularly timely in the insurance industry as it looks to
strengthen the inter-organizational ties between its suppliers and external agencies, for improving
processes, accelerating innovation, fostering creativity, and sharing experiences and local knowledge
amongst its supplier networks. The research outputs will enable the industrial participants to assess
the inherent value and efficacy of social networking as a knowledge sharing tool which can impact
on a range of KPI’s within a large supplier base, as well as provide opportunities for rethinking core
processes across a breadth of insurance categories.
The KNOWNET academic industry collaboration will provide the type of expertise in learning via
‘social networks currently not available within the European Insurance sector. The author believes
KNOWNET’s basic idea can be applied across a range of financial and manufacturing sectors.
Keywords: Supply chains, Knowledge networking, Insurance
Introduction
Knowledge is the foundation of a firm’s competitive advantage and ultimately the driver of a firm’s
value (Bollinger & Smith 2001). Organizations therefore need to recognise it as being a valuable

asset and develop a mechanism for tapping into the collective intelligence and skills of employees
and supplier partners in order to create a greater organizational knowledge base (Bollinger and
Smith 2001).
Despite this, most companies’ today, regardless of location, size or industry sector are struggling
with interconnecting knowledge, talent, ideas and relationships in their organisational environment
and across their supply chains. Vital corporate knowledge is being trapped in information silos like
email inboxes, functional silos, structured information systems like ERP, CRM and SRM, and more
importantly within the minds of employees who create, recognize, archive, access and apply
knowledge in carrying out their daily tasks (Nonaka and Konno 1998). Recent evidence shows
companies’ are beginning to consider web based ‘social networking’ as a community-building
platform to sharing knowledge, (Bredl et al 2012; Annabi et al 2012; Álvarez et al, 2009) and reap
the benefits knowledge networking can yield. Several past studies have emphasised the
significance of wider supply chain networking for knowledge transfer- such as networking through
supplier associations (Stuart et al 1998) and open innovation networks (Chesborough 2003), and
more recently, online communities of practice Ardivilli et al 2005, Ardivilli 2008.
Supply chain management research increasingly is expected to make a significant contribution to the
knowledge transfer and productivity debate, and indeed there is increasingly recognition that supply
chains are beginning to prioritise knowledge creation and exchange (Wu 2008). Current literature
suggests that the adaptation and implementation of successful ideas and practices can enable the
development of innovative mechanisms, which in turn may result in productivity improvements
(Edwards et al 2004). Successful management of a supplier network in particular can potentially
enhance the productivity of the supply chain through diffusion of knowledge. Despite this, however,
there remains a generally adopted view that the potential of SCM synergies for the creation and
transfer of useful knowledge has not yet been materialised (Giannakis 2008). Extensive knowledge
sharing still appears to be the exception rather than the rule (Lin 2005). Indeed, the findings of a
recent study for the creation of value in organizations for example suggest that although firms in the
UK for example, assign great importance to their suppliers as sources of new knowledge creation,
their involvement in the generation of knowledge is low (Edwards et al 2004). There are a number of
reasons and challenges associated with this. A key challenge concerns motivating supply chain
members to engage in knowledge sharing and generating activities in the first place (Grant 2012,
Ardichvili et al 2003), and a second challenge is the great difficulty in generating and transforming
knowledge into organizational action, and subsequently it is even more difficult to transfer good
ideas, insights and knowledge to supply chain partners (Capo Vicedo et al 2011).
Rationale for study
The KNOWNET project seeks to build on these challenges by specifically, developing, building
and trialling a bottom up, user designed web based interactive environment - a Supplier Social
Network (SSN), to support and facilitate exchange of good ideas, insights, tacit and explicit
knowledge, innovations etc across a diverse group of suppliers within a multi level supply chain
within the Insurance sector across two European countries.
To achieve these objectives, the collective expertise across interdisciplinary fields (SCM; KM,
software engineering, SNA, e-learning and 3D web design) and the successful knowledge exchange
between Brunel University(BU) and Universitat Politecnica De Valencia (UPV), and one private
sector partner-Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance PLC UK, (RSA), was required. Collaborative
inter-sectoral research was a critical success factor of the project as the conceptual models derived
via the literature and pilot study, will be tested and modified with the close collaboration of the

participant practitioners in the UK and Spain. As the framework will be developed via the close
collaboration between industrial and academic partners, it will need to address the needs from both
sectors, and provide ongoing opportunity where both the sectors organizations can collaborate for
the update of the model in the future. Furthermore, the finalised framework needs to be verified in
different countries and organizations, which have different cultures. As a result the consortium
consists of partners from different EU countries and differing organizational cultures to execute the
field trials in the UK and Spain. The research provides an opportunity to develop a long term
strategic partnership between industry and academia across the EU in this field, with an emphasis
on stimulating inter-sectoral mobility and increasing knowledge sharing through joint research
industrial-academic partnerships in long term co-operative programmes.
General literature
The development and evolution of social networking sites such as Facebook, Linked In, Twitter etc,
where people connect and collaborate, share personal experiences, and subjective insights, is fuelling
the appeal of social networking for companies, where achieving close communities with employees,
customers, and suppliers is difficult to accomplish (Khan & Khan 2012; Mangold & Faulds, 2009;
Mayer, 2009; Yang & Chen, 2008). Such virtual communities can provide similar benefits to
traditional social networking methods that enhance innovation and collaborative activity, but with the
added advantage of speed, and free from boundaries of time or space (Ganley &Lampe 2009). Indeed,
recent evidence shows companies’ are beginning to consider web based ‘social networking’ as a
community-building platform to sharing knowledge, (Bredl et al 2012; Annabi et al 2012; Álvarez et
al, 2009; Tsai, 2009. A recent special report in the Economist stated that social-networking
technologies are creating considerable benefits for the businesses that embrace them. The openness
and richness of social networks can foster a fertile environment for the creation of entirely new
knowledge, while also accelerating the innovation rate (Majewski et al 2012) Seufert et al (1999).
Evidence shows that companies are seeking competitive advantages by using customised social
networks as a community-building platform to share knowledge at speed and free from boundaries of
time or space. Asda’s recent launch of ‘Sustain and Save Exchange’ and Caterpillar Inc’s
‘Knowledge Network’ are two examples of systems where opportunities for information, knowledge
and learning’s can be shared, questions raised, key documents posted, and focused activities attended,
to spur new ideas and solve problems amongst members of a supply network.
Despite these developments and initiatives, factors leading to successful knowledge sharing especially
online are not well understood (Chungsuk et al 2005 etc). Duan (2009) argues the theory of virtual
internet communities for business generally is under developed, with a limited number of examples of
social networking applications in the business context (Bulmer 2009) which continue to evolve as
members and site owners experiment with them.
Whatever approach is adopted for sharing knowledge between individuals, whether face to face or
online, the willingness of individuals to share knowledge is key. Knowledge sharing cannot be
forced, but can be encouraged and facilitated (Gibbert and Krause 2002). Early studies have shown
that employees often resist sharing their knowledge (Ciborra and Patriota,1998), variously defined
as ‘information hording’ or as ‘knowledge as a private individual’s asset and competitive
advantage’ mentality (Mc Lure and Faraj2000). More recently, Archdivilli et al (2003) found the
most important barriers to sharing amongst employees was a ‘fear of losing face’, misleading
colleagues due to inaccuracies in the information, or irrelevancies in the information, not feeling
like they have earn’t the right to post on a company -wide system, a fear of criticism or ridicule of
their postings’.

Additionally, studies found that knowledge does not flow easily when an organization makes a
concerted effort to facilitate knowledge exchange (Szulanski 1996) and that knowledge exchange
depends on an organization’s culture and climate (DeLong and Fahey 2000). In addition
assumptions about individuals’ openness to virtual knowledge networks will vary from country to
country
When designing knowledge transfer systems it appears then, important to consider the impact of the
internal and external supply chain environment on motivation to knowledge sharing. Given the
motivation to engage in sharing knowledge, insights into the views of multiple stakeholders are
seen as crucial. There is a focus to this project which considers human networking processes and
how they can encourage sharing and use of appropriate and relevant knowledge. Initiatives driven
by IT alone ignore these factors (Ardichvili et al 2003;Scarbrough et al 1999).
Sharing community knowledge in the Insurance industry.
Conducting business in the financial services sector, requires collaboration across multiple parties
within a supply chain. Indeed, for sectors such as insurance and banking, which depend on complex
processes of multiple individuals exchanging information, knowledge, ideas, and insights,
interaction, via social networks for example, could potentially deliver a huge set of efficiencies and
opportunities for rethinking core processes.
Business in the financial services industry traditionally requires the input, participation and
decisions of many stakeholders. For example, risk managers, actuaries, IT and marking/distribution
staff often collaborate in product development. Lloyds of London uses collaborative technologies to
cut claims costs for all the claims in the entire London Insurance market (Kontzer 2002). In motor
vehicle claims processing, repairers, assessors claims staff, policy holders and legal representatives
need to provide inputs and make decisions at different stages of the claims process (Tsui and Lee ).
Despite this need, and some minor developments in collaborative knowledge sharing, up to now,
firms in the financial services industry are not seen as conducive to fostering knowledge sharing
and generating collaborations across their supply chains in a pro-active way (Dawson 2004).
As knowledge exchange moves away from a complete reliance on face to face meeting, traditional email and the exchange of documents, financial services, including Insurers are looking to incorporate
collaboration technologies into their operating models, to improve process efficiency and knowledge
sharing (Josefowicz 2011, Kontzer 2002). However, the use of such approaches and technologies
presents a new set of challenges to these organizations, who are not used to managing knowledge
transfer in this way. Included in these challenges are monitoring appropriate content for sharing or
archiving issues, measuring the benefits of these new tools, integrating these new tools into existing
workflow, communication and archiving systems and understanding the motivations prompting
people to share knowledge or participate in virtual communities, in an industry that have typically
always used private communication channels.
Social interaction encourages the sharing of ideas, discoveries, successes and failures and provides
general social support (Chiu 2006; Wellman et al 2001; Leug 2003). These elements are often
missing from traditional information portals. Individuals who are removed from a social interactive
experience frequently feel isolated, start to lose motivation, experience frustration or anger (Wheeler
2007), and a host of other unwelcome emotions, which may lead to dropping out of the knowledge
sharing and learning process (Martz and Shepherd 2007). In contrast, a virtual 3D environment
requires an ‘avatar’ (human or other ‘shape’), which can travel inside the virtual space and
communicate with others in real time. The web 3D virtual world business application allows an

‘immersive’ experience, determined by the degree to which the user’s senses are engaged, and the
desirability and meaningfulness of the activity in which the user is participating (Nevo, S., Nevo D.,
Carmel, E.. 2011). Within the environment participants can communicate with each other via public
or private voice chat, local or group or private text chat, messaging, document and object sharing,
screen sharing, etc. The applications and information the user needs to complete a task for example
have a meeting, deliver a presentation or collaborate on a model are accessible from and can be
displayed within the virtual environment.
The social interactive environment also considers the interpretational process of knowledge through
4 distinctive consecutive stages (Gilbert and Cordey-Hayes 1996) through which knowledge is
transferred. Cognitive IT led approaches to knowledge transfer typically fail to take into account
such factors that lead different groups to have divergent, possibly even irreconcilable,
interpretations of knowledge. The community view (Swan et al 1999) recognises that knowledge
has to be continuously negotiated through interactive social networking processes. The community
model emphasises dialogue occurring through active and systematic networking (which might be IT
enabled), rather than linear information flows.
Social Network Analysis
In addition to building a socially interactive SSN framework, the project also uses social network
analysis (SNA) techniques as a modelling tool to better understand knowledge management in a
multi-level SC. The SNA perspective views any system as a set of interrelated actors or nodes.
Actors represent entities at various levels of collectivity, such as persons, companies, countries, and
so on (Borgatti and Li, 2009). Several authors propose SNA techniques (Boschma and Ter Wal,
2007; Borgatti et al., 2009) as appropriate to model business networks. In fact, there have been many
previous works from supply chain management using these techniques (Carter et al. 2007; Mueller et
al., 2007; Ozkul and Barut, 2009; Borgatti and Li, 2009; Choi and Wu, 2009; Bernardes, 2010). The
use of SNA techniques in this project is expected to provide useful insights into how RSA’s SSN can
reinforce their collaborative behaviours and activities to not only enhance their relationships, but to
also achieve competitive advantages for the SSN as a whole. The main aim of this project is to
analyse the knowledge transfer process. We would like to have a knowledge network model
represented within SNA techniques which enables us to gain a better understanding of the knowledge
creation and transfer process.
Another objective is that each company in the SSN not only focuses on its own processes, but also
views the global process of the entire SSN working as a single body. They can compete against other
SSN and satisfy clients’ needs. This exchange allows for personal and physical communication
among people in the various SSN companies, thus creating a social network.
This project also focuses on analysing how establishing these inter-organizational relationships into
networks, leads to knowledge exchange among the companies under study, and to the creation of
new specific knowledge by promoting confidence and motivation and by establishing alliances, team
spirit and better coordination and communication among the enterprises involved. Research has
shown that using social networks leads to a higher degree of innovation, fewer losses, improved
efficiency in transactions, and to increased competitiveness (Capo Vicedo 2011), and these features
will be examined among the companies in the SSN.
Methodology
The KNOWNET project will be implemented in 3 phases.

In phase one, the consortium partners will engage in exchanging knowledge to initially develop,
build and test an interactive Supplier Social network, prior to conducting parallel trials in the UK and
Spain to assess its knowledge transfer capability.
In Phase two, the consortium will identify ‘optimal knowledge exchange and transfer tools,
applications and exercises within the digital, web 2 and 3D virtual world environments, subsequent
to evaluating user engagement and knowledge transfer capability of the provisional integrated
system.
Phase three will measure knowledge adoption and transfer capability within the revised framework,
prior to finalising the platform.
The figure below outlines the 3 phases of the programme

Phase 1
A1. Literature
Review

A2. Conceptual
SSN model;
Knowledge flow
Modelling (SNA)

A3. Build 3D
provisional
SSN framework
+ Measurement
Tool
(activities)

Phase 2
A.5 Evaluate/Measurement
in
First stage Trials

A.6 Identify Optimal data
Visualisation tools, exercises,
applications for sharing and
transferring and adopting new ideas
etc; consider structural/ cultural issues
using interviews and SNA modelling

A7. Revise build post trials

A4. 1st Field
Trials (Spain &
UK); Supplier
surveys/interviews

RSA
Supply chain
management
Global Insurance ;
knowledge management

Phase 3
A.8 2nd Stage Trials
(UK & Spain)

A.9 Evaluate/measure
Knowledge sharing and adoption
in 2nd stage Trials
Analyses of structural and
cultural issues

A.10
Finalise Social Supplier
Network Framework

Brunel University
Web design; virtual
learning; SCM;
knowledge networking

UPDV
SNA; SCM;
knowledge
networking
SNA

Figure 1 Methodology and Partnership
As shown in figure 1 the research programme will be implemented via 3 phases. Developing,
building and testing an interactive Supplier Social network; identifying ‘optimal knowledge

exchange /transfer tools, applications and exercises incorporating data visualisation, and finally
measuring user engagement and motivation to knowledge exchange/generation and value added
using a web 3D immersive medium.
In phase 1, the key activities are to develop, build and test a provisional SSN platform. Development
of a conceptual SSN model will be based on a literature review and results from a recent pilot on
attitudes to SSN engagement across a motor insurance supply chain in the UK and social networking
analysis theory. This will be conducted jointly by Brunel University and Universitat Politecnica De
Valencia.
The major output of phase 1 is to develop and build the provisional SSN framework (incorporating
web based tools, etc) that enable diverse supply chain partners from distinct insurance supply chains
in the UK and Spain, to interact for the purposes of knowledge transfer. Various facilities and tools
will be constructed.
The virtual world environment will facilitate the activities and exercises that will be used to promote
knowledge transfer. These include buildings, social areas, team-building tools and applications, and
will involve design, construction, scripting, implementation and testing to facilitate the activities
required. The first trial will log data on supplier engagement and usage, as well as survey supplier
satisfaction and attitudes to interaction within the ‘immersive’ environment. The trial will run over a
period of three months. The project will also carry out social networks analysis (SNA) techniques to
model knowledge flows across the multi levels of the Supply chain. The SNA modelling should
reveal the structural properties of the network and the implications of these structural properties for
the design of social network based systems. Engagement with the platform over the trials will
provide an opportunity to study the characteristics of online social networking and an understanding
on how to improve/modify a later version of the SSN. The major tasks will be to classify lessons
from the initial field trials and literature for the enhancement of a later trial and other domains.
In Phase Two, the major task of this phase will be to identify the best ‘3D interactive tools, develop
a range of team building activities, and exercises’ capable of promoting the sharing of good ideas,
and knowledge transfer through social interaction. A variety of different tools, processes and
activities will be designed, developed and tested (iteratively) to identify the optimum range of the
knowledge transfer tools. This will follow from the initial field trial and evaluation of the trial
results. The provisional SSN will be revised in the light of the findings from the initial trial.
The key activities in Phase 3 will be to measure knowledge transfer and knowledge adoption within
the revised SSN framework. A key activity in this phase is to run a range of virtual ‘simulations’, and
exercises using data visualisation, as a tool for measuring knowledge transfer across participants.
Participants will then be surveyed/interviewed to ascertain ease of use and satisfaction with the tools,
the acquisition of new content (via leaning by doing), the acquisition of new insights (via learning
from others, discussion), and follow-on exercises later in the trial to measure ability of participants to
implement the new content gained from the interaction with other participants and tools/exercises.
Another activity will involve identifying structural/cultural inhibitors and enablers’ to engagement
and interaction using interviews, surveys and continued SNA modelling during the field trials in both
phases. The findings from the second trials in phase 3 will define the generic constructs of the
‘knowledge sharing SSN’ determine its’ usefulness across other domestic domains, and refine the
evaluation tool. This tool will continue to monitor and measure engagement and usage, supplier
feedback and the impact of the different learning processes and tools on the depth and breadth of
knowledge transfer, motivation to share ideas, etc.

The SSN framework will be applied to a number of participants (primarily SME’s) within a multilevel supply Insurance chain in Spain and the UK. Phase 3 aims to refine and validate the framework
developed in phase 1 and evaluate this interactive medium for transferring ideas, insights,
experiences and learning from others. The trial also allows researchers to explore structural (using
SNA analysis) and cultural differences across the 2 groups. The SSN needs to be verified in different
countries having different cultures. As a result the consortium consists of partners from different
cultures to execute the field trials in the UK and Spain. If the SSN is shown to promote knowledge
networking (knowledge exchange and generation and learning) across the partners cultures, then it is
felt that a similar framework using web based tools and applications, would be accepted by a number
of other countries with similar cultures, within the EU.
The KNOWNET project is a 4 year project funded by the FP7 EC Industry-Academia Partnerships
and Pathways (IAPP) - Marie Curie Actions.
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Abstract
In this paper we explore textile design activities and textile design management from an
industrial network perspective. The textile industry is probably one of the most globalized
manufacturing industries in the world and thus one of the most dispersed industries on the
globe.
Most studies on design management are framed inside the organisational context of the firm.
In this study the role and practice of textile design is addressed in perspective of the global
textile production network. The empirical data stems from six case studies exploring how
different types of enterprises are organised in larger networks of suppliers, customers and
other relations.
Comparing the organisational networks we discuss how design activities unfold under
different organisational settings. We also demonstrate that it is crucial for the companies who
rely on external production facilities to have a strong design management in order to maintain
the relationships in their network of customers and suppliers.
Keywords: Design management, textile industry, design activities, organisational networks

1. Introduction
Designing a product, a service or combinations hereof also means designing those activities
required to produce the artefact. Therefore, the role of design has to be analysed in close
conjunction with the production activities performed. The way they are organized, staffed and
equipped is influenced by and influences the design process. This is clearly the case in the
organisations under scrutiny in this study.
In a seminal study Rachel Studd (2002) has analysed similarities and differences in the
organisational setting and managerial practices exercised in a number of UK textile
enterprises. A major conclusion from the study is:
“Design does not happen by accident but as a result of an understood and well-managed
process by the designers along with effective communication between all relevant
participants” (Studd, 2002: 47).
Studd is primarily concerned with the design processes taking place inside the organisational
boundaries of the firm. She doesn’t include the influence on the design process that comes
from foreign affiliates as well as the outsourcing of manufacturing activities to an
international network of suppliers. In this light we add the following question to the quote
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referred above: Who are the relevant participants and how are they managed? This is an
important question in light of the sophisticated specialization in the textile industry and hence
the way design processes are organized across the boundaries of the individual enterprises. On
this basis we have formulated two key research questions: ‘How do design activities unfold
under different organisational settings?’ and ‘How does the role of design management
change when design breaks through and crosses organisational boundaries?’ A major concern
is the role played by design in configuring the value-creating networks in the global textile
industry. No simple answer can be expected, but the ambition is to pave a path to future
studies providing a finer-grained image.
The global division of labour in the textile industry has been radically transformed during the
past 25 years. Former strongholds of textile production have been abandoned leading to a
global shift not only in the spatial patterns of textile production, but also radical shifts in the
task partitioning of design and the role of design management. This transformation has
impacted the way design activities are organized and the competencies needed to perform
design processes. While the management of design is traditionally seen as a matter of
directing and coordinating in-house activities and internal resources of the organisation,
design management turns into a matter of coordinating activities and resources embedded
with a network of actors constituting the value chain reaching from raw materials, across
diverse stages of processing and refining to the final stage of producing and distributing the
textile artefact. Designing thus takes place in an open and dynamic organisational framework
in which the options for how to organize design and production are more open than
previously. In this flexible network of actors design seems to assume a new role in
configuring collaborative ventures in the textile industry.
The field of textile design and design research has produced a diverse amount of literature
about the textile design process and the profession (among them Albers, 2000; Fiore &
Kimle, 1997; Gale & Kaur, 2002; Studd, 2002; Wilson, 2001). The emerging Danish field of
textile design research has also made a valuable contribution (Bang, 2010; Riisberg, 2006).
However, in our view the current textile design literature tends to explore the design process
and design activities in an internal organisational framework or from an individual analytical
perspective. Since most textile companies configure their operations in a network of
organisations, we see a need to cover the analytical gap with studies of the design activities
and design management from a network perspective (Bang & Christensen, 2011; 2013). We
find that further knowledge about the design activities and design management in a network
perspective will contribute to more versatile studies that are concerned with the organisational
and individual textile design process and activities.
In this contribution we have identified six Danish textile enterprises in order to provide an
initial empirical insight into the role of design and design management seen from an industrial
network perspective. The case studies are characterized by different ways of employing
design and of organising production, sales and development work. Thus the role of design as
a foundation for coordination, knowledge exchange and control, i.e. the role of design as a
managerial tool in the business network, also varies considerably.
2. The Global Textile Production System
Before we present the case studies, an outline of the global textile production system is
provided. Over the years Peter Dicken has examined the textile and clothing industries in a
global perspective (see for example Dicken, 2003; 2011). We therefore find it appropriate to
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base an overview of the industrial context on his work. For this paper we have chosen to use
the 2003 edition of his book since it addresses the textile (and the garment) industry (Dicken
2003). It should be noticed that since this edition another two editions have been published,
but they have a more specific focus on the clothing industry.
According to Dicken the textile and clothing industries were “the first manufacturing
industries to take on a global dimension” (2003: 317). The textile industry is probably one of
the most globalized manufacturing industries in the world and thus one of the most dispersed
industries on the globe. The textile production system is complex, based on a diversity of
primary sources and directed to diverse ends. Each stage from primary sources to final ends
has technological as well as organisational and geographical endeavours of their own.
Changes have been and still are substantial. For example the 2011 edition of Dicken’s book
describes the 2005 termination of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement, which since the 1960s had
regulated the trade in the textiles and clothing industries (Dicken 2011).
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The textile production system (based on Dicken, 2003: 318).

Figure 1 represents Dicken’s understanding of the textile industry and how it operates and
serves within a larger value chain. Dicken suggests that the textile industry is limited to yarn
preparation and fabric manufacturing and indicates how these processes feed into the
production processes of end use in three segments; household goods, the clothing industry
and industrial goods. Dicken further acknowledges that each stage presented in the figure has
its own characteristics technologically, organisationally and geographically (Dicken 2003).
As such the chart provides a useful overview of the diversity of the global network at stake.
What we will try to reveal in this paper is that underneath the aggregated surface of the global
textile production system a highly detailed and diversified image is found. Specialization and
division of labour in the international production and value-creating network is extremely fine
grained. Huge differences are found between those segments of the industry serving the
clothing industry and those serving industrial customers like for example the automobile
industry on one side and the institutional markets like the market for interior textiles in
offices, hotels and similar institutions on the other side. Even within the three mentioned
segments huge differences can be found.
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In this paper we attempt to give a glimpse of the complexity through the exploration of a
selection of globally oriented enterprises within the Danish textile industry. Our main interest
is to look into the role of design and its implication for organisational and managerial
complexity since these activities seem to play an important role when the production facilities
are located outside the company.
3. Network Theory
The theoretical framework for our study is the business network theory, and we take our
starting point in the work of the so-called Uppsala model. The Uppsala model has contributed
with a conceptual framework for the analyses of relationships and networks on the analytical
level of organisational units (see Håkansson & Johanson, 1992; 1993; Håkansson and
Snehota, 1995 and Håkansson et al., 2009). The conceptual model is often called the ARA
model, denoting three layers of substance in relationships between organisations, namely
Activities, Resources and Actors. In an actual industrial setting there is a strong
interdependency between these three elements. Therefore it is relevant to discuss industrial
networks as a type of governance mode taking place between the market and the hierarchy of
the organisation. The model is reproduced in its basic form in figure 2 below.
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Figure 2:

Interplay of the three layers of substance in relationships between
organisations: activities, resources and actors (based on Håkansson &
Johanson, 1992:154)

Actors control activities and resources. An actor can be an individual, a department in a
company or a whole company depending on the analytical perspective taken. Actors combine
various activities in order to create value. Combined activities lead to transformations,
implying that actors’ resources are combined and changed. Activities controlled by one actor
depend on the activities of adjunct partners in order to extract value from the existing
resources. Thus, value creation is founded in combinations of actors.
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Actors also possess different resources (financial; knowledge; competencies etc.). In order to
extract value from these resources they are combined with resources from partnering actors
and stakeholders. Actors will often experience that resources of their own do not pose value
except in combination with resources possessed by other partners. It is thus important for
actors to gain access to external resources through the joint organisation of activities.
When actors carry on activities, they relate to other actors and develop bonds with them.
Activities demand resources, internal as well as external to the actor. The access to resources
limits the type and range of activities single actors can undertake. On one hand a bond
between actors is seen as a prerequisite for the development of activity links and resource ties.
On the other hand activity links form the development of bonds between actors and resource
ties. Finally – in regard to resources – more or less lasting ties are developed supporting
activity links and bonds among actors. Håkansson and Snehota view the interplay between
actors’ bonds, activity links and resource ties as the dynamic source for change and
development in relationships. It is an on-going process of mutual exchange and adaptations
among the stakeholders joining the network. The exchange and adaptations processes may for
example include social, informational and economic exchange and adaptation processes.
A number of issues will frame the exchange and adaptation processes among actors.
Situational factors and relationships to third parties related to the actors involved are some
key issues, but institutional and cultural factors will also frame the interaction, as will, of
course, outcomes of transactional episodes among the actors involved. Through transactional
episodes, actors expand their experiential knowledge of each other, which will contribute to
shaping the atmosphere in the relationship building, including mutual trust building. One of
the critical issues framing industrial networks is the asymmetries existing among the actors
involved. Different types of asymmetries are at stake.
Information asymmetries may influence the way actors bond, while asymmetries in for
example legality may influence the allocation of activities among the actors and asymmetry
concerning resources in control may influence actors’ perspectives on viable opportunities
and how to exploit them (Bjerregaard and Christensen, 2008).
4. Empirical Data and Research Methods
As already mentioned, the objective of this study is to generate knowledge about design
activities and design management in the textile industry. The empirical data is based on a
selection of six companies within the Danish textile industry. The inquiries focus on each
organisation within a larger (international) network paying special attention to the role of
design management in building interactive design processes among the enterprises in the
network. The companies represent different ways of designing, manufacturing and
distributing interior, household and furniture textiles.
The fieldwork was conducted as semi-structured interviews with design managers and
designers at the respective companies’ domiciles. Furthermore public material (digital and
paper-based) has been included in the analyses. One case draws on an existing report and does
not (yet) include field studies. Each interview lasted approximately one and a half hours and
was audio-recorded. All interview agendas – though slightly different – included the
following themes:
•

Basic knowledge about the company concerning design strategy, production activities,
suppliers and key customers
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•
•
•

The design process, including questions about design briefs, procedures, formalisation
and stakeholders
Design management, including questions about briefing, initiating, coordination,
decision-making, finalisation and formalisation
Cultural aspects, including questions about interaction between stakeholders, cultural
differences, and management of a process, which are shared among several
organisations and/or stakeholders

Due to space limitations in this paper we chose to provide shortened versions of the case
studies. We also chose to anonymise the companies in order to enhance the focus on the
organisational network rather than the single company. We are especially concerned with
design activities and ways in which design contributes to collaboration within the network of
organisations. Another main interest is how the location of the production facilities and thus
the interaction between sites of production and design influenced the design processes. The
core of our analyses focuses on the changes in designing and design management taking place
when production and development activities are distributed among actors in international
value creation chains.
Each case starts with a brief background description of the company. Subsequently we
explore task partition among actors in the design process and how task partitioning influences
the way design is governed. This is followed by a description of the design activities. Finally
we investigate the management of the task partitioning as seen from the perspective of the
organisation in focus. Each case description concludes with a diagram that roughly maps the
company in a larger network of production, design, main customers and end-markets.
5. The Six Case Studies
5.1 Company 1
Company 1 (C1) started as a local Danish textile mill in 1851. Today C1 is a globally oriented
enterprise that designs, develops and sells fabrics and textile solutions to the international
furniture industry. Originally the company hosted production facilities in-house, among them
weaving, dyeing and spinning. Since the late 1990s all production has been gradually
outsourced to manufacturers in other European countries and the Far East. Today the core
activities in the house of C1 are organised within several ‘independent’ business units, among
them an in-house design department and key account management. The company only
occasionally engages with external designers.
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Company 1 primarily relies on in-house textile designers, its main customers
are companies in the furniture industry.
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In C1 designers and key account managers in particular are responsible for market
surveillance and maintaining customer relations. Development of new products and services
is initiated when a customer need is identified and the standard collection fails to fulfil the
requirements. Often new products are developed in close collaboration with a specific
customer.
Among the designer’s main responsibilities are construction, aesthetics and colourways, and
the designer also serves as a project manager during specific phases of the development
process. In C1 the designer also contributes to maintaining contact to suppliers primarily
tracking the development of new materials and techniques. During the development process
the designer is also involved in aesthetic and functional approval of samples, fabrics etc. in
collaboration with selected external supply units. The designer in C1 often has close
collaboration with the staff in the customer’s design and development department. Finally the
designer works closely with other in-house business units in addition to the key account
management, e.g. the quality, sales, logistics, and marketing departments.
C1 uses design management to create strong, long-lasting relationships with a number of their
key suppliers. The tight collaborative bonds help to gain access to material knowledge
formerly placed in-house, technical resources, and insights into aesthetic trends placed outside
the ownership of C1. On the other hand C1 gains early insights into new trends and
innovation challenges in the market for furniture fabric by help of their close partnering with
large international key customers. However, a major shift has taken place in available
management incentives, since activities to be co-ordinated and managed are now placed
outside ownership control.
5.2 Company 2
Company 2 (C2) was established in 1870 and is still owned and managed by the founding
family (5th generation). It is mainly oriented towards the European market. Originally the
company was established as a traditional textile manufacturer. Today all production has been
outsourced in production-partnerships and the core business of the company is design,
development and marketing of textile household products, e.g. tablecloths, bed linen etc. C2’s
key customers are linen rental enterprises serving large public and private institutions. The
company aims to be the preferred supplier of linen to European leasing laundries. Thus design
efforts have a strong focus on contributions to the functionality and rationality of the
laundries’ business while also providing aesthetic value to end-customers, which in this case
are hotels, hospitals, restaurants etc. C2 consists of several departments among them a
combined design and marketing department.
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Company 2 relies on in-house textile designers; its main customers are leasing
laundries.
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In C2, design and marketing are the primary department responsible for market surveillance.
The company is market-driven and much energy and time is spent on developing concepts
that meet the demands of the leasing laundries. C2 is dependent on technological innovation
in order to meet the functional standards of laundries. Even though C2 has a strict focus on
these standards, the marketing strategy is to communicate the emotional benefits of the
textiles to the end-customers.
The designer’s key role is to create collections and pattern families that both imply a pleasant
end-user experience and fulfil the laundries’ and the end-customers’ functional demands.
Thus, among the designer’s main responsibilities are the design of construction, aesthetics
and colourways. Additionally the designer follows the technical/functional development of
raw materials at the international production-partners very closely. There is also close
collaboration with the in-house strategic product development, which is in another
department. Likewise the designer has a close relationship with the leasing laundries as well
as thorough knowledge about the end-customers. Thus, the designer is able to combine high
functionality with aesthetics and thereby contribute to the marketing strategy of
communicating the emotional benefits of C2’s products.
C2 uses design management to gain a position as a preferred design partner for leasing
laundries in Europe. This is done by means of a service-minded design of textiles optimising
the service that laundries can provide for their customers. C2 itself is also a customer, since it
constantly demands innovative textile solutions from its suppliers and productionpartnerships. This in turn limits the number of international suppliers the company relies on.
C2’s in-depth knowledge of laundry service requirements helps to develop suppliers’ material
knowledge and technical resources. This in turn enables C2 to have a unique position to
suppliers’ resources.
5.3 Company 3
Company 3 (C3) is a globally oriented enterprise that manufactures carpets for institutional
markets all over the world. This includes hotels, conference centres, airports, hospitals etc. C3
also sells to wholesale businesses on a limited scale. The collection includes wall-to-wall
carpets, carpet tiles and rugs. Additionally C3 offers to design and produce customized
carpets in collaboration with the customer. The company was established in 1938 by an
entrepreneur with a strong interest in high-tech production techniques. This spirit is still with
the company. The company consists of several departments including an in-house design
department which is closely affiliated with the high-tech production facilities (also in-house).
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Company 3 has highly specialised in-house carpet production facilities; it
relies primarily on in-house textile designers.

The C3 case is based on an existing report. Therefore it is difficult to provide a detailed
discussion of the specific task partitioning and design activities that take place in the design
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and development process. We chose to include C3 as a case study in this paper, since it is one
of the few companies still hosting in-house production facilities in Denmark. However, we
are aware that basing our research on a report and not on actual interviews is a major
constraint which has to be taken into consideration in future research.
Based on its advanced in-house design technology and process technology, C3 offers its
customers a process of co-design, in the development of customised carpets. In this case, codesign means that the internal design team supports customers in their aesthetic and artistic
design of the carpet. C3 also maintains a large collection of carpets to be delivered on demand
with modifications wanted by the customer.
C3 has preserved and developed an in-house integrated design and production facility at the
highest level of technology. The ability to co-design carpets in close collaboration with
customers – and eventually freelance designers – with a short lead time is critical for the
company’s business model. The combination of design activities, design management, and
production facilities enables C3 to offer several customized solutions to its customers. This is
possible because the company has ownership control over the production facilities and at the
same time has the design competencies in-house. The relationship to suppliers may be more
transaction oriented, i.e. depending on current prices and qualities of yarn in the world
market.
5.4 Company 4
Company 4 (C4) is a small knitware manufacturer mainly oriented towards the
Danish/Scandinavian market. It is a family-owned enterprise (2nd generation) established in
1951. The company primarily consists of an in-house knitting mill, but also offers sewing and
finishing services. C4 has built an expertise in flat knitting including jacquard techniques and
various textures mastering these techniques to perfection. It has a small standard collection
and also offers to produce customized knitware for clothing and interior accessories. C4 has
specialized in the market for ‘private label’ collections. As such it provides production
capacity for enterprises – retailers, manufacturers, designers etc. – operating in the market
based on a label of its own. In the case of C4 the customers are typically small or mediumsized design-driven companies, e.g. independent designers.
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Figure 6:

Company 4 primarily consists of an in-house knitting mill; it has specialised in
the market for ‘private labels’.

In C4 the owner takes responsibility for the collaboration with the customers. He is often
involved in an intensive development process transferring the customers’ design concepts into
knitted products. The owner of the company has built a vast technical and material expertise
over the years. He is capable of turning the design concepts and ideas into actual products.
Thus, C4 adapts to the customers’ requirements and spends little energy on market research
and searching for new customers.
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C4 offers specialized knowledge and production facilities to its customers. The traditional
design processes are performed outside the company, which means that C4 is highly
dependent on the customer’s design knowledge and skills. Conversely the customer must rely
on the technical expertise provided by C4.
This company may be seen as a local integrator delivering technical knowledge and
production capacity to mainly Danish customers. What distinguishes C4 from the other
companies in this study is that design and design management rest with the customer.
5.5 Company 5
Legend has it that the origins of Company 5 (C5) dates back to a Danish village weaver in the
1400s. The company was officially established in the 1750s. Originally it had its own
production facilities, but today all production has been outsourced to manufacturers in Europe
and the Far East. The company specializes in woven jacquard textiles for the high-end market
of design and quality. C5 designs and sells household textiles (tablecloths, bed linen, towels
etc.) mainly to retailers and from its web shop. In Denmark it has a number of flagship stores,
while the products in other countries – primarily in Europe – are sold in individual shops
specializing in household textiles or in department stores. C5 also fulfils customised orders.
The company has extensive collaboration with (several) external designers and operates with
a design and marketing management that coordinates the collaboration with the external
designers.
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Company 5 primarily relies on external textile designers; it has its own web
shop and flagship stores.

In C5 the design and marketing management is responsible for market surveillance and
customer relationships. This includes contact to suppliers and production facilities. Usually
new products are developed in close collaboration with an external designer; but C5 also uses
some old, patented designs.
Usually external designers design C5’s products. Among the designer’s main responsibilities
are ideation, aesthetics and colourways. Construction and contact to production sites and
customers rest with the design management at C5.
C5 relies on the material and technological knowledge of its fabric manufacturers. The
company has therefore developed a close, partnership-like relationship with these businesses.
Knowledge exchange and mutual adaptation processes are important in the design driven
business development of C5. As the figure indicate, tight control with the sales channels is
also considered important in order to sustain the strong branding of C5. The company uses
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design management deliberately, and the task partitioning between designers and design
management is clear.
5.6 Company 6
Company 6 (C6) was established in 1968 and is still managed by descendants of the founders
(2nd generation). C6 is an internationally oriented enterprise designing and marketing for
interior decoration (mainly fabric for furniture and curtains). The organisation of the company
has never included in-house production facilities. Rather it relies on tight partnerships and
relationships with a few preferred and highly specialized fabric manufacturers from all over
the world.
The company has extensive collaboration with (several) external designers and has an inhouse design department that manages the process of selecting and transforming the design
concepts suggested by external designers into viable fabrics.
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Company 6 has a strong in-house design management department, which has
close collaboration with external textile designers.

In C6 the design management department holds a key position and has a highly competent
staff with textile design expertise. The department supports and collaborates with external
(textile) designers to develop initial ideas into viable design-based solutions. Strategically C6
aims to collaborate with ‘flagship’ designers as well as ‘grass root’ designers in order to track
and benefit from actual trends. Obviously there are also designers who are responsible for
maintaining the standard collection, new colourways etc.
External designers frequently design C6’s products. The key role for these designers can be
ideation, construction, aesthetics and colourways. However, the design responsibilities change
in relation to the design task. The design management department in the company is
responsible for contact to suppliers (fabric development and approving) and to customers
(design), and for collaboration in-house. Another crucial responsibility is the collaboration
with the external designers.
6. Similarities and differences in organisational networks
In this section we reflect on the first research question: ‘How do design activities unfold
under different organisational settings’? The case studies are summarised by comparing
similarities and differences in their organisational network and relationships. We use the ARA
model described above to summarise and compare the role of design activities, design
management, production facilities and customers in the organisation and/or the organisation’s
network. The discussion represents the main characteristics of the companies – although we
realize that reality is much more complex than shown here. However, we find it productive
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for further work to display these main characteristics of the organisations from a network
perspective – acknowledging that further research will benefit from more detailed case
analyses in order to be able to communicate the complexity of organisational networks and
relationships within the textile industry in a thorough and exhaustive manner.
6.1 The Production facilities
C1, C2, C5 and C6 use only external manufacturers to produce their merchandise. C6 never
owned production facilities, while C1, C2 and C5 started as textiles mills and have now
outsourced their production facilities, turning design and marketing into core in-house
activities. Two companies, C3 and C4, have production facilities in-house.
From an organisational network perspective the type and location of a production facility has
a crucial impact on the design activities. In C1 and C2, which both have in-house design and
design management, the design activities include close collaboration with the external
manufacturer.
In C5 and C6, which basically work with external designers, the internal design management
works closely with the external manufacturers, and the designer relies on the design
management’s communication of constraints and potentials.
C1, C2, C5 and C6 all have close relationships with their suppliers/manufacturers. The type of
collaboration varies from relationships established and maintained over years to more formal
partnerships. In comparison C3 and C4, which have their own production facilities, have a
looser and more transaction-based relationship with their (yarn) suppliers. Reliable suppliers
are a necessity, and most likely the companies try to use the same suppliers; but at the same
time we find that they may move between suppliers in order to buy the best product (yarns) at
the cheapest price.
6.2 The design activities
The design activities in C1, C2 and C3 are primarily based on in-house designers whereas C4,
C5 and C6 mainly rely on collaborative partnering with external designers (note that C1, C3
and C6 work with in-house designers as well as external designers, but depending on the
design activity still have their main focus on one or the other).
If we turn to the companies with in-house designers the design activities vary. In C1 and C2
the designers take part in the entire development process from market surveillance and
ideation to product launch and marketing/sale. This means that they collaborate with many
different actors in the company’s network and take responsibilities beyond traditional textile
design skills. The difference is that the designers in C1 design the fabric and /or textile
solutions for furniture (office chairs), and even though they have close collaboration with
their customers in the furniture industry they are not responsible for designing the end
product. Designers in C2, on the other hand, design not only the fabric but also the textile end
product for a specific market. In this light C1 and C2 take different positions in the value
producing network and use and contribute to the organisational network in different ways.
Design plays a crucial role positioning the company in its organisational network. C3
exemplifies a third type of design activities in an organisational network. The company has an
in-house design department which maintains a standard collection as described in the case
study; the in-house design department takes design orders from large customers (hotels,
conference centres, airports, hospitals etc.), and the designers develop customized and ‘onePage 12 of 17

	
  

off’ carpets in close collaboration with the customer. C3 is to a greater extent than C1 and C2
a ‘stand-alone’ company even though it operates in an organisational network with suppliers
and customers.
There are significant differences between the design activities related to C4, C5 and C6,
which mainly work with external designers. C4 is basically a manufacturer and develops and
manufactures based on requirements defined by the customers. In C4 the design activities are
basically managed and controlled by the customer, whereas C5 and C6 control and manage
the design activities. The difference between C5 and C6 is that C5 has a brand management
department, which takes the responsibility of design management, and C6 has a strong inhouse design management department, which includes key account designers. In C5 ideation
and concept development are taken care of by external designers; in C6 on the other hand the
external designers partly participate in the design development up until the fabric is ready for
production and sale. In C6 the internal design activities and design management support the
external design activities.
6.3 The Design management
All companies except C4 have in-house design management. This study indicates that design
and hence design management has taken a stronger strategic role in business development in
the textile industry. For the companies without in-house production it is crucial to have a
strong in-house design management division in order to ensure that the suppliers fulfil the
design requirements and the product lives up to the customer’s expectations. In other words,
design management is an important in-house activity that maintains the relationships with
both manufacturer and customer. Design management as a liaison function matching material
and process technologies embedded in the production network with needs and attractions
articulated in the communities of customers and end-users.
For the companies with in-house designers the design manager often is the designer or works
in the same department/has close collaboration with the designer/design department. For the
companies without in-house designers the design management is responsible for a fruitful
partnership with the designer and also maintains the relationship with both manufacturer and
customer. The design management team communicates the design constraints inherent in both
production opportunities and customer requirements to the designer.
For C4 design management is embedded with the customers. In the development process
there is close collaboration between the customer’s designer and/or design management and
C4. Specifically the owner of C4 contributes with highly specialised knowledge about
knitting technology and technical possibilities. The customer’s designer/design management
relies heavily on this expertise/these constraints to make decisions during the product
development.
6.4 The Customers
All companies in this study have tight relationships with their customers. Yet the type of
customer is very different and this is a way to differentiate between the companies. C2, C3,
C4 and C5’s products are end products, whereas C1’s and C6’s products are not.
C1’s main customers are the furniture industry, which means that C1 basically is a supplier,
since it does not develop or sell end products. The design activities are oriented towards the
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customers’ needs and visions. C6 also has customers in the furniture industry and in that
respect has the same orientation as C1. Additionally C6 has many customers among interior
designers and architects, who buy the curtain fabric (and furniture upholstered with C6’s
fabric). C6 is a supplier in both cases, but has a different design and marketing strategy than
C1.
C2’s customers are basically leasing laundries, and the design activities are oriented towards
the needs of the end market. C2 uses the design activities to create a link between the
functional demands of the laundries and the emotional demands of their customers (who lease
textiles at the laundries). C5’s products are also adapted towards the end market, but the
customers are of a different type. C5’s main customers are the end users, which can be private
and public institutions and individuals. In that respect C5 designs and sells primarily textile
products to the end-users, whereas C2 focuses mainly on leasing laundries as its main
customers.
It is more difficult to characterise C3’s customers due to the broad product. According to the
customized ‘one-off’ orders C3 benefits from in-house design activities and a design
department that has the expertise to utilise C3’s high-end production facilities to its full
potential in order to meet the customer requirements. Even though the companies are very
different C4 also benefits from high technical expertise. Both companies have a strong expert
knowledge about their respective production facilities, and both companies are involved in the
design activities due to their technical expertise.
7. Discussions and perspectives
In the previous section we have outlined ways in which design activities in an organisational
network bring together a diversity of actors who draw on different resources. Each actor
contributes with his or her professional qualifications, and in the organisational network they
may be able to perform in a way that would be impossible if they adhered to the idea of
organisations as closed entities. For example several of the cases in this study have shown
that the designers’ responsibilities are expanded to include not only traditional design work
but also project/design management, market surveillance, customer contact etc. For example
the designer can use his or her skills to combine technical opportunities provided by a
supplier with an aesthetic/functional interest expressed by a customer. The supplier and
customer may never have benefitted from mutual interaction if they had not been a part of that
particular organisational network. And likewise the designer may never have had the
opportunity to come up with the specific design solution if he or she was not an actor in the
network.
In this section we will discuss the second research question: ‘How does the role of design
management change when design breaks through and crosses organisational boundaries’?
This study is basically conducted as an exploratory study with the intension to study design
activities and the role of design management spanning local Danish textile enterprises with
global markets and production networks. However, the case studies point at several
interesting perspectives in terms of design activities, which could be the basis for further
research.
The first key issue we have identified concerns the design process. In an organisational
network the traditional design process develops into what we suggest calling a distributed
design process in which relationship management plays a crucial role. What characterizes a
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distributed design process in an organisational network is that it demands interdisciplinary
and intercultural collaboration, since it takes place in a global network of suppliers,
manufacturers, customers and end users. It also demands strong design management among
the actors in the network.
Furthermore we have reason to believe that concrete design experiments taking place within
an organisational network differ fundamentally from experiments taking place in-house
between internal design and production departments. An advantage of working in an
organisational network can be that opportunities emerge for combining knowledge in ways
that differ from closed entities. It may imply that conceptual and technological knowledge can
meet in a productive way. Disadvantages can be a lack in the spontaneity and fast exchange of
knowledge between design and production that is possible when design and production are in
close proximity in-house.
This means that the role of design changes from an internal capability serving in-house
innovation to a collaborative capability enabling close collaboration and experimentation on
product development in the business network that has been developed. Design has a key role
of activating and combining knowledge and resources in the external network of suppliers to
the benefit of the key customers and users served. Through the supply network the company
gains access to resources and competencies that it might never have been able to establish inhouse.
Finally we would like to contribute with the concept of key account design. To our
knowledge key account design is not a well-defined term even though it seems that many
organisations work with it. From our perspective it can be used to describe the often close
relationship and collaboration between key account management and design. The role of the
key account designer is to be an international bridge builder combining knowledge on new
materials and technologies embedded in the supply network with needs and attractive visions
embedded with the community of customers and users served locally or worldwide. A key to
the innovative potential of the company is to extract value from the asymmetries existing in
the global textile network. The demand is to develop and maintain a sustainable combination
of tight and loose relationships with external enterprises. This in turn demands a strategic
vision for the position to take, develop and defend in the network. Design has a crucial role to
play facilitating collaborative innovation in the textile industry. At the same time design is a
critical control parameter safeguarding the ability to extract value from the collaborative
position taken.
In this light design management gains new momentum in the textile industry, since it seems
to be a cornerstone in configuring innovative networks and facilitating co-designing across
the traditional ownership-based limits of the company.
8. Concluding Remarks
In the introduction to this paper we posed two research questions: ‘How do design activities
unfold under different organisational settings?’ and ‘How does the role of design management
change when design breaks through and crosses organisational boundaries?’ We have used
the case studies to explore what is going on in six organisations in the Danish textile industry
and have thereby answered the research questions. As mentioned above this is by no means an
exhaustive study of the textile industry. Still, we believe that it can indicate a trend in the
industry moving from closed entities to open organisational networks.
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The aim of this paper has been to add to the understanding of industrial textile design within a
network perspective. We see this as an addition to Studd’s study (Studd 2002). However, she
represents the perspective of the traditional design activities within an organisation, whereas
our purpose represents a network perspective of design activities. Therefore we found a need
to explore how the design activities are extended/distributed and managed in organisational
networks, and we chose to do this through six case studies.
Comparing the organisational networks we have discussed how design activities unfold under
different organisational settings. As demonstrated, it is also crucial for the companies that rely
on external production facilities to have a strong design management unit in order to maintain
the relationships in their network of customers and suppliers. The character of the design
management also depends on the presence / non-presence of internal design resources in the
companies.
It is also relevant to take a look at Dicken’s model presented above comparing it to the
knowledge we generated about the core competencies of the companies that we studied. With
only six case studies it is not fair to judge Dicken’s model, but it is significant that the core
competencies in the companies we studied are fundamentally different from the core
competencies of the textile industry that Dicken shows in his model (yarn preparation and
fabric manufacturing). In the companies we studied and also in general in the Danish textile
industry (see Bang, 2010) the tendency is that the production is outsourced and therefore the
core competencies have changed to a broader focus than traditional manufacturing. Several of
the companies may describe this as a ‘move forward in the value chain’. What we have tried
to argue in this paper is the need to understand the companies as part of larger organisational
networks rather than closed entities.
With this paper we laid out the framework for understanding the design and the design
management that takes place within organisational networks of activities, actors and resources
in the textile industry. We chose not to go into details about the actual textile design process.
This is definitely a relevant subject, also in an organisational network perspective, but it is a
subject in its own right and it deserves to be discussed in a separate paper.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the implementation of ﬁnancial cross-functional links with the supply
chain operations at plant level when scheduling and budgeting in tactical and operational
planning in batch industries. We propose a flow graph modelling approach based on shop
scheduling theory which approach permits to model operational logistic activities including
cash flow management. Modelling supply chain as a shop scheduling model defines a scheduling problem which consists in scheduling a set of batches that have to be sequenced on m
plants. Each batch involves a set of plant-operations, which must be processed in a predetermined order. This work is a step forward definition of modelling approach for supply
chain management including both scheduling and cash flow constraints. The proposed modelling approach is presented and justified.
Keywords: Supply chain, cash conversion cycle, job-shop, scheduling, disjunctive graph
1 Introduction
In today’s rapidly changing economic and political conditions, firms can’t compete solely and
need to construct a Supply chain (SC) with its suppliers and distributors. There are many
examples of the benefits of coordination activities to the individual members in the supply
chain (Vickery et al. 2003). Supply chain integration is defined overall as a process of
redefining and connecting entities through coordinating or sharing information and resources
(Katunzi, 2011). Supplier integration suggests that suppliers are providing information and
directly participating in decision making (Petersen et al., 2005). It is characterized by a
cooperative relationship between the buyer and the upstream supplier. Often these
relationships incorporate initiatives and programs that foster and strengthen the linkages
between buyer and supplier (Vijayasarathy, 2010).
1.1 Supply chain
Supply chain can be defined as a system of logistic units which can be suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers and customers where material, financial and information
flows connect participants in both directions. In this paper we consider an external integrated
supply chain composed by individual firms. Therefore, a supply chain may be defined as a
coalition of autonomous actors coordinated thanks to an integrated logistic process. Each
actor crossed by logistic process is seen as an autonomous logistic unit of the supply chain
which unit sells and buys items with a negotiated price. Figure 1 shows such SC where
material and financial flows are highlighted. This chain is characterized by forward flow of
materials and backward flow of cash. A series of cash flows occurs over time in two forms.

Accounts Payable or Cash outflows include expenditures for labours, equipment and materials
required to achieve each logistic activity. Accounts receivable or Cash inflows are induced by
progressive payment for completed work or product. As stressed by Fiala (2005) supply chain
management is now seen as a governing element in strategy and as an effective way of
creating value for customers. On the other hands cash is a vital resource needed to support
almost all activities in the SC. It provides a cushion for companies during difficult times, and
allows them to swiftly take advantage of growth opportunities by expansion (Tsai, 2008).
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Supply chain of goods and cash for all members.

The logistic process, which integrates all actors, is composed of logistic activities realized by
different logistic units. Figure 3 summarizes and presents a logistic activity. This activity is
realized by a logistic unit which can be any one of SC members: suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors or retailers. To start the activity raw materials or goods should be purchased by
the suppliers using payment which patterns are negotiated by the supply chain members
(logistic units). According to the Figure 2, a logistic activity has a lead time (duration)
composed of waiting time in inventory before processing, of time in work-in-progress (WIP)
during operational processing, waiting time in inventory after processing (waiting for
transport) and time in transport.
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1.2 Cash conversion cycle
The Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC) (Jose al., 1996) also known as the Cash-to-Cash Cycle is
heavily dependent on a company's supply chain capability. CCC is a measure of cash turnover
of SC with respect to three supply chain activities, purchase, internal operations, and sales. In
fact, the CCC measures the time between cash outlays for materials and cash receipts from
product sales. The CCC combines both balance sheet and income statement data to create a
measure with a time dimension. Figure 3 provides an illustration of the CCC in terms of
relation of relationships between accounts payable, accounts receivable, inventory
management and logistic activity. It contains three elements: (i) days in inventory, (ii) days in
receivables (cash inflow), and (iii) days in payables (cash outflow). These three elements vary
across industries and may depend on the market power of the organization with respect to its
customers and suppliers. These three time-related factors are affected by the planning and
scheduling of logistic activities, credit periods of receivables and payables.
Shorter CCC means lower financial costs to fund business operations (Tsai, 2008). To reduce
the CCC, a company can reduce days-in-inventory, shorten days-in-receivables and prolong
days-in-payables. From the cash flow point of view, the CCC is one of the popular supply
chain performance measures (Farris II and Hutchison, 2002).
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Cash management is concerned with optimizing the short term funding requirements of a
company and as such is a financial activity of importance to the treasuries of companies
operating in either a national or international environment (Gormley and Meade, 2007).
Since in the SC the number of row materials, of WIP products and of finished goods present
simultaneously into the system is limited and the processing times are constant, the only way
to minimize the lead time and by this way the CCC is to reduce the waiting times due to the
blocking and non-availability of resources needed. Therefore, the objective is to find such
planning which best satisfies the following objectives: (i) to reduce the cumulative lead time
of the production schedule; (ii) to improve the machine utilization.
Since operational planning in scheduling has the same horizon term as cash management
planning (Stadtler, 2005), to improve cash flow performance, financial considerations must be
taken into account during the planning, scheduling and control of logistic activities avoiding
costly solutions due to excessive credit allocation preventing bank overdraft. A better
synchronization of material and financial flows avoiding day-to-day negative cash flow leads
to integration of SC performance and financial measures which integration is critical to both
supply chain and financial managers.

In order to achieve organize the synchronization of material and financial flows and better
define their activities, firms implement a lot of management actions based on planning
processes. These are divided into three distinct levels according to the length of the horizon
plan under consideration (see Anthony 1965, Fleischmann et al. 2002, Bertrand 2003):






Long-term planning (e.g. 3–5 years): decisions of this level are called “strategic decisions” and cover a wide scope of supply parameters including capacity sizing, entities location, product families’ allocation and product portfolio definition. Consequently, they
constitute a crucial task whose impact on system under consideration is measurable during
many years (Simchi-Levi et al. 2004). So a good strategic decision process gives to firm
bases to compete with challengers in the future but doesn’t guarantee success whereas unsuitable strategic decisions lead inevitably to future economic difficulties;
Mid-term planning (e.g. 6-24 months): within the scope of strategic decisions, mid-term or
tactical planning determines an outline of the regular operations, in particular rough quantities and times for the flows and resources enabling the consideration of seasonal trend of
demand. Tactical problem types attempt to adopt the most optimum use of the various resources, including manufacturing plants, warehouses, transports etc.
Short-term planning (e.g. from 1-3 months): the lowest planning level or operational level
has to specify all activities as detailed schedule for immediate execution and control. The
variable of time is introduced, correlating the determination of the number of logistic facilities, geographical locations, and capacity of facilities to the optimal daily allocation of
customer demand to retailers, DCs, and/or production plants. Operational problems are related to the detailed scheduling definition, sequencing, lot size, assigning loads and vehicle routes etc.

This paper concerns the tactical and operational planning. Here, we propose a modeling
approach based on scheduling theory (Pinedo, 2012) which approach permits to model
operational logistic activities including the inflow and outflow delays and days-in-inventory.
The next section provides a brief literature review followed by an introduction of the
assumptions used in this study in Section 3. This section includes also the modelling approach
presentation. Next section illustrates our approach using a case study. The key findings of this
study and conclusions drawn are presented in Section 5.
2 Related work
Inclusion of cash flow in scheduling problem has been studied with different objective value
which leads to the Resource Investment Problem (RIP) (Najafi al., 2006) and the Payment
Scheduling Problem (PSP) (Ulusoy G. and Cebelli, 2000). These approaches are based on
cash flows in networks structure, defined by (Russel, 1970; Russel, 1986)). Depending on the
objective, publications encompass both net present value (Elmaghraby and Herroelen, 1990)
and extra restrictions as bonus-penalty structure (Russel, 1986; Zhengwen and Xu, 2008)), or
discounted cash-flows (Najafi al., 2006; Icmeli, 1996)).
Using an activity based costing (ABC) system to bridge between supply chain physical and
cash flows, Comelli et al. (2008) proposed a tactical production planning model, which
permitted users to assign weights among value creation, cash flow, and potential of value
creation on an evaluation function. It is a very comprehensive and flexible model but requires
an ABC system in place.

Tsai (2008) studied the influence of trade terms under a stochastic demand process on cash
flow risks and showed that using trade discounts to encourage early payment by customers
increased cash inflow risk despite an improved cash cycle. Tsai (2011) studies the relationship
between physical and cash flows, during a growth period without imposing any constraints. A
stochastic optimization model is then developed to observe the managerial implications of
cash flow risk under tight cash constraints.
Very few works propose to analyze cash flow and scheduling problem as an operational
problem of cash management. The main objective of cash manager is to have enough cash to
cover day-to-day operating expenses.
Cash management problem was simply formulated by (Baumol, 1952) as an inventory
problem assuming uncertainty (Miller and Orr, 1966). Two types of metrics are generally
used to optimize financial flow: cash position which reveals the cash which is available at the
end of a specific period and cash flow which reveals cash generation during a specific period.
In a recent paper, (Badell et al., 2005) optimizes financial flow and cash position in the end of
each period. This kind of approach does not take into account the reverse logistic problem
(Guide and Wassenhove, 2002). Forecasting a budget or the cash position consists in linking
together financial and physical flows. (Bertel et al., 2008, Comelli et al., 2008) shows the
links between financial and physical flows in an operational way, but the proposed approach
deals with a supply chain which is modeled as a flow shop. (Vickery et al., 2005) holds that
combined financial and production-distribution models should be considered in the area of
Supply Chain Management in operational level but that the proposed works deal with firm
problems, not logistic problems.
As previously stressed, there is a lack of decisional tools for supply chain optimization at the
operational level taking simultaneously financial constraints and scheduling ones. Moreover,
after a literature review, Elazouni and Gab-Allah (2007) show that “available scheduling
techniques produce financially non-realistic schedules”.
The job-shop problem consists in finding a feasible schedule with minimal makespan
(minimal global duration). The job-shop problem has received a considerable amount of
attention over the years, with numerous extensions including but not limited to transportation
constraints, time-lags constraints, due dates and non delay execution of operations….
Recently Féniès et.al., (2010), Kemmoe et al., (2011a) and Kemmoe et al., (2011b)
formulated the problem so called “job-shop with financial constraint” (JSFC) which is
defined as a job-shop problem with simultaneously consideration of manufacturing specific
resource requirements and financial constraints. Tackling financial considerations permits to
consider the proper coordination of production units when optimizing the supply chain. The
main goal is to obtain the smallest duration of a given supply chain operational planning
which planning respects the budget limit of each production unit. In order to understand the
physical and financial exchanges between the different production units Kemmoe et al.,
(2011a) proposed a linear program. A linear program is useful to obtain optimal solutions on
small and medium industrial instances. However, the model does not consider delays of
payments. Later Kemmoe et al., (2012) extended Kemmoe et al., (2011a) linear program to
take into account the terms of payments. Using a decomposition approach logistic activities
are modelled to consider delays of cash outflows and cash inflows.

3 Modelling supply chain physical and cash flows
Basic assumptions adopted in this study are outlined in the section. We consider the problem
from the viewpoint of a supply chain member who receives finished products from several
up-stream partners and then distributes these products to several downstream partners.
3.1 Supply chain statement and assumptions
Modelling a supply chain as a job-shop (Figure 3) allows taking into account phenomena such
as reverse logistics. The fact that integrating financial flows allows to extend financial
constraints on physical flows. One of the challenging problems in supply chain management
consists in coordinating production units and financial considerations properly. The main
origins of costs in supply chains are capacity and material costs which must be carefully
coordinated. Typically scheduling decisions are made in the short term (several weeks or
months) and financial decisions follow to satisfy the required base-stock levels and human
resources. Operational planning in scheduling (Stadtler, 2005) has the same horizon term as
cash management planning. The second-level financial decisions are constrained to
accommodate previous scheduling solutions.
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Modeling supply chain as a job-shop.

The current trend of companies is to launch customer demands as early as possible and to
propose a delivery time satisfying the customer’s required due date. In order to control the
work in process, financial considerations must be taken into account avoiding costly solutions
due to an excessive credit allocation preventing bank overdraft. A series of cash flows occurs
over time in two forms. Cash outflows include expenditures for labours, equipment and
materials required to achieve one operation. Cash inflows are induced by progressive payment
for completed work or job.
From a scheduling point of view the objective is delivering jobs according to due dates and
warehouses’ capacity. From a financial point of view, the aims depend on strategic or tactic
considerations including the net present value or the cash flow. Gunasekaran and Ngai
(Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2004) have proposed a review on metrics for evaluating chain
performance and distinguishing between financial and non-financial metrics. Expected
benefits of supply chain management with financial evaluation / optimization commonly
include but are not limited to:


Throughput improvements by correct material and capacity coordination;






Cycle time reduction by considering constraints as well as its alternatives;
Inventory cost reductions by a lowest requirement of inventory levels against uncertainty.
Ability to know when to buy materials based on the customer demand and logistics capacity;
Optimized transportation by optimizing logistics and vehicles loads.

3.1.1 Physical flow assumption
We consider the cash flow of a manufacturer who purchases materials from suppliers, turn
them into semi-finished or finished goods and sell to distributors on a make-to-stock basis.
Trade between any two parties is based on credit sales with stated credit terms. The
manufacturer receives money from the downstream partners and makes payments to the upstream partners. For tractability purposes, here we are assuming that the future cash inflows
from downstream partners and future outflows along with their terms from up-stream partners
are known.
To better understand this relationship we propose to model a given supply chain (Figure 1) as
shown on Figure 4, where each product has its own process plan which defines the product
routing trough the supply chain. Therefore the product will be treated successively by a
supplier unit, manufacturing units and distributor.
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This supply chain model permits to address the proper coordination between material lots
(jobs) and financial considerations. Our approach is based on the job-shop theoretical model
(Kemmoe et al., 2011a; 2011b). The deterministic job-shop scheduling problem, hereinafter
referred to as JS, is the most general of the classical scheduling problems.
The JS consists of a finite set J of n jobs J i i1 to be processed on a finite set M of m
k

machines M k k 1 : Each job Ji must be processed on every machine  j during a processing
m

time pi , j and consists of a chain or a set of O operations Oi,1;Oi,2; . ;Oi,j , which have to be
scheduled in a predetermined given order (precedence constraint) and no preemption is
allowed. The JS problem consists in finding a feasible schedule with minimal makespan
(minimal global duration) C max by a careful management of machine disjunctions. The jobshop problem has received a considerable amount of attention over the years, with numerous
extensions including but not limited to transportation constraints, time-lags constraints.
Using the disjunctive graph (Roy and Sussmann, 1964) the logistic activities can be modelled
by a vertex. Precedence constraints between operations are represented by an arc. Disjunctive
constraints between two operations (logistic activities) which require the same machine
(logistic unit) are modelled by an edge. An arc has a total cost equal to the duration of the
beginning operation. The corresponding non oriented and oriented disjunctive graphs of the
SC problem of Figures 1 and 4 are presented on Figure 5.
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Oriented disjunctive graph G  representing a solution of SC scheduling, pij is
the processing time of logistic activity j of job (batch) i including transport time.
The arcs between machine operations which use the same machine define the machine
operations sequences. The oriented disjunctive graph of Figure 5 represents a solution in
which on machine 1 (S1) the sequence is: operations O1,1 , O2,1 ; on machine 2 (S2) the
sequence is: O3,1 ; on machine 3 (MU1) the sequence is: O1, 2 , O2,3 , O3,3 ; on machine 4 (MU2)
the sequence is: O1,3 , O2, 2 , O3,3 ; on machine 5 (MU3) the sequence is: O3, 2 , O1,3 , O2,3 ; on
machine 6 (D2) the sequence is: O1,3 , O2,3 and the sequence on machine 7 (D1) is O3,3 . Since
the transport resources are not considered (there are enough) the transport times are included
in processing time. The problem consists in defining an orientation of the graph G 
minimizing the makespan ( C max )and avoiding inconsistent graphs generation.
3.2 Financial flow assumptions
3.2.1 Financial outflow assumptions
The cash outflow assumptions are as follows:



We assume that there is no purchase lead time. All materials need to arrive before the production starts depending on the process plan. For example, materials for producing batch i
need to arrive in period k for the production to begin in k  1 .
The manufacturing unit and distributor unit always pay its suppliers (supplier or manufacturing unit) at the maturity of its accounts payable (AP), which has a given credit term.

3.2.2 Financial inflow assumptions
The cash inflow assumptions are as follows:



Sales/shipments occur at the end of each processing time.
There is a given credit term offered to customers (manufacturing unit or distributor).

Using the assumptions described above and the hypothesis that each logistic activity has
duration which can be composed of different delays for example see Figure 5) To fully define
Cash flows assumptions the following additional notations are used (Figure 5):
 i : delay for the supplier to receive financial amount for delivering the resource necessary
to execute logistic activities of batch i;
ai
: account receivable (financial resource) generated by logistic activity j (inflow) for
batch i;
si , j : starting time of activity j of batch i;

ci , j

: completion time of activity j of batch i;

i

: delay between the finish time of logistic activity j on batch i and the time of account

pi , j

receivable ai ;
: is the processing time of batch i by logistic activity j ;

l , m

: accounts payable (financial resource) required to pay the supplier of the logistic activity j of batch i;
: denotes the number of financial units (financial flow) directly transferred from activity

j

m to l .
: denotes the number of financial units purchased by business unit realizing activity i
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The cash conversion cycle, logistic activity and notation.

Depending on the terms of payment and ratio to the logistic activity processing time there are
different possible combinations between the supplier’s delays and the processing time of the
logistic activity. These combinations are presented below.
The cash inflow and outflow constraints complying with oriented disjunctive graph G  can
be addressed by a flow network G FN ( ) . The network flow has important features that are
operated in a complementary manner to model the financial constraints (financial resource
generated by machine operation and financial resource required by machine operation).
A solution of the problem consists in computing a multiflow   complying with the minimal
and maximal cash flow constraints on the arcs. Finding a flow l , m in a graph is not
straightforward and could be time consuming. Kemmoe et al. (2013) presented an efficient
approach to solve simultaneously the job-shop with financial constraints problem.
3.3 Rules for SC and CCC modelling
To conclude this section, Table 1 proposes a synthesis which explain how modelling each generic activity of the
supply chain, and its impact on the financial flow.
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Using notations presented above the CCC can be expressed as:
CCC 
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(COGS / C max ) (lK, m, M  l , m  / C max ) (COGS / C max )

where Inv and COGS are average inventory and Cost of Goods Sold respectively during the
scheduling horizon Cmax.
4 Numerical example
4.1 Data
For tractability purposes we choose a small example from Kemmoe et al., 2012. The case
study consists of a batch specialty multiproduct supply chain (taken out from a real industrial
scenario) with two different batch manufacture logistic units MLU 1 and MLU 2. Each batch
processing plan basically consists of the two logistic (manufacturing) activities (Table 2).
Raw materials and semi-finished goods are purchased by two suppliers. For the second
product operation each MLU has two suppliers: the first one the precedent MLU depending on
the processing plan and the second one of two suppliers. After each first product operation
part of the batch is sold to customers. At the beginning of the scheduling horizon each
manufacturing logistic unit has each own available cash of 40 units. Tables 3 – 4 give terms
of payment:




delays of accounts payable (supplier or MLU) for each logistic activity  i ;
amount of the account payable f i , j ;

 amount of the account receivable ai , j .
Table 2.
Manufacturing processing plans.
Product
Product 1
Product 2
Product 3

Logistic unit
MLU 2
MLU 1
MLU 1

Table 3.

Amount and delays after procurement of account payable for each supplier.

Logistic Product
Activity
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
1
2
2
3
3

Table 4.

Processing time
21
21
39

Logistic unit
MLU 1
MLU 2
MLU 2

Processing time
53
50
98

Supplier 1
Supplier 2
Supplier MLU 1 Supplier MLU 2
Delay
Delay
Delay
Delay
Amount
Amount
Amount
Amount
3
2
4
1
2
2
20
2
5
5
3
3
2
2
12
1
51
15
2
2
3
3
34
3
9
9
8
8

Amount and delays after shipping of account receivable for each MLU.

Logistic Activity

Account receivable ai , j

Delay  i, j

1
2
3
4
5
6

12
15
32
35
52
55

1
3
40
3
1
3

4.2 Results
Using problem data the supply chain operational planning problem is modeled as a job-shop
problem. The non-oriented disjunctive graph of the job-shop problem without financial
constraints is given in Figure 6. In the Figure 6 the dotted edges are machine disjunctions.
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21
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53

0
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0

0
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21

(2,2)

50

*
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0
(3,1)
MLU1

Figure 6.

39

(3,2)
MLU2

Non oriented disjunctive graph defining the problem as a job-shop.

Using a linear programming (Kemmoe et al., 2012) the problem is solved. Figure 7 shows the
disjunctive graph of the optimal solution. The bold arcs form the critical path. The duration of
each machine disjunction arc takes into account the terms of payment and cash flow position
of each MLU. The arcs in bold model are the critical path. For example the duration of the
dotted arc on the critical path between activities (3,2) and (2,2) is equal to 101 which value is
the sum of the processing time of activity (3,2) 92 and the delay of account receivable (cash
inflow) equal to 3. Gant chart of optimal solution is given in Figure 8
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Figure 9 gives the Gantt chart of Job 2 processing and the schedule of financial transactions.
Using definitions presented above Figure 9 details different elements which composed the
CCC like inventory, operating cycle, accounts payables and receivables. The Figure 9
provides an insightful look at supply chain cash flow. It describes the behavior of cash flow
with respect to trade terms and processing lead time related factors.
Job 2 purchasing to MLU2

Time in inventory before processing
Material purchasing from
Supplier1

Processing and transport to MLU2
Contract time
Operating cycle
MLU2

Account receivable 32 units
for sales to customers

Product 2 delivery to MLU2

MLU1

Job 2 (2,1)

Material purchasing
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10

15

20
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30 35 40
Contract time

45

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
Account payable Supplier1 2 units

90

Account receivable 35 units for
sales to customers
Operating cycle

Job 2 (2,2)

Account payable Supplier 51 units
Account payable MLU1 2 units
95 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190

Account payable Supplier2 12 units
Cash Conversion Cycle for Product 2 in MLU1

Cash Conversion Cycle for
Product 2 in MLU2
Supply chain Cash Conversion Cycle for Product 2

Figure 9.

Gantt chart of the Job 2 (product 2) processing and the corresponding CCC

Table 5.

Amount transfer results for the activities, solution of the flow network G FN ( ) .

Origin activity
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(3,1)
(3,1)
(3,1)
(3,2)
(1,2)

Destination activity
(1,2)
(2,1)
(3,1)
(1,2)
(2,2)
(3,2)
(3,2)
(1,2)
(1,2)
(2,1)
(2,2)
(3,2)

Amount of financial unit transfer
2
1
37
22
2
8
8
3
3
1
51
1

In table 5 the transfers between sub-activities of the same MLU are given: for example the
transfer from activity (3,1) to activity (1,2) which activities belong to MLU1. The transfer
from dummy origin node to any activity represents the initial financial resource consumption.
For example the amount of transfer from 0 to activities (2,2), (2,1), (3,1) is equal to 40
(2+1+37) which is the amount of initial available cash for MLU1.
5 Conclusion
This article addresses the problem of scheduling in job-shop with financial consideration i.e.
to schedule the operations efficiently while respecting the financial capacity of a supply chain.
Here, is proposed a modeling approach based on scheduling theory which approach permits to
model operational logistic activities including the inflow and outflow delays and days-ininventory. This paper addresses the implementation of ﬁnancial cross-functional links with
the supply chain operations at plant level when scheduling and budgeting in tactical and
operational planning in batch industries. Based on the shop scheduling theoretical models like
job-shop the proposed approach is a step forward definition of wide-ranging methods for shop
problem. The key features of this current study are to define supply chain model with
financial constraint for simultaneously addressing during optimization:



physical metrics (makespan);
financial metrics (cash position, cash flow, CCC);

The supply chain model permits the use of high efficiency optimization algorithms to obtain
trade-off solutions during the routine practice preserving at most the proﬁt and liquidity while
satisfying customers.
Our research will be directed into the definition of GRASP-ELS framework taking advantages
of all previous remarks and propositions. The GRASP-ELS is a combination of the GRASP
metaheuristic and the ELS metaheuristic combining the positive features of both methods.
The GRASP (Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure) is a multi-start local search
metaheuristic. At each iteration, an initial solution is constructed using a well-known job-shop
heuristics. It is then improved by a local search and the best solution obtained at the end of
each GRASP iteration is kept. The Evolutionary Local Search (ELS) is an extension of the
Iterated Local Search (ILS). At each iteration of the ELS, several copies of the current

solution are done. Each copy is modified (mutation) before being improved by a local search.
The best obtained solution is kept as the new current solution. The purpose of the ELS is to
better investigate the neighbourhood of the current local optimum before leaving it, while the
GRASP aims at managing the diversity during the solution space exploration. The framework
we promote is a multi-start ELS in which an ELS is applied to the initial solutions generated
by greedy randomized heuristics.
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Abstract
Global supply chains are subject to many disruptions of different kinds. In order to transform the
existing rigid supply chains into shock-robust networks two dimensions have to be regarded: the
supply chain dimension and the manufacturing dimension. On the supply chain dimension new
product-service models are regarded which allow for a much higher service level and thus for a
better resilience of the whole network. The manufacturing dimension enables these innovative
product-service models by addressing the production processes of the individual player. Therefore an
EU project has just started to conduct research on innovative decision-making methods which
integrate production planning at single players into the management of the whole global network.
Advanced tools will be implemented in a management cockpit at each player. CPS-data feed the
cockpits and will give a clear view of the actual statues of the whole supply chain which drastically
reduces complexity.
Keywords:

Robustness, Supply-Chain, Product-Services

1. Introduction
The economies around the world are dominated to a large extend by complexity and dynamics
[Lanza & Peters, 2012]. The current ambivalent situation within the automotive industry with OEM
in serious crisis such as Opel in Germany, Fiat in Italy, PSA in France and others like VW or BMW
in Germany with track records shows that a sustainable globalization strategy adaptable to changes in
markets and legislation is of crucial importance for the future. Figure 1 shows the high volatility in
the German automotive market with spreads up to 50% in both directions.
But the natural and nuclear disaster in Japan in 2011 or the impacts of economic uncertainty in some
regions in the south of Europe show in very dramatic ways how fragile global supply chain networks
can be. The increase of disruptions to industry is illustrated by Figure 2. Sustainable moves in
economic crisis and fast reactions to disruptions and changed conditions (e.g. legal policies) become
of crucial importance for all companies as they all are part of a global network. Moreover, customers
all over the world expect a high degree of individuality and short delivery times. Variants are
increasing and product life cycles become shorter.
Consequently, the ability of the production system and the supply network to evolve in synergy with
the evolution of the product via reconfigurability, flexibility, transformability and agility becomes a
key enabler of success [Wiendahl et al., 2007; Tolio et al., 2010].
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Figure 1: German automotive market development [Lanza et al., 2012]

2. Idea of shock-robustness
Manufacturing is radically challenged worldwide by complex economic, socio-political and
technological dynamics that have a tremendous impact on enterprise behavior in the market. Many
external drivers are modifying the way products are designed and exploited. For example, the
introduction of new materials, technologies, services and communications, the pressure on costs and
the attention paid to sustainability specifications. Furthermore, the need to increase company
competitiveness is leading to solutions such as product-services. In this case, products are designed
as more complex entities, with the physical product enriched by service and communication
activities. Thus, external changes (“shocks”) create a multitude of possible scenarios that companies
must face in order to stay competitive. The outcome is often unpredictable and this represents a
major cause of complexity when operating in dynamic manufacturing environments together with a
lack of unified solution approaches.
Facing these challenges, a consortium of 4 universities and 7 industrial partners has been formed to
deal with this disturbances and to work on concepts for shock-robust plants and networks. The major
idea that leads this EU-project is the necessity to increase the shock-robustness of each player (plant
level) within a supply chain or production network in order to increase the overall shock-resilience of
the network (network level). In the following, existing approaches for increasing the robustness of
manufacturing and networks are discussed.
2.1. Plant Robustness
The improvement of a factory’s resilience to exogenous disturbances can be achieved in several
ways. For example, high flexibility and reconfigurability of manufacturing provides the ability to
react to short-term fluctuations in demand. Furthermore, modern sensors (e.g. condition monitoring
systems) and methods of reliability engineering allow opportunistic maintenance strategies to
prevent unplanned breakdowns and production stops. In addition, innovative business models for
machine manufacturers and operators are the result of these developments. In the following, these
measures for increased plant robustness are presented in more detail.
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Figure 2: Number of disruptive events [McKinsey, 2012]
Reconfigurability / Flexibility
The challenge to increase the plant robustness can be addressed on multiple levels specific to the
industry and markets (e.g. flexibility, reconfigurability, modularity, technology migration). Relevant
approaches of flexibility or reconfigurability (compare [Wiendahl et al., 2007] for definition) can be
divided into two major fields (compare [Lanza & Peters, 2012]): on the one hand, detailed models
for analytical and simulative evaluation and optimization of manufacturing systems at one existing
plant. They can be applied, for example, for capacity or material flow planning [Tempelmeier, 2003]
or scheduling [Váncza et al., 2004]. On the other hand, there are approaches, dealing with supply
chain or value adding networks [Weiler et al., 2011; Stephan et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2007], which
often operate on a high and strategic level of abstraction. Moreover, optimization is often performed
with respect to single time points or different scenarios and stochastic effects are not considered. One
major disadvantage of reconfigurability / flexibility on plant level is the fact that companies optimize
their own business without explicitly considering the effects of supply chain (e.g. late sharing of
information).
Maintenance
In the past, maintenance was regarded as repair work and was fulfilled after a machine breakdown.
Under today’s production conditions, unplanned downtimes have to be minimized due to costintensive production lines and large spare parts buffers are not affordable due to cost reduction
programs. Therefore, industry is demanding solutions for improved maintenance operations.
Although preventive maintenance operations are scheduled, requests for equipment maintenance and
component substitutions are often not permitted by production when production is fully operated for
meeting short-term demand. This leads to delayed service operations and thereby to reduced service
levels. To avoid these situations, industry is requesting solutions for opportunistic maintenance,
enabling to delay maintenance operations to situations when the demand is lower and the inventory
is higher, in order to partially hide the downtime. For an optimized scheduling of maintenance
operations under the mentioned circumstances, an extensive knowledge of the failure behavior of
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machines and their components is required. With concepts of reliability engineering, multivariable
relationships between external variables (e.g. process forces) and stochastic failure behavior is
modeled and the reliability or rather the expected machine lifetime is computed [ReliaSoft
Corporation; Cox & Oakes, 1984]. This makes the planning of opportunistic strategies possible and
enables innovative business approaches such as optimized spare part provision [Niggeschmidt, 2010]
or optimal service personnel planning [Lanza et al., 2010]. To take full advantage of these
possibilities, it is sometimes necessary to involve the equipment spare parts producer in the
maintenance process and to implement improved multi-sensor networks for continuously detecting
degraded states of the resources, for a better maintenance planning. Moreover, predictive
maintenance solutions are not ideal in very turbulent demand scenarios. They are based on the
monitoring of single resource conditions and they do not consider the overall process chain needs
and current demands. Also, no systematic cost-benefit transparency is given before service provision.
Recently, the integration between maintenance, production planning and quality control has been
suggested [Colledani & Tolio, 2012]. Indeed, there is industrial evidence that production and quality
control, equipment degradation and maintenance are strongly inter-related. For example, producing
at higher utilization and speed increases the equipment degradation, thus leading to increased spare
part requirements. Moreover, spare parts shortages can affect the continuation of production and will
have to be available in stocks or made readily available through a responsive service from the
equipment supplier. However, formal methods and tools to support the implementation of these
promising approaches at shop floor level are still undeveloped.
Innovative business models
Business model innovation is an innovative concept in the European manufacturing industry.
Traditionally, innovation was primarily based on technology innovation. Equipment suppliers were
eager to offer new and innovative equipment, with a limited number of additional product-related
services. The relationship with customers was mainly restricted to the selling transaction. The
internal capabilities of equipment producers were mainly focused on technical issues. In recent years,
the European industry competitiveness has been stained by the increasing turbulence of the market,
determined by the presence of competitors from emerging countries. To face this situation,
companies try to innovate their business models towards the establishment of long-term relationships
with their customers and the provision of value-added services beyond the technical ones [Wiendahl
et al., 2004]. Even if this trend is already recognized and accepted by equipment producers, it is still
far from being implemented and achieved [Lay, 2007]. The main reasons have been identified in the
lack of specific managerial culture and of operating tools supporting this deep change, which
requires market, technical, financial organizational and supply chain knowledge and innovation.
In [Seliger et al., 2004] the idea of delivering services for the system adaptation and enable module
re-use for different customers was proposed. More recently a strategic view for developing such
services has been suggested [Scholz-Reiter et al., 2007]. Finally, the research stream Industrial
Product Service Systems (IPS2) has been launched, with the objective of investigating benefits and
operating modes for implementing the product-service idea in B2B relations. A first attempt towards
the implementation of such concepts has been done recently in the European funded projects
“Mantys” and “NEXT” in EU framework program FP6 (cp. Fig. 3).
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Figure 3 New business models investigated in the FP6 EU project NEXT
Even if the interest in this area is, without any doubt, rapidly increasing, the research results
currently available to companies are mainly at strategic and conceptual level, featuring the following
limitations:
•
•

•
•

The link between strategy and concrete operations is still missing and this partly explains the
slow adoption rate of New Business Models by European manufacturing companies.
The impact of dynamic networking in the supply chain structure and collaborative design
approaches on the implementation of the product-service idea has not been stressed and
companies do not manage effective methods to implement the new business models at
operational level.
Software solutions to enable collaborative implementation of the services and field data
collection are poorly developed.
Available business models related research has been traditionally addressed from the point of
view of the equipment producer, very rarely having the user (OEM or customer) as target
stakeholder. This ended up in solutions difficult to value and implement at industrial level.

Often the implementation of innovative business models fails due to technological barriers and
limitations. The EU- project aims at providing a set of new technological and methodological
solutions to profitably manage the implementation of new business models at operational level.
Risk Management in Manufacturing Systems
Currently, delivered B2B service models do not effectively address risk-sharing and the supply chain
stakeholders are still reluctant in sharing internal information. For example, some machine tool
builders provide remote monitoring services (e.g. Mori Seiki, TRUMPF). However, machine tool
users are reluctant to accept such services with the idea to protect themselves from possible penalties
in the contract warranties due to suboptimal use of the resources. In this way, there are huge potential
benefit losses related to services that prove to be more efficient if a long term cooperation and trust
relation is established between the equipment supplier and the user.
For instance the automotive industry is under continuous pressure to reduce costs arising from both
increasing competition and complexity of operations [Ellis et al., 2010; Wagner & SilveiraCamargos, 2012]. To deal with this challenge is to outsource value creation to the supply network.
The tight buyer-supplier relationships operate with short reaction times and are characterized by high
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time dependency and minimal buffers. It increases the risk exposure of buyers to disturbances. The
risk thematic is not new in automotive, but a growing subject in supply chain management.
Supply chain risk has multiple sources including process, control, demand, supply and environment
and requires more specific and adequate responses like more exact techniques which incorporates
economics [Hoffmann, 2011]. Risk analysis could provide more accurate assessments of risk if there
were better integration of economics into risk assessment itself [Lavastre et al., 2012]. To explore the
relations between representations of supply disruption risk like, magnitude of supply disruption,
probability of supply disruption and overall supply disruption risk economics can be useful. Supply
chain configurations can be generated with a computational synthesis tool [Schotborgh et al., 2008].
It generates solutions based on knowledge rules and design requirements, presenting an overview of
the solution space. The supply chain design problem is a complex process where a number of
decisions have to be made, which influence the outcome.
2.2. Supply Chain Robustness
Production based on value added networks is playing an ever more important role against the
backdrop of increasingly globalised sales and procurement markets [Dunning, 1992]. The increasing
dynamics of the economic environment and changing competitive conditions turn the global
coordination of corporate value added activities into a key factor for success [Schmenner, 1982;
Khurana & Talbot, 1998]. The organization of production networks involves the selection of
suppliers, the assignment of products to suppliers, the location of production nodes as well as the
design of the distribution system. All these decisions determine the flow of materials, information
and financial assets within the network. Hence, it is a fundamental scientific and engineering attitude
to improve these structures and flows, as far as possible.
Production network planning and optimization
Production networks are rarely constructed from scratch but rather develop over time [Grunow et al.,
2007]. Hence, the actual structure of a network constrains its future shape. A number of aspects may
influence the restructuring efforts, like the maturity of the products, number of products to be
potentially relocated, adequate resource capabilities for test runs, as well as ramp-up efforts.
Naturally, issues which influence the complexity and the vulnerability of the network also have to be
considered, such as the variety of products produced at a location, the assignment of products to
various production facilities, responsiveness to unexpected changes in the environment, exchange
rates volatilities, etc. Nevertheless, current supply chain coordination methods are not able to cope
with very dynamic environments and lack effectiveness under fluctuating production requirements.
For example, the Just in Sequence (JIS) planning method is widely implemented for customized,
large-variety productions. However, its rigidity and need for standardization mines the robustness of
the entire supply chain. It is not uncommon that very unpredictable, even minor events, such as
accidents during the components delivery, directly cause delayed final product deliveries to the
customer. Alternatively, expensive buffers (e.g. in logistics centers) are used for decoupling, today.
Though, in lack of any central agency (or a powerful dominating partner) the organization of a
network in order to reach a global optimum is problematic. Considering open network structures and
a multiplex role of partners in several production networks the idea of holistic optimization is
doubtful [Bretzke, 2009]. The usual optimization criteria are cost, service and inventory levels, and
recently, flexibility and changeability [Wiendahl et al., 2007]. Besides checklist procedures and
scenario-based economic feasibility analyses, model-based simulation and optimization approaches
are proposed in literature to tackle the planning and coordination of supply chains and production
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networks [Jacob, 2006]. Model-based simulation approaches use a model to assess performance with
regards to specific target parameters. Distinctions can be made between static and dynamic
approaches and deterministic and stochastic inputs [Persson & Olhager, 2002; Kleijnen, 2005; Longo
& Mirabelli, 2008]. The model-based optimisation approach adds an optimisation algorithm to the
simulation which either maximises or minimises a target value by modifying the parameters of the
model in different degrees of freedom. This approach allows for the same distinctions between
dynamics and uncertainty of input data. [Melo et al., 2009; Meixell & Gargeya, 2005; Peidro et al.,
2009] give a broad overview over optimisation approaches in the field of production network
planning or supply network planning taking uncertainties into consideration. [Maropoulos et al.,
2006] introduced a framework for collaborative design and production network development. The
core idea was the parallel and synchronous design and evaluation of the product, the production
process and the production network by the synthesis and evolution of four methods: (1) resource
aware planning, (2) Digital Enterprise Technology (DET), (3) non-linear control for logistics
optimization, and (4) the concept of emergent synthesis.
There are a number of problems while managing supply chains in unforeseen, frequently changing,
volatile environment. Often, the structure of the chain/network is relatively rigid. The partners make
decisions based on asymmetric information, moreover uncertain information while the transparency
in the overall chain is very limited.
Use of cyber-physical systems to increase network robustness
The so called "Fourth Revolution of Industry" addresses the change based on modern technologies of
ICT in traditional industrial processes. Future industrial production is characterized by an increasing
individualization of products, which are linked by integrated ICT functionality to each other and to
the Internet.
Merging of the physical with the cyber world in so called cyber-physical systems (CPS) opens up
new opportunities for production, for instance the realization of robust, networked production
systems and instant re-scheduling. The centerpiece is a network of autonomous, self-configuring,
knowledge-based and spatially distributed sensors in production systems and resourced itself (e.g.
production machines, robots, transporters), including their planning and control systems. CPS will
become part of all critical components in products and machinery in order to enable transparency for
continuous improvement and allow partially automated control loops in plants and networks to
increase efficiency and robustness. Information about states of a component, a machine or whole
lines, plants and networks can be collected in almost real-time. Thereby human-machine interaction
can be improved as machines and automation devices become more sensitive for their environment.
“Europe – and Germany in particular – are global market leaders in major areas relating to CPS, such
as embedded systems and mobile communication networks” [Acatech, 2011].
3. Approach
The mentioned aspects lead to the necessity of a transformation process from a hierarchical supply
chain to networks based on partnership with a new understanding of business approaches and
services along the partners. In order to gain such a network two levels have to be regarded as
mentioned in chapter 2: Supply Chain Level and Plant Level. Given a robust plant the supply chain
mechanisms, especially the product-services which are connecting the players along the supply chain
can be focused. Therefore, research on innovative decision-making methods which integrate
production planning at single plants into the management of the whole global network has to be
conducted. Risk-sharing business models including information sharing and reliable technical sub-
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systems are key enablers. These approaches should be able to cope with upcoming uncertainty,
quantify risk and reduce the complexity for the decision-makers to a minimum. This will lead to best
possible conditions for networks in terms of flexibility and reliability. To cope with the challenges
described above, a new understanding of customer-supplier-relations of the partners in the supply
chain is required. This understanding will lead to innovative product-services which support the idea
of a robust network on both, the supply chain and the plant level. On the supply-chain level different
innovative product-services can be considered: component suppliers offer warranties according to
quality of products, flexibility in quantities (for a previously defined price), delivery time,
remanufacturing-contracts etc. Besides, there are product-services on the plant level, as for instance
full-service warranties added to manufacturing equipment. So, within each plant along the supply
chain it is not sufficient to restrict the object of interest to the player’s own local production systems.
In order to improve the robustness of a single player the cooperation with its equipment supplier
needs to be regarded in order to achieve high availabilities of machines, etc. As already mentioned in
chapter 2 different research areas arise: Reconfigurability, Maintenance, Innovative Business-Models
and Risk Management. The approaches in these areas can be part of the plant level and /or the supply
chain level as can be seen in Figure 3. All approaches belong to three different topics: ProductServices, Enabling Technologies or Analyzing Techniques.
Supply Chain	
  Robustness
Plant	
  Level

Maintenance
Innovative	
  Business-‐
Models

Enabling
technologies

Reconfigurability

Analyzing
Techniques

Applicable Software	
  Tool

Product-‐
Services

Supply Chain	
  Level

Cyber-‐physical systems

Production	
  network	
  
planning	
   and	
   optimization
Risk Management

Figure 4: Research topics in the overall approach
The three mentioned topics will form an applicable software tool that is able to analyze current
situations on the basis of almost real-time data form the cyber-physical systems. Given the analyses
of the current situation this toll allows to choose or configure according product-services. These
features shall not be restricted to local systems in the supply chain. All partners along the supply
chain can use the same tool and partly the same databases in order to gain a situation which is
preferable for the whole supply chain.
Reconfigurability
There is lack of reconfigurable production technologies and systems able to be quickly adapt
themselves to given changes. In that sense reconfiguration is not only the physical change of a
machine or a whole production system, but also change in production planning like rescheduling.
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The approach will address both fields. The rescheduling of a production can be a plant-internal
change which can be performed on plant level. However, changes also affect the supply chain, as
different components may be needed or the products will be finished at different dates than expected.
These effects will be regarded and rescheduling approaches will be developed. Reconfiguration of
machines on the other hand is a service from the equipment supplier to the OEM and will be
regarded and analyzed as such.
Maintenance
Moreover, predictive maintenance solutions are not ideal in very turbulent demand scenarios.
Moreover, imprecise load information impedes the lifetime prognosis of critical components.
Preventive maintenance solutions are based on the monitoring of single resource conditions and they
do not consider the overall process chain needs and current demands. Also, no systematic costbenefit transparency is given before service provision. Therefore, maintenance activities should be
linked with the overall system condition. Specifically, additional thresholds will be imposed to
activate maintenance interventions only when there is enough security stock downstream in the
process chain, in order to hide the maintenance time and reduce its impact on the service level.
Therefore, real load data derived from advanced sensor technologies for data acquisition (e.g.
condition monitoring and security stock level) are needed which can build the input of statistical
reliability models. Based on the reliability analysis new opportunistic maintenance policies are
developed. These policies only activating maintenance operations when the machine is in a serious
degradation state and the safety inventory stocks are above certain predefined security thresholds. In
order to be able to perform the maintenance activities according to the opportunistic maintenance
policies innovative planning methods for spare part provision and service personnel planning are
needed. Here conflicts can arise in the case of simultaneous maintenance requests. So, innovative
tools for the effective priority management of repair personnel’s interventions need to be developed,
too.
Innovative Business-Models
As stated in chapter 2 the existing business models often focus on a strategic level. So, it can be
difficult to implement them on an operational level. Besides, the current business models hardly take
dynamic environments and changes into account. If the OEM faces changes in demand, these
changes will also affect its suppliers. However, a changing quantity of delivered components may
not be part of the existing contracts, so new negotiations are needed whenever changes are faced.
Also, the available business models hardly address the point of view of the customer but are only
developed with respect to the service provider’s interests. For example, a TCO (Total Cost of
Ownership) contract only stays valid, if the corresponding machine’s task does not change during the
warranty period. Thus the OEM is unable to produce different parts on the machine. The given
weaknesses in existing business models will be addressed by the idea of continuous information
sharing as the very basis for the development of new innovative business models. If changes occur,
e. g. unexpected demands that cause a shift in the product mix to produce, the new situation will be
analyzed, e. g. effects on the machines (changes on the resulting forces, etc.) and the results of the
analysis will be given to the suppliers who in turn can dynamically adapt the contracts according to
the varying circumstances within the given new flexible business model. In order to analyze the
given information, new innovative analyzing techniques are needed. The inputs of these analyzing
techniques are different data sets which need to be known. Therefore, enabling technologies in
hardware (e.g. sensors) and software are developed and implemented. Different business models will
be focused first:
•

component supplier level: advanced mechanisms for flexible delivery warranties
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•

equipment supplier level: advanced equipment monitoring and predictive maintenance
services as well as equipment reconfigurability services.

Risk Management
Currently, delivered B2B service models do not effectively address risk-sharing, especially when
regarding the supply chain as a whole. By information sharing along the supply chain we attempt to
gain advantage from an integrated view of the manufacturing system at shop floor level and the
production network structure at global level. Effects of the market will be included in the stochastic,
dynamic optimization to find optimal product-services for the given current situations. The main
innovations herein are:
•

•

•

All different levels are integrated in one method. So, risk analyses are enabled along the
whole supply chain. Therefore, a supply-chain model needs to be developed which includes
mechanisms for decision-making. Using this model knowledge of the supply chain effects
deriving from individually optimized company decisions can be gained. This knowledge will
be the starting point for the development of innovative business models.
As the supply chain effects are known optimal product-services can be chosen according to
the given dynamic environment. These product-services can be used on plant level or on
supply chain level. For the optimal configuration of product-services on both levels technical
and methodological solutions are developed.
The optimal product-service configuration will be tested to their risk distribution among
stakeholders and their effects on the robustness of the whole network.

Production network planning and optimization
Nevertheless, current supply chain coordination methods are not able to cope with very dynamic
environments and lack effectiveness under fluctuating production requirements. In order to increase
coordination methods different simulations and algorithms will be developed. The supply chain will
be simulated in an agent-based framework. Each partner in the supply chain will be represented by a
self-optimizing player. The framework will support the decisions in the supply chain and will allow
simulating “what-if” tests. Given the framework special algorithms will be developed for riskanalysis of production networks and planning of flexible production networks. Besides changes and
disturbances in dynamic production networks need to be detected as early as possible.
Use of cyber-physical systems to increase network robustness
In order to make use of the potentials given by cyber-physical systems (see chapter 2) it is necessary
to develop CPS which can be used at shop floor level. Therefore a detailed specification of the given
conditions at shop floor will be given. Not only technical requirements are of interest, but also the
social aspects (e. g. experiences in handling sensors). Form a technical point of view the long
distances between the sensors, the vibrations and dust will be main problems. Given this detailed
specification prototypes of CPS will be developed and implemented. These prototypes shall be able
to track real-time load profiles of machines to give the databases for improved condition statements
and thus for reliable systems and intelligent fast rescheduling.
4. Conclusions
By the development and integration of one applicable software tool for all partners and by sharing
relevant information with the partners in the supply chain, a preferable configuration of the supply
chain as a whole can be gained. The dynamically changing databases and the ongoing analyses
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allows to adapt the supply chain to changes and thus to generate a robust supply chain. The named
research areas either focus on the plant level robustness, or on the supply chain level. On both levels
the described analyzing and planning tools rely on a good database along the supply chain. So,
enabling technologies are important. Given the CPS, sources for new innovative analyzing
techniques are given. These techniques in turn allow for risk sharing models which lead to new
innovative business models. These models will be able to sustain in dynamic environments and will
lead to a robust collaboration along the supply chain.
5. Summary
Today’s manufacturing supply chains face a highly volatile environment. Examples for dynamically
changing factors are various (economic factors as demand fluctuation, labor costs, exchange rates as
well as climate shocks, etc.). Given this unstable environment and additional internal disruptions like
machine breakdowns it becomes obvious that robustness is of crucial importance for manufacturing
supply chains. In order to face all these challenges an approach is made which focuses on different
topics on plant and on supply chain level. The leading idea is that robust plants and robust interaction
mechanisms between the plants (product-services) lead to a robust supply chain. The basis for both,
the robust plants and the robust interactions is a commonly used database for innovative planning
and analyzing tools as well as enabling technologies like cyber-physical systems which are able to
provide crucial data. Given that basis the topics of Reconfigurability, Maintenance, Innovative
Business-Models, Risk Management and Production network planning and optimization are regarded
in an integrated research approach and will enable the development of advanced analyzing and
planning tools. These will lead to robust plants and robust interactions and optimized information
sharing on the basis of product-services in order to increase the supply chain robustness.
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4

SCRM at outsourced logistics

4.1

Importance of LSPs in SCRM

As stated by Sodhi and C.S. Tang (2012) transportation can be the Achilles’ heel in SCM.
Unfortunately, SCM and SCRM often overlook or neglect the important aspect of physical
distribution and transportation, despite the fact that these activities form the backbone of SCM
(Peck, 2006; Siebrandt, 2010). The stable and reliable flow of inbound products and services
is one of the most critical activities in SCRM (Burt et al., 2003) and especially the increasing
complexity in national and international transport systems makes it an important
considerations for all companies (Fawcett et al., 1993; Peck, 2006). Therefore, the supply
chain strategy should not target only at lowest costs, but also to reduce the impact of
disruptions (Christopher and Peck, 2004).
Advanced topics for risk management research in the area of logistics are network disruption
analysis, freight transportation system resilience and delivery time reliability (Husdal, 2009;
Spekman and Davis, 2004; Sullivan et al., 2009; Ta et al., 2009), i.e. focusing on specific
problems from a system or stakeholder perspective. These topics are helpful for the
aforementioned areas, but do not replace a holistic SCRM approach, especially as (road)
transport is of course a key activity for LSPs, but the range of services is much broader.
Each company is a citizen of its supply chain and depends also on LSPs (Sheffi and Rice,
2005), either directly or indirectly. SCRM may not be as important in an arm’s length
relationship, as in a strategic alliance where sharing of information as well as risks and
rewards of the relationship are common (Gentry, 1993). Nevertheless, risks have to be
handled both before the outsourcing decision is made (e.g., in the tendering and contracting
phases) and after the outsourcing decision when the LSP takes over his responsibilities
(Andersson and Norrman, 2003).
In a recent survey, the increasing usage of LSPs by organizations to reduce their risks is
shown (Langley and Capgemini, 2012b), but the role of a LSP is seen from two contrasting
viewpoints in the literature:



4.2

Risks are minimized for the shipper (Crone, 2006; Fawcett et al., 1993; Gentry, 1993),
as shown by the benefits in Table 2. This is line with the corporate risk management
perspective, where outsourcing is recognized as risk avoidance, risk transfer or risk
reduction measure (Andersson and Norrman, 2004) and following the resource-based
and network theories (Zacharia et al., 2011);
Risks are increased for the shipper, driven by the risks presented in Table 2, which is
also expressed in certain SCM literature (Peck, 2006; Zsidisin, Melnyk, et al., 2005).
SCRM of LSPs

A holistic SCRM approach and implementation especially from the viewpoint of LSPs, is
discussed only by few authors, which are summarized in Table 3. Other authors (e.g.
Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2008, 2010; Wagner and Bode, 2009) include LSPs in their
research or individual aspects of logistics or transport risks, but not as comprehensively as the
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listed authors, which have a main stake in this chapter. As stated by Wagner and Bode (2008),
due to the numerous forms of services provided by LSPs as well as different business models
of LSPs, a broad perspective of SCRM needs to be taken.
Table 3: Authors addressing holistic SCRM of and with LSPs

Based on Pfohl et al. (2008) and Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2008), we developed a
comprehensive triadic risk view of the LSP (refer to Figure 4), including the risk sources
defined in Figure 3. The flows can be disrupted from the risk sources that are either internal or
external to the firm, or external to the network. Depending on whether the supplier or
customer is the shipper for the LSP, not all information and fund flows may exist. This
framework is important for suppliers as well as for customers, as they have to be aware of the
potential risks for their logistics link in the supply chain.
Figure 4: Triadic risk view of LSP

Source: Adapted from Pfohl et al., 2008 and Sanchez-Rodrigues et al., 2008
Pfohl et al. (2008) list mainly operational risks (e.g., bad quality of client data or payment
behavior of clients) as major risk sources, whereas Langley and Capgemini (2012b) name
disruptive risks as the main threat. In the outsourcing relationship with the shipper, LSPs bear
specific risks such as the investments required, the willingness of the shipper to share risks
and potential opportunistic behavior of the shipper regarding business volume and scope
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(Andersson and Norrman, 2003), but otherwise nearly the same risk categories as shown in
Table 2 apply to the LSP.
In the literature, only one risk management process specific to LSPs was found (Iakovou et
al., 2009) which is however very similar to the general risk management process as already
described in Chapter 3.3. Ojha and Gokhale (2009) developed a psychometrically validated
logistical business continuity planning scale with the following relevant elements:






awareness of contact points, roles and responsibilities, continuity and recovery service
levels,
institution of business continuity reviews,
development of business continuity processes,
effective failure reporting and documentation,
testing of continuity plans and training of employees.

According to Pfohl et al. (2008), a risk management process is only implemented at 51% of
LSPs and out of these only 47% describe it as a well-structured approach. Siebrandt (2010)
gives a very detailed description of each disruption risk and further practical information (e.g.
estimation of occurrence probability in Germany, possible damages, and insurance
possibilities) on each step of the risk management processes. For supply chain complexity and
risks, 42% of the LSPs feel confident that they can reduce them, however only 22% of the
shippers agree to this. Even worse, for supply chain disruptions only 27% of LSPs state they
can help and only 17% of shipper feel confident (Langley and Capgemini, 2012a).
Tools to identify, assess and prioritize the risks which are logistic-specific comprise supply
chain risk mapping, supplier audits, flow diagrams and critical path analysis (Pfohl et al.,
2008). LSPs must not only identify the direct risks, but also the potential indirect risks at
every significant and critical link along the supply chain as they can have a significant impact
on the LSP as well, due to the high integration of supply chains (Iakovou et al., 2009).
The tools and strategies for LSPs to reduce risks by increasing the robustness or resilience of
supply chains are extensive and include also strategies to improve the flexibility as explained
in detail by Naim et al. (2010). We divided the overview from multiple sources in Table 4
between strategic and operational approaches.
Table 4: Strategies and measures to improve resilience or robustness

Source: Iakovou et al., 2009; Langley and Capgemini, 2012b; Naim et al., 2010; Sodhi and
C.S. Tang, 2012; Wagner and Bode, 2009
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4.3

SCRM of shippers with LSPs

The implementation of supply chain-wide risk management is a complex, but necessary task
(Pfohl et al., 2010). The interplay of LSPs with shippers in SCRM is only discussed by
Andersson and Norrman (2003, 2004), stating that contracts play an important role in SCRM,
but shippers still have to bear most of the liabilities although not being responsible for the risk
sources. According to Pfohl et al. (2008), 47% of shippers include the supplying LSP and
61% the delivering LSP in their risk management. When creating a resilient supply chain
certain trade-offs have to be considered by shippers (Sheffi et al., 2003):





Known supplier vs. lowest bidder: Known LSP can provide higher level of security,
but also at higher costs than the arm’s length relationship.
Managing risks vs. delivering value: Additional costs for LSP and shipper on a daily
basis to mitigate risks.
Collaboration vs. secrecy: Collaboration with LSP improves the resilience, but
increases also the risks of lost information.
Redundancy vs. efficiency: Redundancy (e.g. stock buffers or multi-carrier approach)
increases the resilience, but at higher costs.

The willingness to have a close and collaborative relationship, clear contractual terms, a fair
fee for LSPs, and the use of integration-enabling technology by LSPs and their clients is a
prerequisite for a successful partnership (Crone, 2006; Iakovou et al., 2009; Siebrandt, 2010).
In addition, perceived level of trust between the parties, their commitment to the relationship
and the level of interaction between them are vital for an efficient risk management process
(Iakovou et al., 2009).
Based on Pfohl et al. (2008), the risks for shippers induced by LSPs in sourcing and
distribution are not seen as critical. More important for shippers are, in contrast, the external
catastrophic risks, and as most of these events (especially natural disasters) will also have an
impact on the LSP they should be considered together with the LSP in a joint SCRM. Only
limited research was performed on potential strategies for shippers to reduce their risk
exposure by using LSPs. Sodhi and C.S. Tang (2012) and Iakovou et al. (2009) describe
flexible transportation (i.e. multiple routes, multimodal and multi-carrier transportation) as a
robust supply chain strategy to increase the flexibility in case of a disruption. Further
strategies are shown in Table 4.

5

Framework of logistics outsourcing as risk management strategy

As the findings in the previous chapters show, logistics outsourcing is on the one hand
increasingly used to reap the benefits but on the other hand can increase the vulnerability of
the supply chain, an especially dangerous situation with increasing disruptions expected. The
effect of logistics outsourcing in the SCRM of shippers is influenced by certain factors, which
are depicted in the below overall framework (refer to Figure 5). This framework is focused on
the effect logistics outsourcing has compared to the internal provision of logistics services and
therefore it can only be a part of an integrated risk management strategy of the company in
focus.
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Figure 5: Supply Chain Vulnerability Framework of Logistics Outsourcing

The complexity of services offered by LSPs is increasing (refer to Chapter 2) and each
offering may have different effects on the vulnerability. To reflect the characteristics of the
different services on the one hand and to avoid a too complex framework on the other hand,
we included three categories: Transportation (including road, sea, air, rail), warehousing and
value-added service (including amongst others quality control, pre-assembly, reverse
logistics). As shown in Chapter 4.2 the outsourcing of logistics can have either a positive or
negative aspect on the vulnerability of the shipper. Therefore we distinguish the two
contrasting effects in the framework by showing it as one dimension with positive and
negative impact on the vertical axis. The position on the axis however does not indicate a
stronger or weaker effect of the mentioned elements.
The enablers of a well-functioning SCRM between shipper and LSP are comparable to the
prerequisites for SCM, but also entail certain logistics-related elements. To what extend each
of the enablers are required or feasible also depends on the relationship between shipper and
LSP. This may vary from an arm’s length relationship to a collaborative approach (refer to
Chapter 2), which often correlates with the scope of service covered (Bask, 2001). However,
this may not always be the case and the effect on the vulnerability can be ambiguous (e.g. an
arm’s length relationship may decrease the vulnerability as the shipper can easily switch, but
on the other hand the limited compatibility of the IT systems may increase the vulnerability).
Whether logistics outsourcing can actually increase or decrease the vulnerability depends also
to a certain degree on the shipper’s supply chain characteristics. An LSP with an international
network of air, sea and road transport can decrease the supply chain vulnerability of a global
shipper, but may have only limited effect for a shipper with only national or even regional
supply and demand.
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6

Future Research and Conclusion

Both research streams, SCRM and outsourcing of logistics, are still at a nascent stage (Jüttner,
2005; Jüttner et al., 2003; Selviaridis and Spring, 2007; Sodhi et al., 2012; Wagner and Bode,
2008), making future research important for academia as well as practitioners. However, the
linkage of these two increasingly relevant topics seems not to have attracted considerable
attention from a research point of view so far, as our literature review points out. However,
the interrelation of SCRM and logistics is seen as important (Norrman and Jansson, 2004).
The integrity of the developed framework of logistics outsourcing can be tested by e.g. survey
or case studies, addressing shippers and LSPs. Furthermore, the relevance of this topic and the
active use in practice may also be investigated. Previous work by Pfohl et al. (2008) indicate
that LSPs are not seen as a critical risk source, but it hasn’t been investigated whether they
can mitigate risks. As a result, the model may be extended or updated.
Furthermore, the elements of the framework may be e.g. rated by shippers in a survey to
determine the strength of the effect on the vulnerability. Thus the current positioning in the
framework, which does not indicate the strength, can be updated. In addition, the effect of the
enablers as well as the supply chain characteristics and the degree of collaboration on the
elements of the framework may be researched. All this may be helpful for practitioners to
define their supply chain strategy (e.g. changing certain supply chain characteristics) or the
type of collaboration with their LSP (e.g. using certain enablers and changing the type of
relationship) to further improve their SCRM.
The review of existing literature, the development of a conceptual framework and the stated
initial suggestions for future research give an impulse for researchers to explore this field
further for mutual benefits. However, due to the early status of this nascent field, a broad
range of possibilities exists, which cannot be detailed out here in full.
The topic of increasing risks in supply chains is not new for practitioners; however the
importance of logistics in the context of risk management has been underestimated in the past
(Christopher and Lee, 2004; Peck, 2006; Solakivi et al., 2011) and the confidence in the risk
management capabilities of LSPs is still low (Langley and Capgemini, 2012a). The increasing
trend of logistics outsourcing is stimulating the need to collaborate with LSPs in SCRM to
improve the robustness or resilience of the supply chain. Thus, it should be put on top of the
agenda of senior executives. Shippers should review not only their own SCRM, but critically
challenge also the SCRM of their suppliers and the critical link to the LSP to ensure a
working system in case of a future disruption. Practitioners should better be prepared and put
their efforts into this topic to keep the competitive advantage of their companies also in
turbulent times.
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Abstract
Servitization drives manufacturing firms to develop service offerings characterised by
increasing levels of complexity. This has also been termed service ladder or transformation
staircase. Manufacturing companies need to adapt their organisational processes to the
different stages of the service ladder to provide value to their customers. In particular, this
paper focuses on contractual and relational capabilities for services of different complexities.
Based on two case studies within the European Healthcare sector, we found that in a highly
regulated business context, contractual capabilities only marginally differ depending on
service complexity. In contrast, the importance of relational capability increases with higher
levels of service complexity. Developing relational capabilities can function as a competitive
advantage for manufactures moving into product-service system offerings.
Keywords: servitization, service complexity, product-service system, contract and relational
capabilities, multiple case studies

1. Introduction
In order to stay competitive globally, manufacturing companies have increasingly bundled
their products and services to add value to their core offerings (Spring and Araujo, 2009).
This change is associated with a shift in focus from individual products or services to the
provision of product-service systems (PSSs) (Mont, 2000). PSSs are integrated offerings that
consist of a bundle of products, services and information, seamlessly combined to provide and
address clients’ needs in order to provide more value than the parts alone (Baines et al.,
2009). Selling and purchasing PSSs confronts organisations with the challenge of developing
and implementing new PSS strategies and associated organisational structures and
capabilities. In particular, manufacturers have to develop and implement contractual and
relational capabilities.
Servitization is connected to increasing levels of service complexity as different service
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offerings can have different levels of complexity depending on the company’s strategy and
capabilities (Neely et al., 2011). For instance, offering support services such as maintenance
incorporates a lower level of service complexity connected to the operational processes and
delivery system than offering outcome-based contracts such as the delivery of product
capability. These different levels have been described as a service ladder (Neely et al., 2011)
or transformation staircase (House of Commons Defence Committee, 2009). However, the
current literature offers limited insights into the issue of service complexity and relationship
management in terms of contractual and relational capabilities for PSS providers and
customers. In particular, the following two issues are still not well understood. First, limited
research explores a dyadic perspective between service provider and customer as many
current studies adopt a purely seller perspective. As the value of PSS offerings emerges
during their use, it is the dyadic relationship that plays a key role in determining the benefit.
Second, prior studies do mainly not distinguish between different levels of service complexity
(except Neely et al., 2011) and their impact on contractual and relational capabilities.
We address the above limitations by answering the following two research questions (RQs):
(i) To what extent do different levels of service complexity impact on contractual capabilities
when providing and buying PSSs?; (ii) To what extent do different levels of service
complexity impact on relational capabilities when providing and buying PSSs? We
investigate the RQs by presenting two case studies of one PSS provider and its customers.
The studied provider operates in the European healthcare sector and has traditionally been a
manufacturer of complex engineering products and has made deliberate steps to introduce
servitization strategies based on PSSs. The presented case studies offered an in-depth
understanding of contractual and relational capabilities in an organisational context to
compare the influence of service complexity. Thus, we contribute to the literature in the field
in two ways. First, the investigation of both PSS provider and customer offers insights into
the service relationship from a dyadic perspective which helps to draw a more comprehensive
picture of the PSS and relationship management. Second, we offer a theoretically-grounded
and empirically-tested framework of service complexity in the context of servitization and its
influence on contractual and relational capabilities. This will form a guideline for industry to
strategically plan and develop their service offerings and the necessary contractual and
relational capabilities.
2. Theoretical background
2.1 Service complexity and servitization
The typical offerings described in the servitization literature are Product Service Systems
(PSS). PSSs are integrated, seamless combinations of products, services and information
(Baines et al., 2009). They are often described as integrated solutions (Davies et al., 2006)
that create value by improving operating efficiency, increasing asset effectiveness, enabling
market expansion, and mitigating risk (Cornet et al., 2000). The shift towards providing and
receiving PSSs is typically undertaken gradually (Smith et al., 2012). In other words,
manufacturing companies provide support services with different degrees of orientation
around the product. These offerings include different levels of service complexity (Batista et
al., 2008). Complexity in the context of services can have varying definitions depending on
their focus (Neely et al., 2011). Reviewing the literature in the field, Benedettini and Neely
(2011; 2012) found that service complexity can be differentiated into complicatedness and
difficulty. Complicatedness refers to the high number of components and their interrelation
within the service provision. Difficulty is defined as the high amount of resources that are
needed to achieve the intended outcome. In other words, a complicated service offers many
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different functions while a difficult service delivers sophisticated functions (Benedettini and
Neely, 2012). However, this does not seem to be a distinct differentiation as a service that
delivers sophisticated functions often also delivers many different functions. As such,
complexity can be connected to the engineering system necessary to fulfill the requirements
(Ng et al., 2011) and the interaction between the service stakeholders (Tien, 2008).
Complexity can further arise from the dynamic nature of services due to the ‘open’ nature of
services, i.e. the constant adaptation to context and conditions (Badinelli et al., 2012).
In this paper, we use a definition of complexity associated with the characteristic of the
services. As such, we do not relate our understanding of service complexity to the amount and
interaction of the people involved in the production and consumption of a service (Tien,
2008) or the dynamic change of the service to adapt to new situations and conditions
(Badinelli et al., 2012). We agree that these are important aspects that can create complexity
and need to be considered in a coherent understanding of this topic. However, the purpose of
this paper is to draw the connection between service complexity and contractual and relational
capabilities and thus we use a more static characterisation of service complexity. This was
captured in Shostack’s definition which says that complexity is “the number and intricacy of
the steps required to perform it” (1987: 35). This definition relates to the service system used
in the literature (Ng et al., 2011) and seems to also incorporate both categories of service
complexity presented by Benedettini and Neely (2011; 2012). It further highlights the
activity-centered process of services (Araujo and Spring, 2006).
The assumption is that the path towards offering PSSs is connected to an increasing level of
service complexity. The shift towards providing and receiving PSSs means that the activities
and processes of provider and customer become increasingly integrated which has also been
described as a service ladder (Neely et al., 2011) or transformation staircase (House of
Commons Defence Committee, 2009). Processes relate to information sharing, planning and
undertaking of the activities to deliver the availability of a range of products (Tukker, 2004;
Neely et al., 2011). The higher the level of integration, the more activities and processes are
necessary to provide and receive the PSS, i.e. the higher the service complexity. This is the
assumption underlying the research presented in this paper and is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Relationship between service complexity and process integration between provider
and customer of PSS
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2.2 Capability development for PSS delivery
The extant body of literature on capabilities has emphasised how organisations must possess
the relevant resources, knowledge and skills to create or adapt to new market and
technological opportunities (Teece et al., 1997). A capability is the ability of the organisation
to perform coordinated activities utilising resources to achieve a goal and to purposefully
create, extend or modify its resource base (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003). Zollo and Winter (2002)
claim that capability development is often initiated by an external stimuli or feedback such as
a need to transition towards PSS offerings. The heterogeneity of capabilities across
organisations then is a reflection of different investments of time, efforts and resources in
these learning activities (Zollo and Winter, 2002). To provide PSS arrangements,
organisations need to restructure their product-service delivery by establishing new
contractual and relational capabilities. With regards to relationship management to deliver
PSS offerings, the following sections review two discrete, yet inter-related, types capabilities:
contractual and relational.
2.2.1 Contractual capabilities
Contractual capabilities refer to the recognition of the contingencies associated with PSS
offerings and their implications for the efficiency and effectiveness of the service delivery,
encompassing capabilities to write, negotiate, monitor and enforce contracts (Mayer and
Argyres, 2004). Contractual safeguards and rules are established to minimise cost and
performance losses from relationship hazards (Joskow, 1988). In other words, PSS suppliers
and buyers structure complex contracts to protect themselves from opportunistic behaviour, to
reduce uncertainties and to specify roles and responsibilities of partnering organisations by
relying upon legal rules, standards and remedies (Achrol and Gundlach, 1999). The study by
Deakin et al. (1997) draws out the importance of contracts as a planning and incentivisation
tool in long-term business relationships. According to TCE logic, the most efficient legal
safeguard represents a trade-off between different instruments of formal control, depending
on the degree of asset specificity, uncertainty and transaction frequency (Williamson, 1985).
Complete contracts reduce uncertainty, risk of opportunism and provide a safeguard against
ex post performance problems (Williamson, 1985).
Bijlsma-Frankema and Costa (2005) argue that formal control through contracts depends on
three underlining conditions – codification, monitoring and safeguards - which are seldom
fulfilled in an inter-organisational relationship. In practice it is rarely possible or practical to
draft complete contracts owing to the complex nature of product-service offerings,
asymmetric information situations and associated costs and time efforts (Lyons and Mehta,
1997). Inter-organisational relationships are mostly governed by incomplete contracts with an
element of uncertainty that makes them unenforceable in their entirety (Roehrich and Lewis,
2010). Gaps in the existing contract are filled when contingencies arise, allowing some degree
of flexibility to deal with unforeseen contingencies (Klein Woolthuis et al., 2005).
2.2.2 Relational capability
Relational capabilities are an organisation’s ability to benefit from its inter-organisational
relationships (Bititci et al., 2003). In other words, relationally capable organisations invest in
relationship-specific assets and effectively create, exchange and exploit knowledge and skills
through the application of socially complex routines. Thus, relational capabilities refer to
socially complex routines, procedures and policies in inter-organisational relationships which
are vital to establish and maintain through inter-personal and inter-organisational trust
(Zaheer et al., 1998). Partnering companies invest in relationship-specific assets and create
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exchange knowledge and effectively govern their relationship through relational routines and
behaviour (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Contractual capabilities are complemented by relational
capabilities to prevent conflicts and adversarial behaviour and to promote problem-solving
and information exchange (Carey et al., 2011).
The concept of relational capabilities draws on related concepts such as learning (Zollo and
Winter, 2002), alliance competence (Gemünden and Ritter, 1997), interaction capability
(Capaldo, 2007), relational capital and administrative mechanisms providing institutional
support (Sivadas and Dwyer, 2000). Although relational dynamic capabilities are a significant
trend in the future of strategic research, their foundations are still in their infancy and their
investigation is fragmented. A few recent contributions have used empirical approaches and
moved beyond abstract concepts to focus on practices, functions, tools and controls (Roehrich
and Lewis, 2010). Prior research on relational capability development explored the concepts
in alliances and supply chain processes in long-term relationships (Dyer and Singh, 1998).
2.3 Positioning an initial conceptual framework
Relating the development of contractual and relational capabilities in PSS relationships to the
issue of service complexity, we position an initial conceptual framework as depicted in
Figure 2. We expect that higher levels of service complexity will need to be supported by a
higher amount of contractual and relational capabilities in order to coordinate between the
PSS provider and itscustomers.

Figure 2. Initial conceptual framework
3. Methodology
3.1 Research approach and case selection
To investigate the research questions: (i) To what extent do different levels of service
complexity impact on contractual capabilities when providing and buying PSSs?; (ii) To what
extent do different levels of service complexity impact on relational capabilities when
providing and buying PSSs?, we present two case studies of different levels of service
complexity within one company to gather an in-depth understanding of the issue (Stake, 1995;
Yin, 2009). Our case company, which we label ‘PSS provider’, operates within the European
healthcare industry and offers support services for their equipment. The company’s service
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offers can be categorised into three levels which differed mainly in their level of service
complexity. These three levels are described in Table 1. For this study, we selected an
agreement from level 1 (case A) and from level 3 (case B) to compare and contrast the impact
of service complexity on the development of contractual and relational capabilities.
Table 1. Service offerings of PSS provider
Service Complexity
level
1
Low

2

Medium

3

High

Description
Proactive preventative maintenance by the supplier to ensure safe and
efficient operation of the products. This includes documented inspections,
quality assurance, security inspections and software inspections for viruses
or similar.
All the activities included in level 1 plus labour rates for corrective
maintenance activities, telephone support and regular updates of the
equipment.
The availability of the product is guaranteed by delivering maintenance
(both preventative and corrective maintenance activities), delivery of spare
parts, regular updates of the software systems to enhance productivity and
availability

3.2 Data collection and analysis
Our unit of analysis is the PSS, encompassing contractual and relational capability
developments within two service agreements between the case company and two of their
customers. The customers were hospitals providing different health services to private
patients. In 2013, we conducted 23 semi-structured interviews with 19 interviewees both on
the provider and customer sides to obtain insights from ‘both sides of the story’ (some of the
interviewees from the PSS provider side were interviewed for both cases). The interviews
addressed retrospective and current activities of the service agreements. Respondents were
drawn from multiple functions, such as service managers, account managers, service
engineers, strategic buyers and physicians who were involved in the servie agreement and
stood in direct relationship with the customer or PSS provider. We asked questions about the
rationale for moving to PSS offerings, changes in the organisational strategy and structure, the
development of the dyadic relationship and the importance and development of contractual
and relational capabilities. Interviews lasted between 45 and 120 minutes and were taperecorded and sub-sequently transcribed. Data collection stopped when we experienced
conceptual saturation. We triangulated data to overcome common method bias and improve
internal and external validity and case study rigour (Lewis and Grimes, 1999).This included
the service contracts, information on the tendering process, marketing material and other
publicly available information such as announcements on webpages.
We analysed the interview transcripts and the additional material, adopting ‘systematic
combining’ to inform our analysis of the data (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). In other words, we
drew on existing theory and aimed to generate justified research questions, analysis and
implications with regards to causal drivers for PSS and capability developments and changes.
We systematically coded our data into major thematic categories connected to PSS, relational
and contracual capabilities (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Some categories were derived from
our theoretical framing while others emerged based on our empirical data analysis. Data were
subsequently summarised and written up as case reports to be presented to the case companies
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for verification. Data were coded, summarised and displayed in an iterative fashion –
travelling back and forth between data analysis, data collection and pertinent literature – and
facilitated theory building (Miles and Huberman, 1994).
4. Findings
Both contracts were based on a long-standing relationship between the PSS provider and two
customers. However, the interviews highlighted that this relationship changed driven by the
change of the business context. We describe the context for the PSS relationship before
highlighting findings with regards to contractual and relational capabilities.
4.1 Contextual setting
The business conditions and contextual setting of the European healthcare sector have
changed dramatically over recent decades. The process of acquiring new equipment and new
service agreements has been formalised with the introduction of a formal European-wide
tendering process. This means that the customer have to publish their requirements with
detailed descriptions of the required service complexity and requested service activities. This
process also means that communication between the customer and the competing PSS
providers (i.e. bidders) is also formalised. For instance, questions regarding the service
requirements or contractual arrangements can be asked but tend to be communicated to all
competing PSS providers. Informal communications or exchange are constraint by these
tendering regulations. All of the submitted bids are evaluated objectively based on predefined
and published criteria. These criteria are usually price bid (including the price of the
equipment, education of the customer’s staff and the Total Cost of Ownership), degree of
fulfilment of the requirements, performance and workflow. ). The service manager (both
cases) expressed his evaluation of the changing business context as follows;
“They have changed a lot. If you look at the sales for instance, in the old days it was the
relationship between one customer and one sale engineer. That was the most important
part from the sales. Right now you have the tender business that means that everybody
from the EU can go in and make an offer when they announce the tenders. We are all
evaluated objectively. That means the relations are not there at all on the paper. But of
course in the real world, there are of course some relations that are still working. But
not as it used to be.” (Service Manager, PSS provider)
One implication of this formalisation of the tendering and negotiating process is that the
acquisition process has become longer and more complex. Simple requirements and
acquisition of equipment cannot be solved within this “relationship between one customer and
one sale engineer” (Service manager, PSS provider, both cases). In contrast, a formal list of
requirements has to be compiled for each acquisition which needs to follow rigid European
legal guidelines and laws. This means that the acquisition process has changed from
agreements between two companies or even between a sales engineer and his/her customer to
a more substantial process with legal implications. One of the physicists of case B explaines:
“It tends to be quite substantive. The work load and so on. You almost need to have a legal
department nowadays to handle these things” (Physicist 2, customer, case B).
This means that the tenders now mainly aggregate service offerings into larger contracts. “If
you win, you win a lot. If you lose, you lose a lot. It is important to win because you can
actually lose a whole region just in one tender” (Account manager, PSS provider, case B).
This has put a lot of pressure on the PSS provider to win the tenders when they are
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announced. In particular, the PSS providers had to adapt to the changes as the tendering
process had become more strenuous and more complex. These organisational adaptations
happened abruptly through the introduction of the tendering process and were long lasting
with effects still visible to date. For the first tender, the PSS provider had to prepare a service
agreement for 20 products in addition to bids for three other product ranges. The Service
Manager explained:
“Four offers at once in a big pile. Nobody had summer vacation that year; everybody
worked 24 h a day until we could deliver our offers. And you could say ‘That was
tough.’ But it created that burning platform for us that meant, in fact, that we made
some things that we are still using today. So that was kind of a shift we made through
that one (tender).” (Service Manager, PSS provider, both cases)
In addition, the PSS provider expressed concerns that their customers had become
increasingly demanding with regards to the service offerings. As such, customers demand
new business models that do not only include the product but also the maintenance and
servicing of these products over extended lifecycles. For instance, the Service Manager of the
PSS provider (both case) mentioned that: “The customer asked for higher uptime of the
equipment use and then you could not live with the fact that the equipment can be down for 1,
2 or 3 days. That could happen quite often if you do not do proper maintenance and if you do
not learn from the past and use this experience to develop solutions that would avoid
downtime.” As such, the service components have become vital for the survival of European
manufacturers in the healthcare industry. This means that the PSS providers have changed
their offerings in accordance with the customer demand to secure additional revenue and
secure customers.
4.2 Contractual capabilities
Our assumption of the initial framework was that service agreements of higher complexity
will show higher levels of contractual capabilities. One reasons for this assumption was that
the additional contractual capabilities would be needed to deal with the additional
uncertainties introduced through the additional activities and their interdependencies of
services with higher complexity. However, for both cases, only marginal differences in the
contractual capabilities were detected. Both contracts consisted of three pages with the
following content: (i) a title page that listed the serviced product(s) with its specifications
such as product type and model number; (ii) one page describing the service activities. This
was done using a modular approach where a table showed the different activities for each of
the three levels of service complexity and the ones included in the specific contract were
clearly marked.; and (iii) one page of contract specific information such as agreed response
time, telephone numbers in case telephone support was part of the agreement, the contract
date and the signatures of contractual partners.
In addition, the contract covering the higher level service complexity offering included two
additional pages, stating general terms and conditions of the PSS provider. Thus, our
assumption of higher levels of contractual capabilities for services of higher levels of
complexity was not empiircally supported across our investigated cases. One reason for this
could be the high level of regulations within the European healthcare sector. As such, there
were tight regulations within the sector that had legal implications by themselves as it
prohibits specific opportunistic behaviour . This was explained by the Account Manager (PSS
provider) of case B as follows: “We can’t talk together. I can’t call the other company [a
competitor] and say ‘Well, we don’t like this one going out in the summer. Why don’t we all
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just ignore it?’ That’s illegal so not possible.” In other words, the legality of possible
opportunistic behaviours both on the PSS provider and the customer side is mitigated by
European regulations. This means that rules to mitigate opportunistic behaviour do not have
to be included in every contract, thus contract complexity has rather been reduced.
The agreement of contract-specific performance indicators was clearly stated from the outset
of the tendering process. The Service Manager from the PSS provider (both cases) stated: “As
a result of the tender they [customers] have defined all the service levels. I do not have to tell
them what those services are because they decided themselves.” However, the customer’s
specifications in the tender documents may not completely relate to the service offerings by
the PSS provider. Thus, the Service Manager went on to highlight that: “I then translate their
service levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and so on into our service level understanding of [levels 1, 2 and
3]. That is important as I do not want the transparency to be too big. If they, for instance,
have a [competitor’s] scanner I can directly compare and if it is not the same I put in more
modules to match and exceed their [competitor’s] service offering.” This statement highlights
that despite the high level of regulations in the sector, strategic evaluations and contractual
arrangements with the specific PSS providers are still important.
An example of contract-specific indicators was the response time to failures of repair requests
from the customer. This was found to be also related to the level of service complexity across
the investigated case studies. As such, the contract characterised by a high level of service
complexity included a shorter response time in the contract than the contract with low service
complexity. The Service Engineer, PSS provider in case A (low complexity) mentioned that:
“We [supplier] are on call so they [buyer] can call us within working hours and we need to
address that within 4 hours. We have to take some actions. That has been the purpose of the
contract.” In contrast, in case B the PSS provider had to react within one hour of the
customer request. The Service Engineer, PSS provider, case B explained: “The usual
procedure will be that if I am just sitting at my office I will go to the customer side, but if I am
busy with something else, I will connect remotely and see if I can diagnose the problem.” In
summary, the contract with the higher level of service complexity included performance
indicators of higher service quality such as response time within the contractual arrangement.
These findings illustrate that even though the contractual capabilities were not a
distinguishing feature with regards to different levels of service complexity across the
investigated case studies, they were stillessential to ensure a high level of service quality to be
delivered throughout the contract period. Contractual capabilities ensured that occurring
problems were addressed in a timely manner to avoid any escalation within the PSS providercustomer relationship.
4.3 Relational capabilities
Despite the high level of regulation within the healthcare sector, we found that relational
capabilities were important across both case studies. The customer in case B expressed this as
follows: “Personally, I think it’s important that when you go out and you buy a new system,
you are not allowed to take into consideration your previous experience. But of course
somewhere, you always have that in the back of your head.” (Physicist 2, customer, case B).
This highlights that the customer’s experience with PSS providers is an important influence
on their decision during subsequent tendering processes. This importance was also
highlighted by the PSS provider: “For the service, relations are very important. (…) And
these relations are built up over years by brilliant work of all the technicians. So it is very
important that we have a good foundation from the customer services” (Service Manager,
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PSS provider, both cases).
Our assumption of the initial framework was that more relational capability is needed for
services characertised by higher complexity. This assumption was confirmed across both case
studies. Case A (low service complexity) was characterised by four annual visits for
preventative maintenance activities where the system was inspected and recommendations
made. For these visits, appointments are agreed with the customer. “Then we go on site. And
we have a protocol that we have to fill out. And we go step-by-step and perform all the things
that need to be done” (Service Engineer, PSS provider, case A). This protocol is sent to the
customer with a list of faults or recommendations for repairs and/or upgrades. “There is a
common field that we could fill out. ‘We will recommend you do this and that.’ Or we can say
‘The system has this fault which we have to find a solution to’ because like here they have to
pay for the spare parts. So it might be that they want to leave this fault and if it is not security
or safety, then they can live with that” (Service Engineer, PSS provider, case A).
In contrast, case B (high complexity) was characterised by a much closer relationship between
the service engineers and the customer. When the engineers are on site for the preventative
maintenance inspections, they also consider whether there are additional issues they could
solve during their visit. Service Engineer 2 in case B explained “Before getting started, I will
ask if they [customer] have any problems that they didn’t report to us. Sometimes they have a
small problem that they think is not important. They write it in a notebook and they ask me.”
In addition, the customer recieves much closer attention even if they do not have any issues
with the product. This was highlighted as follows: “But sometimes I am just going to the
customer site and have a chat. To see if they have any problems or just to follow up on how it
goes” (Service Engineer 2, PSS provider, case B). This point was also supported by Service
Engineer 1 from case B. This engineer had worked with the customer for 36 years and thus
knew the site very well and had a very close relationship with them.
“It is always nice to go there. Always when I go there, there are almost all the time
some questions that I can look at. Maybe it is not my equipment but also something else,
like a PC is not working or something else. It is like I am working in the hospital.(…)
Many of them I know personally. Not privately but I have been so many time times they
know me and I have 5 km to the hospital. So they just call me. They call me directly”
(Service Engineer 2, PSS provider, case B).
This high level of relational interaction between PSS provider and customer was confirmed
by the customer of case B. One of the interviewed physicist explained “I would say that our
relationship with this technician is informal and it works fine for us. (…) I think it worked
well if we have a problem we can call (PSS provider) and have a fast and efficient reaction”
(Physicist 1, customer, case B). The second interviewed physician confirmed this: “The most
important thing when you call them they react reasonably quick. They’re typically here within
an hour; so that is the main thing. And when they come here they solve the problem really
fast” (Physicist 2, customer, case B). This highlights that the customer perceived the
realtional capabilities in terms of providing high levels of service quality. They did not
comment on the fact that the service engineers of the PSS provider would sometimes be on
site without being called in, but they focused mainly on their perception that when they did
have a problem, it would be solved quickly and effectively. This suggests that high relational
capability was translated by the customer into perceived service quality.
This seemed to also add to the competitiveness of the PSS provider as the service quality, as
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perceived by the customer, gave them an advantage over competing PSS providers. The fact
that local support was available, that the PSS provider had a high level of relational capability
already built up, gave the PSS provider a competitive to other PSS providers within the
European community. This was highlighted by one of the physicists:
“Some of the other manufacturers rely on support from [other European countries] and
I think that might be a bit too far away in some cases, when you need to get things up
and running quickly. And also the communication might not flow as easily. But that is a
good thing with [the PSS provider], they’ve got quite a huge, local department (…).
That is an advantage” (Physicist 2, customer, case B).
This development of high levels of relational capabilities was part of the operational strategy
of the PSS provider. Building a close working relationship between the service engineers and
the customer was emphasised as an important aspect that was crucial when, for example,
selling additional services in the future.
“When we have that [good relations], of course, it is much easier for me to approach
the customer because they know our good service. And I do not have to present our
organisation, I do not have to present our concept because they know it. In fact, a lot of
the service agreements we finalise by mail. I do not visit the customer anymore, we just
send an email and they come back to me” (Service Manager, PSS provider, both cases).
Including the relational capability in the operational and sales strategy of the PSS provider
was particularly important for the contract with a high level of service quality. One of the
physicists of case B highlighted:
“It’s nice to know that he’s not on the clock. So when he’s here, we can actually discuss
things and maybe have a cup of coffee. If that wasn’t the case, we’d have to stand
beside him and watch ‘is he working now and is he doing this fast?’ It’s more relaxed
the other way. And then we get the time to discuss other things. (…) I mean if we want
to start something new, we can discuss it without worrying about spending [this
money]” (Physicist 2, Customer, Case B).
Thus, our case findings suggest that relational capabilities are influenced by service
complexity: The contract with low level of service complexity (case A) showed lower levels
of relational capability development than the contract with a high level of service complexity
(case B). The following section summarises the results of both cases, reflecting on our initial
framework.
5. Discussion
5.1 Contracutal and relational capabilities for PSS relationships
Table 2 summarises the results of both cases with reference to the initial framework. Our
initial assumtpions were only partly confirmed through the investigatedcases. Both cases
illustrated that contractual capabilities did not differ to a high degree between the two levels
of service complexity. One possible reason for this could be the high level of regulation in the
industrial sector, as the European healthcare sector is governed by international legal
agreements. These regulations include possible opportunistic behaviours of PSS providers and
customers. Contractual capabilities are often used to control for these possible opportunistic
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behaviours, and thus having a high level of regulations means that contractual capabilites can
be kept at a low level. Extant literature suggests that the development of contractual capability
is particularly important for service agreements as possible opportunistic behaviour can be
mitigated, long-term relationships can be established, operational outcomes at agreed
performance levels can be guaranteed and competitive advantage can be achieved. However,
we showed that in highly regulated business contexts such as the European healthcare
industry, high levels of contractual capabilities are not necessary as the regulations deal with
these types of uncertainties and possible sources of opportunistic behaviour.
Table 2. Summary of findings of contractual and relational capabilities for contracts of
different service complexities
Description

Contractual
capability

Relational
capability

Low level of service complexity
Proactive preventative maintenance by the
supplier to ensure safe and efficient
operation of the products. This includes
documented inspections, quality assurance,
security inspections and software inspections
for viruses or similar.
Contractual arrangment on three pages
including:
 Title page with equipment
specifications,
 Service activities included in the
agreement,
 Contract specific information including
date and signatures.
Importance of relational capability in the
service agreement,
Low levels of relational capability as every
activity and visit needs to be recorded and
charged to customer,
Formalised information exchange through
service protocols

High level of service complexity
The availability of the product is guaranteed by
delivering maintenance (both preventative and
corrective maintenance activities), delivery of
spare parts, regular updates of the software
systems to enhance productivity and
availability.
Contractual arrangment on five pages including:
 Title page with equipment specifications,
 Service activities included in the agreement,
 Contract specific information including date
and signatures.
 Two pages of terms and conditions form
Servie provider.
Importance of relational capability in the service
agreement,
High level of relational capability with regular
visits outside of scheduled or requested
inspections and repairs,
Informal information exchange between PSS
provider and customer,
Long standing relationship between service
engineer and customer,
High level of relational capability used for sales
strategy

In contrast, relational capabilities were found to be an important mechanism and
distinguishing feature even in the existence of high level of regulations. We found that it
could influence perceived service quality and future sales. We further found that relational
capabilities were dependent on the level of service complexity. For the contract with a high
level of service complexity, we detected a high level of relational capability development that
was characterised by a close relationship between the service engineer and the customer. In
addition, this relationship was characterised by frequent unscheduled visits by the service
engineer to the customer site to see whether any additional help could be provided. In
contrast, the contract with a low level of service complexity was characterised by a close
relationship between service engineers and the customer only for the activities explicitly
included in the contract. No additional visits were undertaken and any activities beyond the
service agreement were communicated to the customer as recommendations.
Prior studies further suggested that relational capabilities are a governance mechanism to
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create relational routines (Dyer and Singh, 1998), prevent conflicts and solve problems as
well as exchange information (Carey et al., 2011). These insights were confirmed through our
case studies as services with high relational capability were characterised by strong relational
routines and a high level of information exchange between PSS provider and customer. In
addition, we showed that a high evel of relational capability can also be a tool to create
competitive advantage as it creates a high level of perceived service quality for the customer
through short response times and effective problem solving (Grönroos, 1984; Parasuraman et
al., 1988). This was further found to influence the possibility of future sales both of the
product and of future service agreements in the context of competitive bidding (Kreye et al.,
forthcoming).
We showed that the development of relational capabilities was particularly influenced by the
level of service complexity as higher complexity leads to higher relational capabilities.
However, due to the high level of industrial regulation within the investigated research
context of the European healthcare sector, we did not confirm our assumption of higher
contractual capabilities for levels of high service complexity. We acknowledge that this is a
limitation of the presented research and suggest that future research needs to address this issue
in less regulated business contexts.
5.2 Positioning a revised conceptual framework
Based on these findings, we position a revised conceptual framework, depicted in Figure 3.
The existence of sector-wide regulations meant that the development of contractual
capabilities was not dependent on the level of service complexity, while relational capability
increased with the level of service complexity. The investigated cases particularly illustrated
that the development of relational capabilities influenced the customer’s perceived level of
service quality, the customer’s attitude towards purchasing new equipment and further
services from the provider and the PSS provider’s competitive advantage when bidding for
new service agreements.

Figure 3. Revised conceptual framework
Our study paves the way for future research which should investigate whether contractual
capabilities are of similar importance as relational capabilities in less reguated business
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environments. As our findings focuses on a highly regulated business sector, we did not find
any impact of service complexity on contractual capabilities. Further research should refine
our revised conceptual framework by offering further insights into the processes and
organisational changes that manufacturers need to address to become successful providers of
PSS and add value to their core offerings. In addition, further research also needs to establish
whether a company’s level of relational (and contractual) capabilities can be used as a tool to
judge its readiness to move to the next step along the service ladder in servitization. In other
words, a company’s capabilities can be used as a basis for the managerial and strategic
decision-making process to deliver service offerings of higher levels of complexity.
6. Conclusions and l implications
This paper described the relationaship between service complexity and the development of
contractual and relational capabilities within the buyer-supplier relationship for productservice system provision . We presented two industrial cases of one PSS provider and two of
their customers, which differed in the level of service complexity. Our empirical study offers
two distinct, but inter-related, contributions: (i) service complexity did not impact on
contractual capabilities due to the high level regulation within the studied industrial sector;
and (ii) increasing levels of service complexity increase the level relational capability
development of PSS provider and customer. Developing and mainting relational capabilities
can be considered a vital distinguishing feature for PSS relationships. Thus, we contribute to
extant literature by extending previous findings to the concept of service complexity and
investigating the dyadic PSS relationship. This is important as manufacturing companies tend
to increase the level of service complexity of their offerings when shifting to being a provider
of PSSs. Our findings suggest that when realising a servitization shift, manufacturing
companies need to improve particularly their relational capabilities such as establishing
relational routines and behaviour, exchanging knowledge and information and building up
inter-personal and inter-organisational trust. While developing contractual capabilities is
important, it is the development of relational capabilities that can function as a distinguishing
feature in PSS relationships.
The research results have multiple implications for management practice. First, manufacturers
in highly regulated industry sectors should focus mainly on the development of relational
rather than contractual capabilities as a distinguishing feature. The reason for this is that
contractual capabilities are typically covered by the sector regulations as legal punishment for
opportunistic behaviour is established across company and national borders. Second, EU
regulations to standardise operations and processes within the industrial sector may be a
useful tool to icrease the global competitiveness of Europe’s manufacturers. A high level of
industrial regulations means that manufacturers can focus their efforts on developing
relational capabilities that improve perceived service quality by the customer and improve the
strategic position of manufacturers in the tendering process for new service contracts. Third,
these relational capabilities can be developed step-by-step by the manufacturers as they
engage in servitization and undergo the service ladder and increase the servoce complexity of
their offering. This means that the relational capability may be auseful tool to judge a
company’s “readiness” to engage in the next step of servitization.
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Abstract:
Many organisations, industries and sectors in the west are currently struggling to compete
with emerging high value manufacturing (EHVM) global economies. Hence, how firms
assess the global competiveness of mature high value manufacturing (MHVM) is an area
of study currently receiving considerable attention in research terms. This research paper
introduces a life cycle 'income statement' approach and argues that MHVM requires a
more objective analysis e.g. through direct comparison of ‘income statement' to that of
their EHVM global competitors. Furthermore, providing innovative solutions to negate
the un-competitiveness elements of the income statement is paramount to ensure a
competitive business structure. ‘Amongst the leader’ income statements may determine
whether a particular MHVM company, industry or sector will be successful going
forward in a new global economy. This may enable firms to architecturally restructure,
accordingly, in order to negate the competitive elements of EHVM. An initial ‘income
statement’ analysis examining restructuring within the automotive industry is presented
in this paper. Future work will test the approach through exploration of other sectors e.g.
global shipbuilding.
Keywords: HVM, High Value Manufacturing, Global competiveness, Income statement analysis.

1. Introduction:
Mature high value manufacturing (MHVM) has seen decade over decade reductions in
manufacturing output while the BRIC nations have seen a progressive increase in their
emerging high value manufacturing (EHVM) output (Mellows-Facer, Maer A, 2012).
There is a common view to why this is happening and it is centred around wage and
social conditions of the MHVM economies being the root cause of this migration. Further
in-depth analysis illustrates that there may be many other contributing factors. In an
attempt to negate the MHVM mature conditions, many MHVM companies and sectors
have relocated their manufacturing footprints to emerging economies, yet they are still
finding it difficult to compete with their EHVM competitors..
Deming (1986) proposed a continuous improvement quality circle tool in the 1960s
referred to as PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act). This approach, still in use today, is widely
attributed to delivering quality products in the auto industry. It is proposed that a
continuous improvement PDCA approach to every line item of a company’s income
statement versus that of its global competitors is paramount to delivering a competitive
EBIT (Earnings before interest and tax).
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The income statement takes a holistic view of the revenue of a particular product/project,
subtracts the expenses/costs of that product or project to arrive at an earnings before
interest and tax (EBIT). This technique is a standard business school approach to
constructing any project/business. On the surface this analysis is a simple exercise,
however, every line item of the income statement has another multi-dimensional layer of
analysis that must be undertaken to ensure that is robust and competitive.
In addition, the following areas (macro affordability function (MAF), competitive value
chains, ‘Muda’ fixed cost analysis) are briefly discussed in the following section in order
to inform the income statement approach.
1.1 MAF - Macro Affordability Function.
Many product assumptions and, hence, income statements incorporate two fundamental
‘error states’. They assume a higher price than what the market can afford and compound
this by assuming higher volumes than what the market can sustain. The root cause for
these assumptions is a failure to understand the macro affordability function (MAF) for a
specific market. Figure 1 illustrates a theoretical MAF for a particular market sector in a
particular geographical location. The MAF (Deerbank Consulting Limited, 2013.) is
essentially a two dimensional price volume curve for a market or product offering that
shows the distribution of sales for a given period over a given price band. The MAF in
some markets will be normally distributed, can have a skew plus or minus around the
mean or can even be bi-modal. The function changes over time and needs to be
extrapolated out over the lifecycle of the product to ensure that the volume changes over
the product’s lifecycle are understood and incorporated into the lifetime volumes. Once
the MAF’s have been established one can determine the price band in which to sell your
product in. Integrating the MAF function between desired price bands defines the total
sales that that market can deliver. Once the total market size for your nominated price
band is known, one can then estimate fair market share to validate any volume
assumptions.
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Unless the product is first to market or has some other unique product positioning
strategy, the product positioning needs to be around the ‘sweet spot’ of the MAF. i.e.
where 75% of the market volume is. Positioning from a price perspective ensures that
provided a product is competitive (which is an assumption in this analysis) the product
will command a fair market share even if there is a market shift in price (i.e. a competitor
comes in at a lower price. Positioning around the ‘sweet spot’, however, generally means
that your revenue deteriorates ultimately putting more pressure on EBIT.
A second consideration is to how best to understand fair market share, to ensure that an
income statement reflects the correct amortisation/depreciation per unit values. Fair
market share is a difficult metric to establish and it is proposed to take a conservative
approach.
1.2 Competitive value chains.
Delivering global competitive material costs in every market is a complex issue faced by
every high value manufacturer. There are so many elements in the material cost equation
that distort the analysis and, ultimately, the understanding of true competiveness.
Economies of scale, freight, duty, taxes, design technologies, MHVM versus EHVM
assembly processes, time in transit costs, warehouses (hidden factories), cycle times, etc.
all contribute to distorting the true material costs for a given product. A fundamental
analysis needs to be undertaken to ensure that a product will be competitive from a
material cost point of view in the market a firm wants to compete in. It is imperative that
the whole material cost value chain of your product (versus that of competitors) is
understood. The value chain needs requires a physical-based analysis in the first instance
(i.e. raw commodity costs, man hours, energy units, days in transit, duty rates, cycle
times, conversion costs etc.) and then needs to be subsequently converted into currencies.
Too often the value chain answer is distorted by point in time currency assumptions,
which, at the end of the project are always different. The value chain physicals then needs
to be compared with a competitor’s physicals. It becomes very clear from the value chain
analysis where the costs for a product are being allocated or spent and whether one will
be competitive in that market as a result.
1.3 Muda
Muda (
) (Emiliani, Stec, Grasso, Stodder, 2007) is a Japanese word meaning
"futility; uselessness; idleness; superfluity; waste; wastage; wastefulness", and is a key
concept in the Toyota Production System (Ohno, Taiichi, March 1998). The traditional
approach in the development of an income statement is to include a line item called ‘fixed
costs’. Fixed costs are, generally, the cost burden the product carries that is not directly
related to production of that product. (i.e. head office overheads, company cars, nonperforming assets etc.) and are often considered Muda. It is paramount that a firm
understands its competitors Muda as well as their own as it can inform a fixed cost
competitive position (which is normally uncompetitive).
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2. The consolidated income statement – the harsh reality
Consolidating MAF, value chain material costs, Muda fixed cost analysis, together with
the other elements of the income statement results in a more in-depth analysis that may
show the competitive reality of a product versus that of a firm’s competition. In many
cases the reality is that at best, the project is competitive but in many cases may even be
negative EBIT despite it being competitive or even ‘amongst the leaders’ from a product
attribute perspective.
What to do about the uncompetitive EBIT position is the ‘tough part’ for mature MHVM.
The ‘Invisible hand’ (Smith, 1776.) argues that unless one has some competitive
advantage you end up at best commanding average results. EHVM has that competitive
advantage when it comes to EBIT. To overcome this competitive advantage HVM must
restructure itself architecturally to regain competitive advantage.

3. A case study – the Auto Industry.
The auto industry is a very good case study of EHVM versus MHVM and what the
MHVM auto sector is doing to address the competitive threat of the emerging economies.
Table 1 is an income statement for a typical small sedan, the number one selling auto
segment globally by volume. The income statement has been normalised by percentage
against showroom price (100%) to enable a comparative analysis to be performed despite
the gross revenues being considerably different in the various markets of the world as per
the different MAF’s described above, refer to figure 1.
In table 1 below, there are four income statements, a baseline EHVM analysis of a
vehicle produced and sold in an emerging market (case 1), a baseline MHVM analysis of
a vehicle produced in a mature market and sold in a mature market against a historical
way of doing business (case 2), an income statement for a vehicle manufactured in a
EHVM country but sold in a mature market (case 3), and finally (case 4) where the
MHVM has attempted to restructure itself to compete with the EHVM sector in its home
mature market. The data in the four cases (i.e. show room prices, typical discounts
offered, company annual reports and in some cases the authors experience in the auto
industry) has been derived from public domain sources and is an interpretation of what
the relevant competitive positions may be. This type of analysis is not untypical of the
type of ‘forensic’ analysis conducted in many companies.
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Auto%industry%income%statement%analysis%EHVM%Versus%MHVM
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Table 1 – EHVM versus MHVM income statements for sub 4 m FWD 4 door sedan.

In summary, the income statement analysis highlights a number of fundamental issues:
•

Both the EHVM (case 1) and MHVM (case 2) baseline businesses are marginal
businesses. The bottom line EBIT is marginally profitable for the EHVM market
and marginally negative for the MHVM market, this is counter intuitive to the
public at large. (Despite the show room absolute prices in the MHVM markets
being in some cases some US$4500 per unit higher than the EHVM market, the
EHVM returns a better EBIT).

•

The EHVM product sold in the mature market is directionally 8% points higher in
EBIT than the local product, (case 3). This incremental EBIT comes about despite
having to incur large freight and duty penalties that the local MHVM product does
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not incur. This is the dilemma that many MHVM industries, sectors and countries
are facing, how do you compete against what on the surface appears an
impossible competitive disadvantage.
•

Case study 4 is a hypothetical case of what the auto industry is trying to do to
compete with the EHVM product sold in the mature market. It does appear
possible for a MHVM sector to deliver a better EBIT than the EHVM product
sold in a mature market. Conceptually, that may appear very obvious (a product
that does not incur freight and duty penalties must be more profitable). The
obvious extension of this is that MHVM could outperform EHVM in its own
emerging market.

4. How has the Auto industry restructured its income statement?
The auto industry for decades has struggled to deliver healthy profits despite billions
upon billions of dollars of investment. Accordingly, over the past decade it realised that it
needed to architecturally redefine the way it designed, developed, manufactured and
procured its vehicles if it was going to survive in the longer term, not only as an industry
but also to return reasonable shareholder value add. Accordingly, an analysis of historic
practices concluded it needed to design products 50% quicker, produce more output from
the same factory (product development through to manufacturing), design products once
and then ‘plug and play’ around the world to deliver genuine global scale and, finally,
redefine itself to deliver globally competitive products that would sell around the world.
Such restructuring meant that the industry had to completely change the way it had
traditionally done business e.g. to migrate to a digital backbone, to change/eliminate
traditional job functions and to establish new processes, methods, tools and information
standards.
Case (4) in Table 1 illustrates the benefit to the income statement of the auto industry’s
architectural restructuring over the past decade. There are 3 fundamental elements of the
income statement where the auto OEM’s restructuring efforts have seen huge benefits
namely, BIC products, DFA (Design for assembly) and dramatic reductions in fixed
costs. Combining these three elements into a theoretical income statement has the
potential to deliver a ‘amongst the leaders’ EBIT. Taking each element separately:
4.1 BIC products.
The simple fact is that BIC ‘best in class’ products sell - a good case study here is
Hyundai Motor Company (Hyundai 2012). Over one product cycle plan period (6 years)
they have reduced their variable marketing (VM) approximately by 50%, which equates
to a 4% improvement in EBIT by delivering products that are easy to sell. To deliver BIC
products needs a passion for understanding the customer, your competition and how to
integrate this knowledge into the final product. Very often in any product development
program, there is immense pressure to ‘back off’ on some element of the product to save
money, (style, feel, sound, function, feature, appearance etc.) the impact on the
competitive positioning on such actions needs to be fully understood to ensure the
income statement is not damaged in the process.
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4.2 DFA - Design for assembly.
The cost of labour in the MHVM sectors is one of its most competitive disadvantages.
Many case studies exist here to show that fully accounted labour costs in EHVM
economies can be 20% of those in MHVM economies. (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
2013.) To address, but not completely negate this issue, the global auto industry is
aggressively tackling DFA - Design for assembly (Boothroyd, G. 1982,). Designing
products with a 30% reduction in ‘time to assemble’ from cycle to cycle is not
uncommon in the industry. For example, a typical sub 4-metre sedan may have had
approximately 30 hours of assembly labour 10 years ago. Today such this product now
takes 20 hours to assemble. The effect of this 30% reduction in DFA is approximately a
2% improvement in EBIT for the MHVM analysis.
4.3 Fixed cost reductions.
Fixed costs in MHVM industries, sectors and countries are massively out of step with the
EHVM economies (11% EHVM versus 17% MHVM for the auto industry). In many
cases this is due to historical legacies such as underutilised physical assets, social norms
such as pensions and health care and, in some cases, historical ignorance (i.e. this is the
way we have always done it). Whatever the reason the global market is clearly showing
MHVM’s fixed costs need dramatic reductions to be competitive. The approach the auto
industry is taking is to architecturally restructure its business to reduce per unit fixed
costs. Their fundamental approach is to adopt global platforms (powertrains, components
and go carts) not only within a single company but also across companies. What they are
doing is designing 70% of the vehicle to be common across the global network. Having
70% commonality enables their ‘industrial machine’ to be ‘capacitised’, based upon
global volumes not local volumes, hence, reducing dramatically the per unit fixed costs.
Doubling the volume for 70% of the vehicle results in a dramatic reduction in fixed costs
per unit. (i.e. 7% EBIT improvement in the income statement). Whilst this is much easier
to do for some commodities than others, over a 10-year period, a disciplined approach to
fixed costs reductions throughout the vehicle value chain (suppliers through to OEM
assembly plants) has the potential to deliver competitive fixed costs per unit as a
percentage of revenue as compared with the EHVM sector.
Combining the three above elements, BIC products, DFA and fixed cost reductions into
the income statement, case 4, shows that it is architecturally possible to transform your
business/industry from a marginally profitable business to one that has a strong EBIT and
be competitive with the EHVM competitors.
5. HVM UK competitiveness study – Global ship building
The auto industry as a result of global competitive pressure has shown that it is possible
to restructure its industry to take on the EHVM competitors and potentially return a
competitive or better EBIT than the emerging market competitors. The question is, ‘is it
possible for other industries/sectors’ to architecturally restructure in the UK and be
globally competitive? Future work will look to examine the global ship building industry
in detail with the aim to develop in depth baseline data to assist with development of an
industrial sector strategy for ship-building at a national level within the UK.
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To support this analysis, it is proposed to undertake sector market analysis, sector income
statement development, current state PD process analysis, and current state
manufacturing process analysis.
5.1 Sector market analysis
This analysis will take a +/-25-year look at the global large ship building industry. The
aim is to understand and quantify the global market trends over the past 25 years,
understand the global ‘mega’ trends and forecast where the industry is expected to
migrate to over the next 25 years. The analysis should include but not be restricted to
number of ships built, market sector trends, global manufacturing ‘foot print analysis’,
customers industrial, military, government strategies and support mechanisms, T1/T2/T3
players and technologies deployed.
5.2 Sector ‘income statement’ analysis
As presented in this paper, the ‘income statement’ analysis will look to determine
whether the sector when assessed at an income statement level is profitable or not. This
analysis should include development of generic income statements for a number of large
ship projects around the world. It is expected that there would be an income statement for
a ‘third world’ manufacturing site, a military project in the UK and a BIC mature
manufacturing footprint. The income statement would include revenue, design material
costs, fixed costs, tooling and facility costs, depreciation and amortisation, engineering
and development costs etc. It is proposed that most of the data will be derived from
public domain sourced information, visits to industrial sites and quantification of the
physicals involved.
5.3 Current state PD processes.
This analysis will look to understand the ship-building ‘PD (product development)
processes at a macro scale. The analysis would include its timescales, the resources
required, the analytical tool set deployed, the test and development phases and
requirements, the degree of bespoke-ness, integration processes, critical path elements,
the footprint of the global development centres, data structures deployed etc.
It is proposed that a comparative study will also look at the automotive and aero
industries.
5.4 Current state Manufacturing process.
This analysis will look at mapping the manufacturing process in building large ships. It is
proposed that the analysis should be undertaken on three sites, a third world site, a
modern state of the art mature site and a military site. The analysis should include but not
be restricted time lines, assets deployed (physical and human), technologies deployed,
amount of bespoke-ness versus off site manufacture, supply lines, degree of leanness,
comparison versus the auto and aero industries, on time completion histories, error state
analysis.
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6. Conclusions
Many organisations, industries and sectors in the west are currently struggling to compete
with emerging high value manufacturing (EHVM) global economies. Hence, how firms
assess the global competiveness of mature high value manufacturing (MHVM) is an area
of study currently receiving considerable attention in research terms.
This research paper introduces a life cycle 'income statement' approach and argues that
MHVM requires a more objective analysis e.g. through direct comparison of ‘income
statement' to that of their EHVM global competitors. Furthermore, providing innovative
solutions to negate the un-competitiveness elements of the income statement is
paramount to ensure a competitive business structure. ‘Amongst the leader’ income
statements may determine whether a particular MHVM company, industry or sector will
be successful going forward in a new global economy.
This may enable firms to architecturally restructure, accordingly, in order to negate the
competitive elements of EHVM. An initial ‘income statement’ analysis examining
restructuring within the automotive industry is presented in this paper.
Future work will test the approach through exploration of other sectors e.g. global shipbuilding.
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Abstract
Globalization has had an important impact on how to structure and manage logistical networks
over the last decades. Logistical planning cases are influenced by a higher complexity as well as
a need for reliable solutions and real-time decision support. A Virtual Experiment Field (VEF)
is an effective tool for supporting the simulative evaluation of logistics problems within supply
chains or other complex logistics process environments. Reusable modules and optimization
methods are key elements of VEF and offer means to create implementation recommendations
for real-time decisions in new as well as known problems.
The procedure is based on a combined approach, integrating an analysis of recurring elements
within simulation studies with interdisciplinary methods. The referred methods are aggregated
from the fields of design of experiments, computer simulation as well as logistics process
planning. The approach is verified by two case studies where the procedure was applied to the
automotive industry.
The results can be divided into three parts. First, the paper presents a detailed definition of the
modules that compose a Virtual Experiment Field: a specific logistical planning problem,
logistics planning measures, a simulation model, an experiment plan and interpretation rules. All
components are described by their content and the specific format required by the type of
planning problem. Second, a procedure to develop a fully operational VEF is presented. It shows
a step-by-step approach to derive the required elements from real-life planning tasks. Third, the
step-by-step approach is enriched with methods from various research disciplines that facilitate
the definition and successful use of a VEF. This includes e.g. a method to develop powerful
measures to accomplish a specific planning task.
The theoretical findings were successfully applied to two very different use cases: The first use
case is placed in the field of operating an international supply network with various suppliers
and customers while the second focuses on the strategic network design in outbound distribution.
The use cases show that VEF are effective tools for the construction of real-time decision
support systems. VEF offer a promising path for fast and reliable realization of planning tasks by
using the power of simulation models. Further research is needed to incorporate additional
methods, e.g. for experimental design and iterated simulation search algorithms.
Key Words: Virtual Experiment Fields, Logistics Planning, Supply Chain Management,
Simulation, Design of Experiments

1. Purpose of Virtual Experiment Fields
The automotive industry has gone through dramatic changes due to the consequences of
globalization. International competition has led to an increase of model variety as well as shorter
model lifecycles (Mößmer et al., 2007). Globalization affects planning problems from product

development to production, logistics and sales. In logistics, financial pressure has led to global
sourcing and distribution, increasing the international dependencies of actors within the supply
chain. After continuously optimizing and synchronizing the supply chain, stock levels have been
lowered significantly. Thus, even small local incidents (e.g. a traffic jam) may cause turbulences
in the downstream supply chain processes because deviations cannot be covered by inventory
stocks. These effects show the necessity of shorter cycles in logistics planning and modeling of
more complex logistics systems. Only through the improvement of information technology it is
now possible to address these complex planning tasks with logistical assistance systems (LAS)
and Decision Support Systems (DSS). Meanwhile it still results in a high level of effort to
conduct a complex simulation study because simulation experiments have to be carefully
planned, carried out and interpreted. A new planning environment to improve this issue is
therefore necessary
Virtual Experiment Fields (VEF) have been described as a new model for increasing decision
speed and quality within logistics planning and design by (Toth & Liebler, 2012). The approach
offers methods and tools for an automated generation and evaluation of decision alternatives.
Toth & Liebler show that the combination of high-experience planners’ knowledge and powerful
simulation tools can boost decision quality while maintaining low decision lead times of less
than 30 minutes. VEF are a new planning methodology to improve decision speed and accuracy
in complex logistics planning situations. It combines powerful simulation modeling software
with a structured derivation of applicable measures and a (semi-) automatic experiment planning
and execution. Based on the VEF method, software tools can be built or simulation projects can
be conducted to make the benefit accessible to logistics planners.
VEF are designed to bridge the gap between a planning problem and the best action to take.
Figure 1 shows the three basic phases of a VEF. Initial phase is the enabling or design of the
VEF, which comprises of defining relevant processes, planning of measures and enabling a
software tool during the design of supply chains. During the 2nd phase of surveillance, automated
algorithms allow for a permanent tracking of the dynamic supply chain situation including
forecasting critical factor combinations. Exceptional situations are identified during the
permanent surveillance phase. Decision taking is then supported by the structured and automated
generation and evaluation of alternatives. An experiment plan condenses known best-case
alternatives and independently evaluates further improvement potential by automatically
adapting itself to situational factors such as the supply chain situation, the problem complexity
or decision lead time. The findings of those experiments as well as new supply chain
configurations can then be added as the enabling phase is conducted sequentially to increase the
VEF’s performance and scope.
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Figure 1: VEF Phases

The paper focuses on the design of Virtual Experiment Fields. It offers a detailed description of
all elements needed for enabling a VEF and proposes a procedure for implementation. In
Chapter 2, the elements of VEF are defined. Hereafter, the chapter Designing Virtual
Experiment Field explains the process of implementing each of these elements. The paper closes
with two examples from the German automotive industry in which the VEF approach has been
proven.

2. Elements of Virtual Experiment Fields in Logistics Planning
The concept of VEF is based on research in the fields of classic simulation, experimental design
and computational simulation. VEF are an effective tool in supporting the simulative evaluation
of logistics problems within complex supply chains or other complex logistics process
environment. Via the definition of re-usable elements and optimization methods, VEF offer
means to take real-time decisions for new as well as known problems. It is their main purpose to
support logistics specialists in identifying non-optimal situations, finding reliable solutions in
dynamically influenced systems and to do so in a real-time manner (Toth & Liebler, 2012). First
of all, the necessary elements for implementing VEF have to be described in the following.
VEF extend the classic simulation approaches by integrating simulation-based logistics planning
methods with standardized experiments in order to evaluate logistical options. Five basic
elements of VEF have been identified: a simulation model, an experiment plan, one or more
logistics planning problems, one or more logistics planning measures and interpretation rules
for interpreting the simulation results. Both experiment planning as well as result interpretation
can be either automated as well as semi-automated to support simulation projects. Decreasing
planning cycle times then offer the possibility to continuously evaluate the options within the
scope of the VEF also enabling the usage of close to real-time data.
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Figure 2: Basic Elements of Virtual Experiment Fields in Logistics Planning

Logistics planning problems are elementary for the definition of the scope of a VEF. They
occur in all levels of logistics planning: Supply Chain Design, Supply Chain Planning and
Supply Chain Operations (Hellingrath & ten Hompel, 2007; Beller, 2010) A planning task can
consist of several planning problems. A planning problem is a dedicated task that an acting
person or organization within a process structure has to solve. The most important information
that has to be identified for a logistics planning problem is the goal (“What does the planner
want to achieve?”) and the scope (“What is the environment in which the goal needs to be
achieved?”) of the planning problem. Goals are forced by the planning problem itself or by the
company. (Fleischmann, 2007) suggests a planning matrix that categorizes logistics planning
problems based on the corresponding process in the value chain and the timely scope of the
planning.
For instance, in an operational environment, the material planner of a receiving company in an
international supply chain has the task to optimize orders for a certain material based on
transport costs within his field of responsibility. In this example, the minimization of transport
costs and environmental pollution while ensuring supply availability defines the goals. The
scope of this logistics planning problem covers all operational activities that are performed in a
Supply Chain to deliver the particular material to the customer.
A VEF usually contains more than one planning problem as they are part of the same supply
chain thus based on the (at least partly) same process structure. This ensures the reusability of
simulation models and solution strategies. In the above example, if the material planner was
asked for the carbon footprint of the supply chain, this problem would be very similar as most
relevant processes would be the same as for the first planning problem to optimize material.
Both logistics planning problems can be part of the very same Virtual Experiment Field. In this
way, the sum of all planning problems set the boundaries for a VEF as all relevant business
processes and goals need to be considered in order to optimally support the decision making
process.
Planning problems can be solved by the application of one or more planning measures that are
described in the following paragraph.
A logistics planning measure represents the degree of freedom of a particular planner that he
uses in the fulfillment of his task. In a VEF, a logistics planning measure is defined by a certain
action that a planner is capable and allowed to do, or - speaking in a modeling language - a
variable (or set thereof) that the planner modifies within a given change range. Those actions are
limited, well-known and their impact is measureable. As with logistics planning problems, a
VEF contains numerous logistics planning measures that represent possible actions by all actors
that are within the VEF’s scope and that are relevant for the goals of the VEF.
In the above mentioned example, the planner could have the possibilities to change transport
modes or order quantities and dates. In case of a planning problem concerning predicted
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shortages, the planner could chose to change the mode of transport from ship transport to air
freight. This would have a positive impact on the goals of short lead times and a negative
impact on the goal of minimizing the carbon footprint and transport costs.
Logistics planning tasks and logistics planning measures completely describe all actors,
processes and the nature of all variables. The results form a parameterized version of the
planners’ options and are input for the model that evaluates the application of derived
modification possibilities. For the given task of scenario-based evaluation of logistic planning
problems and measures simulation is the most suitable method. The process of transferring
feasible measures into a simulation model in order to limit the simulation to reasonable
experiments is described in chapter 3.
The computer simulation model is the virtual representation of a real-life structure
(Stachowiak, 1973). The purpose of a logistics simulation model for the planner is to preexamine potential real life actions quickly and with minimal costs in order to evaluate the effects
on the planning goals. Both speed and cost factors are a main difference for the need of re-usable
VEF in comparison with classical simulation approaches. Findings from within the model
environment can then be used for decision-taking in real life. The process of computer
simulation modeling has been described extendedly in classic and modern logistics research (i.e.
Kuhn & Rabe, 1998; Law & Kelton, 2007; Santner, 2003 and others).
The simulation model is one of the two core components in the decision making process as the
quality of the model predefines the quality of the decisions derived from the model. Due to the
high amount of resources that are spent on the modeling process, VEF simulation models are
designed to be reusable. Automatic or semiautomatic updates of the model according to realtime changes of e.g. the workload within the analyzed system lead to a massive improvement on
the necessary time for evaluation. The multiple-use-approach of VEF is shown through
•
•
•

reusable simulation models of VEF within operational decision making systems
numerous logistics planning problems incorporated in one VEF simulation model (see
above)
numerous logistics planning measures incorporated in one VEF simulation model (see
above)

The second core component is the set of input values for the scenarios to be calculated. These
are condensed in the experiment plan.
The experiment plan summarizes all computer experiments that are to be conducted with the
simulation model in order to solve the logistics planning problem. It describes the parameter
setting for each experiment and contains a list of all experiments to be conducted (VDI, 1997).
Each scenario in an experiment plan represents a possible measure to be taken.
Experiment plans can differ widely depending on the possible measures to be applied for a
specific planning problem. The amount of alterations for a measure, as well as the variety of
combinations of measures, leads to a potentially high number of experiments, and thus results in
a large experiment plan. Effective experiment planning can only be achieved by considering the
specific characteristics of the simulation model such as the number of factors and factor steps.
Continuing the introduced example, the planner has a variety of possible order quantity ranges
and a range of possible ordering moments. For the latter, a daily based alteration could be
sufficient, for the ordering quantity only specific amounts (e.g. 100, 200, and 300) might be
reasonable. The experiment plan can now be derived and fully described.
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Identifying these characteristics for logistics simulation models and applying the right
experimental strategies accordingly is a key success factor in using VEF.
Interpretation Rules summarize a set of rules for interpretation of the simulation results or to
transfer the findings back to real life processes. Interpretation rules can fall into one of the three
categories rules for analyzing one scenario, comparing scenarios or heuristics for iterative
approaches. It is obvious that the interpretation rules have to collude with the planning goals as
defined in the specific planning problem.
In our example a rule could be an upper bound for the increase upon the ecological footprint.
Scenarios with results above this upper bound would cause a new iteration with a forced
decrease in the usage of transport modes with high pollution effects.

3. Designing Virtual Experiment Fields
In the following, the process of designing a Virtual Experiment Field is described. Hereafter it is
approved by two use cases.
Modeling Logistics Planning Problems
Define Planning
Problem Category

Define Target
(system)

Describing one or more specific logistics planning problems is the
first step in the building process of a VEF. A planning problem is
fully specified when its category, its planning goal (target system)
and the Scope of the logistics system to be considered (influencing
factors) have been defined.

During the first step, the category of the planning problem is
determined. The categories are introduced in the following
Define Scope
paragraph. The field of logistics covers a wide array of planning
(Influence Factors)
problems. As both the planning process as well as the experimental
design strategies depend on the characteristics of the specific planning problem, VEF do not
apply a “one-fits-all” approach. Instead, a flexible approach based on a categorization of
planning approaches is used. Thus, the following planning problems are introduced:
Quasi-optimization problems aim at optimizing one or more target dimensions within a logistics
system. During the simulation based optimization, input data is varied multiple times (based on
variation rules) in order to find the set of input parameters that leads to the best target
dimension(s). This approach implies the ability to put the simulation results in a cardinal order
even if multiple targets are defined.
During a scenario comparison, planning measures have been derived through empirical or
scientific means to evaluate their effect upon a number of target dimensions. As no ex ante
definition of overall optimization criteria have to be considered, a deep analysis of the
simulation results is possible. During numerous iterations, target conflicts are analyzed and
hypotheses are inductively derived and dis/proved on the simulated logistics system.
Risk evaluation and prevention problems focus on the probability of a deviation of the target
dimensions caused by external and internal effects (Schneider, 2009). Input data is
systematically varied in order to determine the probabilities and the circumstances of deviations.
This information is then used to alter the structure of the logistics system in order to decrease the
probability and the possible impact of unintended changes in the target dimensions.
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The subsequent activity is the definition of a target system. A target system includes one or more
targets that represent the goal of the planning problem i.e. minimized cost or minimized usage of
capacity. Depending on the category of logistics planning problem, each target system can be
reduced to one cardinally scaled value or not. E.g. for a logistics planning problem that aims to
optimize an operational decision, it is necessary to define a target that is cardinally scaled to
determine a hierarchy of the quality of the measures. An automated optimization is only possible
if a comparison and ranking of the simulation results can be conducted. During a strategic
scenario comparison however, one has to allow the assessment of multiple target values, where it
might not be possible to ex ante determine the weight of each target value for final decision. The
definition of the target system therefore depends on the previously defined categorization of the
logistics planning problem. Generic target systems that serve as input for VEF can be found in
literature (Wiendahl, Petermann & Glässner, 1992; Keller & Hellingrath, 2007).
Defining influencing factors, processes and control rules that determine the relationship between
structure and processes is the final step in the description of logistics planning problems. They
are derived from the scope of the logistics system that is to be analyzed. Based on standard
modeling approaches as described by Klingebiel (2009, p. 60) and VDI (2010), real processes
are transferred to virtual models. Each specific logistics planning problem is to be analyzed
concerning which processes need to be considered and to which detail. All quantities that have
an effect on a specific planning problem (more precisely on its target) can be summarized as
influencing factors and need to be determined when initially describing the logistics planning
problem. During this phase, it is usually enough to complete a logical description of the real
processes as the IT implementation will be done in the later phase of simulation modeling. The
same applies to the description of logistics planning measures.

Modeling Logistics Planning Measures

Define Control
Factors

Define Factor Steps
for Control Factors

As the performance of a logistics system is the outcome of a set of
individual activities, VEF’s contain a description of each activity as a
logistics planning measure. A logistics planning measure represents the
intentional and purposeful alteration of processes and resources by an
actor within a supply chain, each planner has to decide what (define
control factors) to change and how (define reasonable range and factor
steps within this range) to change it. Reflecting these decisions,
modeling logistics planning measures comprises of the steps “define
control factors” and “define factor steps for control factors”.

It is important to understand that each logistics planning measure is up front independent of one
particular planning problem, as a logistics planning measure can be useful in the solution of
multiple planning problems (or only one or even none). In order to show the dependencies of
logistics tasks and measures, a matrix is introduced later in this article (see below “Finding
Optimal Solutions”).
Error! Reference source not found. shows the influencing factors of the model description
within a VEF. Influencing factors comprise control factors, ambient factors and system load
(based on Kleppmann, 2011). The system load is a special set of influence factors that has the
ability to behave either as a control or as an ambient factor. In a VEF, the influencing factors that
can be directly influenced by a certain logistics planning measure are considered control factors,
whereas all factors that are not directly influenced are considered ambient factors. The
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identification of control factors is the first step in defining logistics planning measures. Each
measure therefore contains at least one control factor. The first step of modeling a logistics
planning measure is to separate between control factors and ambient factors. What is considered
a control factor in a certain measure may well be an ambient factor for another measure.

Figure 3: Influencing factors within the VEF model

The system load has to be considered as a specific influencing factor. It describes the desired
transformation performance of a logistics system (Reeker & Wagenitz, 2011) and is usually of
dynamic character, thus its influence on logistics planning tasks is crucial. Depending on the
specific logistics planning measure, the system load is either considered an ambient factor (e.g.
in the evaluation of operational decisions) or a control factor (e.g. in a strategic analysis).
After the definition of control and ambient factors, the factors steps have to be decided for the
control factors. Based on their real world representation, they will most likely have some
restrictions such as weekly shipping schedules, lower and upper capacity boundaries or lot sizes.
Along with the control factor definition, the possible ranges for each control factor are
determined. If the influencing factors can best be described as a probability distribution,
statistical methods are applied (Law & Kelton, 2007, p. 275ff). Often initial quantifications of
control factors are based on expert estimations and altered over time by evolutionary approaches
or an increased knowledge about the logistics process. In some cases, hypothetical settings are
also possible, e.g. in a strategic scenario comparison.
Error! Reference source not found. shows all logical elements that have been defined in the
previous steps. The figure illustrates a very simple example of a Virtual Experiment Field with
its elements in order to simplify the understanding of
proposed taxonomy.
•
•

•
•

•

The blue box represents the Virtual Experiment
Field.
The yellow boundary shows the Scope of one
dedicated planning problem within the VEF,
while ZU, AU and CU are ambient factors that
are not relevant for the simulation of the certain
planning problem (but for other planning
problems within the same VEF).
ZG1 and ZG2 form a target system with two
targets
The Control Factor BP describes a measure to
be evaluated. Its value can be set within an
range of [2,4]
The system load S is determined to be 10.
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•

The ambient factor YU is determined to be 3.

Figure 1: Representation of Parameters within a VEF

Other Scenarios within the same VEF might incorporate other elements such as ZG3 and CU.
Bringing together planning problems and measures - The Simulation Model
Implement
Simulation Model

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The modeling of logistics systems has been researched extensively in
modern literature. Klingebiel (2009) e.g. describes a six phase approach
for modeling:

Identification of the application domain
Definition of scope
Determination of model framework incl. formal description language
Modeling
Using the model
Action based on model findings

Independent of the specific modeling approach, the pre-definition of logistics planning problems
and measures concludes in a great amount of data that is necessary for modeling. In Klingebiel’s
approach, Phases 1 and 2 have been covered during the definition of logistics planning problems
and measures. This leaves phases 3 and 4 for the conclusion of the modeling process.
In order to derive the simulation model the following components are necessary:
1. Structure model and processes (material and information flow, planning processes) that
form the bases of a simulation model and are mostly non-flexible. Objects such as
construction sites, distribution centers, truck and flight connections and transport
schedules are part of the structure model. The structure can be derived from the scope of
all planning problems in the VEF.
2. Material flow data substantiating the system load as well as ambient factor data. This
data has to be up-to-date as well as updated in appropriate time periods. Examples for
this kind of data can be production schedules, customer demand and stock levels.
3. Logistics planning measures that where pre-defined and formalized as parameter sets of
control factors have to be integrated in the model in order to enable an on demand
application.
Figure 2 describes how each parameter is derived from the predefined VEF elements. In order to
maximize the quality of the findings of the VEF, model validation is a necessary activity during
modeling. (Rabe, 2007). Typically, a set of real life data is identified, that contains both input
and target dimensions of a simulation model. Validation is considered successful, if the
simulation shows the same results as the real-life target data. It is encouraged to use the VEF
approach for model validation, as model validation scenarios can be described in reusable
experiment plans.
In order to implement these components a suitable simulation tool is necessary. It has to be
capable of mapping multi-stage distribution processes with their basic elements as well as
production and ordering schedules including product structure and finally a broad variety of
performance indicators. In (Seidel and Klingebiel, 2005) thirteen tools within the logistics
segment have been analyzed according to their fit for holistic mapping of object oriented
structures as it is the case for VEF.
OTD-NET was identified as the most suitable tool for simulations with the mentioned
requirements profile. It is described in (Wagenitz, 2007) and consists of the following
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components: Graphical Modeling Environment where all objects and processes can be modeled
that then form the database, as well as a C++ based Simulator that conducts the experiments and
writes the results back into the database and finally the OTD-Analyzer that enables the user to
analyze individual performance indicators.
Finding optimal solutions – Design of Experiments
Create Problem/
Measure Matrix

Choose Logistics
Problem to be evaluated

The design of simulation experiments is a key element of the VEF
approach as it is crucial for both planning quality as well as planning
lead times (Kleppmann, 2011). The VEF contains a 4-step approach to
designing an experiment plan which is built around a problem/measurematrix and an experiment plan. The steps are visualized in the figure on
the left hand side.

The heart of the VEF is a matrix merging planning problems and
measures by identifying the effect of each measure upon each problem
(cp. Table 1). This step serves to choose measure with an appropriate
effect on the current planning problem. Therefore it needs to be
Optimize Experiment
determined which measure has a potential effect on which logistics
Plan
planning problem. As the determination of an influence can be difficult
to prove, multiple methods can be applied to represent dependencies:
Set up Experiment Plan

•
•
•

Mathematical procedures: Analytical as well as factor-by-factor simulation studies can
(dis-)prove an effect.
Process analysis methods that are based on a step-by-step tendency analysis can be used
to (dis-)prove an effect.
Empiric analysis such as observation can be used in particularly complex situations.
However they need to be validated thoroughly as ambient effects can influence their
validity.
Measure 1

Measure 2

Measure 3

Planning Problem 1

Positive

Unknown

Negative

Planning Problem 2

Negative

Positive

Positive

Planning Problem 3

No Effect

Negative

Positive

Table 1: Problem/ Measure Matrix

The matrix reduces the complexity of logistics model based simulation for logistics decision
making as the scope of both the model as well as the experiment plan can be quickly determined.
By choosing a planning problem in a VEF all relevant measures are determined via the matrix
and all variables within the VEF can be identified. Decision-Support-Systems (DSS) can benefit
widely from using the VEF approach. By using the VEF methodology including the
problem/measure matrix, measures can be quickly and automatically identified, then modeled
and evaluated in the structure model. In this case, only a subset of the full VEF is taken into
consideration for the specific scenario which reduces experiment plan complexity, model sizes
and runtimes. Results are then worked up and presented to the end user by the output layer of the
DSS. The matrix approach can also be used by project groups to contain knowledge on recurring
simulation scenarios, as known planning problems and measures are contained in the VEF for
later reuse and extension.
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A very simple version of the experiment plan is used during the permanent surveillance phase
(see Figure 1). During this phase, the logistics system is fed with online data to continually
update evaluate deviations of the intended goals. Only when this deviation is identified,
measures are defined and evaluated. Thus, the experiment during the surveillance phase is based
on real life data only.
In phase 3 (see Figure 1) the initial set up of a full factorial experiment plan is performed based
on the scenario decision. While all factor steps of control variables have been specified during
measure definition, ambient variables can only be defined during the setup of the experiment
plan. This is due to the fact that only when all control variables among the relevant influence
values have been chosen, the remaining can be considered ambient values. For control factors,
each possible factor step or factors step combination (in the case of multiple control factors
within one measure) represents a scenario to be evaluated. Based on the predefined ranges,
factors steps are determined. If continuous intervals are possible for certain measures, it has to
be chosen which factors steps are considered. Ambient factor value specification is usually
performed deductively based on real world observation. Once this step is finished, a full factorial
experiment plan of the chosen scenario simulation is available.
However, logistics systems incorporate highly complex processes. The full factorial experiment
designs for logistics often lead to inefficiently big experiment plans that need a high amount of
resources to be realized. Thus efficient experiment plans are a challenge. Intelligent derivation of
experiments can already lead to a rigorous decrease in the amount of scenarios. Yet, during the
Phase of optimization of the experiment plan it is the intention to increase the efficiency of the
simulation. This is necessary due to the nature of logistics systems:
•

•

•

Logistic simulation models mostly have a high number of factors leading to an even
higher number of potential correlations. Thus the application of full factorial experiment
designs is not possible in most cases.
Logistic simulation models often have discontinuous response surfaces (e.g. for system
load, capacity or production programs), which aggravates the application of search
strategies based on simple quality criteria.
Logistics Systems are highly dynamic while most Design of Experiment methodology
was developed with static factors in mind.

Based on the criteria of the logistics simulation model, three strategies are available for
increasing the efficiency of logistics simulation experiments: Focusing on only significant factor
step combinations (“Screening” incl. Placket-Burmann designs (Kleppmann, 2011), Optimizing
the search field (use of the “Response Surface Method” (Box & Wilson, 1951) and the use of
exploratory search metaheuristics (Weicker, 2007). Further research for the criteria-based
application of the strategies is needed and currently undertaken.
Interpreting the Scenario Simulation Outcome
Scenario Output
Analysis
Scenario Output
Comparison

After a successful simulation great amounts of output data need to be
analyzed. Based on the category of a logistics planning problem and on
the output data, further steps can be decided, such as a tweaking of the
factors and a rerun of the VEF process.

The analysis of output data is highly dependent on the kind of target
Iterative Simulation system to be used. As it needs to be individually planned for a certain
if applicable
simulation study and planning problem category, this paper can only
give limited insight into possible methods for Interpreting Simulation
Output Data. The basic analysis of simulation output data falls into one of the three categories
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-

Analysis of all simulation runs in one scenario
Comparing scenarios between each other
Conducting iterative reruns of the experiment in order to improve result data

During the “Scenario Output Analysis” only one scenario is analyzed. In order to evaluate one
scenario, usually multiple simulation runs are necessary to ensure statistically correct figures,
thus evaluating the “true characteristics” (Law & Kelton, 2007, p. 485) of a simulation model.
The decision of re-running a scenario with stochastic input values should be done based on a
confidence estimation that is 90% or higher. As long as the target values do not reach this level
of confidence, additional simulation runs of this scenario are necessary.
As logistics systems are dynamic, time plots of certain target values are used as well to show the
behavior of a logistics system over time and control boundary exceptions. In this case each
individual simulation run has to be scanned for boundary exceptions and the target value
describes the probability of a boundary exception for each simulation run. An example for this
kind of target system is the underscoring of security levels in warehouse stock.
For the “Scenario Output Comparison” sophisticated statistical methods such as modified
confidence intervals are available (Law & Kelton, 2007, p. 548). Also the ranking of multiple
Scenarios falls into this category as it will occur in most optimization planning problems.
During the third phase of the interpretation, it is determined if and how rule-based changes to the
influencing factors are done to form new scenarios to be evaluated. For optimization planning
problems, iterative methods such as Tabu Search and Evolutionary Algorithms (Weicker, 2007)
offer methods to improve the optimization result. This is achieved by choosing those scenarios
that offer best results and altering some or all of the influencing values before re-evaluating the
new scenario. These methods suit very well for improving the result quality in automated
decision support systems.

4. Use Case 1: Decision Support in Supply Chain Operation based on
Virtual Experiment Fields
The first use case to demonstrate the functionality of VEF is placed in the field of the operational
management of an international supply network in the automotive industry.
The international supply network is characterized by two sites that fabricate the same product in
two remote regions of the world, e.g. in Germany and South Africa. The suppliers for these sites
can be a) local suppliers, supplying only one production site or b) global suppliers, supplying
both production sites. In case a) every part needed for the final product must be produced by a
least two suppliers. All global transports from suppliers of type b) are consolidated in
consolidation centers before they are dispatched for the main transport (e.g. water carriage) to
save logistics costs. The transport from a consolidation center to the production site depends on a
fixed transportation schedule given by the operating carrier. Also, the demands of the two
production sites are flexible and can go through short term changes.
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Figure 4: International Supply Network

Modeling the Planning Problem and the Planning Measures
Table 2 shows a summary of the necessary definitions for the use case in order to deploy a
Virtual Experiment Field.
Type of Planning Problem

Quasi-Optimization

Target Function

Achieve a maximum of delivery reliability, i.e. satisfy all demands (D1-Dm) for
parts in the OEM plants (if possible).
Achieve this at a minimum of logistics costs and capital lockup in the supply chain.

Scope

Logistical relation between fist level suppliers (S1-Sn) and two production sites
(P1,P2) with two alternative means of transportation in the main haul (T1,T2).

System Load

Parts transported between suppliers and customer

Ambient Factors

Demand of parts for every period at the OEM plants
Timetables of transportation means in the main haul
Capacities and order restrictions of suppliers
Costs of transportation and storage
Costs of capital lockup

Control Factors

Order quantity for every supplier and period
Means of transportation for main haul from see (standard) to airfreight
Network structure, e.g. delivery relationship between supplier and plant

Table 2: Definitions of VEF Elements for Use Case 1: International Supply Network

In a strategical or tactical planning horizon the order quantities and transportation modes can be
calculated using classical deterministic programming (as demonstrated e.g. by Thorn, 2002).
Deviations from these plans will occur in executive supply chain operation due to a variety of
individual reasons. Typical examples that may cause short term deviations are:
•
•

A production facility at a supplier has a breakdown and order quantities cannot be
fulfilled.
Certain materials arrive late due to a customs strike at an international see harbour.
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•

A quality defect is detected late and faulty material has already entered the supply chain.

A complete overview of possible deviations is given by Bockholt (2012, p. 44). As any deviation
may threaten the logistical goals, operational logistics managers have a variety of possible
measures at their disposition in order to fulfill the target systems. Four specific measures will be
examined in this use case:
1. Change from transport see to air transport at the consolidation center and thus accelerate
the material in the long haul.
2. Order additional quantities from local supplier.
3. Order additional quantities from the corresponding international supplier.
4. Order additional quantities from the other regional plant.
Implementing the Simulation Model
Focusing on the operational aspects of the logistical planning problem, the requirements for the
simulation models are:
•
•

Achieving an appropriate level of detail, i.e. calculation of daily demands of all parts and
stock quantities in every supply chain section
Integration of operational data sources, i.e. integration of timetable for see and air
transports, actual demand calculation at plan etc.

Experiment Plan
Two key features of the use case can be linked together to develop the specific experiment plan:
1. The main target described by the target function is the delivery reliability; all demands of
the OEM plants have to be fulfilled if possible.
2. The costs of the current situation will be the base cost, all possible measures will result in
additional costs on top of the base cost.
Combining these two attributes leads to a simplification of the general optimization problem:
from a cost perspective, the current situation is always the “best” situation, as further actions
always entail higher costs. Only if the demands are not satisfied, actions have to be carried out.
Thus, the surveillance experiment plan can be based on a bottleneck analysis.
Base
version

Material 1

Material 2

Material 3

Material 4

Material 5

Material 6

…

Demand
fulfilled

yes

yes

no

yes

No

No

…

Table 3: Bottleneck analysis for an example data set

The bottleneck analysis is based on the simulation of the current situation (base version). It will
use the pure input data without the application of any measure.
Interpretation rules
The results of the base experiment have to be evaluated to show if all demands in the two OEM
plants can be met: the sum of all stock elements at the time plus the incoming materials from all
possible sources must be greater or equal to the demand of the material. If the simulation reveals
that the requirements for some materials cannot be met, further experiments have to be
conducted.
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Figure 5: Interpretation rules for the base experiment

In order to simplify the experiment plan, we will assume that measures taken cannot be
combined with each other. Every measure is tested with the full necessary quantity, i.e. the
complete missing amount. In this case, a full factorial design is possible. Every measure can be
tested and the effects and costs of every measure can be calculated with help of the simulation.
The results for the example data set of the three bottleneck materials and four measures are given
in Table 4.
No

Measure

Bottleneck Material 3

Bottleneck Material 5

Bottleneck Material 6

1

Accelerate material in the
supply chain

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 235

Demand fulfilled:
Costs: 435

Demand fulfilled: no
Costs: 847

2

Order additional quantities
from local supplier

Demand fulfilled:
Costs: 123

Demand fulfilled: no
Costs: 523

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 312

3

Order additional quantities
from the corresponding
international supplier

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 346

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 2.234

Demand fulfilled: no
Costs: 312

4

Order additional quantities
from the other regional
plant

Demand fulfilled: no
Costs: 524

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 1.312

Demand fulfilled: yes
Costs: 595

no

no

Table 4: Results of an iterative Experiment Plan

A total of thirteen simulation experiments are conducted; three different actions have to be taken
for the three bottleneck materials.
Further research will be necessary to show the next steps into decision support for supply chain
operations, especially on how to effectively design experiment plans for combinable measures,
i.e. measures that do not cover the complete amount of bottleneck material.

5. Use Case 2: Scenario Comparison for Lean Approaches in Finished
Vehicle Distribution
Lean Management is a philosophy of waste elimination, questioning processes upon their
efficiency and affectivity (Ohno, 2009). These methods have been applied to a variety of areas
including logistics (cp. Vijdani, Lootz, & Kirwitzke, 2010; Zylstra, 2006; Klug, 2010). Within
the automotive industry, measures have been taken to adopt the lean way, yet the focus has been
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inbound logistics, missing to take into account the affects and implications of finished vehicle
distribution. Finished vehicle distribution addresses the processes from fully build units (FBU)
that are ready to be shipped until their arrival at the dealers. Although production volumes in
total are quite constant, the finished vehicle distribution has to deal with a high variability in
transport volumes on a transport relational basis as well as a high mean error in short-term
forecasts. These two matters combined with incalculable effects of human interaction in
dispatching of trucks lead to the conclusion that event-based simulation is the most suitable
method to explore these processes. An application of lean methods to outbound processes leads
to the question of which effect this would have on current systems. Considering the
categorization identified in “Design of Virtual Experiment Fields in Logistics Planning” a
scenario comparison is performed within a virtual experiment field.
Logistics Planning Problem
Following the defined process steps for setting up a logistics planning problem, first of all a
target system is developed, focusing on the five high-level targets of high ecologic efficiency,
low costs, high performance, high predictability and high adaptability (Klennert & Schwede,
2012). In a second step the
scope of the planning problem is
defined using the method of
process chains (Kuhn A. , 1995,
p. 37ff) to define relevant
processes and boundaries. The
planning problem focuses on the
processes following production:
the distribution of vehicles to
the customer (seen in the figure
on the right), particularly Figure 6: Processes in the Automotive Industry (following Zernechel et al.
vehicle distribution by truck. 2012)
Distribution by truck is usually carried out by one or more Logistics Service Providers (LSPs),
shipping predefined loads of vehicles from the plant to a compound, where the vehicles are
transshipped to dealer delivery routes. Vehicles are assigned to a specific transportation route
beforehand and consolidated to loads. In a third step the system load, control and ambient factors
are defined. As to be seen in Figure 6, the system load is determined by the output of production.
It is comprised of all vehicles with a status “ready for shipment” and a specific destination. The
control factors can be divided into two subsets. On the one hand the dispatching of trucks is
adjustable, meaning that currently LSP are informed as soon as a full load is available,
contractually having a certain amount of time for load pick up at their disposal. Possibilities for
modification are e.g. to establish a pick-up timetable. On the other hand, currently every dealer
is assigned to a compound from which he receives the vehicles. Thus another control factor is
the possibility of assigning vehicles for a specific dealer to different transportation routes.
Ambient factors in this planning problem are dealer locations and compound locations. The
results are shown in Table 1.
Type of
Problem

Planning Scenario comparison

Target function

System of objectives with main targets of high ecologic efficiency, low
costs, high performance, high predictability and high adaptability

Scope

Distribution process starting at the handover from production to
distribution and ending at the handover to the customer/dealer.
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System Load

Vehicles produced for German market and truck distribution

Ambient Factors

Plant, compounds, and dealer locations

Control Factors

Transportation routes for individual cars, pickup-timetables

Table 5 Definitions of VEF Elements for Use Case 2: Finished vehicle distribution

Logistics Planning Measures
According to the described problem, in this specific planning problem a “transfer of methods
from other application areas” is used. The measures of lean management in inbound
transportation are adapted to the circumstances in outbound vehicle distribution (Klennert &
Schwede, 2013). Two of the most promising measures derived are applied to the VEF processes
defined in this paper: An implementation of scheduled pick-up times (constant transports) based
on average historic demand (Table 6) as well as a flexible allocation of vehicles to compounds
(Table 7).
Criterion

Name

Description

Measure

Constant transports

Definition of specific timetables for load
pick-up at a plant (minimum requirement:
date and hour).

Control factors

Amount of transports

Defines the number of
transports to be scheduled

Point in
transports

Transfers the amount of transports to
specific dates

System load

time

Production orders

of

Range of values

weekly/daily

Weekly
average
minus)

historic
(plus /

Regularly spread on
a weekly basis

Fully built units (finished vehicles) with
dealer affiliation

Table 6: Logistics Planning Measure 1 "Constant transports"

Criterion

Name

Description

Range of values

Measure

Flexible allocation of
vehicles to compounds

Vehicles for specific dealers are assigned two or
more different route alternatives.

Control
factors

Maximum
distance
compound to dealer (Z)

An additional compound is only assigned to a
dealer if the distance compound to dealer is less
that Z.

Not in scope to
200

Total extra kilometers
from plant to dealer
(Y)

An additional compound is only assigned to a
dealer if total distance from plant to dealer via
compound does not exceed more than Y additional
kilometers compared to current route.

0 to 150

Total extra kilometers
from compound to
dealer (X)

An additional compound only is assigned to a
dealer if the distance from compound to dealer does
not exceed X additional kilometers compared to
maximum distance between that compound and its
dealers currently covered.

0 to 50
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System load

Production orders

Fully built units (finished vehicles) with dealer
affiliation

Table 7: Logistics Planning Measure 2 "Flexible Allocation of Vehicles to Compounds"

A combination of both presented methods establishes a third measure. A process analysis of
each of the three measures is made to analyze the effect on defined targets. As the scope was
defined as a scenario comparison, the effect of the measures was not analyzed for an entire
planning problem but for their specific effect upon the different targets within the target system.
This was done by a detailed process chain analysis.
Simulation model
The two new measures are integrated into the simulation tool OTD-NET. A simulation model
representing the finished vehicle distribution process is built, verified and validated containing
the following objects: A plant capable of producing historical volumes as well as forecasts, 13
compounds for transit and over 400 dealer locations. As a VEF does not constitute any new
approaches for building simulation models, it shall not be evaluated any further.
Experiment plan
According to the defined steps an experiment plan is established. Therefore in a first step,
experiments are derived. As for all measures the entire target system is relevant, three
combinations of the target systems and developed measures are possible. Thus three experiments
are defined.
In a second step, the factor levels for every experiment are set. For experiment 1 (logistics
planning measure 1), the factor level is determined based on an average weekly historic demand
as well as a slight higher and lower amount of transports (weekly historic average plus one /
minus one). For experiment 2 (logistics planning measure 2), factor levels are defined as steps of
10. For experiment 3 (combination of logistics planning measure 1 and 2), both factor levels are
applied. Based on these factor levels, the complete experiment plan was defined.
In a next step, the optimized experiment plan is derived. An analysis shows that for some
specific factor levels of logistics planning measure 2, the affiliated routes for all dealers are
equal. This leads to a decreased amount of necessary scenarios. Moreover the scenarios are
sequenced according to their need of changes in modeling.
Last, a strategy of experiments is chosen. As shown before, highly variable processes define the
circumstances in finished vehicle distribution. Therefor the strategy “complete simulation” was
chosen.
Interpretation rules
As the main target for scenario comparisons is to be able to compare the effects of different
measures taken, interpretation rules do not necessarily affect the experiment plan or a need for
any further iteration. Yet, depending on the results, different factor levels might be interesting
for further analysis.

6. Conclusion and Outlook
The presented approach formalizes the proposed paradigm shift to real time planning that is
enabled through Virtual Experiment Fields. By applying the presented methodology to two
diverse use cases it is shown that VEF are capable of supporting design processes of Logistics
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Assistence Systems. In order to increase the positive effects, the main effort in the imminent
future is to enable VEF for specific industries such as the automotve sector and continue
working to enlargen the scope of each VEF. Specifically, the field of optimizing experimental
designs of logistics simulation models is subject to extensive research. Risk evaluation and
interpretation heuristics should be detailed in additional use cases. Moreover the user base of
VEF has to be widened in order to verify its effects.
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The Impact of Geographic Dynamics Associated with International Expansion of Firms on
Firm Strategic and Financial Performances: An Analysis of Manufacturing Emerging
Market Multinationals and Global Value Chains
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Abstract
The key objective of this paper is to examine the impact of geographic dynamics on
firm strategy and performance when firms pursue international expansion.
We,
primarily, focus on manufacturing Emerging Market Multinationals’ (EMMs) mergers
and acquisitions (M&As) that took place during the period of 2000-2012. EMMs
considered in this study are listed in the United Nations’ UNCTAD world investment
report (2000-2012), as the top 100 non-financial Transnational Corporations (TNCs)
from emerging market and developing countries, including the regions of Latin
America, Sub-Saharan and North Africa, Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe
and West, South and South-east Asia.
The paper is divided into two main
dimensions. First dimension examines the impact of geographic dynamics and
variations, which includes an array of features ranging from economic to
socio-cultural factors, of host countries on EMMs. Both the dynamics and variations
are observed individually as host county factors and a methodology of principal
component analysis, along with several geographic models, is integrated in order to
analyze strategic performances of EMMs.
The second dimension engulfs the
examination of EMMs’ financial performances with the incorporation of logistic
regression analysis so as to discern the value implications to firms. Hence, the
analyses of both of these dimensions are integrated to cohesively configure the intra
and inter - relations of firm global value chains.

Keywords: International Expansion; Geographic Factors in International Expansion;
International Finance; Mergers and Acquisitions; Manufacturing Firms; Emerging
Market Multinationals; Firm Value
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I-

Introduction
Internationalization of multinational corporations (MNCs) is not a new phenomenon.

Since the 1970s MNCs from the developed countries have been expanding their operations
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whether the goal is manufacturing, sourcing or some other value operation/s.

In recent years,

MNCs from the emerging markets and/or developing economies (EMMs) have begun to appear in
the playing field.

Like their counterparts from the developing world, they began to

internationalize their operations based on their goals and strategies - be it resource seeking or
market expansion they became integrated into the globalization seen.

Their geographic

expansion and global value chain activities have evolved over the years and began including
strategies, such as joint ventures, strategic alliances and mergers and acquisitions.
Hence, the main goal of this paper is to examine the strategic patterns of
internationalization of EMMs and whether these geographic expansions fall into any of the
globalization vs. regionalization classifications, which has been profoundly debated on in recent
years.

In doing so, we focus solely on internationalization activities of EMMs through mergers

and acquisitions (M&As).

First, we utilize 841 M&A announcements of manufacturing EMMs

during the time period of 2000- 2012 in order to analyze their patterns of expansion.

We mostly

inquire about geographic factors in terms of regional vs. global. In this fashion, we also explore
whether they differ from their developed country counter parts.

Since most research

involving globalization vs. regionalization focuses on developed country MNCs and not so much
on emerging market/developing economy EMMs, we raise the following questions:

Do EMMs

follow the same patterns as their developed country counterparts? How and where do they operate
global value chains? Are the global value chain activities of EMMs’ cross-border expansion
activities really global? What are the locations of the following activities (global or regional)?
Research and development; Procurement and Sourcing; Manufacturing; Marketing; Distribution,
and Sales and Services.
Second, we explore the degree of financial performance and whether there is value
creation for these firms in pursuing their strategic patterns.

Hence, we attempt to ascertain the

degree of correlation between global or regional strategy and financial performance and ask the
following questions:

Do EMMs that operate globally have sound financial performance results?

And, do EMMs that operate globally have sound financial performance results?

"
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II-

Literature Review

a- Global or Regional Geographic Expansion and Mergers and Acquisitions

Mergers and Acquisitions trends throughout the internationalization process have resulted in a
changing of the landscape of many industries, especially the manufacturing sector.

The large

organizations created throughout the globalization process have a profound ability to impact
various aspects of the global economy (Van Cap, 2000). Such mergers and acquisitions also
impact the extent to which these largest MNCs are regionalized rather than globalized. Recent
research shows that MNCs located in the triad regions merge and acquire with other MNCs in
these regions.

Hence, they are captured within the structure of the home base located in the triad

region as suggested by Rugman (2001).

Rugman eloquently suggests that globalization that the economic world is witnessing
today is actually nothing more than regionalization.

Suggesting that the international

expansion of firms, in reality, occurs in a Triad System. To the extent that MNC activity
is focused within the triad regions as identified by Rugman such activity does appear to be
primarily regionalized as opposed to globalized. In fact, Rugman questions the use of the term
globalization if MNEs strategize in a regional fashion (i.e. triad markets of North America, the
European Union, and Japan) and act locally (Rugman 2001).

However, the concept of globalization is continually evolving. Kenichi Ohmae (1985) describes
the triad as a geographic region consisting of the United States,"the European Union and Japan that
shares several commonalities. These commonalities, such as low macroeconomic growth, similar
technological infrastructure, presence of large capital and knowledge-intensive firms, etc., lead the
triad to claim the largest share of innovations and largest markets for most new products.

Most

of the world’s largest MNEs have their headquarters in one of the triad regions. One problem that
Ohmae (1985) identifies with these triad regions is that they sell engineered commodities (e.g.
innovative and differentiated products) that lose their monopoly status quite quickly. As such,
these products can create challenges when attempting to engage in foreign markets even in other
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triad regions. Given such challenges, Ohmae (1985) suggests consortia and joint ventures when
approaching the other triad regions and further suggests a perspective where a corporate center is
located in one region of the triad and mentally located equidistant from the economic and political
power bases in the triad regions. What Ohmae (1985) did not anticipate was the extension of the
triad to the “broad” triad of today which encompasses NAFTA, the EU and Asia as well as other
relevant trade agreements impacting triad behavior.

Rugman (2001) considers Ohmae’s strategy and whether these large MNEs of the world
have implemented the suggested strategy by focusing on sales as a measure of success. He argues
that relative sales dominance of the largest MNEs in particular markets (i.e. the triad markets)
demonstrates that these firms are in fact not “globalized” as their products are not truly accessible
and attractive across a wide global market. Additionally, these findings demonstrate limitations to
the transferability of Firm Specific Advantages. If, in fact, different competitive strategies are
required in different global markets then a truly global mindset would be difficult if not
impossible to achieve.
It is crucial to point out here that most of the research in this area has been concerning
MNCs form the developed economies and not necessarily focusing on the MNCs from the
developing economies and/or emerging markets.

Hence the following questions can be raised:

Do they follow the same patterns as their counterparts? However, recent research has started to
examine this area.

In this paper, we focus on internationalization of these multinationals.

How and where do they operate global value chains? Are the global value chain activities of
EMMs’ cross-border expansion activities really global? What are the locations of the following
activities (global or regional)? Research and development; Procurement and Sourcing;
Manufacturing; Marketing; and Distribution; as well as Sales and Services.

b- Geographic Factors and industry classification:
Hence, most research in this area supports Rugman and advocates that
internationalization through regionalization embrace almost all types of MNCs that
operate in high-fixed cost industries to financial sectors (Rugman and Verbeke, 2004;
"
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Dunning et al., 2007).

On the contrary, other research offers a different view

suggesting that service MNCs have more tendencies to operate regionally and close to
home region as opposed to manufacturing firms that tend operate in a more global
strategic posture (Beleska-Spasova and Glaister, 2009).
Due to the ever-changing exogenous factors, such as geographic, and political and
their impact on MNCs strategic and business plans Rugman (2001) states that a vast
majority of manufacturing and service activity is at the heart of business networks based on a
regional strategy employed by the triad.

Clusters of value-added activities are formulated and

implemented by multinational enterprises originating from these countries.

A staggering +80

percent of global stock of FDI and over half of world trade comes from this triad engine.

This

may be the reason for the perception that Ohmae may be ignoring the other 20 percent of global
manufacturing and service activity when it is driven by the triad. Rugman even goes as far to state
that we don’t really have a global economy, but a “triad-based regional one”.

Rugman in his book, “The End of Globalization”. Multinationals from these three countries
dominate international production across major industries.

Much of the technological

innovations from these firms assist with increasing the standard of living in target markets as well
as offering regionalized products as influenced by trade. Mergers and Acquisitions are largely
intra-triad. Nations representing this other 20 percent rely on the triad to obtain global status. But,

how does this apply to multinationals from the emerging markets and their industry
dynamism?
Industry dynamism refers to environmental instability and the extent to which the
organization is affected by changes in the industry.

Can success be determined

before expansion by matching their industry to the host country? Rugman and Oh
(2007) and Schlie and Yip, 2000) has shown that being more regional than global
depends on the industry a firm may be involved in.
"
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By applying all of this to the

internationalization of EMMs, contribution of this research will be able to identify the
following: Firms operate in what industries are better off to hold a disperse location
internationalization strategy?

And vice – versa? Similar research based on US

MNCs posits that firms that involve in more technologically-complex goods operate in
a global venue as it is essential for these goods to have global production chains
(Keller and Yeaple, 2008).

High-tech orientation decreases MNCs’ home-region

orientation (Cerrato, 2009).
Yet, other research suggests high-tech trade is more global in the EU and NAFTA
than lower or non-high-tech sectors (Curran and Zignago, 2012).

This research may

overall suggest the indication of a relationship with knowledge intensity.

Similarly,

research on internationalization of knowledge related sectors emphasizes that higher
knowledge intensity does not necessarily result in strong home-region orientation
(Verbeke and Kano, 2012).
EMM categorization
Industry Categorization:

OECD categorizes industries in a general fashion between high-tech, high medium tech, low
medium tech and low tech (OECD, 2011). Similarly, in this paper we categorize
manufacturing industries, but we only differentiate between hi-tech and none hi-tech.
Hi-tech is considered as the higher knowledge intensity of the manufacturing sector.

Most

EMMs included in the hi-tech classification also include the following:

Emerging industries: Digital life, high-tech services, intelligent vehicles, health care, and
green industries.

Emerging technologies: Broadband communications, Internet multimedia, digital content,
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system-on-a-chip (SoC), radio frequency identification (RFID), vehicle energy conservation,
remote diagnosis, green energy, and green materials. These technologies also include flexible
electronics, intelligent robots, biomedicine, and nano-technology.

New Technologies: Environmentally friendly construction materials, building energy
conservation, soft materials, image display, precision machinery, medical equipment,
bio-pharmacology, genetic medicine, and nano- materials.

EMMs that are classified as none hi-tech are the ones that operate in general manufacturing
sectors.

In order to identify the industry sectors and to construct a valuable contribution to EMM
literature we used SIC codes of various manufacturing sectors.

Geographic categorization / orientation: We do this in two configurations:

1- To be able to assess the difference between regional and global expansion, we
differentiate between the regions of the world.

Hence, when we classify a global

expansion M&A announcement, it means the EMM internationalizing into regions
which are not proximate to its home region.

Similarly, when we classify a regional

expansion M&A announcement, it means that the EMM internationalizing into
regions which are proximate to its home region.
2- We also identify regions as dynamic and less dynamic regions based on socio-cultural
and geo-political locations.

Firms that operate in more dynamic and uncertain environments may be at advantageous to
operate in geographically diffused mode.

c- Financial performance
Rugman (2005 and 2010) suggest many large MNCs are not generating profit globally
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but mainly from operating in their own region; thus, MNCs’ shareholder wealth may be more
determinable based on

their regional foreign activities rather than their foreign activities

outside their regional bloc.

However, Buckley and Ghauri (2004) suggest there is conflict

between markets, which is caused by different pace of global integration.

According to

Buckley and Ghauri (2004), financial markets are mostly globalized, although each country’s
financial market might be viewed individually; goods and service markets have lower speed
of integration and are still within regional level, while Buckley et al. (2001) points out that
labor markets function individually within nations.

However, Berg and Guisinger (2001)

discusses that financial markets differentiate in term of their locations.

In other words,

although financial markets should be reflecting all the information from the world, there
information may not be weighted equally in different markets.

Furthermore, Khanna et al.

(2006) suggested that globalization would make firms to adopt advance corporate governance
standards, although implementation on these standards will be a question.

By using single

country as receiver of MNCs’ foreign investment, we can assume that both MNCs and their
shareholders should have the same information from the target market in order to reduce risk.

Although geographic diversification and or internationalization relates to better market share
and to better financial performance, firm’s success heavily relies on supply networks and the
position of its value chain activities. Recent literature that focuses on firm performance and
internationalization began to debate on performance of firms by comparing firms that adopt a
global strategic orientation with firms that concentrates on regional approach (Hitt et al.,
2006; Rugman et al., 2008).

Hence, research suggests that financial performance is

positively associated with regionalization due to legal, economic and cultural proximity (Qian
et al.,2008), and reduction of administrative cost (Rugman, 2005).
However, other studies show that addressing the issue from the firm and industry level may
suggest positive correlation between financial performance of the firm and the characteristics
of the industry it may be pursuing (Thomas, 2005; Hitt et al., 2006).
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Research on

performance further suggests that intra-regionally diverse firms reveal a positive and a linear
correlation with firm performance. On the other hand, other research show an inverted
U-shaped performance relationship when global firms are concerned. (Qian et al., 2008).
We address these issues from the perspective of EMMs global and regional operations.

III-

Data and Methodology:

Data
We, primarily, focus on publicly listed large manufacturing EMMs’ mergers and
acquisitions that took place during the period of 2000-2012. EMMs considered in this
study are listed in the United Nations’ UNCTAD world investment report
(2000-2012), as the top 100 non-financial Transnational Corporations (TNCs) from
emerging market and developing countries, including the regions of Latin America,
Sub-Saharan and North

Africa, Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe and West,

South and South-east Asia.
We obtained M&A data from SDC platinum and company financial data form Data
Stream.
Methodology
Method 1: We designated twelve business factors of global and regional expansions to explore

their relationship with the financial performance in the internationalization process of
manufacturing EMMs. We later transformed these twelve factors into four dimensions (principal
component factors) using the method of factor analysis. By employing the categorical

regression method, we examined the relationships between return on sales (ROS), return on
assets (ROA) and the four designated dimensions.

Method 2:
Dependent variable
"
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For firm performance we used ratio of return on sales (ROS) and measured it as the two-year
average ratio of return to evaluate financial performance of the firm (Ruigrok, Georgakakis
and Greve, 2013; Capar and Kotabe, 2003).
(ROA) as a dependent variable.

However, we also integrated return on assets

The results obtained were similar (Hitt et al. 1997).

Independent variables
Based on the research of (Ruigrok, Georgakakis and Greve (2013), we used degree of
regionalization (DOR) as one of the measures to examine the level of operations or rather
foreign sales within its home region relative to its domestic sales.

DOR is calculated as it

follows:

[1- (Domestic Sales)/(Regional Sales + Domestic Sales)] – [1- (Domestic
Sales)/(Global Sales + Domestic Sales)]
We later performed logistic regression analysis.
IV - Results and Conclusion
Findings – Our findings reveal that unlike developed country MNCs, EMMs prefer to
internationalize through M&As by mostly focusing on global cross-border expansion more than
regional expansion marketing capability of firms plays the most important role in improving

performance of firms that embrace internationalization.
activities are in triad regions.

Hence, all of these

In addition, these expansion

findings suggest that this behavior is different

that developed nation counterpart and not necessarily in agreement with previous research.

The results also suggest that hi-tech EMMs prefer global expansion through M&As as opposed to
none hi-tech manufacturing firms, which mostly prefer regional expansion.

This finding may be

in line with previous research.

The results are indicative in the following table and the graphs located in the appendix:

As table 1 indicates out of 841 M&A announcements, 478 are global expansion (as previously
defined as expanding into another region/s not proximate to firm/s home region.

Hence, the

number of regional expansions is 137. Globally expanding hi-tech EMMs constitute 59.57 percent
and regionally expanding hi-tech firms constitute 40.43 percent.
"
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Globally expanding none-

hi-tech firms constitute 55.81 percent and regionally expanding none hi-tech firms constitute
44.19 percent.

Finally, manufacturing EMMs that internationalize through a global M&A expansion strategy
perform better than the regionally expanding manufacturing EMMs.
by various previous research in this field.
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This result is also supported

Table 1:

#

#
#
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The results indicate that EMM’s pattern of internationalization is different than that of
developed country multinationals as indicated by Rugman. The pattern of developed
country multinationals have mostly been regional within the TRIAD system.
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Abstract
Supply chain design (SCD) integrates long-term and strategic decisions on the configuration,
planning, and management of supply chains. However, this subfield of supply chain
management remains loosely defined and the common understanding of SCD varies widely
among authors. This paper seeks to analyse current literature on SCD in order to contribute to
a common definition of SCD and a classification of the tasks carried out in SCD.
In a first step, a comprehensive review of standard SCM literature is conducted to identify
different definitions and understandings of supply chain design as well as the SCD tasks
described therein. As a result, a framework for the classification of SCD tasks, the “Supply
Chain Design task model”, is introduced. In a second step, a review of contemporary highranked journal articles on SCD has been carried out in order to validate the framework and
classify recent research in the field of SCD.
Keywords: Strategic Network Planning, Supply Chain Configuration, Supply Chain Design,
Supply Chain Management, Supply Chain Task Model
1. Introduction
Supply chain design (SCD) is the subfield of supply chain management (SCM) that integrates
long-term and strategic decisions on the configuration, planning, and management of supply
chains (Chopra and Meindl, 2010; Simchi-Levi et al., 2009). Several major trends such as the
on-going globalisation, shorter product life cycles, and innovative technologies have a
significant impact on companies and their supply chains. Subsequently, supply chains need to
be reconfigured more frequently. For each reconfiguration of the supply chain network, many
interdependent and complex SCD tasks need to be processed (Bertsch and Nyhuis, 2011;
Klingebiel et al.). However, nowadays companies lack an entire understanding of SCD tasks.
Various tasks in designing a supply chains such as facility location or the allocation of
products to markets are being carried out independently. This leads to a fragmentation of data,
efficiency losses due to inconsistencies between different IT systems and a lack of
reconcilement between different planning departments. Consequently, double-planning and
inconsistencies in the results are not unusual.
These challenges ask for a holistic approach to SCD in order to achieve effectiveness and
efficiency in planning processes and the supply chain structure itself. IT systems and tools
need to be combined in an appropriate way to achieve a permanent readiness to reconfigure
the supply chain structure. Therefore, in a first step, SCD tasks need to be gathered and
structured in order to gain a consistent understanding of what a holistic SCD planning method
and appropriate IT tools should be handling with.

However, even in research, the field of SCD remains loosely defined and the common
understanding of SCD varies widely among authors. Furthermore, SCD is increasingly
enriched by new fields of research like risk management, robustness or environmental aspects
(Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 163 ff; Simchi-Levi et al., 2009, pp. 317–323; Klingebiel and
Li, 2012; Cirullies et al., 2012). Consequently, research lacks a clear definition of SCD itself
as well as of its tasks, their mutual differentiation and the identification of implicitly included
subfields of research. Due to the unclear definition of SCD and a missing detailed structure of
its tasks, the first research question aims to create a common understanding of SCD and an
elementary structure of SCD tasks:
1. Which tasks does supply chain design comprise and how can they be structured
appropriately?
Based on this structure, the second research question creates the link to the contemporary
understanding and prioritisation of SCD tasks:
2. On which tasks does research focus on today and which new fields of research in SCD
can be identified?
In order to generate a common understanding of SCD and to derive, delineate and classify
SCD tasks, a systematic, evidence-informed review and content analysis has been conducted
on the current SCD research literature. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 answers
the first research question by classifying supply chain design as part of SCM and provides a
first approach to the classification of SCD tasks based on a review of major books on SCM
and SCD. The second research question is answered in section 3 based on a review on
contemporary journal articles. The last section highlights the findings and provides an outlook
to their implications on research as well as practice.
2. Identification of supply chain design tasks
To obtain a common understanding of SCD, the first subsection introduces key terms and
provides a short integration of SCD into the wider field of SCM. In order to derive a
scientifically approved structure of SCD tasks, a textbook review was conducted. The second
subsection lines out the applied methodology for the review. In the following subsection the
findings are presented in detail. The last subsection finishes this section with an intermediate
summary by presenting the structure of SCD tasks and answering the first research question.
2.1. Characterisation of supply chain design within supply chain management
SCM is considered as “the management of upstream and downstream relationships with
suppliers and customers to deliver superior value at less cost to the supply chain as a whole”
(Christopher, 2005, p. 5). The significance of cooperation increases today as the vertical range
of manufacture is being reduced and the number of echelons is increasing (Plümer, 2003,
p. 125). Supply chains are following a strategy which is directly supporting an enterprise’s
success and, thus, should follow the overall company strategy (Cohen and Roussel, 2006).
The accordance of company and supply chain strategy is called the “strategic fit” (Chopra and
Meindl, 2010, p. 39). According to Chopra and Meindl, the supply chain strategy should be
oriented by a company’s competitive, marketing and product development strategy.
The management of supply chains with the objective to reach the described strategic fit is
increasingly complex as network partners are exposed to various requirements and make
autonomous decisions whose impacts are perceived in the network at different locations at

different points in time (Keßler et al., 2010, pp. 7–9). A renowned example is the “bullwhip
effect”, which describes the impact of minor changes in demand at the end of the supply chain
leading to increasing demand fluctuation at the upstream supply chain echelons (Lee et al.,
1997). SCM tasks are accordingly comprehensive. Nevertheless, they can in a first step
roughly be categorized based on their planning horizon and impact. Typically, SCM tasks can
be classified in three decision levels (Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2002, p. 143; Simchi-Levi et al.,
2009, p. 12; Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 25 f.):




Supply chain design: Strategic level, tasks and decisions with long-term impact
Supply chain planning: Tactical planning level, decisions with mid-term impact such
as quarterly reviewed tasks
Supply chain operations: Operational decision level, decisions affecting short-term
planning such as day-to-day scheduling of distribution routes

Besides this rough classification, the tasks are further structured by the help of SCM models.
Examples of these models are the House of SCM (Stadtler, 2002, p. 10), the Supply Chain
Planning Matrix (Meyr et al., 2002, p. 99) and the SCM task model (Kuhn and Hellingrath,
2002; ten Hompel and Hellingrath, 2007). As the last-mentioned model, which is displayed in
Figure 1, covers SCM tasks in breadth and comprises a detailed description of its elements
while following the three-level-approach, it is preferred to line out the role of SCD within
SCM.
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Figure 1: SCM Task Model (Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2002, p. 143)

The SCM task model is classified by two dimensions: the horizontal axis indicates, in
accordance with the SCOR reference (Supply Chain Council, 2012), from left to right the
allocation of a task to the source, make or deliver function of a supply chain. Vertically, the
pyramid is split into three levels: the long-term strategic level, the mid-term tactical level and
the short-term operational level. The long-term strategic level, supply chain design (SCD),
comprises tasks with a scope of one to several years depending on the sector. These tasks
typically cover the structural design of the supply chain and the rough process definition
(Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2002). However, SCD tasks are not described in detail in the SCM

task model. For the mid-term, level, supply chain planning (SCP), the model provides a more
detailed description of tasks. SCP contains all planning-related jobs, e.g. a collaborative
supply planning (procurement side) or the company-internal production planning. Based on
the SCP results, the supply chain is operated on the short-term level, called supply chain
operations. Operational decisions have a time horizon of minutes to usually one day and
comprise, e.g. orders to refill stocks or transport disposition (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 26;
Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2002).
After having introduced supply chain design as a subfield of supply chain management as
well as having roughly outlined an existing model for structuring SCM tasks, the following
sections focus on structuring SCD tasks. In the subsequent section, the methodology for
deriving a classification of SCD tasks based on a textbook review is being described.
2.2. Methodology of Textbook Review
In order to define suitable keywords for the literature review, the first step of the literature
review process comprised the identification of corresponding expressions for “supply chain
design”. Based on the expertise of the authors in research and teaching, 16 textbooks and
collected editions on supply chain management were selected, of which half was international
and written in English, the other half being of German origin. Patterns and common themes
determined to be necessary for supply chain design among the sources were identified. The
terminology and boundaries used to describe the subfield of supply chain design was
recorded. As a result of the review, apart from supply chain design, the terms supply chain
network design, strategic (supply) network design, supply chain configuration, strategic
network planning, and network design or configuration are used for describing SCD tasks (see
Table 1).
Table 1: Overview of supply chain design terminology used in major SCM books
Original
Bogaschewsky et
Language ENG al., 2012
SCD term
Strategic Supply
Network Design

Chandra and
Grabis, 2007
Supply Chain
Configuration

Original
Arnold et al.,
Language GER 2008
Original term
Supply Chain
Design

Bretzke, 2008

Chopra and
Meindl, 2010
Supply Chain
Strategy or
Design
Gudehus, 2010

Netzwerk Design
oder
Konfiguration
Network Design
or Configuration

Gestaltung von
Lieferketten und
-netzwerken
Supply Chain
Design

SCD term
(translated)

Supply Chain
Design

Cohen and
Roussel, 2006
Supply Chain
Configuration
Günther, 2005

Stadtler and
Jung et al., 2007
Kilger, 2008
Strategic
Supply Chain
Network Design Design

Kuhn and
Hellingrath, 2002
Strategic Network Strategische
Design
Netzwerkgestaltung
Strategic
Strategic
Network Design Network Design

Simchi-Levi et al.,
2009
Supply Chain
Design

Melzer-Ridinger, Pfohl, 2010
2007
Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Design
Netzwerk-design
Supply Chain
Design

Watson et al.,
2013
Supply Chain
Network Design
Schönsleben,
2011
Supply Chain
Design

Supply Chain
Supply Chain
Network Design Design

After an overview of SCD terms had been generated, the key questions or tasks related to
SCD were identified and tabulated. The different sources had been revised to identify
subtasks and resolve ambiguities. In an iterative process, subtasks were aggregated under an
overarching category. The resulting categories are not entirely independent of each other as
most have related issues to other categories. The results of the textbook review are presented
in the following section.
2.3. Review Results
The review of major textbooks and collected editions has shown that the tasks of SCD can
typically be separated into three main groups: Superordinate SCD tasks, supply chain
structure and supply chain process design. The groups and the tasks included therein are
described in the following sections.

Superordinate supply chain design tasks
Covering the top level decisions and tasks within SCM, SCD receives objectives from and
needs to be aligned to the overall corporate strategy (Cohen and Roussel, 2006, p. 24). In
order to achieve the so-called “strategic fit” (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 39), the first major
SCD task is to identify the appropriate SC strategy (Melzer-Ridinger, 2007, p. 19). A number
of different frameworks exist for identifying adequate supply chain strategies dependent on
e.g. the product type (e.g. Fisher, 1997, Lee, 2002) or the life cycle stage of products (Chopra
and Meindl, 2010, p. 46; Parlings and Klingebiel, 2012). Determining the right SC strategy is
a cross-sectional task originating from the superior corporate strategy process and being a
relevant input factor for the following SCD tasks. The overall goal is to design and align the
supply chain accordingly to the supply chain strategy (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 37–58).
To achieve a satisfying alignment of the supply chain to the strategy, an accurate measuring
of the level of attainment of the overall objectives is necessary. Thus, appropriate indicators
need to be defined and arranged in a target system (Parlings et al., 2013). The definition of a
target system for SCM was identified as being the second superordinate task within SCD.
Supply shain structure design
The second group of tasks is related to the design of the supply chain structure. After the
supply chain strategy has been defined and a target system is installed, it is possible to design
the network accordingly to these characteristics. Tasks which are named in literature can be
divided into five key sections: Make-or-buy decision, supply chain partner selection, facility
selection, product and customer allocation, and dimensioning of capacities.
The first task in designing the supply chain structure is to carry out the make-or-buy decision
(Melzer-Ridinger, 2007, p. 20; Schönsleben, 2011, pp. 70–75). It needs to be decided whether
value is created by the company itself or should be sourced from a different party (Cuber et
al., 2009, pp. 70 f.). The value can consist of the production of a product or services such as
transport or warehousing. If the existing status changes, it is either called “insourcing” or
“outsourcing” (Rudolph, 2009, p. 48; Schönsleben, 2011, p. 70). Further SCD tasks are
generally considered to be subordinate to the make-or-buy-decision, as this decision
determines the required own planning effort and the scope of action for the following design
tasks, e.g. suppliers having fixed network locations.
The selection of supply chain partners is closely related to make-or-buy decision and is
mutually dependent on it. Cooperating companies need to be chosen when the decision on
outsourced services or products is made. Regarding the procurement side, supplier selection
comprises the choice of SC partners (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 410 ff.). In literature, this
part clearly belongs to supply chain design (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 25; Ülkü and
Schmidt, 2011; Vanteddu et al., 2011a). Tightly related to the supplier selection is the
determination of the sourcing strategy. Different sourcing concepts are to be combined in
order to follow a distinct strategy (Arnold et al., 2008b, pp. 271, 280-281). The most
important decisions include the choice between single- or multi-sourcing (buying from one or
more suppliers) and local or global sourcing (Voigt, 2008, pp. 189–198)}(Arnold et al.,
2008b, pp. 280–281). However, the determination and design of the sourcing strategy cannot
only referred to SCD as it is rather considered a cross-section task, often to be dealt with in a
companies’ procurement department (Pauli, 2012, pp. 9, 29 f.).

Decisions affecting facility selection include the determination of (Chopra and Meindl, 2010,
p. 125; Schönsleben, 2011, p. 96):
1. The role of facilities (What role does each facility play? E.g. production site,
warehouse, distribution centre. Which processes are performed at each facility?),
2. The number of facilities of each role (How many facilities are needed for each role?)
3. The location of facilities (Where is the facility located?)
Two consequences result from these aspects: the layers of the network and the vertical range
of manufacturing. The latter one defines which value creating processes are performed at each
facility or by which supply chain partner (Zäpfel, 2000, p. 132). This decision leads into the
allocation of products to locations for production or warehousing purposes. The allocation of
products to factories deals with determining which facilities are responsible for which value
creation process. Beside this production orientated decision, the sourcing allocation problem
deals with allocating sourced parts to supply sources or warehousing facilities. In the
distribution allocation customers (e.g. retail stores, markets) are assigned to production or
warehousing facilities (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 126).
Besides the role and location of facilities such as warehouses and production sites, their
capacities have a significant impact on the supply chain performance. Therefore, the
dimensioning of capacities is the third major task in designing the supply chain structure
(Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 125–126). However, not only facilities need to be
dimensioned with regard to supply chains. In addition, the capacities of processes such as
transport relations must be determined (Gudehus, 2010, pp. 125 f.).
The tasks described in this section are carried out for designing the supply chain structure
throughout all functions of the supply chains namely source, make and deliver. Therefore,
referring to the SCM task model introduced in section 2.1, these tasks are not differentiated
horizontally.
Supply chain process design
Based on the created network structure, the rough definition of intra- and inter-company
processes is realized. This is the third section of SCD tasks. Typical logistic processes
especially involve the material and information flow (Pfohl, 2010, pp. 7–10). Rarely, the
finance flow is also regarded as being part of logistic processes (Jünemann and Pfohl, 1989, p.
12; Hellingrath and Eberhardt, 2006). The coordination of material and information flow is
crucial regarding the success of the supply chain, as the principles “information flow ahead”
or “information replaces inventory” (Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2003, p. 653) show.
According to the structure of the task model, the process design tasks can first be
distinguished into sourcing processes, production (“make”) logistics processes, and
distribution (“deliver”) processes. This logic is also encouraged by the widespread and
international recognised SCOR-recommendation (Supply Chain Council, 2012). Sourcing
process design includes the decision on long-term inbound logistics concepts within the range
of the sourcing strategy. Examples for sourcing processes are the implementation of concepts
like “vendor-managed-inventory” (VMI) or delivery concepts such as “just-in-time” (JIT) and
“just-in-sequence” (JIS) (Potter et al., 2007; Wilke, 2012, p. 85).
The design of production logistics processes in SCM particularly involves the decision on
superordinate production concepts. According to SCOR, make-to-stock (MTS), make-to-

order (MTO), and engineer-to-order (ETO), can be distinguished on a high aggregation level
(Supply Chain Council, 2012). Another typical logistics-related production process design
task is the determination of the order penetration point (OPP). This task includes deciding
which „processes are part of the push or pull phase of the chain” (Chopra and Meindl, 2010,
p. 70).
The third subtask addresses the design of the distribution network processes. Various standard
distribution processes exist regarding the interdependence of product strategy and the market
to be served (Simchi-Levi et al., 2009, pp. 209–241; Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 118 f.).
For instance, SCOR provides a set of recommended distribution processes for MTS-, MTO-,
and ETO- and retail products. A specific task with regard to the distribution process design is
the development of an appropriate inventory policy (Simchi-Levi et al., 2009, pp. 33–48;
Chopra and Meindl, 2010, pp. 66 f.). There are various research articles dealing with the topic
to develop an algorithm for the optimal determination of such “inventory policies” (Marinda
and Garrido, 2009; Klingebiel and Li, 2011).
The design of information and communication processes as well as transport relations are
considered as being cross-sectional tasks within the process design section. They affect a
supply chain’s source, make, and deliver processes. The design of information and
communication processes is particularly important for SCM, as „information deeply affects
every part of the supply chain and impacts every other driver“ (Chopra and Meindl, 2010,
p. 69) and SCM task. Information and communication processes are instantaneously
important for the coordination and cooperation within the supply chain (Simchi-Levi et al.,
2009, p. 153; Hegmanns, 2009, pp. 15–21). Therefore, particularly the design of information
and communication processes and the selection of appropriate information systems to be used
are genuine SCM tasks (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 25). For instance, different information
systems are applied in a supply chain depending on the position of the OPP. Regarding pushsystems (up-stream part of a supply chain seen from the OPP); MRP-systems are the key
information source. Pull-systems have a high need for information concerning the demand
(e.g. forecasting, point-of-sale data, etc.) (Chopra and Meindl, 2010, p. 70). Another
important decision regarding information and communication processes is to be made
according to the degree of centralised and decentralised information exchange. Especially
modern technologies facilitate decentralised, direct information exchange among supply chain
partners, for instance using agent-systems based on real-time-RFID-data (Uckelmann et al.,
2011; Hegmanns et al., 2012). Among others, the ECR-initiative provides various design
alternatives for information and communication systems regarding consumer goods, e.g.
CPFR (Seifert, 2006).
The design of transport relations is closely linked to the design of the procurement,
production, and distribution processes. Transport processes connect network locations and
therefore need to fit the appropriate processes mentioned above. The determination of the
suitable means of transport, which is generally provided on certain relations within the
logistic system, is a SCD task (Simchi-Levi et al., 2009, pp. 85–87; Chopra and Meindl, 2010,
p. 25; Sackmann, 2012, p. 283). Means of transport can be distinguished by criteria such as
capacity, flexibility, or transportation cost (Kummer, 2006, p. 67).

2.4. Intermediate Conclusion
In this chapter, the specific, in literature not always consistently assigned tasks of SCD were
discussed and classified. The following tasks were identified as being crucial to SCD:





Superordinate SCD tasks:
o Supply chain strategy
o Definition of the SCM target system
Supply chain structure design:
o Make-or-buy-decisions
o Selection of supply chain partners
o Facility selection
o Allocation of products, suppliers, markets
o Capacity dimension
Supply chain process design:
o Sourcing process design
o Production logistics process design
o Distribution process design
o Design of communication and information processes
o Design of transport relations

With regard to the above described dependencies between the tasks, a rough hierarchy in the
order superordinate tasks, supply chain structure and supply chain process design can be
realised. However, due to the appearing interdependencies among the single tasks in each
group, it seems not reasonable to assign them to a superior or inferior role within each group.
Figure 2 summarises this chapter’s findings by appropriately arranging the identified SCD
tasks. The tasks are arranged in this specific way in order to represent a contribution for
filling the remaining “black box” of the above mentioned SCM task model (Kuhn and
Hellingrath, 2002). After having developed the “SCD task model” the following chapter
describes a first application in a state-of-the art literature review. Based on a journal review,
contemporary research in the field of SCD is classified using the SCD task model.

SC
Strategy
SC Targets
Supply Chain Structure

Make-or-Buy
Partner Selection
Facility Selection
Allocation
Capacities
Supply Chain Process Design

Sourcing Process
Design

Production Logistics
Process Design

Distribution
Process Design

Design of Communication and Information Processes
Design of Transport Relations
Figure 2: SCD task model

3. Classification of contemporary research in SCD
After a common understanding of SCD has been generated and its main tasks have been
classified by extending the SCM task model, this chapter seeks to analyse contemporary
research in SCD. For this purpose, a structured literature review on high-ranked journal
publications has been carried out. The methodological approach is described in the first
section. In the second section, SCD tasks that covered by recent research are being classified
using the SCD task model.
3.1. Methodology of the Journal Review
With the more specific and clear understanding of various tasks and decisions necessary at the
supply chain design stage of SCM, a systematic review of contemporary research literature in
SCD was undertaken. In order to achieve an overview of recent top-level research findings in
SCD, high-ranked SCM and logistics journals (top two tiers of multiple ranking systems)
have been searched for SCD articles within the past 5 years (January 2008 to May 2013). To
validate and contextualize the task framework identified in the textbook review, the various
SCD tasks discussed in the article were cross-referenced with the framework tasks.
In order to identify an appropriate methodology for the in-depth literature review, a brief
review of previous literature review articles in the field has been carried out. The findings
indicated that most studies implemented a systematic review employing content analysis of
whatever facet they were interested in (Croom et al., 2000; Seuring and Müller, 2008; Seuring
and Gold, 2012; Ghadge et al., 2012). Given the clearly defined scope of the review, it was
decided to search within a set of field-specific journals whose quality was externally verified,

and then assume that the contained articles were on the average demonstrative of the quality
of the journal. The list of journals, in order to maintain quality and relevance of the sources,
was compiled from combining the relevant Operations Management, Operations Research,
and Supply Chain Management journals from the top two tiers of the ABS journal rankings
(grade 4 and grade 3) and the University of Sydney’s Transport Logistics and Supply Chain
Management journal rankings (tier 4 and tier 3). Table 2 shows the full list of the journals
included in the review and their individual rank in each ranking system.
Table 2: List of Journals included in the review
Journal
International Journal of Logistics Management
International Journal of Logistics: Research and Applications
International Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management
International Journal of Production Economics
Journal of Operations Management
Journal of the Operational Research Society
Management Science
Production and Operations Management
Production and Operations Management
Supply Chain Management: An International Journal
Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice
Transportation Research Part B: Methodological
Transportation Science

ABS Journal Ranking
1-4
2
3
2
3
1
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
3

University of Sydney Journal Ranking
Tier 1 - Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 3
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 4
Tier 3
Tier 3
Tier 2
Tier 4
Tier 4
Tier 3

A structured keyword search was performed, searching for SCD and its most relevant
synonyms as identified in the preceding chapter. The search keywords were supply chain
design, supply chain configuration and supply chain network design. The keyword search
included the publication title and the publication keywords, ensuring the relevance of results.
The composite search returned forty-five articles which were read and analysed to extract the
various SCD tasks discussed as necessary for the design of a supply chain, and to note the
central problem of focus the research was addressing. The findings of this review are
discussed in detail in the following section.
3.2. Classifying contemporary research with the SCD task model
The search returned 45 relevant articles that address supply chain design or its synonyms in
their title or keyword. The full list of the articles and the tasks covered in each article is
displayed in the summative Table 3. The following general results with regard to the
relevance of the SCD task model introduced in this paper can in a first step be derived: Every
article does at least cover one of the classified in the SCD task model. Vice versa, every SCD
task identified in this paper has been covered in those highly ranked contemporary journal
papers. This emphasises the relevance of the tasks to SCD and indicates that those tasks are
still subject to current research.

Table 3: Review of contemporary journal articles on Supply Chain Design
SC Task
Authors

SC
Strategy

SC
Targets

Make-orbuy

Akanle and Zhang, 2008

Partner
Selection

x
x

Azaron, 2008
Baghalian et al., 2013

x
x

Bogataj et al., 2011

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

Hsu and Li, 2009
Hsu and Li, 2011

x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Klibi et al., 2010

x

Lee and Wilhelm, 2010

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

Moncayo-Martinez and
Zhang, 2011

x

Nagurney, 2010

x

Nepal et al., 2011
Ozsen et al., 2009

x
x

Pero et al., 2010
Qu et al., 2010
Schütz et al., 2009

x
x

x

Lien et al., 2011

x

x

x
x

Li and Womer, 2012

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

Shukla et al., 2011

x
x

Smith et al., 2009
Sourirajan et al., 2009

x

Sung and Yang, 2008

x

Thanh et al., 2008
Tiwari et al., 2010
Tsao et al., 2012

x

Vanteddu et al., 2011

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

26

14

x

x

Yao et al., 2010

6

x
x

x
x

x
9

x
x
x
x

x

Walther et al., 2012

Cum. Coverage

x
x
x

x

Hussain, 2012

Wu et al., 2008

x

Others: e.g.
Risk,
Robustness

x

Huang and Qu, 2008

Ülkü and Schmidt, 2011

x

Transport
relations

x

x

Henkow and Norrman, 2011

Seuring, 2009

x
x

x

Hammami et al., 2009

Lin and Wang, 2011

x
x

Inform. &
Commun.
Process

x

x

Hammami et al . 2008

Kovács et al., 2010

Distribution
process

x

x

Chou et al., 2010

Gobbi, 2011

x

Production
locistics
process

x

Bidhandi et al., 2009

Frota Neto et al., 2008

Sourcing
process

x

x

Baumgartner et al., 2012

Cheng, 2011

Allocation Capacities

x
x
x

Amini and Li, 2011

Caniato et al., 2011

Facility
selection

3

16

x
x
14

8

9

20

4

9

12

Remarkably few articles cover the field of SCD in width respectively covering at least a
group of tasks. One example for a paper covering a group of SCD tasks is the contribution by
Hammami et al. (2009). The authors introduce a strategic-tactical model for SCD in the
delocalisation context. However, most of the journal papers included in the review tend to
focus on a specific problem, introducing a new algorithm or a specific case study. This is not
surprising since journal papers usually do not cover broad topics such as SCD holistically but
rather concentrate on solving individual problems. Among the SCD specific problems
covered in the journal articles, facility selection seems to attract the highest attention. More
than half of the papers (26) included in the review cover the topic of facility location. This
topic seems to be popular among operations research and operations management researchers
since especially facility location provides a high challenge for optimisation models (e.g.
Nagurney, 2010; Baumgartner et al., 2012).
Noticeably many papers handling with facility selection do also cover distribution process
design (15). This emphasises the consumer-driven view to supply chain management
especially shaped by American researchers. Facility location problems in SCM do often focus
on facilities downstream from production sites (e.g. production warehouses, central
warehouses, regional warehouses) and are complemented by the design of corresponding
(distribution) processes. Besides facility selection and distribution process design, partner
selection as well as solving allocation and capacity problems are most frequently dealt with in
the journal papers reviewed. All in all, recent SCD research seems to focus on improving
methods and optimisation models for supply chain structure tasks. Figure 3 summarises the
findings by indicating the coverage of SCD tasks in the reviewed journal articles. The circles
attached to each tasks include the number of articles covering the corresponding task among
the sample size of 45.
In addition to the tasks that could obviously be matched to the task model, several additional
tasks were focused in some papers. Remarkably many articles focus on risk management (e.g.
Chou et al., 2010; Lien et al., 2011), dealing with uncertainty (e.g. Azaron et al., 2008; Lin
and Wang, 2011), and designing of robust supply chains (e.g. Klibi et al., 2010; Baghalian et
al., 2013). The high relevance of those tasks to SCD might be due to the increasing impact of
recent trends such as climate change, terror attacks and turmoil in some parts of the world as
well as shortening product life cycles on globalised supply chains. With regard to the task
model introduced in this paper, those topics should be classified in the superordinate SCD
tasks since the strategy and targets of supply chains need to be adapted in order to handle
those challenges. However, the extension or adaption of the SCD task model remains open to
future discussions.

9
SC
Strategy
6

SC Targets

Supply Chain Structure

Make-or-Buy
16

3

Partner Selection
Facility Selection

14

26

Allocation
14

Capacities
Supply Chain Process Design

8
4

Sourcing Process
Design

Production Logistics 9 Distribution
Process Design
Process Design

20

Design of Communication and Information Processes
Design of Transport Relations

9

Figure 3: Coverage of supply chain design tasks in 45 reviewed journal papers

4. Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, an approach for classifying SCD tasks has been developed and validated based
on a two-stage literature review. The discussion of SCD as the subfield of SCM, that
integrates long-term and strategic decisions on the configuration, planning, and management
of supply chains has revealed that a consistent definition and a structured characterisation of
its tasks are still missing. Consequently, a coherent understanding of SCD in research as well
practice is missing. For designing supply chains in practice this leads to a non-coordinated
and independent execution of the various tasks carried out when designing supply chains.
To respond to this problem, a review of relevant textbooks covering this topic has been
carried out. The terminology in the context of SCD has been analysed and corresponding
tasks have been identified. The findings have been summarised by extending an already
existent SCM task model (Kuhn and Hellingrath, 2002, p. 143) by a specified description and
classification of supply chain design tasks. This extension is referred to as the “SCD task
model”. The findings have then been validated by carrying out an in-depth literature review of
contemporary high-ranked journal articles dealing with SCD. The applicability of the task
model has thereby been demonstrated: Every article did at least cover one SCD task and every
task indicated in the model was covered by recent research. Furthermore, the result of this
review has pointed out that facility selection and distribution process design are the tasks that
have been addressed most frequently in recent research published in major logistics and SCM
related journals.

The findings presented in this paper do contribute to both research as well as practice. With
regard to research, the findings contribute to further delineating SCD as a subfield of SCM by
clearly pointing out the major tasks. As has been demonstrated in section 3.2, the SCD task
model is a useful framework for classifying research in the field of SCD. Furthermore, in
combination with the already existent SCM task model, a holistic framework for classifying
and describing SCM tasks on all managerial levels from long-term strategic tasks through
mid-term tactical tasks to short-term operational tasks is available. With regard to practice,
the findings can be a useful basis for the development of tools for SCD. Companies
developing SCD tools can use the task model for pointing out the tasks covered by their tool.
Furthermore, an improvement of the understanding of SCD and its tasks can lead to a more
efficient organisational structure and alignment of the various departments involved in
carrying out SCD tasks.
Although the task model presented in this contribution is based on an in-depth review of
relevant textbooks and has been validated by a review of contemporary journal papers, the
findings should be seen as a first step in classifying SCD tasks. Empirical studies might help
to further approve the task model. Furthermore, the task model can be useful for carrying out
a structured review of the state-of-the art of tools available for different tasks in SCD. In
addition, the classification does provide a basis for further analysing the individual tasks in
detail. In order to develop powerful SCD software tools, it is important to analyse the input
data needs for each SCD task. Tasks with similar input data and optimisation methods can
then be combined and solved by an appropriate tool.
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Abstract
Robustness is a key characteristic of manufacturing systems that are embedded in highly fluctuating environments. These fluctuations are caused by short-term demand changes, changing
customer requirements, or disruptions in the supply chain, such as delivery delays or material
shortages. In order for a company to stay competitive and profitable, the performance of a
manufacturing system should not significantly deviate in the face of such fluctuations, i.e. the
manufacturing system should display a robust performance. Therefore, different approaches
to measure and implement robustness in manufacturing systems have been proposed (Telmoudi et al. 2008; Feng 2009). In this paper we present a new approach on how to assess
manufacturing system robustness using graph-theoretical network measures. We further analyze the quality of a specific robustness network measure under dynamic conditions (i.e.
changing customer demand).
Keywords:

robustness, network measures, manufacturing, job-shop

1. Introduction
As complexity in manufacturing systems rises (increasing variety of machines, higher
amount of process steps due to more sophisticated products), failures such as machine
errors or material shortages are more likely to propagate through the network of machines or work stations in a manufacturing system. This can lead to under-utilization,
due date delays or quality defects, i.e. a decrease in overall performance. Robustness,
which in general can be described as a system characteristic which “enables the system to maintain its functionalities against external and internal perturbations” (Kitano
2004), thus seems a desirable system characteristic for a manufacturing system on the
system level. Various approaches exist to incorporate robustness in different aspects
of manufacturing, e.g., robust production control, robust production planning &
scheduling or robust capacity design (Tolio et al. 2011; Goren & Sabuncuoglu 2009;
Toonen et al. 2012).
In complex network science, graph-theoretical network measures have proven to be a
suitable tool to analyze the characteristics of different types of natural or man-made
networks (Albert & Barabási 2002; Boccaletti et al. 2006). One of the many network
characteristics that researchers in this field have focused on in the past is network robustness (Barabási 1999; Callaway et al. 2000; Jeong et al. 2000). It has recently been
suggested to apply such network measures to classical manufacturing problems, such
as machine grouping (Vrabič et al. 2012), since the network of machines in a manufacturing system can be depicted from a graph-theoretic point of view (machines=nodes, material flow=links).
However, measuring robustness as a static constant over time seems inappropriate for
manufacturing systems. As it was found for other real-world systems (Braha & BarYam 2006), the investigated nodes of the network (in our case a node represents a
work station in the manufacturing system) seem to change their roles over time. We
therefore investigate the appropriateness of a proposed network measure for robustness in manufacturing systems under dynamic conditions.
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2. Robustness in Manufacturing Systems
Robust production control methods are control methods to organize release and routing of production orders in a way that fluctuations and disturbances do not negatively
influence the performance of the manufacturing system. In (Telmoudi et al. 2008), a
framework for robust control laws in manufacturing is suggested and manufacturing
system robustness is defined as “its aptitude to preserve its specified properties
against foreseen or unforeseen disturbances”. Tolio et al. present a framework for robust production control in which they suggest to consider uncertainties when scheduling local resources (Tolio et al. 2011). Other approaches suggest methods for robust
planning and scheduling of production orders. Such methods provide production
schedules that anticipate potential fluctuations and disturbances and thus result in a
better performance under uncertainty. In (Kouvelis et al. 2000), the authors define the
task of robust scheduling as “determining a schedule whose performance (compared
to the associated optimal schedule) is relatively insensitive to the potential realizations
of job processing times” and they develop an optimization approach to hedge against
uncertainty of processing times. Goren and Sabuncuoglu (2008) define “a schedule
whose performance does not significantly degrade in the face of disruption” as being
robust, propose performance measures for the robustness of schedules and further analyze the quality of the proposed measures using a tabu search-based scheduling algorithm. Another approach suggests determining robust production plans by integrating
constraints in the stochastic capacitated lot-sizing problem, to ensure that a specific
target customer service level is met with high probability (Nourelfath 2011).
Determining the long-term adequate amount of resources in a manufacturing system
in a way that the system is rendered robust against certain influencing factors can be
described as robust dimensioning or robust capacity allocation. Scholz-Reiter et al.
(2011) use a queuing network which they approximate by a fluid model to measure
robustness of capacity allocations using the stability radius (a measure commonly
used in fluid networks). The stability radius describes the smallest change of parameter that destabilizes a system. In a more holistic approach, we previously suggested to
consider robustness in manufacturing systems as an overall system characteristic rather than in terms of schedule performance, and thus to measure it in terms of logistics performance values of the entire system, such as due date reliability, throughputtimes or utilization (Meyer et al. 2013).
3. Assessing System Robustness using Network Measures
A network and its elements can be easily represented as a mathematical graph, i.e. as
vertices (nodes) and edges (links). Therefore using graph theoretical or statistical mechanics measures to investigate networks has become increasingly popular in the last
decade. Research in this field has identified different network models, such as smallworld (Watts & Strogatz 1998) or scale-free networks (Barabási 1999). It has been
also been revealed that these network models can describe a number of different reallife systems, such as the World Wide Web or social networks (Barabási 1999). Thus
researchers in the past increasingly used complex network measures to extensively
investigate the characteristics of different natural and man-made networks. One of the
many characteristics of interest in this context is network robustness. It has been
shown that e.g. scale-free networks display an unexpectedly high degree of robustness
against errors (Albert et al. 2000; Callaway et al. 2000; Bollobás & Riordan 2004). In
this context, robustness is measured as the change in network diameter (defined as the
average minimal path length between any two nodes) when a small fraction of the
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networks nodes is removed (Albert et al. 2000). This approach has been taken up by
several scientists in different fields, e.g. Jeong et al. (2000) observe in metabolic networks that they display insensitivity to the removal of random links, using also the
network diameter as a robustness indicator.
But also the robustness of more economically oriented networks, such as worldwide
supply chains, has been analyzed using complex network measures. Meepetchdee and
Shah (2007) measure supply chain robustness as the extent to which the supply chain
is still able to fulfill demand despite damage (removal of nodes) done to the logistical
network. They find that in supply chains, a trade-off between robustness and both
complexity and efficiency exists. A further suggested robustness measure for supply
chains is the behavior of the average node degree of the network under node deletion
(Xuan et al. 2011).
It has been argued in various approaches that the network of work stations in a manufacturing system can also be considered as a graph (with nodes representing work stations and links representing material flow) (Becker et al. 2013, to appear; Vrabič et al.
2012; Vrabič et al. 2013). In Liu et al. (2011), the authors suggest to measure the robustness of a manufacturing system by using the clustering coefficient and the average shortest distance. They implement these measures as objectives into a nonlinear
optimization approach to find an optimal resource allocation with high robustness and
low costs.
However, most of the presented approaches measure robustness as a static characteristic, i.e. they measure average network values (e.g., number of nodes) over a longer
period of time. Yet is has been shown that in certain networks (e.g., social communication networks), the roles of the different nodes in the network change over time
(Braha & Bar-Yam 2006). In manufacturing networks, the links between the nodes
(machines) represent material flow, which can vary drastically depending on the order
spectrum in the analyzed time-span. Thus the significance of certain nodes for the robustness of the whole manufacturing network might also change dynamically. The
aim of this paper therefore is to analyze what influence the dynamic behavior of the
manufacturing system has on the quality of a suggested network measure for robustness in manufacturing systems.
4. The Manufacturing Systems Network Model
When we refer to manufacturing systems, we consider a set of work systems, which
are interlinked by material flow among them. The work systems form a logical and
organizational entity for the manufacturing of products and are usually also located
close to each other, e.g. on a shop floor or on a production site. A work system can be
any kind of physical or organizational treatment of material of products, e.g. a drilling
machine, an assembly station, quality inspection, or a buffer.
The network representation of a manufacturing system is a directed graph
that consists of a set of nodes (vertices)
| | with the length of | | and a
set of links (edges)
(
)
between a selection of node pairs with a
length of | |. Each work station in the manufacturing systems is a single node,
whereas a material flow between two work stations is represented by a directed link
(i.e.
if there is at least one product which is routed directly from
to ).
This results in a binary representation of the material flow, regardless of its intensity.
To add more information about the material flow, a link (
)
can be assigned
a link weight, which indicates how many products have been routed directly between
the two work stations. The binary representation of links is sufficient to describe the
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topology of a manufacturing system network, so that analyses regarding connectivity,
shortest paths, source-sink-relations, etc. can be conducted. If links are attributed a
volume, the network model has a stronger emphasis on the operational processes in
the system by quantifying the activity at each link.
The network modeling of a manufacturing system allows for the application of standard graph theoretic measures to describe the topology of a manufacturing system. As
we focus on the robustness of manufacturing system, we restrict our description of
possible key figures to those who are relevant for the robustness considerations we
will suggest in the following.
The in-degree
of a node is the number of incoming links at a node and indicates to how many upstream resources a work station is directly connected. Similarly, the out-degree
denotes the number of outgoing links and refers to the
number of downstream resources that are linked directly to the observed work station.
Consequently, the degree
is the sum of incoming and outgoing links.
5. Manufacturing Systems as Dynamic Networks
The work systems of a manufacturing system and the material flow make up a directed network, because every material flow defines a mutual interaction between two
entities of the system, for which a strict timely order exists. If we consider all material
flows that have occurred in an observed time span, or if we consider all hypothetical
material flows derived from the route sheets of the company’s product portfolio, we
get a static representation of the interactions within the manufacturing system. This
network representation of the manufacturing system has a distinct topology, which
can be the basis for further analysis. However, there is no dynamical component in
this particular view on manufacturing systems. This is a major drawback of the static
network approach, because manufacturing systems consist on the one hand of relatively persistent elements, the work systems, but on the other hand also of substantially temporal elements, namely the individual processes and operations on the network.
An extension of the previously presented network model is the consideration of the
dynamic development of a manufacturing system over time. If we have an observation period from
with a time unit length of , we are able to slice the observation period into equally sized time bins. Now we can define a graph
for each
with
. The set of links now contains only links
if
the material flow occurred in period . The set of nodes remains unchanged, because
the work systems are still part of the manufacturing system, even if there has been no
in- or outbound material flow in the selected period.
6. Case Study
In our case study, we are going to address three main questions regarding robustness
in dynamic manufacturing networks:
1. What is the appropriate time scale for the analysis of robustness in dynamic
manufacturing networks?
2. How different are manufacturing networks in their time-dependent behavior?
3. How does the robustness of parts of the network develop dynamically over
time?
Feedback data from the scheduling and control software of six different manufacturing companies serves as input data for our case. The six companies operate in tool
manufacturing with a job-shop type manufacturing environment, in process industry,
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or in customization of cars. The observed time period is one year (company E: 3
months). Table CS1 shows a summary of the data sets.
Table CS1: Characteristics of the analyzed data sets. The number of work stations is
indicated by the number of nodes in the network. The number of links depicts the
number of material flow connections in the static network of the complete observation
time.
company type
nodes
links
no. of operations
A
job-shop
220
1944
77,119
B
job-shop
50
661
28,294
C
job-shop
102
1098
60,081
D
Process
197
1412
175,609
E
job-shop
102
364
2,329
F
customizing
87
999
504,825
Each data set consists of a list of all operations throughout the observed time period.
Weekends have been removed from the data, except for company D, which operates 7
days per week. Each operation-record contains the ID of the operation’s manufacturing order, the name of the work station the operation was performed on, and the time
the operation was executed. We generate the network representation of the manufacturing system by extracting all work systems and assigning them to the set . The
set is filled with all material flows by extracting all pairs of worksystems from two
consecutive operations of the same manufacturing order. Figure 1 depicts a graphical
representation of the manufacturing network of company B over the entire observation period. Time-dependent network representations
are composed analogously,
but by considering only the operations within period when creating .

Figure 1 The network representation of company B’s manufacturing operations. The line thickness indicates the edge weight, i.e. the number of material flows.

Our first question addresses the identification of an appropriate time scale for the
analysis of manufacturing network dynamics. We selected the edge correlation as an
indicator for network dynamics, as proposed by (Braha & Bar-Yam 2006) for the
analysis of communication in a large social network. We compute the edge correlation by collecting the edge weights of all possible pairs of nodes for the selected time
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periods in a vector and determining the correlation between all vectors. If there is no
material flow between two nodes in a period, the edge weight is 0. Otherwise, the
edge weight is the number of material flows in that period.
We select values of 1, 7, 14, 21, and 30 days for and calculate the average for all
correlations between each pair of vector elements to get the average edge correlation
of a network for a certain time scale . Figure 2 shows the results of our analysis. The
first observation is that the dynamic networks statistics only differ significantly for
small values of , i.e. for
. This means that if we slice the manufacturing operations into weekly, biweekly, or monthly periods, the material flows are highly similar.
As opposed to this, a period of one day makes the networks distinguishable over time.
Additionally, the average correlation at
strongly differs among the observed
networks. The network pattern of companies A and B vary over time, while companies D and E show a relatively stable network pattern. Referring to our initial question, we conclude that only a small time scale, preferably of one day, is suitable for
the analysis of dynamics in manufacturing systems.

Figure 2: The network similarity, quantified by the average edge correlation, shows that a larger
time scale impedes the identification of differences between different time periods of the same
network. Only a time scale of 1 day reveals the dynamic development.

The second question focuses on the evaluation of the difference of manufacturing
networks over time. The previous analysis has already partially answered this question by indicating that each manufacturing network can have a distinct, quantifiable
level of similarity over time. To get a better impression of this phenomenon, we exemplarily visualize the edge correlation of company A and company D as correlation
matrices in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Edge correlation matrices for companies A and D for u=1.

The Figures 3a and 3b visualize the edge correlation for each possible combination of
networks . Both axes represent the range of time periods, in this case
for
company A and
for company D. By definition, the correlation matrices are
symmetric and have a value of 1 for all entries on the diagonal.
As expected from the data in Figure 2, company D exhibits a strong edge correlation
of approximately 0.8 throughout the year, while the correlation values of company A
are about 0.2 with occasional peaks towards 0.8. Regarding question 2, we state that
edge correlation can be used to quantify the self-similarity of a manufacturing network over time. Moreover, the two plots underline the fact that manufacturing networks have a distinct similarity pattern with respect to their dynamic development
over time. This implies that the impact of individual nodes on the network’s robustness cannot simply be judged by an aggregated, static view of the manufacturing network, but requires an individual consideration depending on the diversity of the network over time.
Our final question aims at evaluating robustness in manufacturing networks over
time. We introduce the ratio of remaining operations and overall operations after a
node deletion as a robustness measure for the robustness of a network in terms of the
deletion of a specific node. This key figure indicates how much a temporary breakdown of a single resource influences the productivity of the manufacturing network.
Let be the number of operations of a manufacturing network during period and
be the number of operations on work station during period . Then the robust[ ] of the network in period against the deletion of node
ness indicator
is:
(1)
Thus, a robustness value of 1 is perfect robustness, because the deletion of the selected node does not affect the operations during the observed period. The lower the robustness indicator, the more the complete network is affected by the deletion of node
.
First, we have determined the robustness value for the complete, static network (i.e.
with a single period covering the complete observation period) for each node. The
frequency of robustness values for company B is plotted in Figure 4a. The figure illustrates that the individual deletion of a high number of nodes does not significantly
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affect the manufacturing network’s robustness. Only the deletion of few nodes causes
more severe disruptions of up to almost 10% of the operations. As a comparison, we
plot the frequency of mean robustness after we perform the node deletion on each of
the daily dynamic networks and average the robustness value over time. Up to this
point, there is no visible difference between applying the measure to the static network or to average values of the dynamic networks. The other companies exhibit similar results.

Figure 4: (a) Frequency of robustness against node deletions for all nodes. (b) Frequency of mean
robustness against node deletions for all nodes for all dynamic networks over time.

If we take a closer look at the development of the robustness indicator over time, we
can see that the network consist of nodes that have less influence on the robustness of
the manufacturing network as well as of nodes that have a higher impact on the robustness. However, this influence is not always static. Figure 5 shows the development of the robustness against node deletion for two selected nodes for company B
(Figure 4a) and company D (Figure 4b). The node that causes a high variance in robustness passes through different states of robustness (see the black line indicating the
moving average), either higher or lower than the robustness value of the static network (dashed line). In contrast, the highly fluctuating robustness of the selected node
in company D is much less distinct.

Figure 5: The development of the robustness indicator against the deletion of a selected node varies over time with the dynamic variation of the manufacturing network. (a) Node 5 in company B
has less impact on the network’s operations, while the robustness against deletion of node 17
fluctuates heavily. The black lines depict the 10-day moving average and the dashed lines depict
the corresponding robustness value of the static network. If we observe the moving average of
node 17, we see that the robustness value is clearly above or below the static value for longer periods in time. (b) For company D, the robustness fluctuations are significantly lower.
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With respect to our last question, we can now state that the robustness of a manufacturing network subject to the deletion of network parts (i.e. work stations) varies over
time. If we compare the robustness indicator from the static view on the network and
from the dynamic view on the network, it is apparent that the influence of a single
node on robustness can vary over time. However, this is not necessarily the case – depending on the individual manufacturing system, the variation of the influence of single nodes on robustness can be low, so that robustness in the corresponding static and
dynamic networks is almost equal.
7. Conclusion
Manufacturing systems have been recognized as complex networks of material flow.
We have taken this modeling approach and added a dynamic component by slicing
the network representation into equally sized time bins. We found that, specifically
for manufacturing systems, there is a distinct behavior of material flows over time.
The intensity of the differences over time depends on the manufacturing system itself
as well as on the selection of the time scale. Our case study has demonstrated that a
time scale of one day reveals this distinctness.
With regard to robustness, we were able to show that the consideration of static, aggregated network data can result in misleading conclusions about the influence of
parts of the network on robustness. We introduced a robustness indicator, which depicts the robustness of a manufacturing network against deletion of selected nodes. If
this measure is applied as a function over time to the dynamic network representation
of a manufacturing system, it is able to reveal in which periods the breakdown of a
node threatens the performance of the manufacturing system to a greater or lesser extent.
This means that if manufacturing system characteristics such as robustness are gathered, it is necessary to check whether the system changes dynamically over time and
to take this development into consideration. We expect that the same applies to other
manufacturing systems characteristics, especially if the system shows a high degree of
dynamic behavior in general.
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Abstract

Manufacturing networks of multinational corporations (MNCs) follow different production
strategies. The applied production strategy can vary within manufacturing networks of
corporations and has to be considered by benchmarks of manufacturing networks. However, most
approaches do not consider the different production strategies within manufacturing networks of
corporations, thus fail to take into account the individual goals and priorities of each
manufacturing network. In this paper the best-possible production strategy for a manufacturing
network in the steel industry is determined by an empirical investigation and a conceptual
approach. Based on the defined production strategy an evaluation-logic is derived, which allows
to benchmark different manufacturing networks with individual production strategies.
Keywords: Manufacturing network, production strategy, benchmarking, evaluation, steel industry

1.

Introduction

Nowadays technology oriented multinational corporations (MNCs) own different
manufacturing facilities in various countries. Depending on the target market MNCs produce
in complex and inter-connected manufacturing networks their goods for the customers.
Pursuing the objective of holistic and continuous manufacturing improvements within all
manufacturing networks, it is not adequate any more to evaluate and plan the performance of
solely manufacturing facilities. In order to achieve high performance, MNCs have to evaluate
and plan their performance on a network level. The purpose of this paper is to present a
consistent and practical approach that allows evaluations of manufacturing networks based on
a determined production strategy for each manufacturing network in the steel industry.
A manufacturing network is a composition of autonomous or internal production units, which
are cooperating in order to complete customer orders which cannot be completed by a single
unit (Ahlert, 2007). Each manufacturing network can follow its own production strategy (s.
Figure 1). This fact makes it extremely difficult to compare manufacturing performance of
different networks with the objective of identifying best practices.
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Figure 1.

Manufacturing networks with their individual production strategies

For the following work of this paper, a production strategy is defined by its allocation of
production orders to different production sites within one manufacturing network. Typically a
production order in the steel industry passes on its production route several sites. With regard
to the assignment of production orders to different production sites diverse allocation criteria
have to be considered. Depending on several influencing factors for each analysed
manufacturing network four production strategies can be determined, a cost-, performance-,
quality- or stock-optimal strategy. When comparing different steel industry specific supply
chain management software solutions it can be noted that the order allocation is often carried
out by a cost-optimal production strategy (Heidrich, 2004). In the context of the cost-optimal
production strategy all possible combinations of production sites with associated alternative
machines per site along the production route are viewed sequentially. When analysing the
alternative routes, production and logistics costs per production order have to be calculated.
Logistics costs are only taken into account, when material is produced at several sites. Next,
the cost-minimal production route can be chosen. Then it needs to be proved that the route
does not result in a bottleneck. In case of a bottleneck the next cheapest production route will
be chosen. Special allocations of materials to production machines at one site by their output
performance are one of the operation’s features of the steel industry. Depending on the
product type different production times are required at the same machine. In context of the
performance-optimal production strategy the manufacturing machines are prioritised in a way
that the shortest production time is achieved. In some cases also the stock-optimal production
strategy can be considered. Depending on the stock level the production output can be
reduced by shortening input. In the context of the stock-optimal production strategy the output
rate can be reduced by several ways. Possibilities are the reduction of production volume or
the allocation of materials to low-speed lines along the production route. This production
strategy can be implemented in order to reduce the stock level particularly of finished goods
in warehouses. After that the reduced production output can be compensated by an
excessively high stock level. Moreover, it is technically possible to produce products on
alternative machines, where the product quality can differ. In the context of the
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quality-optimal production strategy the materials are allocated to machines by a model which
estimates the individual quality of each product per machine.
After determining the adequate production strategies for the considered manufacturing
networks, the manufacturing performance of each network has to be continuously controlled
and evaluated. Performance improvements within manufacturing networks of MNCs can only
be reached, if performance shortfalls are noticed and the right corresponding actions are taken
as soon as possible. Best practices have to be identified and applied to poorly performing
manufacturing networks. Performance measures support decision-makers to evaluate their
manufacturing performance and the implementation of the production strategy into the
manufacturing network (Braz et al., 2011; Neely, 1994). The importance of performance
measures differs from each manufacturing network based on the chosen production strategy
for each manufacturing network. This has to be considered in evaluations and benchmarks.
Enabling decision-makers of MNCs to evaluate and benchmark the performance of their
manufacturing networks, an overabundance of apparently important performance measures is
not appropriate. Identifying the overall performance of each manufacturing network is
therefore highly challenging. From the literature of performance evaluation and benchmarking
there is no generally known approach that allows the aggregation of different measures into a
single index of overall performance (Gopal & Thakkar, 2012; Wong & Wong, 2008;
Shepherd & Günter, 2006). In addition, most methods are not able to account for relative
importance of performance measures, which varies among manufacturing networks (Wong &
Wong, 2008)
In order to enable decision-makers of manufacturing networks to take the right actions based
on an evaluation and benchmarking result, the following four requirements have to be
satisfied:
1. Supporting the determination of a production strategy: Decision-makers have to be
provided with an approach to determine their appropriate production strategy for their
manufacturing network.
2. Considering individual production strategies: Consideration of the production strategy
of each manufacturing network in the evaluation and benchmarking process. The
individual importance of performance measures at the level of each manufacturing
network has to be taken into account.
3. Providing an overall performance: Decision-makers should be provided with an
overall performance measure for each considered manufacturing network.
4. Providing a simple approach: The developed approach should be easy to understand in
order to promote the application in practice.
This paper presents an approach that satisfies the above requirements. The structure of the
paper is as follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief description about the methodological
background of this paper. In chapter 3 influencing factors with their corresponding values are
presented, which provide the basis for determination of the adequate production strategy for
each manufacturing network. In chapter 4 different performance measures are derived from
the previously determined production strategies. Chapter 5 presents a novel mathematical
method, which provides decision-makers to evaluate and benchmark the performance of
manufacturing networks under consideration of their individual production strategy. On this
basis the manufacturing performance of each network can be controlled and evaluated
steadily. Finally, the presented and developed work is applied in a case study. Figure 2
summarises the proceeding of this paper.
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Figure 2.

2.

Structure of the paper

Methodological background

In the following chapter 2 different empirical research methods will be described briefly.
These can be used for the determination of production strategies for each manufacturing
network (s. chapter 1). In the second part of this chapter different mathematical methods of
performance evaluation and benchmarking are analysed based on their applicability for
satisfaction of the predefined requirements in chapter 1.

2.1 Empirical Methodology
Methodologies employed in logistics and supply chain management have been changed in the
last time. More and more researchers tend to use survey-based approaches to analyse aspects
of this field (Craighead et al., 2007). Required data to be analysed can be collected using
survey, experimental or case research. In context of experimental research variables are
manipulated by researcher. Case research is studying a phenomenon within different settings.
In context of survey research opinion of people or groups is analysed using questionnaire or
interview surveys or even mixed forms. With regard to assignment of production strategies to
different situations within a network several strategies can be appropriate. To find the right
production strategy of each manufacturing network it makes sense to ask several production
experts and look for their consensus. Therefore, survey research is the most appropriate
method for this aim. When preparing a survey, it has to be decided which rating scale is the
most suitable one. Common rating scales are the binary, semantic differential, Guttman and
Likert scales. Binary scale is a scale for measuring categorical data consisting binary items.
Binary items can take one of two possible values (e.g. yes or no). Semantic differential scale
is a multi-item scale. By means of this scale it is possible to indicate an opinion towards a
single statement using different pairs of opposite adjectives. Guttman scale is a composite
scale, which is designed by Louis Guttman. The scale consists of series of items, which are
presented from least intensity to most intensity. Items are differently weighted depending on
their intensity. The Likert scale is one of the most popular rating scales. By means of this
scale it is possible to indicate own extent of agreement or disagreement regarding a statement.
The Likert scale can be ranged, e.g., from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”
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(Bhattacherjee, 2012). In order to provide the experts the possibility to choose the most
appropriate production strategy for a specific scenario of a manufacturing network, all
proposed production strategies can be prioritised among each other. The Likert scale is the
best for this intent, because its items can be used as priorities per scenario. In this context the
scale can be ranged from “priority 1” to “priority 5” for each proposed production strategy per
scenario.

2.2 Mathematical methods for performance evaluation and benchmarking
The most commonly used approaches in performance evaluation and benchmarking of
different alternatives in the area of manufacturing and logistics can be classified as
mathematical methods and are as follows:
Regression Analysis (RA)
Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)

A. Regression Analysis (RA)
RA is a statistical method, which describes a connection between performance measures (the
dependent variables) and influencing factors (the independent variables) in the form of a
mathematical function, e.g., the simplest form is a linear function. However, it is not possible
with it to determine an overall performance of different alternatives—in our case, e.g., the
performance of different manufacturing networks.

B. Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA)
SFA is in its concept very similar to the RA, but considers statistical errors in its calculations.
Based on the calculated error term , the mathematical function between performance
measures (the dependent variables) and influencing factors (the independent variables) is
extended. Besides, SFA is also not appropriate for determining an overall performance. With
its calculations it is even more complicated than RA, which therefore does not promote the
simple application in practice.

C. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)
DEA was first used by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes to measure the relative performance of
homogenous set of decision-making-units—in our case, e.g., the performance of
manufacturing networks (1978). There are different variations of DEA, but usually the
relative performance of each decision-making-unit can only be calculated by complex linear
programs, which is hindering DEA to become a widespread and common tool in practice.
Even though, the relative performance can be interpreted as an overall performance of each
decision-making-unit.
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D. Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS)
TOPSIS was introduced by Hwang and Yoon (1981), which has been already applied in many
manufacturing or other operational related topics (Behzadian et al., 2012). Its calculation is
considerable easier to understand in comparison to other methods, e.g., DEA. Therefore it is
more appropriate to apply it in practice. The result of TOPSIS is a mathematical calculated
ratio for each evaluated alternative, which can be defined as an overall performance index.
Within all presented methods, TOPSIS is the most appropriate one to determine an overall
performance index in a way, which is easy to understand and applicable in practice. The
importance of performance measures is considered through weightings, but in the standard
TOPSIS approach weightings are for each manufacturing network the same. Therefore the
method has to be developed further in order to consider individual importance of performance
measures based on the defined production strategy for each manufacturing network.
TOPSIS is grounded on the theory of weighted Euclidean distances. The best alternative, e.g,
manufacturing network, is the one, which is simultaneously farthest from the negative-ideal
manufacturing network
and closest to the positive-ideal manufacturing network
values.
and
are two fictitious manufacturing networks, where the
positive-ideal manufacturing network
has the best values for all performance measure
values, and the negative-ideal manufacturing network
all the worst performance
measure values within all manufacturing networks. The closer the distance between the
performance measure values of an manufacturing network to
and simultaneously
farer the distance between the performance measure values of an manufacturing network to
is, the better is the overall performance index of the considered manufacturing
network
.

3.

Influencing factors and associated production strategies

Based on predefined influencing factors and their corresponding values, one of the four
mentioned cost-, performance-, quality- or stock-optimal production strategies are proposed
for a manufacturing network. All influencing factors and their values describe key conditions
of manufacturing networks in the steel industry. The relevant influencing factors and their
corresponding values are presented in the following (s. Figure 3):
Market situation with its values sellers markets and buyers markets is the first influencing
factor. In sellers markets customer satisfaction plays a secondary role. The seller sets the rules
and delivery times. The most important goal is to increase capacity utilisation and reduce
costs. In saturated buyers markets there is a significant competition between suppliers. In
those markets the customer decides where he buys the products. In this market the fulfilment
of delivery dates and customer wishes are ranked at first (Koether et al., 2011).
Utilisation situation in production networks plays an important role when deciding about a
production order allocation. The utilisation situation is influenced by available machine
capacities and current backorders (Koether et al., 2011). To assess the utilisation situation in
manufacturing networks the capacity has to be defined. In this context, the produced output as
a result of existing order backlogs OB can be compared with the capacity limit
. The
capacity limit defines which maximal output can be achieved even during demand peaks.
Three typical values can be distinguished for the influencing factor Utilisation (s. Figure 3),
, chronic bottlenecks and
. When an enterprise or manufacturing
network ran at a loss, one of the main objectives of the enterprise is to reduce its costs.
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Possible cost factors are in the context of this paper production and logistic costs as well as
stock inventory costs.
EBIT (earnings before interest and taxes) is one of the most common performance measures to
express the financial overall result of a company and is therefore an important influencing
factor to determine the adequate production strategy. The financial situation of a company can
be viewed by the average EBIT within a defined period of time, e.g., of last 3 years (Lanza,
2009). The corresponding values are defined as either negative or positive EBIT for a specific
period of time, e.g., 3 years.
Cash Flow (CF) is also a relevant financial performance measure, which is published by
companies. It can be used as an influencing factor for necessary adjustments of the material’s
stock level (Hill, 2005; Werner, 2013) (s. Figure 3). The corresponding values are defined as
either negative or positive CF for a specific period of time, e.g., 3 years.

Figure 3.

Influencing factors and their values

The maximum number of possible value combinations can be calculated from the product of
particular number of values (Meier, 2004). Overall this corresponds to 24 combinations. This
complexity can be managed by analysing the validity of possible mathematical combinations.
Therefore, combinations “buyers market and
“, “sellers market and
“, “sellers market and negative EBIT“ can be excluded by definition. In this way the
number of valid combinations of influencing factors and their corresponding values can be
reduced to 12 different scenarios.
Based on a questionnaire, as the applied appropriate empirical method, the proposed
production strategies for manufacturing networks in the steel industry are determined. More
than 30 production and strategy experts from different manufacturing sites in the steel
industry were asked about the appropriate production strategy (cost-, performance-, quality- or
stock-optimal) in a manufacturing network for all mentioned 12 scenarios of influencing
factors and their corresponding values. With the help of a five point Likert scale the preferred
production strategies for each scenario were selected and prioritised by the attendees.
The calculation of the so called consensus factor c per production strategy and scenario was
undertaken to test consensus of participants. Consensus factor is the ratio of present variance
to maximal possible variance in the surveyed answers of the attendees (Roesselet, 2012).
The result of the survey is presented in the following figures (Figure 4-Figure 5).
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CO: Cost-optimal strategy
SO: Stock-optimal strategy
PO: Performance-optimal strategy
QO: Quality-optimal strategy

Figure 4.

Questionnaire results: Scenario 1-10
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CO: Cost-optimal strategy
SO: Stock-optimal strategy
PO: Performance-optimal strategy
QO: Quality-optimal strategy

Figure 5.

4.

Questionnaire results: Scenario 11-12

Relevant performance measures for individual manufacturing networks

There is an abundance of performance measures by which the manufacturing network’s
performance can be evaluated and benchmarked. The key dimensions of manufacturing
performance measures are cost, quality, time and flexibility (Neely et al., 1995). The
importance of performance measures can differ from each manufacturing network depending
on its production strategy. In the context of each production strategy, which is discussed
above and derived from the first three dimensions of manufacturing performance, different
performance measures can be defined and prioritised. In the following typical performance
measures are defined to provide evaluations and benchmarks of manufacturing networks in
the steel industry. Within the cost-optimal production strategy allocation costs are measured
and prioritised. When analysing the alternative allocation possibilities, production and
logistics costs per production order have to be calculated for the manufacturing network. In
the context of the stock-optimal strategy, stock level and inventory turnover can be used for
performance evaluations (Chan, 2003). In terms of the definition of stock-optimal strategy the
focus is placed on finished goods stock. Rejection rate and rate of customer complaints are
important key measures, if the product quality is evaluated. The performance-optimal strategy
aims to reduce the cycle time within the overall production process of the manufacturing
network or to increase the production volume of finished goods. Exemplary all defined
performance measures are presented in Figure 6, which were derived out of the production
strategy.
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Figure 6.

Derivation of performance measures based on the production strategies

The determined production strategy for each manufacturing network and therefore the
corresponding prioritisation of performance measures have to be considered in evaluations
and benchmarks.

5.

Evaluation and benchmarking of manufacturing networks

Based on the determined production strategy of each manufacturing network the performance
measures are prioritised. Choosing for example a quality-optimal strategy for a manufacturing
network, its performance measures are weighted more than the performance measures, which
are allocated to the other production strategies. The weightings
for each performance
measure (
, =1,2,…,m) at the level for each manufacturing network (
, =1,2,….,n)
can be calculated by applying the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) using a pairwise
comparison (Saaty, 2008). Hence, the weightings
describe the relative importance of
every performance measure depending on the production strategy at each manufacturing
network. The weightings
are then transferred into
weighting vectors ̅ for each
manufacturing network (
:
̅
̅
(1)
̅
Afterwards, the performance measures of each manufacturing network are transferred into a
decision matrix ( ):
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(

( ) is then normalised to (

)

(2)

by applying (3):
(3)

√∑

(

)

(4)

Then, ( ) is multiplied component-wise with each weighting vector ̅
manufacturing network (
to weighted normalised decision matrices

̅

(

)

(

Further, the “positive-ideal manufacturing network”
manufacturing network”
can be determined for each
{
{
where
and

},
},
{(
{(

)

|
|

)
)

(5)

and the “negative-ideal
as follows:

positive-ideal manufacturing network
negative-ideal manufacturing network

Afterwards, the weighted Euclidean distances
with their corresponding
from the values
well as negative-ideal manufacturing network

The overall performance

of a corresponding
:

}
}

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

and

for each manufacturing network
to the positive-ideal
as
are calculated, respectively, by:

√∑

(10)

√∑

(11)

for each manufacturing network

is thus determined by:
(12)

The larger

is, the better the overall performance of the manufacturing network.
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6.

Practical application

In the following section a case study is presented to illustrate the application of the concept in
practice.

Case Study Description
The case study explores three manufacturing networks in the steel industry, which have to be
evaluated respective to their individual production strategy. The first manufacturing network
consists of three production sites. The manufacturing network
acts on the
buyer’s market and is not operating at full available capacity. The annual reports of the last
three years show a negative EBIT and a positive CF. Conditions in the second manufacturing
network
with two production sites are the same except in CF.
recorded a
negative CF for the last three years. The last manufacturing network
with its three
production sites acts also on a seller’s market. It is producing at full capacity and the annual
reports show a sustained gain in EBIT and a harmonious positive development of the CF over
the last three years. The following performance measures
are derived to provide an
appropriate evaluation and benchmark of the manufacturing networks
:
- Allocation costs (the sum of production and logistics costs) per produced quantity
(
,
- Inventory turnover (
,
- Complaints ratio (
,
- Cycle time per produced quantity (
,
Table 1 shows all performance measures and their corresponding values for each
manufacturing network:
Table 1.

Performance measures of each manufacturing network
Allocation costs/
production quantity

Inventory turnover

Complaints ratio

Cycle time/
production quantity

0.86
0.82
0.78

0.41
0.37
0.35

0.15
0.23
0.07

0.030
0.028
0.027

Identification of the adequate production strategy
The influencing factors for
correspond to the scenario 1 (s. Figure 4), in which the
implementation of the cost-optimal strategy is recommended. Influencing factors in
reflect scenario 8 (s. figure 4). In order to eliminate the persistent negative cash flow situation
in
the stock-optimal strategy is suggested. The influencing factors in
correspond
to scenario 7, for which a performance-optimal strategy is preferred (s. Figure 4). All
influencing factors and their corresponding values as well as the preferred production
strategies for
are summarised in Figure 7.
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Figure 7.

Preferred production strategies for

Evaluation and Benchmarking
According to the identified production strategy for each manufacturing network the
performance measures have to be prioritised as follows in Table 2.

Table 2.

Prioritisation of Performance Measures for each manufacturing network

Manufacturing Network

cost-optimal strategy

stock-optimal strategy
performance-optimal
strategy

(allocation costs per produced
quantity) has to be weighted
stronger than others
(inventory turnover costs) has
to be weighted stronger than the
others
(cycle time per produced
quantity) has to be weighted
stronger than the others

The weightings of the performance measures for each manufacturing network are determined
based on the prioritisation of the performance measures by the proposed AHP method (s.
Table 3).
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Weightings for each manufacturing network

Manufacturing
Netwwork 1

Table 3.

Manufacturing
Netwwork 2
c

2

2/12=0.16

2

2/12=0.16

-

2

2/12=0.16

4

12

-

0

4

4

∑
2

2/12=0.16

6

6/12=0.50

2

2/12=0.16

-

2

2/12=0.16

4

12
∑
2

2/20=0.10

2

2/20=0.10

2

8/20=0.40

-

6

6/12=0.50

2

20

∑

4

Manufacturing
Netwwork 3
b

6/12=0.50

-

∑

a

∑
6

-

0

4

∑
is as important as
is less important than
is more important than

The calculated weights

6

6

0

are then transferred into the weighting vectors

̅ :

̅
̅
̅
Afterwards, the performance measures of each manufacturing network are transferred into a
decision matrix ( ):
(

)

( ) is then normalised to ( ) by applying (3):
(

)

Then, the matrix ( ) is multiplied component-wise with each weighting vector ̅ of its
corresponding manufacturing network (
to weighted normalised decision matrices
:
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For

(

)

For

(

)

For

(

)

Further, for each manufacturing network
the “positive-ideal manufacturing network”
and the “negative-ideal manufacturing network”
can be determined based on the
determined matrices
by applying (6)-(9) as follows:
For

:

{
{

},
},
based on

positive-ideal manufacturing network
negative-ideal manufacturing network

For

:

{
{

},
},
based on

positive-ideal manufacturing network
negative-ideal manufacturing network

For

:

{
{

},
},
based on

positive-ideal manufacturing network
negative-ideal manufacturing network

Afterwards, the weighted Euclidean distances
and
between the values
of each
manufacturing network
from its corresponding
and
as well as
are
calculated, respectively, by applying (10) and (11). The results are as follows (s. Table 4).
of
of
of
Table 4.

from
from
from

{
{
{

:
:
:

Euclidean distances

}
}
}

and

Distances for

from

to

and

0.0474

0.0541

Distances for
Distances for

from
from

to
to

and
and

0.0172
0.0957

0.0955
0.0146

The overall performance
for each manufacturing network
applying (12) and provided in descending order in the following:

Based on the presented results
manufacturing networks.

is thus determined by

is determined as the best performer within all three
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7.

Conclusion and Discussion

Decision-makers in manufacturing networks of MNCs in the steel industry can often not
appropriately assess and evaluate the performance of their manufacturing network. It is
important to consider the corresponding production strategy of each manufacturing network,
if the performance wants to be evaluated and benchmarked with other manufacturing
networks.
This paper presents an approach to determine the adequate production strategy for a
manufacturing network in the steel industry based on an empirical investigation. The
appropriate production strategy for each manufacturing network is proposed by a developed
catalogue of possible scenarios and associated production strategies in the steel industry. With
the help of this catalogue the preferred appropriate production strategy for a manufacturing
network in the steel industry is selected. Different performance measures can then be defined
to evaluate and benchmark the performance of each manufacturing network. Further, these
performance measures are prioritised by weightings based on the proposed production
strategy for the considered manufacturing network. Applying the presented evaluation and
benchmarking method, decision-makers are able to evaluate and benchmark whole
manufacturing networks with different production strategies by just one aggregated
performance measure. Because of the simple calculations in the developed performance
evaluation and benchmarking method, it promotes also the application in practice. Further
research is needed to verify, if this approach is also applicable in other industries.
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Abstract
This paper aims to explore how complex, multi-tiered value networks, often managed as semi-independent subsystems, can be better integrated end-to-end. The approach adopts a more holistic approach to industrial system
design by analysing opportunities for better integration between the sub-systems that make up the value
network.
The approach enables the exploration of the drivers of, and interactions between, the main sub-systems in
complex, multi-tier value networks. Cross-sector case data suggests that these networks often comprise semiindependent sub-systems that have evolved over extended time periods but have then become part-disconnected,
operating as silos of activity with independent governance and coordination mechanisms.
A methodology is introduced to identify reconfiguration opportunities that support the re-integration of these
sub-systems. The approach is applied in an exploratory study into the pharmaceutical value chain involving the
traditionally separate Clinical and Commercial supply chains, and their discrete API, Formulation, Pack,
Distribute, and final Patient Delivery models. Opportunities for re-integration of these sub-systems are presented
and the drivers for end-to-end integration identified.

Key words:

Value networks, supply chains, industrial sub-systems

Introduction
Many industries have witnessed the progressive ‘disaggregation’ of their value networks driven by
specialisation and the geographic dispersion of key activities. Previous research has provided rich narratives on
these changes to industry structure (e.g. Jacobides 2005) focusing on the structural changes driven by
outsourcing, off-shoring and technology trends (Mudambi and Venzin 2010). Other researchers have adopted a
value chain perspective including the identification of different patterns of specialisation and
internationalisation, as firms seek to develop competitive positions across the value network, while seeking to
integrate external capabilities and capture the benefits of location. More recently, the disaggregation phenomena
has been discussed in terms of the emerging capabilities of new actors that fundamentally change replenishment
and business models (Srai and Alinaghian 2013). This more complex fragmented and dispersed network of
actors however poses a major challenge in how to analyse, design and configure these increasingly complex
industrial systems. This problem is particularly acute in those sectors, where multiple tiers of component and
intermediate product manufacturers constitute extended supply networks, providing multiple options on
ownership, location, and partnering models (Srai 2013).
The disruptive impacts of new technologies, new routes to market or novel replenishment and business models
further complicate the network design task as radically reconfigured value networks become genuine
possibilities. However, research on these extended supply networks (Sri and Gregory 2008), often involving
high-value manufacturing emerging industries, suggest that these networks often comprise of semi-independent
sub-systems that have evolved over extended time periods but have then become part-disconnected, operating as
silos of activity with independent governance and coordination mechanisms. Global value network performance
is often hindered when these semi-independent sub-systems become disconnected, often as a consequence of

changes in key drivers. These sub-systems tend therefore to be optimised at this sub-unit of analysis in stark
contradiction to the declared network reconfiguration objectives, namely integrated outcome based supply and
value chains. The approach presented in this paper considers a more holistic approach to address this issue of
industrial system design in complex multi-tier supply networks by analysing opportunities for better integration
between the sub-systems that make up the value network.

Sub-systems analysis and integration
The approach presented here explores of the drivers of, and interactions between, the main sub-systems in
complex, multi-tier value networks. A key premise here is that a broader systems perspective can stimulate
radical innovation that seeks to optimise value across sub-systems. The opportunity to apply this approach is
particularly relevant in multi-tier value networks where sub-systems have emerged to organise effectively across
these extended networks, often involving production of sub-assemblies and intermediate products. However,
these sub-systems often evolve – and drive innovation and efficiency – independently (mirroring the functional
silos sometimes seen in complex single firm organisations), often to the detriment of the end-to-end value
network. In many cases, the regulatory frameworks ‘lock-in’ this structural development.
For example, in Pharmaceuticals, the clinical supply chain ‘system’ can impose process and regulatory
constraints for the full-scale commercial supply chain. In Aerospace, complex component supply chains have
emerged at regional and national levels that are not easily scalable to the global markets the primes are faced
with serving. The rapid development of substantial intermediate goods supply chains in food, consumer
electronics and textiles also provide opportunities for improved value network integration and reconfiguration.
The approach presented here identify opportunities for taking a more end-to-end value network perspective,
reconnecting upstream and downstream elements and potentially informing a radical innovation agenda for
reconnecting semi-isolated sub-systems. This proactive redesign approach to value network integration and
optimisation can be used to direct the product-process research and technology agenda. Alternative product and
process models that emerge are then evaluated to identify the scale of opportunity and whether previously
established sub-system constraints can be overcome. The approach may suggest radical redefinition of value
network drivers, and identifying the breakthrough innovations that might support a paradigm shift in value
network performance.

Exploratory cases for systems analysis and integration
A number of cases exploring intervention examples using this approach to develop new or radically different
product-process reconfiguration models that can support major breakthroughs in total value network
performance were examined. These included exploring continuous-processing and crystallisation in previously
batch-process-oriented Pharma, implications of additive manufacturing in component manufacture that replaces
traditional subtractive processes, and post-dosing product finishing models that enable more near-market supply.
Although none of these models examined have reached industrial viability, as each require significant
technology breakthroughs in formulation, production processing and/or delivery models, redesign alternatives
and options were considered that might be suitably informed by a broader value network analysis and systems
optimisation agenda. These conceptual network redesign studies emphasised different product, process and
business models that enable new or previously elusive markets to be served economically.

Methodology
The development of the methodology was informed by exploring three industrial systems using supply and
value chain mapping techniques (Srai and Gregory 2008, Srai and Alinaghian 2013). The methodology also
involved a proactive value network design and systems integration agenda, informed by respective technology
experts, that might directs innovation which support more attractive value network configuration models. This
requires capturing the drivers of, and interactions between, the main sub-systems across the value network.
Invariably in the application of this approach, the systems boundaries are extended to encompass the extended
value network, with the end-user focus most critical in informing potential sub-system trade-offs.
Four key stages were involved in the analysis process. The first involves identifying the barriers to adopting
potential alternative product-process technologies and business models that might be used to serve existing
markets more effectively or deliver unmet end-user needs. Exploratory cases suggest that barriers may be real or
perceived, and arise from combinations of socio-political, technical and regulatory factors. Unmet end-user
needs, on the other hand, are either driven by new capabilities that create new markets or known market

segments that have been previously considered uneconomical to serve. Personalised medicines or niche product
markets were examples where advances in diagnostics, information technologies and digitisation, are enabling
more disaggregated value network models that now have the potential to be served economically.
The next stage of the systems integration approach involved sub-system identification, and definition in terms of
the critical metrics used to optimise these semi-independent sub-systems. Sub-systems themselves can be
identified by current-state supply and value network mapping approaches discussed elsewhere in this report. The
approach identifies the drivers and design factors that predominate in each sub-system. An end-to-end value
network performance metric analysis then identified the current state configuration design parameters and tradeoffs.
The third stage in the analysis process involves exploring alternative value network scenarios that could emerge
by adopting alternative product-process-business model innovations. These alternatives may be based on
emerging process and production technologies or even technologies that are still yet to be fully developed (such
as continuous processing and crystallisation in Pharma). These scenarios may require alternative scale
production footprints (dispersed, close-to-market, low-scale integrated plants, for example), or alternative
supply models that might now be possible due to advances in ordering or replenishment (such as e-commercebased last-mile supply chains). In practice, scenarios depend on various disruptive influences that challenge the
current value network model and introduce possible product or product-service models.
The final stage is an integrated value network systems analysis that integrates the analysis of the alternative
scenarios under consideration, and how they might redefine the sub-systems of the current state configuration.
The assessment approach, incorporates the potential benefits of given scenarios as a ‘delta’ analysis (%) on the
current state for key system metrics, the value proposition in making the transformation from a business context
for key value network players (for example, in absolute terms, the potential impact on revenue, margin,
inventory reduction etc) against the investments required, and the technological feasibility of the identified
disruption. These three elements of the evaluation are incorporated into a total value network analytical
framework.
In this paper we introduce in more detail one of the exploratory cases examined to set out the analysis and
results from the approach outlined above.

!
Exploratory!Case!Study!1!Pharmaceutical!sector!!!
Healthcare is a particularly good example of an industry sector facing restructuring challenges as current
operating models becomes less and less viable. Structural changes are also being driven by technology
advances, ageing populations and new approaches to patient care. These changes have the potential to generate
very different network configurations featuring increasingly distributed information flows and innovative
revenue models.
The sector exhibits the criteria of a multi-tier supply network, established sub-systems of active production,
separate formulate production, and final pack, and extended distribution models. Clinical trials supply chains are
managed separately from the full-scale commercial supply chains. The regulatory models map these established
structures. Governance models revolve around established batch production processes. The sector is
characterised by these established sub-systems which are in large part managed independently.
However, at a systems level, the sector suffers from excessively high inventory levels (more than six months at
the firm level, and perhaps 18 months end-to-end) compounded by moderate production process quality
performance (typically 3 sigma). Institutional customers such as national governments are increasingly reluctant
to accept the cost of new drugs whilst the major primes are having to manage a more fragmented product
portfolio as new technologies are driving smaller volume production runs targeting more niche markets.
In order to test the methodology an exploratory study using the four stage methodology outlined earlier
examined a number of existing and emerging products that may benefit from this systems analysis.

Key!findings!from!the!analysis!!
The four-stage process was used to identify alternative value network opportunities.
1

Barriers, opportunities and identifying unmet needs

Initial research identified a number of drivers and barriers for the implementation of continuous manufacturing
in the pharmaceutical industry.
!

•
•
•
•
•
•
!

Drivers'and'opportunities'for'continuous'
manufacturing'
Plant&footprint&reduction&by&70%&
CapEx&reduction&by&25%&
Operating&cost&reduction&by&30%&
Yield&improvement&by&10%&
More&consistent&quality&
More&controllable,&repeatable&process!

'
•
•
•
•
•

Barriers'to'the'adoption'of'continuous'
manufacturing'
Regulatory&uncertainties&
UnderGutilisation&of&existing&capacity'
Technological&readiness&and&uncertainties'
No&clear&and&specific&vision&as&to&how&CM&may&
impact&on&industry&structure'
Transformation&challenge&and&behavioural&issues'

The analysis was then extended to identify at a conceptual level (see Figure below), the potential end-user
markets and products where continuous processing technology might provide attractive value network
opportunities, either in meeting unmet user needs (position B on the chart) or providing step changes in cost,
flexibility or reliability (C).

!

2

Current state mapping and benefits metrics analysis

Current state configuration mapping tools were used to capture sub-systems across the total value network. For
each of these sub-systems, a potential benefits matrix was constructed to scale the opportunity for adopting
continuous processing. Benefits could accrue to patients, government health service providers and industrial
value network partners. These factors were considered in selecting potential products and markets for the
adoption of new continuous processing technologies.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!

!

3

Alternative product-process archetype analyses – analysis against desired metrics

As described earlier, the analysis considered a number of specific drug products for alternative systems network
configuration. For each of these products, spanning different firms in the sector, the following dataset was used
to inform the analysis, with the data separated into operational data, current and alternative/future processing
models, and wider societal considerations that may influence the reconfiguration opportunity;
Operational Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume
Revenue
SKU mix
Margin
Inventory
Capex
Quality/Waste

Processing model
•
•

Current
Future

Societal importance
•
•
•
•

Patient population
Disease area
Unmet need
Affordability

The operational data provided the required baseline dataset, but extended to the extended system boundaries not
normally considered in the current network design processes.
The processing models current and future considered the processing steps required at present and alternatives
building on a generic processing framework used (see below)

The societal criteria were based on developing the case for network reconfiguration in terms of delivering more
affordable drugs, meeting unmet needs or addressing new patient populations. This was a key element of a
systems level design that may not be as transparent at the sub-system level.
For selected patient and market segments, value network scenario analysis against critical metrics (identified in
step 1 and 2) was undertaken at the sub-system level to identify the scale of the opportunity for continuous
processing. This step in the process generates ‘the delta’ or potential step change possible in the key metric(s)
under consideration.
Sub-system definition;
The following sub-systems were identified in this Pharmaceutical study, and for each, the methodology involved
setting out the research question in terms of system optimisation, factors of analysis, and desired outcome.
-

Volume, Variety Matrix
Clinical trial Supply Chain
Primary/Secondary Manufacture
Packing/Distribution
End-to End Supply Chain

Sub-system and Systems analysis
The research questions being addressed at the sub-systems level for each sub-system were focused on adoption
of continuous manufacturing technologies. Example questions that were considered are set out below;
•

•

•

•

•

RQ: What are the patient populations (volume/variety) incl. unmet needs that are pre-disposed to contiprocessing in terms of SC performance? Factors to be considered
–

1ry: disease area/patient populations, met/unmet need, volume

–

2ry: dynamics incl. seasonality/volatility, dose-form, location & sites

–

Outcome: Validating the patient populations concept diagram, qualitatively and quantitatively

RQ: How does conti optimise overall revenue, lead time ? How does conti reduce investment (and risk) for
the target product timeline? Factors to be considered
–

1ry: speed (t1, t2) and revenue potential, pre-investment, investment risk

–

2ry: c-t cost, final production cost,

–

Outcome: Defining the opportunity for overall revenue, lead time reduction for target patient
populations

RQ: What are the viable and attractive product-process archetypes and configurations that match target
patient populations and manageable product portfolios, and shorten processing cycle times? Factors to be
considered
–

1ry: viability of attractive product-process archetypes exist at required scale (conti-batch mix,
intermediates mfr (e.g. batch unstable), substance dose form), plug-and-play instant/rapid
changeover process technologies, viable product-process network configurations exist that meet
product portfolios

–

2ry: existing asset base constraints, supplier capabilities?

–

Outcome: viable and attractive product-process archetypes and configurations exist that match
target patient populations and manageable product portfolios

RQ: How to better configure a demand driven pack supply chain that match target patient populations and
manageable product portfolios?? Factors to be considered
–

1ry: in-line primary packing capability, secondary pack customisation, instant/rapid changeovers,
reducing lot size (potentially lot sizes of one), mix-tertiary pack capability?, plug-and-play
instant/rapid changeover packaging technologies

–

2ry:, regulatory context and quality assurance

–

Outcome: Minimising ‘lot’ sizes to support niche markets and volume flexibility, more responsive
supply chains, massive inventory and waste reduction, risk benefits on demand uncertainty and
pack control

RQ: What are the new supply network and business models that might emerge from conti technologies and
processes? Factors to be considered

–

1ry:
extended
supply
chain
actor
motivations
understood
and
aligned,
healthcare landscape/ecosystem known in terms of info, material, revenue flows across the product
development, and product supply life cycle value chains

–

2ry: disaggregation and reconfiguration of established networks through the interaction of
digitisation, information and emerging therapy technologies

–

Outcome: New healthcare disruptive supply networks and business models underpinned by conti
technologies and processes

The schematic below sets out the results of this analysis identifying the key factors that drive sub-system and
total system optimisation, and how these impact each other.
&

!
!

4
Total system analysis – optimising product-process models against business context and technological
feasibility
The analytical framework described earlier was then deployed to examine the interactions between the value
network sub-systems in Pharma (for example, Clinical, Primary/Secondary Manufacturing, Packaging and
Distribution, E2E Supply) in order to inform the selection of continuous manufacturing candidates (therapies,
patient populations, product-process models). Initial continuous manufacturing candidate profiles were
identified, setting out viable business transformation scenarios informed by the value network analysis,
integrating inputs on technology readiness from participating technology experts.
!!!!!!!!!!

&&&&&&&&&&&&!

&
&
Conclusions
Previous research studies suggest that many complex industrial systems comprise of semi-independent subsystems that have evolved over extended time periods but have then become part-disconnected, operating as
silos of activity with independent governance and coordination mechanisms. In many cases, the regulatory
frameworks ‘lock-in’ this structural development.
An approach has been developed based on considering radical reconfiguration opportunities that take a systems
perspective rather than traditional optimisation at sub-units of analysis. The approach introduced here helps to
reveal reconfiguration opportunities that support the re-integration of these sub-systems by enabling a deeper
understanding of the drivers of, and interactions between, the main sub-systems that make up complex, multitier value networks.
This approach is explored within the pharmaceutical sector, specifically how continuous processing may benefit
a range of new product and patient groups. The preliminary analysis suggests that the methodology can help to
reveal reconfiguration opportunities that support re-integration of these sub-systems and enhanced performance.

Future work
The work is part of an on-going research agenda that seeks to develop next iterations of the Pharma value chain.
This involves extending the preliminary analysis conducted for selected patient populations and product-process
archetypes identified as having attractive business/value propositions and promising technological feasibility.
Consideration of the behavioural changes and dynamic capabilities required to make the transformation across
the value network will be developed as part of this future activity.
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Computing miniaturization and smart devices change manufacturing. Virtualizations and
atomisation of resources unwrap novel manufacturing principles. Virtualizations of units,
processes and resources obey specific laws and have strategic impact on manufacturing with
major implications. Mechanisms from distributed manufacturing engaging interacting
intelligent manufacturing units and decentralized planning and decision procedures illustrate
important effects of the shift of focus towards collaboration and interoperability.
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Introduction
Competition, rising costs and higher prices for resources, combined with stronger regulations
of governments enforce activities in manufacturing to revise processes, to track products and
objects and take more responsibility for after use and reuse of products and systems. Supply
networks become increasingly reliant on solid collaborations, on intermediate suppliers and
on contract manufacturers. The challenges, as listed, coincide with newly appearing
technology options. Intriguing devices from ICT seem to push manufacturing into a next
generation virtualized and computerized world.
Important developments are mainly telecommunication driven and discussed under different
chapters, as Internet of things, Ubiquitous Computing, Cyber Physical Systems, Smart
Objects or comparable terminology. Subsequent approaches for computerising manufacturing
units and processes propagate a number of powerful and fascinating services, ready for
implementation. The appearance of novel devices, able to be positioned, to be tracked, to be
identified on one hand, also capable to communicate, to act, to negotiate and even to decide
on the other seems to take dominating influence on everything that concerns manufacturing.
Decentralisation and atomisation of processes, units and procedures and their virtualisations
are in trend. Manufacturing research as well as practice should therefore be able to provide to
a wider theory base as well as clearly outlined rationalities for the encountered principles and
properties.
Some principles that had been found for Distributed Manufacturing1 now reappear for
Manufacturing in total, so the upcoming set ups can be mirrored to the distributed
manufacturing experiences and the findings there. As various communities from different
disciplines outside of manufacturing are intensively working on new services and devices, the
most important recent developments, relevant for manufacturing, are sketched. All
virtualisations base on information models, so a structured overview on frequently used
models in manufacturing is recalled. To obtain closed and coherent descriptions of networks
topological spaces are introduced as a start for further discussion. The space construct, as
outlined, reduces down to the essentials on one hand; on the other hand it is powerful enough
1

Distributed Manufacturing is a manufacturing network whose functionality and performance is independent of
the physical distance between the involved systems and system elements. This includes logical and spatial
dispersed units which cooperate and communicate over processes and networks on order to achieve
manufacturing functions (Kuehnle, 2010).
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to capture all relevant aspects of manufacturing. The possibility of smoothly attaching model
worlds to the nodes of the space literally imposes interpretations of cyber physical production
and smart objects. The resulting set of loosely coupled, autonomously acting manufacturing
units are evidently subject to principles and modes of complex structures that are known from
advanced mechatronic systems and DM set ups (Kuehnle, 2012) already. In this context,
procedures for controlling the behaviour of units and the generalized principle of
encapsulation are outlined for generalisation. The final section is devoted to managerial
implications. The paper aims at offering a more comprehensive theory base for virtualizing
manufacturing. Practitioners should be provided with solid trajectories concerning these rapid
developments and expected impacts as input for their decisions and to verify their gut
feelings for the next steps in organising processes and in implementing ICT in manufacturing
networks.
ICT thrusts with Impact on Manufacturing
Research and developments in the fields of telecommunications, computer science and
engineering have shown vast progresses. Miniaturised, smart and multi-functional electronic
devices with enormous computation capabilities and with high mobile, ubiquitous,
uninterrupted, and embedded capabilities are already in use in daily life (Adelstein et al.,
2005). In consequence, ICT is changing the working environment in manufacturing as well.
Some important IT developments have been provoking intensive actions and reactions in the
manufacturing world, not only on company levels but on national and international levels
(Open China ICT, 2012) as well. Considering the fact that telecommunication, software and
computer industries involve biggest players with enormous research capacities on this field,
more brilliant innovations will be ahead with radical and disruptive consequences for
manufacturing. Their potential cannot be ignored by manufacturing companies as these novel
ICT achievements are comfortable and efficient on various other sectors; undoubtedly they
will irreversibly and broadly find their way into the manufacturing world too.
Cyber physical systems
Some years ago, an object virtualization method has emerged, known as Cyber-Physical
System (CPS, also DCPS if distributed) (Sztipanovits 2007; Lee, 2008; Wolf, 2009), meaning
the integration of computing systems with physical processes and physical environments.
Major motivation behind the notion of CPS is the need to design and produce reliable and
sustainable computing systems that work in harmony with their surroundings (Ptolemy,
2013). Components are networked at every scale and computing is deeply embedded into
every physical component, possibly even into materials (Sztipanovits et al., 2012; Derler et
al., 2012). Exploiting cyber physical systems for manufacturing has brought up the
terminology of Cyber Physical Production Systems (CPPS), which is strongly propagated in
the national funding scheme Industry 4.0 in Germany. The introduction of CPS into
automation is expected to break up the monolithic functional automation pyramid into
virtualized distributed networked nodes that are more difficult to handle; therefore machine
toolmakers claim urgent need for joint actions (VDI/VDE, 2013). When using CPS,
components could adapt themselves automatically to the other components, which inevitably
changes the way in which these CPS-enabled components are designed and manufactured.
Therefore manufacturers see reasons for totally rethinking industry and industrial production
when establishing CPPS to take full advantage of CPS, (VDI/VDE, 2013).
The Internet of things (IoT), Pervasive Computing and Smart Objects
Parallel to CPS (US), computer scientist had come up with the Internet of Things (IoT) in the
context of ERA (EU).
CPS and IoT cannot be clearly differentiated since both concepts have been driven forward in
parallel, although they have always been closely related (CERP-IoT, 2009). The IoT is
considered a part of the future internet and could be defined as a dynamic global network
2

infrastructure with self-configuring capabilities, where physical and virtual “things” have
identities, physical attributes, virtual personalities, use intelligent interfaces and are
seamlessly integrated into the information network 2. IoT is highly relevant to manufacturing.
In industry, the “thing” may typically be the product itself, the equipment, the transportation
means, etc. It is obvious that developments, too, accelerate the integration of Smart Objects
in the Internet. Additionally pervasive computing has migrated from desktops to cell phones,
and embedded computing is increasingly integrated into various kinds of objects.
By adding more data to objects, we are witnessing the upcoming of a huge IoT, where every
physical object has a unique identity (RFID, RFIT), (Eguchi & Thompson, 2011). We shall
experience smart worlds full of smart objects (Kortuem u.a., 2010). A Smart Object (SO) is
an autonomous physical/digital object augmented with sensing, processing, and network
capabilities3. RFID technology is closely linked to SOs. In contrast to RFID tags, SOs carry
chunks of application logic that let them make sense of their local situation and interact with
human users. Coupled with software agent technology however, RFID can transform
everyday objects into smart objects as well (Chan et al., 2012). Smart objects and all the
developments around are considered as being highly relevant for manufacturing as RFIDs are
already in use.
Ubiquitous Computing (UC), Cloud Computing, Cloud manufacturing (CM), Grid
Manufacturing, Cloud Based Distributed Manufacturing and Hybrid Clouds
UC, too, has been further upgrading objects to smart objects, which can provide customers
with new services that could not have been imagined before, because of the steady
connection between the real-world objects and the intelligence of information systems. UC
denotes another vision of a future world of smart objects, i.e. physical items whose physical
shape and function is being extended by digital components (Langheinrich et al., 2000). The
increasing miniaturization of computer technology results in processors and tiny sensors
being integrated into more and more everyday objects, replacing traditional computer input
and output media. Instead, people will communicate directly with their clothes, watches, pens,
or furniture – and they communicate with each other and with other people’s objects
(Ferguson, 2002). It is neither a single technology nor a specific functionality, which is
behind UC but rather a bundle of functions which together create a new quality of computing
(Satyanarayanan, 2002).
Cloud architecture provides users with the ability to utilize the manufacturing capabilities of
configurable, virtualized production networks, based on cloud-enabled, federated factories,
supported by a set of software-as-a-service applications (Meier et al., 2010). Cloud
computing is novel model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to
a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage,
applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction (NIST, 2011). A cloud is a type of parallel
2

Technologies for realizing IoT devices have already been around for years, and have been standardized by the
IETF, starting from the lower layers of the stack and moving up. Today, we have IPv6 as a foundation running
over links such as those found in mobile networks (2G, 3G and LTE) as well as low power local area sensor
networks such as IEEE 802.15.4/6LoWPAN and EPICS. The implementation can be based on multiple agent
languages and platforms (JADE, JADEX, LEAP, MAPS) on heterogeneous computing systems (computers,
smartphones, sensor nodes).
3
In 2008, an open group of companies launched the IPSO Alliance to promote the use of Internet Protocol (IP)
in networks of "smart objects" http://www.ipv6forum.com/index.php. As different definitions of IoT do
currently exist, for manufacturing purposes it is useful to refer to IoT as a loosely coupled, decentralized system
of smart objects (SOs), which are autonomous physical/digital objects augmented with sensing/actuating,
positioning, processing, and networking capabilities. SOs are able to sense, log, and interpret information
generated within themselves and around the neighbouring external world where they are situated, act on their
own, cooperate with each other, and exchange information with humans. The development of an IoT, based on
SOs raises many issues involving hw/sw system architecture and application development methodology in
general; discussions on particular applications in manufacturing are just starting. A few approaches (e.g. FedNet,
UbiComp, Smart Products) have already been proposed to support the vision of an SO-based IoT infrastructure.
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and distributed system consisting of a collection of interconnected and virtualized computers
that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing resources
based on service-level agreements and established through negotiation between the service
provider and consumers (Buyya et al. 2008). Virtualisations of resources and fast
interconnections open up companies in general and manufacturing areas in particular to new
services and services’ architecture i.e., cloud hardware-as-a-service (HaaS), cloud softwareas-a service (SaaS), cloud platform-as-a-service (PaaS), cloud infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS). Virtualized computing resources allow “big data” storage and flow, cloud ERPs and
Cloud CRMs are already available, online monitoring and positioning of all products and
resources enables tracking and fixing issues in real time, allowing companies to instantly
improve all attributes of the manufacturing process.”
A number of researchers already propagate to specify Cloud Computing into Cloud
Manufacturing CM (e.g. Yang, 2010). CM is envisioned as a new mode of networked
intelligent manufacturing which is service-oriented, highly efficient and anticipates the
development of the concept of Cloud Computing in manufacturing. CM may become a
networked manufacturing mode with quickest responses to market demand, enhanced
competitiveness and facilitated collaborative manufacturing (Zhang et al., 2010).
Furthermore Resource Cloud Encapsulation RCE of soft and hard manufacturing resources
and resource sharing are projected as services for further resource virtualization in CM (Ming
& Chunyang, 2013).
In IoT and CPS, technologies are already used to access and to connect manufacturing
resources. In RCE, all physical manufacturing resources are seen as transferred into logical
services; based on complete resource virtualization, RCE technology constructs large-scale
virtual manufacturing resource pools that can be used for interacting and feedback control of
manufacturing. RCE is supposed to largely reduce the coupling between physical resource
and manufacturing application by the transferring physical resources into logical resources
and virtual CM services with instant utilization, high agility, high security and high reliability.
In addition, resource pooling and virtualization enable even more sophisticated solutions
under Cloud-Based Design and Manufacturing (CBDM). It is a type of parallel and
distributed system consisting of a collection of inter-connected physical and virtualized
service pools of design and manufacturing resources (Wu et al., 2012) possibly leading to
new perceptions of product design and manufacturing.
All cloud solutions enable to dynamically adapt in order to satisfy unpredictable or
unexpected demand. The manufacturing cloud service can offer rapid scalability at certain
levels, such as manufacturing cells, general purpose machine tools, and standardized machine
components. Given that the cloud is a huge shared service pool of design and manufacturing
resources, it may also be possible for cloud service consumers to find some dedicated tools
and equipment for some specific products available in the manufacturing cloud that can
satisfy their requirements (Wu et al., 2013).4
Public clouds are handled by third parties, and the work of many different clients may be
mixed in the factories (virtual), servers, storage systems and other infrastructure in the cloud.
End users do not know what other clients works may be carried out in the same factories,
even on the same machines. Private clouds are a good choice for companies that need high
data protection. Hybrid clouds that combine the models of public and private clouds may be
the key to achieving an external supply in scale form and under demand, but these clouds add
4

Web Services Resource Framework - WSRF - seems to be another closely related work that has been brought
forward by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). One of the key
technologies in these manufacturing grids is how to extract and describe and express the manufacturing grid
resources. Manufacturing resource description for manufacturing grid is done via the encapsulation of
manufacturing resources in order to provide the grid-enabled services, registration and discover of grid services
for the optimal allocation of manufacturing resources and process control. In order to realise the resource
sharing and collaboration among the heterogeneous and distributed manufacturing resources, web service
resource framework based on resource management and manufacturing resource encapsulation are needed.
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the complexity of determining how to allocate tasks and processes across these different
environments (Macia-Perez et al., 2012).
Model World of Manufacturing and ICT trajectories
Whenever we talk about interacting, negotiating and communicating objects, we always talk
about respective models of these objects performing such activities. Also planning, decision
and execution in manufacturing does obviously not regard the units themselves but certain
models and attributes of these units that configure and are put into relations. Each step may
make use of a number of models interacting, raising the question of how their dependencies
and simultaneous actions influence choices, highlight attributes or require certain levels of
detail of these models to be involved. The manufacturing network units’ interaction structure
must be envisioned as an interrelations’ structure of specific models, representing these units.
Envisioned like this, manufacturing does not just consist of simple units but of objects that
encapsulate rich model structures, able to unfold numerous attributes and properties into the
attached realm of models.
Manufacturing networks may then be interpreted as specific Hausdorff spaces. The
topological nature of Hausdorff spaces allows identifying network units (nodes) and to attach
tangent spaces to each one (Kuehnle & Dekkers, 2012). The set-up is rich enough to capture
a vast majority of configurations and decision situations occurring in manufacturing
networks. This is accomplished by “attaching” tangent spaces carrying adequate models,
attributes, relations and aspects assigned to the manufacturing networks’ nodes (Fig. 1).
Moreover, these virtualisations of manufacturing objects, also called mappings, capture e.g.
encapsulations of behaviour, fold and unfold properties, on-off modes of self-organisation.
Configurations may be mapped and monitored as well by models, indicators and attributes,
and the views are expressed by composite attached models, the reason why all mappings are
assumed to be homeomorphous.

Figure 1:

Production Networks’ units with attached tangent spaces (models) as
mappings of Hausdorff Space nodes according to (Kuehnle, 2006)

In practical terms, the homomorphism postulate stands for compatibility of models of
different units. Models of tasks of different units can form a process flow model only and
models of machines of different units compose a useful layout only, if the respective units’
models are compatible. To be able to do this easily, all involved virtualisations of the units
will have to be standardised in some way, so a collection of units represented by attached
models is instantly able to link, to interact and to execute important procedures e.g. for
manufacturing planning, structuring, operating, linking, improving and deciding.
Models for manufacturing management and -planning
To answer the question about which models are to be attached for manufacturing applications,
which properties and attributes ought to be mapped, the chapters of manufacturing systems
planning and control history may be recalled. With the sophistication of manufacturing,
important abstractions and experiences have been consolidated into a collection of generally
5

recognised models, instruments and tools. With the introduction of computers in
manufacturing, many of these models and instruments (or derivates thereof) have been
successfully incorporated in standard software e.g. ERP, Cave, DSS or facilities’ planners.
Manufacturing management generally makes intensive use of these models and model
systems for specific problem solving, routine decisions and planning support, for instance for
shopfloor planning, adequate models are flow charts, Sankey graphs, DMU/VR based on
geometry data of buildings and machines.

Figure 2:

Portfolio of generally used information models for manufacturing
planning and decisions, attachable to the network units according to
Kuehnle 2012

A structured approach to display important sets of models for manufacturing has been made
in the context of concurrent enterprising and collaborative distributed planning, which could
be considered as a base for virtualizing manufacturing networks.
ICT use and Manufacturing Models’ availabilities
Of course, the application of the models, as described above, depends on the availability of
computing power and respective software. Even for the near future it is foreseeable that most
smart units in manufacturing will have enough computing power to carry these as an
encapsulation. Just to trigger some ideas, the progress in decentralized ICT support with
availability of these models for manufacturing processes may be illustrated over the time line
and the data volumes involved (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3:

ICT devices and corresponding data volumes and respective model worlds to
be implemented, arrayed on a timescale

As one trajectory for future manufacturing it may be kept in mind, that manufacturing units
may be imagined as carrying all the models discussed above ready for application to link, to
compose, to negotiate and to decide (processed by own computing power or remote).
Manufacturing then appears as a set of loosely coupled autonomous smart units,
spontaneously forming networks and executing processes; concurrent and evolving planning;
negotiating decisions, all by interrelating models. This appearing set up seems to be quite
different from what we are accustomed to when describing manufacturing and manufacturing
management. Therefore it may be considered worthwhile to take a closer look at this
emerging world of smart manufacturing units and the rules of the game there and to search
for characteristics and principles.
Principles, Properties and Modes
On a smaller scale, many of the phenomena stated have already been encountered with
configurations of distributed manufacturing (Kuehnle, 2010). Seeing all the similarities, the
attempt to generalise and widen up important principles that have been identified for loosely
coupled manufacturing systems, to the manufacturing networks’ level, appears most
promising. For start, a list of properties for smart units in manufacturing may be given that
support compounding manufacturing processes of networked elements. Most of the
capabilities, which smart objects for general use include already, are suitable for
manufacturing process set ups, therefore their adaptation is less a question of requirements
fulfilment, and it seems to be more a specification matter.
Smart Units’ Properties and Requirements
Modularity
For increasing flexibility of operations as well as the ability to be easily reconfigured due to
changing conditions, typically modularity is introduced into manufacturing operations and
equipment design. Modularity is generally followed by distribution of functionalities,
frequently accompanied by physical or/and geographical distribution. The principle of
modularity is known and widely used in manufacturing and organisation already.
Heterogeneity
Due to the variety of devices and units engaged, the manufacturing networks are intrinsically
heterogeneous. Heterogeneity can occur on various levels and for a number of reasons; on the
technical level, heterogeneity comes from different hardware platforms operating systems
7

database management or programming languages; on the conceptual level, heterogeneity
originates from differences in understanding and modelling the same real-world phenomena.
Time synchronization
Timekeeping technologies, such as Global Positioning System satellites and the Network
Time Protocol provide real-time approximation of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC, world
time standard) are used.
Interoperability
Technologies for realizing smart devices have already been around for years, and have been
standardized by the IETF, starting from the lower layers of the stack and moving up.
Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information
and to use the information that has been exchanged (IEEE, 1990). In distributed
manufacturing, interoperation abilities are aimed at on all levels, people resources, between
enterprises and enterprise units5.
Scalability
The capability to extend resources in a way that no major changes in structure or application
are necessary is generally referred to as scalability. Due to stronger links between cyber
objects and real manufacturing units, the term of scalability becomes relevant for
manufacturing systems too. For example, the cloud system allows the cloud service
consumers to quickly search for and fully utilize resources, such as idle and/or redundant
machines and hard tools, in another organization to scale up their manufacturing capacity.
Concurrency Modes and Mechanisms
Recognizing these potentials is surely not exaggerated to postulate the necessity of a
complete re-thinking of manufacturing and a thorough revision of every well established and
habitually used, so far proven and uncontested, manufacturing setup. It’s not only the fact
that all solutions have been set up without employing such options and technical possibilities,
it is no longer possible to establish factory centred solutions on the base of pure systems
thinking, widely ignoring the network nature of manufacturing. Most prominent examples are
deeply rooted for example the term of process and supply chain in manufacturing; in reality
we work on the base of process and transformation stage networks, which expose process
chains ex post as planning and decision results.
Behaviour
Behaviour is the range of actions made by systems, or abstract units, in interaction with other
units and the environment. A unit shows its state in indicators (variables, data) and exposes
its behaviour through methods (functions) that react to certain events. Process parameters
present the behaviour of a unit and its interactions with other objects. Monitoring tools enable
the users to specify and to process-level events such as inter process communication, as long
as these events are at the correct level of abstraction of the network units, as successfully
5

Interoperation may occur between two (or more) entities that are related to one another in one of three ways
(ISO 14258) (ISO, 1999): a. Integrated b. Unified c. Federated. Many discussions of interoperation refer to
TCP/IP protocols or the OSI/ISO layer description, even if not fully compatible. Gateways allow
interconnecting any non-IP-based smart object to the net. However, most networks very quickly migrate to IP as
gateways lack flexibility and scalability. IEC TC 65/290/DC identifies degrees of compatibility depending on
the quality of communication and application features (Kosanke, 2006).
EPICS (EPICS, 2013) is also wide spread, originating from experimental physics and industrial control that has
been used or originally for sophisticated devices in electronic laboratory or measurement centres. The IPSO
Alliance included interoperability tests of IPv6 devices over different physical layers. The Smart Object
architecture roughly conforms to the Virtual Entity, the Information Model, and the Channel Model set out in
the IoT-A Architecture Reference Model (IoT-A ARM) and supports direct interaction between smart sensors,
smart gateways, cloud/internet services, and user devices. Interaction uses standard web protocols and formats
and is semantically a superset of the CoAP protocol. Interoperability discussions are still going on. It is expected
that there will be very comfortable and easy to use standards coming up for connecting any units anywhere and
anytime.
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applied in DM (Kuehnle, 2010). As a representation of the units’ behaviour, Spaces of
Activity (SoA) may be described by the units’ objectives, the resources and constraints. In
consequence, the SoA volume may be identified as the unit’s decision space i.e. admitted
zone for the units’ state (Fig. 4). The unit’s behaviour, e.g. expressed by corresponding
indicators, gives input for decisions on maintaining the unit’s self-organization mode or
reducing autonomy and calling for external interference. In cases of a unit’s inability to cope
with the objectives or the changes in the environment, network “order parameters” may gain
influence on the units’ activities ((self) reproduction, (self) destruction, (self) structuring).

Figure 4:

Space of Activity (SoA) as mapping of network node for monitoring the
behaviour of the unit by relevant indicators and observable

This “biologically” inspired manufacturing approach addresses challenges in complex
(unpredictable) manufacturing environments tackling aspects of self-organization, learning,
evolution and adaptation (Ueda et al., 2000). They easily adapt to unforeseen changes in the
manufacturing environment, and achieve global behaviour through interaction among units
(Bongard, 2009). Applied for manufacturing network decisions, such behaviour thinking
supports levelled manufacturing network adaptation procedures.
Parallelism
An optimum base for collaborating using least resources and time is to do substantial steps
towards parallelism of all actions and operations. Parallelism aims at reducing execution time
or improving throughput. Adding parallelism to an event driven view requires reasoning
about all possible chains of transitions to determine events that might interfere with others.
Parallelism for mobile applications uses operation time and requires sophisticated algorithms
since it is not sufficient to run just a few services in parallel. Mobile systems are power
constrained but improved wireless connectivity enables shifting computations to servers or
the cloud. Leading experts state that, generally, parallel systems can be expected supporting
task parallelism and data parallelism, both essential for decentralised and distributed
manufacturing applications. Eventually each node of a task can have multiple
implementations that target different architecture (Cantanzaro et al., 2011). For
manufacturing applications this allows taking full advantage of the task parallelism on one
hand and running independent operations in parallel on the other. Parallelism will revise
process planning, for example, by building sequences from independent sub-sequences. For
parallelism of operations in manufacturing, industrial networks will strongly rely upon
dynamic forms of communication and coordination that handle non-predictable situations by
self-adaptiveness and self organization.
Iteration
Developing configuration options and decide about favourable configurations is a highly
iterative process and not a straight-line journey. Loops back are possible, as factory and
network capabilities identified and may not fit or others may give rise to potential new
business opportunities. The ‘Iteration’ mode emphasises the fact that there is an inherent,
evolving nature to structuring. Iteration results in changes that must propagate through the
9

structure’s stages, requiring continuous process rework. Within simple settings of collocated
operations, the challenge of managing can still be achieved by conventional planning systems
and respective intra-organisational decision mechanisms. For networks, management
becomes much more complicated, as the involved units and their roles are not stable, but
evolve dynamically. However precisely these properties enormously increase a companies’
adaptabilities and strongly amplify differentiations and uniqueness. This means continuous
restructurings and adaptations for manufacturing networks as well. For the decisions on
structuring, re-linking, or breaking up connections in manufacturing networks, iterative
procedures develop both system structure models and map behaviours onto structures vice
versa, ensure the manufacturing networks robustness, their stability against uncertainties,
operator mistakes, or imperfections in physical and/or cyber components. Since integration
into processes must be orchestrated in order to achieve suitable performance behaviours, it is
necessary to ensure the expected alignment with respect to the fit degrees, similar KPI or
(estimated values of) key alignment indicators (KAI), (Piedade et al., 2012).
Encapsulation
In general, encapsulation is the inclusion of one thing within another thing so the included
thing is not apparent. In DM, encapsulation is concerned with the possible encapsulations of
abstractions of units (e.g. models or task descriptions) and transformations (e.g. processes)
(Kuehnle, 2010). The Encapsulation mode enables to build networks and processes by
combining elements for creating new processes and units or for atomising units to obtain
elements. Self-similarity and compositionality of a unit or a process is a direct consequence
of unit- or task encapsulation and provides the basis for constructing networks from
components (Lau & Faris, 2007). The models of a unit are accessible through interactions at
the interfaces supported by the models. The model element may be seen as based on
connectors (links) to construct and compose units. In the tangent space projection, there are
two kinds of elements: (i) unit models, and (ii) connectors.
The units are loosely coupled and their control is originated and encapsulated by connectors,
which is used to define and coordinate the control for a set of components (element or
composite). Indeed, the hierarchical nature of the connectors means that composite units are
self-similar to their sub-components; this property also provides the basis for hierarchical
composition. Each unit model may additionally encapsulate more models and methods.
In a composite, encapsulations in the sub- units are preserved. As a result, encapsulation is
propagated in compositions of newly constructed components (units are self-similar) and is
also closely related to components’ reuse.
Encapulated models of units and connectors, may arbitrarily be compressed/broken down
resp. fold/unfold (Fig. 5). For instance a critical behaviour of a unit on a lower level may
have to be compensated on a more aggregated network level or even at the configuration
level of the total manufacturing network.
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Arising criticalities are to be negotiated and harmonized with other units’ objectives and
resources. A unit’s behaviour may generally result in decisions on maintaining the selforganization mode, reducing or removing the autonomy and calling for network interference
along the subsequent decision cycle.
Strategy and Objectives:
The network gets vision, mission and network draft that are later detailed to design and
operation. The network strategy has to support the idea that in order to truly align the
structure with business requirements, units must be free to negotiate and to choose the
solutions that best meet their unique needs.
Monitoring and Analysis:
This stage tracks the execution of the manufacturing processes. It executes by detecting/
sensing the current state of the business and operational manufacturing environment, by
monitoring the manufacturing-related business processes for determining if the
manufacturing units’ behaviours are acceptable (e.g., concerning economic performance), for
capturing (unexpected) events and continuously informing on the current situation (e.g.,
desired, undesired and unexpected events). Activities that constantly update the units’
potentials, capabilities or availabilities or that check the network for underperforming units
and that notify the network in cases of outages or other alarms, recognised by units’
criticalities. Structures, mechanisms and outputs are studied, compared and rated. These
analyses may be driven down to sub or sub-sub levels where resource configurations and
their contributions to the objectives as well as the SoAs structures (incl. the criticality settings)
are broken down.
In cases of less severe criticalities, improvements or objectives’ alignments are initiated.
Severe criticalities will provoke networks’ adaptations or reconfigurations.
Network design
The network is be configured to meet customer requirements best. Partners, units and other
actors are identified and linked to a network structure. Processes have to be linked and
assigned to responsibilities.
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Figure 6: Revolving decision cycle procedure of levelled interventions in Manufacturing for
gradual continuous configuration
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The strategy elements may be broken down to the decisive factors and the respective
indicators that cover all key areas of the networks. They may result in relations of sub
objectives and/or aggregated objectives’ systems.
Decision:
The decision phase marks the point where the necessary initiatives are taken in order to
support the networks evolution into the intended direction. All decisions of importance may
be taken, revised, improved or repeatedly cancelled within this cyclic procedure (Fig. 6) i.e.
previous program strategy, network configuration, make/buy decision, site decision,
process/technology/equipment decisions, etc. are revisited regularly. History and time
(complexity attributes) might hinder to execute the resulting decisions immediately.
Structures might exist that cannot be instantly eliminated or the building of new
competencies will take some time. For the modelling of the network it is therefore
recommended to maintain other models (structure simulator) beside the model of the given
actual network. These models should provide for “what if” evaluations and simulated
comparisons of indicators that make visible, to what extend the actual configuration has
“suboptimal” effects on the results.

Figure 7: Meshed decision cycles including encapsulated models and instruments to negotiate and
decide on manufacturing networks’ process fulfilment on several levels of detail according to
distributed manufacturing/properties

Fig. 7 illustrates the self-similarity of composite components in a decision network involving
the decision cycle as described. Most importantly, every composite component is similar to
all sub-components. This means that composition is done in a hierarchical manner.
Furthermore, each composition preserves encapsulation. The topological nature ensures that
the hierarchical structure of the process is enforced and the encapsulation enforces additional
rules to ensure the overall process optimum. A unit component encapsulates all necessary
models and procedures. A composite component also encapsulates computation and control
(Lau & Fais, 2007). For decentralized decision making based on network business models
special logics, algorithms and methods for integration and management seem to be necessary.
This concerns the matching of partners as well as the temporary collocation of operations in
manufacturing networks. On this basis, all units’ behaviour as well as all interrelations may
be optimised and planning procedures and logic for the meshed control of configurations,
containing processes and resources in networked manufacturing structures, may be
established.
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Emergence
Emergence focuses on the arising of new patterns, structures and characteristics of networks
that are neither really predictable nor fully deductible from antecedent states, events or
conditions. DM configurations are ideally envisioned as emergent. Generally, emerging setups are characterised as dynamical, meaning they arise over time, as coherent, meaning show
somehow enduring integration and occasionally as ostensive, meaning they appear during a
set up evolves. In the smart world as outlined, manufacturing processes may therefore be
seen as emergent items as well, corresponding to the term emergence precisely in this sense.
Complexity science has means to express links and dynamics of interconnectivity, (or what in
complexity discourse is termed “emergence”; arising of unforeseen new structures with
unexpected new properties (Goldstein, 1999). In Fig. 7 the process chain emerges as a result
of the interactions between units. There is no ultimate configuration solution beyond
continuous adaptation and restructuring. To say that process chains emerge, however, does
not mean to abandon overall planning. Rather than deriving outcomes by rigid adherence to
preconceived strategies, the key for ensuring good solutions is to focus on creating effective
rules for interactions. These rules ensure alignments among participants that increase the
likelihood of favourable emergent network configuration leading to the objectives fulfilments
aimed at.
Conclusions and Implications
What definitely follows for industrial practice is that non-hierarchical views of manufacturing
will fully establish. Iterative concepts of planning and control will replace central, sequential,
rhythmic and time sliced procedures by event-driven parallel distributed evolving logics.
Manufacturing will introduce and apply new types of methods and tools, supporting linkage
and reconfiguration as well as high level plug & produce, plug & participate and concurrent
work skills.
Any decisions on implementation of smart units in manufacturing as well as virtual resources
as services are elements of a company’s core strategy and cannot be delegated to IT experts
or service providers. The services required by manufacturing differ from general services.
The main points, which highlight manufacturing, are interaction ability; powerful
functionality (manufacturers will want to streamline business processes and to optimize
inventory), real-time ability and Multi Corporation set up.
More standards on all levels will be defined, most likely on international level and done by
institutions outside of manufacturing. For implementation decisions, it’s rather a matter of
choosing and evaluating than developing own standards or engaging in standardisation
organisations. It is always worthwhile to keep an eye on rapidly spreading devices of
telecommunication and respective freeware for general use that could eventually establish
irresistible quasi- or de facto standards. Manufacturing near associations ought to provide
recommendations which existing or upcoming standards should be considered.
Many virtualization instruments address manufacturing main processes, hence key
productivity issues. The use of resources along these models will translate into lower costs
for all involved units. Early adopters of such novel distributed manufacturing options might
immediately set so far unseen KPI benchmarks and cause competition pressure.
Specialization of manufacturers using complex and expensive machinery or factories to
develop certain products or sub-products for other manufacturers is facilitated.
Moreover these systems might instantly demonstrate drastic changes in the forms of
manufacturing or manufactured products and, especially, could initiate novel business models
synthesising new services and new products. Business model development should focus on
the research questions (Wu et al., 2013): Why would those involved in this business model
choose a smart operating environment over a traditional manufacturing environment? How
will equity be assured when value is delivered as a result of shared-interest, multiple-party
work? How should IP be handled in collaborative environments?
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Especially, Cloud Manufacturing allows easy integration of applications and processes both
within an organization and between different organizations that wish to collaborate.
However, some of the greatest concerns are security problems, loss of control (infrastructure,
services, and management), technology, difficulty in migrating to other platforms, and loss of
reliability. Companies may feel most attracted to the hybrid cloud, an option that might be
reserved for applications, which do not require any synchronization or highly specialized or
expensive equipment. Initially, hybrid solutions with large portions of proper company
implementations are expected.
The development will challenge HR policies. If comparisons to mechatronics and distributed
manufacturing hold, there will be mainly high/ICT skilled experts around in these virtualized
manufacturing areas. General use of smart services should be sensitive to potential cultural
and organizational differences in users’ motivation to participate. Collaboration is not always
considered appropriate and reasonable across cultures. Control beliefs should be managed by
informing and empowering users. An abort button or a similar type of “emergency feature” to
disconnect the access of the provider on the user’s smart object is relatively easy to
implement. Another major managerial implication is that firms should train and provide
general guidance to implementations, although not all are front-line employees in a
traditional sense, in order to improve their social interaction skills in this technologymediated service setting. It is important to understand that the introduction of smart
interactive services substantially changes the way providers, manufacturers and customers
interact (Wuenderlich et al., 2011).
Apart from the possible criticism for its novelty, there is an open controversy with this kind
of manufacturing virtualization and all similar approaches, in which IT has a starring role.
Although my contributions always try to cover the social informal organizational aspects
with at least the same priority as information technology aspects, recent developments and
events in manufacturing virtualization give arguments to underpin IT so far. In the near future,
however, it is very likely that we shall experience the follow-up rebound in organizations and
on the employees’ levels with striking effects there. Like a number of times before in
manufacturing history, ICT just seems to make the pace. After saturation, especially the
exaggerations strike back and will push organizations and collaborations on all levels.
However, the actual virtualization wave in manufacturing is, despite of obvious gaps and
high risks, unstoppable, because the advantages of these technologies are evident and their
benefits are indispensable for manufacturing.
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Abstract: The booming of internet based commerce has resulted in many
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Background
The rising of internet based commerce has resulted in myriads options appearing in
the distribution element of the supply chain, which is becoming a point that
requires attention in terms of strategic design. We note that the existing B2C
distribution typology, which forms the basis for B2C distribution strategic design, is
limited and fails to meet broad standard.
Thus, given the typology design theories, and by re-visiting and integrating the
existing works of B2C distribution typologists, we propose a new version of typology
relating to B2C distribution.
1. Selected Research on Typology of B2C Distribution
According to an enquiry into B2C distribution-related publication database we have
identified two pieces of work having an explicit focus on typology of B2C
distribution systems, namely Chopra et al. (2007) and Boyer et al. (2005). We
recognise the merit of the schemes based on which the two typologies were created,
and aim at drawing a more comprehensive and adapted version following the
previous paradigm.
2. Research Gaps Identified
The authors of those reviewed supplied typological systems of different kinds.
However, in order to make further theoretical advancement, we argue that these
typological systems ought to be re-organised on three counts. First, the pieces failed
to formalise themselves to be standard typological jobs, preventing us from making
comparison unit by unit. Second, there was little evidence available from these
pieces as to why the typologies should be established in such ways. Third, the
typologies should updated to include recent innovations. The next three subsections elaborate each of these assertions.
3. Standardising the Existing Typologies
3.1 Typological Essentials
Typologies permit the co-existence of both similarities and differences, as well as
encourage comparisons across these similar and different types. Prior to classifying
organisations into types one needs a criterion or certain criteria serving as the
sources, which we term as typological character. Crownson (1970) and McKelvey
(1982) defined that a character (also referred as an attribute, variable,
characteristic, parameter, or dimension) is essentially any feature by which an
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individual can be compared against another; it also allows both similarities and
differences between individuals to be measured.
What associates with each typological character is typological state. The term is
sourced from Sneath and Sokal (1973) when describing the typological character.
They denoted that the character is any attribute by which an individual may be
measured that has two or more states that cannot be further subdivided within the
study at hand, except for the purposes of data coding. In other words, the
typological state is the outcome demonstrated by each classified type when
measured against the given typological character. Every typological character
should of course have two or more states, as there are two or more classified types.
3.2 Standardisation Procedures
In this section, we exercise the effort of standardising the two typologies by framing
them into the two typological essentials. This is done through a discourse enquiry
into original text which used by the authors to depict the intended typologies
(although neither of them have explicitly regarded their works as being typological).
We extract the key information deemed to be of making typological sense, and
subsequently reconstruct them in the format of typological states, which, in group,
are finally summarised into typological characters. We must stress that, in this
stage, we stick to as much the original languages as possible so as not to intervene
the underlying meanings intended by the writers.
3.3 Standardisation of Chopra (2007)’s Work
Chopra (2007) proposed a number of decision areas which should considered when
designing a distribution network:
[…] [a] 1. Will product be delivered to the customer location or picked up from a
prearranged site? [b] 2. Will product flow through an intermediary (or [c]
intermediate location)? (P85)
These decision areas fall in the category of typological state, although some ‘‘states’’
have been omitted in the original article.
He continued to classify the distribution network into six types, namely:
[d]
[e]
[f]
[g]
[h]

Manufacturer storage with direct shipping;
Manufacturer storage with direct shipping and in-transit merge;
Distributor storage with package carrier delivery;
Distributor storage with last mile delivery;
Manufacturer/distributor storage with customer pickup;
3"
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[i]

Retail storage with customer pickup. (P85)

We note that the types were named in a way that can demonstrate their intrinsic
characters. To illustrate, all the six types unilaterally involve one ‘storage’
dimension, but the actual manifestations relating to the dimension may differ, e.g.
in type [d], storage function is carried out by manufacturer whereas in type [f] and
[i], the same function is performed by distributor and retailer respectively. Table 1
presents them in a structured fashion with the omitted items added.
Table 1 Standardisation of Chopra (2007)’s Work
Reference
Point
a

Extracted and Grouped Typological
States
Product is delivered to the customer
location

Description of Potential Typological
Character
The point to which product is
delivered

Product is picked up from a
prearranged site
b

Product flows through an
intermediary

The intermediary organisation
through which product flows

*Product does not flow through an
intermediary
c

Product flows through an
intermediate location

The intermediary location through
which product flows

*Product does not flow through an
intermediate location
d,e,h

Product is stored with manufacturer

f,g

Product is stored with distributor

i

Product is stored with retailer

The point with which product is
stored

* Underlined contents are the additional states which were omitted in the original
article.
3.4 Standardisation of Boyer (2005)’s work
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Boyer (2005) maintained that:
There are two decisions associated with extending the supply chain. [j] First, order
fulfillment, or the picking of items for consumer orders, can be accomplished either
in existing stores or in a centralised distribution center(s) […] [k] Second, delivery to
the end consumer can be direct, as in delivery to the consumer’s home, or indirect,
wherein the consumer is required to pick up her order, or [l] a third-party provider
such as Federal Express or UPS provides the deliveries. (P18)
It is clear that this statement also involves the descriptions of some characters and
their corresponding states. We replicate the same process as what we did with
Chopra (2007)’s work.
Table 2 structures Boyer (2005)’s typology using the two typological essentials:
Table 2 Standardisation of Boyer (2005)’s work
Reference
Point
j

Extracted and Grouped Typological States
Order is fulfilled in existing stores
Order is fulfilled in a centralised
distribution center(s)

k

Order is delivered to the consumer’s home
Order is picked up by consumer

l

Order is delivered by a third-party
provider

Description of Potential
Typological Character
The point in which order is
fulfilled

The point to which order is
delivered
The organisation by which
order is delivered

3.5 Integration of the Works
As was noted, some characters and states from different statements appear to be
overlapped. We merge the analogous elements to generate a parsimonious listing of
typological essentials in the context of B2C distribution. The process is presented in
table 3:
Table 3 Integration of the Works of Chopra (2007) and Boyer (2005)
Source

Description of Typological
Character Grouped from the

Branding of Emerging Branding of Emerging
Typological States
Typological
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Two Sources

Characters

Chopra
(2007)

The point to which product
is delivered

Order receipt point

Boyer
(2005)

The point to which order is
delivered

Chopra
(2007)

The intermediary
organisation through which
product flows

Boyer
(2005)

The organisation by which
order is delivered

Chopra
(2007)

The intermediary location
Order intermediary
through which product flows point

Distribution center

Boyer
(2005)

The point in which order is
fulfilled

Existing stores

Customer location
Prearranged site

Order carrier

Order fulfillment
point

Third-party provider

Distribution center
Manufacturer

4. Generalising Typological Essentials
4.1 A Typology of Emerging Typological Characters
It has brought to our attention that the four emerging typological characters are
actually interlinked. Table 4 shows a typology of the typological characters:
Table 4
Type

Type I

Branded Typological
Characters

Commonality

Order receipt point

Relating to network nodes

Order carrier
Order intermediary point
Type II

Order fulfillment point

Relating to network partner roles
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4.2 Relationship between the Typological Characters and States
We wish to draw a clue as to how the typological characters and states are
interlinked to assist identification of further typological elements. It is found (1)
that the type I typological arrangement aims at connecting distribution procedural
steps, e.g. order fulfillment, with supply chain constituency, e.g. retailer; (2) that
the type II typological arrangement seeks to draw a link between distribution
procedural step, e.g. order fulfillment and ownership of the handling body, e.g.
third-party provider.
4.3 Adjustment of the State of ‘‘a prearranged site’’
Applying the logic stated in section 6.2 we locate the only ‘‘state’’ that falls outside
the pattern: a prearranged site. Actually from Chopra (2007)’s point of view, the
prearranged site can include retailers and other facilities; Here we brand other
facilities bridging upper stream supply chain with customer as ‘‘facilitator’’, and we
propose that facilitator forms part of supply chain constituency and differs from
retailer. Both retailer and facilitator can become order receipt point.
5. Capturing Recent Innovations
5.1 Case Studied
We select two innovative practices to expand the current collection. Their nature is
presented in table 5.
Table 5 A List of Case Studied and Their Nature
Case No.
1
2
3

Nature of the Company
Studied
Grocer
Delivery facilitator
Delivery facilitator

Company Name
Home Plus
Abby Couriers
Parcel Motel

5.2 Presentation of Case 1
Case 1 has a virtual store allowing customers to place order via scanning the
barcode from a board virtually displaying goods the same as what customers can get
from normal channels.
Case 1 gives a real-life example that another distribution procedural step, namely
order placement point, can vary from customer’s location to retailer, as shown below:
Table 6 Order Placement Point as a Typological Character
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Typological Character

Corresponding State

Case Evidence

Order Placement Point

Retailer

Home Plus

Customer

All other cases

5.3 Presentation of Case 2 and 3
Case 2 and 3 mediates between the order carrier and customer, taking reception of
the goods on behalf of the customer and subsequently arrange timely delivery with
the customer. Both cases suggests the inter-organisational structure in table 7, and
table extends the existing typological states based on the finding from case 2 and 3.
6. Outcome
Table 9 summarises the new typological arrangement proposed in this paper:
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we applied and integrated the strategic management concepts into
B2C distribution system, and developed a framework for designing such systems.
We included the latest innovations, e.g. virtual supermarket and facilitated delivery,
into our framework to devise an extensive typology characterised by the typological
characters and states. This defines a set of operational and strategic factors that
will enable the effectiveness of B2C distribution system designing.
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Table 7 Inter-organisational Structure of Case 2 and 3
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Carrier I
Distributor
Carrier II
Retailer
Carrier III
Customer

Carrier
Carrier
Distributor
I
II
Hierarchy / Partnership I

Retailer

Hierarchy /
Partnership
I

Carrier
Customer
III
Partnership II

Seller

Partnership
II

Buyer

This structure makes a fundamental difference with regard to type II typological characters. We re-brand it with
case evidence as presented below:
Table 8 Typological States Emerging from Case 2 and 3
Typological State

Feature

Hierarchy-Hierarchy

Principle LM operator –customer

Tesco

Partnership-Hierarchy

(Principle LM operator + third-party provider) –
customer

Dell

Hierarchy-Partnership

Principle LM operator – (third-party provider +
customer)

Abby couriers, parcel motel
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Case Evidence

Partnership-Partnership

(Principle LM operator + third-party provider I) –
(third-party provider II + customer)

Abby couriers, parcel motel

Table 9 Summary of Newly Proposed Typological Arrangement
Type

Type I

B2C distribution Procedural Step

Typological Character Relating to
Network Node

Order
Initiation

**Order placement point

Order Fulfillment

Order fulfillment point

Corresponding Typological
State
**Existing stores
**Customer location
Existing store
Distribution center
Manufacturer

Order Delivery

Order intermediary point

Distribution center

Order Completion

Order Receipt Point

Customer location
**Facilitator
**Existing store

**Inter-organisational
Relationship Structure
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**Principle B2C distribution
operator –customer

** (Principle B2C distribution
operator + third-party
provider) – customer
**Principle B2C distribution
operator – (third-party
provider + customer)
** (Principle B2C distribution
operator + third-party
provider I) – (third-party
provider II + customer)
** starred elements are the ones that have been added to the original or somehow adjusted.
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Understanding Food Safety Practices in Cross-border Supply Chain
Mukesh Kumar, Susmitha Gunda, Jag Srai and Mike Gregory
Centre for International Manufacturing, IfM, University of Cambridge
Abstract
This paper explores food safety issues and practices followed by food manufacturers, in an
emerging country involved in a cross border supply chain, from supply network configuration
perspective. Food safety is mainly associated with ‘harm to health’, however ‘harm to
emotion or beliefs’ has recently emerged as an important food safety issue with horsemeat
scandal. Ensuring food safety has emerged as one of the important industrial challenges,
particularly when products are sourced from abroad. However, the understanding of practices
adopted by developing countries in a rather complex global food supply chain is relatively
vague. The study adopts framework of ‘Six T’s of Food Quality Management’ and integrate
it with ‘the supply network configuration’ approach to understand a set of practices
promoting food safety in cross border supply chains. This integrated approach to food safety
revealed new insights into how supply network configurations influence, enhance and
promote operational food safety practices.
Keywords: Food supply chain, Indian food supply chain, Food safety
1 Introduction
Food safety concerns are receiving widespread attention due to the recent hi-profile food
recalls (Bosona & Gebresenbet, 2013; Marucheck et al., 2011; Raspor 2008; Beulens, 2005;
Grunert 2005). These incidents have resulted in hampering public confidence in the
efficiency of food manufacturers and government in ensuring food safety (Gallop, 2008).
Customer demand for year round availability of fresh and quality food has resulted in food
supply chains being long, global and sometimes fragmented (Trienekens et al., 2012). In
addition, recent safety hazards reiterate the fact that food safety is not a national concern but
an international issue that needs immediate attention. As a result, food safety is emerging as
an important industrial challenge (Unnevehr, 2000), particularly when the food is globally
sourced (Marucheck et al., 2011). A list of recent hi-profile safety hazards and their impact is
listed in Table 1.
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Incident/ Product category/

Supply Chain Weak

References

Link

Countries Involved

Impact

“Immense cultural impact as horse meat was not usually consumed in
UK-Ireland Horsemeat scandal-2013/
Meat (Beef)/Verbeke, 2013

Food Labelling
(Additive Ingredients

Ireland. Muslims, Jews, Hindus were emotionally hurt and major
13 European countries

Declaration)

retailers lost consumer's confidence. Sales of frozen hamburgers had
fallen by 43% and frozen ready meals by 13% from levels before the
scandal”. [Source: BBC]

German E-coli contamination of
bean sprouts-2011/ Vegetables/(
Karch et al., 2012

Farming

15 European countries,

(Contaminated seeds)

USA, Egypt(supplier)

Irish pork dioxin crisis-2008/ Meet

Farming

(Pork)/ Casey et al., 2010

(Contaminated Feed)

Mad cow disease-2008/ Meat (Beef)/

Farming (Regulations -

Schlenker & Villas-Boas, 2009

Inspection)

Ireland(supplier), UK, South
Kora, Singapore, China,
Japan

USA, Canada

USA, Denmark, Sweden,
Chineese milk scandal-2008/ Dairy /

Processing

Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

Pie at al., 2009

(Adulteration)

Australia, Holland, Canada,
Switzerland, China

Salmonella outbreak in peanut
butter-2007/ Dairy/ Maki, 2009

“Estimated losses of $256 million” [Source: BBC]

“Current estimated costs of the crisis stand at €100 million” [Source:
Guardian]

“Company forced into bankrupcy($172 million) due to massive
product recall and federal fines”. [Source: USDA]

“Company suffered $128 million losses leading to bankruptcy. EU
announced a ban on imports of baby food containing Chinese milk”
[Source: Guardian]

“ConAgra spent around $78 million on the recalls. $55 million worth
Infrastructure (Plant)

USA, Canada

of lost sales. $15 to $20 million into renovating the responsible plan”.
[Source: USDA]
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Chinese petfood Chemical
Contamination-2007/ Pet food/
Ingelfinger, 2008

Farming (Chemical

USA, Canada, South Africa

Contamination)

- China(Supplier)

“Around $42 million dollars to pay for the recall, excluding lost sales.
$24-million settlement for pet-owners. $8 million paid out to affected
consumers”. [Source: USDA]

Spinach E-coli outbreak-2006/

Farming (Water

Vegetables/ Kotewicz et al., 2009

Contamination)

Sudan I crisis in sause-2001/ Spices/

Processing

UK, Europe, South Africa,

“Estimated worldwide damage of $198 million. Ban on export agencies

Umali!Deininger& Sur, 2007.

(Adulteration)

India(supplier)

in India”. [Source: Guardian]

USA, Canada

“Estimated sales losses amounted to a staggering $350
million” [Source: NewYork Times]

Table 1: List of hi-profile food recalls and their impact
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2 Literature review
2.1 Six T’s of Food Quality Management
Traditionally, product safety has been viewed as a “technical problem” in areas like quality
management and safety engineering. However, with increasing focus on operations research,
operations management is being recognized as a means to manage safety. Roth (2008),
through his insights from Chineese food recalls, categorized the practices that are critical to
promotion of food safety and public health and introduced the “Six T’s of supply chain
quality management”. Roths’ (2008) “six T’s” is reviewed to get a better understanding of
how these “T’s” promote food safety in global supply chains.
Traceability: Standard definition of traceability provided by International Organization for
Standardization in 1994 explains traceability “as the ability to trace and follow a food, feed,
food producing animal or ingredients, through all stages of production and distribution”(ISO
standard 8402:1994). Since traceability involves historical study of certain activity or process
in detail, traceability is also defined as “the history of a product in terms of the direct
properties of that product and/or properties that are associated with that product once these
products have been subject to particular value-adding processes using associated production
means and in associated environmental conditions” (Regattieri et al., 2007). While
traceability is a concept relevant to all product and supply network types, food safety is a
principle factor that makes traceability a key instrument for mitigating product safety in food
sector(Sarig, 2003) (Vorst, 2005).
Contemporary studies on food safety extend the concept of traceability to biotraceability
(Ioana at al., 2013). An extension to traceability, biotraceability is defined as “the ability to
identify the sources of microbial contamination in a food chain”(Smid et al., 2011). While
traditional tracing process comprises of record maintenance and summarization of the same
on a code or tag(Barker et al., 2009), biotracing is an emerging area that becomes an essential
tool in assessment of microbiological hazards in food sector(Ioana et al., 2013). With most of
the recent food scares involving detection of harmful microbiological contents, biotracing is
an important aspect that should be present while designing traceability in food supply chains.
Transparency:

Many researchers review transparency as a multi-faceted concept. A

comprehensive understanding of transparency in supply chains is put forward by
Hofstede(2003) and Deimel(2008); which states transparency as “. . .the extent to which all
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its stakeholders have a shared understanding of, and access to, the product-related
information that they request, without loss, noise, delay and distortion”. In supply chains,
scholars agree that information exchange, related to the origin and history of food products, is
the fundamental factor enhancing visibility and thus transparency in the chain(Vorst, 2006).
While the bare-minimum requirement for this information is its reliability, it should also be
accurate, factual, relevant and available in required quantity (Hofstetde, 2003) which involves
co-ordination of all the relevant actors in the network. When supply chain is defined as a
“directed network of business processes”, the factors realizing transparency of the network is
dependent on these relationships (Beulens et al., 2005). Hence for exploring the concept of
transparency in totality, a review of the supply network involved is essential.
Trust : Trust and commitment from all the actors in the chain is often referred to as an
important factor in these relationships(Whipple & Frankel, 2008; Trauttman et al., 2009;
Handfield & Betchel, 2002).While trust exists in various dimensions, Chowdary(2005)
suggests that trust exists in agent-based and cognitive forms. Though the former is a result of
behaviour and interaction frequency and latter with roots in “role-performance, culturalethnic similarity and professional credentials”, both forms facilitated co-ordination,
interaction and lower costs(Handfield & Betchel, 2002). While trust is an enabling factor of
co-operation and co-ordination, Choi & Hong(2002) reviews that performance enabling
mechanisms like joint agreements, vendor approval schemes or regular audits is a practical
way in which focal firms maintain their supply base. Certifications and standards(both public
and private) are said to enhance buyer-supplier relationships to promote total quality and
safety(Raspor, 2008). In supply chain management where traceability and transparency are of
critical importance, trust is of paramount importance(Roth et al., 2010) where each member
has mutual confidence on other member’s “capabilities and actions”(Johnston, 2004).
Training:" " With food supply chains tending to be long, global and highly interconnected
(Trienekens et al., 2012. Marucheck et al., 2011), the importance of training is identified by
many scholars (Fritz et al., 1989; Rangarajan et al., 2002). Roth et al.,(2011) explained that
training including “technical assistance and transfer of best practices” is a critical necessity to
harmonize “local norms” with “international expectations”. Strategy and operations
management literature explains the concept of training in the form of “learning-by-doing and
“forgetting-by-not-doing”(Ardote, 1997) by establishing the risk of outsourcing. Standard
training schemes abd behavioural training is found to be of utmost importance in food
industry where most of the primary production processes are manual. Hygienic compliance
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training is identified as an important aspect of training in processing units (Carvalho, 2006;
Egan et al., 2007). Though food safety training is identified as a means to assure public
health, the effectiveness of these training schemes has been relatively unexplored(Roberts,
2008)
Time: Transit time is one of the critical parameters in food supply chain management
affecting freshness and quality of the food products. Spoilage is high in case of frozen foods
and longer transit times result in reduction of shelf life(Roth, 2011). Hence determining
optimal lead time to prevent loss of production is emerging as an important industrial
challenge, especially in global food supply chains(Lijima et al., 1996). In addition to transit
time, Vorst(2005) proposes that traditional risk assessment in food supply chains should
extend to evaluating the reaction time of the network to any disruptions. This leads to
identification of critical points in the supply network and would reduce product recall time
and volume if managed efficiently. Complex supply chains are prone to experience slowness
in reporting disruptions, increasing operational risks(Roth, 2011).
Testability: In sectors like automobiles, electronics and aerospace, 100% product testing is a
critical concept in product design (Peltzman, 1975; Haddadin et al., 2007; Kleyner &
Sandborn, 2008). However, food product testing is impractical as foreign matter
contaminations are not encountered as long as they do not alter the product characteristics
(Roth et al., 2009). Historically, testing of food products is limited to varietal selection,
validation of physical and visual characteristics, tolerance for foreign substance and
compatibility of packaging materials(World Bank, 2007b). In fresh produce global trade,
concerns around tolerance of pesticide residues, antimicrobial resistance, wax coatings,
nanomaterials and genetically modified organisms are receiving increasing attention due to
non-harmonization of these levels in each country(Domingo & Gine Bordonaba, 2011;
Magnuson et al., 2011; Tait & Bruce, 2001). The important information on these residue
levels(MRLs) can be found in the 1994 Agreements on the Application of Sanitary and
Phytosanitary(SPS) Measures and Technical Barriers to Trade(TBT) of the WTO(Tran et al.,
2013).
While MRL testing is mandatory for all the samples of produce according to the regulatory
norms, end-product testing has been identified as an inefficient form of testing. Hence
companies are rather focusing on prevention mechanisms like HACCP implementing in their
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production facilities to prevent contamination through external materials(Henson & Caswell,
1990).
2.2 Supply Network Configuration
In recent years, understanding the configuration of the supply network has evolved as a key
element of managing the chain(Poirier & Bauer, 2001; Lamming et al., 2000, Srai &
Gregory, 2008). Choi & Hong(2002) review supply network as an “organization form in a
larger context” by extending the organizational design literature to capture the qualitative
traits of supply networks in three dimensions – “formalization, centralization and
complexity”.
Integrating strategic management and operational management, a comprehensive supply
network context is defined as “that particular arrangement or permutation, of the supply
network’s key elements including, the “network structure” of the various operations within
the supply network and their integrating mechanisms, the flow of materials and information
between and within key “unit operations” the “role, inter-relationships, and governance”
between key network partners, and the “value structure” of the product or service
delivered”(Srai & Gregory, 2008).

Accordingly, the configuration mapping tools that

provide a collective configuration of the supply network includes :
•

Map capturing supply network structure

•

Map capturing material and information flow between key processes

•

Map depicting role of network actors and their relationships and governance

•

Map explaining the value structure of the product/service

The structure of supply network is examined in three dimensions: horizontal structure,
vertical structure and horizontal position of the focal company (Lambert et al, 1998) as
shown in Figure 2.5. Complexity of the structure is termed as the “structural
differentiation”(Daft, 1989). In simple terms vertical complexity refers to number of tiers in
the network, horizontal complexity refers to number of suppliers in each tier and spatial
complexity refers to the average time or distance between the participating firms(Choi &
Hong, 2002).
Lamming et al(2000) identifies actors, resources and activities as the key elements of a
network. The actors of the supply network are the critical firms that the focal company
directly or indirectly interacts with. The flow of information and material is dependent on the
key operational processes involved in the network.
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Dynamics of the network are based on the inter-relationships between the network actors. In
general, the actor that directly deals with consumer emerges as the network leader(Lambert et
al.,

1998).

Governance

is

a

necessity

to

ensure

stability

of

buyer-supplier

relationships(Benton & Maloni, 2005). In these relationships, governance comprises of
“actions or mechanisms by which both parties behave, leading to fulfilment of joint
objectives”(Liu et al., 2009). At product level, the value structure of the product or service
includes the value adding activities of the firm. Some of the value propositions put forward
by Srai & Gregory(2008) include product modularity(or shape), product differentiation,
innovation, shelf life of the product and/or some key costs incurred by the structure.
3 Investigative framework
The existing literature identified the key food safety issues in global food supply chains and
reviewed the importance of safety practices in ensuring food safety. However, extensive
cross-country research in agri-food sector is minimal(Leat et al., 2009). Very little research is
done on the operational safety practices in an emerging country which is a part of global food
supply chains (World Bank, 2012). Moreover a key concerning fact is around the awareness
of these practices among the manufacturers (Raspor, 2008). Literature review identifies that
while there are ideal practices that promote safety, there is still uncertainty regarding the
actual practices and their vulnerabilities especially in a developing country where the
standards and infrastructure is not sometimes on par with international expectations. In
addition, while much was discussed about the available practices, research on the kind of
supply chain design strategies that foods manufactures adopt to imbibe safety into their chain
is still very vague.
Supply chain perspective in food safety illustrates that safety issues can arise at any stage of
the chain from farming through to distribution (Thirumalai & Sinha, 2011) and even at
transfers during these stages or storage(Marucheck et al., 2011). Practices like traceability,
transparency and trust, among others, depend significantly on the relationships between
actors, co-ordination and maintenance of supply chain in totality. Hence in order to explore
the safety practices in food supply chains, there is a need to review the supply chain
configuration. A investigative framework is developed to explore food safety through supply
chain configuration approach (Fig 1)
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Figure 1: Investigative Framework
4 Approach
This research aims to understand how current food manufacturer ensures safety. Hence a case
study approach was deemed fit. However, in order to maximize the ability to draw
conclusions and external validity, multiple case study approach was recommended
(Eisenhardt, 1989). To incorporate replication logic, this research employs multiple case
study method to gather data. The study adopts the theory of “Six T’s of Food Quality
Management” and integrates it with supply network configuration approach to understand the
comprehensive set of practices promoting food safety in cross border supply chains along
with vulonerabilities. The research follows empirical approach, it was necessary to identify
the inquiring factors, method for enquiry and sources of data. To facilitate structured data
gathering, the investigative framework is developed, categorizing the key factors along with
the set of factors influencing food safety is identified, as shown in Figure 1.
Selection of Countries, companies and product Categories: With the recent horse-meat
scandal in UK, there is wide spread attention towards food safety practices of imported food.
Hence the study of food safety practices in an emerging country that is serving the UK is of
contemporary academic and industrial significance. With the food system in UK being one of
the most sophisticated (Yakovlena et al., 2004), it was inferred that the practices enforced to
attain the same amount of sophistication would be exemplary and the study of these practices
would yield significant results.
A review of the importing countries and key issues in imported revealed that in developing
countries, India accounts for 20% non-compliances1. Though India is a rapidly emerging
country with agriculture as one of the key sectors for economic growth (Viswanadham,
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1

"UK+FSA"Sampling"Report"2011,"available"at"
http://www.food.gov.uk/enforcement/monitoring/samplingresources/samplingandsurveillance/"
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2006), and in addition, extensive research on food safety in India is very scarce (Sihariya et
al., 2013). This indicated that further research in focusing India is merited. The food supply
chain activities are influenced by product characteristics (Ngam et al., 2008). Hence to limit
the scope of the research, key product categories that India exports to UK are reviewed to
find the category fit for the research. Among the value adding food exports from India to UK,
Fresh Fruits and Marine products are of highest quantity. In addition, though there was
evidence of collaborative initiatives in India to mitigate product safety, it has been lacking in
horticultural sector (World Bank, 2007b). Though India is the 2nd largest producer of fresh
fruits and 6th largest producer of fisheries, about 30% of the produce is lost due to
contamination or inefficiencies of the cold chain (Reardon & Minten, 2011). Moreover,
excessive usage of antibiotics has been a persistent issue in marine exports from India(World
Bank, 2007b). With fresh fruits and fisheries being fresh products with less shelf life, food
supply chains of these product categories are susceptible to higher degree of safety risk.
Hence management of these chains is of significant importance (Unnverhr, 2000). For the
above mentioned reasons, the scope of product categories is set to fresh fruits and marine
products. To reduce extraneous variations, theoretical sampling method was employed.
Companies that are known for key innovations in procurement and supply management were
chosen to maximize the generalization of the results(Eisenhardt, 1989). Detailed selection

Activity

Selection Criteria/Company

Mahindra

Involved in cross border supply chain

√

End-End chain activities control

√

Processing/Pre-processing

√

Fishery
Exporter2

Intermediate Agents
Farming

√

√

Processed
Mahagrapes

Food
Exporter3

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

Innovation in procurement strategies
practices

Operational

Supply Chain

Category

criteria taken into account for selection of companies for case studies is as shown below

√

Innovation in supply chain practices

√

Towards servitization in FSC

√

Table 2: Company selection criteria
"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2
3

"Name"is"not"disclosed"to"maintain"anonymity"as"per"company’s"request"
"Name"is"not"disclosed"to"maintain"anonymity"as"per"company’s"request"
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Data Sources: Data gathering was done through semi-structured interviews, documents and
visual observations by visiting the companies in focus.An interview tool was designed to gain
insights about company’s back ground, supply chain activities and operational practices. In
line with inductive learning(Michalski, 1983), the interview tool, without a fixed word
structure, was developed to facilitate a two way informative discussion while making sure all
the issues in the tool were discussed. Repeated visits (ranging from 2-3 days) were conducted
to discuss additional criteria and ask the same question to different available informants in the
company to be able to do data triangulation. Depending on the informant and the area of
discussion, each interview lasted between 2– 4 hours in one sitting. Non-confidential
documents like sample farm recommendation report, supplier performance ratings or vendor
approval documents were requested from the firm, but put in closed confidence during the
course of research. Where possible, a plant tour was requested from the participating
company. This facilitated observation of practices like hygiene, sanitation in the firm. These
observations helped in drawing conclusions about key behavioural practices followed in the
company.
Data Analyses: Data Analysis was structured around key concepts derived from the literature
– Supply network configuration and Six T’s of quality management. Adopting Miles &
Huberman’s(1984) recommendations, initially a with-in case analysis was conducted to
identify the different sets of operational practices. Later, a cross-case analysis was adopted to
identify similar or differentiating patterns in the data acquired. While with-in case analysis
identified the unique capabilities of the company’s practices, cross case analysis brought
about generalizations in the results. The key data was analysed and presented in the summary
table (Table 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8).
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Practise

Mahagrapes

Mahindra Subhlabh Services

Fishery Exporter

Processed Food Exporter

Ltd
Supply Network

•

– Vertical

Tier 1 Suppliers– Cooperative

•

Societies, Logistics Firms,

Complexity
•

•

(Supply Network Configuration)

Strategic Level

Tier 1 Suppliers– Integrated

Houses, Logistics Firms ,

processing plants, Logistics Firms,

Integrated pre-

MPEDA Certified Labs

processors, Farmers,

rd

•

Tier 1 Suppliers –

APEDA Certified Labs

APEDA Certified Labs, 3

Tier 2 Suppliers– Grape

Party Agri services providers

•

Tier 2 Suppliers–Local Markets

Ingredient Suppliers,
Govt. Labs

Growers

•

Tier 2 Suppliers–Growers

•

Tier 3 Suppliers – Hatchers

Tier 1 Customers – Importing

•

Tier 1 Customers – Category

•

Tier 1 Customers –Traders, Re-

Traders
•

Tier 1 Suppliers– Leased Pack •

Tier 2 Customers- Retailers

Managers
•

Tier 2 Customers- Retailers

•

•

Tier 1 Customers –

processors, Distributors, Retailers

Intermediate

Tier 2 Customers- Retailers

processors, Retailers
•

Tier 2 Customers Retailers

Supply Network

•

Tier 1 Suppliers- 16

– Horizontal

Cooperative societies, 4

Complexity

Logistics Firms, 6 APEDA

•

•

pack houses, 2 APEDA Labs
•

Labs
•

Tier 1 Suppliers- 17 leased
Tier 2 Suppliers– 400

•

Tier 1 Suppliers- 3 Integrated

•

Tier 1 Suppliers –

processing plants

~200 Approved

Tier 2 Suppliers– 800 hatchers

Vendors, ~2500
Farmers

Growers

Tier 2 Suppliers– 2700

•

Growers

Tier 2 Suppliers - ~20
overseas retailers or
processors

Supply Network

•

Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~2 hrs

– Spatial

•

Tier 2 to Dispatch Port: ~5 hrs •

Complexity

•

Dispatch to Tier 1 Customers:
~1month

•

•

•

Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~2 hrs

Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~4 hrs

•

Tier 1 to Plant : 4-8 hrs

Tier 2 to Dispatch Port: ~5 hrs •

Tier 2 to Dispatch Port: ~2 hrs

•

Plant – Dispatch Port:

Dispatch to Tier 1 Customers:

Dispatch to Tier 1 Customers:

~1month

•

•

~1month

6-8 hrs
•

Dispatch to Tier 1
customers: ~1 months
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Product

Seasonal & Job Based

Seasonal & Job based

Job Based

Job Based

Key Operational

Harvesting, Grading, Packing,

Grading, Packing, Pre-cooling,

Pre-Processing(Cleaning, De-heading,

Grading, Processing,

Processes

Pre-cooling, Cold storage, Export

Cold storage, Export

Deveining, Skewing) Processing(Grading,

Packaging, Storage, Export

Replenishment

rd

Harvesting – 3 party Service

Soaking, Glazing, Packing), Export

Providers
Network Role/

Leader/Partner

Leader

Leader

Leader

Integrated

Integrated

Transactional

Integrated

Governance
Network
Relationships

Table 3: Within-case Summary – Supply network configuration analysis
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Six T

Mahagrapes

Traceability

•

•

8 digit code(unique
combination of
farmer, co-operative
society, location date
of the processing
Bar Code technology

Mahindra Shubhlabh Services Ltd
•
•

Unique identification code(farm
block and pack house).
Bar Code Technology

Fishery exporter
•

•

•
Transparency

•

Mandatory
registration of
farmers in APEDA
GrapeNet.

•

•
•

Operational Level
(Six T Framework
for Quality
Management)

Testability

•

Residue sample
•
testing(APEDA
certified laboratories)
•

Farm Recommendation
•
Report(agro-chemical
transactions with farmers)
Future plan to implement an ERP
system
Mandatory registration of farmers •
in APEDA GrapeNet

Residue sample testing(APEDA
certified laboratories) – Indian
Regulations
Retailer sample testing(Overseas
counterparts) – Imported Country
Regulations

•

•

Product code
slip(based on
product grade and
type).
Julian Codes for
the date of
processing
Bar Code
technology
Mandatory
maintenance of
transaction
documents(Sourcin
g team).
Integrated
processing units
registered under
MPEDA(Export
process control)
Micro-bacterial and
heavy metal
testing(MPEDA
certified
laboratories)
Plants inspection
by EIA - Health
certificate and
Q(quality)
certificate

Processing Food Exporter
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Unique traceability code based on batch
number, lot number, date of processing
Farmer data base for origin of produce

Contract Farming
Farm Report(agro-chemical transactions
with farmers)
Internal IT system for recording
transactions
Mandatory maintenance of documents
for 2 years

Farm products: Mandatory pesticide
analysis(NABL certified labs)
&
Once in every 15th -20th lot
depending on product category
Packaging material: Migration certificate
validity of food grade
In-house chemical testing laboratory
Plant certifications: IFS, BRC, HACCP,
Kosher, FDA registration
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Training

•

•

•

Trust

•

•
Time

•
•
•

Employees - Need
based training on
International
Practices(collaborati
on with universities
in California).
Farmers EUREPGAP and
GLOBALGAP
certified
Farmers - TESCO’s
Nature Choice
Certification training
Mutually beneficial
co-operative society
formation by farmers
Selection based on
performance.
Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~2
hrs
Tier 2 to Dispatch
Port: ~5 hrs
Dispatch to Tier 1
Customers: ~1month

•
•

•
•

Employees: Internal quarterly
training programmes
Growers: Awareness training
program(Visual Farm
Recommendation Report)
Growers: GLOBALGAP certified
Pack houses: GLOBALGAP,
BRC(4) and HACCP(2).

Employees: Need
based internal and/or
external training
schemes

Collaboration with farmers for a
long term relationship(field staff)
Processing and distribution
activities on behalf of farmers

•

Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~2 hrs
Tier 2 to Dispatch Port: ~5 hrs
Dispatch to Tier 1 Customers:
~1month

•

•

•
•
•

Employees: Food technology and quality
training for qualified
personnel(sponsored Harvard MBA
programme)
Employees: Need based internal/external
training programs to improve skill sets
Growers – Mandatory awareness
training programs
Vendors – Quality awareness programs

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Purchase only from
approved list of
hatchers

•
•

Tier 1 to Tier 2: ~4 •
hrs
•
Tier 2 to Dispatch
•
Port: ~2 hrs
Dispatch to Tier 1
Customers:
~1month

Long term relationships with
farmers(contract farming) and vendors
Supplier base limited to approved
vendors
Tier 1 to Plant : 4-8 hrs
Plant – Dispatch Port: 6-8 hrs
Dispatch to Tier 1 customers: ~1 months

Table 4: Within-case Summary – Six T’s of quality management analysis
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Mahagrapes
Organization Structure

•
•

Other Practices

•
•

Mahindra Shubhlabh Services Ltd

Executive body members are
elected expert farmers
Agricultural graduates Technical managers

•

Production of bio-pesticides
and bio-fungicides
Import of water purifying
from Spain to reduce water
contamination

•

•

•

CEO assisted by operational,
quality and export managers are
industrial eperts with ~10 yrs
experience
Supported by regional quality field
staff
Visual recommendation report for
increasing awareness
Mobile Safety Application real
time data capture

Fishery exporter
•

•
•

Processing Food Exporter

CEO assisted by general
managers and business heads
are industry experts with ~15
yrs experience
Product specific divisions

•

Use of Julian codes for
improving traceability

•

•

•

•

•
Key Challenges

•
•

Increasing pressure of
retailers for certifications
Huge investment costs for
sustaining infrastructure

•
•
•

Lack of awareness of food safety
among growers
Retailer specific residue levels(60
different residue levels)
Lack of availability of safe and
effective chemicals permitted by
international organization

•
•

Shortage of power and cold
chain
Shortage of skilled labour for
processing processes

•
•
•

CEO assisted by division
heads and general
managers(industry experts)
Separate division for
quality and safety
maintenance
In-house water treatment
plants
In-house hygienic storage
areas for sensitive
products
Allergen and ingredient
management with limited
access
CCTC camera monitoring
for critical processes
Lack of awareness of food
safety among framers
Increasing occurrence of
plant infestants
Infrastructure
inefficiencies in rural
farmer base

Table 5: Within-case Summary – Other Practices
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Centralized
Mahagrapes
Mahindra
Fishery Exporter
Processed Food Exporter

Presence of
middlemen
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Competency based
partners
No
Yes
Yes
No

Network Role
/Governance
Leader/Partner
Leader
Leader
Leader

Direct interaction
with retailers
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Supply Network Weaklink
Processing
Farming
Processing
Farming

Table 6: Cross-case analyses of supply network configuration

Traceability
A1
Mahagrapes
Mahindra
Fishery Export Firm
Processed Food Exporter

Yes
Yes

A2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Transparency
B1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

B2
No
Yes
Yes

Testability – Residue
sample
C1
C2
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Time
D1
Yes
Yes
No
No

Training
E1
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

E2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Trust
F1
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

F2
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Table 7: Cross-case analyses – Summary of Six T’s

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2

Chain Level Focus
Firm Level Focus
Physical documents
Information sharing through technology
Indian regulatory norms
Retailer specific norms

D1
E1
E2
F1
F2

Focus to reduce transit time
To partners
To employees
Focus on long term relationships
Regular Audits/ Approval Schemes

Table 8: Legend for Six T’s cross case analyse
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4 Discussion
Supply Network Configuration – Structural Changes: The investigated companies are
inclined towards an integrated chain which is centralized with the key responsibility lying in
the hands of exporters. The exporting firm that deals with the retailers or overseas importers
has emerged as the leader of the chain. Through this integrated chain, the companies have
eliminated the presence of middlemen, which is a key characteristic of traditional Indian food
supply chains. Lack of these middlemen also resulted in processors working closely with the
framers facilitating knowledge transfer to the framers about the need and demand for food
safety in developed markets. Such practices also lead to increase in the transparency of the
chain with each actor being aware of all the other actors in the firm. For instance,
Mahagrapes, MSSL and Processed Food Exporter have chosen to work directly with the
farmers and employed field staff to monitor and guide them towards good agricultural
practices. Through this, these companies are able to bring significant awareness among the
framers and in addition, MSSL succeeded in increasing the farm yield by 15%.
All the key decisions including selection of vendors, logistics firms, safety system
implemented or key performance benchmarks are controlled by the exporters. Another key
trend observed was the selection of vendors or chain partners based on their core
competencies. Companies have identified their core competency area and outsourced the
operations that they don’t expertise in to a third party firm which is an expert in that chain.
This mechanism resulted in the best practices being followed in the chain. While MSSL has
identified 3rd party service providers for harvesting the produce at the farm, Fishery Exporter
and MSSL both leased the processing units from renowned plant owners in the area. With
careful supervision of these operations, the companies have made sure that the shared
objectives are met mutually. Moreover, Processed Food Exporter and MSSL has mechanisms
like vendor approval schemes or performance analysis of vendors and farm recommendation
report respectively to monitor their compliance and individual performances.
In addition, depending on the organization structure and the core competency of the chain,
the weak-link in the chain differed. For instance, Mahagrapes, which is a farmer’s society
with expert farmers managing the chain activities, opined that processing is their key
vulnerability while Mahindra and Processed Food Exporter who are experts in processing
operations revealed that farm sector is their vulnerability. Thus by retrospection of their
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vulnerabilities from a network perspective, companies are strategically able to invest in
mitigating these vulnerabilities.
Traditional Indian supply chain is characterized by the presence of local traders or wholesale
distributers. However, for ensuring safety for exporting food products, a key practice
observed was integrated supply chain by elimination of non-value adding intermediaries.
Disappearance of middlemen resulted in increased transparency and traceability of the chain.
Farmers are in direct contact with the processors under constant guidance and support which
increased the awareness of safety and quality among the growers. Processors are now
interacting directly with overseas retailers to learn specific requirements and consumer
demands in the importing country. In addition, government, recognising the increasing
demand for safety and public health, improved its regulatory norms, guiding agencies and
participates in the chain by certifying laboratories for residue testing and approval schemes
for processing plants.
Food safety practices: Companies are observed to have more inclination towards firm level
traceability than chain level traceability. Among the data captured for traceability, chain level
attributes like information about logistics partners or the product route was identified to be
neglected in all the companies. Though records for critical transactions are maintained
physically, information sharing through technology was observed only in MSSL and
Processed Food Exporter. However, at firm level Processed Food Exporter made use of
inventory management system to trace the products in their processing unit while MSSL has
planned to implement ERP system to facilitate information sharing across the divisions in the
company.
Though the Indian government has enforced GrapeNet as a means to improve transparency of
transactions like pesticide usage and testing approvals, the lack of sufficient infrastructure in
rural base has prevented in all the farmers taking advantage of this system. Hence it resulted
in firms opting for their own transparency improving mechanisms like contract farming in the
case of MSSL, Processed Food Exporters and co-operative society formation in Mahagrapes.
Due to national and international regulatory norms, exporters are emphasizing on sample
testing for each batch of products. The exporters made use of APEDA, MPEDA or NABL
certified laboratories for pesticide and residue analysis. In addition, exporters like MSSL,
Fishery and Processed Food Exporters, realizing the risk of products being rejected if they
failed to satisfy customer specific requirements for pesticide content, have started residue
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testing based on specific customer requirements to satisfy customer tolerances for critical
parameters. It was observed that the focus was laid on reducing the transit time between tiers
for fresh fruits. Since these products with shorter shelf life are highly perishable and sensitive
to environment, Mahagrapes and Mahindra have set up processing units specifically to reduce
the transit time and compensate for larger transit between exporting and importing nations.
All the companies visited have recognised the importance of training and knowledge transfer
of good practices for increasing awareness of food safety. External and internal need based
training schemes were embedded as a part of job responsibilities. In companies with
centralized chains, chain level training is also observed to be in practice. For instance
Mahagrapes, Mahindra and Processed Food Exporter have invested in training their framers
and vendors accordingly to promote achievement of shared objectives across the chain.
Fishery Food Exporter has contracts with regional labour unions to provide them with skilled
and trained labour for processing operations.
Firms are engaging in developing long term relationships with their suppliers rather than
limiting the interactions to just transactions. Mahagrapes, Mahindra and Processed Food
Exporter informed that development of trust was identified as one of the key factors in
sustaining these relationships. However, companies like MSSL and Processed Food Exporter
are also conducting regular audits and inspections to assess the compliance of network actors.
Another key observation made is the increasing focus on value adding activities in the chain.
The companies recognizing consumer demand and perceptions for safety have indulged in
activities that would improve the trust of their customers and add value to the product. For
instance Mahagrapes, realizing consumer’s inhibitions towards usage of agro-chemicals on
the plants started manufacturing bio-pesticides and bio-fungicides under controlled
environment. It also started importing water purifying reservoirs from Spain to avoid water
contamination and reduce even the permitted chemical presence in their products. Processed
Food Exporter has set up an in-house water purifying plant that supplies sterile water to the
entire processing operations and also an in-house chemical testing laboratory to test the acid
ratios of the products. In addition, in order to not hurt the cultural sentiments of consumers,
Processed Food Exporter has started requesting non-GMO and HALAL declaration
certificates from their suppliers apart from following the principles.
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Through these collective activities, some of the firms are trying not only to improve
consumer trust but also to improve the trustworthiness of the food sector in developing
countries in general. The practices are summarized in Figure 2

Figure 2: Summary of food safety operational practices
Key Vulnerabilities: After the operational practices in the industry were observed, a textual
analysis against the best practices suggested by the literature resulted in identification of
vulnerabilities in the practices followed. These vulnerabilities are summarized in Table 9
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Traceability

Network Level

Process Level

Transparency

Testability

Network Level
Process Level

Network Level
Process Level

Training

Network Level

Time

Process Level
Network Level

Vulnerabilities
• GrapeNet – database of regulatory compliance data rather than
data to trace
• Lack of testing of capture data
• Missing network level attributes
#
Logistics Partners
#
Product Route(with-in country)
#
Product Route(after port dispatch)
#
Characteristics of origin
#
Testing certificates/types
Missing process level attributes
#
Manufacturing processes used
#
Detailed ingredients list(types/sources/testing)
• Visibility of transactions limited to
#
Exporter
#
Importer
• Information sharing system firm specific

• Limited number of certified laboratories in the country (16-17)
• Customer specific MRLs
Limited availability of
• Permitted chemicals
• Testing equipment
• Increasing pressure of certifications from retailers
• Shortage of skilled labour
HACCP limited to few processing units
• Focus on transit time reduction only for perishable goods
• Change of international regulations during transit of 1 month

Process Level
Trust

Network Level
Process Level

Lack of direct consumer interaction
Burden of investments for customer specific trainings/certifications

Ideal Practice
• Chain level dedicated system with open standards(Rigatteiri , 2007;Vorst,
2005) to facilitate testing of data
• Key attributes(Rigatteiri , 2007)
#
Source of products & ingredients
#
Product characteristics
#
Consumer information
#
Product routing
#
Storage and movement systems
• Enforcement of bio-traceability(Ioana et al., 2013;Smid et al., 2011)

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Maintaining information of(Gould, 2005)
#
Records of transactions
#
Goods/services
#
Multiple ports used
Access to all the actors (Deimel 2008;Hofstede 2003)
Information system for data sharing(Trienekens, 2012)
Standardization of testing requirements(Unnverhr, 2010)
Public-private partnerships to improve infrastructure facilities(Narrod,
2009)

Mandatory Hygiene training along with GAPs(Seamon & Eves, 2006)
Behavioural training(Roberts et al., 2009).
HACCP standard adoption(Henson & Caswell, 1990)

Enforcements to reduce
#
Transit time
#
Reaction time
#
Time between problem identification and reporting
(Roth, 2011)
• Long term supplier relations(Cannon et al., 2010; Trauttman et al., 2009)
• Performance enabling mechanisms(Choi & Hong, 2002)
#
Joint agreements
#
Vendor approval schemes
#
Specific standards
• Measures to improve consumer trust(Grunert, 2005)

Table 9: Vulnerabilities in current food safety practices
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5 Conclusion and further research
The study adopts the theory of “Six T’s of Food Quality Management” and integrates it with
supply network configuration approach to understand the comprehensive set of practices
promoting food safety in cross border supply chains. Where before, six T’s literature was
found to promote food quality management, by extending the same with supply network
configuration theory, this research provides a novel prototype approach to evaluate food
safety practices management in global food supply chains by informing the set of best
practices and vulnerabilities..
While the observations revealed the food safety practices followed in export food industry, it
was also implied during the observations that the products not matching the international
safety standards might enter the domestic supply chains. Due to institutional weaknesses,
pesticide and residue testing requirements and lack of food safety, domestic food chains in
India are inferred to have higher risk of contamination or adulteration. These processed food
products that do not match the export trade quality entering the domestic chains might cause
serious short, medium and long term effects to both public health and trustworthiness of the
sector as well as hurt the sensitive emotions of consumers. The observations imply that the
domestic food chains can also be made safer by adopting the practices followed in
international trade market. Hence further industrial research about the food safety issues and
suitability of these practices in domestic food supply chains might be of high merit.
The scope of the research was limited to fruits & vegetables and marine products. Since food
supply chain activities are influenced by product characteristics, further research might be
required in other food categories like meat products, dairy and poultry to generalize the
results about the industry. The research was conducted in one developing country. To
maximize the generalization of these results in other developing countries, further work
would be involved to observe the same in other developing countries.
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Abstract:
This paper presented a systematic review of 621 literatures on R&D internationalisation from
2003 to 2012 in Web of Science. For every five years, the research frontiers on this topic are
identified with the bibliographic coupling analysis. From 2003 to 2007, there are nine
different frontiers while the hot research streams changed much from 2008 onwards. The
summary and future research direction of the R&D internationalisation research have also
been proposed based on the comparisons of the changes in frontiers.
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1

Introduction

Prior to 1990s, the industrial research and development activities (R&D) were generally
performed at the headquarters of the multinational (Niosi, 1999). However, the 1990s
witnessed the fast growth of the internationalisation of R&D as a consequence of the
implementation of global R&D strategies of the multinational corporations (MNC) (Yoichi,
1991). The global R&D strategy is both a challenge and an opportunity for many MNCs.
The growing trend of the global R&D activities in MNCs triggers the research on the
internationalisation of R&D in management and international business areas. This topic had
been well studied in recent decades, as many papers published to explore related issues. The
increasing number of literature on the R&D internationalisation enables the bibliometric
analysis for identifying the key research streams of this topic. The bibliometric analysis is
usually used for capturing the big questions and identifying frontier topics from published
literatures in a visualised and quantitative way (Culnan et al., 1990). This paper would present
a systematic review on the internationalisation of industrial R&D using bibliometric methods.
In international business research, there are few papers that adopt the bibliometric method for
systematic review on certain topic up to now. However, in other business and management
fields, the bibliometric methods had been commonly used to identify the intellectual structure
of the literature, such as the strategic management, innovation research, management
information system and operations management (e.g. Ramos-Rodriguez & Ruız-Navarro,
2004; Culnan, 1986; Pilkington & Meredith, 2009).

The popularity of the bibliometric indicates it is a widely adaptive and valid method to be
appropriately used for summarising and review of relevant literature on various topics in one
discipline or across subjects (Tsai & Wu, 2010). The internationalisation of R&D in MNCs is
a very distinctive research topic in international business, because R&D is a very unique
functional and operational department in the MNCs. The internationalisation of R&D has
many characteristics that could help to figure out this topic in the whole international business
areas. Based on the large volumes of publications on the topic of internationalisation of R&D,
it became necessary and useful to have a bibliometric analysis on the internationalisation of
R&D. Therefore, the two objectives of this study are as follows:
(1) recognising the frontier research streams in R&D internationalisation areas in recent 10
years; and
(2) mapping the research gaps and future directions that are potential to become frontiers in
the future in R&D internationalisation research.
This paper would briefly introduce the bibliometric methods first and then explain the detail
of the implementation of the specific techniques, the bibliographic coupling methods
including its data sources, procedures and related software used. Then, the results of the
analysis would be reported in detail, linking the bibliometric patterns with the extant literature
to find out the frontiers of the R&D internationalisation research. Finally, the summary of the
findings would be highlighted to give suggestions for the future research directions of the
R&D internationalisation.
2

Data and Methodology

2.1

Data Collection

As most previous works, the bibliographic data are collected from the ISI Web of Knowledge
(WoK) (http://www.webofknowledge.com) that is usually regarded as the most important and
common bibliographic database for citation analysis (Cobo et al., 2011). WoK contains all the
journals that have been indexed in SCI and SSCI database, as well as all the citation
information of the papers. Such comprehensive coverage of WoK implies the good quality of
these journals. The bibliographic data are collected from the papers in ISI WoK with the
following criteria: (1) title including internationali* R&D or internationali* innovat* (2)
title including globali* "research and development" (3) title including "international R&D" or
"international Research and Development" (4) title including "global R&D” or “global
Research and Development" (5) title including globali* R&D or globali* innovat* (6) title
including internationali* "research and development" (7) keywords including "R&D network"
or "research and development network". This search includes a comprehensive set of
literature on R&D internationalisation or globalisation and the R&D networks. In terms of the
spelling difference, for instance, ‘globalisation’ and ‘globalization’, the search criteria were
set with asterisk for. This symbol is attached to certain terms to address such spelling issue to
get a broad dataset, covering most of the relevant literature. For example, the ‘globali*’
means any word that start with ‘globali’ should be matched in this search, however long the
word is. Words such as globalised or globalization are all covered in the search, consequently.
The search with the above criteria was done on the June 20th, 2013. In total, 621 papers were
found from WoK. The bibliometric analysis methods are implemented on these 621 papers
with their 13350 references. The first paper explicitly on this topic (by the word ‘explicitly’, I
mean the paper that matched the search criteria. Other papers might also discuss the R&D

internationalisation but did not labelled its title with internationalisation or globalisation or
other related terms in the search criteria of R&D) was published in 1978. The paper within the
criteria that get published each year is shown as follows. Notably, the number for 2013 ends
on the date of the search, when it remains nearly another half year for 2013. There obviously
is an increasing trend for the papers get published on this topic. Meanwhile, from the
tendency line, the number of publications peaked at around 1999, when the
internationalisation of R&D became more common in various industries. The other summit
was in 2009. Such distribution of the number of papers published would be used as evidence
for the time scaling.
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2.2

Bibliographic Methodology

Bibliometric is a method associated the statistical analysis on counts and citing links between
different articles in a body of literature (Culnan, 1986). A key assumption on bibliometric is
that the references used in the articles provide information on the actual relationship between
the article and other extant literature. Such analytic method is very common and well
established to systematically review the literature on this research topic and map the structure
of the discipline (Bensman, 2004).
The bibliometric methods have different variations in techniques. Different techniques are
suitable for studies with different aims and objectives. The selection of these variations in
techniques depends on the units of analysis, such as co-citation analysis for mapping the
critical questions (Small, 1973), co-author for identifying knowledge exchange patterns
(White & Griffith, 1981), bibliographic coupling for revealing the frontier research streams
(White & McCain, 1998) and co-word analysis for understanding the development of the key
concepts. In general, the bibliometric analysis could be used to review the literature from
different perspectives in a quantitative way, based on the citation of papers or co-concurrency
of words.
In order to map frontiers in R&D internationalisation research, this research would mainly
based on the bibliographic coupling analysis, which is a common approach in the bibliometric
methods to identify the research fronts (Persson, 1994). Many papers validated the
effectiveness of the bibliographic coupling analysis to identify the patterns of frontier
research streams in a domain of knowledge (e.g. Boyack & Klavans, 2010; Kessler, 1963).

The main advantage of bibliographic methods is to map a huge number of literatures in a
scientific and quantified way whereas the drawbacks originate from the appropriate usage of
reference (Bar-Ilan, 2008). Authors’ referencing habit may depend not only on the intellectual
relationship of papers, but also the accessibility of various articles and even the customs or
mistakes of the authors.
Bibliographic coupling analysis is to identify the relationship between different papers
according to their shared references. In other words, as Persson (1994) put, the bibliographic
coupling method groups the cited papers based on the commonality in their reference lists, as
the topics of two different papers may be quite related when two papers have similar
references. The similar references are intellectual basis for the citing papers and with
appropriate thresholds on the number and strength of the linkages between the coupled
papers, bibliographic coupling is effective to identify the research frontiers (Glanzel &
Czerwon, 1995 & 1996) by papers with high citations and large impacts on the scientific
community. Compared with co-citation analysis, the advantage of bibliographic coupling is
the ability to capture the early stages in defecting the research frontiers (Jarneving, 2007).
For this research, there are two purposes of the bibliographic coupling analysis, first to
identify the hot research streams from the literature on the internationalisation of R&D in
2003 to 2007 and 2008 to 2012 respectively and, second, to identify possible evolutionary
patterns during the changes of the hot topics in recent ten years.
The software used in this study for analysing the collected data for the analysis include both
the specific software for bibliometric, such as the Science of Science (Sci2) Tool (Sci2 Team,
2009) and Citespace and the generic social network analysis software such as Pajek (Batagelj
& Mrvar, 1998) and UCINET (Borgatti, Everett, & Freeman, 2002). These software had been
widely used for bibliometric analysis in various disciplines (Cobo et al, 2011). The software
usually shows a very good compatibility with the data derived from ISI WoK. Pajek and
Ucinet are used to visualise all the analysis. The visualised methods only make the results
more intuitive and the pattern of the mass literature clearer for the reader and researchers.
Tables to summarise or presents the research findings would be preferred in order to have
clear and scientific reports for the analysis.
This study follows a generic procedure for bibliometric analysis that includes the data
extraction, defining of unit of analysis, selecting of measures, analysing and visualising
(Börner, Chen, & Boyack, 2003). The data from WoK would first be extracted as a paper
citation network, which includes various nodes to present an article and various edges that
represent the citation relationship between the two papers. Thus, the matrix of bibliographic
coupling is established and could be used for clustering the different research frontiers. In
order to have a dynamic understanding of the evolving research agenda, the bibliographic
coupling analysis would be conducted with different time scales. As this paper only traces the
recent ten yeas, there would be two five-year periods for analysing. From 2003 to 2007, there
were in total 124 papers. The number of papers doubled, reaching to 288, in the second
period. For both periods, the bibliographic coupling analysis would be used for mapping the
lasted hot questions. According to Glänzel & Czerwon (1996), a general criterion for
selecting papers in effectively identifying the research frontiers is that the paper should have
at least 10 links to other papers. Each link would connect two different papers into a path.
Betweenness centrality is a common indicator for measuring the links in terms of both the
weight of each link and the path to the papers (Chen, 2003). In these two periods, papers are
chosen based on such criterion and cluster analysis would be used to identify the group of hot
research frontiers that change with time. The bibliographic network is usually very complex

with too many nodes and edges and general pruning methods, such as the minimum spanning
tree pathfinder algorithm, would be used to decrease the dimensions and complexity of the
network. The effectiveness of this algorithm has also been validated (Chen, 2003).
3

Results and Analysis

3.1

Hot Streams from 2003 to 2007

There are 128 papers from 2003 to 2007. The bibliographic citation identified 2958 papers,
including these 128 papers and all their references without duplication. Six hundred and
twenty links were found among the bibliographic coupled papers with the average weight of
the link 2.0871. The key path identified from these 2958 papers is made of 88 nodes, as
shown in Figure 3-1 below.
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In this graph, nine different research frontiers were identified. The first one was the country
specific R&D internationalisation cases; several papers explored the R&D internationalisation
activities of firms headquartered in different countries, such as China (Li & Yue, 2005) and
Italy (Castellani & Zanfei, 2007). In particular, the prior activities are offshoring (Wu, 2007)
and operation modes (Zhaohua & Jianhua, 2007) of subsidiaries. All these cases showed a
clear picture that the industrial R&D activities is growing increasingly globalised and the
frontier of research in this period is on the less developed countries. With large cases showing
the globalisation of R&D, some researchers had a comprehensive review of these cases and

highlighted the challenges and dilemmas in organising global R&D activities in general (von
Zedtwitz, Gassmann, & Boutellier, 2004).
The second hot topic of R&D internationalisation research is about managing the
international R&D teams in terms of the project management and coordination. Specifically,
the contingent factors for successful multinational R&D project teams were research mandate
and the market mandate of local R&D unit rather than cultural or geographic distance (Ambos
& Schlegelmilch, 2004). The globalising R&D projects completed by international R&D
teams is the main coordination mechanism for the international R&D management. Key
factors for the successful coordination include standardisation of objectives, procedures and
technology and good benchmarking system for evaluating the contributions of different
participants (Mendez, 2003).
The third popular theme is on how to manage and promote the innovation of the subsidiaries.
A special focus of this stream was on the Japanese MNCs’ subsidiaries in the US (Iwata,
Kurokawa, & Fujisue, 2006; Kurokawa, Iwata, & Roberts, 2007), and Chinese MNCs’
(Nagasato & Tanabe, 2007). The knowledge-based view of firms is the mainstream to
understand subsidiaries’ innovation. The mechanism to promote innovation at subsidiaries
consist of key elements that affected the knowledge flow to the subsidiaries, namely
organisational structure of subsidiaries (Johnson & Medcof, 2007), the autonomy of
subsidiary (Zhou, Fan, & Du, 2007) and its external linkages to local context (Helble &
Chong, 2004). The knowledge flows would increase overall innovation performance of the
subsidiaries, mediated by the accumulated knowledge of the subsidiaries (Kurokawa et al.,
2007).
Another hot research is on the spillover effect of the international R&D FDI. The spillover
effect was first explained by the cases of Taiwan’s R&D FDI to mainland China (Chen,
2004), and Japan’s FDI to Korea (Kwon, 2005). However, the latter case found insignificant
spillover effects. A possible answer to this question may be the differentiation of the direct
(e.g. knowledge, patent, etc) and indirect (e.g. intermediate goods) spillover, where the direct
spillover effect was significant, as examined by Lee (2005). Further, the channels for the
international R&D spillover, was identified, namely, the bilateral trade, FDI and information
technology, especially the Internet (Zhu & Jeon, 2006, 2007).
The first four hot research themes are inner linked. They depicted the management of
internationalisation of R&D at country, subsidiary and team level, together with the impact
from the international R&D spillover. For the next three hot topics, they also consist under the
theme of international R&D networks at the inter firm level, including the governance,
influence and innovation performance of the network.
The fifth group of literature seeks to understand the effect of inter-firm innovation networks
on the firm’s innovativeness. A common finding is that firms should adopt different strategies
when they are in distinctive positions, structures and relationships within the network in order
to facilitate their innovation (Fang & Pigneur, 2007; Shen & Wang, 2006). This principle
also applies to small and medium-sized companies to grow healthily in the global innovation
network. It is notable that, absorptive capabilities were found as the key mediator to enhance
the innovation performance of firms in the network of any positions, structures and
relationships (Verburg, 2007).
The impact of the global R&D network had also been a research frontier in this period. The
impact had been decomposed into three dimensions. Politically, the increasing global R&D

network calls for the new industry or innovation policy at both the regional and national level.
Government should formulate new policy to facilitate the collaborative innovation between
industry and the institutions (Audretsch, 2003). For the local community, the benefit of the
R&D network is the spillover effect of the network, through the knowledge flow (OwenSmith & Powell, 2004) whereas for the local firms, the global innovation networks provide
opportunities to learn from and innovate. The innovation of the local firm should not be
limited as the product or process innovation. Local firms may have to change their obsolete
business models to survive or to integrate themselves into the network (Calia, Guerrini, &
Mourac, 2007).
A large number of papers fall into the category of the governance of the international R&D
network. To have an even brighter picture of these themes, sub categories are assigned to the
subgroup of papers. The first hot topic within the R&D networks is the modular innovation
network where MNCs and SMEs could collaborate closely as a platform with standardised
modular (Dong, Zhang, & Sci Res, 2010; Qi, Wu, & Liu, 2007a; Qi, Wu, Wang, & Tang,
2007b; Wu, Qi, & Sheng, 2007). This dynamic platform includes two components: worldwide
dynamic product networks and regional specialised innovation clusters. The modular platform
enables the flexible strategy for firms to make use of global innovation resources quickly (Qi
et al., 2007a). Some conditions, such as IT infrastructure are pre-required for such flexibility.
The modular innovation network is a specific case for the governance of the network
innovation network since the modularity or standardisation is only one of many possible
means to manage the inter-firm R&D alliance.
A more generic approach for the management of the inter-firm R&D network constitutes
three aspects. First of all, the governance of the inter-firm R&D network requires more
complex human resource management, especially for knowledge mobility. Current mobility
of researchers’ is mainly due to the needs of specific projects and did not have long-term
impact on the knowledge transfers among the R&D units (Criscuolo, 2005). Then,
management of intra-firm R&D network dealt with the big problem to share knowledge to
achieve common goals but remains the intellectual property of the core technology
(Hagedoorn, Cloodt, & van Kranenburg, 2005). To win both sides, firms in the R&D alliance
should not only have the governance mechanism and corresponding structure but also take the
scope of the alliance into consideration (Oxley & Sampson, 2004). Managing the R&D
network with governance and scope could effectively solve the dilemma (Hagedoorn et al.,
2005; Oxley & Sampson, 2004). Several other key factors in the R&D alliance is the
transaction cost and national culture, structural role and position of the firm in the alliance and
the structural characteristics of the alliance (Chang, 2003; Riccaboni & Pammolli, 2003;
Richards & Yang, 2007). At last, some political and social factors, such as technology policy,
social capital and other social factors also have an impact on the R&D alliance, in terms of its
productivity (Arranz & de Arroyabe, 2006) and structure (Arranz & de Arroyabe, 2007; Yu,
2007). This general approach depicts how to govern the R&D network at the team, alliance
and industry level.
The last two categories are in relation to the regional issues of the internationalisation of
R&D. The eighth hot topic includes the modes, process and performance of the international
collaboration of the universities and the industries (Yu, 2006) with special focus to the
function of the science park (Zhang & Chen, 2006; Zhang, Chen, & Yu, 2007). Such research
broadens the scope the internationalising industrial R&D, since the R&D in the industries
goes closer with the innovation in public sectors.

The last but not least popular research theme is about the regional innovation system in the
globalising economic. The regional innovation system is more complicated than the
international innovation network. The regional innovation system could nurture different
industries to different extent, because of the varieties of the local knowledge base and
institutional framework (Asheim & Coenen, 2006). In terms of these challenges to match both
variable factors with the industry, effective approaches is to build up the regional innovation
network for the core business or through the collaborative entrepreneurship (Asheim &
Herstad, 2005; Matlay & Mitra, 2004; Pekkarinen & Harmaakorpi, 2006). Thus, from the
government’s perspectives, the policy should be tailored according to the industrial
characteristics and the requirement of the regional innovation network in order to promote the
innovativeness in the entire region (Tian & Zhang, 2007). However, with both the
international network of firm’s R&D alliance and regional innovation system, the technology
transmitted even faster from the advanced countries to the developing ones. Some research
examined the implications for the developing countries and found it depends on the nature of
the technology and the policy of both the advanced countries to the developing ones
(Archibugi & Pietrobelli, 2003).
3.2

Hot Streams from 2008 to 2012

There are 288 papers, from 2008 to 2012. The bibliographic citation identified 8852 papers,
including these 288 papers and all their references without duplication. Nearly four thousand
(3954) links were found among the bibliographic coupled papers with the average weight of
the link 1.7851. The key path identified from these 8852 papers is made of 229 nodes, as
shown in Figure 3-2 below.
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The first hot stream is about further examinations of the R&D internationalisation. Several
new cases had been developed to illustrate the characteristics of the R&D internationalisation
in this period. National innovation networks were new forms in R&D network and had been
studied with inter-industry network of Iran (Soofi & Ghazinoory, 2011) and Spain (SemitielGarcia & Noguera-Mendez, 2012) and one-industry network of Canada (Schiffauerova &
Beaudry, 2012). It is interesting that without political intervention, the innovation diffusion
and knowledge transfer with the national innovation network were insignificant, in particular
for the inter-industry situations. Gatekeepers or hubs (Schiffauerova & Beaudry, 2012;
Semitiel-Garcia & Noguera-Mendez, 2012) in such network could promote for innovation
diffusion with the social or geographic proximity with limited effects. Thus, the local policy
became a critical issue to support or even nurture a network. The government was identified
as a new driver to establish knowledge networks (Choi, Park, & Lee, 2011), especially for
emerging technology (van der Valk, Chappin, & Gijsbers, 2011).
The second frontier of the up-to-date research on R&D internationalisation was on the
structural analysis of the innovation network from a holistic approach. Previously the
structural analysis dealt with the best positions of the firms in the networks. During this
period, the frontier’s structural analysis was on the topologies (Salavisa, Sousa, & Fontes,
2012) and configurations (Corsaro, Ramos, Henneberg, & Naude, 2012) the innovation
network. The informal and formal tiers could have been examined as key determinants
(Salavisa et al., 2012) of the topological structure of the innovation network for accessing
knowledge and complementary assets. The topological structure, or the configuration of the
network could coexist in the same network (Corsaro et al., 2012). Thus, firms are able to
make use of different configurations and the interaction between network configurations over
their networks to create specific values. Further research (e.g. Riccaboni & Moliterni, 2009)
suggested that the changeable and diverse configurations enabled firms to make use of the
R&D network to manage the technological transitions in the dynamic context, with a stable
and centralised structure. Meanwhile, in traditional structural analysis, the central nodes in the
innovation network have been always the MNCs. Currently, the frontiers moved to the SME’s
which would lead and build up its flexible innovation network with different methods
(Konsti-Laakso, Pihkala, & Kraus, 2012).
The third hot topic was on the governance of the global R&D network, but from a very tactic
and operational perspective. Different industries were found to have different operations of
their internationalising R&D alliances (Di Minin & Bianchi, 2011; Pavlinek, 2012; Shapira,
Youtie, & Kay, 2011). The operations of the international innovation network seeks to find
the market novelties and complementary competences (Freel & de Jong, 2009). Through the
networking, firms could decrease the complexity of the innovation with multiple partners
involved. While successful innovative collaboration with industrial partners requires similar
operation modes (Berasategi, Arana, & Castellano, 2011) with different participants for
sharing information and knowledge, the university and industry linkage in collaborations also
have its operation modes (Wang, Liu, & Sun, 2010) as channels for knowledge and skills
transfer. Those operative modes had been identified. The scope the R&D network had been
again stressed (Lhuillery & Pfister, 2011). Besides networking by collaborations, the R&D
outsourcing was found as the alternative mean (Martinez-Noya, Garcia-Canal, & Guillen,
2012) either to have cost advantages over innovation (outsourcing to the developing countries)
or the strategic advantage to seek knowledge over innovation (outsourcing to the developed
countries).
The fourth edge of research was related to the new strategies of the global innovation
management. New situations in R&D internationalisation, such as the rise of the immediate

outsourcing of R&D (Sener & Zhao, 2009), requested for new strategies in global innovation.
At the firm level, the frontier focused no longer on the global innovation models of the
established MNCs but changed gradually to the MNCs from the developing countries, in
particular, China. MNCs in the emerging economies could should build up some basic
innovation capability (Li & Kozhikode, 2009) and take advantage of the knowledge spillover
from the R&D FDI to catch up. Meanwhile, MNCs headquartered in developing countries
tended to prefer collaborating with local research institutes rather than firms during their
R&D globalisation, especially in regions with heavy R&D FDI (Li, 2010). Further, a generic
global management strategy was proposed as the R&D globalisation should interact with the
local intellectual property protection (Li & Xie, 2011) in terms of the leaks of strategic
knowledge. The open capital (Abouzeedan, Busler, & Hedner, 2009), a new term, was
proposed to understand new tendency in the capitals for global innovation. At the national
level, the previous research emphasised the large economies with regional innovation systems,
whereas the recent research frontier is to understand the global innovation strategy for the
small countries in their national innovation systems (Marcone, 2012; van Beers, Berghall, &
Poot, 2008). For political implications, the government should formulate policy to support the
transition of the innovation network to upgrade to the high-added value activities via the hubs
in the network (Sener & Zhao, 2009).
Another hot research was in the stream of the location decision on the international R&D
network. The determinations of the knowledge outsourcing is the lab’s technological
capability and ability to embed into the local environment (Song, Asakawa, & Chu, 2011).
Meanwhile, the measure of innovation performance of international innovation was affected
by the location factors (Bergek & Bruzelius, 2010). Thus, the location choice turns to be a
very important reason, especially for outsourcing or offshoring to developing countries.
Excellent locations shall have strong knowledge pools and knowledge exploitation system
(Ambos & Ambos, 2009). On the other hand, firms could locate themselves properly in the
international R&D network by analysing its intellectual properties, as the intellectual property
served as the basis for coordination and defined the scope of different firms (Laperche, 2008).
The sixth hot research theme was on the R&D internationalisation of Chinese multinationals
in terms of the driver, configuration of network, model and impact to China’s development.
Most Chinese MNCs with the global R&D strategy were driven by the technology and market
scanning (Liu, Wang, & Zheng, 2010). They usually adopt a centralised configuration model
with some variaties (Liu et al., 2010), where the headquarter’s R&D department contributed
nearly all to the innovation of the company. Their path of R&D internationalisation, unlike
the MNCs from developed countries, followed a learning process with exploration, fusion and
exploitation (Di Minin, Zhang, & Gammeltoft, 2012).
Seventh, another popular theme was on the dynamic of the global R&D network. The analysis
of the R&D network over time confirmed the increasing collaborations in R&D activities
worldwide (Bojanowski, Corten, & Westbrock, 2012). Both the structure of the network and
the number of innovators in the network influences the dynamics and spillover of the network
(Bojanowski et al., 2012). The R&D network had its own cyclic closure and preference
attachment effect during its dynamics (Hanaki, Nakajima, & Ogura, 2010). A key problem
lied in the dynamics of R&D network is the talent cultivations (Li, Wu, & Gao, 2009), as
R&D is knowledge intensive activities and requires advanced talents.
The next hot stream is about identifying the factors affecting the performance of the
international innovation network. This includes the firms openness (Enkel, 2010) and
positional advantages, cultural issues in knowledge management (Li, Eden, Hitt, & Ireland,

2012), the strength of R&D network tiers (Bertrand-Cloodt, Hagedoorn, & Van Kranenburg,
2011), the dynamics (Gardet & Mothe, 2011) and modes (Gardet & Fraiha, 2012) of
coordination within the network. Further, the relationship between the R&D
internationalisation and the innovation performance have been re-examined. Specifically, the
internationalisation had mutual relationships with the technological innovation (Filipescu,
Rialp, & Rialp, 2009) and service innovation (Rodriguez & Nieto, 2010) and was
endogenously related to the knowledge creation by global R&D leaders (Filipescu et al.,
2009). The relationship between the indigenous innovation of China and globalisation had
also been established.
Ninth, the interaction between global innovation network and its context had been explored as
a new frontier. The growing institutional forces worldwide calls for the sustainability of
industry and business, drives the innovation network taking the environment-friendly into
consideration in their innovation (Cainelli, Mazzanti, & Montresor, 2012) and corresponding
policy to promote such eco-innovations should benefit the competitiveness of firms with the
assistance of NGOs (Kemp, Soete, & Weehuizen, 2012). The internationalisation of R&D
firms in the global innovation network had an impact over the local development and
innovativeness (Sedita, Belussi, & Fiscato, 2011). As thus, national policy should support
such activities and build up the national innovation capability accordingly (Huang, Shih, &
Wu, 2010). The key element for policy-making is the firms’ positions in the global innovation
network and partnerships and channels for innovation diffusion.
The last hot topic is on the R&D internationalisation and entrepreneurship, from the SME’s
perspective. The entrepreneurship is highly correlated with the R&D internationalisation
(Filatotchev & Piesse, 2009; Yu & Si, 2012). In return, globalisation of innovation is also
closed related to the entrepreneurial talents that set up the international SMEs by various
means, such as new ventures (O'Cass & Weerawardena, 2009; Wuebker, Acs, & Florida,
2010). The SMEs with the entrepreneurial talents could tap the social knowledge, a moderator
to enhance the SEM’s innovation performance, into the innovation network (Zahra,
Ucbasaran, & Newey, 2009). For SMEs, the serial innovation could enable them to benefit
most from the internationalisation and industrial clusters (Libaers & Meyer, 2011). The two
typical innovation orientation had resulted in different the internationalisation path, either the
gradual process or the rapid transition one (Melia, Perez, & Dobon, 2010).
4

Conclusion

The intellectual structures of the research frontiers in R&D internationalisation had been
mapped with standardised bibliographic coupling analysis. The evolving of the research
frontiers in the R&D internationalisation in recent ten years had been clearly illustrated and
systematically examined. Comparing these two structures, some remarkable conclusions are
as follows.
Researchers are seeking for new cases of R&D internationalisation. From 2003 to 2007, the
cases of R&D internationalisation were mainly about the R&D internationalisation of MNCs
in specific industries in certain nations while for the recent 5 years, the cases were however
on the multiple industry cases or policy driven internationalisation of R&D, while the focus of
such research moved to the MNCs from developing country such as China.
New types of R&D practice in new cases of R&D internationalisation called for new
management techniques. Thus, the management of R&D network was also an ongoing topics
in this area to deal with different new management issues. The governance model of global

innovation network was the main topic from 2003 to 2007, including the standardised model
of governance with modular network, the knowledge sharing and intellectual property
protection and contextual factors influencing governance. This topic expanded into three
different streams five years later. The first stream is the structural analysis of, from a holistic
approach, the R&D network including the typology, roles of each node and their interactions.
Then, at the operational level, firms’s operation modes, scopes and options (such as sourcing)
of the network has also been examined. The last stream is from the strategic angle, where the
global R&D strategy for configuring the global network of innovation has been well
developed.
The research on regional innovation system (RIS) and internationalising R&D was in the
frontier in this topic from 2003 to 2007. This topic was actually discussing the relationship
between the R&D internationalisation (its spillover in particular) and its consequence to the
local environment especially the local innovation system. Later researchers tried to further the
study by exploring the interactions between the RIS and the global innovation network, which
may include the mutual spillover effect and integrate these two systems for effective
innovation. The policy implications for local government has often been highlighted.
Besides all these long last hot topics, some hot topics however cooled down from one period
to another. Managing R&D teams in international context was very hot from 2003 to 2007, as
the human resource lies in the heart of the R&D activities. The mechanism for cooperation
worldwide required the standardisation of different objectives and procedures for the projects.
This rule is widely accepted and made it few rooms for future exploration.
Meanwhile, the collaboration of the university and industry was very hot around 2003.
Universities played a very important role in collaborations with firms to deliver new scientific
and technological breakthrough. The global university and its graduates are very attractive
pools for the R&D department in industry. New modes were found for firms to collaborate
with the universities worldwide. Due to the slow progress in such collaboration, the research
at the university and industry links also faded.
The social and political impact of the global innovation network, especially with the positive
influence on international trade and economic growth had also been cooled down, as some
remarkable conclusions were identified. Similarly, spillover of international R&D was clearly
identified and examined in the first period and was no longer hot recently.
There are also some new hot topics emerging in the research within recent five years. As the
R&D network developed for a long time, it became possible to study the dynamics of the
inter-form R&D network over time. Those researches tried to understand the structural
dynamics of the network, in order to identify the suitable governance mechanism and
effective network configuration for better innovation performance. Further, as the innovation
became more global and open, the internationalisation of R&D promoted the entrepreneurship
worldwide, which also became a new frontier.
Such development of the research frontiers over the recent ten years showed that the core
topics in the R&D internationalisation is always the management and performance of the
R&D network and the new cases for internationalisation of R&D. Such management became
more specific and diverse in terms of the complexity of the global R&D management. While
the changeable frontiers are research on understanding or managing the internationalising
R&D from other academic disciplines, such as HR, international trade, etc. Such new
perspectives on the R&D globalisation would be hot for a while. However, when back to its

nature, new perspetives on this topic often provided evidence to support or understand the
management of R&D networks from other angles. Thus, such new understanding had been
integrated into the mainstream of the R&D internationalisation research and no longer kept
hot.
Some other remarkable trends are as follows. The focus of the R&D internationalisation
moved from developed countries to emerging economies and from the MNCs to SMEs. The
governance of the network upgraded from an operational perspective to a strategic view.
Dynamics of the R&D networks would be likely to revisit. The internationalisation of R&D
and its impact over the regions has integrated with regional studies, policy science and the
economics.
Meanwhile, the development of R&D internationalisation for the a long period offered other
opportunities for research. Based on all of the tendency above, some new research directions
would be as follows. First, up to now, the most research in latest ten years focused on the
inter-firm R&D network within ten years. The intra-firm network of R&D department within
one firm had not been carefully examined in terms of the working mechanism within the firm
and collaboration approach with other firms. For the multinationals, they have to take the
advantages of all their R&D units worldwide to tap and leverage the global R&D resources.
Thus, it is necessary to understand how the intra-firm network works in order to help firms
have better innovation performance and have better link with the global market.
Secondly, for the management of the intra-firm network, the current research mainly focused
on the network structure, dynamics and configurations. These studies analyzed the external
characteristics of the networks. Firms integrate their R&D units into the network. The R&D
units in such a network are managed by R&D department. The R&D network was implicitly
influenced by their headquarters’ characteristics in R&D management. Thus, it is reasonable
to have further investigation on the interaction of R&D management and the R&D network
governance. Meanwhile, the mechanism of how a firm could establish its R&D network, both
at the inter-firm and intra-firm level have not been systematically answered. For this question,
a possible approach is to understand such mechanism with all the factors that affect the
performance of the R&D network. Identifying these factors was a research frontier from 2008
to 2012.
Last but not least, the various cases for internationalisation of R&D in different industries and
countries may be integrated to a holistic or comparative view on the R&D internationalisation.
Such integration would reveal whether there exist general approach for the R&D
internationalisation, or whether the R&D internationalisation follows a contingent manner
that varies across nations and industrial sectors. The holistic or comparative view of the R&D
globalisation would help firms to understand the millstones in the process of R&D
globalisation. Integrative models of the R&D internationalisation theory would make
contributions to the international business theory and/or the innovation theory, as the
fragmented research in these areas have been systematised.
To conclude, this paper found out the research frontiers in the R&D internationalisation
literature in recent ten years. By comparison of the two periods, some remarkable
characteristics of the R&D internationalisation research had been summarised, together with
the future research directions. However, this research also has its own limitations. The
clustering should have further consolidation with factor analysis to improve the accuracy. To
have a comprehensive understanding on the intellectual structural of the this research topic,

the cocitation analysis should be adapted, as it is complementary to bibliographic analysis to
identify the big questions and make result more robust.
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Abstract

This paper examines development networks in the field of electric mobility. It is argued that
the replacement of internal combustion engine disrupts existing supply chains and leads to the
emergence of networks to overcome the OEM’s loss of information superiority. As the
situation of widely dispersed knowledge is comparable to the setting of more science-driven
industries, it is hypothesised that the findings of research on high-tech networks are
transferable. Based on a systematic review and established methods of qualitative research
two multi-dimensional models have been developed to capture correlations between the
network design and its innovativeness. The datasets of two comparative case studies are used
allowing us to test for the transferability of literature-derived causalities, with interesting
results: we found support for our hypotheses that network practices of the high-tech industries
also outperform in terms of innovation in the disrupted setting of electric vehicle
development.
Keywords:

innovation networks, disruptive innovations, vehicle development, innovation measurement,
network performance

1. Introduction
Transition has always been vital in the economic and technical history (Schumpeter & Opie
1934). It yields to improvements in technological progress and welfare. Chandler (1962)
argues that a company represents the organisational answer to opportunities and threats
arising from changing environments. Thus, changes of the framework go with challenges for
the current players within the industry. While in weakly innovative industries well-established
structures like leaderships can persist for a long time, other industries are more likely to
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witness a disruptive innovation, possibly causing a reset of an entire branch and the vital need
for modify the organization (Christensen 1997).
Although so far the automotive industry has not been known for being unstable, electric
mobility is one of the technologies having the potential to reform the industry (Kampker et al.
2013a). However, the long-term market penetration of electric mobility is still questioned and
it has yet to be proved whether an “extendable core” exists. According to Wessel and
Christensen (2013, p. 22) this concept defines the essential function of a disruptive innovation
“that allows the disrupter to maintain its performance advantage as it creeps upmarket in
search of more and more customers”. Investing billions of euro carmakers illustrate their
expectation that the technology possesses an extendable core and will achieve significance in
the automobile portfolio within the next decades. These massive investments indicate that the
companies anticipate a transition from the niche existence of electric mobility to a downmarket product. This rearrangement of the industry is certainly not going to happen overnight.
Even optimistic scenarios predict the continued dominance of the internal combustion engine
(ICE) technology for at least the next decade (Propfe et al. 2013).
While the mass market potential is still unclear, the changes involved are already obvious. A
new market is to be created which differs significantly from the current one. In the automotive
industry there is no historical precedent for a comparable shift in technology, competences
and corresponding competitive conditions (Thomes 2013). The OEMs’ present-day main
sphere of activities comprises internal combustion engine development, system integration,
design, brand management and marketing of the final product. With the progression of the
replacement of internal combustion engines as the centrepiece of cars, the car manufacturers
will lose a main pillar of their nowadays business, which consequently will lead to either
shrinking or expansion to new fields of activity (Kasperk et al. 2012).
Being in this period of transition the automotive industry finds itself in a situation of multimarket competition. Automotive companies compete with each other within the new
technology of alternative powertrains and simultaneously within the established technology
which will stay an adequate option for people’s mobility needs. Firms are obliged to innovate
in this highly uncertain and competitive setting in which being a year ahead in development
can create significant competitive advantage. Entry barriers prove significantly lower than in
the traditional market which enables start-ups to challenge established OEMs. Complexity
and diversity of necessary knowledge as well as the technological uncertainty is rising to a
new level as traditional technology is enhanced by the new components of electric vehicles.
According to Powell & Grodal (2005) proactive commitment to networking activities allows
one to speed up the access to knowledge, facilitates its transfer and its recombination in these
shifted framework conditions.
Literature investigates such settings mainly for high-tech or bio-tech industries and identifies
a “large-scale reliance on inter-organisational collaborations“ (Powell et al. 1996, p. 116)
observing an upsurge of networks, when knowledge is widely dispersed and the focal firm
lacks information superiority (Müller et al. 2013, p. 13ff.). In several cases research reveals a
significant relation between collaborations and the innovation performance of firms (Phelps et
al. 2012). These observations motivate us to explore the innovation effect of networks on the
current technological trend of electrified powertrains. In addition, a recent study of the
Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL) of RWTH Aachen
University shows that the majority of surveyed managers of OEMs and Tier-1s believe that
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networks can help to overcome the major problems of electric vehicle production (Kampker et
al. 2013b).
For this purpose our multi-method paper analyses the effect of network designs on the
innovative output of car development as it has been repeatedly confirmed in more sciencedriven industries like the high-tech industry. To reach this goal we conduct a systematic
literature review, before we develop two multi-dimensional models to a) provide a suitable
measurement of innovativeness in electric vehicle development (Innovation Performance
Model) and b) integrate the core factors of network analysis (Network Performance Model).
This methodology represents an enhancement of earlier analysis of innovation measurements
which mostly rely on single statistics such as the number of patents.
A multi-case study method allows us to empirically confirm the results of the systematic
literature review, which have shown validity only in high-tech industries, in the disruptive
setting of electromobility. Two comparable electric vehicle developments have been studied
which both grew out of German technical universities.
Applying the multi-dimensional models derived from the high-tech industry we find that one
of the assessed projects outperforms regarding its network design and regarding its general
innovation performance. Within the given assumptions these results support the notion that
different network designs possessing some advantageous characteristics actually lead to
different degrees of innovation performance. We thus find support for our hypotheses that the
high-tech firms’ networks could serve as a model for designing networks in cases of
disruptive technologies like the development of electric vehicles.
Below, we survey theories on innovation measurement, on the innovation effect of networks
and on the framework conditions of electric vehicle developments, outlining our hypotheses
based on this literature. This section is followed by a discussion of the models developed and
used in our study. The following section briefly describes our case studies’ datasets and then
presents the empirical results and a concluding discussion of their implications.

2. Theory
The present paper can be classified into the area of social network analysis, which is a
relatively new research field and strongly shaped by US researchers, e.g. by Steven Borgatti.
Up to today the research in networks lacks of uniform theoretical focus and corresponding
methods (Stegbauer 2010). This should underline the present paper’s purpose to contribute
with a systematic access of literature and a case study validation approach bridging the gap
between theory and practice.
During the last two decades social network analysis has started to play a dominant role in the
explanation of several poorly-understood phenomena of organisms, individuals and
organizations. Research on closely-knit complexes of relations and interactions reveals a set
of network-immanent levers for performance such as organizational creativity or corporate
success. On the one hand this emphasizes that explanatory approaches may not only be based
on procedural or structural inner-firm peculiarities to understand e.g. outperformances
(Borgatti et al. 2009, p. 892). On the other hand it clarifies that networking is more than a
work-around for sharing R&D costs and risks of R&D, differentiating it from the main focus
of prior research (Mowery 1988).
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Accordingly networks have become one of the conceptual issues to understand the emergence
of innovation. Smith (2005, p. 151) shows that networks can be the locus of innovation by
relying “on collaboration and interactive learning, involving other enterprises, organizations,
and the science and technology infrastructure”. Network characteristics are increasingly
considered for the analysis of organizational innovation activities (Figure 1). Existing reviews
reveal many quantitative and qualitative work which provide evidence of significant
coherences between the design of networks and the frequency, intensity as well as relevance
of innovations in development processes (Phelps et al. 2012, Borgatti et al. 2009, Becheikh et
al. 2006, Powell & Grodal 2005, Hagedoorn 2002).
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Figure 1:

Relative occurrence of phrase “innovation network” in English-language
publications between 1970-2008 (2008=100). Source: Google (2013)

This paper’s field of research is the automotive industry. The inquiry into the automotive
industry’s networking dimension of innovation obviously is not a new field of research.
According to Piller & Waringer (1999, pp. 93ff.) automotive OEMs are increasingly
searching for partners with complementing capabilities to respond to several challenges which
include rising complexity and frequency of product developments. Today neither the
management of this complexity nor the provision of all necessary competences prove possible
resulting in the search for cooperation with complementing capabilities so that an increasing
number and intensity of inter-firm links between the OEM as the focal firm and different
partners along every stage of the value chain can be observed (Schuh et al. 2010). This
integration of suppliers in the OEM’s R&D-activities is well-covered in the literature
(Reichwald et al. 2009, pp. 39f.). Garcia Sanz et al. (2007, pp. 124, 404) underpins the
importance of the so called network competence, meaning the willingness and ability of
suppliers to systematically and beneficially contribute to the OEMs network, rating it as a
core competence in nowadays automotive business.
While the existence and necessity of those knowledge networks is well-covered on a
qualitative level, quantitative findings about the correlations between network characteristics
and the cooperative product development in the automotive industry are rare. Analysing the
numbers of publications it becomes obvious that research focusses on knowledge-intensive
industries (Müller et al. 2013). Powell & Grodal (2005), analysing various studies on
knowledge networks in much science-driven industries, argue in their notable review that
these industries are predestined to show an innovation effect of networks. Based on the
empirical evidence that networks trigger the exchange of new ideas, simplify access to
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resources (e.g. innovative staff) and pool knowledge, the studies conclude that there is a
significant correlation between the efficiency of a network and its innovativeness or better
said – how it can be claimed for most of organizational research – “structure matters” (Fioretti
2012, p. 233). Also the more recent review of Phelps et al. (2012) should be particularly
mentioned. The authors confirm the causalities derived by analysing numerous empirical
studies on networks that are drawn from knowledge-intensive industries. These sectors again
have a high R&D intensity and are more science-driven than the traditional automotive sector
(Powell et al. 1996, p. 116). According to Rosenberg (1994, pp. 216f.) future development
paths of such high-tech industries tend to be unpredictable instead of being strong pathdependent.
The lack of research in automotive networks might be the result of rare data insights or a too
small samples size. But Powell’s and Rosenberg’s argument really matters here which points
to the conclusion that a significant degree of coherence between network design and
development performance is not expected to show validity in the automotive sector. The
relevance and the necessity of acting in networks are regarded to be weaker in traditional
production industries than it is the case for high-tech firms. Technical innovations certainly
are key for competitive advantage but are less R&D-intensive, have fewer technical
uncertainties and require fewer resources (Müller et al. 2013). In these settings knowledge is
more concentrated in the automotive OEM’s reach and thus not as widely dispersed as in
high-tech innovation settings (Powell & Grodal 2005, p. 69).
While these considerations are made for established technologies like internal combustion
engine (ICE), where the bulk of information is available and applicable for the strong focal
firm, the relevant know-how for electric drivetrains is widely dispersed and is subject to
uncertainty in the early stages of the new technology. This applies to both the product and the
production processes (Kampker et al. 2012). As a response to this, networks in the automotive
sector raise to a new level of importance and complexity (Brand & Herrmann 2012). There
are two main reasons for this: First, established components are replaced or enhanced by new
ones which need different product and process competences. The new technology calls for
new disciplines for solving the core development problems. The need for chemical skills is
one such prominent and crucial example that shapes performance characteristics for Li-IonBatteries as a centrepiece of an electric vehicle (Kampker et al. 2011). Secondly, there is a lot
of empirical evidence that these skills cannot be found in the current network and that the
design of networks is changing significantly (Kampker et al. 2013b). Hence, supply chain
disruption goes hand in hand with network disruption. These new networks, which are
characterized by weaker links than established partnerships, new links to much heterogeneous
partners and unprecedented low barriers of entry, do not rely on the OEM’s former
information and coordination superiority and cause the actors to give up established
networking patterns.
Based on the findings that networks are key in situations of highly scattered knowledge base
and lack of information superiority of single players or an established clique, and that there
are no considerable publications as to the innovative impact of automotive networks the
hereby presented research find its contributions. The research question arising from these
considerations is whether the network characteristics within these disrupted networks of the
automotive industry have the same effect on a network’s success in terms of innovative output
as in the well-covered high-tech setting. The effort of empirically validating this coherence is
key for the present paper.
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3. Method
To test the above hypotheses, we applied a multi-method study taking a three-stage approach
(Figure 2). We started with a systematic literature review as to the measurement of innovation
and as to the effect of network characteristics on the innovativeness of collaborations (step 1).

1

Systematic
literature review

2

Expert
Interviews

Innovation Performance Model (IPM)
[64 publications] +
[1 expert interview + 10 expert answers to questionnaire]
12 core indicators/24 sub-indicators

Network Performance Model (NPM)
[159 publications]
3 core indicators/3 sub-indicators

Figure 2:

3

Comparative
Case Study

“Project A”

“Project B”

Research procedure, methods of qualitative research and datasets applied

First it is necessary to evaluate the innovation performance of product developments in an
objective way. The multi-dimensional Innovation Performance Model (IPM) has been
developed considering our idea of the Return on Engineering (RoE) as the target figure
(Müller et al. 2013). Innovation or innovativeness is often used in a vague and contradictory
way (Adams et al. 2006, p. 21). This is due to the fact that the complex, diversified activities
of innovation are not directly quantifiable. The literature-based model has been developed to
adequately assess a specific development on its actual return quantifying the observable
criteria of the innovation inputs and outputs. This approach reduces systematic errors and
legitimizes the development of our hypotheses.
This method has also been used to derive the second multi-dimensional model that is the
correlations between network design and innovation, the so called Network Performance
Model (NPM). The here reviewed literature additionally has been quantitatively analysed in a
meta analysis. Doing this, the findings of a large number of individual studies has been
mathematically integrated to put our model on a scientifically sound basis (Glass 1976). The
Network Performance Model (NPM) performs two functions: First, the individual effect of a
single network factor can be evaluated. Secondly, a model is created which allows for
drawing conclusions from the network characteristics as to the extent of its innovation
performance. These conclusions of course depend on the validity of the model in the
investigated setting which is the objective of this work.
Again, it should be emphasized that the reviewed literature only considers science-driven
industries and that it is thus the intention of this work to check the comparability of the
network-derived innovativeness (Network Performance Model) and the actually measured
innovativeness (Innovation Performance Model). If these both have equal patterns, our study
results indicate that the findings in science-based industries as to the “optimal” network
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design may prove valid for this new setting which is the electric vehicle development in its
early phase as it has been motivated in the previous section.
Innovation measures are much discussed in literature. Most frequently patents are used for a
measure of innovation (Powell & Grodal 2005, p. 65). While this proxy for innovation seems
to be suitable for science-driven industries and even here critically discussed and evaluated as
too restrictive (Jaffe & Trajtenberg 2002, pp. 201 ff.), we argue that it is not adequate for
assessing the development of a car in which patentable issues mostly incrementally contribute
to the entire product system. Hence, we used expert interviews to do the necessary
enhancements to our Innovation Performance Model (IPM) and to substantiate our idea of
inadequacy of a limitation to patents as proxy for our setting (step 2). Industry experts of
eleven different electric vehicle development projects were then asked about their evaluation
of the performance measurements. The result of this enhancement is a comprehensive model
in which literature-derived causalities have not been altered in any way, but application is
now possible to the new car development to provide the transferability of the results and a
more application-oriented work.
Finally, we used a multiple-case study to get a comparative dataset (step 3) which is crucial to
derive correlations. A single-case study, while it cuts down research efforts, lacks a reference
and is thus not applicable in our context. To support relevance of findings the two cases
analysed are comparable in the innovation object but much different in the network design
and thus fulfil the requirements related to comparative study design. This procedure benefits
the advantages of the applied comparative study which essentially is the improvement of
empirical validation (Yin 2009, pp. 46-53, 150-151). Two cases have been investigated, both
aiming at the development of a purpose-designed electric vehicle. We call these cases Project
A and Project B. They were identified as suitable case studies for this research as both of
them grew out of German technical universities. The car development is captured in a
heterogeneous consortia network of several institutional and corporate partners. The cases are
comparable as to the university origin, main objectives and other initial conditions. Both
projects started in the same year. This framework allows us to focus on the networking
dimension of innovation which substantially differs between projects.
Figure 2 gives a first impression about the data used for our multi-method study. In the first
stage our broad literature search identified 64 scientific publications to define the Innovation
Performance Model (IPM) and 159 publications to develop the Network Performance Model
(NPM). The corresponding publications are listed in Table 1 for IPM respectively Table 2 for
NPM. In the second stage, the model enhancement, a questionnaire with a Likert-scale (1 to
10), was used to provide the applicability of the IPM to the electric vehicle development. The
survey was conducted during a conference workshop of representatives of eleven different
electric vehicle development projects. Representing a significant number of European
initiatives, this supports the quality and relevance of answers which were further considered
in the course of the investigation. The last stage is then characterized by a multitude of data
sources to cover all the identified quantifiable measures of innovation and network
characteristics for our econometric models.
Hereinafter, the quantitative models, used in this study, are presented. Applied to the two
cases they constitute a well-founded basis for the deduction of our findings in the results
section.
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Innovation Performance Model (IPM)
The Innovation Performance Model (IPM), assessing the Return on Engineering (RoE) of the
projects A and B, forms a ratio between their respective innovation output and innovation
input. A normalisation results in two relative values for Project A and Project B and thus
allows for facile comparability.
RoE ( p ) =

for p ∈ {A; B}

Innovation Output ( p )
Innovation Input ( p )

(1)

Innovation output and innovation input represent sums of the weighted, normalised parameter
values of innovation output indicators and innovation input indicators.
Innovation Output ( p ) =

∑ α (I
m

j

Out , j

1

Innovation Input ( p ) =

∑ β (I
n

i

In , i

( p ) )norm

(2)

( p ) )norm

(3)

1

αj; βi ∈ [0;1] = Weighting factor output indicator j; input indicator i
IOut,j; IIn,i = Parameter value output indicator j; input indicator i
m; n = Total number of output indicator j; input indicator i
The normalisation procedure concerning the output indicator parameter values for Project A is
depicted below. The project exhibiting the superior specific parameter value is assigned the
value one (100%), whereas the other project is relatively evaluated (x%).

(I

Out , j

( A) )norm =

(I

Out , j

( A)norm = 0

I Out , j ( A)

max(I Out , j ( A); I Out , j ( B )
for

(4 a. – b.)

I Out , j ( A) = I Out , j ( B) = 0

(IOut,j(A))norm = Normalised parameter value output indicator j for A
IOut,j(A) / IOut,j(B) = Parameter value output indicator j for A / B
The parameter values of the indicators can either be directly measured or constitute
aggregated values. Aggregation across weighted sub-indicators leads to the value IAggr.
I Aggr = ∑ γ r (I Sub, r )norm
q

(6)

1

IAggr = Parameter value aggregated indicator
q = Total number of sub-indicators r

γr ∈ [0;1] = Weighting factor normalised sub-indicator r
ISub,r = Parameter value sub-indicator r

The weighting factor γr is determined through a literature assessment and the expert
estimation according to the interview material.
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 p

γ r = 0,1 ∑ e Lit ,l  + (1 − 0,1 p )e Int
 1

p
1
γ r = ∑ e Lit ,l
p 1
γr = 0

for

eInt = { }

for

eInt = 0

(7 a. – c.)

eLit, eInt ∈ [0;1] = Estimation literature, interview

The weighting factors αj and βi of innovation output and input determine the sensitivity of the
result Return on Engineering (RoE) towards a variation of the indicator observed. Due to their
pronounced significance the factors were investigated in detail. A multi-dimensional approach
was chosen to include the assessments of literature, and expert estimations according to the
interview and questionnaire. As shown for factor αj below, five cases are distinguished.

αj =

11 p
1
1
e Lit ,l + e Int + e Fr
∑
3 p 1
3
3

1 p
1
2 1 
e Lit ,l +  −
p e Int + e Fr
∑
15 1
3
 3 15 
11 p
2
αj =
e Lit ,l + e Fr
∑
3 p 1
3
α j = e Fr

αj =

αj =0

for

e Int ∈ [0,1;1] ∧ p ≥ 5

for

e Int ∈ [0,1;1] ∧ p < 5

for

e Int = { }

for

e Int = { } ∧ p = 0

for

e Int = 0

(5 a. – e.)

eLit, eInt, eFr ∈ [0;1] = Estimation literature, interview, questionnaire

The model set up is a multi-dimensional calculation concept of the relative innovation
performance of Project A and Project B. The aim is to benefit from the advantages that the
different indicators provide and to limit their shortcomings at the same time. The aggregation
of similar sub-indicators to aggregated indicators counters the problematic of redundancy.
This measurement strategy yields a meaningful estimation of the relative degree of innovation
of the two projects. The resulting innovation indicators are presented in Table 1.

Table 1:

Output indicators

Cat.

Indicators, weightings and literature references for IPM

Indicator
Patents (aggr.)
Patents granted (sub-ind.)
Trade marks, designs (…)
Patent applications

Wgt
0.41
0.4
0.3
0.4

Patent quotations

0.57

Scientific publications (aggr.)
Reference (WISO-NET)

0.53
0.5

Literature reference
Adams et al. 2006, p. 29; Becheikh et al.
2006, p. 649; Flor & Oltra 2004, p. 335;
Grupp 1997, pp. 116ff.; Hagedoorn &
Cloodt 2003, p. 1368; Kleinknecht et al.
2002, pp. 112f.; Powell et al. 1999, pp. 6,
14); Rogers 1998, pp. 11ff.; Smith 2005,
pp. 158ff.
Flor & Oltra 2004, pp. 326f.; Hagedoorn &
Cloodt 2003, p. 1369
Grupp 1997, pp. 174ff.
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Input Ind.

Reference (GOOGLESCHOLAR)
Citation analysis
Public interest (aggr.)
Journals (WISO-NET)
GOOGLE-Clicks
FACEBOOK-Likes
YOUTUBE-Clicks
Fair appearances
Project progress
Reference (WISO-NET)
Reference (GOOGLESCHOLAR)
Citation analysis
Journals (WISO-NET)
GOOGLE-Clicks
FACEBOOK-Likes
YOUTUBE-Clicks
Fair appearances
Expert Evaluation
Technological innovation
Professionalism public
appearance
Evaluation project members

0.5
0.45
0.73
0.7
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.63
0.5
0.5
0.45
0.7
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.75
0.8
0.5
0.61

Commercial success
Turnover
Orders signed
Units sold
Product properties
Max. reach
Min. price
Min. empty load
Max. speed
Acceleration 0-60 km/h
Max. vehicle payload
Product/Process intensity
Number of prototypes
Number of techn. derivates
Number of product announcem.
Closeness to series production
Total invest

0.32
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.81
0.0
0.6
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.4
0.27
0.9
0.75

Personnel indicator
R&D personnel indicator
Number of employees
Education of employees
Project duration

0.77
0.6
0.0
0.5
0.59

Grupp 1997, pp. 176f.
Becheikh et al. 2006, p. 650; Flor & Oltra
2004, pp. 327f.; Grupp 1997, pp. 177f.;
Kleinknecht et al. 2002, pp. 115f.

---

Becheikh et al. 2006, p. 649; Flor & Oltra
2004, p. 327; Kleinknecht et al. 2002, pp.
116f.
Becheikh et al. 2006, p. 650; Flor & Oltra
2004, pp. 327, 334; Grupp 1997, p. 196;
Rogers 1998
Adams et al. 2006, p. 37; Grupp 1997, p.
198; Powell et al. 1999, p. 15; Rogers
1998, p. 10
Grupp 1997, pp. 101ff.

Flor & Oltra 2004, p. 329; Grupp 1997, p.
113; Hagedoorn & Cloodt 2003, p. 1369

--Adams et al. 2006, p. 27; Kleinknecht et al.
2002, pp. 113f.
Adams et al. 2006, p. 27; Flor & Oltra
2004, p. 325; Grupp 1997, pp. 149f.;
Kleinknecht et al. 2002, pp. 110ff.
---
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Network Performance Model (NPM)
Just as in the case of the IPM the Network Performance Model (NPM) follows a multidimensional approach that takes into account the weighted parameter values of all identified
network factors.
n

Network Performanc e ( p ) = ∑ δ i (NFi ( p ) )norm

(8)

1

δi ∈ [-1;1] = Weighting factor network factor i
NFi = Parameter value network factor i
n = Total number of network factors i

As mentioned above, the normalisation, which is also employed in this model, permits a
comparison of the respective “Network Performance” measures. The weighting factors δi
determine the sensitivity of the target value towards a change of the parameter value NFi. In
case of the NPM, the factors can take on negative values for a negative correlation between
network factor and “Network Performance”.
m

δ i = ∑ w j ε Lit , j

(9)

j

wj = Weighting factor estimation literature reference j

εLit,j ∈ [-1;1] = Estimation literature reference j
m = Total number of literature references

The use of the weighting factor wj regarding the estimation of literature reference j (mostly
review papers) takes into account the varying quantities of empirical studies they are based
on. The bigger the number of primary studies investigated in the review papers the higher the
weight of their findings.
wj =

n j ,tot

(10)

ni ,tot

nj,tot = Total number of studies considered in literature reference j
ni,tot = Total number of studies dealing with network factor i

The significance of the weighting factors δi are determined via a meta-analysis. This analysis
evaluates the literature references regarding each network factor εLit,j systematically and
quantitatively and thus provides a well-founded model. The estimations of the literature
references εLit,j regarding the correlation between “Network Performance” and network factor
i are derived from the investigated studies’ results, respectively.
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ε Lit , j =

1 × n j , pos + 0 ∗ n j ,neutr − 1 ∗ n j ,neg

for

ε Lit , j = aggr .

ε Lit , j = 1

for

ε Lit , j = pos.

ε Lit , j = 0

for

ε Lit , j = neutr .

ε Lit , j = −1

for

ε Lit , j = neg .

n j , ges

(11 a. – d.)

nj,pos = Number of positive evaluations as analysed by literature reference j
nj,neutr = Number of neutral evaluations as analysed by literature reference j
nj,neg = Number of negative evaluations as analysed by literature reference j

A value for εLit,j is determined through the division of the number of positive, neutral and
negative, each multiplied with a corresponding factor of +1; 0; -1 and the total number of
primary sources investigated in that review (11 a.). In case of a direct evaluation without
reference to another paper, the respective values are taken into account directly (11 b. – d.).
Table 2 summarizes the resulting network factors.

Table 2:

Factors, weightings and literature references for NPM

Network factor
Number of
network partners

Wgt
0.56

Literature reference + (εLit,j/ wj)
Powell & Grodal 2005, p. 78 (1/0.11); Powell et al. 1999, p. 14
(1/0.11); Powell et al. 2012, p. 442 (1/0.11); Phelps et al. 2012, p.
1131 (0.2/0.56); Borgatti and Li 2009, p. 5 (1/0.11)

Centrality

0.75

Powell & Grodal 2005, pp. 65f. (1/0.09); Whittington et al. 2009,
pp. 93ff. (1/0.18); Powell et al. 1999, pp. 4–24 (1/0.05); Powell et
al. 2012, p. 439 (1/0.14); Phelps et al. 2012, pp. 1131, 1138
(0.73/0.5); Borgatti and Li 2009, p. 5 (1/0.05)

Degree of
locality

0.82

Powell & Grodal 2005, p. 66 (0.33/0.07); Whittington et al. 2009,
pp. 90ff., 115 (1/0.5); Becheikh et al. 2006, pp. 657f. (0.43/0.15);
Powell et al. 2012, pp. 436, 444 (1/0.13); Phelps et al. 2012, pp.
1132f., 1147 (0.5/0.11); Borgatti and Li 2009, p. 5 (1/0.04)

Degree of
heterogeneity

0.69

Powell & Grodal 2005, pp. 59f., 66f., 74 (1/0.31); Powell et al.
1999, pp. 10f., 25 (0/0.03); Adams et al. 2006, p. 27 (1/0.03);
Powell et al. 2012, pp. 438f, 444 (1/0.19); Phelps et al. 2012, pp.
1131ff. (0.1/0.31); Davis and Eisenhardt 2011, p. 163 (1/0.13)

Tie strength

0.55

Powell & Grodal 2005, pp. 62ff. (0.2/0.23); Adams et al. 2006, pp.
36f. (1/0.18);Phelps et al. 2012, pp. 1133f., 1147 (0.55/0.59)

Elaborating two comparable case study samples, which are presented in the following results
section, the present study seeks to find support for the notion that the derived correlations
between structure and performance could also improve automotive managerial practices by
being applicable and beneficial in the innovation races of nowadays automotive business.
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4. Results
The aim of this chapter is the evaluation of the projects A and B based on the models set up in
the method section. It is expected that a comparison of the case study results for the
Innovation Performance Model and Network Performance Model supports the idea that
network factors in electromobility have a comparable effect on innovation performance as in
the high-tech industry.
The IPM seeks to state the actual, relative innovation performance of the two projects by
assessing their parameter values regarding each of the innovation indicators defined. The
procedure is to be exemplarily shown by elaborating the output indicators citation analysis
and public interest and the input indicator project duration.
Citation analysis. The analysis of citations reflects the number of quotations of the scientific
articles published on the projects’ basis. Both Project A and Project B have their source in the
academic environment. Various scientific articles from the respective universities use the
projects as an empirical validation basis of theoretical concepts. The investigation of the
number of articles referring to these publications provides information regarding their impact
or significance and is thus used as one proxy for innovativeness of the project. A Google
Scholar search was employed to assess the total number of citations regarding the two
projects. Over a period of two months this process was repeated on a weekly basis yielding an
average number of 10.4 articles quoting publications from Project A’s surrounding versus 5,7
referring to publications dealing with Project B. Using formula (4 a.) normalised values of
(IOut,j(A))norm = 1 and (IOut,j(B))norm = 0.55 are deduced (see Table 3 below).
Public interest. The aggregated indicator public interest measures the degree of innovation
via the consideration of the weighted sub-indicators mentioned in Table 1: journals (WISONET), Google-Clicks, Facebook-Likes, Youtube-Clicks and fair appearances. The aggregation
is conducted according to formula (6). All of the sub-indicators depict so called innovation
counts. Just like the indicator citation analysis they assess the number of – in the case of
journals (wiso-net) – journals listed in the database wiso-net referring to the respective project
– or in the case of Google-Clicks – the amount of search results and so on. The indicator
public interest is similar to direct indicators assessing a products popularity through the
investigation on journal advertising leading to a similar, positive weight of 0.73 (Flor & Oltra
2004).
Project duration. The indicator project duration is employed to account for varying efforts
put into the respective project as a result of different time horizons. Both projects were
launched in the same year and quarter. Consequently, the normalised values are both equal
one.

The Return On Engineerung (RoE) representing the actual degree of innovation of Project A
and B is calculated via formula (1) and produces the results: 100% (A) 82,9% (B).
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Table 3:

Output indicators

Cat.

Input
Indic.

Cat.

Results of Innovation Performance Model (IPM)
Project A
(IOut,j(A))norm
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
n/a*
1
1
1
n/a*
4.72

Project B
(IOut,j(B))norm
0
0
0.89
0.55
0.73
0.78
0.89
n/a*
0
0.75
0.5
n/a*
3.26

(IIn,j(A))norm
1
1
1
2.11

(IIn,j(B))norm
0.58
0.96
1
1.76

Return on Engineering

2.24

1.85

(Return on Engineering)norm

100%

82,9%

Indicator
Patents (aggr.)
Patent quotations
Scientific publications (aggr.)
Citation analysis
Public interest (aggr.)
Project progress
Expert Evaluation
Evaluation project members
Commercial success
Product properties
Product/Process intensity
Closeness to series production
Innovation Output

Wgt
0.41
0.57
0.53
0.45
0.73
0.63
0.75
0.61
0.32
0.81
0.5
0.9

Indicator
Total invest
Personnel indicator
Project duration
Innovation Input

Wgt
0.75
0.77
0.59

* indicators set to n/a could not be obtained and thus been excluded from the calculation

The Network Performance Model was established to estimate the projects’ theoretical
innovation performance according to their characteristic network structure. As the NPM is
derived from the high-tech environment via a systematic literature analysis a comparison of
the actual innovation performance according to the IPM and the results of the NPM allows a
conclusion regarding efficient network arrangements corresponding to those in the high-tech
industry (see 5. Conclusion).
The NPM uses a similar approach as the IPM, aggregating weighted factors. In this case, the
parameter values of five specific network factors are evaluated for both projects. The network
factor degree of locality is to be discussed as an example of the procedure.
Degree of locality refers to the local distribution of the network partners. The analysis of the
relevant publications has identified a positive effect of a close-knit network with relatively
small distances between the partners due to e.g. the easier transfer of implicit information or a
reduction of communication costs. Consequently the literature analysis results in a strongly
positive correlation of 0.82 between a higher degree of locality and innovative performance.
(Powell & Grodal 2005, p. 66). The parameter values of the network factor were assessed via
the measurement of the average distance of the projects locations to the (if existing) closest
branch of their respective collaboration partners. Project A’s average distance sums up to
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157km while Project B has to travel 119km only. The corresponding normalised values can be
observed in the following table 4 just like those of the remaining network factors that also
have been adequately determined. Furthermore, the findings are presented in a spider graph
(figure 3) giving an overview of the characteristic network structures of Project A and Project
B.

Figure 3:

Results of Network Performance Model (NPM)
Project A

Tie strength

Project B

Number of
network partners
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Degree of
heterogeneity

Centrality

Degree of locality

The resulting figure “Network Performance” yields values of 100% for Project A and 94,8%
for Project B (Table 4). While the factors Centrality and Degree of Locality weakly contribute
to the performance of Project A’s network, the number of network partners, the uncommon
degree of heterogeneity of partners as well as the tie strength of the closely-knit network
overcompensates these effects and cause a better Network Performance than that of Project
B’s consortium.

Table 4:

Results of Network Performance Model (NPM)

Network factor
Number of network partners

Wgt
0.56

Project A
(NFi(A))norm
1

Centrality

0.75

0.38

1

Degree of locality

0.82

0.76

1

Degree of heterogeneity

0.69

1

0.73

Tie strength

0.61

1

0.5

2.69
100%

2.55
94,8%

Network Performance
(Network Performance)norm
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Project B
(NFi(B))norm
0.38

5. Conclusion
So far, development networks in the electric mobility sector have rarely been covered in both
theoretical and empirical research. The particular importance of networks in situations of
scattered and uncertain knowledge and the lack of corresponding research encourage us to
systematically capture the innovation effect of networks in this field of strong public interest.
Studies in this area encounter many problems of qualitative methods. Measurements of
innovation have limited validity as “multifaceted nature of innovation makes a concise
measure of innovation, which is appropriate to all firms, impossible” (Rogers 1998, p. 21). In
this paper, the use of systematic expert interviews has been a suitable mean to align existing
measurements to the peculiarities of electric vehicle development resulting in the Innovation
Performance Model (IPM). The networking dimension of innovation has been covered by the
Network Performance Model (NPM) integrating numerous of network effects, that allows to
comprehensively measure the impact of network design on the network’s innovation
performance.
Within given assumptions we find that the characteristics of Project A’s network provide
more innovation-momentum than the Project B’s network applying the Network Performance
Model (NPM). Additionally, we find that these results – although the underlying
measurements have been derived from findings in the high-tech industry – are comparable to
the actual innovation performance of the developments captured by the Innovation
Performance Model (IPM). These results contribute to support our hypotheses that the ideas
about an “innovation-friendly network” are transferable to the disruptive setting of electric
vehicle development as it resembles the high-tech setting (see theory section). Being
consistent with the general argument, that network structure matters, the analysis supports the
idea to pay particular attention to ensuring a dedicated network design for managerial
practice.
Although, as pointed out in the methods section, data has been aggregated for indicators of
assumed correlations, the problems of building indicators remain a weakness of such studies.
While our models use weightings to account for individual effects, more robust methods like
the principal components analysis should be taken into consideration to prevent redundancy in
case of highly correlated factors. A few figures of the case studies’ datasets were derived from
limited public information or reasonable assumptions. Further research on this issue requires
an even deeper insight in the exact structure and activities of the individual development
consortium. In addition, future research activities are stimulated to consider more case studies
to statistically define the explanatory capacity of this approach controlling other effects and
including robustness checks. As innovation owns a multi-faceted and much case-dependent
nature, the shortcomings of this qualitative research will scarcely be overcome. Research will
thus continuous to rely heavily on case studies and imperfect indicators of underlying
phenomena.
Summarizing the results of this paper and bearing in mind the importance of the new
technology for the industry, our study's performance models have considerable promise for
broader application to the analysis of current development networks, and may provide a
stronger empirical underpinning for the qualitative research in this field.
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Abstract: This research, focusing on supply chain of car industry, proposes a design methodology
of compromised expected procure/supply quantity with its acceptable fluctuation for concerned
firms. The proposed design model can be called supply chain portfolio design problem under
competitive business environment. Example application, i. e. a case of supply chain among plural
car assemblers and tire suppliers, is also given for demonstrating its rationality.
Keywords: Supply Chain Portfolio, Robust Operation, Risk Aversive Design, Global Business
Environment, Negotiation, Industrial Parts, Car Assembler, Tire Supplier.
1. Introduction
In the past three decades, industrial globalisation has been advanced all over the world in terms of
slow progress in the entry to fast in the last 10 years. Corresponding to this trend, structure of
industrial supply chain has been changed to meet rising business requirements such as competitive
global procurement, environmental sustainability, minimisation of business risk etc. and now its
refinement on the global platform is the matter of argument.
Especially, supply chain in the global context has various serious problems due to ultimate
competition among global players and also natural as well as economic disasters. There are three
typical approaches to cope with these phenomena, i. e. design of supply chain effectiveness/
durability, risk aversive structure and operations for resilience. The first issue, effectiveness/
durability design, is the well-recognised key importance in the normal as well as turbulent
operational environment. The second, design of risk aversive structure (Hibiki, 2001; Luenberger et
al, 2002), is recently highlighted as an important subject to survive in destructive phenomena. Also,
the third, design of resilient operations, is a compulsory to realise possible quick recovery
(Katayama et al, 2011).
Former two issues are regarded as proactive approaches and the last is categorised in a reactive
scheme. In reality, business firms have to move toward these three matters simultaneously, however,
the author focuses on the second topic in this paper.
Looking at Japanese car industry, domestic supply chain system called KEIRETSU, which is based
on exacting one to one corresponding relation between specific suppliers and assemblers, has been
gradually weakened and the relation among concerned manufacturers tends to shift to nested or
network structure. Also recently, this trend is accelerated to avoid impacts of disastrous phenomena
such as catastrophic earthquakes, large scale floods, countries’ economic disasters, political
1

collisions among nations. These tragedies cause malfunction of local industrial activities and, as
operations spatially diverge with mutual linkage in terms of supply/delivery network, effects rapidly
transfer throughout this globe. One key problem in this situation is how to design network
structured supply chain with minimum collision among firms on the chain, where each firm has its
own procurement/supply policy and intend to realise its objective.
2. One to Many and/or Many to One Supply Chain Portfolio Model for Industrial Parts
Procurement (Katayama, 2012)
In this chapter, the cases of one to many and/or many to one supply/procurement chains are
focussed to discuss. Here, the former means one downstream firm and plural upstream suppliers are
considered as the member of supply chain, which are operating under pull scheme (See the left of
Figure 1) and the latter means plural downstream firms and one upstream supplier are considered as
the member of supply chain, which are operating under push scheme (See the right of Figure 1).

Figure 1. Structure of Car Parts Supply Chain (Isahaya et al, 2009; Isahaya et al, 2010)
Pull operation is conducted by procurement-side, i. e. assembler-side decision model. In this case, problem is
to determine how many parts must be procured from which suppliers (Uchiyamada, 2008). These are
represented by procurement rates (weighting factors) from each supplier. On the other hand, push operation
is activated by delivery-side. So, there could be supplier-side decision model, which is to determine how
many parts can be delivered to which assemblers. These are represented by delivery rates (weighting factors)
to each assembler. The way of determining these rates is proposed through procurement/delivery portfolio
consideration.

2.1. Contract Establishment Model for Stable Procurement with Designed Risk
In this section, contract establishment model among assemblers and suppliers is discussed. For
realising risk aversive stable manufacturing, car assemblers, prior to the occurrences of disastrous
situation, can consider to establish portfolio-like contracts with various suppliers, which are making
the same parts. Suppliers, the counterparts, can also devote to examine making contracts with
various assemblers for pursuing stable trade with low risk such as stoppage of purchase from
2

assemblers.
A multi-objective stochastic optimization problem, with which both car manufacturers and parts
suppliers cope, was formulated (Isahaya et al., 2011) in terms of pull model and push model
respectively. Essence of these models is described as follows.
(1) Mathematical Formulation
<Pull Model>
Objective Function 1:
Maximization of the average volume of tires procured from tire factories
1
J1 =
Bt
Max
(1)
T
t∈T
Objective Function 2:
Minimization of the variance of expected number of tires procured from tire factories
Min
(2)
J 2 = σ b2
Constraints:

∑

n

Bt =

∑b

(3)

i ,t

i =1

bt ,t = vi Sˆi ,t

(4)

0 ≤ vi ≤ vmax

σb

2

⎛
⎜ B − 1
⎜ t T
t∈T ⎝
=
T

<Notation>
T
Bt
bi,t
Sˆi ,t

∑

∑
t∈T

⎞
Bt ⎟
⎟
⎠

(5)

2

(6)

:Number of periods in time horizon
:Total planned number of tires procured by the specific car factory from tire
factory i (i=1,…,n) in period t
:Planned number of tires procured by the specific car factory from tire
factory i in period t
:Expected number of tires produced by tire factory i in period t

Vi
:Delivery ratio of tire factory i (Portfolio control parameters)
Vmax :Maximum supply ratio of tire factory i
σ b2

:Variance of expected number of tires procured in each period throughout
considered time horizon

<Push Model>
Objective Function 1:

3

Maximization of the average volume of tires delivered to car factories

J3 =

Max

1
T

∑Q

(7)

t

t∈T

Objective Function 2:
Minimization of the variance of tires delivered to car factories
Min
J4 = σ q2
Constraints:
n

Qt =

∑q

(8)
(9)

j ,t

j =1

q j ,t = u j Dˆ j ,t

(10)

0 ≤ u j ≤ umax

(11)

σq

2

⎛
⎜ Q − 1
⎜ t T
t∈T ⎝
=
T

∑

⎞
Qt ⎟
⎟
t∈T
⎠

2

∑

(12)

<Notation>
T
Qt

:Number of periods in time horizon
:Total planned number of tires delivered from specific tire factory to car
factory j (j=1,…,n) in period t
qj,t
:Planned number of tires delivered from the specific tire factory to car
factory j in period t
ˆ
D j ,t
:Expected number of tires delivered to car factory j in period t
Uj
:Delivery ratio of car factory j (Portfolio control parameters)
Umax :Maximum delivery ratio of car factory j
σ q 2 :Standard deviation of expected number of tires delivered in each period
throughout considered time horizon
(2) Example Result (Pull Model Case)

Figure 2. Area in Consideration
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A result of pull model case, i.e. procurement network design, is introduced in this section. Focused
area for this problem is mid-area of mainland Japan called Kwansai-Chubu area as shown in Figure
2. Here, car assembly factories (11 sites) and tire manufacturing factories (6 sites) are considered as
down-stream and up-stream manufacturers.
Portfolio characteristics of this problem under the supposed business situation, i. e. average procurement
level and standard deviation of number of tires, is obtained by modifying weighting factors mentioned earlier.

Rational trade plan, i. e. Pareto optimal solution of portfolio problem, is derived by a smart numerical
calculation method (Katayama et al, 1988; Fonseca et al, 1993) as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Characteristics of Portfolio Selection and Pareto Optimal Solution
Table 1. Procurement Rates for Pareto Optimal Solution

2.2. Sensitivity Analysis on Portfolio Performance
In this section, the affects of change of business variables/parameters on Pareto optimal solution
derived in the previous section is examined by sensitivity analysis.
(1) Procedure
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General procedure of sensitivity analysis is that, Step 1a: Perturbing the values of system variables
and/or parameters that affects system performance and then Step 2a: Evaluating system
performance. Reverse analysis is also often required, namely, Step 1b: Setting desirable system
performance then Step 2b: Identifying the variables and/or parameters and their values that realise
desirable performance.
Here, consider the case of manufacturing malfunction of a tire factory as change of business
variables, i. e. production volume, and examine its affect on Pareto optimal solution, to which the
former type analysis is suitable (Ishikawa et al., 2012a-b). The way to extract trade-off relation
between average (return) and standard deviation (risk) is the same as described in section 2.1.
(2) Example Result (Pull Model Case)
Figure 4 illustrates Pareto optimal solution (before) and perturbed trade-off relation (after). It is
immediately noticed that supplier malfunction brings huge negative affect on procurement
performance.

Figure 4. Affect on Procurement Performance caused by malfunction of a supplier factory
3. Many to Many Supply Chain Portfolio Model for Industrial Parts Procurement (Ishikawa
and Katayama, 2013)
In this chapter, as an extension of Chapter 2, a case of two to two supply/procurement chain is
focussed to discuss, which is an simple example of many to many supply chain portfolio model.
This model consists of following six steps.
Step 1: Evaluation of standard deviation and trading performance data of each factory
Step 2: Generation of expected value of the desired trading volume by portfolio parameter v
Determining a portfolio parameter v by random number generation, then, expected value of
the desired trading volume and standard deviation of each factory are calculated.
Step 3: Identifying differences of desired trading volumes among considered factories
Step 4: Decision making the trading volumes among factories
6

Determining the trading volume of tires in each factory to minimize the distance of desired
trading volume derived in Step3.
Step 5: Deriving the Pareto optimal characteristics of each factory
Through regeneration of the portfolio parameters v and repetition of Step2-Step4 over 1000
times, a portfolio graph and Pareto optimal curve is obtained by an effective logical
procedure (Katayama et al.,1988; Fonseca et al., 1993).
Step 6: Derivation of the minimum overall distance among trading points on each Pareto optimal curve
Deriving an approximate curve of the Pareto optimal solution, and then, calculating the distances
between trading point and the Pareto optimal curve. In this study, the trading point, which has the
minimum total distance between the Pareto solution of each factory, is identified as the overall
optimal trading volume.

3.1 Collect Data
Table 2 and Table 3 show average and standard deviation of the production volumes of each
factory.
Table 2. Average and Standard Deviation of the Production Volumes of Tire Factories [Unit: Tires]

Tire factory a

Average
Volume
150,609

Standard
Deviation
6,066

Tire factory b

242,159

20,981

Table 3. Average and Standard Deviation of the Production Volumes of Car Factories [Unit: Tires]

Car factory A

Average
Volume
160,076

Standard
Deviation
7,768

Car factory B

231,612

19,883

3.2 Generation of the Portfolio Parameters
Generation of portfolio parameter v is performed by random number generation. Table 4 and Table
5 show the range of random numbers. The meaning of the value of the portfolio parameter 1 – 3, for
instance, is that factories want to trade more than the current total trading volumes such as not
smaller than now and up to triple. In this study, it is assumed that the trading volume lies between
zero to triple of the current volume, so the values of the possible portfolio parameters are set from 0
to 3 to consider the reduction and expansion of trading volume in the future.
The expected value of the desired trading volume and standard deviation of each factory is
determined by multiplying the average and standard deviation of current trading volume measured
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in Step 1 and the portfolio parameters. Formula is in (13) and (14).
Table 4. Tire Factory’s Trade Coefficient (PUSH Model)
Procurement Site

Trade Coefficient with
Car Factory A：vA

Trade Coefficient with
Car Factory B：vB

Tire factory a

1≦vaA≦3

0≦vaB≦2

Tire factory b

1≦vbA≦3

0≦vbB≦2

Table 5. Car Factory’s Trade Coefficient (PULL Model)
Delivery Site

Trade Coefficient with
Tire Factory a：va

Trade Coefficient with
Tire Factory b：vb

Car factory A

1≦vAa≦3

0≦vAb≦2

Car factory B

1≦vBa≦3

0≦vBb≦2

・Expected Value of the Desired trading Volume and Standard Deviation
E[Qi ]

=

E[Vi ]

=

∑ (v
∑ (v

it

× E[Tt ])

(13)

it

× E[St ])

(14)

<Notation>
：Expected Value of the Desired trading Volume in
Factory i
(i = a, b, A, B)
：Standard Deviation on Expected Value of the Desired
E[Vi ]
trading Volume in Factory i (i = a, b, A, B)
：Average Trading Performance in Factory i (i = a, b, A,
E[Tt ]
B)
：Past Standard Deviation in Factory i
E[ St ]
(i = a, b, A, B)

E[Qi ]

vit

：Portfolio Parameter in Factory i with Factory t
(i, t = a, b, A, B)

For example, expected value of the desired trading volume of tire factory a is calculated by
“Expected value of the desired trading volume with car factory A + Expected value of the desired
trading volume with car factory B”, namely, “vaA × trading performance of car factory A + vaB
×trading performance of car factory B”. In the same way, standard deviation is derived by “vaA ×
standard deviation of car factory A＋vaB × standard deviation of car factory B”.
This means tire factory a wants to trade vaA × current trading volume with car factory A and vaB
8

×current trading volume with car factory B.
These calculations are performed also for tire factory b, car factory A and B.
3.3 Identification of the Difference between Factories Desired Trading Volume and Decision
between Factories Trading Volume
Here, let us consider the trade of tire factory a and car factory A. Blue star and red star, in Figure 5,
shows expected value of the desired trading volume and standard deviation of tire factory a and car
factory A respectively. Then, the distance of the expected value of the desired trading volume is
regarded as JEaA and standard deviation is JVaA. It might be able to determine the optimal trading
volume of each factory by minimizing the value of JE. For JV, as the desired value set of variations
is difficult, only JE is considered here (See Figure 6). The optimal trading volume is derived in the
same way in respect to other transactions.
This study considers three cases of the relationship among factories.
･Case 1: Tire factory : Car factory = 0 : 1
It is the case that the power of the car factory is strong and the desired trading volume of the car
factory is the trading volume as it is.
The trading volume = 0 * the desired trading volume of the tire factory + 1 * the desired trading
volume of the car factory
･Case 2: Tire factory : Car factory = 0.5 : 0.5

Standard Deviation[V]

It is the case that the power of each factory is even and the trading volume is he middle of the
desired trading volume of both facyoties.
The trading volume = 0.5 * the desired trading volume of the tire factory + 0.5 * the desired trading
volume of the car factory

Tire Factory a

JVaA

Car Factory a

JEaA

Expected value of the desired trading volume [E]
Figure 5. Expected Value of the Desired trading Volume and Standard Deviation
on Tire Factory a and Car Factory A
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･Case 3: Tire factory : Car factory = 1 : 0
It is the case that the power of the tire factory is strong and the desired trading volume of the tire
factory is the trading volume as it is.
The trading volume = 1 * the desired trading volume of the tire factory + 0 * the desired trading
volume of the car factory

Standard Deviation[V]

Tire Factory a

Car Factory a

Expected value of the desired trading volume [E]

Figure 6. Decision Model the Desired Trading Volume on Tire Factory a and Car Factory A
(Determined by Portfolio Graph)

3.4. Results
Through regeneration of the portfolio parameters v and repetition of Step2-Step4 over 1000 times,
Figure 7-9 are obtained, for example, as the results.
Blue star and red star in figure respectively shows trading point of the current situation and trading
point to be total optimization.
･Case 1: Tire factory : Car factory = 0 : 1

Tire Factory a
Standard Deviation

70000
60000
50000
40000

30000
20000

10000
0
0

200000

400000

600000

800000

1000000

1200000

Expected value of the desired trading volume

Figure 7. Portfolio Graph in Tire factory a (0 : 1)
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･Case 2: Tire factory : Car factory = 5 : 5

Tire Factory a
Standard Deviation

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

200000

400000

600000

800000

1000000

Expected value of the desired trading volume

Figure 8. Portfolio Graph in Tire factory a (0.5 : 0.5)

･Case 3: Tire factory : Car factory = 1 : 0

Tire Factory a
Standard Deviation

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

200000

400000

600000

800000

1000000

1200000

Expected value of the desired trading volume

Figure 9. Portfolio Graph in Tire factory a (1 : 0)
In reference to Katayama et al. and Fonseca et al., the approximate curve of the Pareto solution is
derived. Figure 10 is an example in case of the tire factory a. When the Pareto curve is derived, a
quadratic function is used for approximation to make easy calculation.

Figure 10. Pareto Optimal Curve
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70000

Standard Deviation

60000
50000
40000
30000

20000
10000
0
0
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400000
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800000

1000000 1200000

Expected value of the desired trading volume

Figure 11. The Distance to the Pareto Optimal Curve from Trade Point
The distance between approximate curve and each trade point in each factory is the next matter. The
definition of “distance” is, as shown by the arrow and red in Figure 11, the difference of the
standard deviation of the approximate curve and trade point. In this study, trade point, where total
distance of each factory is minimum, is the overall optimal solution. The calculation of the total
distance of each case is as follows.
･Case 1: Tire factory : Car factory = 0 : 1
The total distance = 0 * (The distance of tire factory a + The distance of tire factory b) + 1 * (The
distance of car factory A + The distance of car factory B)
･Case 2: Tire factory : Car factory = 0.5 : 0.5
The total distance = 0.5 * (The distance of tire factory a + The distance of tire factory b) + 0.5 *
(The distance of car factory A + The distance of car factory B)
･Case 3: Tire factory : Car factory = 10 :
The total distance = 1 * (The distance of tire factory a + The distance of tire factory b) + 0 * (The
distance of car factory A + The distance of car factory B)
Table 6 and Table 7 show total and each factory’s distance, trade average volume and standard
deviation in each case.
From the obtained results, it is recognized that the distances of tire factories of case 1 and car
factories of case 3 are disastrous, especially, factory a’s difference in distance is terrible in all the
cases. Also it seems necessary to expand the production scale of tire factory a and car factory A.
This mean that current situation is far from optimal solution in any case. However, as there isn’t a
large difference in optimal trading volume in any case of the car factory B, adjustment of the
production volume is likely to be not necessary.
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Table 6. The Total Distance of Each Case in Optimal Solution
Tire factory a

Tire factory b

Car factory A

Car factory B

Total

Case 1

2646.719828

1146.929749

68.28352319

101.5637727

169.8472959

Case 2

3657.407159

152.5268988

90.57217813

575.2075923

2237.856914

Case 3

221.3732888

1.143674186

5901.358459

832.7646632

222.516963

Table 7. Average and Standard Deviation of the Production
of Car Factories in Optimal solution [Unit: Tires]
Tire factory a

Tire factory b

Car factory A

Car factory B

Average

Standard

Average

Standard

Average

Standard

Average

Standard

Volume

Deviation

Volume

Deviation

Volume

Deviation

Volume

Deviation

Case 1

824378.2

54290.3

89598.8

5974.6

487587.5

21759.7

426389.4

19184.2

Case 2

706450.5

45201.3

163807.4

9652.2

532023.5

26895.8

338234.4

15731.1

Case 3

420184.8

22032.5

297741.3

14448.4

673919.9

40937.8

44006.2

1771.2

4. Concluding Remarks
This paper, focusing on supply chain of car industry, proposed a design methodology of
compromised expected procure/supply quantity with its acceptable fluctuation for concerned firms.
This model can be called a supply chain portfolio design problem under competitive business
environment. Example application, i. e. a case of supply chain among plural car assemblers and tire
suppliers, was also given for demonstrating its rationality.
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Abstract
Manufactures have an important issue which is an effective reuse of lean technologies for
resolving various problems, in order to improve their competiveness continuously. As
countermeasure of it, most of the companies have developed the case-base system for
retrieving and reusing relevant cases. However how to utilize the case-base depends on an
ability of each user and a development of the methodology to utilize the case-base is not
enough. Visual management (VM) technology, one representative lean technology, is forced
on all in this paper. And then, an assignment model of useful technologies to multi-site
factories within a company is developed by mathematical programming. In the proposed
model, a contribution degree of each technology to each key performance indicator is
measured by Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Also, a confirmation of the utility of the
proposed model is performed through a simple case study with collaborative firm.
Keywords: Multi-site Factory Management, Lean Strategy, Technology Intelligence, Visual
Management, Mathematical Programming, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).
1. Introduction
Effective reuse of lean technologies to improve a capability of production system is one
important issue for manufacturing companies where various values are delivered to their
customers. Each company has accumulated developed cases in lean management as electric
media to retrieve and reuse them. However how to utilize the case-base depends on expert’s
experience or intuition and is not strategic activity. A cause of the situation is not to clarify
the relationship between lean technologies accumulated in a case-base and burdens which
each factory has. Based on the problem recognition, in order to deliver one material for
promoting a reuse of lean technologies, this paper tackles with an assignment model of visual
management (VM) technologies (Watanabe 2002) as one useful lean technologies by
mathematical programming. And then, through a simple case study with collaborative firm,
the utility of the proposed model is confirmed.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Data database for lean management
Two databases have been developed to promote lean management. First one is lean case-base
which supports Do-step in PDCA cycle. It is a database for delivering useful technologies to
the activity (Murata and Katayama 2009b, 2010a, b). The other one is Key Performance
Indicator (KPI) database which supports Plan-step, Check-step and Action step in PDCA
cycle (Lillrank and Kano 1989). KPI data is accumulated in the database to analyze the result
of activity and make next action plan (Murata and Katayama 2009a). In the research process

of them, a framework and a procedure to construct and utilize them is developed in single site
factory. However a methodology to realize systematic technology transfer among multi-site
factories is not developed.
2.2 Deployment of knowledge/technology in TPM activity
Total Productive Maintenance/Management (TPM), one of the representative lean schemes,
has three expansion types such as geographical deployment, horizontal deployment and
vertical deployment (Katayama 2008). Murata and Katayama (2008) show a kind of
technology transfer in TPM as the survey result on several factories located in Europe and
Japan. The technology transfer is performed among three type’s players such as 1) an expert
outside a company, 2) an expert in a company and 3) an expert candidate in a company.
Therefore, the technology transfer among them is six kinds as shown in Table 1. In particular,
the proposed model in this paper supports an activity of type d.
Table 1. Technology transfer among three players in TPM activity
From

1)

2)

3)

1)

a)

b)

c)

2)

－

d)

e)

3)

－

－

f)

To

<A kind of players>
1) experts outside a company
They have relevant knowledge and experience in the various types of industries.
(Ex. consultant, professor)
2) experts in a company
They have relevant knowledge and experience in their factory
(Ex. promoter of total improvement project in a company, leader of individual
improvement project)
3) expert candidates in a company
They have knowledge and experience of their operation.
(Ex. members of individual improvement project)
<A type of technology transfer in TPM>
a) among experts outside a company
Outline: Technologies developed in the consulted and educated companies are shared
among them.
Methodology: A study meeting and a training session in their organization where they
belong to. (Observed case of company A: a study group to consultation
skills)
b) and c) from experts outside a company to experts in a company and expert candidates in a
company

Outline: Experts outside a company teach members of a company how to progress
an activity and a point of the problem solving by lean technology and so
on.
Methodology: Promoted by an organization outside a company such as consulting
firm and an educational institution, a technical guidance and a
screening system are performed in the consulted company. Also, an
education program and exhibitions of lean management are
performed outside a company. (Observed case of company B:
concrete consultant teaches a purpose of an improvement project,
how to promote a project and how to visualize a progress of a
project.)
d) among experts in a company
Outline: They introduce developed useful cases each other. Especially high quality cases
evaluated from the company where they belong are sheared among multi-site
factories.
Methodology: A meeting by them and a database of lean case (Observed case of company
C: DVD for an education of lean technologies’ mechanism is made)
e) from experts in a company to expert candidates in a company
Outline: Expert supports to solve burdens which expert candidates tackle with.
Methodology: An advice and a coaching in a regular meeting of the activity (Observed
case of company D: a short course of 5why-analysis)
f) among expert candidates in a company
Outline: They share and exchange their knowledge and experience on the way to develop
lean technologies each other.
Methodology: A discussion among them and a competition of useful cases under the
promoted by experts in a company (Observed case of company E: cross
discussion with affiliated companies)
3. Research Procedure
Research Procedure of this paper consists of three steps as follows.
Phase 1: Design of the extended supply chain framework
Before the description of the proposed model, the place where its capability is displayed is
clarified through the consideration of one trial of extended supply chain management.
Phase 2: Formulation of assignment model of lean technologies
The purpose of the proposed model supports that each factory selects useful cases to improve
performance indicators from the case-base. In the model building, the problem to assign cases
accumulated in developed case-base to multi-site factories is considered as a linear
programming problem.
Phase 3: Evaluation of cases to performance indicators
Analyzed data of the proposed model is made by analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Each data
means a contribution value of each case to each performance indicator. Dataset express a
table form. In the form, the vertical axis is case number and the horizontal axis is an attributes
of performance indicators such as quality, delivery and cost and so forth.

Phase 4: Confirmation of the utility of the proposed model
An initial experimentation of the case selection by the proposed model is performed in this
step. It is supported by the collaborate company. The selection result is evaluated through a
discussion with lean experts of the collaborated company.
4. Knowledge Supply Chain
The proposed model in this paper is utilized for effective technology transfer. It should be
realized everywhere in supply chain. Formerly, for example, supply chain management
means as follows (Christopher 2011);
The management of upstream and downstream relationships with suppliers and customers in
order to deliver superior customer value at less cost to the supply chain as a whole.
It is a player oriented supply chain and consists of functions in the main activity of a value
chain (Porter 1985) like a maker, a wholesaler and a retailer as shown in Figure 1.
Particularly, in the age of the globalization, a coordination of supply chain has been difficult
in order that a geographical expansion is installed to a conventional supply chain.
a maker

a wholesaler

a retailer

Figure 1. A flow of conventional supply chain (main activity of value chain)
The delivered item in the system is physical something such as goods, materials, a traffic
system and passengers and so forth. However, the object of the technology transfer is
different. It is “knowledge”. Of course, a type of knowledge is various through a lot of
relevance discussions and study are performed. Both conventional supply chain management
and technology transfer are the same function from the viewpoint of supply chain. Therefore,
the latter activity is named “knowledge supply chain” in this paper. It is considered a timeseries oriented supply chain such as among a number of activity times and among generations
as shown in Figure 2. It will be expected to resolve the problem focused in this study which is
a succession of valuable knowledge and skills experts have in advanced nations.
past
knowledge

current
knowledge

future
knowledge

Figure 2. A flow of knowledge supply chain
Figure 3 shows one graph of a combination of two kinds of supply chain. A common point
between them is a realization of effective chain management which is to connect a
relationship between individual neighbor chains smoothly and to manage a total chain
effectively. In order to develop a conventional supply chain continuously, it is important to
construct knowledge supply chain system. And then, a reconsideration of a conventional
supply chain system is necessary to perform knowledge supply chain management smoothly.
The proposed model in this paper contributes to construct knowledge supply chain in case of
multi- site factories which a company has over the world.

Time series

knowledge supply chain
(a time-series oriented supply chain)

future knowledge
a maker

a wholesaler

a retailer

a wholesaler

a retailer

a wholesaler

a retailer

current knowledge
a maker
past knowledge

a maker

A flow of conventional chain
A flow of proposed chain
conventional supply chain
(a player oriented supply chain)

Stream to customer

Figure 3. A combination flow of two kinds of supply chains
5. Proposed Model
The proposed model in this paper is utilized for effective technology transfer. It should be
realized everywhere in supply chain. Formerly, for example, supply chain management
means as follows (Christopher 2011);
A mathematical representation is given by the following formula (1)-(7).
Objective function:
p

max J = ∑ y j

(1)

j =1

（Maximum of the contribution of all factories to all performance indicators）
Subject to,
n

(2)

y j = ∑ bij xij
i =1

（Contribution of factory j to all performance indicators）
m

bij = ∑ (1 + Ahjʹ′ ) whi

(3)

h =1

（Contribution of factory j to all performance indicators in case of installation of case j）
m

Ahj =

p

∑∑ a
h =1 j =1

ahj

hj

(4)

（Necessity to improve indicator h in factory j (before standardization): It is considered from
the viewpoint of technology transfer. In case of the model, the definition is a reciprocal of a
ratio of a number of cases for each performance indicator improvement in each factory to a
number of all cases registered in the case-base）

Ahj

Ahjʹ′ =

m

(5)

p

∑∑ A

hj

h =1 j =1

（Necessity to improve performance indicator h in factory j (after standardization): If the
necessity to improve object indicator is high, the value is large.）
n

lc j ≤ ∑ xij ≤ uc j

(6)

i =1

（Constrains of a number of installed cases to factory j: For the condition of cost and time to
install a case in each factory）
p

lsi ≤ ∑ xij ≤ usi
j =1

（Constrains of a number of factory to install case i: For the condition of technology
diversification to resolve various burdens）
＜Decision variables＞
xij ：If factory j installs to case i, xij is 1.
If factory j doesn’t installs to case i, xij is 0.
＜Fixed numbers＞
whi ：Contribution of case i to performance indicator h (h = 1,..., m, i = 1,..., n)
ahj ：A number of cases for performance indicator h improvement in factory j
(h = 1,..., m, j = 1,..., p)

uc j ：Upper limit of a number of installed cases to factory j ( j = 1,..., p)
lc j ：Lowest limit of a number of installed cases to factory j ( j = 1,..., p)

usi
lsi
m
n
p
h
i
j

：Upper limit of a number of factories where case i is installed (i = 1,..., n)
：Lowest limit of a number of factories where case i is installed (i = 1,..., n)
：Suffix of a total number of performance indicators
：A total number of cases
：A total number of factories
：Suffix of performance indicator
：Suffix of case
：Suffix of factory

6. Case Study
6.1 Analyzed object

(7)

The condition of VM case, performance indicator and factory is as follows.
1) VM case
One-hundred and forty-one VM cases were collected via investigation of four chemical
plants in one collaborated company. These are the members of the case-base. For the
preparation of VM case analysis, 10 typical cases involving different VM technologies from
the case-base were selected by experts. The case numbers are 14, 24, 28, 54, 58, 63, 97, 117,
121 and 140 as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Profile of object case-base and representative cases
Group

A number of cases

Representative case

Group 1

8

case14

Group 2

13

case 24

Group 3

16

case 28

Group 4

27

case 54

Group 5

11

case 58

Group 6

29

case 63

Group 7

17

case 97

Group 8

7

case 117

Group 9

5

case 121

Group 10

8

case 140

2) Performance indicator
Object performance indicator is seven performance indicators; quality (Q), cost (C), delivery
(D), productivity (P), safety/hygiene (S/H), environment (E) and morale (M). Definition of
each performance indicator is as follows.
Quality (Q): This is critical for improving the KPI related to the operation, inspection and
prevention for manufacturing the required product quality.
Cost (C): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to a reduction of failure cost and
maintenance and improvement of job skills.
Delivery (D): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to the efficient delivery of
products/materials from/ to the plant and safe drainage of accumulated rainwater.
Productivity (P): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to the maintenance and
improvement of the standard operation time and effective job skills transfer.
Safety/hygiene (S/H): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to quick information
concerning the cause of a disaster such as a power failure or a fire.
Environment (E): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to 5S (Seiri, Seiton, Seiso,
Seiketsu and Shitsuke), conservation of utilised energy in the factory, and safe drainage of
accumulated rainwater.
Morale (M): Similar to the previous KPI, this is related to the communication of basic
knowledge concerning operation and maintenance and information on the present condition
of the faculties/equipment in the plant.

3) Factory
Object factory is four factories which one company has; factory A, factory B, factory C and
factory D.
6.2 Analyzed data
1) Contribution of lean case to performance indicator
This section consists of three steps followed by the AHP methodology. In the first step,
construction of the AHP hierarchy is performed based on the three defined terms, which are
the objective, criterion, and alternative, as shown in Figure 4. The objective of the hierarchy
is evaluation of the contribution of the VM case for improving KPIs by a lean expert. The
criteria of the hierarchy are seven performance indicators mentioned above. The alternative
of the hierarchy is the 10 selected VM cases in the previous section.
In the second step, two pairwise comparison analyses are performed based on the constructed
hierarchy. Table 3 shows the rating scores for each of the seven performance indicators with
respect to the objective. Table 4 shows the rating scores of the 10 VM cases with respect to
quality (Q) as one example of the seven KPI ratings. Each rating scale has five ranks, 5.00,
3.00, 1.00, 0.33 and 0.20.
For instance, in the pairwise comparison between the two cases shown in Table 4, the score
of case 14 to case 58 is 5.00 because there is a large difference between the contributions of
the two cases to maintaining the quality of the product. The reason for this is that case 14
directly contributes to maintaining the quality of the product. Case 58 mainly contributes to
maintaining the safety of operators and the work environment, not the quality of the product.
On the other hand, case 97 indirectly contributes to maintaining the quality of the product by
educating operators. Therefore, the score of case 14 to case 97 is 3.00. The other six cases,
except for cases 58 and 97, directly contribute to maintaining the quality of the product like
case 14. Therefore, the scores of case 14 to the six cases are 1.00.
In the third step, evaluation of the ratings of the 10 VM cases with respect to the objectives is
performed by the rating scores derived in the previous step. The scoring results standardized
between zero and one, are illustrated in Table 5.

Evaluation of Contribution Level of Visual Management Cases
for Improving Key Performance Indicators by Kaizen Experts
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Figure 4. AHP hierarchy for the proximity evaluation of VM cases to PIs
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Table 3. Rating scores for each PI
(b)
(a)
Q
C
D
P
S
E
M

Q

C

D

P

S

E

M

1.00
0.20
1.00
0.33
1.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00

3.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

1.00
1.00
3.00
0.33
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.33
1.00
1.00

Rating score:
5.00: Contribution of VM case for improving PI (a) is much higher than PI (b).
3.00: Contribution of VM case for improving PI (a) is higher than PI (b).
1.00: Contribution of VM case for improving PI (a) is as high as PI (b).
0.33: Contribution of VM case for improving PI (a) is a little lower than PI (b).
0.20: Contribution of VM case for improving PI (a) is lower than PI (b).

Table 4. Rating scores each case related to quality (Q)
(t)
(s)
14
24
28
54
58
63
97
117
121
140

14

24

28

54

58

63

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.20
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00

1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
0.33

1.00
0.33
1.00
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00
0.33
0.33

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.33
0.33
0.33
1.00
0.33
1.00

5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
3.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
0.33
1.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
3.00

97 117 121 140
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
0.33
0.33
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.33
0.33
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

1.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
0.33
0.33
1.00
1.00
0.33
1.00

Rating score:
5.00: Contribution of VM case (s) for improving quality is much higher than the VM case (t).
3.00: Contribution of VM case (s) for improving quality is higher than the VM case (t).
1.00: Contribution of VM case (s) for improving quality is as high as the VM case (t).
0.33: Contribution of VM case (s) for improving quality is a little lower than the VM case (t).
0.20: Contribution of VM case (s) for improving quality is lower than the VM case (t)

Table 5. Contribution values of cases to PIs calculated by AHP (Whi)
PIs
Case
14
24
28
54
58
63
97
117
121
140

Qulaity

Cost

Delivery

Productivity

Safety

Environment

Morale

0.025
0.026
0.033
0.027
0.007
0.014
0.015
0.022
0.010
0.020

0.008
0.003
0.006
0.007
0.022
0.003
0.008
0.011
0.010
0.015

0.015
0.013
0.027
0.039
0.010
0.014
0.012
0.036
0.014
0.031

0.005
0.015
0.010
0.012
0.003
0.006
0.004
0.010
0.009
0.010

0.007
0.019
0.010
0.013
0.030
0.005
0.006
0.011
0.005
0.012

0.008
0.006
0.019
0.022
0.014
0.007
0.006
0.020
0.012
0.021

0.010
0.007
0.015
0.014
0.028
0.009
0.033
0.011
0.009
0.025

2) Contribution of lean case to performance indicator
Ahj : The values of Table 6 by formula (4) and (5).

uc j : 3 (the same values of all factories)
lc j : 1(the same values of all factories)

usi : 2 (the same values of all factories)
lsi : 1 (the same values of all factories)
Table 6. Necessity to improve each indicator in each factory (Ahj)
Factory
PIs
Q
C
D
P
S
E
M
Total

Factoy A

Factory B

Factory C

Factory D

Total

0.006
0.028
0.084
0.028
0.084
0.084
0.084
0.398

0.005
0.021
0.084
0.012
0.042
0.084
0.028
0.276

0.006
0.042
0.028
0.006
0.017
0.042
0.042
0.183

0.008
0.012
0.028
0.017
0.028
0.042
0.008
0.143

0.025
0.103
0.224
0.063
0.171
0.252
0.162
1.000

6.3 Calculation result
Table 7 shows the calculation result by the proposed model.
Table 7. Assignment result of each factory
Factory
Factoy A Factory B Factory C Factory D Total
Case No.
14
0
0
1
1
2
24
0
0
1
0
1
28
1
0
1
0
2
54
0
0
0
1
1
58
0
0
0
1
1
63
1
0
0
0
1
97
1
0
0
0
1
117
0
1
0
0
1
121
0
1
0
0
1
140
0
1
0
0
1
Total
3
3
3
3
12
※…A number of factory X’s cases registered in the case-base is the most of
four factories. (Ex. A number of factory B’s cases similar to case 117
and case 120 is the most of four factories.)

6.4 Discussion
Three cases, case 28, case 63 and case 97, is selected to improve the capability of factory A.
The factory has the highest score of Ahj of the all factories as shown in Table 6. Particularly,
case 97 has the highest contribution to morale. And the related indicator is one of the
performance indicators which should be mainly improved in factory A. One weak point of
the factory will be expected to improve by the installation of the case.
Also, Ahj of factory D is the lowest of the all factories. In particular, the necessity to improve
environment indicators is the highest of the all performance indicators in the factory. In order
to correspond to improve the indicator, case 54 is selected, which is the most contribution
case to improve the indicator. These facts mentioned above indicate that the effective
improvement of performance indicators can be realized by an installation of cases to each
factory.
Furthermore, most of the factories are not sufficient development of case which the proposed
model selects in order to improve relevant indicators. It contributes to diversify the factories
technology.

Based on the findings mentioned above from the calculation results by the proposed model,
the utility of it will be confirmed from the viewpoint of delivering the materials for the
strategic technology transfer.
7. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the assignment model of lean technology is proposed to resolve burdens of
multi-site factories. And then, the utility of the proposed model is confirmed by the case-base
of VM technology in collaborative firm. The main future work is to actually install selected
case by the proposed model and to confirm its effects.
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